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ligation And You Win! 
Comparibilitti fr Upgraded'liru 
We understand compatibility and upgradeability are important to 

you. You can relax with Gateway. When Dataquest asked 833 PC 

users in Fortune 500 companies to rate personal computer companies, 

they ranked Gateway number one in the areas of compatibility, up-

grade potential and price. And we give you a written guarantee that 

our 486 systems are upgradeable to Pentium technology. 

Reliabilirg Et Oudlilti 
We understand you want reliability and quality, in both the 

products you buy and the company you buy them from. That's what 

you get with Gateway. In three reader surveys conducted by PC 

Magazine, Gateway systems received the highest ratings for 

reliability. Gateway 2000 is also one of the most financially stable 

companies in the industry, assuring you that you're buying from a 

reliable firm that can withstand the rigors of the PC Racing Series. 

Service 
We understand you want the best in service, from your first 

phone call through the years you own your computer. Judging 

from the recent "best service" award we received from readers of 

BYTE, you can count on Gateway to live up to your expectations. .1/1/1 1993 1993 
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ag 1000 Ourmaneuvers The Ci 
In the fast-

moving, hard-

driving PC industry, 

the race for leadership 

is more competitive than a heat at your local stock car 

speedway. All classes of PC manufacturers are on the 

direct market track together, trading paint and slamming 

each other into the wall at every turn. All the while, the 

unassuming cow-spotted Gateway car consistently 

outmaneuvers and overpowers the competition. 

Repeatedly, Gateway 2000" leads the field by providing 

you with the best value in the PC industry. When 

Gateway takes the checkered flag in this race, you're the 

winner! 

What's The Winning Formula? 
The driving strategy behind Gateway's success is 

simple: understand what customers want and give it to 

them! 

Price 
We understand you want the best possible price - and that's easy 

for Gateway. 

Our competitors would like to have you think they're now offering a 

value that meets or beats Gateway. But apples to apples, they're still 

hundreds, sometimes thousands of dollars more, while our systems 

consistently outperform theirs. 

You're a smart shopper. Do the comparisons yourself and you'll 

confirm what Dataquest found in a 1993 customer satisfaction survey: 

Gateway ranked number one for best pricing. When you add the other 

buying criteria that's important to you, we offer an unbeatable value. 

Performance 
We understand you want the best computer performance your 

money can buy. That's what you get with Gateway. We hold the track 

record in the biggest bang-for-the-buck division. 

Our price-performance ratio is even better this month thanks to 

improved video on our highest performance systems. We replaced the 

award-winning ATI" Graphics Ultra Pro with All's latest-generation 

video card, the Graphics Ultra XLR. The new XLR is up to twice as 

fast as the Ultra Pro, and it's the best all-around video performer in 

DOS and Windows7 
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min The PC Racing Series. 
1111.4isiuLAM 
• 25MHz 486SX Intel Processor 
• 4MB RAM 
• 3.5" Diskette Drive 
II 170MB 13ms IDE Hard Drive 
• Intel Pentium- Technology Ready 
• Windows Accelerated Video w/512K DRAM 
• 14" Color CrystalScan°1024NI 
• Mini Desktop Case with Password Protection 
• 5 16-Bit ISA Slots 
II 124-Key AnyKey® Keyboard & MS Mouse 
• MS-DOS® 6, Diagnostics & Windows-
• MS Works for Windows" 2.0 

$1295 
4DX-33 V 

• 33 \ ill/ -lA6DX Intel Proce,or 
• 8MB RAM, 128K Cache 
• 5.25" & 3.5" Diskette Drives 
• 340MB 13ms IDE Hard Drive 
• Local Bus IDE Interface 
• Intel Pentium Technology Ready 
II Windows Accelerator w/ 1MB DRAM 

on VL-Bus 
• 14" Color CrystalScan 1024NI 
• Desktop Case (Tower Upgrade) with 

Password Protection 
• 7 16-Bit ISA Slots, 2 on VL-Bus 
• I24-Key AnyKey Keyboard & MS Mouse 
• MS-DOS 6, Diagnostics & Windows 
• MS Works for Windows 2.0 

$1995 

• 66MHz 486DX2 Intel Processor 
• 16MB RAM, 256K Cache 
• 5.25" & 3.5" Diskette Drives 
• 500MB 1 1ms SCSI Hard Drive 
• 32-Bit EISA SCSI Controller 
II Windows Accelerated Video w/ 1MB DRAM 
• 14" Color CrystalScan 1024NI 
• Tower Case with Password Protection 
• 8 32-Bit EISA Slots 
• I24-Key AnyKey Keyboard & MS Mouse 
• MS-DOS 6, Diagnostics & Windows 
• Choice of Application Software 

$3495 

• 33MHz 486SX Intel Processor 
• 4MB RAM 
▪ 5.25" & 3.5" Diskette Drives 
• 212MB 13ms IDE Hard Drive 
• Intel Pentium Technology Ready 
• Windows Accelerated Video w/ 512K DRAM 
• 14" Color CrystalScan 1024NI 
• Mini Desktop Case with Password Protection 
• 5 16-Bit ISA Slots 
• 124-Key AnyKey Keyboard & MS Mouse 
• MS-DOS 6, Diagnostics & Windows 
• MS Works for Windows 2.0 

$1495 

4DX2-50V iliniffll 
• 50N1Hz 40D\2 Intel Processor 
• 8MB RAM, I28K Cache 
• 5.25" & 3.5" Diskette Drives 
• 340MB 13ms IDE Hard Drive 
• Local Bus IDE Interface 
• Intel Pentium Technology Ready 
• All"' Ultra XLR Video w/1MB VRAM 

on VL-Bus 
• 15" Color CrystalScan 1572FS 
• Desktop Case (Tower Upgrade) with 

Password Protection 
• 7 16-Bit ISA Slots, 2 on VL-Bus 
• 124-Key AnyKey Keyboard & MS Mouse 
• MS-DOS 6, Diagnostics & Windows 
• Choice of Application Software 

$2295 

• 66MHz 486DX2 Intel Processor 
• 8MB RAM, 128K Cache 
• 3.5" Diskette Drive, CD-ROM & System CD 
• 340MB 13ms IDE Hard Drive 
• Local Bus IDE Interface 
• Intel Pentium Technology Ready 
• Windows Accelerator w/1MB DRAM 

on VL-Bus 
• 15" Color CrystalScan1572FS 
• Desktop Case (Tower Upgrade) with 

Password Protection 
II 7 16-Bit ISA Slots, 2 on VL-Bus 
• 124-Key AnyKey Keyboard & MS Mouse 
• MS-DOS 6, Diagnostics & Windows 
• MS Multimedia Works, CD-ROM Edition 

$2495 

▪ 33MHz 486DX Intel Processor 
• 8MB RAM, 64K Cache 
II 5.25" & 3.5" Diskette Drives 
▪ 212MB 13ms IDE Hard Drive 
I Intel Pentium Technology Ready 
I Windows Accelerated Video w/ 1MB DRAM 
• 14" Color CrystalScan 1024NI 
• Mini Desktop Case with Password Protection 
▪ 5 I6-Bit ISA Slots 
• I 24-Key AnyKey Keyboard & MS Mouse 
▪ MS-DOS 6, Diagnostics & Windows 
I MS Works for Windows 2.0 

$1795 

• (lb IHz 486DX2 Intel Processor 
• I 6MB RAM, 256K Cache 
• 3.5" Diskette Drive, CD-ROM & System CD 
MI 424MB 13ms IDE Hard Drive 
• Local Bus IDE Interface 
▪ Intel Pentium Technology Ready 
• ATI Ultra XLR Video w/IMB VRAM 

on VL-Bus 
▪ 15" Color CrystalScan 1572FS 
• Desktop Case (Tower Upgrade) with 

Password Protection 
• 7 I6-Bit ISA Slots, 2 on VL-Bus 
• I 24-Key AnyKey Keyboard & MS Mouse 
• MS-DOS 6, Diagnostics & Windows 
• Choice of Application Software 

$2995 

If a system comes with "choice of application 
software," choose one of the following packages: 
• Microsoft Works for Windows"' 
• Microsoft Excel for Windows"' 
• Microsoft Word for Windows-
• Microsoft Word and Bookshelf '92,® 
CD-ROM Edition 

• Microsoft PowerPoint for Windows" 
• Microsoft Project for Windows"' 
• The MS Entrepreneur Pack 
• Borland Paradox® and Quattro Pro® 

for Windows 

All hard drive sizes are manufacturer's specified capacities. 
Microsoft MS-DOS 6 can increase hard drive capacity through 
software compression. 

8 0 - 8 4 6 - 2 0 5 8 
610 Gateway Drive • P.O.Box 2000 • North Sioux City, SD 57049-2000 • Phone 605-232-2000 • TDD 800-846-1778 • Fax 605-232-2023 • FaxBack 605-232-2561 

Sales Hours: 7am-10pm Weekdays, 9am-4pm Saturdays (Central Time) 
©1993 Gateway 2000, Inc. AnyKey . CrystalScan. black-and-white spot design. "G- logo and "You've got a friend in the business" slogan ase registered trademarks. and Gateway 2000 and TelePath are trademarks of Gateway 2000. Inc. 

The Intel Inside Logo, Intel and Pentium are uademarks or registered trademarks of Intel Corporation. All other brands and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies. 
Prices and configurations are subject to change without notice. Prices do not include shipping. 



YOU DON'T WALK AWAY FRO/V. 

PRESENTING INTERACTIVE UNIX 4.0 

When the INTERACTIVE r UNIX' System for personal computers was introduced in 1987, it quickly became 

a classic. Suddenly operations from video stores to Bridgestone/Firestone" production lines had a reliable, sta-

ble operating system ready for mission-critical applications. It's still among the most cost-

effective multiuser operating systems available and a dream to install and administer In 

fact Open Systems Today called it "...a masterpiece of good design". Today over 500,000 

users enjoy its benefits. But time marches on, and even an industry-tested classic *ewe 

FOR A LIMITED TIME*, ALL MULTIUSER INTERACTIVE UNIX 4.0 ORDERS WILL INCLUDE A FREE COPY OF FASTBACK PLUSTM (A 



A GREAT IDEA. YOU EVOLVE. 

deserves a superior upgrade. Hence, INTERACTIVE UNIX 4.0 — with new power features that improve sys-

tem functionality and peripheral support, making it perform better than ever. It still runs over 2,000 applications 

including RealWorld Accounting Software-, Informix' and WordPerfect. And now it runs more SCO applica-

tions because it's IBCS2 compliant. What's more, INTERACTIVE UNIX 4.0 is backed by SunSoft, the leading 

supplier of 32-bit UNIX operating systems. Fact is, INTERACTIVE UNIX 4.0 is even better at doing what the 

industry classic has always done so well: improving the performance of your corn- % 

puting system at a lower cost per seat. Nothing revolutionary. Simply evolutionary. SunSoft 

$399 VALUE). IT'S THE INDUSTRY'S FASTEST UNIX BACKUP SOFTWARE. FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL I - 800-227-9227. 

Circle 169 on Inquiry Card. 
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VIE 
News & Views 

PERSONAL DIGITAL 
ASSISTANTS 

Behind the Wheel of the First 
Newton and Zoomer PDAs 22 
Test drives of prerelease Apple, Sharp, 
and Casio Zoomer PDAs reveal rough 
edges and a lot of promise. 

DATA ANALYSIS 

Spreadsheet or Database? 
The Best of Both 29 
A new breed turns the traditional 
spreadsheet metaphor on its head. 

DESKTOP PUBLISHING 

Windows No Mac at DTP 35 
In desktop publishing, Windows has 
come a long way. But DTP experts say 
it still has a long way to go. 

CONTACT MANAGEMENT 

Scanners Turn Business Cards 
into Database Records 44 

Is your desk cluttered 
with business cards that 
you still haven't entered 
into your database? 
Technology comes to the 
rescue. 

()PER ATINC: SYSTFIVIS 

IBM Announces "Better" DOS 
Than MS-DOS 46 
IBM releases a new version of PC-DOS. 

PROCESSORS 

MAD Declares Independence 46 
AMD unveils the first of a new line 
of processors. 

PACIFIC RIM 

Report from Taiwan  48 
Taiwan is reengineering itself 
to be a designer of computer products. 

N W PRODUCTS 

What's New 236 
\ workstation line with zippy graphics, 
a notebook with an active-matrix 
display, portable multimedia, a RAID-5 
array, CAD tools, and more. 

Cover Story 

VIDEO COMMUNICATIONS 

Video Conquers the Desktop 
BY ANDY REINHARDT Integrated video capability has 
arrived for desktop systems—and with it, intriguing new 
possibilities. 

Document Conferencing Keeps Data Close-By-66 

Video Compression Standards Vie for Acceptance-72 
Pandora and the Active Office-76 

Apple, SGI Blaze Video Trail 
BY TOM THOMPSON AND BEN SMITH With integrated 
video and sound features, new systems from Apple and Silicon 
Graphics herald a new era of desktop computers. 

64 

81 

Features 
COMPUTING IN INDIA 

India's Software Edge 
BY JON UDELL India has contributed programming talent to the 
microcomputer world. Now it wants to contribute products. 

lee e Art 

55 

Reviews 

ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING 
Publish It Electronically 
BY CARY LU Electronic publishing lets you build enterprise-
wide knowledge bases. 

Magazines Without Paper-108 

94 

Unlocking Data's Content 111 
BY RANDALL D. CRONK 
Tagging languages and compound 
document architectures code 
your documents for cross-platform 
access. 

This month's cover kluge— 
showing George Jetsou and his 

boss taking advantage of digital 

video communications—was 

created exclusively for BYTE by 

artists at Hanna-Barbera. 

4 BYTE SEPTEMBER 1993 
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PROGRAMMING TOOLS 

C++ Does Windows 130 
BY RICK GREHAN The BYTE Lab tests five C/C++ 
compilers, from Microsoft, Borland, Symantec, 
MetaWare, and Watcom, to determine how well each 
addresses the complexities of Windows. 

PORTARLE COMPILITING 

The Littlest Notebooks 

BY S TEVE APIKI BYTE tests three next-generation 
subnotebook machines, including CompUSA's 
4SL/25 Subnote, HP's OmniBook 300, and the 
Zenith Data Systems Z-Lite 320L. 

137 

OPERATING SYSTEMS 

A Giant Leap to 05/2 2.1 145 
BY BARRY NANCE OS/2 2.1 brings IBM's 32-bit 
operating system forward, beyond the reach of 
current desktop operating systems. Bulletproof 
multitasking and support for Windows 3.1 
applications are among the improvements. 

WORKGROUP SOFTWARE 

A FirstClass Experience 149 
BY RAYMOND GA CÔTÉ SoftArc's FirstClass mail 
and conferencing system goes multiplatform. Its 
elegant client interface, strong conferencing features, 
and multitasking communications engine make it 
a real contender in the E-mail market. 

MULTIMEDIA 

Video Machine: True Desktop Video 153 
BY BOB LINDSTROM Fast Electronic of Munich, 
Germany, presents the Video Machine, a 
software/hardware combination that links with 
VCRs and video monitors to turn a PC into a 
Windows-based desktop video editing system. 

NETWORKING 

LANtastic 5.0 vs. Invisible LAN 3.4 163 
BY BARRY NANCE Upgraded versions of peer-
LAN operating-system staples from Invisible 
Software and Artisoft offer improved performance, 
better Windows integration, and options for 
connectivity. Testing speed and ease-of-use features 
set the two apart. 

CiR API ITC'S SOFTWARE 

CorelDraw 4.0: The Word Is More 

BY G. ARMOUR VAN HORN Corel releases an 
ambitious upgrade. CorelDraw 4.0 features tighter 
integration across modules, multiple page 
illustrations, an underlying object database, an 
impressive bundle of fonts and clip art, path-based 
animation, and even OCR and forms generation. 
Van Horn finds out how it all comes together. 

169 

I ANDS-ON TESTING 

Lab Report: 176 
32 High-Speed Hard Drives 

We stress-tested 32 hard drives to find the best 
performers in capacities from 25B MB to 2 GB. 

The Best Drives in Capacities from 250 to 
350 MB-178 

How We Tested-182 

The Best Drives in Capacities 

from 400 to 600 MB-184 

The Best Drives in Capacities 

from 1 to 2 GB-188 

Honorable Mentions-190 

rtraMORIO-
1-4w7.8 
• 
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Documentation Goes 

Digital 

ll LIP C. MURRAY 

A confusing array of tools await 
those who want to publish 
reference material electronically. 
but the benefits might be worth 
the trouble. 

Finding Text Fast-128 

121 

Hands On 

PROCESSORS 

Under the Hood: 

Pentium: More RISC 

Than CISC 195 

BY DICK FOUNTAIN Why the 
Pentium's atchitecture doesn't 
measure up to its RISC 
competitors. 

PR()CiRA Ni PcI ING 

Some Assembly Required: 

Debugger Support in 

Windows 3.1. 207 

BY MA II TREK How to exploit 

debugging support in Windows 3.1. 

>Uri-Z.:VEIN( 

Beyond DOS: Virtual Device 

Drivers for DOS 217 

BY BILL HAWKINS AND 

ED PUCKETT Virtual device drivers 
aren't just for Windows 
applications. 

Opinions 

Pournelle: 

IBM's Preemptive Strike 221 

BY JERRY POURNELLE OS/2 2 1 
is technically excellent. What's 
needed is widespread device-driver 
support. 

Books & CD-ROMs: 

Cyber Worlds 49 

BY III IGH KENNER AND OTHERS 

William Gibson's Virtual Light: 
the hip guide to NetWare; learning 
about computers on CD-ROM; 
nanotechnology; and other titles. 

Commentary: 

Installer Hell 294 

BY MICHAEL CRICHTON Software 
installation programs work in 
strange and mysterious ways, says 
the author of Jurassic Park. 

Editorial 10 
BY DENNIS ALLEN 

Letters 18 

Readers react to BYTE's new look. 

READER SERVICE 

Editorial Index by Company 
Alphabetical Index to Advertisers 
Index to Advertisers by 

Product Category 
Inquiry Reply Cards 

BUYER'S GUIDE 

Mail Order 
Hardware/Software Showcase 
Buyer's Mart 

292 
218 

290 

DMA 

251 

PROGRAM LISTINGS 

From RIX: Join "I istings/frombyte93-
and select the appropriate subarea 
(i.e., "aug93-). 

From the UUNET:ftp to ftp.uu.net, log 
on as "anonymous," and enter your user 
ID as your password. Type 
"cd/published/byte" and type "DIR." 
Files appear in subdirectories arranged 
by month. 

From the BYTE BBS at 1200-9600 bps: 
Dial (603) 924-9820 and follow the 
instructions at the prompt. 

BYTE ( ISSN 0360-5280) is published monthly with ad• 
ditional issues in Apnl and October by McGraw-Hill. 
Inc. U.S. subscrIber rate $29.95 per year In Canada and 
Mexico. $3495 per year. European surface mail sub-
scriptions $60, airmail $80. Non-European subscnp-
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scnptions are payable in U.S. funds that can be drawn 
on a U.S. bank. Single copies $350 in the U.S.. $4.50 
in Canada. Executive, Editorial. Circulation, and Ad-
vertising Offices: One Phoenix Mill Lane. Peterborough. 
NH 03458. Second-class postage pad at Peterborough. 
NH. and additional mailing offices Postage paid at Win-
nipeg, Manitoba. Canada Post International Publications 
Mail Product Sales Agreement No. 246492. Regis-
tered for GST as McGraw-Hill. Inc.. GST 4123075673. 
Pnnted in the United States of America. Postmaster: 
Send address changes and fulfillment questions to 
BYTE Subscriptions, P.O. Box 552, Ilightslown, NJ 
08520. 
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EWE  Contents by Platform 

This page presents the articles in 

this issue according to computing 

platform. 

DOS AND WINDOWS 

Spreadsheet or Database? 

The Best of Both 29 
What's happening in data-analysis tools. 
including Windows-based spreadsheets. 

Windows No Mac at DTP 35 
Some people are using Windows as a 

platform for desktop publishing, but as a 

publishing environment. Windows has a 

long way to go. 

IBM Announces " Better" DOS 

Than MS-DOS 46 
PC-DOS 6. I comes with a disk doubler, 

a backup utility, and speed improve-

ments. 

C++ Does Windows 130 
A review of five compilers for Win-

dows, from Borland, Microsoft, 

MetaWare. Watcom. and Symantec. 

A FirstClass Experience 149 

SoftArc's mail-and-conferencing system 

connects Windows and Mac users. 

Video Machine: 
True Desktop Video 153 
Fast Electronics hardware/software 

package turns a Windows PC into a 

video-editing system. 

LANtastic 5.0 vs. Invisible 

LAN 3.4 163 
\+. Indows integration is just one 

of the improvements made to both of 

these peer-networking packages. 

CorelDraw 4.0: The Word 
Is More 169 
I ii all the new things added to 

this ever-evolving graphics package. 

Some Assembly Required: 

Debugger Support in 

Windows 3.1 207 
Good debugging help at the operating-

system level is essential for writing 

good code. The author of Windows 

Internals looks at how Windows 

stacks up. 

Beyond DOS: Virtual Device 

Drivers for DOS 217 
Developers can build virtual-device-

driver support into their DOS applica-

tions and tap into the power of the Win-

dows API. 

OS/2 

A Giant Leap to OS/2 2.1....145 
Barry Nance finds the newest OS/2 "a 

definite step up from Windows-on-

DOS." It's faster than before, supports 

more printers and CD-ROM drives, and 

has multimedia hooks. 

Pournelle: IBM's Preemptive 

Strike  221 

Our columnist checks out OS/2 at 

Comdex, talks to IBMers about device 

drivers, and praises the operating system 

but bemoans its PR. 

Macintosh 

Video Conquers the 

Desktop 64 
With desktop systems like the I less au-

diovisual Macs, video can be treated as 

just another data type. This will open up 

more effective channels of communica-
tion among individuals and workgroups. 

Apple, SGI Blaze Video Trail. . 81 
Apple's new Quadra 840AV and Centris 

660AV take a pioneering step in the 

merging of computers and audio/video 

technology. Tom Thompson reports the 

firsthand details. 

A FirstClass Experience 149 
SoftArc's FirstClass, a Mac-centered 

E-mail and conferencing system, reach-

es out to include Windows users. 

Lab Report: 32 High-Speed 

Hard Drives 176 
Buying a new hard disk? This month's 

Lab Report will help you pick the right 

one. Our custom benchmarks rate hard 

drive speeds, in capacity categories 

ranging from 250 MB to 2GB. 

Unix 

Pandora and the 

Active Office 76 
Luis workstations are part of a distrib-

uted multimedia system being devel-

oped at Olivetti Research, in Cam-

bridge, England. Digital video and audio 

services will be able to follow users 

from room to room and then route video 

calls and messages to the nearest work-

station. 

Apple, SGI Blaze Video Trail .. 81 
Silicon Graphics new 'tidy workstation 

features advanced capabilities for creat-

ing and displaying information, includ-
ing full-motion video and a built-in digi-

tal color camera. But SGI has also 

revamped the user interface, adding 

voice commands and refining the Motif-

based workspace. It now looks like a 

combination of Hewlett-Packard's 

VUE, Solbourne's virtual desktop, 

Next's NextStep, and the Mac. 

Networks 

Books & CD-ROMs 49 
How to Keep Your Novell Network Alive 

is a gonzo guide to Novell networking. 

Video Conquers the 

Desktop 64 
With the integration of digital video and 

desktop computers, video files could be 

coming soon to a network near you. 

Index 

Audio 8 I 

C++  130 

CD-ROM 49, 94, 169, 221 

Compilers  130 

Compound Document 

Architecture   116 

Compression  40, 72 

Conferencing 64, 66, 149 

Debugging 207 

Desktop video  153 

Pandora and the Documents  I 11, 121 

Active Office 76 
Electronic publishing  94 

An experimental system being devel-

oped by Olivetti Research distributes Electronic reference 

video and audio across a high-speed documents 121 

ATM network. The current setup links 

more than 40 workstations spread over 

four separate sites, a half-mile apart. 

Users have videophone, video mail, and 

conferencing services. "Pandora's Box" 

combines the functions of network inter-

face, stream manager, and video mixer. 

Publish It Electronically  94 
Network-based document databases can 

help you find the right information when 

you need it. Products such as network 

librarians can keep it all under control. 

A FirstClass Experience  149 
SoftArc's FirstClass is an E-mail and 

conferencing system that works equally 

well over LAN and dial-up connections. 

The new version of this Mac-centered 

product works with Windows clients. 

LANtastic 5.0 vs. Invisible 

LAN 3.4 163 
Anisoft and Invisible Software have im-

proved their peer-to-peer network pack-

ages with major revisions. Both are now 

faster, and they simplify the linking of 

DOS and Windows workstations. They 

also offer an alternative to Windows for 

Workgroups. But one is built for com-

fort, the other for speed. 

Client/Server 

India's Software Edge 55 
As a nation of small systems and no 

mainframe era. India has an edge when 

it comes to client/server computing. 

Publish ft Electronically 94 
Publishing data digitally can enable 

people in an enterprise to quickly find 

the information they need. 

E-mail  149. 163, 242 

Encoding documents   111 

Hard drives   176 

Illustration software  1 69 

Imaging Systems  94 

India  55 

Installers  294 

Networks 149, 163, 236 

Notebooks  137 

OS/2 145, 221 

Paperless magazines   108 

PCMCIA H7, 145, 221, 236 

Pentium  195 

Personal digital assistants 22 

Processors  46, 195 

Programming . 130, 207, 217 

RISC  I 95 

Search engines  128 

SGML Ill 

Spreadsheets 29 

Taiwan  48 

Virtual device drivers  217 

Virtual reality 38 

Windows  122, 137, 145, 

..A 63, 207, 217, 221, 242 
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Portable Powe 
The Pinnacle Tahoe' 
Portable 3.5" Optical Drive 

Introducing the world's smallest portable 3.5" optical drive 

with a rechargeable battery pack option that 

provides hours of portable computing. 

The Pinnacle Tahoe- 130 offers the ultimate in 

removability and transportability. 

It provides portable storage for notebook 

computing and is the perfect choice 

for your desktop computer. 

The Tahoe' 128 MB optical drive 

weighs only 1.8 pounds and can 

fit in the palm of your hand. 

It's small size is so flexible 

it can easily fit into any 

briefcase. 

Lake Tahoe, N 

Trademark, Tho md Tahoe- I30 of s and registered mark, to thew respective owner:. 

19 Technology * 

desktop 

Tahoe' 

The Tahoe is the perfect 

solution for users on the go, pro-

viding fast data transferring 

between your notebook and 

computers. Simply connect the 

to any parallel port interface 

and you are ready to go. 

The Pinnacle Tahoe- 130 has an ultra fast seek-

time and data throughput that rivals iffl 

hard disk performance. 

FAST DATA TRANSFER 

— _ 

The Tahoe's.'" optional battery pack provides 3.5 hours of typical computer use, which 

will extend the run time of your portable computer by eliminating the use of your 

magnetic or floppy drive. 

The portable Tahoe' ... only by Pinnacle. The optical storage leader. 
To order a Tahoe." to go call: 

800.553.7070 

PINNACLE MICRO 
.A..Inel (714) 727-3300 • Fax ( 714) 727-1913 THE OPTICAL STORAGE COMPANY' 

Circle 131 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 132). 





TO DESIGN OUR 
NEW MOUSE, WE 
STARTED BY 

READING PALMS. 

In relentless detail, we studied 

hands of all dimensions. 

We consulted professors of kine-

siology, engineers, ergonomists 

and computer users. We used digi-

tal fiber optics to analyze the hu-

man hand.We followed it in motion. 

The result is a new Microsoft° 

Mouse that is, well, anatomically cor-

rect. Uncommonly comfortable. 

The palm is perfectly supported. 

Left or right handed, the grip is 

comfortable. Fingertips fall naturally 

into place. A click feels just right. 

This mouse even looks good. 

Intriguingly asymmetrical.Yet it 

somehow reminds you of the gentle 

curves of a human form. 

Did we mention that it also has 

some innovative new software 

features? They allow you to custom-

ize the mouse, so it works the 

way you like to work. 

Try the new Microsoft Mouse. 

If you're not comfortable, we'll 

refund your money. Guaranteed. 

Details are on the box, which 

you can quickly get your hands on 

at a computer store near you. 

Microsoft 
Making it easier 

e 1993 Microsoft Corporation. All rightv reserved. Printed in the USA. Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. 



Editorial Dennis Allen 

The Promise of High-Tech 
Exploitive promises 

only serve to 

confuse the 

ill-informed:I and 

artificially inflate, 

market demand 

Our generation always knew that video computing would 
happen, and we knew it long before personal computers 
even existed. We grew up believing in it like we believed 
in many other high-tech possibilities. The potential of 
technology seemed endless and so simple that our imag-
inations were easily ignited by "The Jetsons," 2001: A 
Space Odyssey, a myriad of science fiction novels, and 
countless B-grade sci-fi movies. 

The question has never been if the technology would be 
possible, but when it would become available. And there-
in lay the implicit promise that the general media so will-
fully and continually exploited, raising expectations of 
technology beyond what could actually be achieved. 
So it was with a little tongue in cheek that we chose an 

image from "The Jetsons" for our cover art. No, I'm not 
suggesting that George Jetson's view of video computing 
is even close to today's video reality. However, the fine 
folks at Hanna-Barbera created a wonderful original il-
lustration for BYTE that reminds me of how the general 
public perceives video computing. It also reminds me of 
the nearly three decades of raised expectations and un-
delivered promises that have confused computer illiter-
ates. Is it any wonder that when it comes to video com-
puting so many people are jaded? 
Some folks will say that video computing is a solu-

tion looking for a problem. You and I, of course, know 
better. We know that while the enabling technology has 
finally arrived in the form of integrated, video-ready sys-
tems such as the Silicon Graphics Indy and the Apple 
AV Macs, the application of that technology must still be 
developed. That means a lot of hard work from folks 
like you, who choose to implement desktop video, and 
from folks in the computer industry, who should listen to 
your needs. I'm confident that work will be fruitful, and 
that it will take the next few years to be accomplished. 

Meanwhile, it's time that we hold in check some of the 
high-tech promises being exploited by the general press 
and industry leaders who stand to gain from that ex-
ploitation. Take, for example, John Sculley's promises for 
Apple's PDA (Personal Digital Assistant), the Newton. 
Over a year ago, Mr. Sculley—back when he was running 

the show at Apple—started his crusade about how the 
Newton, which is yet to become available, would do 
nearly everything that a secretary could do. Now that 
sounds like an idea right out of "The Jetsons." If you 
think for one minute that a hand-held computer is going 
to be anything nearly as effective as a real live assistant, 
then you're probably not a regular BYTE reader—BYTE 
readers know better. 

The fact is that, since Mr. Sculley's first remarks about 
the Newton over a year ago, Apple has been doing some 
serious backpedaling about what the Newton might do. 
That's not to say that the Newton won't be a useful de-
vice; it may be, and we'll be the first to let you know 
one way or the other. To say the least, the Newton is 
very clever and interesting. 
The point is just that I'm sick and tired of all the ex-

ploitive promises about high-tech that only serve to con-
fuse the ill-informed while artificially inflating market 
demand. These promises also send other manufacturers 
on a wild-goose chase, and users down a primrose path 
loaded with more thorns than petals. 

Sure, PDA technologies hold a great deal of poten-
tial, and there's nothing wrong with dreaming a little. 
To paraphrase Henry David Thoreau, we should build 
castles in the clouds. But we must also construct solid 
foundations to support them. For PDAs, though, the foun-
dation, or enabling technologies—namely greater horse-
power and miniaturization—are yet to come. 

For the time being, these little hand-held computers 
will be cute and perhaps useful. But calling a tiny com-
puter an "assistant" is stretching things a bit too much. 
Regrettably, though, these devices have already been 
christened, and BYTE will join the rest of the world in us-
ing the term Personal Digital Assistant. We do so un-
der protest, however, because a tiny computer is no more 
an assistant than my lawnmower (or is that PMA—Per-
sonal Mower Assistant?) is. Hell's bells, my dog assists 
me better than the Newton ever will, and I don't call her 
a PDA (Personal Dog Assistant). At least my dog un-
derstands voice commands and can fetch things. 

Please, let's spend less time perpetuating technology 
myths and more time creating and implementing en-
abling technologies that can do something useful. 

DENNIS ALLEN, EDITOR IN CHIEF 
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THE WORLDWIDE STANDARD 

"The new 
cod demo" 

The fastest 
dBASE ever 
Whether you're brows-

ing data, executing queries, 

creating reports, or running 

applications, new dBASE IV® ver-

sion 2.0 gets your job done faster. 

Everything is 100% compatible with 

earlier versions of dBASE III PLUS® 

and dBASE IV, only now it works up 

to ten times faster. Some tasks are 

hundreds of times faster—even on 

networks! It's no wonder that PC 

Magazine calls new dBASE IV v2.0 

"the new speed demon." 

PC Magazine, May 11, 1993 

there, it's easy to create or use any 

data table, query, form, report, label, 

or application. dBASE IV is built 

for end users and developers 

alike. In fact, a recent usabi I 

ity study* proves that 

-1,11 for everyday tasks, 

users get their 

! ac vork done 

25% 

faster with - 

dBASE IV 

v2.0 than with 

FoxPro v2.5. 

dBASE Speed Mel 

dBASE" 111v2.0„-: 

dBASE IV v1.5 

dBASE III PIUS 

New dBASE IV v2.0 delivers impressive 
performance gains: It's up to 10 times faster 
than dBASE /V v1.5 and dBASE III PLUS. 

dBASE IV makes it easier 
dBASE® is not only fast, it's easy to 

use. The Control Center organizes 

and displays all the elements of your 

database together in one screen. From 

New! dBASE Compiler 
The new dBASE Compiler for 

DOSt is the only compiler 100% 

compatible with the industry stan-

dard dBASE language. Compile 

and run your existing dBASE 

dBASE III PLUS, and dBASE IV 

applications without modification. 

And generate high-performance, 

fully functional .EXEs with no roy-

alties or runtime modules. 

Catch up with the new 

speed demons. Get new 

dBASE IV v2.0 and the NetWarë 
Tested and 

dBASE Compiler today! Approved 

SPECIAL 
UPGRADE PRICE! 

(Suggested 
list price 
$795.1 

Offer good for LAN or 
standalone upgrades. 

• ..eld• Iru 

• ,111' lagladnewmfeneawr 

• Imad prnleui, 

. km. 

• Sarmo *amens 

• 1.011%...” fuldead 
et' 

Borland 
dBASE IV 
Version 2.0 for DOS 
flic leading database and 
application development system 

I 90-day, money-back guaranteen 

I See your dealer or call now, I 
1 1-800-338-8464, ext. 7043 I 

In Canada, call 1-800-461-3327. 

Borland 
Power made easy 

*Usability Science Corporation, dBASE IV v2.0 vs. FoxPro v2.5, June 1993. tdBASE Compiler for DOS sold separately. Copyright 0 1993 Borland International, Inc. All rights reserved. 
All Borland product names are trademarks of Borland International, Inc. Offer good in the United State, and Canada only. Prie, in U.S. dollars. Dealer prices may vary. BI 5750.1 
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W E CAN 
UNDERSTAND 
W HY OTHER 
COMPANIES 

DON'T INCLUDE 
A 3 YEAR 
WARRANTY. 

Of We Sold Their Compu 
In the computer business, the standard warranty is one year. As in twelve 

computer and you get a free 3-year warranty.'' Buy one of their computers 

el993 Compaq Computer Corporation. All rights reserved. COMPAQ Registered U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. •3-year limited warranty. Certain restrictions and exclusions appl 



ters We Wouldn't Either.) 
and you could find yourself counting the minutes. COMPA a 
months. 365 days. 8,760 hours. Buy any Compaq 

Monitors, battery packs, peripherals and certain options arc covered by a one-year warranty. Call the Compaq Customer Support Center and select the PAQFax option for details. 
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You work hard enough plan-

ning your projects; why not let 

Microsoft® Project 3.0 for Windows' 

help you make it easier? 

With clear graphs, you'll be 

able to see and communicate your 

project even better-from the tiny 

details to the big picture. 

Changes? No problem. For 

every revision you make, Microsoft 

Project helps you see how it will 

affect the entire job. 

Assigning a new job? Just 

click the People button. Want to 

know who's doing what, when? 

Microsoft Project can help you 

keep track of everyone. 

And if you need to get off to 

a fast start, use PlanningWizards 

to guide you step by step. Soon, 

you'll have great-looking, easy-to-

read reports that make all your 

plans perfectly clear. 

You can even exchange files 

between Microsoft Project on 

your PC and your Mac.® Either 

way, why not plan on the leading 

project management software? 

Microsoft Project 3.0 - it takes 

the pain out of planning. 

Microsoft. 
Making it easier 

For more information inside the 50 United States. call ( 800)426.9400, Dept. JM2. Outside the U.S. and Canada, call ( 206i 936-8661. Customers Canada, call ( 800) 563.9048. 0 1993 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. 
Printed in the USA. Microsoft n a registered trademark and Windows and the Windows logo are trademarks of Microsoft Ccrperation Mac is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. 
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PC (wait) for (wait) you. 



Don't wait. Put one of ow- Image'" 

Series 486 PCs on your desk imme-

diately. You'll get Windows perform-

ance that really screams. 

And we're not the only ones who 

NEC pioneered 

local bus video 

technology to 

speed up 

graphics-based 

applications like 

Windows. Today, 

as other makers 

develop first-

generation local 

bus video, we 

offer advanced, 

second-generation 

technology. 

feel that way. In a 

recent review of the 

Image Series, PC 

World wrote, " Say 

goodbye to waiting 

in Windows'' 

Making it fast. 

Our ingenious 

Image Video 

technology com-

bines second-generation local bus 

video with a powerful graphics 

accelerator, so even the most com-

plex, most demanding graphics 

applications run full blast. And with 

our True Color support for over 

NEC Image 466 

May, 1993 

16.8 million colors 

and photo- realistic 

images, those 

applications will 

have the impact of 

a speeding freight 

train. The bottom 

line: Your produc-

tivity takes a fast turn skyward. 

Our new Image PCs are built for 

easy, 238-pin ZIF-socket upgrades to 

the next generation of Pentium-based 

Intel OverDrive° processors. We've 

also given them an on-board SCSI Il 

interface, for quick connections to a 

wide range of peripherals. 

But wait: it gets even better. 

In addition, NEC's OptiBus° tech-

nology can make those peripherals 

perform up to 30% faster than ordi-

nary systems. While our ImageSync° 

VIDEC 

Circle 123 on Inquiry Card. 

NEC Image 466 

feature delivers 

flawless, flicker-

free images with 

no adjusting when 

used with one of 

our award-winning 

MultiSyne FG 

mon tors. 

The NEC Image Series Just part 

of a whole family of great personal 

computers, from our affordable 

PowerMate® PCs, to our expandable 

Express servers. So (why wait?), call 

1-800-NEC-INFO or NEC FastFacts-

at 1-800-366-0476, request 

document 46243. 

NEC Image 425 

Because * is the way you want to go. 

NEC 



Letters 

A Better BYTE 

The June issue of BYTE is the best one 
yet. Dennis Allen's editorial, an excellent 
article on OS/2 2.1 ("IBM Unleashes a 
New OS/2"), and a few objec-
tive criticisms of Windows 
("Windows, Windows Every-
where?") indicate to me that 
BYTE does not intend to yield 
to the marketing pressures af-
fecting most other publications. 

Robert Simpson 
Library, PA 

Thank you for the new design 
of BYTE. I can't tell you how 
many times I have searched through a 
stack of magazines looking for an article 
that I remembered reading somewhere. 
It's truly amazing how a simple idea such 
as a better table of contents can reap great 
benefits. 

J. R. Beecham 
Lantana, FL 

sladinbsdrolora 
Um. be roMe! 

Windows Everywhere 

In "Windows, Windows Everywhere?" 
(June BYTE), Jon Udell is correct to re-
mind us of "software developers who were 
badly burned by Microsoft's handling of 
OS/2." Indeed, that should have been the 
theme of his entire article on the "Win-
dows everywhere" strategy. 
BYTE owes its readers more responsi-

ble reporting of computer technology. 
Udell raises important questions about the 
viability of "Windows everywhere," but 
the analysis of Windows NT and the 
"Windows everywhere" strategy is in-
credibly vacuous. After two years of hype, 
we are finally told that Windows NT will 
require too many resources and have too 
little downward compatibility for desktop 
systems. 

Furthermore, NT's sparse graphics sup-
port limits its value as a graphics work-
station, and its inability to support multiple 
terminals means it can't handle multiple 
users. The lack of global directory services 
gives pause to the question: How useful 
is NT as a network operating system? In 
view of these facts, the obvious question is: 
"Who needs NT?" 

Remarkably, the credibility of this 
"Windows everywhere" strategy was nev-
er seriously questioned. Microsoft scarce-
ly has a track record on multitasking sys-
tems. Yet we are supposed to believe that 

version 1.0 of one of the most complex 
systems Microsoft has ever designed will 
be a good candidate for a mission-critical 
server. 

Udell recommends Win32s and sug-
gests that Windows 4/DOS 7 is 
"lurking offstage." But he does 
not say when this may be avail-
able. The latest rumors seem to 
be late 1994. Given Microsoft's 
practice of missing shipping 
dates by more than a year, per-
haps that means 1995. It might 
be more accurate to say Chica-
go isn't even on its way to the 
theater. 

Richard E. Hodges 
Los Angeles, CA 

The opinions expressed are mine, but 
they are supported by interviews with 
dozens of software developers, system 
builders, and other industry experts. 
Most informed observers agree that the 
Windows API in its various forms is a 
force to be reckoned with, as is NT as 
the top tier of a layered operating-sys-
tem strategy. Where there are holes in 
that strategy—advanced graphics, direc-
tory services, multiuser capability, and 
suitability for small and/or mobile de-
vices—I called attention to them and dis-

cussed alternatives. 
My assessment of NT is, in-

deed, strongly influenced by 
my own experience with the 
product. It has been, through-
out its long beta-test cycle, as 
solid a system as I've ever 
seen. That robustness, cou-
pled with strong device sup-
port, smooth application 
portability from 16-bit Win-
dows, and the ability to lever-
age RISC and multiprocessing technolo-
gies, !find impressive. 

Given the importance of the Windows 
3.x software base—something that Win-
OS/2, WABI ( Windows Application Bi-
nary Interface), and other initiatives 
clearly acknowledge—Microsoft's plan 
to carry Windows forward to the next 
generation of PCs is certainly a reason-
able one. IBM, Sun, and some other 
companies have their own plans, which 
you'll read about here. But to have fo-
cused the whole piece on the IBM/ 
Microsoft rift, as you suggest, would 
have been a peculiar way to do the " re-
sponsible reporting" you say the article 
lacked.—Jon Udell 

OS/2 in Review 

Kudos to BYTE for its fair review of OS/2 
2.1 in the June issue (see "IBM Unleashes 
a New OS/2"). Although only two pages 
were devoted to OS/2, it was a remark-
able divergence from the media's tenden-
cy to bash OS/2 in favor of the sacred cow, 
Windows NT. I hope that BYTE will not 
simply become another Microsoft lackey, 
as so many other publications have done. 

Tim Tyler 
Rockledge, FL 

Thanks for printing Barry Nance's "IBM 
Unleashes a New OS/2." I've been critical 
of BYTE for its apparent Windows-centric 
orientation, but this article and your Con-
tents by Platform index are very reassuring. 

John Faughnan 
Eseanaba, MI 

Stop the Whining 

I wish you would cut down on the number 
of "what about us" letters from OS/2 users. 
It seems that a great deal of space is being 
devoted to diatribes complaining about 
how OS/2 is greatly superior to Windows, 
yet receives almost no coverage. 

This is reminiscent of the old DOS ver-
sus Mac wars. Mac users com-
plained that the superior Mac 
OS wasn't given a fair shot be-
cause of the immense sales and 
marketing muscle of IBM. Now 
OS/2 users are making the same 
complaints about Microsoft. 
Let's have more letters about 
real user issues. 

Aaron F. McPherson 
Allston, MA 
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Fix 

Our July review of Lotus Notes release 3 
("One Thumb Up, One Thumb Down") 
contained incorrect pricing information. 
The Starter Pack ($995) and User license 
($495) prices are correct, but the prices 
for other user levels are erroneous. Contact 
Lotus for quantity prices. III 

We want to hear from you. Address correspon-
dence to Letters Editor, BYTE, One Phoenix 
Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458: send BIX 
mail do "editors," or send Internet Mail to let-
ters@bytepb.byte.com. Letters may be edited. 
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THINGS THAT SCREAM. 

A baby in the middle of the night. 

From 0 to 66 MHz 

in no time flat. 

Introducing Austin Computer's 

new 486 color and B&W 

notebook family. Featuring 32-bit 

local bus video, serious Windows 

users will appreciate the speed 

— screaming along at 66 MHz. 

And PCMCIA type II & III slots. 

The largest hard drive 

available anywhere. 

This lightning-fast machine is 

sure to keep you busy, so you'll 

want plenty of storage capacity. 

That's why we've equipped our 

notebooks with your choice of 

hard drive options from 130 MB 

to 340 MB — the largest on 

the market. 

Our new 486 color notebook. 

Choose your own 

processor. 

There's a color or B&W notebook 

model that's right for you. Many 

configurations — Intel® SX-25, 

DX-33 and DX2-66 CPUs. All 

with lots of features and plenty 

of power. Windows 3.1 and 

DOS 6.0 come preinstalled on 

all our notebooks. 

Color models start 

at $2,999. 

A hot price for active TFT color. 

And our B&W models start at 

$1,799. That's hundreds less than 

our competitors, which is sure to 

leave them crying. Call and ask 

for your Austin Computer 486 

notebook. Miss out on this and 

you'll want to scream. 

INTRODUCTORY SAL E PRICES 

Austin Notebooks 
• inid CPUN 25-6o N111, 

• 8.5" x 1 1" x 1.75" 

• 6.38 lbs ( including battery) 

$1,799 
• 486SX-25 Mono 

• 4 MB RAM standard 

• 130 MB Hard Drive 

$2,999 
• 486DX2-66 Mono 

• 8 MB RAM standard 

• 340 MB Hard Drive 

$2,999 
486S7-25 Color 

• 4 MB RAM standard 

• 130 MB Hard Drive 

$4,499 
• 48613X2-66 Color 

• 8 MB RAM standard 

• 340 MB Hard Drive 

800.331.1701 ee"rse(e)71:!!'4 
Cando • 800-338-1565. Overseas 512-339-3500. Fax 512-454-1357. 10300 Metric Bouevard • Austin, Texas 78758 

0 1993 Austin ComputeSystem,. All rights reeve:. Other proilun names or trademarks shown herein are fe illustrative purposes onlr and may be the property at other compames. Pries and speaficatioru are subjert to changeseithoui notice 
Austin Computer Systems cannot beresponsible for errors in typography or photography. Intel and the Intel Inside trademark logo are treilemarks ist Intel Cop. Microsoft is a registered seadenark an.4 Windows and the Windows logo are trelemarks of Micro., Corp. 

Circle 284 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 285). 



Intel's video 
brings the same easy 

Introducing Indeorm 
technology and the Smart 
Video Recorder from Intel. 

When it comes to putting 
video technology on your PC, 

Intel knows exactly which 
buttons to push. 

Intel's new Indeo" 
technology is the first 
video compression technology that lets you capture 

and compress video in one single step. (Now that's 

easy.) And the Smart Video Recorder is the first 

inde  
NM VIDEO TICHNOLOGY 

video capture board that takes advantage of Indeo 

technology. Which means adding the impact of 

motion video to your business presentations is 
faster and simpler than you ever imagined. 

Recording with the Smart 
Video Recorder is as simple as 
pushing a button. And it's fast. It 
only takes one minute to capture 
and compress a one-minute video 

clip. (Other products take up to 15 minutes.) One-
step recording also cuts the Smart Video Recorder's 

disk space requirements—other systems can require 

01993 Intel Corporation. The Indeo logo is a trademark of Intel Corporation. *Third party trademarks are the property of their respective holders. 



technolo 
concept o your PC. 
  up to five times the disk space. 

A key component of Indeo tech-

nology, scalable performance adjusts 

playback quality based on your 
system's processing power. And you 

don't need special hardware for 
playback. Scalable performance gives 
you the best playback possible from 

the computer you have now, and whatever computer 
you may use in the future. 

You can get started right away, too, because 

Microsoft Video for Windows* and Asymetrix 

Video for Windows* 
lets you capture, 
edit and incorporate 
video into Windows 
applications. 

Compel* and MediaBlitz* software programs are 
included in the Intel Smart Video Recorder box. 

To learn more about Indeo technology and 

the Smart Video Recorder, call 1-8(X)-538 -3373, 

ext. 1150. Or to receive information immediately, 

call Inters automated Faxl3ACK® service at 
1-800-525-3019 and ask for document 9871. 
Because with Intel, PC video is all fast forward. 

Circle 99 on inquiry Card 



News&Views 
PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANTS 

Behind the Wheel of 
the First Zoomer and 
Newton PDAs 
The first Newton and Zoomer machines still have rough edges 

but show tremendous promise 

DAVE ANDREWS 

A fter months of anticipation, the first pen-based 
PDAs (Personal Digital Assistants) are finally nearing 
commercial release. In recent months, that statement 
has carried about as much weight as "the check is in the 

mail." However, Zoomer and Newton PDAs are now 

scheduled for release in October or earlier. In evaluating 
prerelease versions of both systems, I found that they re-
semble each other in size and weight. But the underlying 

software, processor, and handwriting-recognition en-
gines are quite different. 

Zooming In On the Zoomer 

The Zoomer label indicates software compatibility: Ap-
plications will run on both Casio and Tandy systems, 

as well as other Zoomer PDAs that will be announced lat-
er this year. AST Research's recent purchase of portions 

of Tandy manufacturing facilities and its Grid division 
will not affect the Zoomer rollout, according to Tony 

Magoulas, spokesman for Tandy. The Zoomer will re-
main a Tandy/Casio joint venture, he said. Tandy says it 
will sell its Z-550 for $699. Casio will sell its XL7000 in 
different retail channels than Tandy, but the two sys-
tems are essentially the same. 

The Z-550 runs for a claimed 100 hours on three AA 

Gte(>0019 

alkaline batteries. You work 
with the Zoomer by flipping its 
cover up and over the back of 
the unit, which exposes the 
unit's 320- by 256-pixel, 3.2-
by 4-inch monochrome LCD. 
The entire system measures 1 
by 4.2 by 6.8 inches. Total sys-
tem RAM is 1 MB, 640 KB of 
which is used by the operating 
system. Santa Clara—based 
SunDisk will offer a range of 
flash-memory PCMCIA cards 
(2 to 20 MB). 
The Zoomer's GEOS is the 

latest in a family of graphical 
operating systems from Geo-
Works. GEOS is both multi-
threaded and multitasking, yet 
its kernel requires just 60 KB. 
Library routines that are loaded 
as needed by applications to-
tal 180 KB. 
The Zoomer will come with 

over 20 built-in applica-
tions. At the bottom of 
its screen, you will find 
several fixed icons, in-
cluding the Launcher, 
Address Book, Date 
Book, Note Book, Pock-
et Quicken from Intuit, 
a world clock, calcula-
tor, menu, keyboard, and 
help. By tapping any 
icon with the plastic sty-
lus pen, you execute the 
program. Tapping the 
Launcher icon ( i.e., a 
rocket icon) gives you a 
menu of additional ap-

plications to choose, including 
a dictionary, a language trans-
lator, America Online, U.S. and 
world information, games, and 
others. 

In its task switching and re-
sponse to commands, the 
Zoomer's performance is fast. 
However, several BYTE edi-
tors who tried a beta system 
deemed the handwriting-recog-
nition performance poky, re-
quiring you to wait several sec-
onds as the Zoomer attempts 
to convert your handwriting 
into text. 
When you want to write 

notes and memos that will be 
recognized and converted into 
text, the PaImPrint handwrit-
ing-recognition engine (also 
developed by Palm Comput-
ing) works best when you print 
in block letters. You can write 
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in both uppercase and lower-
case. The Notepad's recogniz-
er doesn't like it when you mix 
cursive and printed characters; 
recognition accuracy declines 
when you do so. I found that, 
after a few minutes of practice, 
I could tailor my handwriting 
so that recognition accuracy 
went up from 50 percent to 
about 80 percent. Your mileage 
may vary. 

The First Newton 
Although Apple had not offi-
cially released details on the 
Newton and its Newton Intel-
ligence operating system at 
press time, Sharp Electronics, 
which is manufacturing New-
tons in partnership with Apple, 
let BYTE test its first Newton 
PDA, called the Expert Pad, 
which was running a beta ver-
sion of Newton Intelligence. 
(The October BYTE will have 
in-depth coverage of Apple's 
Newton.) 

Physically, the Expert Pad 
resembles the Zoomer— it has 
a reflective monochrome LCD 
and a flip-top cover—but it's 
quite different under the hood. 
Sharp officials said that the Ex-
pert Pad has a battery life of 
about 24 hours, which is much 
less than the Zoomer's claimed 
1(X)-hour battery life. Also, the 
Newton takes a different ap-
proach to recognizing your 
handwriting. 
One of the benefits of New-

ton Intelligence is that every 
entry you make during the day 
is stored in Newton's object 
database. Thus, if you made an 
entry several days ago refer-
ring to "Bob," you can use the 
Find feature to search through 
all the applications for every 
occurrence of the word Bob. 
The system presents you with 
an indexed list of every hit that 
occurs. 
A key part of the Newton 

will be its ability to take ac-
tions that you normally do 
manually and do them for you. 
The Intelligent Assistant ac-
complishes this. For example, 
if you write a reminder like 
"fax this document to Bob" and 
tap the proper icon, the Intel-
ligent Assistant pops up a dia-
log box asking if you mean the 
Bob at 555-5555. If you indi-

ZOOMER PROGRAMS MIX TEXT AND INK SEAMLESSLY 

Palm Computing designed its applications to let you create documents that mix and match text and ink data 
types. The benefit: You don't always have to rely on the text recognizer to correctly interpret your handwriting. 

E A STle.011 0/Ay _ 

E Astronomical Terms . 
E -The.Pi I   3 

E Relative Size of Planets . 4 
LI Phases of the Moon 

El o,ki-es4  6 

a Physics  7 

g   10 

g Proofreaders Marks . 11 
Ill Diacritical Marks 12 

In many cases, the 
accuracy of the 

Zoomer's 
handwriting 

recognition engine 
will not matter: 

entries like this 
reminder and 
associated map 
won't be converted 

to text. 

When you add a new title page in the Note Book, the 
title automatically appears in the table of contents, 
whether you entered the title in text or in ink. 

r Relative Size of Plenel3 1 1 
New 

¡ he universe began 1- existence about 15. 
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Palm Computing's Note Book 
lets you mix type and electronic-
ink entries on the same page. 
The user tapped the Ink Input 
icon (the squiggly A at toy left) 

to enter a handwritten note or 

drawing. You can also enter text 
by tapping on an on-screen 
keyboard. You can backspace 
your ink handwriting a stroke at 

a time. 

cate yes, it places the document 
in the in/out communications 
box. 

Like the Zoomer, Sharp's 
Newton will come bundled 
with several applications. The 
first one you see when you turn 
on the Expert Pad is the New-
ton NotePad, within which you 
can enter text for recognition 
or ink drawings and handwrit-
ten notes. Other applications 
include a To-Do list and a 
Scheduler that are tightly inte-
grated, a telephone directory, 
a filer for categorizing entries 
made in the NotePad, and an 
Extras icon. 
By tapping the Extras icon, 

you can access a universal in/ 
out mailbox that supports de-
ferred E-mail and fax trans-
mission (the Expert Pad has a 
LocalTalk-compatible serial 
port) and other goodies (e.g., a 
calculator, metric conversion 
tables, time-zone information, 

a virtual keyboard, and possi-
bly games). 
The Expert Pad recognizes 

words by comparing what you 
write to words in a dictionary. 
Handwriting-recognition per-
formance is snappy. However, 
the downside to the Newton's 
handwriting recognizer is that 
if you write a word that it can-
not match to the dictionary, its 
best guess at what you were 
writing may prove to be wildly 
inaccurate. You have to train 
it on the spot by correcting the 

software using the on-screen 
keyboard. Luckily, the New-
ton's system software tracks 
these corrections transparent-
ly, without requiring any input 
on your part. Sharp officials 
claim that the Expert Pad's 
handwriting recognition accu-
racy improves with continued 
use. 

Sharp says the final version 
of the Newton will let you set 
up a guest preferences profile. 
Thus, if someone else uses 
your Newton. it \\ on) confuse 

HANDWRITING RECOGNITION AT A GLANCE 

Newton 
• Defaults to dictionary-based 
word comparison: its best guess 
can be wildly inaccurate 

• It learns how you write 

• Has handwriting training module 

• Guest preference recommended 
for secondary user 

boomer 
• Recognizes on a character- by-
character basis: wards can be 
partially correct 

• You learn how it recognizes 

• No training module 

• Anyone can pick it up and use it 
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The new HP DeskJet 1200C. 

1699: 
Welcome to the dawning of a new era 
in office printing. Hewlett-Packard 
presents the HP DeskJet 1200C. The 
worlds first affordable, networkable, 
plain-paper, 300-dpi black and color 
printer. 
The HP DeskJet 1200C printer has 
everything your users could want HP 
next generation of inljet technology, 
for sharp 600 x 300-dpi black and stun-
ning 300-dpi color on plain paper. 
LaserJet PCL 5 compatibility, so it runs 
any existing LaserJet printer file or 
font. And network upgradability, giv-
ing everyone equal access to high-
quality color. 

Besides offering compatibility and 
great print quality, the DeskJet 1200C 
is fast. Six pages per minute for black 
& white. And only one to two minutes 
per page for color graphics. It comes 
with 45 Rrnlable fonts, same as the new 
HP I aserJet4, and lets you easily add 
PostScript' 

The future of office printing is here. 
To see for yourself,  c 'Al 1-800-552-8500, 
Ext. 7398 for the name of the HP dealer 
nearest you.t 

DeskJet Printers 
Make it happen. 

HEWLETT 
PACKARD 



News &Views 
that person's handwriting style 
with yours. 

The Connectivity Issue 
In their initial releases, neither 
the Zoomer nor the Newton 
will include a built-in modem. 
Instead, the companies are 
working with third-party ven-
dors to develop external data/ 
fax serial modems. America 
Online (Vienna, VA) will of-
fer Zoomer users access to E-
mail, a gateway to Internet, 
ASCII text fax and U.S. Mail 
gateways, access to wire ser-
vices, and other services like 
stock quotes and travel brokers. 
Motorola (Boynton Beach, FL) 

says it will make its Embarc 
wireless data service compat-
ible with the Zoomer PDA, so 
that Zoomer users can receive 
wireless E-mail and access 
electronic news summaries. 
No third-party vendor has 

announced a general commu-
nications program for the 
Zoomer. Connecting it to desk-
top PCs will be done through 
the serial port or the infrared 
transceiver. Joe Ratner, prod-
uct manager for personal in-
formation processors at Tandy, 
said the company is evaluating 
PCMCIA modems for com-
patibility with the Zoomer. 
Newton PDAs will support 

INTER OPERABILITY 

CASIO XL7000 

• Custom, Intel-compatible chip 

• PCMCIA Type II slot 

• 9600-bps infrared transceiver 

• 16 ounces 

SHARP EXPERT PAD 

• ARM 610 20-MHz chip 

• PCMCIA Type II slot 

• 9600-bps infrared transceiver 

• About 16 ounces 

infrared data exchange. Mac 
and Windows versions of the 
Newton Connection Kit will let 
you transfer, synchronize, back 
up, and update information via 
the Newton's serial port with 
a desktop computer. 

Remember the Original PC 
Based on my initial trials of 
both PDA machines, it appears 
that the Newton offers faster 

A Unified Ink Standard 
D igital ink, the most useful data type for 
mobile applications, is ironically one of the least 
portable data types for sharing information be-
tween machines, operating systems, and appli-
cations. Effectively sharing ink requires more 
than a common bit map; unfortunately, a share-
able ink data format that captures stroke order 
and other key attributes of ink hasn't emerged. 

Six heavyweights in the mobile- and pen-
computing arena—Slate, Apple, General Mag-
ic, Go Corp., Lotus, and Microsoft—are cur-
rently developing what they hope will be a 
long-term solution to the problem of shareable 
ink. Jot 1.0, the result of collaboration between 
these six players and a few others, is a specifi-
cation for a standard, comprehensive ink for-
mat that each company has pledged to support. 

Jot is a platform-independent format definition 
for captured ink. It includes properties like tim-
ing, pressure, stylus angle, and bounding coor-
dinates, plus more esoteric attributes like color 
and type of nib. Software using Jot can choose 
only the properties it requires and ignore non-
essential information. Jot is designed to be com-
plete and extensible as other required qualities of 
ink are uncovered. 

Captured ink stored in Jot format maintains all 
the attributes of "fresh" ink. As a result, it can be 
scaled, fed to recognizers that require informa-
tion about how the ink was created, and pro-
cessed by systems that don't include a stylus. 
Jot-format ink can be stored in shared data-
bases, processed off-line, or incorporated into 
keyboard-oriented applications. Because stor-

ing the information required by Jot can consume 
a lot of space, Jot includes an optional provi-
sion for compression and stroke information re-
duction. Slate's Dan Bricklin said Jot would 
likely be an interchange format only, and most 
ink-based applications would continue to use 
smaller custom data formats internally. 

Slate plans to incorporate Jot into PenApps; 
General Magic will include Jot in Telescript; 
Microsoft offered a long-term goal of render-
ing ink on every Windows desktop, and it will 
provide an OLE object with Windows for Pen 
Computing that will support Jot; and Go an-
nounced the integration of Jot into the next re-
lease of PenPoint, scheduled for late this year. 

Lotus and Apple will also support Jot-format 
Ink, but Apple's Rick Spitz noted that Jot will 
not be built into the initial release of the Newton. 
Brian Dougherty, chairman and CEO of Geo-
Works, said that his company is currently eval-
uating the Jot 1.0 specification and will likely 
support it in the next release of GEOS. "The 
only reason we wouldn't support it would be if 
we saw some performance problem with it," 
Dougherty said. 

Jot offers a great deal of promise, not hin-
dered by its solid support among ink-software 
vendors. But its timing may be the real key. Mi-
crosoft's Pradeep Singh praised the definition 
of the format "at the outset of the data type." 
Jot has its best chance for universal acceptance 
now, before the mobile/pen industry is well off 
the ground. 

—Steve Apiki 

handwriting recognition than 
the Zoomer. I wasn't able to 
verify either company's bat-
tery-life claims. My emotions 
in testing both PDAs ran from 
awe to exasperation, especially 
when they did not correctly 
recognize my handwriting. 

These are the first devices 
in a totally new category of 
computing. As with the first 
Mac and IBM PC, the first 
PDAs will not likely be as ca-
pable as their successors. But 
I think many people will find 
them useful. The situation can 
only get better, as handwriting 
recognition improves and ap-
plications, peripherals, and con-
tent are released to the market. 

—Dave Andrews 

PSION SPEAKS OUT ON PDAS 

Because of their heavy reliance on 

pen-based input, the first prospective 

buyers of the Newton and Zoomer 

PDAs (Personal Digital Assistants) 

will look closely at these systems' 

ability to recognize individual hand-

writing. But Psion (Concord, MA), de-

veloper of the popular Psion Series Ill 

keyboard-based pocket computers, 

says the future of PDAs isn't the pen. 

Instead, it's voice. 

Psion plans to announce later this 

month a new version of the Series Ill 

that for the first time will include a 

DSP (digital signal processor) that 

will let you record digital voice mes-

sages and attach them to application 

reminders and alarms. Although the 

new Psion will not support more ad-

vanced technologies like voice recog-

nition ( i.e., the ability to parse and 

act on a recorded voice message), 

Barry Ba'court, vice president of 

Psion, predicts that these capabilities 

will be available within two years 

from Psion. "The first step is voice 

recording," Balcourt said, noting that 

the new Psions will compress voice 

messages to just 8 KBps. "Then, we 

are going toward voice recognition. 

Two years from now, we'll be there." 

—D. A. 
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• Extensive C and C 

• The Widest Range 
Intel x86 Platform 

• The Industry's Leading 
Code Optimizer 

• Multi-platform, 
Cross-development Toolset 

Professional C and C++ Development Tools 
C/C++" delivers the key technologies for professional developers: 
comprehensive C++ support including templates and exception handling; 
advanced superscalar optimization; and 32-bit multi-platform support. 
C/C-t-+" includes both C and C++ compilers, so you can incrementally 
adopt the benefits of C++. 

Unleash 32-bit Power! 
C/C++" delivers 32-bit performance. The 32-bit flat memory model 
simplifies memory management and lets applications address beyond the 
640K limit. Powerful 32-bit instruction processing delivers a significant 
speed advantage: typically a minimum 2x processing speedup. 

A C++ compiler designed to deliver on the 
promise of object-oriented programming 
The C++ compiler provides comprehensive support for the AT&T version 
3.0 language including templates, plus exception handling. These features 
are key to realizing the benefits of object-oriented programming: code 
reusability, increased reliability and reduced maintenance. 

Hot New Superscalar Code Optimizer 
The hot, new C/C++" code generator advances the performance envelope. 
New superscalar optimization strategy uses "riscification" and instruction 
scheduling to deliver improved performance on 486 and Pentium processors. 
The compiler can create a single, high-performance executable which runs 
on 386, 486 and Pentium processors. 

Industry Standard. Industry's Choice 
WATCOM's working relationships with industry leaders such as 
Autodesk, GO, IBM, Intel, Lotus, Microsoft and Novell ensure that we 
continue to understand and meet the needs of the software industry and 
professional developers. 

Multi-Platform, 
Cross Development Support 
C/C++" supports a wide range of 32-bit Intel x86 host and target platforms 
allowing professional developers to leverage the multi-platform, cross-
development capabilities of today's operating environments including 
OS/2 2.x and Windows NT. 

32-bit DOS host and target support; includes the DOS/4GW 32-bit DOS 
extender by Rational Systems with royalty-free run-time and virtual 
memory support up to 32Mb. 

▪ OS/2 2.x host and target support; enables the development of OS/2 2.x 
applications and DLLs. 32-bit Windows 3.x applications can exploit 
WIN-OS/2 using WATCOM's Windows Supervisor technology. 

I> Windows NT host and target support; includes a Windows 
NT-hosted debugger for 16-bit Windows 3.x, Win32s and Windows NT 
debugging; also includes Viïn32s target support. 

▪ 32-bit Windows 3.x target support; includes WATCOM's 32-bit 
Windows Supervisor, and enables development and debugging of true 
32-bit Windows 3.x applications and DLLs. 

Also Available: WATCOM C2 for DOS 
C" for DOS is a professional, low cost 32-bit C compiler and tools 
package enabling development, debugging, performance profiling 
and royalty-free distribution of 32-bit applications for extended DOS. 
Suggested retail price: $199*. 

WATCOM C/C ++32 has a suggested retail price of $599*. 
For additional information or to order direct call 1-800-2654555. Call our 
FAX Back system at 1-519-747-2693 from your fax machine for immediate 
product information. 

WAT 
1-800-265-4555 

The Leader in 32-bit Development Tools 
415 Phillip Street, Waterloo. Ontario, Canada, N2L 3X2 Telephone: (519) 886-3700, Fax: (519) 747-4971 

'Price in US dollars. Does lot include freight and taxes where applicable. Aeorized dealers may sell for less. 
WATCOM C and the Lightning. Device are trademarks of WATCOM International Corp. DOS/4G and DOS/16M 
are trademarks of Rational Systems Inc. Other trademarks are the properties of their respective ownem. 
Copyright 1993 WATCOM ,nternational Corp. 
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Works with any ISO 9660 CD-ROM drive (XA support not needed) 

Royalty Free 

Kodak Photo CD Format 

PC & Mac Compatible 

Ideal for Desktop Publishing 

Each collection features 100 razor-sharp Kodak 
Photo CD format photographs on a single disk. The 
stand alone Corel utilities included let you turn any 
of these stunning CD-ROM photo images — or your 
personal photos on CD — into Screen Savers, Wall-
paper and slideshows (with optional background 
music tracks). 
Save time and money on stock photography! 
Corel Professional Photos are royalty free for all 
applications and ready for color separation. There 
are no additional fees. That makes them ideal for 
use in any visual communication such as ads, 
brochures, presentations and multimedia. And you 
can use Corel DRAW to retouch or add special 
effects to any Corel Professional Photo. 
Already more than 50 titles: 

The Arctic 
Africa 
Airshows 
Arizona Deserts 
Auto Racing 
Birds 
Bridges 
Castles 
China & Tibet 
Churches 
Cityscapes 
Coasts 
Computer Graphics 
Couples 
Education 
Environment 
Executives 

Faces 
Fighter Jets 
Firefighting 
Fishing 
Flowers 
Food 
Glamor 
Golf 
Health 
Insects 
Ireland 
Jewelry 
Lakes & Rivers 
Lamborghinis 
Law 
Lighthouses 
Lingerie 
Medical 

Mountains 
Patterns 
People 
Porsches 
Reefs 
Roads 
Rowing 
Sailboats 
Spirit of Buddha 
Sunrises & Sunsets 
Swimming 
Trees 
Waterfalls 
Western Canada 
Wild Animals 
Windsurfing 
WWII Planes 
and many more... 

The world's leadung photo CD collections from the makers of 
CorelDRAW, the world's best selling graphics software! 

CALL NOW! EXT. 100 

1-800-772-6735 
[$ ATTENTION PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS! $ 

If you are a professional photographer interested in haying Corel publish 
your photographs, please call the number below for more information. 

CALL: (613) 728-8200 ext. 5080  

Circle 76 on Inquiry Cord. 

Comprehensive 
Utilities Included:" 

• Corel SCREEN SAVER 

• Corel CD-AUDIO 

• Corel MOSAIC VISUAL 
FILE MANAGER 

• Corel PHOTO CD LAB 
PLUS OPTIONAL BACKGROUND MUSIC 

• WALLPAPER FLIPPER 

• PRINTED PHOTO 
REFERENCE GUIDE 

Multimedia PC 

Suggested List Price 

$.95 
U.S. Funds 

100 SUPERB IMAGES 
IN EACH COLLECTION! 

•Not all utilities are availablt for Macintosh 
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I) ‘ TA ANALYSIS 

Spreadsheet or Dat 
The Best of Both 
W atch the demonstra-
tions, and multidimensional 
data-analysis products like Lo-
tus Improv and CA-Compete 
seem to have lifted their pro-
motional style from the old 
Ginsu knife commercials— 
take your spreadsheet data and 
"slice, dice, rotate, twist, turn, 
and pivot it." At the very least, 
this software has the best verbs. 

Although the ads for these 

DRY*. app•••••• 1••••  

USASambhmiliea 

data-analysis software to a Ru-
bik's Cube. Think of a single 
side of the cube and its nine 
squares arranged in three rows 
and three columns. This is the 
typical spreadsheet. And while 
that spreadsheet may have 
3-D capability, true data-analy-
sis software lets you take any 
row or column of that cube 
face and rotate it in either di-
rection, for a possible total (dif-

fering by product) of 12 
or more alternate views. 
Answers to questions 

about why sales were 
down in the third quarter, 
after all, will not be found 
in a row-and-column dis-

POISON play of sales by region. PRODUCT MPS   

le-1- 1U ri   You may also need to 
MOO=  Ids __I_LdO_eL_ePoolt W . — ,p. 

ME ,  view additional dimen-

Corporate Vision boasts a high degree of 
among table, text, and chart data. 

data-analysis programs may 
smack of superficiality, the 
challenge of this type of soft-
ware in business today is a 
daunting one: to help strategists 
glean the most meaning from 
the immense storehouses of 
data their organizations have 
collected. In doing so, these 
products have created a product 
category all their own—one 
that, under their spreadsheet 
and graphing front ends, more 
closely resembles databases 
than the traditional spread-
sheets from which this catego-
ry has evolved. 

Rubik's Cube Viewing 
Michael Komspan of Comput-
er Associates compares the 
concept of multidimensional 

sions (e.g., quarterly sales 
  by product type, sales by 
linking sales representative, year-

by-year third-quarter sales 
per region, forecasted versus 
actual sales, and even product 
allocation by region). With a 
data-analysis product, you can 
point and click your way to 
viewing—in tabular or graphi-
cal form—the necessary data 
and forecast the effects of your 
decisions. 

The missing link in all this is 
the grunt work required to es-
tablish direct and timely feeds 
from your dBase, Oracle, DB2, 
Sybase, or other databases to 
the data model you have cre-
ated. Each program differs in 
the file formats it will import 
and export. Beyond that, it's 
up to someone to categorize the 
data that will be coming in and, 
in doing so, determine and con-
figure the relationships among 

data fields. The latter 
process gives you the 
chance to think about 
how a data model can 
best be structured to be 
of the most use. 
The English-language item 

names that are used in pro-
grams like Improv are benefi-
cial in that they are not tied to 
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CA-Compete, like Lotus Improv, offers English-
language-like formulas. 

cell references like A7. Instead, 
they're tied to understandable 
concepts (e.g., Total Cost) that 
make for easier reference and 

SPREADSHEET WARS TO HEAT UP IN FALL 

With Lotus 1-2-3 for Windows release 4's improved database access, Sce-

nario Manager, new @ functions, and other features, Lotus Development 

finally delivered a worthy competitor to Borland and Microsoft Windows 

spreadsheets. This fall, Lotus's chief competitors are expected to strike 
back with new feature-laden versions of their Windows spreadsheets. 

Are all these new features necessary? "That's a tough question," said 

Nicholas Delonas, a consultant and coeditor of the Spreadsheet Consul-

tant (Allston, MA) newsletter. "I have yet to find an accounting depart-

ment that enthusiastically moved from DOS to Windows. Most people, all 

they want to do is add up numbers." However, Delonas said that on anoth-

er level, the trend in MIS appears to be a standardization on Windows and 

a move toward suites of products that work well together and share a com-

mon macro language. Microsoft says Visual Basic, Applications edition 

will let its Windows and Mac applications control each other. Meanwhile, 

Lotus plans to include its LotusScript macro facility in upcoming releases 

of its Mac, Windows, DOS, and Unix applications. —D. A. 

QUATTRO PRO 5_0 FOR VVIROOVV5 

• Data Modeling Desktop adds Lotus Improv—like data viewing 

• Consolidator lets you merge and combine data across multiple sheets 

• Scenario Manager with versioning control lets you store scenarios for 
repeated comparisons 

• More than 360 additional mathematical and other @functions 

• Data queries to SQL databases like Sybase and Oracle 

• Shared spreadsheet notebooks over LAN and E-mail connections 

EXCEL 5_0 FOR WINC$OVVIS ( 5...e UV 1E55 or xesa) 

• Lotus Improv—like pivoting views of data 

• 3-D worksheets 

• Built-in version of Access database query interface for ODBC (Open 

Database Connectivity) applications 

• Support for OLE 2.0 

• Enhanced Scenario Manager 

• lighter integration with Word for Windows and Project through Visual 

Basic, Applications edition 

SIA'TEMBER 1993 B '1' le. 29 



The notebook industry's first 4 
full-travel keyboard withyktY 
look and feel of a deskte system. 

Built-in Windows plus 
50MHz 486DX2 processor 
(with coprocessor)for 
blazing performance. 
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TravelMate, WinDX2 and 'Extending Your Reach With Innovation" are tradenat . of Texas Indruments. Ballpoint and Quick>rt are tradeir arks of Microsoft Corp. 
Ethernet is a registered trademark of Xerox Corp. The Intel Inside logo is a trademark of Intel Corp. The Ready-iceRunlogo is a trademark of Microsoft Corp. 01993 TI. 
*Based on industry standard application performance speed tests. 
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New brilliant Active 
Matrix display — 
640 x 480 VGA with 
high-speed video 
systemfor lightning 
fast graphics. 

New TI liavelMate 4000E WinDX21m/50 
Active Matrix Color 

If you've been waiting for an active matrix color 

notebook with true desktop power, your wait 

is over. Thanks to the new TravelMate 4000E 

WinDX2/50 Active Matrix Color notebook 

from Texas 

AcTivE COLOR. 
486DX2 50MHz POWER. 
WINDOWS IN 15 SECONDS. 
HEY, WHAT ARE You 
WAITING FbR? 

Instruments. 

With 256 

brilliant, simul-

taneous colors 

and a 50MHz 

486DX2 proces-

sor, this power-

house doesn't just whisper color, it screams it. 

And yet the TravelMate 4000E 

weighs a mere 6.2 pounds, includ-

ing battery. This convenient size 

and weight gives you more 

performance* than the 

leading 486 notebooks. 

Thanks to the built-in 

Windows 3.1 and useful TI 

utilities, you can power up to Windows in just 

15 seconds. And the TravelMate 4000E 

is Windows NT-compatible. With 4MB 

of main memory, expandable to 20MB, 

you're ready for today's and tomorrow's 

software. 

Using the mouse on the TravelMate 4000E 

is a snap. The Microsoft BallPointTm mouse with 

QuickPortTm connection snaps on and off and 

needs no cable, giving you more flexibility and 

better ergonomics than a built-in mouse. With the 

4mm 

New, desktop- I 
like keyboard 
with separate 
function keys. 

industry's first 4mm, full-travel keyboard, the 

TravelMate 4000E gives you the feel of a desktop. 

If you work on the go, you'll also go for the 

rugged 200MB hard disk drive, the high-speed 

video bus and 1MB of video RAM, as well as the 

full range of connectivity 

options — snap-on modules 

for Ethernet® LANs, SCSI-

compatible devices and an 

internal 14,400 bps V.32 bis 

modem with 9,600 bps 

send/receive fax capability. 

50MHz DX2 
processor with 
coprocessor 
provides desktop 
performance 
in a notebook 

Of the leading active matrix color notebook manuf , only 
TI offers the desktop performance of a 50MHz DX2 processor. 
Active Color Weight 486 
Notebook (lbs.) Processor Speed Coprocessor 

TravelMate 4000E 6.2 DX2 50MHz Yes 

Toshiba T4600C 6.9 

Compaq LIE Lite 4133e 6.5 

IBM Think Pad 720C 7.6 

SL 

SL 

SLC2 

MHz Vus 

3:31111z \ 

50MHz N,, 

Texas Instruments offers over 10 models of 

486 notebooks for you to choose from. 

TravelMate 486DX2 Notebooks 

50MHz 
50MHz Monochrome 

Active Color 

40M1h 
Enhanced 

Passive Color 

For more information about the world's widest 

range of 486 notebooks, as well as the location 

of the dealer nearest you, don't wait another 

nanosecond. Call 1-800-5273500 

EXTENDING YOUR REACH 
WITH INNOVATION"' 

TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS 

Circle 150 on Inquiry Card. 



The latest latest version of Lotus Improv for Windows 

includes five drivers for retrieving database data. 

News &Views 
modification. In other words, 
you can refer to Total Cost 
from anywhere in the model or 
often from other models. The 
English-language naming con-
vention for spreadsheet items 
also helps to make sense of a 
model's structure when you 
first view it. 

Formulas, global and cell-
specific, also become easier to 
write, use, and modify. For the 
above Total Cost in a sample 
CA-Compete model, the gov-
erning formula is "=Cost of 

bunch, Corporate Vision from 
IntelligenceWare, goes a step 
further by making each data 
point itself an icon on which 
you can click for more detail. 
For example, you might want 
to get a monthly breakdown of 
a charted year's profits figure 
on a bar or pie chart. It applies 
the same concept to hypertext 
links you can make to textual 
data in a bulleted list. Click on 
the phrase "printer sales" in a 
bulleted chart, and the program 
can pop up a bar chart of sales 

by region. 
H 
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Goods Sold+Selling, General, 
& Admin." This adds the two 
preceding cells in the column. 
In Improv, one formula might 
be "CurrentAssets.Total = 
groupsum(CurrentAssets)," 
which is also easily understood 
by anyone viewing the model. 

In many cases, you may 
need to customize views of 
data to present just the right 
type of information for an in-
dividual to make an informed 
decision. Higher-level staff, for 
example, might need only to-
tals of various item groups; 
with Improv, you can collapse 
levels to summarize the report. 
Other personnel may need or 
should see only certain data. 
The extensive graphing func-

tions that are part and parcel of 
this hybrid software class also 
help in analysis and overall pre-
sentation. Graphing is typical-
ly easy and on-the-fly, and a 
few packages like CA-Com-
pete let you embed the graph 
directly into the model. From 
there, it transforms as needed 
when you change from one 
view to another. 
The newest product of the 

Deceptive Learning Curve 
Because multidimension-
al data-analysis software 
looks like a spreadsheet— 
in fact, CA-Compete in-
cludes most of CA-Su-
perCalc's code to give 
that program a dual na-
ture—it can initially look 
easy to maneuver data 
views and arrive at what 
you need to make a solid 

decision. In fact, these prod-
ucts can pose a formidable and 
deceptive learning curve. It's 
not for lack of effort on the part 
of vendors, though. The prob-
lem is a result of the very con-
cept of multidimensional analy-
sis and the fact that spreadsheet 
users, before trying one of 
these products, have typically 
not had to think this way. 

Strategic decisions, howev-
er, can still be made far more 
quickly using products like Im-
prov or Corporate Vision than 
they have been in the past. To 
solve the problem of why ex-
penses are up, for instance, a 
manager may have previously 
had the MIS department write a 
4GL (fourth-generation lan-
guage), SQL, or other type of 
query to produce a report that 
subsequently requires a re-
phrasing of the question or fur-
ther information to get anything 
useful in solving the problem. 
This spiraling toward answers 
could take weeks. With data-
analysis software properly set 
up and maintained, it takes only 
seconds. 

—Ed Perratore 

A SAMPLING OF DATA- ANALYSIS SOLUTIONS 

Because multidimensional data-analysis software inherently defies 
classification—a challenge for its marketers, to say the least—prod-
ucts that fall loosely into the category vary widely in their capabilities, 
pricing, and target markets. 

CA-Compete 5.0 (Computer Associates, Islandia, NY), $495: Expected 
to ship in the third quarter, this complete revamp of the Windows-
based product that CA bought from ManageWare matches Lotus Im-
prov on several fronts. Improvements include speed enhancements, an 
unlimited number of named views stored with each model, and the in-
tegration of CA-Ble, CA-Realizer's extended BASIC macro language, 
which lets users make C or DLL calls. 

Corporate Vision 1.0 UntelligenceWare, Los Angeles, CA), $690: Ex-
pected to be announced in late August, this product accesses data 
from Paradox, dBase, Oracle, Sybase, DB2, and SQL Server to combine 
spreadsheets with ElSes (executive information systems) for a Win-
dows-based system with linking among table, text, and chart data. 

Diver for Windows, Diver for Macintosh 2.0 (Dimensional Insight, 
Burlington, MAI, $750 per station: GUIs to the company's client/server 
CrossTarget product, both versions of Diver permit dive-downs (with 
multiple data models) into cross-tabular data sets as large as 32,000 
rows by 32,000 columns. CrossTarget compresses, indexes, and 
stores data from dissimilar sources (via comma-delimited format) into 
a proprietary structure that serves for easy access and reporting of 
otherwise raw data. 

ESSBase 2.2 (Arbor Software, Santa Clara, CA), $27,000 for a server 
plus a five- user license: This client/server package extends the capa-
bilities of Lotus 1-2-3 and Excel to allow analysis of a claimed unlimit-
ed number of dimensions. Designed initially for Windows clients con-
nected to OS/2 servers over major network operating systems, it 
includes an API for third- party customers using Visual Basic, C, and 
C++ to build custom applications ( e.g., an EIS). 

Improv for Windows 2.1 (Lotus Development, Cambridge, MAI, $495: 
The latest version of this popular product includes network installa-
tion, .WK4 file support, integration with Lotus Notes, and a scaled-
down version of Q+E Software's Q+E Extend for Improv 1.0. Five Q+E 
drivers let you build models using data from dBase and compatible for-
mats, Btrieve, Paradox, Excel .XLS, and text files. 

Muse 1.1 (Occam Research, Watertown, MAI, $695: This Mac-based 
search-and-analysis product includes five environments—spreadsheet, 
database, scriptwriting, dictionary, and charting windows—for analyz-
ing multidimensional data. The scriptwriting window accepts English-
language queries; the dictionary interprets them. (A Windows version 
is expected this fall.) 

SpreadBase 1.1 (Objective Software, Redwood City, CA), $695: Mac-
based but with a Windows version in the works, this client/server prod-
uct uses English-language cell references and offers three main view 
types: table ( resembling a relational database table), graph, and ma-
trix—a table in which each cell represents a database record. You can 
expand or collapse models. 

TM/1 Perspectives 1.0 (Sinper, Warren, Nil, $495 for Professional Ver-
sion, $795 for Corporate Version: Derived from TM/1, a data-analysis 
product dating back to the mid- 1980s, this Windows-based tool is a 
client/server add-on to Excel or Lotus 1-2-3 ( both ship together) that 
lets you analyze 2-D slices of data derived from comma-delimited files 
or data entered directly into the program. Not intending to compete 
against Lotus Improv, Sinper calls it a "database for spreadsheet 
users" rather than a modeling product. —E. P. 
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bout to purchase a new computer? Absolutely 

has to be the latest, leading technology? Anticipating 

Pentium, perhaps? Asking around for the best price? 

APP llow us to introduce ourselves... 



is for Attention, please! All you people who want the latest 

technology at Amazingly Affordable prices! Introducing AMBRA:' 

a new and fast-on-its-feet computer company. 

means we're Making our Move! With high-performance Made-

to-order AMBRA Machines. All are tested for industry-standard 

compatibility, and come with a 30-day Money-back guarantee.' 

is about Built-in extras—like added cache and VESA local Bus. It's for 

Blazing-fast IBM Blue Lightning processors. And the Big advantage of 

64-Bit Pentium. Across the Board, we're talking Best value here. 

is for Responsive to your needs, and Ready to deliver to your door. 

It's for Rapid onsite service.' Plus Round-the-clock technical support. 

The kind you can Really Rely upon. 

stands for "Just Ask us." AMBRA has intelligent Answers to All 

your questions and computing needs. Call 1-800-25-AMBRA. 

Act now! 



INTRODUCING 

AMBRA 
AN IBM COMPANY 



Ge're raising 

industry 

standards by 

giving you more. 

Combining industry-wide resources 

with independent responsiveness, 

AMBRA provides you with 

immediate access to the latest 

technology. 

If it's industry-standard, we've 

got it for you now. If it's coming 

soon, we're positioned to get it 

— from advanced video to the 

latest microprocessors. 

We're committed to giving 

you more for your money. Like 

extra cache at no added cost. 

Accelerated local bus without 

accelerated prices. Pentium' 

upgradeability without a premium. 

Along with extra features, 

we believe in giving you extra 

flexibility. Each and every AMBRA 

model is custom-built to your 

exact specs. With no penalty in 

terms of time or expense. 

We offer hundreds of brand-

name hardware, software and 

peripheral options everything 

from Hayes® modems to Lexmark° 

printers. To make sure that every 

possibility is open to you. 

All AMBRA computers 

carry a 30-day, money- back 

guarantee.I- 2 They're backed by 

quick onsite service and round-

the-clock support— the kind of 

service and support that never 

lets you down. 

AM BRA 

BLUE LIGHTNING: AN 
ELECTRIFYING AMBRA 

ADVANTAGE... 

IBM's 486 Blue Lightning 

processor builds on the best 

features of Intel microprocessors, 

including performance, instruction 

set and upgradeability. IBM 

optimized the instruction set, 

added a I6KB internal cache, 

lowered power consumption and 

improved power management. 

The result: Blue Lightning doubles 

internal clocking to 66 MHz, 

while maintaining full 486 

compatibility. AMBRA harnesses 

the power of Blue Lightning to 

deliver 66 MHz system performance 

at 33 MHz prices. 

BLUE LIGHTNING 
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON 

486 BLUE LIGHTNING 66 

4860X2/66 

4860=3 

Powermeter MIPS 
25 

24 

23 

All processors were tested on the same IBM motherboard. 
MIPS = millions of instructions per second. 

Built to your order, exactly. 

AMBRA will custom-configure any 

and every computer for you — 

and it won't cost you an extra day 

or an extra dim& You have your 

choice of chassis, processors and 

a full range of memory sizes. 

Hard and floppy disks, tape drives, 

CD-ROM drives, multimedia kits, 

and more. Plus high- quality, low-

radiation AMBRA monitors, network 

cards, you name it You get it all 

preinstalled, from a single source. 

Preloaded software. 

We automatically preload AMBRA 

computers with MS-DOS® 6.0 

and Windows' 3.1. Purchase any 

of our large collection of software, 

and we'll preload it for you at no 

additional installation charge. 

True-blue service 

and support. 

We've contracted with IBM to back 

each AMBRA with a one-year 

onsite warranty.' So you can count 

on 10,000 technicians at 190 

locations nationwide to deliver 

service within two days of your 

call, Monday through Saturday. Plus, 

you get toll-free support from IBM 

technical representatives 24 hours 

a day, 7 days a week. 

Convenient payment options. 

Our lines are open every weekday 

8 am to 9 pm, and Saturday 10 am 

to 6 pm (ET). We accept American 

Express,® Visa® and MasterCard.® 

Purchase orders may be used by 

qualifying businesses. 

Fast, to-your-door delivery. 

We ship within three days of 

confirmation of your order. If, for 

any reason, we can't meet that 

deadline, we'll tell you up front— 

and give you a firm delivery date. 
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66 MHz performance at 

33 MHz prices. 

With Blue Lightning AMBRA 

models, you reap the benefits of 

66 MHz system performance 

at 33 MHz prices. 

AMBRA GATEWAY DELL 

Model 486 Blue 
Lightning 6$ 

Internal clock 66 Mliz 

External clock 33 MHz 

System case Desktop 

RAM 8MB 

Cache 256K8 

Floppy One 

Hard disk 340MB 

Mxbaud SCSI V 

Local bus VVESA 

Video Win arced 
w/1MB 

Color monitor 15" FST* 

Pentium-ready V 

DOS SO, 
Windows 3.1, mou  

Network-ready Ethernet 
(10BaseT) 

Tech support 24 hours, 
7 days/week 
'• IBM 

4860X-33V 

33 MHz 

33 MHz 

Desktop 

8MB 

128KB 

One 

340MB 

VVESA 

Wm accel 
w/1 MB 

15" EST 

V 

433/L 

33 MHz 

33 MHz 

Desktop 

8MB 

One 

340MB 

V 

Win accel 
w/512KB 

15" FST 

VMS Works V 
for Windows 

Mon-Fri, 63111 
to midnigh 
Sat. 9arn-4 pm 

24 hours. 
7 days/week 

Warranty/Service 1 year onsite 1 year onsite 
IBM onsite 

Price $2,079 $2.025 $2.699 

• Upgraded from 14 SVGA at no extra cost See special offer 

Intel® Pentium, within 

your reach. 

AMBRA is one of the few who 

can offer you Pentium today — 

and we offer it at a price you 

can afford. 

AMBRA DELL 

Precut« 

Bus type 

Sylem case 

RAM 

Celle 

Fioppy 

Hard disk 

Onboard SCSI 

Video 

Color monitor 

Intel Pentium 
60 MHz 

64-bit proc complex 

EISA 

Desktop 

8MB 

256KB 

One 

540M8 SCSI 

5/Dual 32- bit 

Alt " Ultra Pro 
wi2M13 DRAM 

intel Peniun 
60 MHz 

64-bit pm complex 

EISA 

Tower 

8MB 

256KB 

Two 

500M8 ICE 

tx, 

Win aml 
w/512K5 

15" EST 

DOS 6.0, 
Windows 31. mouse V V 

Tech seaport 24 hours, 
7 days/week 
from MM 

24 boers. 
iiay:/week 

Wanufh/MIrelee 1 year 1 yee onsite 
IBM Naito 

Puce $4,251 S7.56 

• Upgraded from 14 SVGA at no extra cost See pe. al offer. 

WINNIARKS 

DELL 450íM • 

10 12.5 

• Results measured in millions of Winmarle• Reported in Window Sources (Ziff Davis), June 1993. Call AMBRA for specifics of thkt gmphics Winmarks test. 

AMBRA BLUE LIGHTNING 66 

GATEWAY 40X- 33V • 
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Solid products, hot prices. 

Competitive prices shouldn't 

mean mediocre machines. 

Example: AMBRA's low-cost 

Model S425SX. It puts you in 

touch with tomorrow's 

innovations. That's because it's 

Pentium-ready — and supports 

memory upgrades to 36MB. It 

features the upgradeable 486SX 

25 MHz processor, cache to 

spare, a fast local bus, and 

Windows accelerator with I MB 

video memory. 

Extra compact design. 

Extra color. 

At 6.4 pounds, our 486SX 

25 MHz SL-enhanced notebook 

packs a lot of performance. You 

get 4MB of expandable memory; 

a 120MB hard disk; STN dual-

scan, passive-matrix screen for 

vibrant color and easy mouse 

tracking; plus integrated 

fax/modem and built-in trackball. 

All for $2,449. 

25 AMBRA 



OMBRA custom-building lets you cover all the bases. 
HERE ARE JUST A FEW MODELS WE'LL MOLD TO MEET YOUR NEEDS: 

Model S450SL 
• 486SLC2, 50 MHz 
• 4MB RAM max: I 6MB 
• 64KB processor cache 
• 3.5" floppy 
• I 25MB ( 14ms) hard disk 
• Windows accelerator with 
I MB video memory 

• 14" VGA color monitor 
• Slimline case 
• 3 I6-bit ISA slots 
• MS-DOS 6.0, Windows, mouse 

$1,199 

Model S425SX 
• 486SX, 25 MHz 
• Intel Pentium-ready 
• 4MB MM max: 36MB 
• I 28KB processor cache 
• 3.5" floppy 
• 170MB ( 17ms) hard disk 
• 2 VESA local bus slots 
• Windows accelerator with 
I MB video memory 

• 14" SVGA LR color monitor 
• Slimline case 
• 3 I6-bit ISA slots 
• MS-DOS 6.0, Windows, mouse 

$1,339 

Model D466BL/CD 

An AMBRA Best Buy! 

• 486 Blue Lightning 
66 MHz 
• Intel Pentium-ready 
• 8MB RAM max: 64MB 
• 256KB processor cache 
• 3.5" floppy 
• 440MB ( 12ms) hard disk 
• Onboard SCSI 
• 2 VESA local bus slots 
• Windows accelerator 
with I MB video memory 
• CD-ROM drive and 
software 
• Media Vision I6-bit 
sound card 
• Stereo speakers 
• 17" Flat Square LR color 
monitor, NI 
• Network-ready 
(Ethemet I 0 BaseT) 
• Desktop case 
• 5 I 6-bit ISA slots 
• MS-DOS 6.0, Windows, 
mouse 

$2,869 
(For minitower, add $50) 

Model S433DX 
• 486DX, 33 MHz 
• Intel Pentium-ready 
• 4MB RAM max: 36MB 
• I 28KB processor cache 
• 3.5" floppy 
• 240MB ( I5ms) hard disk 
• 2 VESA local bus slots 
• Windows accelerator with 
I MB video memory 

• 14" SVGA LR color monitor 
• Slimline case 
• 3 I 6-bit ISA slots 
• MS-DOS 6.0, Windows, mouse 

$1,689 

NC425 SL Notebook 
• 4865X, 25 MHz, SL-enhanced 
• Dual-scan STN color screen 
(640 x 480 x 256) 
• Fax-modem 2400/9600 baud 
• 4MB RAM max: I 2MB 
• 120MB hard disk 
• 3.5" floppy 
• 9.5" screen 
• Integrated trackball 
• 8.6" x 11.4" x 2.0", 6.4 lbs 
• MS-DOS 6.0, Windows, 
MS Works for Windows 

$2,449 

Model D466BL 

• 486 Blue Lightning 
66 MHz 
• Intel Pentium-ready 
• 8MB RAM max: 64MB 
• 256KB processor cache 
• 3.5" floppy 
• 240MB ( 15ms) hard disk 
• Onboard SCSI 
• 2 VESA local bus slots 
• Windows accelerator 
with I MB video memory 

*15" Flat Square LR color 
monitor, NI 
• Network-ready 
(Ethemet 10 BaseT) 
• Desktop case 
• 5 I6-bit ISA slots 
• MS-DOS 6.0, Windows, 
mouse 

$1,979 
(For minitower, add $50) 

Model D466DX 
• 486DX2, 66 MHz 
• Intel Pentium-ready 
• 8MB RAM max: 64MB 
• 256KB processor cache 
• 3.5" floppy 
• 340MB hard disk 
• Onboard SCSI 
• 2 VESA local bus slots 
• Windows accelerator 
with 1MB video memory 
• CD-ROM drive 
*15" Flat Square LR color 
monitor, NI 
• Network-ready 
(Ethemet I 0 BaseT) 
• Desktop case 
• 5 16- bit ISA slots 
• MS-DOS 6.0, Windows, 
mouse 

$2,599 
(For minitower, add $50) 

Model D466ENL 
• 486DX2, 66 MHz 
• 64-bit Intel Pentium 
upgradeable 
• 8MB RAM max: 64MB 
• 256KB processor cache 
• 3.5" floppy 
• 440MB IDE hard disk 
• 2 VESA local bus slots 
• S3 video accelerator 
with I MB DRAM 

*15" Flat Square LR color 
monitor, NI 
• Desktop case 
• 7 32- bit available EISA 

slots 
• MS-DOS 6.0, Windows, 
mouse 

$2,699 

Model DP6OENL 

A Pentium Powerhouse! 

• Intel Pentium processor, 
60 MHz 
• 64-bit processor 
complex 
• VESA local bus with 
1 available slot 

• 8MB RAM max: 64MB 
• 256KB processor cache 
• 3.5" floppy 
• 540MB SCSI hard disk 
• Onboard dual 32-bit 
Fast SCSI 
• ATI Ukra Pro Mach 32, 
2MB DRAM 

*15" Flat Square LR color 
monitor, NI 
• Desktop case 
• 7 available 32- bit EISA 

slots 
• MS-DOS 6.0. Windows, 
mouse 

$4,259 

O PECIAL OFFER: GET THE BIGGER PICTURE! 
* Purchase any 66 MHz or Pentium model, and AMBRA upgrades your view— from the standard I4- inch SVGA 

to a I5-inch Flat Square color monitor At no extra cost to you! Limited-time offer Call for details. 

I Warranty and 30-day guarantee information available through AMBRA Please call 1-800-252-6272 for details regarding ©1993 AMBRA Computer Corporation. 
AMBRA's money- back guarantee and limited warranty. Copies of the terms of AMBRAS money-back guarantee are available IBM is a registered trademark and Blue Lightning is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. 
upon request. One -year onsite service at no additional charge during warranty. All otner product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective suppliers. 

2 Return shipping and insurance charges are the responsibility of the custr,-,r c..» ,,, —! r''',?s rd:-,' .,,,*.,-, arr,s.,!soc ,,ss ,,rge without prior notice. Prices do not include shipping. 

In Canada, call 1-800-363-0066 Circle 91 on Inquiry Card. 

Ca II 1-800-252-6272, Ext. 2 6 5 

1-800-25 AMBRA 



News &Views 
DESKTOP PUBLISHING 

Windows No Mac at DTP 
A lthough Windows desk-
top publishing applications out-
sold such Mac programs by 
$8.4 million in the first quar-
ter, the high-end world of pro-
fessional, four-color 
desktop publishing 
has traditionally been 
a stronghold of the 
Mac. But with the re-
lease of Adobe Sys-
tems' high-end Photo-
shop for Windows 
image-editing pro-
gram bolstering Win-
dows stalwarts like 
Adobe Illustrator, 
QuarkXPress, and Al-
dus PageMaker, the 
PC is now a viable 
platform for high-end 
desktop publishing. Programs 
like FrameMaker, Interleaf, 
and Island Write, Draw & Paint 
offer viable desktop publish-
ing on the Unix platform. But 
Craig Yappert, product man-
ager of new products and tech-
nologies at Frame Technolo-
gy, says users of the Unix ver-
sions of FrameMaker occupy 
a different space of desktop 
publishing than users of Page-
Maker or QuarkXPress, by typ-
ically creating technical docu-
ments that are hundreds or 
thousands of pages long. 

Three companies—Adobe. 
Dell Computer, and SuperMac 
Technology—have combined 
marketing resources and prod-
ucts to promote Windows-
based PCs as an effective plat-
form for high-end desktop 
publishing and prepress work. 
As part of this initiative, the 
companies have delivered two 
486-based Power Publishing 
Alliance PCs that offer plug-
and-play desktop publishing. 

Officials of the Alliance 
member companies said that 
taking on Apple is not their 

main intention. Their target 
market consists of PC users 
who have been waiting to do 
color desktop publishing on the 
PC rather than on the Mac. 

The Windows-based Power Publishing PCs come preconfigured with 
Adobe Illustrator, Photoshop, and either PageMaker or QuarkXPress. 

Several desktop publishing ex-
perts agreed that these Power 
Publishing systems and their 
applications could satisfy the 
pent-up demand for color pre-
press on the PC. "Windows 
users who are in it [desktop 

publishing] haven't been in col-
or desktop publishing," said 
Pauline Ores, director of edi-
torial services at New World 
Information Trading in New 

York City. "It's a 
new market." 

Nevertheless, 
the Power Pub-
lishing systems 
will inevitably be 
compared to 
what's available 
on the Mac, and 
in the opinion of 
several prepress 
experts, Win-
dows as a high-
end desktop pub-
lishing platform 
is not nearly as 

mature as the Mac. "The [Win-
dows] PC world, in terms of 
desktop publishing, has a way 
to go," said Ira Fuchs, presi-
dent of Digital Pre-Press, a 
New York—based company that 
runs three daily 8-hour shifts 

servicing magazines by gener-
ating four-color prepress out-
put on both Windows and the 
Mac. 
According to Fuchs, one 

problem his company often en-
counters in Windows—and not 
on the Mac—is an inconsistent 
implementation of PostScript 
drivers among Windows ap-
plications. He said that this is a 
major reason that whenever his 
company gets a request for a 
job under Windows, "We ap-
proach it with trepidation." 

Victor Beitner, owner of 
Victor Beitner Systems, a ser-
vice bureau in Toronto, said 
that corporations are now doing 
high-end publishing on PCs but 
agreed that the PostScript is-
sue is slowing acceptance. 
"Once it's as easy to print from 
Windows as from the Mac, 
you'll see service bureaus ac-
cept Windows desktop pub-
lishing more readily," he said. 

—Anne Fischer Lent 

OUT- OF- THE- BOX WINDOWS DTP SYSTEMS 

The Power Publishing Alliance has spawned two out-of the-box 

solutions for graphic designers and color prepress profes-
sionals. The systems come loaded with software that has set the 

standards in the industry and are priced at S6695 for the Pow-
er Publishing Workstation and S8995 for the Superstation. 

Both systems are based around a Dell 486DX2 EISA desktop 
computer with a SuperMac Superfflatch 17-inch color monitor 
and Spectrum/24 EISA video card. Preloaded software includes 

Illustrator 4.0, Photoshop 2.5, 200 typefaces from the Adobe 

Type Library, Adobe Streamline, Adobe Type Manager, Adobe Ty-

peAlign, and either PageMaker or QuarkXPress. 
SuperMac designed the SuperMatch monitor for color publish ng on either the Mac or PC. It features tight cor 

ner focus and digital controls. The video card supports 1152- by 910-pixel resolution. The system targeted for graph-
ic designers, the Power Publishing Workstation 433/ME, runs at 33 MHz with 16 MB of RAM and a 230-MB hard 

drive. The prepress system, the Power Publishing Superstation 466/ME, runs at 66 MHz with 32 MB of RAM and 
a 535-MB hard drive. The Superstation also includes calibration software and a color calibrator. 

Estimated North American Software Sales I took a look at the Superstation 466/ME, which had both QuarkXPress and 

PageMaker loaded. I was amazed that those two behemoths could coexist with-
out any speed degradation. H the Superstation I tested is any indication of the 

quality of the Power Publishing systems, you get a host of desktop publish-

ing power for a relatively low cost. The peripherals I'd add right off the bat in-

clude a CD-ROM drive and a network card, both of which are optional add-ons. 
—A. F. L 

1992 Desktop Publishing Sales 

649,000 

S129 Million 

242.000 

S95 Million 

Source Internahonal Data Corp 
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If managing your server eats up all 
Introducing the new 
HP NetServer LM and LE. 
More than just two new servers, 
we're introducing a profound 
improvement in the way you 
monitor and manage them. 

Continuous Assistance. 
We've put server management 
right where it belongs. At your 
fingertips. The HP NetServer 
Assistant software lets you easily 
monitor and manage your net-
work servers from a single 
console-either locally or remotely. 
So your server stays up and 
running. Not you. 

What's more, you can quickly 
diagnose and solve problems 

with its intuitive 

interface and troubleshooting 
tools. And the HP Support Assis-
tant, a CD-ROM-based library, is 
included to provide lots of valu-
able technical information. 

Maximum Uptime. 
These new HP NetServers lead 
the pack in reliability. RAID-based 
disk arrays on the LM provide 
advanced fault tolerance. And, 
thanks to our hot-swap capabili-
ties, you can now replace an 
internal drive without bringing 
the server- or your network- down. 
The array will also automatically 
rebuild data on a failed drive. And 
for maximum protection, the LM 
even supports Error Correcting 
Code memory. In fact, the more 
critical your data, the more criti-
cal these servers become. 

Investment Protection. 
With technology 

changing 

- 

faster than the weather, you'll be 
happy to know that HP's NetServers 
are designed to keep pace. And 
keep your investment protected. 
Both the LE and LM fit smoothly 
into multivendor environments. 
The LE is the ideal entry-level 
server. Upgra£1able to the future 
Intel OverDrive Pentium " technol-
ogy-based processor, it provides 
affordability, exceptional serv-
iceability and future scalability. 

Built to meet the full demands of 
the Pentium processor, the LM 
will also support dual symmetric 
multiprocessing. Its Power 
Cabinet allows room for expan-
sion with nine front-accessible 
mass storage shelves, eight 
expansion slots and maximum 
memory capacity of 384 MB. 

HP Service and Network 
Expertise. 
All this is backed by HP's com-
plete range of support services. 
And by HP's 20+ years of network 

Optala, ea>. 

I> la Vw. W. allan Vaa. 1.4 
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HP NetServerAssistant 
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your time, you need an assistant. 
systems experience. You can 
choose support from HP directly, 
or from your local authorized HP 
dealer. HP NetServers come 
standard with a three-year, on-
site limited warranty. And a host 
of 24-hour at-your-service 
support programs, such as our 
fax information retrieval service, 
automated phone support and 
electronic bulletin board service, 
ensure easy manageability 
around the clock. 
If all this sounds good, call 
1-800-964-1566. 
We'll be happy to provide you with 
fast assistance. And, chances are, 
without the HP NetServer LM or 
LE, that's exactly what you need. 

NetWOre 
Tested and 
Approved 

HP NetServer LM 4,849* 
• 60-MHz Intel Pentium" processor, 33-MHz Intel 486 DX and 66-MHz Intel 486 
DX2 processors 
• Support for dual Pentium symmetric multiprocessing 

• High fault tolerance with internal RAID disk array option (RAID 0, 1, 5, 6) 

• 16-MB standard RAM, 384-MB maximum memory, ECC memory support 

• 128-KB and 256-KB external cache 
• 9 mass storage shelves, 3.5"floppy disk drive standard, maximum 8-GB 
internal storage 
• 8 EISA-2 with Enhanced Master Burst bus-master I/O slots 

• Integrated Fast SCSI-2, IDE and video controllers 

• HP NetServer Assistant software included 
• 3-year on-site, next-business-day limited warranty 

• Tested and certified on major network operating systems 

HP NetServer LE 2,649 
• 33-MHz Intel 486 SX, 33-MHz Intel 486 DX and 66-MHz Intel 486 DX2 processors 

• Upgradable to Intel OverDrive Pentium technology-based processor when available 

• 4-MB and 8-MB standard RAM, 128-MB maximum memory 

• 256-KB external cache 
• 4 mass storage shelves, 3.5" floppy disk drive standard, maximum 3-GB internal 
storage 
• 5 EISA bus-master I/O slots 
• Integrated Fast SCSI-2, IDE and video controllers 

• HP NetServer Assistant software available as an option 

• 3-year on-site, next-business-day limited warranty 

• Tested and certified on major network operating systems 

HP NetServer Assistant 

Easy-to-use centralized management based on HP OpenView's leading network 
management environment allowing multiple servers in multiple sites to be managed 
from a single graphical map. 
Problem identification and resolution tools including diagnostics, configuration 
information (whether the network operating system is up or down), disk capacity 
planning and technical information via a CD-ROM-based library. 
Remote management capabilities allow administrators to use the same tools 
whether at their local console or a remote PC. 
Open architecture facilitates adding specialized third-party or HP management 
utilities. 

• U.S. list price for HP NetServer LM Model 530. including 486/33DX processor. 16-MB RAM and 535-MB SCSI hard drive:1'41.S. list price for 
HP NetServer LE Model 240. including 486/33SX processor, 4-MB RAM and 240-MB IDE hard drive. Prices subject to change without notice. 
Pentium and the Intel Inside logo are U.S. trademarks of Intel Corporation. 01993 Hewlett-Packard Company PPG686 

HP NetServer LE HEWLETT 
PACKARD 



News &Views AFFORDABLE PERSONAL LASER 
PRINTERS 

LOW-COST LASER PRINTING 

OL400e Offers Laser Output 
at Unlaserlike Price 
O kidata's OL400e printer, 
expected to have a street price 
of $499, may remove the last 
obstacle for true laser quality to 
permeate the budget-mindful 
small business. Okidata is mar-
keting the 300-dot-per-inch 
OL400e, an upgrade to the 
OL400, at potential Hewlett-
Packard LaserJet 4L users who 
would trade in a few features 
for a rock-bottom price. 

The big sacrifice is scal-
able fonts: The OL400e's 
HP IIp+ emulation permits 
bit-mapped fonts only. 
Forty-four fonts (four 
typefaces) come standard. 
plus two USPS PostNet 
bar code faces. Okidata 
built in a PCMCIA Type Il slot 
that accepts four cards for tax-
preparation forms, bar codes, 
typewriter-style fonts, and 

SIMULATION 

COMPANY 

Hewlett-Packard 

Texas Instruments 

Okidata 

PRINTER PRICE 

LaserJet 4L $849 

rnicroWriter $729 

OL400e $699 

Listed printers differ in terms of features, drivers, 

and rated print speed. Suggested retail prices are 

listed; actual selling prices are almost always 

lower. For more information, see BYTE's Buyer's 

Guide to Printers (Summer 1993). 

symbols. 
Despite its low price, buy-

ing the 17-pound OL400e is 
not a total exercise in feature 

Industry Uses Virtual Reality 
LONDON—Twelve 
firms have formed an ini-
tiative with one of Europe's 
leading virtual-reality re-
search centers to apply 
computer-based simulation 
and advanced visualization 
in complex industrial de-
sign and 3-D modeling pro-
jects. Under the VRS (Vir-
tual Reality and Simulation) 
initiative, major industrial firms 
such as Rolls-Royce, Nirex, 
Vickers Shipbuilding and Engi-
neering, ICI Chemicals and 
Polymers, and British Nuclear 
Fuels will pool their engineer-
ing talents with the Salford-based 
Advanced Robotics Research 
(ARR) center at several levels. 

Movies like The Lawnmow-
er Man have glamorized the 
more advanced aspects of vir-
tual reality, where subjects don 
special helmets and gloves to 
enter exotic and futuristic 
worlds. However, the compa-
nies participating in the VRS 
initiative will use virtual reali-
ty in nuts-and-bolts projects 

Projects involving virtual reality 

include creating a model of a 

mine and a 3-D walk-through in 

nuclear and diesel submarines. 

ranging from environmental 
impact studies to 3-D walk-
through models of nuclear and 
diesel submarines. The first 
three projects should achieve 
tangible results within the next 
18 months, says Bob Stone, 
who is ARR's technical man-
ager. 
The three projects are a 300-

acre mine model for Nirex, an 
engine simulation for Rolls-
Royce, and a submarine com-
partment program for Vickers. 
ARR is providing consultancy 

to help Nirex benchmark 
and convert data about 
the mine, based at Sell-
afield, into virtual-reality 
models. ARR will use 
Nirex AutoCAD files to 

create a surface 
model of the mine 
and then develop 
further models for 
sections under-
ground. The hard-
ware for the Nirex 
project has yet to 
be chosen, al-

though the two likely candi-
dates are Silicon Graphics plat-
forms and the high-end 3-D 
graphics Freedom workstation 
sold by Sun Microsystems and 
Evans & Sutherland. 
ARR will also be helping 

Rolls-Royce develop a model 
of its Trent 800 aero engine's 
fan casing and other features. 
The ARR contract with Vick-
ers will eventually result in 
models to test new submarine 
designs. 

—Dom Pancucci 

denial. It lets you add 4 MB 
onto the standard 512 KB of 
RAM. A Mips 3000 RISC 
processor and a high-speed, 
parallel interface help keep 
things moving for the 4-page-
per-minute engine. Okidata's 
6000-copies-per-month duty 
cycle rating indicates the print-
er is best for light to moderate 
traffic. Okidata uses a solid-
state LED print head in the 
OL400e. The printer comes 
with serial and parallel inter-
faces, and the printer can auto-
sense between the two. 

Unlike the LaserJet 4L, 
which forgoes the usual front-
panel control in favor of a set 
of software utilities, Okidata's 
OL400e comes with a 16-char-
acter LCD control panel. The 
printer includes drivers for 
Windows 3.0 and 3.1, Mi-
crosoft Works, Microsoft Word 
5, WordPerfect 5.0 and 5.1, and 
other programs. 
The small-footprint (6.3 by 

12.6 by 14.2 inches) model 
meets the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency's Energy 
Star guidelines for peripherals, 
using only 15 W during sleep 
mode. For savings beyond that 
during inactivity, you can go a 
step further than the LaserJet 
4L's 5-W sleep mode: the pow-
er switch. The LaserJet 4L 
doesn't include one of those. 
HP declined to comment on 

whether Okidata's printer will 
result in a laser printer price war. 
But TI peripheral spokesman 
Jerry Rycaj said his company 
intends to remain competitive. 
"If a price move is called for," 
he said, "we certainly won't shy 
away from a price move." 

—Ed Perratore 

Okidata, (609)235-2600; fax 
(609)778-4184. 
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Not just a new Sound Blaster. 
A new 16-bit audio standard. 

Introducing the Sound Blaster 16 
Digital Audio Platform. A new concept 
in sound cards. And a new standard 
for 16-bit PC audio. 

YOU WON'T BELIEVE YOUR EARS.  

PC audio never sounded so good— 
genuine CD-quality audio with fully 

12% more dynamic 
response and 15% 

Hands-free better signal-to-
voice control. noise ratio than 
any competing 16-bit sound board. Plus 
software data compression that delivers 
16-bit fidelity while maximizing disk storage capacity 

But there's more. Included in the Sound Blaster 16 
package is the biggest advancement in PC control since 
the invention of the mouse: our exclusive VoiceAssist-
software. It's a sophisticated speech recognition interface 
that uses a 32,000-command library to control Windows 
applications hands-free! 

THE ONLY SOUND CARD THAT GROWS WITH YOU.  

Unlike other 16-bit cards, Sound Blaster 16 comes with 
built-in interfaces for CD-ROM, MPU-401 MIDI and 

joystick control. And the unique 
modular, scalable architecture 
lets you add more advanced 
features and technolo-
gies as you need them. 

Like our Advanced 
Signal Processing 
chip that delivers 4:1 igar;:edee:s. 
real-time hardware ,ml Prneessiitg 

data compression with o"e ehiP. 

while reducing CPU time up to 
65%. Or professional-quality 
sampled wave synthesis with our 

FEATURES 

Stated-tile-Art PC Sound with 
16-bit Codec digital audio chip. 

16-138 Data Compression 
saves disk space without loss 
of signal quality. 

Upgradable, Modular Platform 

makes it easy to add new tech-
nologies like Advanced Signal 
Processing and Wave Blaster. 

100% Compatibility with all 
Sound Blaster applications, 
plus cross plaerm support for 
Windows 3.1, DOS or OS/2. 

The new 16-bit PC audio standard: Include programmable mixer, microphone, 
VoiceAssist speech recognition software, plue more than $1000 in software applications. 

I. plug-in Wave Blaster daughter board. 
And— unlike other cards—the 

Sound Blaster 16 is 100% compatible with 
IP.gmdi"e is' " every game and application ever written 
simple as plugging  
in a daughter bawd, for tne Sound Blaster...which is to say 
virtually every game and application available for sound. 

NOBODY PACKS IN MORE VALUE THAN  
THE INDUSTRY LEADER.  

And as if that weren't enough, we've completed the package 
with more than $1000 worth of leading software— not too 
shabby considering the entire package retails for just $249Y 

So let's face it. When it comes to audio quality, fea-
tures, and bottom-line value, we've got it all right here. With 
the Sound Blaster 16—the new 16-bit PC audio standard. 

For more information about Creative Labs products 
and the name of your nearest Sound Blaster Dealer, 
call 1-800-998-5227. 

Sound 
BLASTER 

" CREATIVE-
CREATIVE LABS, INC. 

• *Base SRP. 
II ©Copyright 1993 Creative Technology Ltd. Sound Blaster, Voice Assist, Wave Blaster and the Sound Blaster and Creative Labs logos are trademarks of Creative Technology Ltd. 

All other trademarks are owned by their respective companies. Creative Labs 1-408428-6600. 
cm/mar International inquiries: Creative Technology Ltd., Singapore. TEL 65-773-0233 FAX 65-773-0353. 

Circle 167 on Inquiry Card. 



News &Views 
ON-LINE GRAPHICS 

Fractal Compression 
Goes On-Line 
Perhaps the biggest obsta-
cle to the electronic informa-
tion highway is the problem of 
sending graphics images across 
telephone lines. Millions of 
people are already sending and 
receiving text-based E-mail 
and messages downloaded 
from on-line services. But 
graphics are another story. Be-
cause graphics images are of-
ten several megabytes in size, 
they take a long time to trans-
mit across telephone lines, and 
they require a lot of disk space 
once they get there. 
A small start-up company 

called Imagen (604) 266-
2240), based in Vancouver, has 
an answer for DOS and Win-
dows users. Imagen's Frac-
term, which is based on frac-
tal-compression technology 
developed by Iterated Systems 
(Norcross, GA), compresses 
images that will later be trans-
mitted from BBSes. Using 
Fracterm (starts at $350), BB-
Ses can offer electronic infor-
mation delivery consisting of 
full-color images along with 
text to their subscribers. 

Fractal-compression algo-
rithms are based on a mathe-
matical description of the 
image and are resolution-inde-
pendent: A compressed fractal 
image requires the same num-
ber of bytes whether it is dis-
played on a 640- by 480-pixel 
VGA screen or on a 1024- by 
768-pixel high-resolution mon-
itor. According to Imagen's 
CEO, Dwight Jones, the reso-
lution independence of fractal 
compression offers a major ad-
vantage over the JPEG com-
pression scheme, which is de-
pendent on the resolution, thus 
requiring larger files for higher-
resolution images. (For more 
information, see "Compressing 

with Fractals," BYTE's Essen-
tial Guide to Windows, Spring.) 

Fracterm is offered as a host 
system for BBS operators with 
an unlimited license to distrib-
ute the user software to its sub-
scribers. Any image com-
pressed at the BBS end can be 
downloaded by users with this 
software. To the user, it ap-
pears that the image is being 
transmitted in real time, but in 
fact, the compressed image is 
first transmitted and then 
decompressed by the user soft-
ware. In testing Imagen's sys-
tem, full-color images I down-
loaded took less than a minute 

to decompress. 
Fracterm seems to be an el-

egant solution for image com-
pression, but it is not likely to 
become widely adopted by ma-
jor on-line services such as 
CompuServe. Jones admits that 
on-line services have given his 
product a lukewarm reception 
because they're more commit-
ted to JPEG. CompuServe 
even has its own compression 
system called GIF. Debra 
Young, CompuServe PR rep-
resentative, says, "We look into 

Imagen hopes that 
one day, instead of 
looking for a good 
buy on a house or 
automobile in your 
local newspaper, 
you will be able to 
access classified 
ads on nationwide 
BBSes that use the 
company's fractal-
compression 
product. 

all kinds [of technologies], but 
right now we're focused on 
JPEG and GIF." 

Jones says that Fracterm will 
support JPEG in a release 
called Fracterm Pro, to be re-
leased later this year. Some oth-
er drawbacks of Fracterm are 
that it doesn't support the Mac 
and works with a limited num-
ber of video adapters. But if 
you're running a BBS and want 
to provide graphics images, 
Fracterm is worth looking into. 

—Nicholas Baran 

ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING 

Electronic Newspaper Offers Color Pictures 

It's a vision as old as the PC it-
self: electronic delivery of news-
papers and magazines directly into 
your computer. On-line services and 
CD-ROMs let you retrieve the text 
of articles that appear in dozens 
of sources—but all you get is 
text. Photos, charts, and oth-
er graphics never make it off 
the printed page. 
A new service from start-

up WalkSoft (Rochester, NY) 
takes electronic publishing a 
step further, delivering once a 
week via modem or disk a formatted "news-
paper" that includes color pictures and anima-
tions. WalkSoft's News In Motion costs $250 for 
52 issues—including telephone charges to down-
load the data files, if you use a 9600-bps or faster 
modem. 

Each week, News In Motion includes rough-
ly four animations, 10 photos, and 50 to 60 ar-
ticles culled from such diverse sources as the 
Economist, the Financial Times, and the Inter-
national Herald Tribune; translated material 
from Le Monde, Der Spiegel, Asahi Shimbun, 

and others; news photos from Agence 
France-Press and Reuters; and op/ed 
pieces and the crossword puzzle from 
the New York Times. 

When you subscribe to News In 
Motion, WalkSoft provides software 
that includes everything you need 
to download, read, and search ar-
ticles. It includes the Newsstand 
user interface, communications 
software, a run-time version of 

Apple's QuickTime for Win-
dows, and PKUnzip and JPEG utilities 

for decompressing text and images. One re-
markable aspect of News In Motion is that to 
download the newspaper, which takes less than 10 
minutes, you dial a toll-free 800 number. Each 
issue is 700 KB compressed or 1.2- MB uncom-
pressed, which means it fits on a single disk. 
The key technology breakthrough in News In 

Motion is that the layout templates are prede-
fined and reside at the user's PC, rather than be-
ing transmitted with each issue. Thus, only the 
text and photos need to be sent. and the layout oc-
curs on-the-fly using codes embedded in the text. 

—Andy Reinhardt 
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Even a free memory manager may not be a bargain—especially if 
it can't give you all the memory you need. 

Infrodudng QEMM 1 
The Memory Manager WWII Paying For 

The newest version of the Quarterdeck Expanded Memory Manager 
(QEMM 1 version 7 once again is extremely innovative in using the 
critical area between 640K and 1024K It finds space for more TSRs 
and drivers in this area than anyone thought possible. It optimizes this 
area, taking into account the many drivers that need more memory at 
start-up than when running; instantly calculating millions of possible 
memory configurations to find still more memory for your programs 
to use. And it treats the rest of memory as a giant pool to instantly 
fulfill the needs of all of your programs—whether they use extended 
or expanded memory. Whether your PC has 1 megabyte or 16, you can 
benefit from new QEMM 7 

Instant Riches 
What does more memory mean in a practical sense? It means that 
your DOS and MS Windows programs run 
fastg smoother and more reliably. It means 
you can continue to add valuable utilities 
drivers TSRs and new capabilities to your 
PC Whether workhorse drivers like 
LAN utilities and fax drivers; productivity-
enhancers like disk caches and disk compressors; 
or fun and exciting capabilities like sound boards, CD ROM drivers 
graphics tablets, etc. The better your memory is managed, the more 
versatility and flexibility your PC has. QEMM 7 lets you have it all 
without fear of 'out of memory' messages or crashes. 

How to Look 
a Gift Horse 
in the Mouth 
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The key to Stealth is its use of a 
64K reserved area above 640K called 
the page frame. Besides being used 

 •IFIr by Stealth, the page frame is used mgeito weruffl ¡II re   

neMrefi wvnoiriberfitre   .ee' by Lotus 1-2-3 r2.x for larger 

OK 100K 200K 300K 400K 500K 
- spreadsheets and WordPerfect 5.x 

6" for larger documents, DESQview for 
We tested DOS 6 with and without MemMaker and with QEAM 6 and our new (2Elef 
7 runs away from all of them. See details of test conditions listed below. 

DOS 6 Giveth; DOS 6 Taketh boy 
The best feature of new DOS 6 is the stable of utilities it includes. 
Trouble is, they all eat up memory DoubleSpace file compression 
needs 43K, Vsafe anti-virus needs 7-45K, Smartdry disk cache needs 
28K and even Undelete takes 10-14K as a resident 
program. Using Microsoft's free memory utility 
MemMaker you could easily end up with a net loss 
of available 'conventional' memory in DOS 6. 

New QEMM 7 takes the best of the new DOS 6 
features into account, finding ways to give you more 
free memory for your program while taking full 
advantage of DOS 6. One new QEMM 7 feature 
DOS-Up moves the DOS 6 kernel, its data and 
resources to memory above 640K (this feature also 
works with DOS 3-51 freeing 7-70K Another new 
QEMM 7 feature Stealth DoubleSpace, frees 40K of 
the memory addresses used by DoubleSpace and 
makes them available for other drivers and TSRs. 
Both features ensure that the all-important memory 
below 640K is free for your programs And QEMM 7's seemingly 
small feature of supporting multiple configurations gives you the flex-
ibility and ease of setup that you expect. (MemMaker doesn't work 
well with this important DOS 6 feature.) That's why it makes more 
sense than ever to put your money on the best memory manager. 

READERS. 
CHOICE 
AWARD 

Page Frame: the Key to Your Future 
There's been a lot of talk about our patent-pending Stealth technology 
Jealous talk, mostly. Because nobody else can touch its performance. 
Our Stealth ROM feature pioneered in QEMM 4 frees 48-115K of 
ROM addresses for use by TSRs and drivers. Our Stealth DoubleSpace 
feature described above frees another 40K. And as you might imag-
ine, there's more to come. 

multitasking, Novell Netware, IBM 
LAN Server and DECnet for reduc-
ing the network driver memory foot-
print, plus games like Wing 
Commander Car and Driver Ultima 
Underworld II, Wolfenstein and 

others for fast action 
You sacrifice all this 
when you turn off the 
page frame (which 
other memory managers do to maximize available 
memory above 640K). It's this use of the page frame by 
Stealth that lets you set up your PC with a mouse, 
CD ROM, sound board, a network such as Novell 
NetWare, reserve 8-24K of extra memory for optimal 
MS Windows performance use all of DOS 6's 
memory-hungry utilities and still have more than 
630K available for your programs (Compared to DOS 
6's 527K available in the same configuration, after 
using MemMaker). 

Easier to use for Novices 

TIIII PC/CIIIIP1111114 
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Prior versions of QEMM won just about 
every competition in sight as well as 
remaining the #1 best-selling memory 
manager 5 years straight. 

There's lots more to QEMM 7: 
• Tuned for MS Windows 
• New ability to use Vidram inside 
MS Windows 
• DPMI Host 
• Pentium Support 
• Laptop suspend/resume support 
• PS/2 micro channel adapters 
• Compaq support 
• Fine twing tools for power users 
• 32-bit architecture for speed 
• Enhanced compatibility in response 
to hardware needs of our millions 
of users: 
Detects adapter RAM and ROM 
and bus-mastering hard drive 
controllers 
Monitors DMA access into 
memory 
Supports Shadow RAM 

• 

More Power for Experts; More Memory for All 
Our seventh-generation thoroughbred QEMM has improved ease-of-
use, with Express Install and Help features. And for power users 
Advanced Install and editable parameters and troubleshooting hints. 

And QEMM 7 comes with Manifest, the award-winning memory 
analyzer—enhanced for more flexibility with Pentium testing, laptop 
battery reporting, network analysis and editable configuration files. 

The new and ever more exciting capabilities coming to your PC 
will all compete for memory with your favorite applications TSRs 
and drivers. And that makes QEMM 7 the front runner in your efforts 
to get get the best performance out of your PC today—and tomorrow 

Quarterdeck Office Systems, 150 Pico Boulevard, Santa Monic.a, CA 90405 (310) 392-9851 Fax (310) 314-4219 
Quarterdeck International Ltd, B.I.M. House, Crofton Terrace, Dun Laoghaire Co. Dublin, Ireland Tel. (353) (1) 284-1444 Fax: (353) (1) 284-4380 

QEA1111 Uses: upgrades are available bum dealers. 
You can also buy direct from Quarterdeck. Call (800)354-3222 ext 1D7 and ask about our special Game Pack offer with your upgrade! 

flow urge( the chart numbers CPU-486/33 ALR Power/business VELSA machine equipped Mill I 6 megs of RAM and running MS-DOS 6. Comparisons were done using the following memory managers: QEMM 7, QEMM 6.02, MS-DOS 6 ManMaker. In addition to dle driver (or down) 
filmed by eaiii menuiry manager, the following driven, DOS resources and p-ograms were loaded for all comparisons: in the CONFIGSYS fik, SITVER.EXE, DC6=HIGLL FILES=20, BUFFERS=I0,STACKS410, MVSOUNDSYS,SNDBKI2SYS,SLCDSYS, DOS SHELL=statement. in the 

AUTOEXECIAT hl VSATE, MSCDEX, UNDELETE LSLCOM, NE2000.COM, IPXODLCOM, NETX OR EMSNETX mouse.com, SMARTDRV.COM, PRTSCCAP.ODM. 
MI993 Quarterdeck Office Systems. Trademarks are property et their respective owners. 
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News &Views 

CONTACT MANAGEMENT 

Scanners Turn Business Cards 
into Database Records 
f your desk is piled with 

stacks of business cards and 
you dread the prospect of la-
boriously entering all those 
names into a database, tech-

Microtek's $399 Scan-in-Dex 
weighs less than 2 pounds. 

nology has come to the 

2 inches) designed specifically 
for reading business cards and 
a Windows software package 
that performs OCR, extracts the 
data, and puts it into a propri-

etary database. 
Scan-in-Dex is be-
ing sold as an inte-
grated one-button 
solution that is easy 
enough for any user. 
A more recent ar-

rival is the Cypher-
Scan family from 

Lee 
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rescue. A pair of new 
products will let you scan 
business cards, convert 
their images to text, and 
pump the names, titles, ad-
dresses, and phone numbers in-
to appropriate database fields. 
The first of these nifty gad-

gets is the Scan-in-Dex from Mi-
crotek (Hsinchu, Taiwan, and 
Torrance, CA), which consists 
of a small scanner (6.4 by 5.8 by 
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CypherScan shows a business card 
image and completed database fields. 

CypherTech (Sunnyvale, CA), 
consisting of two software-only 
products. The first is for users 
with a flatbed or hand scanner 
($245 and $ 145, respectively). 

The other product costs 
$395 and includes the 
same diminutive card 
scanner as the Scan-in-
Dex. The flatbed ver-
sion includes a card-
holder template that lets 
you read in up to eight 
cards in a single swipe. 
The software runs in 
Windows. 

Both companies use 
AI to parse out the 
name-and-address in-
formation and assign 
it to the proper fields. 
Microtek's OCR soft-
ware (licensed from 
Ocron) routes the con-
verted text to a rules 
engine that searches 
for keywords and 
character patterns. Thus, if a line 
of text includes the words Street 
or Avenue, the software as-
sumes this is the address. Five 
digits in a row—or five plus 
four—are likely to be the ZIP 
code. Job titles are identified 
through a lookup table of likely 
candidates (e.g., president). 

CypherTech's technology, 
built on the Calera OCR en-

WORD PROCESSING' 

Next Word for Windows to Work Better 
with Other Applications 
A preview of the next version of Word for 
Windows indicates Microsoft has improved the 
word processor's ability to share documents with 
other Windows programs in a number of areas. 
Word 6.0 for Windows (the current version num-
ber is 2.0, but the company wants to synchronize 
the Windows version with the DOS version 
number) will offer an enhanced interface, drag-
and-drop text editing among applications, and in-
place editing through its support of OLE 2.0. 
Version 6.0 will not ship initially with Mi-
crosoft's Visual Basic, Applications edition 

(VBA), but other VBA-enabled programs like 
the next releases of Excel and Project will be 
able to control the word processor. 
VBA, which Microsoft says will eventually 

appear in all its major office productivity pro-
grams, will provide a way for developers to 
write agent programs that perform tasks across 
the company's Mac and Windows programs. 

Microsoft says it is also improving Word for 
Windows' ability to convert WordPerfect files 
into Word files. The program will likely ship 
by year end. —D. A. 

BUSINESS- CARD SCANNING ON THE ROAD 

Pacific Crest Technologies ( 1714) 261-6444) 

will release this fall a business-card scanner that 

will compete in the same category as 

CypherTech's and Microtek's products, yet in a 

much smaller size. The company's business-card 

scanner will be about the size of a portable cas-

sette player and will connect to your desktop or 

notebook PC through the parallel port. It will 

weigh less than a pound without the AC power 

adapter. 

Rich Sondheimer, president of the company, 

said the business-card scanner's small size and 

parallel-port connectivity make it an ideal solu-

tion for portable computers. "We're targeting it 

for professionals and salespeople who don't 

want to have to open their computer or laptop to 

install a new product," he said. 

The hardware/software unit will include Win-

dows-based software that automatically identi-

fies names, titles, company addresses, and other 

information and put it in the proper fields in the 

included stand-alone database. The program will 

offer the ability to import and export data from 

Paradox, dBase, Lotus 1-2-3, Packrat, Act, Or-

ganizer, Ascend, and Franklin. It will also have a 

universal import/export function that lets you 

create your own import or export format for any 

Windows- or DOS-based address database. Pric-

ing on the system isn't finalized. —D. A. 

gifle, is more sophisticated, us-
ing a combination of position-
ing, relative font sizes, word 
lookups, and other rules to de-
termine where text should go. 
Thus, it might be able to suc-
cessfully identify an odd job ti-
tle because it is located on the 
line between the name and the 
address. However, both com-
panies' products can be fooled 
by unusual business-card de-
signs. To facilitate fixes, both 
put text that can't be placed 
into a "comments" box. 
Both packages include a 

simple database that stores card 
data, but CypherScan offers 
more flexibility: Records can 
be stored natively in dBase or 
Paradox formats or exported 
directly into Lotus Organizer 
or Contact Software's Act. 
Scan-in-Dex exports only 
ASCII. CypherScan also rec-
ognizes E-mail addresses, and 
reads Canadian postal codes. 
Both companies plan Mac ver-
sions, but neither company has 
announced expected Mac ship-
ping dates. 

—Andy Reinhardt 
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POOR OLD MOUSE. 

C 

Most of the time all mice are nice and fine for pointing around. But when it 
comes to inputting graphics or logos into any application or any CAD package, 
they are hopeless. They just can't — and so you writ. No way. 
Problem? Yes and no. It depends — you may shrug your shoulders and say 
"Well, I'll never do CAD and I ¡ ust never want to input any sketches, logos, or 
photos into my computer anyway." Or — you feel that isn't good enough after 
all the money you have invested and all the nice things you know you could 
do today with your own graphics once they were in the computer. 

PROBLEM 
SOLVED. 
Here comes the mouse that lets you input all 
your graphics as well. How?: That's what they 
all want to know, but we're not telling. Its a new 
invention. It's a universal combination of a true 
mouse and an independent manual drawing 
board that becomes a precision full-featured 
digitizer tablet once you just place the mouse 
onto the board. It's all in one or all separate 
as required. Simply unplug your poor old 
mouse, plug in our mouse and have the real all 
purpose input device to your PC always at hand. 
At a price poor mice can afford too. 

-X/41.5/79 

ARISTO edfreeee.,64‘ditait, 
ARISTO Graphic Systems 
A Division of KOH•l-NOOR Inc. 
100 North Street, P.O. Box 68, 
Bloomsbury, NJ 08804 - 0068 
Tel: (908) 479 • 4124 
Fox: (908) 479 - 1110 

Europe: 
ARISTO Gramic Systeme GmbH 8, Co. KG. 
Schnockenburgallee 41 
D - 22525 Hamburg (Germany) 
Tel: (040) 853 97-221 

Fox: (040) 850 04 25 Mouse, Digitizer Tablet, Drawing Board 
Circle 185 on Inquiry Cord (RESELLERS: 186). 

ALL IN ONE. 



News & Views 

oPERATING SYSTEMS 

IBM Announces "Better" DOS Than MS-DOS 
C ompatibility used to be 
the name of the game. In past 
releases of their respective ver-
sions of DOS, IBM and Mi-
crosoft consistently released 
products that were almost iden-
tical to each other. Those days 
of product uniformity have ap-
parently ended with IBM's an-
nouncement of PC-DOS 6.1, 
which was expected to ship at 
the end of July. 
The new game is MBD 

(More, Better, Different) mar-
keting, and IBM has come out 
swinging. IBM says PC-DOS 
6.1 is smaller and faster than 
MS-DOS 6.0. The company 
demonstrated speed improve-
ments in video updates, batch 
processing, and the execution 

PROCESSORS 

of ANSI commands. UMB 
(upper memory block) support 
was improved to decrease 
DOS's memory requirements 
by using extra video memory 
as UMBs and adding UMB 
support for 286-based systems. 
The major area of product 

differentiation is in the includ-
ed utility programs. IBM re-
sponded to Microsoft's Dou-
bleSpace disk compression by 
announcing that Addstor's Su-
perStor disk doubler will be 
bundled this fall. Early pur-
chasers of PC-DOS 6.1 will re-
ceive a coupon they can use to 
upgrade at no cost when the 
SuperStor version is released. 
This new version will provide 
full support for the Microsoft 

AMD Declares 
Late this summer, Advanced Micro Devices 
(Sunnyvale, CA) will start shipping a new series 
of 80x86-compatible processors that it says are 
not based on Intel microcode. AMD's strategy is 
not only to free itself from costly legal entan-
glements with Intel but also to attract new cus-
tomers by offering chips that fill perceived gaps 
in Intel's product line. For instance, among the 
first three new processors is a 40-MHz 486SX. 
Intel's fastest 486SX runs at only 33 MHz. 
AMD also introduced a pair of 33-MHz 486SX 

chips: One is a 5-V part for desktop systems, 
and the other is a 3.3-V part with SMM (System 
Management Mode) for mobile computers. First 
shipments were slated for 
August and September. 

All the chips are based on 
clean-room microcode de-
veloped by engineers who 
did not copy Intel's 80x86 
microcode, according to 
AMD. Until now, AMD's 
80x86-compatible chips 
used Intel microcode ob-
tained through licensing 
agreements dating back to 

Real-Time Compression Inter-
face. 

Central Point Software's 
Backup program supports 
archival storage on floppy disk, 
minitape, or SCSI tape. This 
program is augmented by 
RAMBoost, a memory opti-
mizer, Undelete, and Sched-
uler, a program that can run 
Backup unattended at period-
ic intervals. 
The included AntiVirus pro-

gram is a product of IBM's 
own Thomas Watson Research 
Center. It's claimed to detect 
and correct over 1400 viruses. 
Fuzzy-logic technology is used 
to find mutating strains of 
known viruses. 

—Matt Trask 

Independence 
the 1970s—the source of a long-running court 
battle between AMD and Intel. 
The new processors have fully static cores 

and are manufactured in Sunnyvale using a 0.7-
micron, triple-layer CMOS process technolo-
gy. They will cost $ 185 each in 1000-unit quan-
tities. That's comparable to Intel's prices for 
similar parts, indicating AMD is not interested 
in starting the kind of price war that eroded the 
price of 386-compatible chips in 1991 and 1992. 
"We're capacity-constrained with our 486 

production right now," said Dirk Heinen, a pro-
gram manager at AMD. "There's no point in 
driving the price down, when we've already got 

more orders than we can 
handle and we're still trying 
to ramp up production." 
Heinen said AMD will 

probably ship only a few 
hundred thousand of the new 
processors this year—a mi-
nuscule fraction of the total 
486 market, that is estimated 
at 25 to 30 million chips this 
year. 

—Tom R. Haffhill 

AMD AND INTEL 486 

Intel 5-V 

48611X 25, 33, 50 

486SX 16, 20, 25, 33 

4860X2 40, 50, 66 

Intel 3.3-V 
4860X 33 

486SX 20, 25, 33 

486S1 25, 33 

MICROPROCESSORS 

AMD 5-V 
486DX 33, 40 

486SX 33*, 40* 

486DX2 50 

AMD 3.3-V 
486SXLV 33* 

(* AMC/ microcode) 

WINDOWS OUTSELLS DOS 

SPA Software Sales Report 
Estimated North Arneritan microcomputer 
retail software sales rneasared in midi«. 
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In the first three months of this 

year, sales of Windows-based 

applications surpassed sales of 

DOS-based applications in 

North America, for the first 

time, according to the Software 

Publishers Association, a trade 

association of the PC software 

industry. The SPA reports that 

the Windows sales growth was 

fueled by the 112 percent in-

crease in the sales of Windows 

databases over the previous 

quarter, a sales growth driven 

primarily by the success of Bor-

land's Paradox for Windows 

and Microsoft's Access. The 

popularity of Windows databas-

es no doubt contributed to Lo-

tus Development's acquisition 

of Approach Software's Ap-

, proach database for Windows. 

In all four of the major busi-

ness-oriented categories ( i.e., 

word processing, spreadsheets, 

databases, and presentation 

graphics), Windows programs 

outsold DOS applications. DOS 

continued to hold the lead in 

home education, finance, and 

utilities. In the area of enter-

tainment, DOS whomped Win-

dows by generating S60.1 mil-

lion in sales, compared to $ 3.1 

million for Windows. 

Trends in Europe were simi-

lar to North America's in the 

first quarter of this year, ac-

cording to SPA Europe. Rev-

enues generated by Windows 

products accounted for 70 per-

cent (S338.1 million) of the 41 

software firms participating in 

the SPA's data program. 

—D. A. 
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Six Bucks Back 
on MS-DOS 6 Books 

Running MS-DOS' 
by Van Wolverton 
The All-Time Bestselling 
Guide to MS-DOS—More 
Than 3 Million Copies Sold! 

"Written by a human being for 
human beings, in a strange and 
wonderful tongue: English:' 

PC Week 

Van Wolverton gently teaches beginners the basics and offers more experi-
enced computer users a solid grounding in computer fundamentals. Includes 
coverage of MS-DOS back to version 3.3 and a complete command reference. 
Suggested retail price $24.95. 

MS-DOS' to the Max 
by Dan Gookin 
Tools and Techniques That 
Will Make Your Hard Disk 
Scream! 

Disk Included 

Easy-to-use strategies, tricks, and shortcuts from the # 1-rated MS-DOS 
authority. Boost performance, safeguard your data, and create the ultimate 
MS-DOS-based system! More than 20 powerful batch files and utilities. 
Suggested retail price $29.95. 

Purchase a Microsoft Press MS-DOS 6 
book at your local retailer, mail in the offi-
cial rebate coupon, and we'll send you six 
bucks. Buy all four and save even more! 
Look for the Six Bucks Back display! 

MicrosoftPress 

MS-DOS' 6 
Companion 
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MS-DOS* 6 
Companion 
by JoAnne Woodcock 
The Comprehensive Reference 
That Fully Explores the Power 
and Features of MS-DOS 6. 

The first eay-to-understand look under the hood at MS-DOS 6. A powerful 
tool for support professionals who provide assistance to coworkers and busi-
ness associates. It's the ultimate nonprogrammer power user's guide! 
Suggested retail price $29.95. 

soir 

Microsoft 
MS-DOS 6 

Microsoft MS-DOS' 6 
Step by Step 
by Catapult, Inc. 
The Fastest Way to Learn 
MS-DOS, 

Disk Included 

Too busy to attend classroom training? Train yourself with this timesaving, 
self-paced book-and-disk package. There's no downtime because you leam 
right at your own desk! 
Suggested Retail Price $29.95. 

The Official Six Bucks Back Rebate Coupon 
To receive your $6.00 rebate. rend this coupon along with your original store identified sales receipt to the address below. 

The receipt must show purchasedate between August 1,1993. and October 31.1993. and have the price of each book circled. 

El Running MS-DOS DMS-DOS 6 Companion D  MS-DOS to the Mar El MS-DOS 6 Step by Step 

None 

Address 

15 ZIP 

Send to: Microsoft Press Rebate 

One Microsoft Way, Redmond, WA 98052-6399. Interactive Marketing Services, P.O. Box 1156, Ridgely, MD 21681 
Please allow 6-8 weeks for delinery. Offer available in Me US. only. Offer void where prohibited. taxed. or otherwise restricted by 

In Canada, call Macmillan Canada. 416-293-8141. L law. Limit one rebate per book. Original coupon only. photocopies not accepted. Coupons must be received by November 30. 1993.i 

Microsoft and MS-DOS are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. 



Re ort from 

JANET WANG 

Taiwan 

From Manufacturing to Design 

Taiwan, long known for 
making products for American 
and European computer ven-
dors, is now having to reengi-
neer itself. As labor rates rise 
here, vendors in Europe and 
North America who must 
compete in markets defined by 
low profit margins are moving 
their manufacturing to coun-
tries like Thailand, Malaysia, 
and even mainland China, 
where the average labor rates 
are about one-fourth Taiwan's. 

In the last few years, Tai-
wan's computer industry has 
been trying hard to change its 
image of being only manufac-
turing oriented. Through in-
tensive upgrading within the 
industry, products designed in 
Taiwan are no longer the ex-
ception. The government is tak-
ing an active part in helping 
companies break out of the 
manufacturing mold and move 
into product engineering; one 
way is through the establish-
ment of research centers, such 
as the science-based industrial 
park located in Hsinchu. 

Hsinchu, the Taiwanese 
equivalent of the legendary Sil-
icon Valley region in Califor-
nia, is just far enough from 
Taipei (90 minutes by car) to 
avoid the expensive rent dis-
tricts of the capital city, yet it's 
still close to major airports. In 
fact, companies are increas-
ingly keeping their corporate 
and sales offices in Taipei 
while setting up their research 
centers so that they are a rela-
tively short commute on the 
Chung Shan freeway. 
Many companies exhibiting 

at Computex, Taiwan's largest 
computer show, exemplified 
the new focus on product en-

gineering. For the second con-
secutive year, 0 & I BYTE, an 
affiliate of BYTE, sponsored 
the Best of Computex awards. 
The AcerFormula 64- bit 

Windows PC from Acer (based 
in Taipei) was the winner of 
the Best System award. Its 
PICA (performance-enhanced 
I/O and CPU architecture) ex-
hibited outstanding design in a 
competitive product category. 

PhotoStacker, an image-
compression program from Ul-
tima Electronics (Taipei), was 
the winner in this year's Best 
Software category. Compress-
ing a 512-KB by 512-KB color 
image on a 386-based PC with 
PhotoStacker takes just 6 to 8 
seconds. 

WalkieFax 200 from Arch-
tek Telecom (Taipei) won the 
Best Peripheral award with its 
versatile functions, including 
laser fax, copier, A4 hand scan-
ner, and PC-Fax. 
The winner of the Best Mul-

timedia award was the VGA-
AVer Pro from ADDA Tech-
nologies (Taipei). This product 
bridges VGA capabilities with 
video devices. It synchronizes 
VGA display with standard 
composite video and Super-
VHS video in either NTSC or 
PAL format. 

Zyxel, based in Hsinchu, 
displayed its U-14496EPlus 
high-speed modem. Providing 
speeds of up to 19.2 Kbps and 
universal fax with voice capa-
bility, this product won the 
Best of Connectivity award. 
The company developed its 
own ASICs (application-spe-
cific ICs) and firmware for the 
winning product. 
A lot of companies exhibit-

ing at the show have incorpo-
rated the world's latest design 

trends. For ex-
ample, a number 
of "green" mon-
itors were shown 
at Computex 
One such moni-
tor, the View-
Sonic 15G from 
ViewSonic In-
ternational (Tai-
pei), has four 
power- saving 
modes. It won 
the Best Display 
award. 
The winner 01 

the Best of Input 
award was Dex-
trareader, from 
Taipei-based Dextra Tech-
nology. Dextrareader is a 600-
dpi gray-scale sheet-fed scan-
ner, supporting the TWAIN 
standard. It lets users scan up to 
12 pages at a time. 
The Best of International 

award is a category for prod-
ucts from companies based out-
side of Taiwan. This award 
went to the Lexicomp LC-8600 
Palmtop PC, designed by Ab-
stract Research & Develop-
ment (Orinda, CA). This sys-
tem included a 16-bit F8680 
PC/Chip, 1 MB of RAM, three 
AA alkaline or rechargeable 
nickel-cadmium batteries, a 
640- by 200-pixel-resolution 
screen, an optional 2 MB of 
internal RAM, and an internal 
9600-/2400-bps fax modem. 
You can expect to see more 

PC innovations from Taiwan 
as more companies take the gi-
ant step from product manu-
facturing to product design.• 

Janet Wang is the editor in chief of 
O & I BYTE. a Chinese-language 
affiliate of BYTE. You can reach her 
on BIX do "editors." 

Taiwan can no longer 
depend on a large pool 
of labor that's both 
educated and 
inexpensive. The ability 
to design innovative 
products has become the 
key to the survival of its 
information industry. 
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PCI: LAYING THE1 
TRACKS FOR TODAY'S 

TECHNOLOGY. 
!WI 

This third Technology Briefing will tell 
you about a new local bus technology— 
PCI. Jointly developed by Intel 
and other industry leaders, it's 
designed for current and next-
generation PCs. PCI picks 
up where today's bus architec-
tures leave off, providing 
greater system performance 
via a wider data path 
and increased expandability. 

HOW TO BREAK 
THE BOTTLENECK. 

The I/0 bus most people 
use today, ISA, was 

specified for the 
original 286 
computer. Its 
16-bit data 

path and 8 MHz 
clock speed pro-

vided satisfactory per-
formance for moving 
CGA graphic images of 
150-thousand bytes and 
DOS applications limited 
to several hundred-
thousand kilobytes. 

But with current 
generation Super VGA 
images requiring 750 

KBytes and Windows* 
applications weighing 
in at several megabytes, 
traditional I/O buses 

are unable to 
transfer the 
information 
quickly 

enough. The 
solution? A local 

bus system capable of 

moving 32 bits of data 
at 33 MHz. 

LOCAL BUS IN 
A NUTSHELL. 

Simply put, a local bus 
takes peripherals off the 
I/O bus and connects 
them, together with the 

CPU and the memory 

subsystem, to a wider, 
faster pathway for data. 

The result is faster data 
transfer between the 

CPU and the peripherals. 
That's especially 
important for servers 
and graphic-intensive 
software like Windows 

and OS/2: 

PCI: 
W HERE 

LOCAL BUS 
IS GOING. 

PCI is the 
best local bus 
implementation. 

'Highest per-
forming bus today 

(refer to back page). 
'Pathway to new capa-
bilities like plug and play. 
'Offers the best expand-
ability for high perfor-

mance peripheral devices. 

ROOM TO GROW. 

Most PCI systems will 
support three to five 
performance-critical 
peripherals. These 

peripherals will be 
either integrated directly 
onto the motherboard 
or can be added via 

PCI expansion cards, 
such as multimedia, 
graphics, disk drives 

and LAN cards. Of 
course, you can still 
use existing ISA, 
EISA or Microchannel 

add-in cards because 
PCI is designed to sup-
plement, not replace, the 
traditional I/0 bus. 

INDUSTRY-WIDE 
SUPPORT. 

It was in 1991 that Intel's 
Architecture Lab, along 
with leading computer 
vendors, began work on 
a design specification for 
PCI. The PCI speci-
fication has now been 
adopted by 168 compa-
nies including OEMs 
like Compaq, Dell, 
DEC, Gateway 
2000, IBM, 
NCR and NEC; and 

add-in card vendors 
like Adaptec, ATI 
Technologies, Diamond 
Computers, SIB, Tseng 
Labs and Matrox. As a 
result of this alliance, 

PCI chipsets, systems, 
and add-in cards for 
graphics, multimedia 
and LANs are 
now being 
introduced. 

BURST MODE DATA 

TRANSFER. 

PCI BOASTS A 32-BIT DATA 

PATH AND A 33 MHz CLOCK 

SPEED. THIS YIELDS A MAXI-

MUM DATA TRANSFER RATE 

OF 132 MEGABYTES PER 

SECOND, A MARKED IMPROVE-

MENT OVER THE 5 MB/SEC. 

PCI 
Bus 

NETWORKING GRAPHICS 

FOR A STANDARD ISA BUS. 

AND WITH PCI, DATA IS 

WRITTEN TO AND READ FROM 

THE PERIPHERALS THROUGH 

LINEAR BURSTS. THIS MEANS 

THE DATA IS TRANSFERRED 

EVERY CLOCK CYCLE, DOU-

BUNG PCIS THROUGHPUT 

OVER BUSES WITHOUT LINEAR 

BURSTING CAPABIUTIES. 

CPU 
Bus 

33 MHz x 32-B IT 

= 132 MB/SEC 

ISA Bus 
AND 

CONTROLLER 

PCI BUFFERED 

EXPANSION 

ARCHITECTURE. 

PCI 's ARCHITECTURE FEA-

TURES A BUFFER DESIGN 

BETWEEN THE CPU AND 

PERIPHERALS THAT AMPLIFIES 

THE SIGNAL, ALLOWING 

PCI 
CHIP SET 

DISK 
DRIVES 

MULTIPLE HIGH-SPEED 

PERIPHERALS TO BE 

ATTACHED TO THE SAME PCI 

LOCAL BUS. BUFFERING 

ALSO ISOLATES THE 

PERIPHERALS FROM THE 

CPU, REDUCING NOISE AND 

INCREASING REUABIUTY. AND 

BECAUSE PCI INTERFACES 

FUTURE 
PERIPHERALS 

WITH ISA, EISA AND 

MICROCHANNEL BUSES, 

YOU CAN CONTINUE TO USE 

EXISTING ADD-IN CARDS. 

A JUMPERLESS 

FUTURE. 

THROUGH PCI, INTEL IS 

WORKING TO MAKE AUTO-

CONFIGURATION A PRACTI-

CAL REALITY. AT THE HEART 

OF PCIS DESIGN, BUILT-IN 

CONFIGURATION REGISTERS 

AND SOFTWARE WILL AUTO-

MATICALLY KEEP TRACK OF 

EVERY INTERRUPT BEING 

USED IN THE SYSTEM. 

WHEN A NEW PCI PERIPH-

ERAL IS ADDED, THE PCI 

CHIPSET WILL SIMPLY SELECT 

AN UNUSED INTERRUPT. NO 

MORE CHANGING JUMPERS. 

No MORE KEEPING TRACK 

OF IRQS. 



Bus 
THROUGHPUT 

THE TORQUE BENCHMARK 

ILLUSTRATES PCI 's BUS 

THROUGHPUT FOR GRAPHICS 

OPERATIONS. IT MEASURES 

THE RATE AT WHICH BYTES 

ARE TRANSFERRED FROM 

MAIN MEMORY TO SCREEN. 

PCI PERFORMANCE 
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Source Torque Benchmark 

PCI 
SVGA 

VESA Bus 
SVGA 

_Ili_ lie._ 
ISA ISA 
SVGA VGA 

THIS BENCHMARK WAS RUN ON IDENTICALLY CONFIGURED 1486 DX2-66 CPU-BASED SYSTEMS. ONLY 

THE BUS ARCHITECTURE. AND THEREFORE THE GRAPHICS CARD. WAS CHANGED. ALL SVGA GRAPHICS 

CARDS USED VERSIONS OF ATI 's MACH32 GRAPHICS ACCELERATOR FAMILY. 

PCI : A BUS 
WITH A FUTURE. 

The Intel Architecture 
Lab was instrumental 

in establishing the 
industry's PCI Special 
Interest Group (SIG). 
The PCI SIG was 
responsible for defin-
ing and establishing the 
PCI specification as a 
standard. In fact, it has 

already defined a new 
specification to support 
64-bit extensions and 3.3 
volt systems. 

IS THERE A 

PCI LOCAL BUS IN 
YOUR FUTURE? 

Yes, especially if you're 
interested in maximum 
performance and func-

tionality from today's 
demanding peripherals 
like full-motion video 
and graphics. And 

there certainly is if 
your outlook is long-
term, since Intel and 
its partners designed 

PCI to also be the 
architecture for the next 
generation of technology. 

Users of i486 proces-

sor-based and Intel 
PentiumTM processor-

based systems will be 

the real beneficiaries of 
PCI's greater bandwidths 
and clock speeds. So 
when buying your next 

system be sure to specify 
PCI local bus. 

01993 Intel Corporation. 

*All products mentioned are trademarks 

of their respective companies. 

WANT TO LEARN MORE? CALL 1-800-955-5599. 
To find out more about PCI local bus technology, call us and we'll gladly send you a PCI technical overview with benchmarks, 
a list of PCI systems and add-in boards, and information on the PCI SIG. Just ask for literature package #69. Reprints of the 

Pentium processor and OverDrive-, Processor Technology Briefings are also available through our toll-free number. 

intel® PCI LOCAL BUS 
A NEW ERA IN SPEED 



Cyber Worlds 
HUGH KENNER 

H ere's a sampling from the opening page of Vir-
tual Light: 

The courier presses his forehead against layers of glass, ar-
gon, high-impact plastic. He watches a gunship traverse the 
city's middle distance like a hunting wasp, death slung be-
neath its thorax in a smooth black pod.... The air beyond 
the window touches each source of light with a faint hepat-
ic corona, a tint of jaundice edging imperceptibly into brown-
ish translucence. Fine dry flakes of fecal snow, billowing in 
from the sewage flats, have lodged in the lens of night. 

Like the worlds he presents, William Gibson's way with words can take some 
getting used to, if only because word and world are aspects of one another. He 
writes from within the dystopia he's presenting, and the language he puts on the 
page is different from today's American for the same reason today's American 
is different from 1770's American ("When in the course of human events..."). Bill 
Clinton's way with idiom would have broken Thomas Jefferson's heart, but then 
so would have Bill Buckley's. 
We feel at home, it may be, in our grandparents' nightmares. And very likely 

we should all be unhappy in any future to which we could be suddenly transported. 
What has always made real futures habitable is their way of coming about in 
tiny increments, and what makes fictive ones like Gibson's unsettling is the 

Blade Runner effect: our total immersion as early as page 1. 
So novel is the language, it's not always quite clear what he's saying. Look back 

three paragraphs. What about that "hepatic corona"? Hepatic in a visual con-
text means liver-colored, which the OED specifies as dark brownish-red. But 
"a tint of jaundice"? Jaundice—true, a liver disorder—does tint the skin, though 
not dark brownish-red but yellowish. So what does Gibson mean us to see? I'd 
call that a naive 1990's question. He means us to receive the sickly impact of a 
word-string, hepatic-jaundice-brownish-fecal-sewage. Not a nice place, Mexico 
City, 2005. 

Yes, as near as 2005. The writer who coined the word cyberspace, and a 
decade ago took every science fiction award in sight with the dystopia of the 
decade, Neuromancer, now ventures a future just 10 years away, when, in his 
words, "All the technology we read about today like virtual reality and telepresence 
has come to pass, but otherwise it's business as usual." 
And if you think I'm not telling you what the book's "about," you're right. Re-

viewers of Neuromancer ran up against the difficulty of saying what "happens" 
in a mental space where such once-firm counters as "character" have fallen vic-
tim to virtuality. There are "characters" in Neuromancer whom you could neither 
sue nor shoot, existing as they do solely as binary trees of interactive cognitive 
attributes. Hence, no way to paraphrase that book's last 20 pages. 

But Virtual Light? It turns on the theft of a pair of virtual-reality glasses that 
an ex-cop named Berry Rydell is supposed to retrieve. ("Ex-" is a trademark of 
the Gibson cosmos, where people get demoted, disgraced.) But something not quite 
human has an interest in what those glasses show.... 

Don't worry. Just absorb the prose texture. It'll carry you 
through a reality every bit as absorbing as Blade Runner's • 

Hugh Kenner is Franklin and Callaway Professor of English at the 

University of Georgia. He writes for publications ranging from the 

New York Times to Art & Antiques. You can contact him on BIX as 
"hkenner." 

VIRTUAL LIGHT 

William Gibson 
Bantam Books 
ISBN 0-553-07499-7 

$21.95 

Books & CD-ROMs 

COMPUTER 
FUNDAMENTALS 

HOW COMPUTERS WORK 
Warner New Media. 3500 Olive Ave., Burbank, CA 
91505, (800) 593-6334 or (818) 955-9999, $79.99 

H ow Computers Work is an interactive 
CD-ROM for the Mac that explains 

in layperson's terms the fundamentals of 

computer hardware. While this title won't 

help the experienced computer user, it's a 
great way to introduce new users to computer 

technology basics. 
Based on Time-Life's Understanding Com-

puters and How Things Work series of books, 

it uses rich graphics, animation, and Quick-
Time movies to illustrate the fundamentals 
of computer hardware and software. This 
complex topic is broken down into categories 

such as input. output, memory and storage, 
processing, programming, applications, and a 

time line. 
In one topic, a QuickTime movie shows a 

diagram of a color monitor with red, green, 

and blue electron-gun beams sweeping across 
the monitor's face. It clearly demonstrates 

how the beam strikes the surface, thereby en-

ergizing the screen phosphors, which glow 
to form the image. Icons supply access to a 

notepad, a bookmark function, a glossary/ 

index, and a navigation aid that helps steer 

you through the reams of information. 
Both male and female voices provide a 

sonorous voice-over for these sections. The 

time line provides a comprehensive history 
of the computer's evolution, yet there are cu-

rious omissions. For example, the Macintosh 

appears several times, but the only processor 
mentioned is the Intel 80x86 series, which 

isn't found in that computer. 
The average BYTE reader probably won't 

find much new in this material. But if you're 
training new users, or you have a child start-

ing an introductory computer course, How 

Computers Work might be a great help. 

—Tom Thompson 
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Circle 178 on Inquiry Card. 

PROTECT YOUR 
SOFTWARE 

NO BUTTON, 
NO ACCESS. 

Authorization Button. 
Call 800-258-5061 

Dallas Semiconductor is re-shaping the world of software 
protection and distribution control with a new family of 
microchips called Buttons. We put the lid on software 
piracy by packaging microchips in button-shaped, stainless 
steel cans. The chips contain missing but critical 
information to make the software run. 

We offer a variety of Authorization Buttons and features so 
you can select the level of protection and price point that 
are right for you. 

Security Continuum 

Button Type Unique 
Serial # 

Read/Write 
Memory 

Password 
Protection 

Expiration 
Timer 

Decoy 
Responses 

DS1420 ID Button X 

DS1427 Time Button X 4K bits X 

DS1425 Multi Button X 2K bits X X 

Snap In, Snap Out 
Authorization Buttons interface to the installed base of 
100+ million PC's via the DS1410 Button Holder. They 
simply snap in and out. The DS1410 accepts two Buttons 
concurrently. 

Toward a Dongleless World 
New computers that accept Buttons directly, including 
palm and notebooks, are being designed at OEM's today. 
Our Dongle Trade-In Program will help in your transition 
to this world. With an approved 
application, we'll pay you $7.00 
for each dongle that you 
trade in for an Authorization 
Button and Holder. This offer 
is good until August 31,1993. 
The one-piece price for the 
DS1420 is $4.35; volume 
discounts apply. 

We're Serious About Security 
At Dallas Semiconductor, we design and manufacture our 
own microchips. And we're the only ones in the software 
protection business who do. Sixty intricate process steps 
and a 64-bit unique registration number lasered into each 
chip prevent duplication. 

To learn how to button down your software, give us a call. 

DALLAS 
SEMICONDUCTOR 

4401 South Beltwood Parkway, Dallas, Texas 75244-3292 
Telephone: 214-450-8170 FAX: 214-450-3715 

Books & CD-ROMs 

NET WARE FOR THE FUN OF IT 
HOW TO KEEP YOUR NOVELL NETWORK ALIVE By James Nadler 
and Don Guarnieri Random House Electronic Publishing lIonneriy Bantam 
Computer Books), ISBN 0679-79109-4, $26.95 

The opening Hunter S. Thompson quote announces that this 
gonzo guide to Novell networking won't take the dry, plod-

ding approach typical of the genre. Humorously messy cartoons 
by Steve Marcus confirm that this is a hip computer book with an 
attitude. It's also informative. Chap-
ters on subjects such as cabling, inter-
networking, tape backup, storage sub-
systems, communications, printing, 
and workstation/server hardware de-
liver a healthy mixture of technical 
reference, product description, trou-
bleshooting procedures, and general 
advice all focused on what you need to 
know to run Novell LANs. 
The advice rings true: Divide and 

conquer, do with few and simple took 
be religious about backups, and re-
spect users. The technical, product, and troubleshooting materi-
al springs from a vast reservoir. Nadler and Guamieri are work-
ing consultants, not theoreticians. You won't find answers to 
every conceivable question about source routing, X.25 gateways, 
or DAT (digital audiotape) backup products—that wouldn't be 
possible—but you will find a number of highly specific nuggets 
on these and many other subjects. If one of those tips solves a 
problem of yours, the book will have paid for itself. If not, you will 
still have been entertained, enlightened, and reassured_ "Re-
member," the authors point out, "that none of this stuff really 
works." 

—Jon Udell 

RELATIONAL DIFFERENCES 
UNDERSTANDING RELATIONAL DATABASES by Fabian Pascal 
John Wiley & Sons, ISBN 0471-585-386, $29.95 

y ou don't have to get far into Fabian Pascal's Understand-
ing Relational Databases before you're struck by the un-, 

easy feeling that (a) you thought you understood what it meant for 
a DBMS to be a relational DBMS, but you were wrong, and (b) 
many people writing and selling DBMS packages (as well as 
computer publications reviewing the software) were equally ill-
informed. 

Not only is the book a tutorial, it also points a harsh finger at 
an industry that, in its rush to build database software, has for-
gotten (or possibly ignored) many of the fundamental require-
ments of the relational technology. The yield is a crop of file 
management packages with "sort of relational" outer husks pass-
ing themselves off as true RDBMSes. 
The author's sharp elbow in our ribs reminds us that there's no 

such thing as "sort of relational." Worse, many DBMS products 
have—with the help of nonlogic from their designers—changed 
from "sort of relational" to simply relational. The tilt i mate losers 
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Computing Know How Books 
for advancing your business skills 

A literal encyclopedia of DOS knowledge. This 
book is a completely revised edition of our bestselling 
PC System Programming book which has been read 
by over 225,000 programmers worldwide. Whether 
you want to program in Assembly Language, C, 
Pascal or BASIC, you'll find dozens of practical 
working examples for each of these languages. 

$59.95 with companion disk. 

EXCEL for 5:ience & Technolog 
focuses on the power of Excel 
beyond the spreadsheet. Learn 
about Excel Solver, Scenario 
Manager, Mathematics 
Functions, Physics, Chemistry, 
Technology Conversion and 
many other topics. 

This book and its companion 
disk allow you to immediately 
apply what you learn by using 
the macros and mini-programs 
on the disk. Excel for Science 
and Technology is more than a 
book; its an indispensable 
professional work tool. 

$34.95 withcompanion disk. 

AutoCAD 12 Programming 
teaches you how to integratecustom 
functions and commands into your 
AutoCAD system. Learn about batch file 
programming, for user defined startup; 
creating script files, for specific drawing 
sequences; and programming custom 
commands with AutoLISP or ADS. Sample 
menus and programming examples on the 
companion disk help you learn quickly and 
easily. 

$44.95 with companion disk. 

Upgrading 8t 
Maintaining Your PC 
Turn your PC into a high 
performance screamer! 
Whether you're adding 
memory or a hard drive, a CD-
ROM or a sound board or 
upgrading an XT to a 386 or 
486. this book shows you how. 
Includes companion diskette 
of utilities and System 
SleuthTM diagnostic software 
that helps you analyze your 
systems performance. 

$34.95 with companion disk. 
Circle 61 on IncegrySord ( SELLERS! 61), 

- 

See why the 486 is the 
processor of choice; how it 
works and how you can set up 
your system for maximum 
performance — even with 
DOS 6. 

Contains info on new 
Overdrives, DX2s and even 
the Pentium. Includes System 
Sleuth Professional and PC 
Info software on companion 
diskette. 

$34.95 with companion disk. 

Order Toll Free 
1-800-451-4319 

Available at: B. Dalton, Bames & Noble. Bookstar, 
Bookstop, Waldenbooks, Crown Books, Software 
Etc.. CompUSA, Computer City Superstores, Fry's 
Electronics, Computer Literacy. Tower Books, 
Stacey's. and other retailers nationwide. 

In Canada at: Coles, W.H. Smith Books, Classic 
Bookshops, and London Drug. Call or write for our 
free catalog of PC Books. 

Abacus 
Dept B9, 5370 52ni Street SE, Grand Rapids, MI 4951 

Phone: (616) 698-0330. Fax: (616)698-0325 

IIIIIIiII 

. - books: 

PC Intern $59.95 ea. 
AutoCAD 12 Programming  $44.95 ea. 

.._ DOS 6.0 Complete 5E  $39.95 ea. 
Excel for 5ci. & Tech.  $34.95 ea 

_Upgrading & Maintaining  $34.95 ea. 
The 486 Book $34.95 ea. 
Multimedia Mania  $49.95 ea. 

5ounelBlaster Book $34.95 ea. 

Subtotal:   

MI orders include 4% sales taxi   

In US & Canada add $5.00 shipping: 

Foreign orders add $13.00 per item: 

Total amount (US funde): 

Includes 
Tempest 
the graphic shell for DOS 

DOS 6.0 Complete • Special Edition 
This is the practical user's guide to DOS 6.0. Over 1100 
pages of helpful hints cover everything from installation to 
DOS 6.0's new utilities - MetnMaker, DoubleSpace, Anti-
Virus and Defrag. 

The companion disk includes free software, Tempest - the 
graphic shell for DOS 6.0 that lets you click, drag and drop! 
If you often find yourself stuck at the C> prompt trying to 
figure out what to type next, you need Tempest. All DOS 
commands are executed with just a click of the mouse. 

$39.95 with companion disk. 

The 486 Book Multimedia Mania 
Learn the basics from adding CD-ROMs and sound boards to 
making a MPC system. Includes CD-ROM with over 400 
megabytes of sounds, graphics, animations, samples and 
techniques. Experiment with several commercial multimedia 
demon-strations. Valuable coupons from major software 
publishers worth over $600.00 inside. Register your book and 
get a free jewel case. 

$49.95 with companion CD-ROM. 

The SoundBloster Book 
This bestselling book is the guide to Sound BlasterTM, from 
installation to custom programming. Discusses different Sound 
BlasterTm cards, commercial, public domain and shareware 
software products available. 

$34.95 with companion disk 

Fo- fast delivery Order Toll Free 1-800-45,-4319 tir. 29, or FAX (616) 698-0321 

Or mail this coupon to: Abacus, 5370 52na Street 5E, Grand Rapids, MI 49512 

Method of Payment: J Visa 7 Master ard J Am.Express U Check / M.O. 

Card#:IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIExpires: 

Name:   

Company:  

Address:   

City: State: Zip:   

Phone#:   

0 Yee, please rush your free catalog of PC books and software. Dort P" 
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SOFTLANDING 
LINUX SYSTEM 
SLS: POSIX UNIX clone for the 386 

As reviewed in March "UNIX WORLD" 

/elude, . full kernel source • Xl1R5 Openlook • TeX 
• emacs • TC/PIP, NIES & SLIP • complete C & C++ 

development environment • 600+ utilities • SVR4 ELF binary 
compatibility • Windows 3.1 API & ABI 

Prioe:• $99 U.S. plus $15 S&H for 30 disk distribution, 
or QIC 150 tape, or CD (CD includes hill source) or 
• $199 U.S. plus $15 S&H for quarterly subscription 

Softlanding Software 
Got» etziaizetmetet, ere-et ZOSéailetia 

• Cheque • Money Order rE Dealer Inquiries Welcome *Moe available 

910 LODGE AVENUE, VICTORIA, B.C. V8X 3A8 CANADA 
PHONE (604) 360-0188 FAx (604) 385-1292 

Ever seen a grown pirate cry ? 
Just plug this in ... and watch 

1VIEMOPLUG" 
The amazing Software protection system based on a 
hardware plug. Contains read-write programmable 
memory. This system is practical and easy to use for 
both programmer and end-user. Supports various 
programming languages, operating systems and 
types of computers. 

U—PLUG"' 
The premiere protection plug for UNIX systems 
that connects the standard serial port of computers 
and workstations. 

LAMPLUG" 
Comprehensive network protection starts with 
a single plug. The LANPlug lets you operate 
protected software from any workstation on the 
network, while supervising a number of 
authorized simultaneous operation applications. 

CLOCK:PLUG" 
Thii. unique Time-limited sot tw are protection s) stem 1, 
based on a plug containing a real-time clock. It allow 
users limited execution times for leasing and demonstration 
applications. 
A password system allows you to rewind the clock by telephone 

U.S. office TeL 1 (800) 677 1587 
Tel: (407) 682 1587 Fax: (407) 869 1409 

South Africa: LionSoft Tel: 011 640 6002 
Holland: M.H.P Tel: (31) 440612916 MICROCOMPUTERS LTD 

France: C.T.I Tel: ( 1)47 38 16 17 5 Haganim. P.O. Box 8691 
Spain: Economic Data Tel: (34) 1 442 28 00 Haifa 35022 ISRAEL 

Czeck Republic: PC Kompas Fax: (4212 43 II RR Tel: 972-4-516111. Fax: 972-4-528613 

Currently looking for international distributors 
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Books & CD-ROMs 

are you and I, since a DBMS that's not relational is unable to 
incorporate all the safeguards and optimizations that relational 
technology sought to install in the first place. 

It is Pascal's well-meaning intention to introduce the reader to 
enough relational theory so that he can proceed to eliminate 
much of the confusion that has arisen about it over the past two 
decades. We are reminded that an RDBMS is not just a mathe-
matical plaything, but a concept that yields practical results. 
Thanks to the author's gift of clear writing, even a moderately de-
termined reader stands a good chance of realizing the title's 
promise by the last page. 

—Rick Grehan 

CASI AL TECHNOLOGY 
ARTIFICIAL LIFE PLAYHOUSE By Steven Prata The Waite Group Press, 

ISBN 1-878739-32-8, S23.95 

NANOTECHNOLOGY PLAYHOUSE By Christopher Lampton 
The Waite Group Press, ISBN 1-878739-33-6, 523.95 

W hen the rush of technology seems too much, it's useful 
to sit back and simply take a casual, lighthearted look at 

the oncoming wave. Artificial Life Playhouse and Nanotechnol-
ogy Playhouse take this approach. Both are informative, and they 
include demonstration programs on disk. Neither will tax your 
technical skills. 

Artificial Life Playhouse provides a quick overview of various 
artificial-life topics, such as cellular automatons and genetic al-
gorithms, and then plunges you into a delightful collection of 

demonstration programs. My favorites 
are a pair of programs that simulate the 
evolution of antlike creatures as they 
feed and reproduce. One version con-
trols a single ant colony; the other pro-
gram provides competition between two 
colonies. It is incredibly easy to become 
attached to these little critters as you de-

sign a better bug. 
Most of the provided software is in 

the public domain and available 
through a variety of on-line systems. 
You'll appreciate having them all in 
one place, along with design hints 
and problem-solving exercises to pro-
v ide a little challenge. 

If you've spent any time reading in 
the field of nanotechnology, you know 
that most of it is highly technical— 
articles describing the bonding mech-

anism between atoms and proving you can make mechanical 
dolls that will fit on the head of a pin. Nanotechnology Play-
house is more of a light stroll through the nano landscape—from 
roving factories able to manufacture your heart's desires to ma-
chines surfing through your bloodstream looking for hostile cells. 
All this, of course, is fictional; some of it absurdly so. However, 
this material is a look into the eyes of some modern dreamers 
who claim we have yet to begin making really microminiaturized 
systems. • 

—Raymond GA Côté 

CAT IF ICit L LIFE 
PLAYHOUSE 

eurrofieroiriLos, 
PLAYHOUSE 
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The New 
Generation 
Monitors 
ViewSonic's New Generation is everything high 
performance monitors should be... and more. 

The ViewSonic 15, 17,20 and 21 produce 
remarkably crisp, sharp screen images with 
enhanced vibrant colors. Some advanced 
innovations include ergonomically designed 
drop-down digital control panels, special 
screen coatings, the ViewMatch— color control 
system, and resolutions up to 1600 x 1280 
non-interlaced. 

The biggest surprise of all is the price—much 
less than you'd expect to pay for such 
astounding quality. 

Call ViewSonic at 800-888-8583 for 
information on our award-winning monitors. 

Welcome to the New Generation. 

FEATU 'E SUMMA' 
1iessSonic 

15 
ViewSonic 
r 

ViesSonic 
20 

YiewSymic 
21 

Screen Size 15" 17" 20" 21" 

Dot Pitch (mm) 0.28 0.27 0.28 0.25 

Horizontal 
Frequency (KHz) 

30-64 30-82 30-82 30-82 

1600 x 1280 
Non- Interlaced 

a 111 a 

Maximum Refresh 
Rate (Hz) at 
1280 x 1024 NI 

60 76 76 76 

Flat Square Screen a a a 

ViewMatch* Color 
Control 

a a III II 

Low Radiation 
(MPRII) 

a * a a a 

Suggested List $635 $1,299 $2,099 $2,399 

View Sonic® 
20480 Business Pkwy Walnut, CA 91789 

Tel. (909) 869-7976 Fax (909) 869-7958 

ViewSonic 21 screen image by SPATIEL TECHNOLOGY INC., Boulder, CO. Created with 
ACIS Geometric Modeler and rendered with Visualization Husk 

'Color temperature select 9500°K or 6550°K only. 

All products and brand nanan are registered trademart of their registered aampanies 
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Plug and Play Tape Backup. 

N 

The Plug. 

ow, tape backup is easier than 
ever. Unpack Trakker and plug it 
into your computer's parallel 

printer port. That's it. No assembly, no 
installation, no problem. 

Trakker goes anywhere. It's light 
and compact, the ideal solution for 
backing up notebooks and laptops. And 
Trakker can back up unattended, so you 
can go anywhere, too. Trakker is 
available in two models. At $348, 

W violViRADO' 
SYS1EMS I NC 

That's it. Go Play. 
Trakker 120 ( 120 MB capacity, using 
data compression) is the price leader. 
And Trakker 250 ( 250 MB capacity 
using data compression) is the fastest in 
its class at up to 8 MB/minute. Both 
give you QIC Industry Standard 
Recording Format, as well as Novell" 
and LANtastic* certification. 

For a FREE 88-page catalog, 
please call 1-800-451-0897 
ext. 227 today. 

Traldcer. 
Backup o simple it's advanced 

Mini them cartridge sold separately. 0 / 992 Colorado Memory Systems All rights reserved Jambi. TraMer and Colorado 

aie trademark, of C0101,1d0 Memory Systems. Inc All other trademark, are property of their respeettve companies. J771-817051593 
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Feature 

India's Software Edge 

JON UDELL 

R
ecently, I saw a demon-
stration of a new Motif-
based programmer's tool 
called Sextant. It's a 

source code analyzer that converts C 
programs into labeled graphs that you 
navigate interactively. The demonstra-
tion was impressive. What made it 
unique for me was that it took place in 
the offices of Softek, a software com-
pany in New Delhi, India. 

It's well known that Indian engi-
neering talent pervades every level of 
the microcomputer industry. But what's 
happening in India? On a recent tour 
of the country, I visited several high-
tech companies and discovered that In-
dia is evolving rapidly from an exporter 
of computer engineering talent into an 
exporter of computer products and ser-
vices. Software exports, in particular, 
dominate the agenda. A 1992 World 
Bank study of eight nations rated In-
dia as the most attractive nation for 
U.S., European, and Japanese compa-
nies seeking offshore software-devel-
opment partners. 
The World Bank study was con-

ducted by Infotech Consulting (Par-
sippany, NJ). When the opportunity 
arose to visit India, I contacted In-
fotech's president, Jack Epstein, for ad-
vice on planning my trip. He referred 
me to Pradeep Gupta, an entrepreneur in New Delhi who publishes 
two of India's leading computer magazines, PC Quest and 
Data Quest. Gupta also runs market-research and conference 
businesses. He orchestrated a whirlwind week of visits to com-
panies in New Delhi and Bombay and generously took time to ac-
quaint me with the Indian high-tech scene. 

Small-systems 

thinking makes 

India a strategic 

software partner 

A Nation of Small Systems 
Dien among Indians, there's a tendency to attribute India's emerg-
ing software prowess to the innate mathematical abilities of its 
people. "After all, we invented zero," says Dewang Mehta, an in-
ternationally known computer graphics expert. He is also exec-

utive director of the National Association of Soft-
ware and Service Companies (NASSCOM) in New 

While this cultural stereotype may hold more 
than a grain of truth, it's not the whole story. As 
NASSCOM's 1992 report on the state of the Indian 
software industry notes, India has the world's sec-
ond-largest English-speaking technical work force. 
Consequently, Indian programmers are in tune with 

the international language of computing, as well as the language 
spoken in the U.S., the world's largest market. 

Furthermore, India's data-communications infrastructure is 
rapidly modernizing. And the Indian government has begun an ag-
gressive program of cutting taxes and lifting import restrictions 
for export-oriented Indian software businesses while simulta-
neously clearing the way for foreign companies to set up opera-
tions in India. 

Other countries share many of these advantages, but India 
holds an ace. It is a nation of small systems. For U.S. and Euro-
pean companies that are right-sizing mainframe- and minicom-
puter-based information systems, the switch to PC-based 
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Feature 

Proliferation of Software Industry in India 

ANIS I Al 

PAKISTAN 

Kandl Gandhipdgar 

:Ahmadabad eiewat • 

• Chandigarh 

tNew Delhi 
Jaipur 

Arabian Sea 

141 

' 

Bombay 

.Pune 

4  à 

Goa 

.Hyderabad 

ilk 4 
Bang.31.„t Madras. 

141 
> 4.Coimbatore 

.Cochin 

à 
Trivan 

CHINA 

NEPAL 
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lit Concentration of 
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lip Export processing 
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ta Software technology 
parks 

8NITA ,N 

• Lucknow 

1.1i1 
• Patna 

Bhubaneswar. 

> 
BANGLADESH 

Calcutta. 

Bay al Bengal 

client/server alternatives can be wrenching. 
Dumping the conceptual baggage of lega-
cy systems isn't a problem for India, how-
ever, because, in general, those systems 
simply don't exist. "India's mainframe era 
never happened," says Gupta. 
When Europe, Japan, and the U.S. were 

buying mainframes left and right, few In-
dian companies could afford their high 
prices, which were made even more cost-
ly by 150 percent import duties. Also, a 
government policy limiting foreign in-
vestors to a 40 percent equity stake in In-
dian manufacturing operations drove com-
panies like IBM away, and the Indian main-
frame industry never got off the ground. 

But what did develop was an indige-
nous microcomputer industry. In the early 
1980s, Indian companies began to import 
components and to assemble and sell PC 
clones that ran DOS. This trend quickened 
in 1984, when the late Rajiv Gandhi, prime 
minister and an avid computer enthusiast, 
lifted licensing restrictions that had pre-

vented clone makers from selling at full 
capacity. 

In the latter half of the 1980s, a com-
puterization initiative in the banking in-
dustry shifted the focus to Unix. Front of-
fices would run DOS applications, but 
behind the scenes, a new breed of Indian-
made PCs—Motorola- and Intel-based 
machines running Unix—would handle 
the processing chores. Unfortunately, that 
effort stalled when the banks ran afoul of 
the unions; even today, many of the Bank 

India's mainframe era never 
happened. 

— Pradeep Gupta, 

entrepreneur 

and publisher 

of PC Quest 

and DataQuest 

of India's 50,000 branches aren't 
linked electronically. 

Nevertheless, the die was cast, 
and India entered the 1990s in pos-
session of a special advantage. In-
dian programmers are not only 
well educated and English-speak-
ing, but out of necessity they're 
keenly focused on client/server or 
multiuser solutions for PCs run-
ning DOS (with NetWare) or 
Unix—just the kinds of solutions 
that U.S. and European companies 
are rushing to embrace. India finds 
itself uniquely positioned to help 
foreign partners right-size legacy 
applications. 

The small-systems mind-set also 
guides India's fledgling super-
computer industry. Denied per-
mission by the U.S. government 
to import a Cray supercomputer, 
the Indian government's Center 
for the Development of Advanced 
Computers built its own—very 
different—sort of supercomputer. 
Called PARAM, it gangs Inmos 
T800 transputers in parallel and 
can also harness Intel 860 proces-
sors for vector work. Related de-
velopments include a transputer-
based neural-network engine 
intended to run process-control ap-
plications. The designers of this 
3,/stem impressed me with their 

clear grasp of the way in which in-
expensive transputers can yield su-
perior performance, scalability, 
modularity, and fault tolerance. 

Software Products and Services 
Many of the companies I visited produce 
comparable offerings for LAN or Unix en-
vironments. In the realm of packaged soft-
ware, Oberoi Software in New Delhi sells 
a high-end hotel management application 
using Sybase 4.2 that runs on Hewlett-
Packard, DEC, and Sun workstations. A 
low-end version uses Btrieve for DOS 
LANs. Softek offers 1-2-3, dBase, and 
WordStar work-alikes for DOS and Unix. 

Shrink-wrapped products, however, 
aren't India's strong suit at the moment. 
PCs remain scarce and expensive com-
modities. According to Data Quest, fewer 
than 500,000 PCs can be found in this na-
tion of 875 million people. To a U.S. soft-
ware engineer, a $3000 PC might repre-
sent a month's wages. An equivalently 
prosperous Indian professional would have 
to work a full year to pay for the same sys-
tem. To put this in perspective, the average 
per capita wage in India is about $320, 
and the government caps the monthly 
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IF THERE WERE ONLY ONE KIND OF 
COMPUTER SYSTEM, YOU'D ONLY NEED 

ONE KIND OF PROTECTION. 

eeeniele  _ 

innommii 

MINUTEMAN 
LANMASTER 
SOFTWARE 
Bi-directional 
Communication 
Power Monitoring 
Shutdown 
Software 

MINUTEMAN 
CP SERIES 
TRUE ON-LINE 
500VA to 10KVA 
Starting at $899 

MINUTEMAN 
POWERMIND SERIES 
LINE-INTERACTIVE 
600VA to 1250VA 
Starting at $579 

MINUTEMAN 
ALLIANCE SERIES 
STANDBY AND 
LINE-INTERACTIVE 
300 VA to 750VA 
Starting at $159 

MINUTEMAN 
AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE 
REGULATOR 
650 VA to 1800 VA 
Starting at $149 

All models available 
in 120V, 220V, 50Hz or 
60Hz versions 

Too many companies go out into the 

hazardous world of business with the 

wrong UPS protection, or none at all. 

At MINUTEMAN, we know that differ-

ent systems face different dangers. 

That's why MINUTEMAN offers 

five different safeguards, the most 

comprehensive line in the industry. 

Like the new MINUTEMAN 

LANMASTER power monitoring shut-

down software. It combines all 

the features of similar competitive 

products and features the most 

sophisticated diagnostic techniques 

available. 

Or the MINUTEMAN LINE-INTER-

ACTIVE MODELS, the most economical 

protection of their kind on the market. 

Each comes with a MINUTEMAN 

Platinum Protection Plan covering up 

to $25,000 and a two-year warranty. 

So call MINUTEMAN today. Our 

skilled professionals worldwide are 

ready to answer your questions and 

help you find the perfect UPS for 

your system. 

MINUTEMAN. It's all the protection 

you need. Whatever you need. 

Circle 125 on Inquiry Card. 

MINUTEWVIAN 
UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLIES 

(800) 238-7272 

(I) 1993 Para Systems, Inc. 
1455 LeMay Drive, 
Carrollton, Texas 75007 
(214) 446-7363 fax (214) 446-9011 
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Feature 

INDIAN/U.S. PARTNERSHIPS 
A growing trend among Indian computer companies is to work with U.S. companies. 

INDIAN COMPANY U.S. PARTNER 

Citicorp Overseas Software 

HCL-HP 

Citicorp 

Hewlett-Packard 

PRODUCTS 

Software services 

Workstations, PCs, software 

Software services ITC Lotus Development 

Ingres 

Novell Software services, maintenance 

Mastek Software services 
Onward Computer Technologies 

Pertech Computers 
Rolta India 

Dell Computer 

Intergraph 

IBM 

Motherboards, PCs 

CAD workstations, services 

Tata Information Systems 

Tata Unisys 

Wipro Infotech 

PS/2, PSNP, software services 
Workstations, software services Unisys 

Sun Microsystems Workstations, software services 

salary of Indian corporate executives at 
around $ 1600 per month. 

Software piracy is another vexing prob-
lem. "The competition for a 5000-rupee 
[approximately $ 165] Indian spreadsheet 
isn't a 15,000-rupee imported copy of Lo-
tus 1-2-3," says Gupta, "but rather a zero-
rupee pirated copy of Lotus 1-2-3." 

Painfully aware of the effect piracy has 
on the country's international reputation 
as a software power, government and in-
dustry leaders have joined forces to com-
bat it. The Department of Electronics 
(DoE), for example, has funded an anti-
piracy campaign, and Lotus has a $69 
amnesty program that enables users of il-
legal copies of 1-2-3 to come clean. 

Reengineering Is a National Strength 
The real action in Indian software isn't in 
products. It's in reengineering services. A 
typical project, for example, might involve 
re-creating an IBM AS/400-type applica-
tion for a LAN or Unix environment. A 
few years ago, Indian programmers almost 
invariably would perform such work on 
location in the U.S. or Europe, a practice 
called "body shopping." This was conve-
nient for clients, but it wasn't very bene-
ficial to India because the tools and the 
knowledge spun off from reengineering 
projects tended to stay overseas. 
More recently, the trend is to carry out 

such projects on Indian soil. Softek, for 
example, used a contract to build a law-
office automation system for a Canadian 
firm as an opportunity to weld a number of 
its own products into a powerful, gener-
al-purpose client/server development 
toolkit. Softek engineers showed me how 
that toolkit supports single-source devel-
opment of GUI software for DOS or Unix 
(in character mode) as well as Windows. 
They explained that client programs can 
connect to Softek's own RDBMS (rela-
tional DBMS) or to servers from Gupta, 
Ingres, Oracle, or Sybase. That's an im-
pressive achievement matched by few 
companies anywhere in the world, and it's 

one that should greatly enhance Softek's 
appeal to foreign clients. 

While reengineering often means right-
sizing, that's not always the case. For ex-
ample, the National Indian Institution for 
Training, a New Delhi—based computer-
training institute rapidly expanding into 
the realm of software products and ser-
vices, has rewritten a well-known U.S. 
commercial word processor. Rigorous de-
velopment techniques are the watchword at 
NIIT. "We have a passion for methodolo-
gy," says managing director Rajendra S. 
Pawar, whose company also distributes 
Excelerator, Inters°Iv's CASE tool. 

Other projects under way at NIIT in-
clude an X Window System interface 
builder, Mac and DOS tutorials to accom-
pany the Streeter series of math textbooks 
(for McGraw-Hill), a simple but effective 
multimedia authoring tool called Imag-
ine, a word processor for special-needs 
users that exploits an NIIT-designed mo-
tion- and sound-sensitive input device, and 
an instructional video system. 

Although services outweigh products 
for now, and the Indian trade press has 
complained that no indigenous software 
product has yet made a splash on the world 
scene, the situation could well change. In-
dian programmers are talented, and they're 
up-to-date with database, GUI, network, 
and object-oriented technologies. These 

We want to create many 
Hong Kongs and Singapores 
in India. 

— N. Vittal, 

Secretary to 

the Government 

of India, 

Department 

of Electronics 

skills, along with wages 10 or more times 
less than U.S. programmers, make Indian 
programming a force to be reckoned with. 
Software development is a failure-prone 
endeavor; many products never see the 
light of day. But, as Tata Unisys (Bom-
bay) assistant vice president Vijay Sriran-
gan points out, "The cost of experimenta-
tion in India is low." Of the many software 
experiments under way in India today, 
some will surely bear fruit. 
A major obstacle blocking the path to 

commercial success is the lack of interna-
tional marketing, but some help has been 
forthcoming. Under contract to the U.K.'s 
Developing Countries Trade Agency, the 
marketing firm Schofield Maguire (Cam-
bridge, U.K.) is working to bring selected 
Indian software companies to the atten-
tion of European partners. " India does 
have a technological lead over other de-
veloping countries," says managing partner 
Alison Maguire. "But to really capitalize 
on its software expertise, it must project 
a better image." 
Some companies have heard the mes-

sage. For example, Ajay Madhok, a prin-
cipal with AmSoft Systems (New Delhi), 
parlayed his firm's expertise with com-
puter graphics and digital video into a 
high-profile assignment at the 1992 Olym-
pics. On a recent U.S. tour, he visited the 
National Association of Broadcasters show 
in Las Vegas. Then he flew to Atlanta for 
Comdex. While there, he bid for a video 
production job at the 1996 Olympics. 

Incentives for Exporters 
According to NASSCOM, in 1987, more 
than 90 percent of the Indian software in-
dustry's $52 million in earnings came from 
"on-site services" (or body shopping). By 
1991, on-site services accounted for a thin-
ner 61 percent slice of a fatter $ 179 million 
pie. Reengineering services (and, to a less-
er extent, packaged products) fueled this 
growth, with help from Indian and U.S. 
government policies. 
On the U.S. side, visa restrictions have 

made it harder to import Indian software 
labor. India, meanwhile, has developed a 
range of incentives to stimulate the soft-
ware and electronics industries. Govern-
ment-sponsored technology parks in Noi-
da (near New Delhi), Pune (near Bombay), 
Bangalore, Hyderabad, and several other 
locations support export-oriented software 
development. Companies that locate in 
these parks share common computing and 
telecommunications facilities (including 
leased-line access to satellite links), and 
they can import duty-free the equipment 
they need for software development. 
The Indian government has established 
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Power Packed Upgrades. 
POWER SUPPLIES 

"The premier power-supply maker" 
John Dvorak, PC Magazine, March 30, 1993 
"The only company to go to for a power supply" 
Jerry Poumelle, Byte, April 1993 

STANDARD UNITS 
These UL/CSA approved, fully tested power 
supplies are the best basic units available. 
STANDARD 205 SLIM  $89 
STANDARD 220 DESK/TOWER $89 

ULTRA-QUIET UNITS 

44 

42 

40 

NOISE LEVELS Idb) 

— 100% 

50% 

ORDINARY SILENCER 
POWER SUPPLY POWER SUPPLY 

16% 

Unrattle your nerves with 
a Silencer power supply, 
recognized since 1986 as 
the industry's quietest. 
They're cooled by custom, 
high-efficiency fans that 
are virtually inaudible! 

A must for home office or multimedia applications. 
SILENCER 205 SLIM  $119 
SILENCER 220 DESK/TOWER  $129 
SILENCER 270 DESK/TOWER  $179 

HIGH-PERFORMANCE UNITS  
BABY 

Upgrade your computer with one of our premium 
Turbo-Cool power supplies—the choice of PC 
professionals. You'll get 50% - 100% more power, 
built-in line conditioning, super-tight regulation, 
ultra-clean output, a high-capacity ThennaSense 
variable-speed fan (300W models), UL/CSA/TUV 
approvals, and a no-hassle 2-year warranty! Ideal 
for high-end workstations and network file servers. 
TURBO-COOL 300 SLIM/BABY  $169 
TURBO-COOL 300 DESK/TOWER   $189 
TURBO-COOL 450 DESK/TOWER   $349 

SOLID-STEEL CASES 

Give your computer a professional, high-tech look 
with one of our premium-quality, American-made 
all-steel cases. They're rigid—unlike light-weight 
imports—so motherboards, cards, and drives are 
always properly aligned and grounded. And, with 
up to 18 drive bays, they offer real expandability! 
Ideal for commercial and industrial applications. 

CASE SPECIFICATIONS 
Desktop 

Exposed Drive Bays: 3 
Total Drive Bays: 5 
Motherboard Capacity: I 
Power Supply Capacity: 1 
Cooling Fan Capacity: 2 
Filtered Air Inlet: Yes 
Lockable Front Door: Yes 
Professional Controls: Yes 
All-Steel Construction: Yes 
Beige or Black Finish: Yes 
Meets FCC-B Specs: Yes 
Made in USA: Yes 

Tower 
6 
8 

3 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Monster 
13 
18 
2 
2 
6 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

SOLID-STEEL DESKTOP CASE 
SOLID-STEEL TOWER CASE 
SOLID-STEEL MONSTER CASE 

CPU COOLER 

It's a fact. 486 chips rnm hot, often exceeding 185°F! 
Now, you can cool .nur 486 to a safe 85°-95°F with 
our popular CPU-Cool. It prevents random system 
errors and other heat-related problems. Consists of 
a mini-fan embedded in a sculptured heat sink that 
easily mounts on the CPU. Powered by a spare 
drive connector. Effective, inexpensive insurance! 
um cools CPU 70° - 100°F 
• prevents system errors 
• adds years to CPU life 
• thinner, quieter, and 

better-built than cheap 
imported imitations. 
• safe, simple installation 
CPU-COOL  S29 

200 

ISO 

160 

140' 

120° 

100 

8, 

CPS TEMP 

REDUNDANT POWER 
Eliminate the risk of network downtime or data loss 
due to power supply failure with the TwinPower 900 
redundant power system. It delivers high-rapacity, 
fault-tolerant power to your entire network server. 
Consists of two Turbo-Cool 450 power supplies 
in parallel, utilizing a special power-management 
interface module. A must for mission critical LANs. 
▪ 900 watts peak power 
• 100X more reliable 

than a single-unit 
• load-sharing design 
• hot-swap capability 

  $295 • allows dual UPSs 
  $395 a monster-case compatible 

$895 TWIN-POWER 900  $995 

elks, 

PC POWER E COOLINO, INO. 
5995 Avenida Encinas, Carlsbad, CA 92008 • (619) 931-5700 • (800) 722-6555 • Fax (619) 931-6988 

Most orders shipped same day. We accept Visa, MC, COD, or PO on approved credit. Turbo-Cool, TwinPower and CPU-Cool models guaranteed for 2 years. other products guaranteed for I year. 
Hours: 7 am. - 5 p.m. " • ca-n,,r. Turbo-Cool, ThermaSense. Ts% inPon er. and CPU-CI are trademarks in- registered trademarks of PC Power & Cooiiig, Inc. ©1993 PC Power & Cooling, Inc. 
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Feature 
export processing zones in which foreign 
companies can set up subsidiaries that en-
joy similar advantages and receive a five-
year tax exemption. Outside these pro-
tected areas, companies can get com-
parable tax and licensing benefits by de-
claring themselves fully export-oriented. 

Finally, the government is working to 
establish a number of hardware technolo-
gy parks to complement the initiative in 
software. "We want to create many Hong 
Kongs and Singapores," says N. Vittal, 
Secretary of the DoE and a tireless re-
former of bureaucracy, alluding to the eco-
nomic powerhouses of the Pacific Rim. 
The Indian high-tech entrepreneurs I 

met all agreed that Vittal's tenacious slash-
ing of government red tape has blazed the 
trail they now follow. How serious is the 
problem of government red tape? When 
the government recently approved a joint-
venture license application in four days, 
the action made headlines in both the gen-
eral and trade press. Such matters more 
typically take months to grind their way 
through the Indian bureaucracy. 
The evolution of India's telecommuni-

cations infrastructure shows that progress 
has been dramatic, though uneven. In a 
country where only 5 percent of the homes 
have telephone service, high-tech compa-
nies increasingly rely on leased lines, pack-
et-switched data networks, and satellite 
links. The DoE works with the Depart-
ment of Telecommunication ( DoT) to en-
sure that software export businesses get 
priority access to high-bandwidth services. 

But the slow pace of progress at the 
DoT remains a major frustration. For ex-
ample, faxing can be problematic in In-
dia, because the DoT expects you to apply 
for permission to transmit data. And de-
spite widespread Unix literacy, only a few 
of the dozens of business cards I received 
during my tour carried Internet address-
es. Why? DoT regulations have retarded 
what would have been the natural evolu-
tion of Unix networking in India. I did 
send mail home using ERNET, the edu-
cational resource network headquartered in 
the DoE building in New Delhi that links 
universities throughout the country. Un-
fortunately, ERNET isn't available to In-
dia's high-tech businesses. 

Vittal recognizes the critical need to 
modernize India's telecommunications. 
Given the scarcity of an existing telecom-
munications infrastructure, he boldly sug-
gests that for many scattered population 
centers, the solution may be to complete-
ly pass over long-haul copper and vault 
directly into the satellite era. In the mean-
time, India remains in this area, as in so 
many others, a land of extreme contrasts. 

Our multiprocessing 
implementation of Unix System 
V has been used since 1988 
by companies such as Pyramid 
and NCR. 

—Arjun Malhotra, director HCL-HP, 

Noida, India 

While most people lack basic telephone 
service, workers in strategic high-tech in-
dustries now take global voice and data 
services for granted. 

Powerful Partners 
When Kamal K. Singh, chairman and 
managing director of Rolta India, picks 
up his phone, Rolta's U.S. partner, Inter-
graph, is just three digits away. A 64-Kbps 
leased line carries voice and data traffic 
from Rolta's offices, located in the San-
tacruz Electronics Export Processing Zone 
(SEEPZ) near Bombay, to an earth sta-
tion in the city's center. Thence, such traf-
fic travels via satellite and Ti lines in the 
U.S. to Intergraph's offices in Huntsville, 
Alabama. 

Rolta builds Intel- and RISC-based In-
tergraph workstations for sale in India; I 
saw employees doing everything from sur-
face-mount to over-the-network software 
installation. At the same time, Rolta does 
facilities mapping for a U.S. telephone 
company through its subsidiary in Hunts-
ville. Every night, scanned maps flow 
through the satellite link to Bombay. Op-
erators running 386-based RoltaStations 
retrieve the maps from a Unix server, dig-
itize them using Intergraph's MicroSta-
tion CAD software, and relay the con-
verted files back to Huntsville. 
Many Indian companies have partner-

ships with U.S. firms. India's top com-
puter company, HCL, joined forces with 
Hewlett-Packard to form HCL-HP. HCL's 
roots were in multiprocessor Unix. "Our 
fine-grained multiprocessing implemen-
tation of Unix System V has been used 
since 1988 by companies such as Pyramid 
and NCR," says director Arjun Malhotra. 
HCL's joint venture enables it to build 

and sell HP workstations and PCs in In-

dia. "People appreciate HP quality," says 
marketing chief Ajai Chowdhry. But since 
Vectra PCs are premium products in the 
price-sensitive Indian market, HCL-HP 
also plans to leverage its newly acquired 
HP design and manufacturing technology 
to build indigenous PCs that deliver "good 
value for money," according to Malhotra. 

Pertech Computers, a system maker in 
New Delhi, recently struck a $50 million 
deal to supply Dell Computer with 240,000 
motherboards. Currently, trade regulations 
generally prohibit the import of certain 
items, such as finished PCs. However, ex-
porters can use up to 25 percent of the for-
eign exchange they earn to import and sell 
such items. Pertech director Bikram Das-
gupta plans to use his "forex" money to 
buy Dell systems for resale in India and 
to buy surface-mount equipment so that 
the company can build work-alikes. 
IBM returned to India last year, after 

leaving in 1978, to join forces with the 
Tatas, a family of Indian industrialists. 
The joint venture, Tata Information Sys-
tems, will manufacture PS/2 and PS/VP 
systems and develop software exports. 

Citicorp Overseas Software, a Citicorp 
subsidiary, typifies a growing trend to lo-
cate software-development units in India. 
"Our charter is first and foremost to meet 
Citicorp's internal requirements," says 
CEO S. Viswanathan, "but we are a prof-
it center and can market our services and 
products." On a tour of its SEEPZ facility 
in Bombay, I saw MVS, Unix, VMS, and 
Windows programmers at work on a vari-
ety of projects. In addition to reengineering 
work for Citicorp and other clients, the 
company markets banking products called 
Finware and MicroBanker. 
ITC (Bangalore) supplements its Ora-

cle, Ingres, and AS/400 consulting work by 
selling the full range of Lotus products. 
"Because we have the rights to manufac-
ture Lotus software locally," says vice 
president Shyamal Desai, " 1-2-3 release 
2.4 was available here within a week of, 
its U.S. release." Other distributors of for-
eign software include Onward Computer 
Technologies in Bombay (NetWare) and 
Bombay-based Mastek (Ingres). 

India's ambitious goal is to quadruple 
software exports from $225 million in 
1992 to $1 billion in 1996. To achieve that, 
everything will have to fall into place. It 
would be a just reward. India gave much to 
the international microcomputer industry in 
the 1980s. In the 1990s, the industry just 
might return the favor. 

Jon Udell is a BYTE senior technical editor. You 
can contact him on BIX as "Jude!!" or on the In-
ternet atjudell@bytepb.byte.com. 
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The World's 
FASTEST 
CD-ROM • 

Yes it is the world's fastest... and no one else comes close! 
.4.1,11fflovnTonwernew000ffluxiMME.11,111111111111h, 

0,0 PIONEER 

Pioneer's DRM-604X, featuring it's 
exclusive Quadraspin technology, 
has jumped past double speed 
drives to a new transfer rate of 
over 600 KB/sec. That's four times 
the speed of standard drives and twice 
the transfer rate of double speed drives. 

DATA TRANSFER RATE (KB/SEC) 
o 100 200 300 4130 500 

TEXEL 01.1-5024 

In an independent Test .. Pioneer ranked 
number one in overall performance. 
The DRM-604X searched databases, 
retrieved files and read CD's faster than 
any other drive. 

Highest Capacity 
Not only is this drive fast, 
it's also the industry's only 
6 disc mini-changer. 

LasealeinOry 

The DRM-604X holds 6 CD's and 
can change CD's in an amazing 5 
seconds. If you need more than 6 

CD's you can manually change 
magazines or daisy chain up to 

7mini-changers to automatically access 
up to 42 discs and more than 5 million 

pages of data. 

Best Flexibility 
The DRM-604X is compatible with 
most operating systems and hard-
ware platforms and has the latest 
features including multisession 
technology. Multisession makes 

it 100% Kodak Ir. 
Photo CD 

compatible and arigErGLat, 
ready for new applications 

in the future. 

For a fast response, 
call Pioneer at 

1-800-LASER ON. 

Pioneer New Media Technologies, Inc. 

• MacWorld, July 1993 Circle 133 on Inquiry Card. 
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CONNECTIVITY 
OPTIONS 

COMPAQ_PAGEMARQ_Printers 

can be directly connected into 

thefollowing environments: 

NetWare, EtherTalk, Local-

Talk, LAN Manager, LAN Server 

Windows NT, and TCP/IP 

(including Sun, He sco, IBM, 
DEC and 1pd compatible hosts). 
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A PRETTY GOOD IDEA 
11 X 17 LASER PRINTER. 

repeat the process two minutes later. 

They hold up to 1,500 sheets of pa-

per. And for people whose design 

ambitions extend beyond Helvetica 

COMPAQ,PAGEMARQ,20 

Font Modules, or you can add an in-

ternal 60-MB Hard Drive. 

All of which print with razor-sharp 

clarity thanks to the 800 x 400 dpi-

high-resolution mode. 

Of course, both the COMPAQ 

PAGEMARQ Laser Printers are fully 

backed by CompaqCare, our exten-

sive service and support program. 

Which includes a one-year, on-site 

limited warranty as well as unlimited 

toll-free telephone support. All at no 

additional charge whatsoever. 

If you're interested in learning 

Bold, PAGEMARQ Printers offer more, just call us at 1-800-345-1518 

two ways to expand your type library, in either the U.S. or Canada. 

eliminating the need to continually We'll show you how to keep big 

download from your computer. You ideas in one piece. At least until your 

can add 1- and 2-MB Programmable client sees them. COMPAQ 
consume« Mahe ea:reamed maraud. of Adobe imam, Inc PostScript Is a trades:is« uf Ada« Symms. Inc , dud: br reterred n «rue iur Minima No Warr 
is a teetered edema« d Neste, lar. Wed«. NT and LAN Manage:10f «emirs' undenuslis of Member, Curpominn LAN San« • «peered nf inira 
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A typographers' dream, these 

printers can store 1,500 fonts. 

Of course, not all of us dream 

about type. In which case, the 

35 fonts that come standard 

are more than adequate. 

Add an Internal FAX Modem 

and you can turn your PC into 

a personal fax machine. One 

that will send and receive true 

Adobe PostScript quality faxes 

in any size up to 11 x 17. 
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Document Conferencing Keeps Your Data Close-By 

One of the main advantages of a desktop sys-

tem is that the video communication occurs on 

the same machine where you keep your elec-

tronic documents. "You're closer to your data," 

says Chris Herot, director of advanced tech-

nology for Lotus Develop-

ment (Cambridge, MA). 

"You don't have to bring 

it with you down the hall." 

Compression Labs' Cam-

eo, PictureTel's Live PCS 

100, and other desktop 

systems thus typically of-

fer the ability to send— 

and in most cases to work 

collaboratively on—doc-

uments. Because docu-

ment conferencing can be 

done over conventional 

phone lines without ex-

pensive hardware add-

ins, it's likely to become 

prevalent far sooner than 

desktop video. Conse-

mouse inputs instead of transmitting com-

pressed bit maps. But at this point, none of the 

packages permit actual application sharing, 

where the same document is loaded up on both 

sides and collaboratively modified, although 
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A Cadillac among desktop video and document conferencing 
systems, NCR's TeleMedia Connection is a hardware and software 
package that supports collaborative document mark- up and real-time 
video-in-a-window. It uses H.261-standard compression and requires 
dual ISDN channels for quarter-screen video throughput of 15 fps. 

quently, many desktop videoconferencing sys-

tems give equal weight to document confer-

encing. 

Document conferencing is typically designed 

much like a two-way version of remote-control 

software packages, such as pcAnywhere or Tim-

buktu. The "master" user owns the document 

and runs the application that created it, while 

one or more "slave" users see a bit-mapped 

image of the document that they can mark up 

and annotate in real time. Document images 

can be saved at all locations, but the original is 

usually modified only if the master gives key-

board or mouse control to remote users. Files 

can also be sent among users, often in the back-

ground. 

Many of these packages also support white-

boarding, or the ability to draw or type on a 

blank white window, usually in "ink" color-cod-

ed by user. The more sophisticated products 

also permit multiple simultaneous masters and 

slaves; i.e., I share my Excel spreadsheet with 

you while you share your Ami Pro report with me. 

Some offer better performance by trapping GDI 

(Graphical Device Interface) calls and keyboard/ 

several vendors say that they are working to-

ward this capability. 

Visit, from Northern Telecom ( Nashville, TN), 

was an early entrant in the desktop market. The 

$3899 product ( not including telecom inter-

face) has the distinc-

tion of being the only 

system that now runs 

on both the Mac and 

Windows and can in-

teroperate between 

them. Its video, how-

ever, is limited to gray 

scale. Visit requires 

digital or leased lines 

but uses only one 64-

Kbps ISDN channel or 

56-Kbps switched line 

(Switched-56) to de-

liver 10 to 15 frames 

per second (fps) of 

video. Northern Tele-

com plans to enhance 

the system this year 

with support for col-

or, H.261 compression, and multipoint bridges, 

says Jeff Berman, manager of market develop-

ment for the company. 

NCR's TeleMedia Connection is a similar sys-

tem, but it supports 15-fps quarter-screen col-

or video over dual ISDN channels—i.e., 128 

Kbps. NCR sells the product primarily as a doc-

ument-sharing system for Windows, with H.261 

videoconferencing as a bonus. TeleMedia Con-

nection sells for between $5000 and $7000, 

depending on whether you already have an AT&T 

8510 ISDN phone (to which you run an interface 

cable) or need to add an ISDN card to your PC. 

Neil Whittington, assistant vice president of 

NCR's workstation products division, multime-

dia business unit, says support for Switched-

56 and analog lines (for document sharing only, 

not video) will be added later. 

Another Windows video/document confer-

encing system is DVTS from GTE (Chantilly, VA). 

It offers H.261 compression, frame rates of 

from 7.5 to 30 fps, and a whiteboard feature. It 

supports ISDN and Switched-56, or you can use 

it over a high-speed modem. 

Creative Technologies, the parent company of 

Creative Labs ( best known for the SoundBlaster 

and VideoBlaster), has recently acquired the 

Mac-based ShareView and ShareView Plus, prod-

ucts that set new standards in this category 

tote 10.1 .1 toettot Illeullmonmellefflerioneremar11111 
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Buckeye Toy Company 
Sales History Report 

L-urope 
North America 
Pacific 
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• 

1990 
2080 
2263 
1047 

1991 
4587 
6245 
3489 

1992 
5012 
7489 
4987 

Creative Technologies' ShareView Plus is now available only for the 
Mac but is slated for other plaerrns. This groundbreaking package offers 

document sharing and videoconferencing over a standard analog phone 
line, using proprietary compression. The video rate can be as low as S fps, 
co Creative plans to add support for digital telephony and standard coders. 
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because they were designed to run over analog 

lines. ShareView, which sells for S1195, in-

cludes a NuBus board, a 14.4-Kbps modem, a 

handset, and software that permits audio com-

munications, whiteboarding, and collaborative 

document sharing. The S4499 Plus version of 

the product adds a video camera and a second 

NuBus card that uses a proprietary compres-

sion scheme capable of sending images rang-

ing from 80 by 96 pixels up to 160 by 190 

pixels at rates of 5 to 12 fps. Creative's plans 

for the product include expanding to Windows, 

and supporting digital telephony and stan-

dards-based codecs. 

Nuts Technologies, a San Jose, CA, based 

start-up, has announced but not yet shipped a 

product called Hello 918 that reportedly sup-

ports analog and ISDN with video rates of 5 

to 30 fps. Eye-Tel Communications (North Van-

couver, BC, Canada) recently acquired Tel-

America Video Conferencing of Syracuse, IN, 

and sells a line of products called Tel-Eye-Vi-

sion that range from low-cost graphics file 

transfer and document-sharing tools to a 

$10,000 conferencing system based on H.261 

and digital lines. 

For OS/2, IBM sells Person-to-Person/2, a 

whiteboarding and document-sharing pack-

age that also supports live videoconferencing 

via IBM's ActionMedia II card. Versions of the 

software for Windows and AIX are planned for 

later this year, with Mac support in 1994. The 

$280 package ($ 1875 for a 10-user license) 

lets up to five users at a time share a com-

mon chalkboard or mark up documents. The 

package runs now over Token Ring and Ether-

net LANs using NetBIOS, with native IPX sup-

port slated soon, and requires ISDN for WAN 

(wide-area network) connections. 

In what may augur a future trend, Peregrine 

Software (Carlsbad, CA) has developed a soft-

ware-only networked videoconferencing prod-

uct that runs on off-the-shelf video hardware. 

Instead of being sold as a turnkey or integrat-

ed solution, Peregrine's as-yet-unnamed pack-

age will run on any PC that is equipped with a 

video camera and a capture card supported 

by Microsoft Video for Windows. Features in-

clude shared documents and real-time video 

over NetWare or NetBIOS LANs (and over WAN 

links faster than 128 Kbps), and network soft-

ware that manages the video streaming and 

frame rate. 

REAL TIME VS. STORE- AND- FORWARD 

Real-lime Video 
Conferencing 

Live, interactive 
collaboration 

Parties must be present 
to use 

Needs few system 
resources, since video is 
passed through 

Needs expensive real-
time compression 
technology 

Supports real-time 
document conferencing 
as well 

Hard for people who 
speak different 
languages 

e/1.1111111111111.1•IMMMI4 

Conveys innuendo and 
nonverbal information 

Requires special LANs, 
i.e., synchronized, ATM 

Needs fast, expensive 
telecom services for 
WAN links 

Store-and-Forward 
Video Mail 

Noninteractive 

Send and receive on your 
own schedule 

Needs more system 
resources, i.e., CPU, bus 
bandwidth, disk space 

Video compression can 
be done off-line or in 
software 

Not meant for real-time 
document conferencing 

Can view video and 
respond at your own 
pace 

Not much better than 
voice mail 

Operates over 
conventional LAN 

Operates over analog 
phones 

Computer-based training is the most 
promising short-term application for desk-
top video, especially if the materials are 
interactive and customizable by the user— 
that is, if they take advantage of the com-
puter rather than working in the linear fash-
ion of videotape. For example, hypertext 
links can allow you to go through a les-
son in the order and at the pace that suit 
you. "Every company is looking at how 
to train its people faster and faster," says 
Marika Ruumet, network manager for HP-
TV, Hewlett-Packard's programming net-
work for business partners. 

In addition to playing prerecorded con-
tent, you can also capture still frames and 
video clips with the Indy and Mac AV sys-
tems. You just plug a camcorder into the 
video port; the hardware to digitize and 
compress video is built in. Once the video 
is digitized, you can attach it to a mail 
message and send it to a colleague. Or you 
can use an editing package such as Adobe 
Premiere 3.0 to alter images, rearrange 
frames and sequences, and add titles, mu-
sic, and voice-overs. While this process 
will not produce professional-quality 
video, the resulting presentation can be 
output to analog video—using a so-called 
print-to-tape capability—for playback on 
any VCR. 

Video Mail 
Once you've got digital video in-
side your system, you gain the abil-
ity to send it to somebody else, as-
suming that you're on a LAN or 
connected to the phone system. 
Both real-time and store-and-for-
ward video messaging will get a 
big boost from systems like the 
Mac AVs and the Indy. 
The advantage of video mail, 

says Ann Earon, president of Tele-
management Resources Interna-
tional (TRI; Lake Wylie, SC), is 
that it lets you send and receive 
whenever you're ready. This is es-
pecially important when crossing 
time zones or dealing in foreign 
languages. Earon notes that Asian 
users haven't widely embraced 
real-time videoconferencing, not 
only because live sessions with the 
U.S. involve inconvenient hours, 
but also because of cultural rea-
sons. "They'd rather receive a 
video transmission, discuss it, and 
then respond," she says. For inter-
national communications, Earon 
asserts, store-and-forward video is 
"very suitable." 

Store-and-forward messaging is 
much easier to accommodate on 
networks than is real-time com-

munication, because packets can be de-
ferred for later delivery. Unlike videocon-
ferencing, video mail doesn't require vast 
amounts of synchronous bandwidth. 
Videoconferencing can demand anywhere 
from 14.4 Kbps for low-quality analog 
transmissions to at least 128 Kbps for full-
screen digital transmission. Traditional 
room-size systems use 384 Kbps or more. 

However, because video is such a dense 
data type, mailing and storing it require 
large amounts of processing power and 
hard drive space on both ends of the com-
munication link. Caruso dismisses store-
and-forward video mail as "bull"; she 
doubts that users really want or need to 
send and receive video clips of "talking 
heads," which often convey little more 
than a voice-mail message. "I don't see 
the point of all that overhead for the prob-
lem you're trying to solve," Caruso says. 
Video files could also spell problems for 
networks: Frequent video-mail file trans-
fers could clog LANs. 

Conferencing 
By contrast with video mail, real-time 
videoconferencing is less demanding of 
the host system, because the video typi-
cally passes through the machine without 
chewing up CPU resources or system-bus 
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SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE 

The ScanJet lIc performed well 
during all phases of PC Magazine 
Labs' testing. In terms of speed, 
diís scanner led the field, ranking 
first in two of five speed trials and 
best overall. Some scanners, 
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COLOR FLATBED SCANNERS 

)ut Hewlett-Packard Co. has 
'sr to make the ScanJet Ile a 
nticing buy, no matter what th 
tpplication. 

Past HP s s have 
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PCComautung - 

HP ScanJet IIc 

$200 
REBATE 

We'd hate to brag. So we'll let the PC 
press do it for us. 

Both PC Magazine and Publish called 
the HP ScanJet Ilc the Best Color 
Scanner for 1992. While PC Computing 
named the black & white/grayscale 
HP ScanJet lip the Most Valuable 
Product of the year. 

Speed. Simplicity. And accuracy were 
all applauded. It's no wonder. HP's 
single-pass scanning delivers both light-
ning-fast speed and precise color regis-
tration. What's more, if you purchase an 
HP ScanJet Ilc between August 1 and 
October 31, you'll get a $200 rebate 
when you send in a coupon available 
from your dealer. Capabilities this 
advanced have never been so afford-
able. With the rebate, list price on the 
HP ScanJet IIc is just $1,399. List price 
on the HP ScanJet Ilp is just $879. 

Impressed? Don't just take our word for 

it, or even the PC press's. Attend one of 
our scanning seminars that will be held 
April through September, 1993. To find 
out more information or the location of 
your nearest authorized HP dealer, call 
1-800-SCANJET, Ext. 7365, And judge 
for yourself. 

rha HEWLETT 
PACKARD 



Cover Story 

Videoconferencing's Evolving Architecture 

Room-Size or Rollabout Systems 

To additional sites <  

ISDN, Switched 66, TUFT1 
56 Kbps-2 048 Mbps 

PC 

Document 
camera 

Whlteboard 

Auxiliary 
cdrnera 

Multipoint 
  controller 

To additional sites 

To PC 
la H.261 

Proprietary 
codec 
H.261 codec 

Desktop Videoconferencing 

Point-to-point 

H 261 codec 
Other coder-

LAN/video gateway 
H.261 or other codec 
MPEG, QuickTime, etc. 

Whileboara 
built in 

MPEG-to-
H.261 

translator 

Room-size 
system 

controller 

Video 
server 

ISDN 
Switched-56 

Analog H 261 codec 
Other codec 

H 261 or 
MPEG 
-odec 

Switched Ethernet 

IsoEnet 

ATM 

ISDN 128+ Kbps 
Swdched-56 112+ Kbps 
ATM over WAN 

H.261-to-
MPEG 

translator 

Video 
server 

MUM 

id2.a; 
MPEG codec 

Traditional videoconferencing systems use proprietary compression alg,orilluns and rely on high-speed leased or switched phone lines. PC's running 
siondurd% - based ( inflow vsum ran attach to these systems. Desktop videoconferencing is less centralized and can't accommodate groups of 
users, but it may permit more spontaneous and intintate communication. 

bandwidth. Because it's live, the data nei-
ther comes from nor is saved to a hard 
drive; users who want to preserve video 
conferences for posterity usua:ly output 
them to a VCR. 

But the acceptance 
of traditional video-
conferencing has been 
slow, so many indus-
try observers are skep-
tical about its potential 
on the desktop. They 
argue that users need 
to share documents 
and graphics more thati 
they need to view live 
movies of each other. 

Vendors acknowl-
edge this. According to 
Jeff Berman, manage! 
of market development 
for Northern Tele-
com's (Nashville, TN) 
Visit desktop video system, "Our custom-
ers are using Visit as an interactive multi-
media conferencing platform for collabo-
rative work, not necessarily as a low-cost 
videoconferencing system replacement." 

The S3899 Visit, an early desktop video-
conferencing product, has the distinction of 
being the only system that now runs on 
both the Mac and Windows (see "Docu-

ment Conferencing 
Keeps Data Close-By" 
on page 66). 

Established video-
conferencing players, 
including such compa-
nies as Compression 
Labs, Inc. (CLI; San 
Jose, CA), PictureTel 
(Peabody, MA), Vtel 
(Austin, TX), and 
U.K.-based GPT Video 
Systems, are now 
bringing out desktop-
based products. CLI 
got an early start in 
this category with its 
$4500 Macintosh-
based Cameo Person-

al Video Conferencing System, announced 
in January 1992, which uses compression 
technology that was developed jointly by 
CLI and AT&T. Cameo is designed to 
work over ISDN lines only and employs a 

The Video Corn I uter 

• Fast 32-bit proces sor 

• Video input ( NTSC/PAL to VGA or 
other display) 

• Video output (VGA or other to 
NTSC/PAL) 

• Video camera, analog or digital 

• DSP or specialty chips for processing 
digital video 

• Compression/decompression in silicon 

• Fast path to memory and hard disk 

• Access to digital communications 
(ISDN, Switched-56, LAN) 

scaled-up version of the algorithm that 
AT&T uses in its analog-based consumer 
videophone. The system transmits 15 
frames per second (fps) of video, or about 
half the rate of TV video, and requires an 
external phone to transmit audio. 

PictureTel, which has struck joint de-
velopment deals with IBM and Lotus, has 
recently announced the $6000 PC-based 
PictureTel Live PCS 100. This system sup-
ports both PictureTel's proprietary SG3 
algorithm and industry standards. As with 
most of its competitors in this product 
class, the price of the PCS 100 reflects the 
cost of hardware-assisted video compres-
sion and interfacing to ISDN. 

Personal Technology Research's Dick-
inson believes these systems "may not be 
the route to desktop videoconferencing." 
Instead, PC vendors may migrate up into 
the conferencing business by building in 
support for video compression and high-
speed communications. 

Larger videoconferencing systems will 
remain viable, however. According to 
Lung Yeh, vice president of technology 
for the video products group of Creative 
Technologies (Singapore), the systems will 
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Why do they 
call it a dongle? 
IIe wasn't famous. He didn't drive a fancy car, 
but dressed in his favorite 
Comdex T-shirt and faded 
blue jeans, he set out to 
change the course of the 
computer software industry. 
Quite a task for a lonely 
software developer. 

Sitting in front of his 
computer, 
drinking 
% pots of 

coffee 
and 

smoking 
'cartons of 
cigarettes, 

he'd write pages 
of code. 

It took time. Years in fact. 
But he did it. He wrote the 
most powerful computer 
program in the world. Now 
came the hard part. Selling it. 

The Most Powerful 
Program in the World 

Determined to make those 
long years pay off, he called 
on every distributor, VAR and 
dealer in the world. He drove 
from Beantown to San Diego. 
Flew from Dublin to Borneo. 
Everyone loved the program. 

So he sold a few. Only 
a few. 

Back in Boston he 
waited. After a long year 

with only 13 orders he set 
out to see what happened. 
As he drove across the 

country and 
flew around 

the world he 
discovered everyone 

knew about his program. 
Everyone had it too. 

The Global Marketplace 

From Paris to Prague, his 
program was everywhere in 
Europe. When he got off the 
plane in Hong Kong he found 
his program stacked to the 
ceiling in every computer 
store. Amazed in disbelief, he 
bought a hundred cartons 
of cigarettes and a hundred 
pounds of Indonesian 
coffee and flew 
back to Boston. 

Beaten, battered 
and bruised he went 
back to the drawing 
board. This time he 
would really 
change the face of 
the software industry. 
He would develop a device 
that would prevent 
unauthorized distribution of 
software programs. 

Cali What You Ulu 
He developed a hardware 
key. His peers applauded his 
efforts. Finally, a solid solution 
for revenue protection. 

But he didn't know 
what to call it. He thought 
of naming it after an exotic 
place he visited in his travels. 
Madagascar was a bit too 
long, though. 

"Name it after you, 
Don!", urged his peers. 
So he did. Soon 
everyone was calling 
the key a dongle, 4r 

after Don Gall— rs 
the lonely software a 
developer who did 4. 
what he had to do. 

You've Come 
A Long Way, Baby 

Today, dongles are dillerent. 
Fact is, they've come a long 

way. Leading the 
industry with 

security solutions, 
Rainbow Technologies 

has changed the face of 
hardware keys. They work 
with multiple applications, 
are programmable and 
network versions control 

concurrent usage. And 
they're always transparent 
to the end-user. 

Sentinel Family 
from Rainbow 

Truth is, more and more 
developers are using keys. 
And the Sentinel Family is 
the most widely used in the 
world. In fact, over 6,000 

developers use Sentinel from 
Rainbow. Why? They are 
simply the most effective, 
reliable and easy to implement 
keys on the market. 

Learn more about securing 
your software 

and how keys 
provide developers 
with extra value. 
Call for a free copy 

of "The Sentinel 
Guide to Securing 
Software." Mid see 
just how easy it is to 

install a hardware 
key into your 
application in just 
minutes.11-y it 
with our low cost 
Sentinel 
Evaluation Kit. 
Order one for 
your DOS, OS/2, Windows, 
Macintosh or UNIX based 
application. 

And remember, when 
you need a dongle, you need 
Sentinel — the only dongle 
Don Gall would use. 

L \I I 

800/ 852-8569 
FOR YOUR FREE GUIDE 

TO SECURING SOFTWARE 

Mina 

Securing the future of software 

Some call it a dongle. Those who know, call it Sentinel. 

#eempeIvEy 
9192 JERONIMO ROAD, IRVINE, CALIFORNIA 92718 • 7141 454-2100 • fax 714/ 454-8557 

International offices are located in the United Kingdom, Germany and France. 
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Cover Stoll 

Video Compression Standards Vie for Acceptance 
TOM R. HALFHILL 

Imagine if you couldn't send a fax outside your company because the 
recipient's fax machine recognized a 
different transmission standard than 
yours. Or suppose the public telephone 
system lacked sufficient bandwidth to 
handle a fax transmission at all. Wel-
come to videoconferencing, 1993. 

But there is hope. The CCITT, which 
established the Group 3 standard that 
lets fax machines communicate world-
wide, is trying to bring the same order 
to videoconferencing. It is promoting 
a specification known as H.261 (pro-
nounced "H-dot-261") or Px64 ("P 
times 64"). 

H.261 defines a scheme for sending 
video at speeds of from 64 Kbps to 2 
Mbps. At the low end of the spectrum, 
H.261 fits into an ISDN channel; at the 
high end, it needs wider-bandwidth 
dedicated lines, such as TI. The stan-
dard defines a video window of 352 by 
288 pixels, known as CIF (Common 
Intermediate Format). It also supports 
QCIF (Quarter CIF), a smaller window 
of 176 by 144 pixels. Related specifi-
cations cover still-frame graphics, call-
setup protocols, and other issues. 

Large conference-room video sys-
tems, such as those from PictureTel 
(Peabody, MA) and Compression Labs 
(San Jose, CA) , traditionally rely on 
their own proprietary codecs, although 
they offer H.261 as an option. In the 
desktop market, not everyone seems to 
be greeting H.261 with open arms. 

"The problem with 1-1.261 is that it 
lends itself to very, very expensive 
hardware," says Paul Nahi, a product 
director at Media Vision (Fremont, 
CA). "Videoconferencing will become 
popular when, and only when, you can 
set up a node for under $200. That's 
$200 for the plug-in board, the soft-
ware, and the camera." 

Media Vision is pushing its own pro-
prietary codecs known as MotiVE (Mo-
tion Video Engine) and Captain 
Crunch. MotiVE is a codec that's li-
censed to Microsoft for use with Video 
for Windows. Captain Crunch is a new-
er codec that will be available on a pair 
of chips for under $40 by the end of 
the year. Media Vision intends to sell 
the chip set to other vendors and use it 
in a line of desktop video products. 

Weitek (Sunnyvale, CA) is devel-
oping a new family of chips that will 
improve playback in Video for Win-
dows and eventually support the most 
popular codecs, including Captain 
Crunch, Cinepak, MPEG, and Intel's 
Indeo. Intel (Santa Clara, CA) and Mi-
crosoft (Redmond, WA) are backing 
Indeo for desktop video, although Mi-
crosoft has also licensed Cinepak for 
use with Video for Windows. Intel's 
Smart Video Recorder, an ISA board 
for PCs, uses the Intel 750 video pro-
cessor and Indeo to capture and record 
live video onto a hard disk in real time. 

Although Intel has alliances with Bell 
Atlantic and Ameritech and is known 
to be working on desktop videoconfer-
encing products, it's not clear if it will 
implement Indeo, H.261, or some other 
codec. "Our policy is to follow existing 

CODECS FOR DESKTOP VIDEOCONFERENCING 

CODEC SOURCE 

Captain Crunch Media Vision 

Cinepak SuperMac Technology 

standards when they make sense, and to 
introduce new standards if they don't 
already exist or [existing ones] don't 
offer a good solution," says Scott Dar-
ling, marketing director of Intel's busi-
ness communications division. 
AT&T Microelectronics' (Berkeley 

Heights, NJ) AVP-1000 chip set sup-
ports H.261/Px64 and MPEG for full-
motion video, plus JPEG for still-image 
compression. Motorola (Austin, TX) 
and BT (London, U.K.) are also devel-
oping a chip set that supports H.261, 
MPEG, and JPEG. Those chips will 
appear on PC expansion boards from 
BT next year. 

Nearly everyone is focusing on ISDN 
or LANs as the minimum requirement 
for acceptable video quality. But start-
up company Knex (Fremont, CA) says 
it will soon introduce the Holy Grail 
of video codecs: a radical new com-
pression scheme that can send 320- by 
240-pixel color images at 15 frames 
per second over POTS (plain old tele-
phone system) with a transmission de-
lay of under 200 milliseconds. "Our 
goal is to make it possible for any two 
people on the face of the earth to com-
municate with each other visually over 
ordinary phone lines," says Steve John-
son, Knex's chief operating officer. 

That goal has eluded everyone since 
the first prototype videophones drew 
curious crowds at the 1964 World's 
Fair in New York. But until the codec 
chaos is resolved, videoconferencing 
will be more local than global. 

Tom R. Hoed' is a BYTE senior news edi-
tor. You can reach him on BlX as "thalfhill." 

APPLICATIONS 

Video playback, videoconferencing, CD-ROM 

Video playback, videoconferencing, CD-ROM 

ADOPTERS 

Cirrus Logic, Weitek 

Apple, Atari, Cirrus Logic, Creative 

Labs, Microsoft, Sega, 3D0 

AT&T, British Telecom, CLI, Motorola, 

NEC, PictureTel, Video Telecom 

Apple, Microsoft 

Widespread 

H.261/Px64 CCITT Universal videoconferencing over 

digital phone lines and LANs 

Indeo Intel Video playback, CD-ROM 

JPEG Joint Photographic Still-image compression and 

Experts Group transmission 

Media Vision 

Moving Pictures 

Experts Group 

MotiVE 

MPEG 

Video playback. videoconferencing. CD-ROM 

Video playback, videoconferencing, CD-ROM 

Microsoft 

Philips, many others 
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Works great on plain 
oil) white, too. 

7 pt. abzte 80 laid book 

. g itt, coat Stat 

Something yoll foam , Rini,- pap. lied flee/die 

Papyrus Recyded paper 

Matte coated bona 65 lb. pebble finidb 

\ 

Like most color printers, this one 
works best if you use the right paper. 

Color prirting on plain paper is, no doubt 

about it, a remarkable achievement. But 

we know there are times wnen you wish 

you weren't limited to an 81/2" x 11" white 

piece of paper. You know, those times 

when you need a Phaser" 1M color printer. 

From vellum to card stock, newsprint 

to acetate, the Phaser Ill prints on almost 

any stock you'll ever need. Ir any size you wish, from 4" x 6" 

to 12" x 18" full bleeds. That way, you car do your comps on 

the paper you're ultimately going to use. After all, what you 

print on is just as important as what you print. 

To make sure you always look good on any paper, the 

Phaser Ill features Adobe PostScript' Level 2 (the latest ver-

sion), 300 dpi, PANTONE' certification, and a 24MHz 

RISC processor to keep your work humming. It also con-

nects nicely to PCs, Macs or workstations. Or all three at 

once. Above all, it gives you 16.7 million of the brightest, 

most saturated colors ever prnted on the desktop. No 

wonder it's won more industry awards for excellence than 

any other printer. 

With the Phaser II, you'l a:ways have the right paper. 

You'll have the right printer, too. 

Call 800/835-6100, Dept. 301 for a free output sample. If 

you can't wait and want more infor-

mation, we'll gladly fax it to you. Just 

call 503/682-7450 and ask for 

document 1230. 

Tektronix 

Tektronix, TekColor and Phaser are trademarks or registered trademarks al Tektronix. Inc. PostScript à a trademark of Adobe Systems, Isc. Pantone. Inc.'s check-standard trademark for color reproduction and color 

reproduction materia k All other marks are trademarks or regàteed trademarks of their respective companies 

Circle 148 on Inquiry Card. 



Announcing the first network printer 

Operuting System 
Novell Netware 

Microsoft* 
LAN Manager 
Windows for 
Workgroups 
Windows NT 

IBM LAN Server 

AppleRtlk 

HP-UX• 
SunOS" 
Soktris” 
SCO ONLY* 

Ibpology 
'Ethernet/802.3 

Wien Ring (4116 Aftnw) 
802.3 

7bken Ring (4I16Mhps) 
'802.3 

elken Ring (4116 Reps) 
'8D2.3 

7bken Ring (41116 
'8D2.3 
7hken Ring (4116 Mbps) 
Lacal7hlk 
Ether7hUc 
'Ethernet 
'Ethernet 
'Ethernet 
'Ethernet 

Standard intheHPLaserJet 4SI MX printer. • • Foroperating 
HP-UX, SunOS or Solaris, a one-time purchase ot 5199 in 
conftgurationsoftwareisrequired. Adobeand PostScriptare 
trademarks of Adobe Systems Inc. which may be registered 
in certain:jurisdictions. Microsoft is a U.S. registered trade-
mark of Microsoft Corporation. UNIX is a registered trade-
mark of UNIX System Laboratories Inc. in the LISA. and 
other countries. 1-In Canada call 1-800-387-3867. Ext 7299. 
C1993 Hewlett-Packard PE12353 

Multiple environments are no 
longer worlds apart. Even if you 
have Novell Netware on one 
network, HP-UX on another and 
EtherTalk on a third, the new 
HP LaserJet 4Si MX printer 
easily connects across platforms. 
Automatically. 

The HP LaserJet 4Si MX printer 
comes out-of-the-box preconfig-
ured for multiple environments. 
There's nothing more to do than 
plug-and-play. All interfaces 
are simultaneously hot, making 
switching so seamless, end-users 
won't even notice. 

What's more, HP'S LaserJet 4Si 
MX printer is ready to handle 
whatever needs come down the 



that adapts to multiple environments. 

pike. More operating systems? 
No problem. As your network 
system continues to evolve, the 
capabilities of this printer are no 
longerjust impressive. They're 
indispensable. 

The HP LaserJet 4Si MX printer 
is loaded with features that define 
state-of-the-art. HP'S enhanced 
PCL5 and genuine PostScript" 
Level 2 software from Adobe" come 
standard. Printer environments 
are saved while switching. Setup 
is a cinch with network software 
utilities and drivers included in 
the box. And, if you need any 
reassurance about trouble-free 
operation, you have it in our 
Simple Network Management 
Protocol (SNMP) support. 

At 17 ppm, this is.the fastest 
LaserJet ever, with Ii0s and RISC-
based formatter capabilities 
matched to support its speed. It 
delivers impeccable 600 dpi print 
quality—thanks to HP'S microfine 
toner and Resolution Enhancement 
technology Plus, it comes standard 
with two 500 sheet input trays. 

But what if you don't need the full 
capabilities of the HP LaserJet 
4Si MX printer right away? HP 
offers another printer that's 
probably a perfect fit. The HP 
LaserJet 4Si printer delivers the 
identical 17 ppm performance 
and superb 600 dpi print quality. • 
It also has room to grow. The two 
MIO expansion slots let you add 

HP JetDirect network interface 
or third party cards. And you 
can add on Adobe's genuine 
PostScript Level 2 software and 
SIMM memory modules, as you 
need them. 

To find out more about the 
multiple-network HP LaserJet 
4Si MX printer and the upgrad-
able HP LaserJet 4Si printerjust 
call 1-800-LASERJET, Ext. 72991' 
Capabilities this advanced make 
a world of difference—in any 
environment. 

HEWLETT 
PACKARD 

Circle 90 on Inquiry Card. 



GET A VIRTUAL 
VIRTUALLY 

Virtual screen technology is like having two monitors in one. Create the mother of all spreadsheets. 
Run PageMaker and Excel side-by-side. Use your monitor as a viewfinder and pan across to the place you want to be. All it takes 

to upgrade to a 2048 x 1024 virtual screen is just 2MB of optional RAM (1MB VRAM, 1MB DRAM). 

otototot 
uto ,humeleon cursor can double in size and change color so it never gets last. This is another feature 

you won't get from Gateway. They would rather have you engage in a game of hide-and-seek. 

'Performance measured by running WinBench 3.11 at 1024 x 768, 256 colors. Both cards con/tiered with ¡MB Video RAM. Dell and Gateway 2000 systems conAgured aids 6n1s4Hz 48aIYX.! processor, 16MB RAM and 256KB 



SCREEN littITH 
VERYTHING. 

Our 
Resolution 
Exchange 

Panel gives 
you complete 
control over 
your desktop 
environment. 

And since 
the VL-Bus 
links video 
directly to 

your powerful 
486DX2, your 

commands 
are executed 

instantly'. 

RIP=F 

Pseudo Color 
02 

Ou. 

*256 

065.536 

O l6.272,216 

Neater Resolutions Virtual Resolutions 

128G 1024 
1152 019 

000 600 
40 x4130 

"m*""a"iámlm 
/040 I6F 
1024 x 2048 
1024 x 1024 

ORIGINAL SIZE 
'Resolution 
Exchange Panel 
and Hawkeye 
Zoom examples 
given for #9GXE 
configured with 3MB 
RAM (2MB VRAM, 
I MB DRAM) and 
1280 x1024 monitor. 

Our Hawkeye 
Zoom Feature 
gives you up to 
four levels of 
magnification'. 
Gateway will 
magnify your 

work too. 
But just once. 

If you want to plug in a mouse, Dell 
gives you a dedicated mouse port. 

Gateway turns you into a serial killer. 

Inside your Dell Dimension°" XPS PC is a #9GXE video card 

that will give you the ride of your life. 

This fast and versatile video card uses the VL-Bue and 

ultra high-speed video RAM to deliver 26 million WINMARKS. 

That's ten million more than you'll get from the ATI UltraPro 

VLB card that's found in comparably 

equipped Gateway machines! 

But raw speed is just part of the Dell 

Dimension XPS story. 

The Dell Dimension XPS's #9GXE 

video engine can be accessed on-screen 

via a control panel that allows you to 

configure a host of powerful utilities— from 

time-saving "hot keys" to a chameleon 

cursor—for total control of your desktop video environment. 

Add our optional 2MB RAM upgrade ( 1MB VRAM, 1MB 

DRAM) and you have the power to switch the #9GXE into a 

virtual screen with a resolution of 2048x1024 pixels. 

This versatile add-in effectively gives you the desktop 

equivalent of two monitors. So you can have two full-size 

applications like Excel and PageMaker displayed side-by-side. 

The virtual screen allows you to seamlessly pan across 

your monitor from application to application. 

When you need a closer view of your work, just press a "hot 

key" and you can zoom in and out of your screen with up to 

four levels of magnification*. 

When it comes to video and video-related utilities, Dell 

Dimension XPS PCs are your ticket to ride. 

o 

o 

Millions al WINMARKSt 

'W/AMTRKS anvils/ one 
ter« Dell/eaves Gateway 
behind. Were as much 

as 62% faster. 

DELL DIMENSION X PS. 
PCs DESIGNED FOR THE HIGH 

PERFORMANCE USER. 

TO ORDER, CALL 

800-289-1450 
HOURS: MON.FRI 7AM-9PM CT SAT 10AM.6PM CT SUN 12PM-5PM CT 

IN CANADA,CAll 800-668.3021. PLEASE REFERENCE #11 EM 

cache. 'L-Bus is a trademark of Video Electrtmics Samdards Association. Dell disclaims propmtary interest in tie marks and names of others. 01993 Dell Computer Corporation. All rights reserved. 



FAST 
111111, 

DELL 

GATEWAY 

With faster access and nearly double the data transfer rate our double-spin CD ROM makes Gateway seem positively sluggish. 

Thanks to our multi-session CD 
technology, you can print to disk on as 

many as four different occasions, 
storing up to 100 color photographs in all. 

Gateway uses a 
spring mechanism 
to eject your disks. 
At Dell, we give 
you a motorized 
loading tray like 
you'd expect from 
a high-end CD 
player. The choice 
is yours. But if 
your CD disks 
could talk, we 
know which one 
they would 
choose. 

fo 

:nrir.. «Tr.-F.1i] 
rie 

t  I " 

Whistle while you work. Or tap your foot. 
Or sing along. Our audio center 

CD ROM software lets you play disc jockey 
while you carry on with the important 

work of the day. 

'Ali comparisons based on manufacturers specifications. The Dell CD ROM is the Panasonic 563. Gateway's CD ROM is either a LMSI CM2O5 or a Sony CDU-31A. Dell disclaims proprietary interest in the marks and names of 



Cs 
FAST CDs. 

153.6KB 300KB 

When you buy a Dell Dimension' XPS 450V or 

466V equipped with a CD ROM, you get a CD ROM 

drive that runs circles around Gateway's'. 

Our CD ROM drive gives you nearly twice the 

performance of Gateway's thanks to advanced double-

spin technology that doubles the transfer rate and 

helps to speed up access time. In short, it's faster. 

And that's just the start. 

Our drive has the automatic, push-button motorized 

tray you'd expect to find on a high-end CD player. So 

your CD disks glide in and out effortlessly. 

Gateway's has a manual spring-load reject, uh, eject 

button. It's still push-button, but your CDs dot* glide 

effortlessly. In fact, they don't glide at all. 

Ours is obviously a lot easier and more pleasant to 

use. And our CD ROM drive is built to last. 

Our CD ROM is Kodak Photo-CD compatible. Which 

means you can take advantage of the latest in CD 

technology and view photographs on your PC screen. 

What's more, our CD drive is multi-session.Which means 

you can print to the same CD on as many as four 

different occasions. Storing up to 100 pictures in all. 

Our CD ROM also comes with software that lets 

you play your favorite tracks from any audio CD disk. 

So you can listen to Mozart as you crunch numbers 

or bop along to the Beatles as you cruise your local BBS. 

So if you want the best CD ROM technology for 

your money, make a fast decision and call Dell today. 

After all, there's absolutely no reason why you 

should settle for a CD ROM that's behind the times. 

DELL DIMENSION XPS. 
PCs DESIGNED FOR THE HIGH 

PERFORMANCE USER. 

TO ORDER, CALL 

800-247-2106 
others. 01993 Dell Computer Corporation. AU riets reserved. 

HOURS. MON-FRI 7AM.9PM CT SAT 10AM.6PM CT SUN 12PM.SPM CT 

IN CANADA, CALL 800-668-3021. PLEASE REFERENCE #1 1 EAG 



PERFORMANCE 
MACHINES THAT BLOW THE 

GATES OFF GATEWAY. 

DELL DIMENSION 486/335 
i486 SX 33MHz SYSTEM 

$1,499 
• BUSINESS LEASE-: $55/MO. 

• 4MB RAM 

• 64MB MAX RAM 
• 170MB ( 17ms) HARD DRIVE 

• UPGRADEABLE PROCESSOR 

• 6 16-BIT ISA EXPANSION SLOTS AVAILABLE 

• ACCELERATED LOCAL BUS VIDEO 
• ULTRASCAN" 14C MONITOR 

(14", 1024 x 768, . 28mm, NI) 

• DUAL DISKETTE DRIVES (3.5" AND 5.25") 
• 101-KEY KEYBOARD 

• MS-DOS" 6.0/MICROSOFT• WINDOWS' 3.1/MOUSE 

ALSO AVAILABLE IN 33MHz 1486 DX FOR $ 1,999, 
BUSINESS LEASE: $74/MO. SYSTEM INCLUDES 
ABOVE, PLUS: 8MB RAM, 230MB ( 17ms) HARD DRIVE 
AND ULTRASCAN 15FS MONITOR ( 15", 1024 x 768, 
.28mm, NI). 

DELL DIMENSION XPS. 
PCs DESIGNED FOR THE HIGH 

PERFORMANCE USER. 

DELL DIMENSION XPS 450V 
i486 DX2 50MHz SYSTEM 

$2,199 
• BUSINESS LEASE: Sal/MO 
• 8MB RAM 

• 64MB MAX RAM 
• 230MB ( 17ms) HARD DRIVE 

• 128KB EXTERNAL CACHE 
• UPGRADEABLE TO PENTIUM' OVERDRIVE' 

• 6 16-BIT ISA EXPANSION SLOTS AVAILABLE, 
1 ON VL-BUS 

• VL #9GXE VIDEO CARD 
• 1MB VIDEO RAM 

• ULTRASCAN 15FS MONITOR 
(15", 1024 x 768, . 28mm, NI) 

• ONE DISKETTE DRIVE 
• 101-KEY KEYBOARD 

• MS-DOS 6.0/MICROSOFT WINDOWS 3.1/MOUSE 

ALSO AVAILABLE IN 66MHz )486 DX2 FOR $2,599, 
BUSINESS LEASE: $96/MO. SYSTEM INCLUDES ABOVE, 
PLUS: 340MB ( 17ms) HARD DRIVE AND MULTI-SESSION, 
DOUBLE-SPIN CD ROM DRIVE. 

Now that you have been 
a witness to the impressive 
technological superiority the 

Dell XPS PCs wield over Gateway's machines, there are only two 
small decisions you have left to make. And they're both easy ones: 

Which Dell Dimension XPS PC is the right computer for you? 
And what kind of software would you like to go with it? 
That's right. You can order your software at the same time you 

order your Dell Dimension XPS. That way, you'll be up and 
running the minute you open the box and unpack your Dell XPS. 

Purchase any combination from 100 of the most popular and 
competitively priced MS-DOS and Windows applications and 
have them pre-loaded onto your machine for one low $ 15 

installation fee. Now that's a really good deal. 
And should you ever feel the need to add a 

peripheral, upgrade a software package or 

DELL DIMENSION XPS 466V 
MULTIMEDIA 
i486 DX2 66MHz SYSTEM 

$2,798 
• BUSINESS LEASE. $ 103/MO. 
• 8MB RAM 

• 64MB MAX RAM 

• 340MB ( 17ms) HARD DRIVE 
• 128KB EXTERNAL CACHE 

• UPGRADEABLE TO PENTIUM OVERDRIVE 
• 5 16-BIT ISA EXPANSION SLOTS AVAILABLE, 
1 ON VL-BUS 

• VL DIAMOND VIPER VIDEO CARD 
• 2MB VIDEO RAM 

• ULTRASCAN 15FS MONITOR 
(15", 1024 x 768, .28mm, NI) 

• ONE DISKETTE DRIVE 

• 101-KEY KEYBOARD 

• MULTI-SESSION, DOUBLE-SPIN CD ROM DRIVE 
• MS-DOS 6.0/MICROSOFT WINDOWS 3.1/MOUSE 

ALSO AVAILABLE IN 66MHz 1486 DX2 FOR $2,998, 
BUSINESS LEASE: $ 110/MO. SYSTEM INCLUDES 
ABOVE, PLUS: 450MB ( 12ms) IDE HARD DRIVE AND 
256KB EXTERNAL CACHE. 

order a new application, we're ready and able to help you there 
too. With DellWare7 A great selection of more than 2,400 

software and peripheral items that you can order direct from us at 
discount prices. And if you want your Dell Ware selections in a 
real hurry, well ship your order to you overnight for only $5 extra. 
For no charge at all, well send you a free DellWare catalog. 
Now if there's anything else we can do for you, just pick up 

the phone and call. 

DLL 
TO ORDER, CALL 

800-626-8261 
HOURS MON-FRI 7AM-9PM CT SAT IOAM-6PM CT SUN 12PM-SPM CT 

IN CANADA, CALL 800-668.3021. PLEASE REFERENCE I11EAH 

*Prices valid in the U.S. only. Some products and promotions not available in Canada. 'Leasing arranged by Leasing Group, Inc. The Intel Inside logo is a registered trademark and i4236, 

Pentium and Overdrive are trademarks of Intel Corporation. MS-DOS and Microsoft are regiaered trademarks and Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. Dell disclaims 
proprietary interest in the marks and names of others. 0/993 Dell Computer Corporation. Ah rights reserved. 
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Apple, SGI Blaze Video Trail 

TOM THOMPSON AND 

BEN SMITH 

N
ew computers from Ap-
ple and Silicon Graph-
ics signal the start of a 
new period for desktop 

systems: the era of video computing. 
Never before have video I/O and the 
processing of digital video been so 
tightly integrated into system hardware 
and software. By treating video like 
any other data type, such as text, graph-
ics, or audio, these systems open up 
more effective channels of communi-
cation among individuals and work-
groups. 

In fact, both Apple and SGI are po-
sitioning their new systems primarily 
as aids to improved business commu-
nication. The two companies are also 
avoiding the word multimedia, the 
meaning of which has become blurred. 
SGI calls its new technology digital 
media, while Apple has apparently 
latched onto the long-established term 
audio/visual, or AV. No matter what 
you call them, these systems are deliv-
ering on a key promise of multimedia: 
the seamless integration of all media 
types into a single box. 

Mac Audio, Mac Video 
The new breed of Mac not only con-
solidates new features into a desktop 
computer but also provides new ways 
for you to both work in the office and 
collaborate with other people, whether 
they're down the hall or across the country. Telephone services 
enable the Mac to call people, act as a speakerphone, send and re-
ceive faxes, and operate as a modem to access on-line services. 
Built-in live-video hardware lets you record and play back video 
and—with the telephone services—handle videoconferencing 
over a network or an ISDN line. Finally, sophisticated speech-
recognition technology allows you to direct the Mac by voice 
command, while a text-to-speech engine enables documents to be 
read out loud with 16-bit CD-quality stereo sound, freeing you to 

By integrating video and 

audio into their latest 

workstations, Apple and 

Silicon Graphics will change 

the way businesspeople 

communicate 

do other tasks as you listen. 
Two new Macs represent the 

vanguard of these integrated 
systems. The high-end system 
is the Quadra 840AV, which 
has a Quadra 800 chassis and a 
40-MHz 68040 processor. Al-
though Apple has not stated 
what the "AV" stands for, it's 
obvious that it implies audio/ 
video enhancements. At the low 

end, the Centris 660AV uses a Centris 610 chassis with a 25-
MHz 68040 processor. Both Macs use an AT&T 3210 DSP (dig-
ital signal processor) to handle most of the digital signal pro-
cessing in the systems. 
The Quadra 840AV's VRAM frame buffer for its built-in 

video can be expanded from 1 MB to 2 MB so that it supports 24-
bit color on 16-inch monitors and 16-bit color on 19- and 21-
inch ( 1152- by 870-pixel) monitors. This makes the Quadra 
840AV better suited for high-end graphics work than is the 
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Cover Story 

The Mac Quadra 840AV 

DB-25 SCSI --... 

Ethernet 

Sound out 

Sound in 

S-video out 

Monitor 

S-video in 

Nine-pin 
modem port 

Eight-pin printer/-
LocalTalk port 

Apple Desktop 
Bus connector 

Composite video in/out connectors 

The modular 
design of the 
Telecom 
Adapter lets 
you connect 
the AV Macs to any phone system 
while reducing cost. 

The Apple 
PlainTalk 
microphone is 
designed to 
focus on an 
area 18 to 30 
inches in front of it to help 
eliminate background noise 

v v V V -. V. 4 4 \.0 
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The video application (upper left) 
displays live video and captured 
video images. 
The Telephone application (right) 
uses the Telephone Manager to dial 
numbers and use the Mac as a full-
duplex speakerphone. 
The PlainTalk window ( lower left) 
indicates speech recognition is 
active. 

Quadra 800, whose 1 MB of VRAM lim-
its it to 16-bit pixels for 16-inch monitors 
and 8-bit pixels for larger monitors. The 
Centris 660AV has the same frame-buffer 
size as the Quadra 800 and so supports the 
same video depths. 

Prices were preliminary at press time, 
but a Quadra 840AV with a 230-MB hard 
drive will cost approximately $4500. A 
Centris 660AV with an 80-MB hard drive 
will cost about $2400. As usual, these 
prices don't include the cost of a monitor 
and keyboard, but you'll probably get 
away with a low-end Centris 660AV sys-
tem with a 14- inch monitor for roughly 
$3000. 

Video Is the Medium 
These AV Macs treat live video as just an-
other data type that's manipulated by the 
system and applications. Composite video 
and S-video input ports accept NTSC-, 
PAL-, or SECAM-format video signals 
from sources such as a video camera or 
VCR. Live 16-bit video at 30 frames per 
second (fps) appears in a draggable, re-
sizable window on the Mac's screen. A 
menu selection allows you to set the size of 
the window to 160 by 120 pixels, 320 by 
240 pixels, or full-screen (640 by 480 pix-
els maximum). 

Off-the-shelf chips from Philips digi-
tize the video, perform format conversions 
and color adjustments, and rescale the im-

age. The video data travels through the 
computer on a separate 64-bit bus, so it 
doesn't tie up the main processor bus. 
When live video is active, the Mac's frame 
buffer is halved; the Mac's screen graph-
ics are placed in one half and the digital 
video dropped into the other. An ASIC 
(application-specific IC) then melds the 
contents of both of the frame buffers into 
one screen image. A DAV (digital audio/ 
video) connector provides access to the 
video bus's raw digital video and sound. 
This connector is mounted in-line with a 
NuBus slot so that a NuBus board can tap 
into the DAV to perform data compres-
sion/decompression, encryption, or other 
processing. 

Issuing a Copy 
command from within 
a supplied Video Mon-
itor application cap-
tures a single video 
frame as a PICT image 
that can be pasted into 
documents, and Quick-
Time-savvy applica-
tions can create Quick-
Time movies of the 
incoming stream of 
video and sound. To 
get you started with 
recording movies, Ap-
ple will provide a ba-
sic video/audio capture 

Apple's Centris 660AV is based on a 25-MHz 
68040 CPU. 

application called FusionRecorder ( li-
censed from VideoFusion). 
The capture rate and quality of the 

QuickTime movie depend on whether 
you're saving to memory or to a hard drive, 
what the image size is, and what the com-
pression settings are. NTSC or PAL video 
can also be sent out S-video and compos-
ite video output ports. The Monitors Con-
trol Panel can redirect the video so that a 
TV connected to these video output con-
nectors can act as a monitor; this way, you 
can use a large-screen TV as an inexpen-
sive presentation device for a group. Or, 
by routing the video to a VCR, you caii 
"print" a business presentation or an ap-

plication demonstra-
tion to tape. 
You can use the AV 

Macs' built-in video to 
have a face-to-face 
conference with an-
other AV Mac user on 
an Ethernet LAN. To 
do this, however, the 
live-video image has 
to be small (typically 
160 by 120 pixels), the 
frame rate needs to be 
reduced to about 10 to 
15 fps (which is the 
low end of what's con-
sidered to be accept-
able viewing quality), 
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Now's 
The new OS/2® 2.1 lets you run the latest 
Windows' 3.1 applications, in addition to 
the DOS, Windows and OS/2 applications 

you're already running—almost any 
application in the PC universe. Now we've 
added TrueType fonts, select Windows 
applets, File Manager and Windows 3.1 printer 
and display driver support, including 32-bit 
seamless SVGA support. 

You'll also get Advanced Power Management 
(APM) support for portables, improved multimedia 
support, pen-based capabilities, CD-ROM and AS/400® 
terminal emulation support. Plus all the features 
that made.Version 2.0 an award-winner, like true 
pre-emptive multitasking, OS/2 Crash Protection" 
and the easy-to-use object-oriented Workplace ShellTTM 
interface. But now, you also get a new world 

of possibilities. 

run 
OS/2 2.1 is now also available on a single CD-ROM. 

It comes with exciting multimedia samplers, full-motion 
video demos and more. With our free demo diskette, 
you can find out even more about all the powerful z 
Call for your 
free demo 
diskette. 

There's no need to buy DOS and 11 indows to run 
DOS and Windows applications. 

Demand OS/2 2.1 preloaded 
on your next PC. 

features OS/2 2.1 has to offer. For your 
copy, to find out more about OS/2 2.1, or to 
order, call 1 800 3-IBM-0S2. In Canada, 

Introducing 
Version 2.1 

ur 
chance 
111111111111 

e 

Dos vh.i. 

I 
Maim Noble. 

»Mud 
WadersValis 

With OS/2 2.1 at the heart of your PC, you can run a world of DOS, 
Windows and OS/2 applications. 

call 1 800 465-7999. OS/2 2.1 is also available at your 
local software dealer. 

Operate at a higher level 

the 
world. 

IBM. AS/400 and OS/2 are registered trademarks and OS/2 Crash Protection. Workplace Shell and "Operate at a higher level" are trademarks 
of International Business Machines Corporation.Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. TrueType is a trademark of Apple Computer. Inc 
©1993 IBM Corp. 
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Quadra 840AV Motherboard 

Video interface 
controller 

AT&T 
DSP 

68040 
processor 

socket 

VRAM 
SIMM 
sockets 

DRAM 
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NuBus 
controller 

NuBus 90 Video format 
slots decoder 

Floppy drive 

controller 
Peripheral subsystems 

controller with DMA 
16-bit digital-

sound codec 

DAV 

connector 

Video ADC 
chips 

Digital video 

scaler 

Mu Rif unction 

VO controller 

and data compression has to be active to 
prevent saturating the network. Third-par-
ty software such as Electronic Studio's 
ES.F2F application mipplies an interactive 
storyboard and can share a foreground ap-
plication window. 

Making Connections 
The Quadra 840AV and the Centris 
660AV have an extensive built-in tele-
phone architecture termed GeoPort. A 
Telephone Manager lets AV Mac applica-
tions dial numbers and handle two-way 
voice connections so that the Mac can op-
erate as a full-duplex speakerphone. Con-
trol signals and digital data travel out an 
enhanced modem port to an adapter pod 
called the Telecom Adapter. This adapter 
pod contains the electronics that con-
nect the Mac to the phone line, pro-
vides clock signals, and handles AID 
conversions. This modular design re-
duces system cost while allowing the 
Mac to be connected to a variety of 
phone systems—especially important 
in overseas markets, where different 
telephone standards abound. 
A POTS (plain old telephone sys-

tem) adapter is available, and ISDN 
and digital PBX adapters will be 
available early next year. The modem 
port uses a new mini-DIN-9 connec-
tor (actually a mini-DIN-8 with an 
extra pin that supplies 5-V power to 

the adapter) that enables an incoming 
phone call to switch the Mac on. 

In addition to providing these telephone 
functions, an AV Mac can also operate as 
a V.32 modem and a fax machine. These 
capabilities are implemented as programs 
that run on the 3210 DSP, and new fea-
tures can be added later via a software up-
grade. The DSP handles all heavy-duty 
real-time digital processing, such as the 
modem, fax, speech-preprocessing, and 
audio operations. 

These functions don't have an impact 
on the main processor because the DSP 
has its own autonomous. real-time oper-
ating system, called the Apple Real Time 
Architecture, or ARTA. ARTA is a task 
witcher, jumping to a new DSP task every 

10 milliseconds. When handling CD-qual-
ity sound, ARTA task-switches every 5 
ms. Note that if you're using the Mac as a 
modem, this function consumes enough 
of the DSP's bandwidth (24 kHz) that you 
can't have CD-quality (44 kHz) sound gen-
eration at the same time. 
ARTA can also allocate idle time so that 

other non-real-time tasks, such as 3-D ren-
dering or image filtering, are able to use 
the DSP. The Sound Manager now sup-
ports I6-bit stereo sound formats at sample 
rates that range from 8 kHz to 48 kHz. 
The Telephone Manager, the Modem 

API, and the Sound Manager provide con-
sistent device-independent connections to 
these services for applications. Besides the 
DSP, nine DMA channels handle sound, 
SCSI, floppy drive, and serial I/O, reliev-
ing the processor of these jobs. The ARTA 
and the DMA channels are the first com-
ponents of the future microkemel, which is 
being added to the Mac OS in stages. 

Talk to Me 
PlainTalk Speech Recognition (well-
known by its code name, Casper) is a 
speaker-independent, natural-language, 
voice-recognition technology that is the 
result of five years of research by Apple's 
Advanced Technical Group. Speaker-
independent means that PlainTalk requires 
no operator training for its voice-recogni-
tion software to function. It uses the DSP 
to preprocess and then slice the speech-
input signal into 10-ms packets. These are 
sent to the 68040, which evaluates sever-
al hundred possible words simultaneously 
using a phonetic-based pattern-recogni-
tion search. 
A 60,000-word dictionary provides a 

word-matching reference, and back-prop-
agation logic prunes the low-probability 
matches to boost recognition speed. The 
reference words are a composite of 500 
speakers from all over North America, 
which eliminates the influence of accent on 
the recognition process. As you might ex-

pect, different dictionaries must be 
crafted for overseas users. 
A Control Panel lets you set recog-

nition tolerances (how much Plain-
Talk actually guesses at an utterance). 
It also allows you to set an identifier 
word (e.g., "Computer" or "Number 
1") to help PlainTalk discern a com-
mand directed at it, and you can indi-
cate if the identifier is not required 
for a user-specified period of time 
(i.e., if you're issuing a series of com-
mands, you use the identifier only 
once, at the start of the command se-
quence). 
Once PlainTalk recognizes a word 

MAC AV SPECIFICATIONS 
QUADRA 840AV 

• 40-MHz 68040 

• 8 MB of 60-ns RAM 

• Expandable to 128 MB of RAM 

• Three NuBus 90 slots 

• 230-MB hard drive 

• 2-MB ROMs 

• Built-in Ethernet 

• 66.67- MHz DSP 

CENTRIS 660AV 

• 25-MHz 68040 CPU 

• 8 MB of 70-ns RAM 

• Expandable to 68 MB of RAM 

• One 7-inch NuBus 90 slot 

• 80-MB hard drive 

• 2-MB ROMs 

• Built-in Ethernet 

• 55.5-MHz DSP 
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Welcome 
Everyone knows OS/2® gives you more applications to 
choose from. Now all you need is more space on your 
hard disk to load them all. Stacker® for OS/2 & DOS is 
your answer. Stacker lets you quickly and safely double 

full advantage of OS/2—and virtually any DOS, 
the capacity of your hard disk, so you can take 

Windows' and OS/2 application you want. 

safe with the leader in disk expansion technology. In fact, 
over four million people worldwide already trust their data 

You can install Stacker in minutes. 
  With Express or Custom Setup, you can 

automatically compress the data on the 
drive or customize the Stacker configu-

ration to fit your needs. And you can be sure your data is 

to patented Stacker LZSTM compression technology. 

expan in 
Stacker fully supports Boot 

there's full support 
figurations. And 
Dual Boot con-world Manager and 

for OS/2's extended 
attributes, too. The AutoProtecem feature detects disk errors at 
boot-up and immediately protects your Stacker volume. 
AutoRecovery" automatically repairs errors on the disk. And 
Stacki T Optimizer" even defragments a Stacker drive for 
optimal performance. 

NN, ith Stacker, you can get the most from your hard drive. And 
with OS/2 on it, you can get the most from your computer. To order 
or to find out more about OS/2 2.1 or Stacker for OS/2 & DOS, 
call 1 800 3-IBM-0S2. In Canada, call 1 800 465-7999. 

TM 

Operate at a higher level. 

of Stac 
With Stacker, doubling the capacity of you t 11.'1(1,11.i, is as 
easy as pie. 

IBM and OS/2 are registered trademarks and "Operate at a higher lever is a trademark of International Business Machines 
Corporation. Stac and Stacker are registered trademarks and LZS, AutoProtect, AutoRecovery and Stacker Optimizer are 

trademarks of Stac Electronics. Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. 1993 IBM Corp. 
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The lndy's most 
distirguishing external feature 

Ls the Int4Com Wre( t- t.)-digital camera with 
built-in microphone, mounted atop the monitor. 

or phrase, it consults a Speech Rules file 
and fires off the appropriate Apple Events. 
A QuicKeys component from CE Soft-
ware will be provided that lets PlainTalk 
invoke either AppleScripts or QuicKeys 
macros in response to a spoken command. 
The Rules file contains phrases that drive 
most Finder operations, such as opening 
and closing windows, volumes, and files. 
You can add your own rules to the file, 
perhaps making the phrase "Clean house" 
empty the Trashcan, or you can have a 
phrase execute an AppleScript file or Quic-
Keys macro that starts a complex sequence 
of operations. 

In addition, PlainTalk has a TTS (text-
to-speech) engine that translates text to 

synthesized speech. The TTS engine has 
numerous built-in rules for generating 
realistic synthetic speech. For example, 
it recognizes dollar amounts and dates 

and pronounces them correctly, and it 
raises the voice on the last word of a 
sentence ending with a question mark. 
The TTS engine doesn't require a 
DSP to operate; its output gets routed 
to the DSP, though, since the DSP 
handles all generated audio and thus 
reduces processor overhead. The qual-
ity of speech varies with the amount 
of memory that is available, and a 
male or female voice can be chosen. 

Via the Speech Manager API, any 
application can select a section of text 
or an entire document to be read 
aloud. Using it along with Plain-

Talk's Speech Recognition, you 
might ask an AV Mac to 

"get my E-mail and 
read it," which would 

start the execution of an 
AppleScript or QuicKeys macro. 

The script or macro would then launch 
a telecommunications 
application, connect 
to the on-line service, 
download your mes-
sages, launch a word 

processor application, open the message 
files, and read the messages out to you. 
The AV Macs provide new ways to 

communicate. First, they integrate the tele-
phone, a modem, and fax capabilities into 
a single desktop system. Next, they supply 
ready access to video for any application. 
Finally, PlainTalk allows you to work with 
your computer more easily and offers aid 
to the visually impaired. 

These features aren't add-ons—they're 
tightly integrated into the system. When 
the AV Macs become ubiquitous, users 
will discover new, effective ways to work 
(as in the last PlainTalk example), and to 
work with one another, no matter where 
they are. 

SCI's Digital Media 
SGI wants to redefine the user interface 
with what it calls digital media commu-
nications. Its latest workstation, the Indy, 
provides all the hardware and software 
you need for capturing and communicating 
with sound and image over a network or 
over a digital phone line. Prices for the 
Indy will start at $5000, and SGI expects to 
begin mass production this fall. Eventu-
ally, all SGI systems and upgrades will 
provide this capability standard. 
The digital media capabilities of this 

machine are particularly valuable to work-
groups that need to share images and film 
clips over wide geographical distances— 
for example, medical teams, distributed 
engineering and fabrication groups, and 
research teams that use video as a data 
source. But as this technology spreads 
across the boundaries of different net-
works, nearly every computer user will 
benefit from communicating with digital 
media. 

High-End Features 
Despite its advanced capabilities for cre-
ating and displaying information, the Mips 
R4000PC—based Indy is SGI's low-end 
system. Its most obvious feature is the In-
dyCam, a little digital color camera that 
sits atop the monitor. It looks more like a 
squashed Kodak Instamatic than the high-
tech device that it is, a direct-to-digital 
camera connected to the SGI digital video 
port. It provides a maximum of 512 by 
492 8-bit color pixels at 30 fps. It contains 
two SGI-designed ASICs for AD conver-
sion from the CCD (charge-coupled de-
vice), as well as the electronics for color 
balance, shutter speed, and color space 
conversion. The output format is a varia-
tion of the CCIR-601 digital standard al-
lowing for variable image sizes. 
SGI designed the IndyCam to provide 

an uncomplicated and inconspicuous video 
input for videoconferencing and quickly 
capturing images for attaching to mail mes-

sages. The resolution is high 
enough to capture text from a 
typewritten page, yet it can be 
set to capture only the color 
depth and image size that are 
necessary for a particular ap-
plication, thereby reducing the 
data- set size of the images 
without compression. Without 
the need for compression and 
decompression computations, 
the rate at which the frames can 
be handled is greatly increased. 
(You control the IndyCam's 
settings for image size, color, 
and contrast with tools that are 
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D132/2 44) 
IBM hits a high-tech home run. IBM DATABASE 
OS/2* (DB2/2") brings big league power and reliability 
to your mission-critical data. 
It's a new 32-bit OS/2 rela-
tional database for your 
desktop and client/server 
LAN workstations. 

With OS/2 2.1 as a power base, DB2/2 provides an 
industrial-strength relational database server that supports 
functions critical to database users—transaction manage-
ment, concurrency control, security, integrity and solid 
recovery functions. DB2/2 exploits the power and open 
architecture of OS/2. It supports industry-standard SQL 
and provides DB2 compatibility, allowing development of 
more portable database applications. 

DB2/2 takes a big lead in bringing more 
versatility to the entire enterprise. You 
can access DB2/2 data directly from 
your DOS, Windows' or OS/2 desk-
tops. For even more enterprise-wide 
information access, these same data-

base clients can also access 
IBM DB2: SQL/DS' and OS/400* 

databases by installing the 
DISTRIBUTED DATABASE 
CONNECTION 
SERVICES/2' (DDCS/2) 
gateway on top of the 
DB2/2 database servers. 

DB2/2 and DDCS/2 deliver the advanced, data-
base functions you'd expect from IBM Programming 
Systems, the people who invented relational database 
technology. So you know you're getting a reliable data-
base solution that puts your business first, second and 
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You can strike up the incredible power of D82/2 right 
from the OS/2 IfOrkplace Shell." 

third. To order or upgrade, or to find out more 
about OS/2 2.1 or DB2/2, call 1 800 3-IBM-0S2. 
In Canada, call 1 800 465-7999, ext. 850. 

Operate at a higher level'. 

IBM. OS/2, DB/2 and OS/400 are registered trademarks and Workplace Shell, IBM DATABASE 2, DB2/2, DISTRIBUTED 
DATABASE CONNECTION SERVICES/2, SOL/DS and "Operate at a higher level" are trademarks of International 
Business Machines Corporation Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. 1993 IBM Corp. 
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part of the Indy's user interface.) 
The IndyCam and digital video are only 

one of the possible paths for video input. 
You can feed analog video from a 
camcorder, videodisc player, or video cam-
era directly into the NTSC/PAL video or 
S-video port. The Indy uses Philips video-
processing components to convert the ana-
log video formats to YUV multiplexed 
digital video. 

SGI's IndyCam and analog video input 
processing are the most obvious indica-
tion of the digital media potential of the 
Indy, but they're not the key to the Indy's 
2-D image performance. Thanks to the 
enormous bandwidth (up to 267 MBps) of 
its graphics I/O bus and the technologi-
cally advanced graphics subsystem, the 
standard Indy can blast 32 million pixels to 
the screen memory in a second—enough 
to regenerate an entire 1280- by 1024-pix-
el screen 24 times in a second, or (more 
typical of video image resolution 640- by 
480-pixel frames at 50 fps. 

Note that the : ive-video image is not in 
a separate video memory or even main-
tained as a separate video signal; it is 
mapped right there in standard video buffer 
space. This lets you grab it along with any 
other elements of your screen image for 
inclusion in SGI's standard desktop im-
age capture and manipulation/translation 
programs. 
SGI claims that the X Window System 

graphics performance is 1.2 rrillion 10-
pixel lines in a second. This is even greater 
performance than that of Sun's recently 
announced optional GX and TurboGX-
plus graphics accelerator boards, which, 
by Sun's claims, are only 480 thousand 

lines per second and 1 million lines per 
second, respectively. 
The baseline Indy 3-D graphics perfor-

mance is not quite up to the level of the 
unenhanced SGI Indigo, according to the 
company. SGI has focused the Indy's per-
formance on handling images and 2-D ob-
jects. If you want, you can order your Indy 
with the optional 24-bit color 3-D graphics 
accelerator board, which will run you 
roughly an additional $2500. (The base 
Indy simulates 24-bit color by hardware-
implemented dithering.) 
The Indy has the same audio subsystem 

as the Indigo: four-channel stereo input 
and output with 16-bit sampling rates rang-
ing from 8 kHz to 48 kHz. The sound-
sampling manipulation speed and resolu-
tion exceed those of CD recordings. The 
audio system is centered on the Motorola 
DSP 56001 chip. 
The Indy has ports for two-channel dig-

ital audio. digital audio out, analog audio 
in ( microphone), and analog audio out 
(stereo headphones). As with the Indy-
Cam, the microphone and headphones 
come with the system. 

Like any other SGI computer, the Indy 
comes with no standard floppy drive. But 
the optional drive is a 20-MB 31/2-inch flop-
tical drive that can read and write Macin-
tosh and PC floppy disks directly, as well 
as read and write standard Unix tar and 
cbio formats. 
As if ir. anticipation of the data super-

highway, the Indy has ISDN among the 
many digital -media device ports. Other 
not-so-standard I/O connectors that come 
with the system are 3-D stereo glasses and 
10Base-T Ethernet (as well as the old 25-

pin AU! [attachment 
unit interface]). An 
R4000SC CPU with 
1 MB of secondary 
cache is an option. 

MultiSensory User 
Interface 
The Indy's sophisti-
cation becomes ap-
parent once you boot 
the system and begin 
to use it. The term 
standard user inter-
face has taken on 
new dimensions: 
voice and video, not 
only for output but 
also for input. The 
Indy interface is per-
haps more appropri-
ately referred to as an 
SUI ( multiSensory 
User Interface) than 

as a GUI. SGI calls its new user interface 
Indigo Magic. 
The microphone that comes with your 

Indy is not just for creating cute voice mes-
sages to embed in your documents; it's 
also for controlling your system and the 
applications that run on it. Speech recog-
nition/voice control will have no limit on 
the number of words in the speaker-inde-
pendent vocabulary. You should find that 
a vocabulary of 300 or fewer words will 
produce an instantaneous response from 
the system. The commands need not be 
limited to single-word utterances. The 
voice recognition can learn to improve as 
it acquires experience with variations in 
the pronunciation of the words. 
The voice recognition is a Silicon 

Graphics implementation of a technology 
developed by Scott Instruments of Den-
ton, Texas. The SGI developer's kit in-
cludes libraries for implementing voice 
recognition and control that programmers 
can include in their SGI applications. 
The voice-command input may be the 

most exotic addition to the SGI user in-
terface, but it is not the most important: 
The entire Motif-based SGI graphics work-
space and tools have moved up to a new 
level of refinement. The new user inter-
face looks like a combination of Hewlett-
Packard's VUE, Solbourne's virtual desk-
top, a little of NextStep, and a lot of the 
Mac. The goal was to combine an envi-
ronment familiar to Mac users moving 
to SGI with the best features of the Unix 
interface. 
SGI knows that many of its worksta-

tion users are not Unix system adminis-
trators. But since workstations tend to be 
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Where 4, 
CA-Unicenter 
When the mission is critical, you can't go soft on stability 
and reliability. Especially when LANs are at the center of 
your information processing solution. That's the thinking 
at 1111' \ en core of OS/2: Now Compiler Associates adds 

--
There's no need to 
break out of your shell: 
the CA-Unicenter 
graphical user inter-

face exploits the OS/2 
Workplace har 

core . 
protection. 

to those strengths, putting a distributed client/server spin 
on OS/2 systems management, and raising it to the li.‘ 1.1 
of host environments. Even surpassing them. 

CA-Unicenter for OS/2 builds on the reliability, 
stability and productivity of mainframe systems manage-

.  ment, taking full advantage 
of the expertise and teehnol-

e wers 
ogy gained from more than 15 years experience. It com-
bines industrial strength security management, work load 

management, problem management, console manage-
ment and file management into one powerful, unified 
solution. And since it brings many familiar management 
features from your mainframe, CA-Lnicenter for OS/2 
protects your existing staff and reduces the need for new 
staff, making it a highly eost-effective solution. too. 

With such rock-solid systems management. you 
could say CA-1 nicenter for OS/2 takes operating at a 
higher level to an even higher level. To order or to find 
out more about OS/2 2.1 or CA-Unicenter for OS/2, call 

1 800 3-IBM-0S2. ln Canada. call 1 800 465-7999. 

Operate at a higher level:" 

IBM and OS/2 are registered trademarks and Workplace SheP and Operate at a higher level are trademarks of 
International Business Machines Corporation © 1993 IBM Corp 
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DON'T BE 
EXPENS 

DELL 425s/L 
i486 SX 25MHz SYSTEM 

$1,499 
• Business Lease': $55/MO. 
• 4MB RAM 
• 120MB ( 17ms) Hard Drive 
• 3 ISA Expansion Slots 
• Upgradeable to Pentium Technology 
• Accelerated Local Bus Video 
• SVGA 10241 Monitor 

(14'; 1024 x 768, .28mm) 
• One Diskette Drive ( 3.5" or 5.25") 
• MS-DOSS 6.0/Microsoft®WindowsTm 3.1/ 
Mouse 

• High Performance Windows Drivers 
• Embedded System Diagnostics 

DELL 433s/L 
i486 SX 33MHz SYSTEM 

$1,799 
• Business Lease: $67/MO. 
• 4MB RAM 
• 170MB ( 17ms) Hard Drive 
• 3 ISA Expansion Slots 
• Upgradeable to Pentium Technology 
• Accelerated Local Bus Video 
• UltraScanTm 14C Monitor 

(14'; 1024 x 768, .28mm, NI) 
• One Diskette Drive ( 3.5" or 5.25") 
• MS-DOS 6.0/Microsoft Windows 3.1/ 
Mouse 
• High Performance Windows Drivers 
• Embedded System Diagnostics 

DELL 433/1 
i486 DX 33MHz SYSTEM 

$1,999 
• Business Lease: $74/MO. 
• 4MB RAM 
• 170MB ( 17ms) Hard Drive 
• 3 ISA Expansion Slots 
• Upgradeable to Pentium Technology 
• Accelerated Local Bus Video 
• UltraScan 14C Monitor 

(14'; 1024 x 768, .28mm, NI) 
• One Diskette Drive ( 3.5" or 5.25") 
• MS-DOS 6.0/Microsoft Windows 3.1/ 
Mouse 
• High Performance Windows Drivers 
• Embedded System Diagnostics 

DELL MULTIMEDIA 450/1 
i486 DX2 50MHz SYSTEM 

$2,498 
• Business Lease: $92/MO. 
• 4MB RAM 
• 230MB ( 17ms) Hard Drive 
• Upgradeable to Pentium Technology 
• Accelerated Local Bus Video 
• UltraScan 14C Monitor 

(14'; 1024 x 768, .28mm, NI) 
• One Diskette Drive (3.5" or 5.25") 
• MS-DOS 6.0/Microsoft Windows 3.1/ 
Mouse 
Internal CD ROM 
• High Performance Windows Drivers 
• Embedded System Diagnostics 

DELL 450/M 
i486 DX2 50MHz SYSTEM 

$2,899 
• Business Lease: $ 107/MO. 
• 8MB RAM 
• 320MB ( 17ms) Hard Drive 
• 6 ISA Expansion Slots 
• Upgradeable to Pentium Technology 
• Accelerated Local Bus Video with 
1MB Video RAM 
• UltraScan 15FS Monitor 

(15'; 1024 x 768, .28mm, NI) 
• One Diskette Drive (3.5" or 5.25") 
• MS-DOS 6.0/Microsoft Windows 3.1/ 
Mouse 
• High Performance Windows Drivers 
• Embedded System Diagnostics 

DELL 466/M 
i486 DX2 66MHz SYSTEM 

$3,199 
• Business Lease: $ 118/MO. 
• 8MB RAM 
• 450MB ( 12ms) Hard Drive 
• Upgradeable to Pentium Technology 
• Accelerated Local Bus Video with 
1MB Video RAM 
• UltraScan 15FS Monitor 

(15'; 1024 x 768, .28mm, NI) 
• One Diskette Drive (3.5" or 5.25") 
• MS-DOS 6.0/Microsoft Windows 3.1/ 
Mouse 
• High Performance Windows Drivers 
• Embedded System Diagnostics 

'Cluarantees available in USA only for registered owners of Dell Performance Series systems purchased after 7/1/92. For a complete copy, please call our TechFax' line at 1-800-950-1329 or 

products and promotions not available in Canada or Mexico. 'Leasing arranged by Leasing Group, Inc. MS-DOS and Microsoft are registered trademarks and Windows is a trademark t,f Microsoft Corporation. 

me marks and r.ames of others. ©1993 Dell Computer Corporation. All rights reserved. 



FOOLED BY 
IMITATIONS. 

DELL 450/ME 
i486 DX2 50MHz SYSTEM 

$3,499 
• Business Lease: $ 129/MO. 
• 8MB RAM • 450MB ( 12ms) HD 
• 128KB SRAM Cache 
• 4 EISA/2 ISA Expansion Slots 
• Upgradeable to Pentium Technology 
• Accelerated Local Bus Video with 
1MB Video RAM 
• UltraScan 15FS Monitor 

(15'; 1024 x 768, .28mm, NI) 
• One Diskette Drive (3.5" or 5.25") 
• MS-DOS 6.0/MicrosoftWindows 3.1/ 
Mouse 
• High Performance Windows Drivers 
• Embedded System Diagnostics 

DELL 466/ME 
i486 DX2 66MHz SYSTEM 

$3,849 
• Business Lease: $ 139/MO. 
• 16MB RAM • 450MB ( 12ins) HD 
• 128KB SRAM Cache 
• 4 EISA/2 ISA Expansion Slots 
• Upgradeable to Pentium Technology 
• Accelerated Local Bus Video with 
1MB Video RAM 
• UltraScan 15FS Monitor 

(15': 1024 x 768, .28mm, NI) 
• One Diskette Drive (3.5" or 5.25") 
• MS-DOS 6.0/Microsoft Windows 3.1/ 
Mouse 
• High Performance Windows Drivers 
• Embedded System Diagnostics 

DELL 433/T 
i486 DX 33MHz SYSTEM 

$2,999 
• Business Lease: $ 111/MO. 
• 8MB RAM • 450MB ( 12ms) HD 
• 128KB SRAM Cache 
• 8 ISA Expansion Slots 
• Upgradeable to Pentium Technology 
• Accelerated Local Bus Video with 
1MB Video RAM 
• UltraScan 15FS Monitor 

(15'; 1024 x 768, .28mm, NI) 
• One Diskette Drive (3.5" or 5.25") 
• MS-DOS 6.0/Microsoft Windows 3.1/ 
Mouse 
• High Performance Windows Drivers 
• Embedded System Diagnostics 

DELL 466/T 
i486 DX2 66MHz SYSTEM 

$3,399 
• Business Lease: $ 126/MO. 
• 8MB RAM • 450MB ( 12ms) HD 
• 128KB SRAM Cache 
• 8 ISA Expansion Slots 
• Upgradeable to Pentium Technology 
• Accelerated Local Bus Video with 
1MB Video RAM 
• UltraScan 15FS Monitor 

(15'; 1024 x 768, .28mm, NI) 
• One Diskette Drive ( 3.5" or 5.25") 
• MS-DOS 6.0/Microsoft Windows 3.1/ 
Mouse 
• High Performance Windows Drivers 
• Embedded System Diagnostics 

write Dell USA L.P., 9505 Arboretum Blvd., Austin TX 78759-7299. Attention Çruarantees.*Prices valid in the U.S. only. Some 

The Intel Inside logo is a registered trademark and i486 and Pentium are naderncirla of Intel Corporation. Dell disclaims proprietary interest in 

Here are just a few of the latest and 

greatest Dell systems. By the time we're 

done custom configuring, you could have 

quite a few more affordable options ... 

9,990 to be precise. 

But we don't stop at great systems 

and great choices at great 

prices. We also give you 

some of the greatest 

service and support in 

the industry. If you ever 

need support you can call us 24 hours a 

day, seven days a week. If needed, we'll 

send a trained technician the next 

business day, guaranteed: And with Dell 

ReadyWare you can choose from a 

selection of over 100 different 

applications which can be pre-loaded 

for one small $15 installation fee. Saving 

you time, energy and aggravation. Not 

to mention money. 

Now let's talk accessories. No matter 

what else you want with your system, 

you can probably get it through Dell. 

In fact, you can order over 2,400 items 

from our free Dell Ware" catalog. 

Just one toll-free call is all it takes to 

get these systems and practically all the 

other computer options you could need. 

None of those expensive companies 

can even come close to imitating that. 

DOLL 
TO ORDER, CALL 

800-545-1583 
HOURS MON-FRI 7AM-9PM CT SAT 10AM-6PM CT SUN 12PM-SPM CT 

IN CANADA!' CALL 800-668-3021. IN MEXICO car 228-7811. 111W 



State of the Art 

PUBLISH IT ELECTRONICALLY 
You know there's more information locked in your documents than you're using. Electronic publishing 

is your key to opening up and circulating your organizational know-how. 

CARY LU 



It's fashionable these days to talk about 
knowledge workers—the people whose 

knowledge drives modern organizations. 
But how do many organizations distribute 
that know-how for internal or external con-
sumption? Mostly through paper docu-
ments, routing slips, and filing cabinets. 

Electronic publishing changes all that. 
Whether through a client/server system or 
on CD-ROMs, electronic publishing lets 
you build, circulate, and enhance your or-
ganizational knowledge base with greater 
speed and flexibility than ever was possi-
ble with paper. 

Paper is easy to read but often impossi-
ble to find a week later, never mind a year 
later. With an electronic document data-
base, however, you can search and retrieve 
a file often in a few seconds using common 
indexing and retrieval software, such as 
ZyLab's ZyIndex. 

But publishing your data electronical-
ly is not a trivial matter. Before you can 
distribute your documents electronically, 
you have to digitize your paper documents, 
index them and your digital documents for 
search and retrieval operations, and en-
sure that these electronic documents can be 
read across platforms and applications. 
You also have to figure out how to inte-
grate data from external sources, such as 
commercial CD-ROMs or on-line services. 
You even have to devise strategies to com-
pensate for the idiosyncrasies of the indi-
vidual components in your electronic pub-
lishing system. 
A one-size-fits-all solution to these prob-

lems does not exist. And none may ever 
exist because each organization has dif-
ferent needs and processes for getting the 
job done. Yet solutions to several of the 
technological barriers to electronic pub-
lishing have emerged. Document-exchange 
formats, for instance, have evolved from 
plain ASCII into formats that let you cre-
ate files that retain the look and feel of the 

original document across any platform or 
application. You can even embellish your 
cross-platform documents with audio, 
graphics, and full-motion video. 

Electronic publishing means bringing 
together a wide range of technologies, such 
as image scanners, indexing software, and 
computerized conferencing systems. Its 
challenges require you to meld and adapt 
individual component strategies to create 
a better whole. When implemented, elec-
tronic publishing gives you the keys that 
unlock all the information in your docu-
ments, information that you couldn't find 
before or even knew that you had. 

Imaging Your Documents 
Key to building an in-house publishing 
arm is the ability to get existing paper-
based documents and those that arrive 
daily onto your computer. Document-
imaging systems, with about 100,000 
users, according to BIS Strategic Deci-
sions (Norwell, MA), a research and mar-
keting-analysis consulting firm, are the 
most common method of achieving this 
goal in use today. 

Imaging systems essentially emulate 
microfiche and microfilm. With an imag-
ing system, you pass a paper document 
through a scanner that renders it digital. 
Your system then stores on disk a bit-
mapped image of the document. While 
scanning, you enter keywords to help you 
retrieve the document later. 
The problem with the imaging-system 

approach is that your main storage con-
sists only of images, not computer-read-
able text. Consequently, you cannot use 
your computer to search the text of docu-
ments for any reference. You can fmd only 
the keywords that you used to categorize 
documents. And without a specific, well-
designed list of keywords, you can end up 
with a massive amount of imaged docu-
ments and not have a clue as to what kind 

of content they contain. 
But imaging systems have their place. 

Large companies often use imaging sys-
tems for processing high volumes of rou-
tine yet critical documents, such as sup-
plier invoices. The benefit of being able 
to retrieve paperwork in minutes instead of 
days is obvious—time is money. 
The Coster:, retail store chain in Kirk-

land, Washington, uses a large-scale imag-
ing system based on software from Optika 
Imaging Systems (Colorado Springs, CO) 
for processing invoices. Vince Carney, 
Costco's assistant controller, says that 
Costco's imaging system has cut the com-
pany's cost of processing invoices in half. 
"A large department store I visited still 
uses microfilm for their invoices," says 
Carney. "They spend five times the money 
for one-fifth the work." 

Although most imaging system soft-
ware runs on large-scale computers, sev-
eral products, such as KeyFile's (Nashua, 
NH) KeyFile and Westbrook Technolo-
gies' (Westbrook, CT) FileMagic, run on 
desktop computers on either a network or 
stand-alone basis. Both run on PCs. 

Bridging Images and Data 
The bridge between the traditional "pure" 
imaging system and a computer file man-
ager is OCR (optical character recog-
nition). An OCR system consists of a 
scanner to image text and software that 
translates text into a computer-readable 
format. Among the better-known OCR 
programs are OmniPage Professional from 
Caere (Los Gatos. CA) and TypeReader 
from ExperVision (San Jose, CA). 
OCR systems do an excellent job pro-

ducing computer-readable files from 
cleanly printed documents that are mini-
mally formatted, such as legal contracts. 
But, highly formatted documents, such 
as a newsletter or a manufacturer's tech-
nical brief, resist easy processing. One 

Publish It Electronically 
Electronic publishing breaks the barriers 
between the information in your documents 
and those who need the data 94 

Unlocking Data's Content 
Document-coding techniques unlock 
the information content sealed inside your 
documents 111 

Documentation Goes Digital 
Documentation is going digital. 
Just watch out if you want to publish 
it yourself 121 
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State of the Art Publish It Electronically 

The Input and Output of Electronic Publishing 
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reason for this is OCR programs cannot 
distinguish between two columns of text 
and a table with two columns. Your OCR 
operator has to decide which it is and in-
struct the program accordingly. 

Another problem with OCR is that it 
requires a good deal of manual checking 
and reworking to ensure that all the infor-
mation in a document has been scanned 
into your computer properly. As a result, 
many organizations have given up on OCR 
as an input method. Terry Butler, manag-
er of automated systems for Financial Sys-
tems Products (Seattle, WA), the company 
that installed Costco's imaging system, 
notes that only one of the company's more 
than 100 clients uses OCR. 
Some organizations look for a middle 

ground by storing both the bit-mapped im-
age and the OCR results. In this scheme, 
you inspect what the OCR creates during 
the scanning process to ensure that it stores 
enough information so that keyword re-
trieval is possible later on. Corrections, if 
necessary, are made manually. Any other 
OCR error arising from, say, a poor-qual-
ity copy, a handwritten note on the page, or 
a hair across the image is ignored. Later, 
when you retrieve the document, you can 
switch to the imaged version whenever 
the OCR text isn't intelligible. But dou-
ble storage means that you have to main-

tain capacious disk drive, magnetic tape, or 
optical-storage units, regardless of the fact 
that you can almost always compress the 
bit-mapped image to save storage space. 

"What's missing," says Mary Bamford, 
an analyst at BIS Strategic Decisions. "is 
the ability of people on a broad scale to 
understand when to use OCR. [What's 
needed is] intelligent OCR, not for reading 
printed text but ' for identifying] the type of 
document and [applying] the correct read-
ing technology." 

Serge Blanc, vice president of engi-
neering for Caere, responds that newer 
OCR programs are adding document-
analysis features, but the human element 
will remain essential because paper docu-
ments come in so many forms. "If you 
scan a financial document, the program 
could identify and automatically create a 
spreadsheet," says Blanc. "But for which 
spreadsheet application? What is the file-
name? A completely automatic process 
will create a new set of problems." 

Indexing and Retrieval 
Once you have determined how to input 
paper-based data into your electronic pub-
lishing system, you will need a way to in-
dex and retrieve your information. Al-
though many products can handle full-text 
searches to find and retrieve files, locat-

ing information on your multimegabyte 
knowledge base is not a trivial matter. 

Retrievals of no more than a few sec-
onds are possible with a product such as 
Odyssey Development's ( Denver, CO) 
Isys, because it creates an index for the 
document and supports both full-text and 
Boolean-search strategies to locate files. 
For example, a Boolean search lets you 
find every instance of the word inventory 
within 50 words of the word problem. 

Unfortunately, full-text and Boolean 
searches break down when you search 
through a large number of files. For ex-
ample, unless you are a skilled searcher, 
your query is likely to return too many doc-
uments, and generally you have no way to 
filter out the documents of interest except 
by inspecting each document one at a time. 
Additionally, you never know if you have 
found every document of interest to you. 
The greatest problem with searching for 

information is human. "The native ambi-
guity of language leads us to describe what 
we are searching for in different ways," 
says Matthew Koll, CEO of Personal Li-
brary Software ( Rockville, MD). "If you 
ask book indexers to index the same docu-
ment two weeks apart, they will use dif-
ferent index words." According to Koll, 
one way to compensate for this is to have 
two people do the search so that you will 
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have two sets of results to compare. 
Relevance-ranking retrieval systems try 

to speed file access by offering the most 
likely documents first. Verity's (Moun-
tain View, CA) Topic and Personal Li-
brary Software's WPL (Windows Person-
al Librarian) attempt to determine the 
relative level of a document's usefulness 
based on the search information you pro-
vided. 
Of the two programs, Topic has been 

more widely licensed to other companies. 
It uses a knowledge-based retrieval sys-
tem with lookup definitions that an expert 
(e.g., an employee, a consultant, or a com-
mercial information-processing vendor) 
on the subject prepares. 
WPL achieves its ranking by several 

statistical criteria, such as checking how 
often a word is found in association with 
other words. For example, if you are look-
ing up serial port, WPL will check asso-
ciations to search for RS-232 as well. 

Audio/Visual Indexing 
Today, all indexing and retrieval methods 
deal only with text. They typically run on 
network servers rather than local clients 
because creating an index is resource-
intensive. Thus far, you can retrieve other 
media—audio, graphics, and full-motion 
video—only through keywords. 

Voice recognition remains a difficult 
challenge. Today's microcomputers don't 
have the power to process the input and 
output of voice signals and the related al-
gorithms that voice recognition requires. In 
particular, speech recognition stumbles on 
error and noise correction, and it has trou-
ble differentiating between phonemes, such 

as b and p. 
Nevertheless, voice recognition is man-

ageable, according to Cliff Reid, executive 
vice president at Verity. "There isn't a tech-
nology barrier to audio," he says, provided 
enough computing power is brought to bear 
on the problem. Music usually only needs 
identification for retrieval from a library of 
recordings. Similarly, many ambient sounds 
may only need labeling for time and place 
rather than analysis of contents. 

Indexing and retrieving visual informa-
tion is truly difficult, according to Reid. 
Several research organizations, such as 
MIT's Media Lab, have been investigating 
ways to index and retrieve graphics and 
video by shape and color, but no commer-
cial products have yet been marketed. 
IBM hopes to offer the first commer-

cial video search-and-retrieval product by 
year's end. Currently in beta test, IBM's 
Ultimedia Manager/2 is said to give your 
IBM PS/2—class machine ( with at least 8 
MB of RAM and running OS/2 2.1) the 

ability to search and retrieve images based 
on their color, texture, shape, and layout. 
According to IBM, Ultimedia will also let 
you analyze, annotate, classify, identify, 
and sort images by their content. It re-
portedly can recognize such simple shapes 
as triangles, circles, and squares, as well as 
complex forms such as a fish or a tree. 

Ultimedia Manager/2 is a relational da-
tabase that stores information on image 
color, texture, shape, and layout. It sup-
ports a wide range of image formats. in-
cluding PCX, TIFF, and Targa, and you 
can use it to build and link image libraries 
to common database formats, such as 
DB2/2, dBase, and Oracle, allowing you to 
link text information to each image. 
Once you build your image library, you 

can use Ultimedia Manager/2 to create 
sample pictures and query by image con-
tent. For example, you can set up a visual 
query by dragging and dropping colors and 
textures into an image window. Queries 
match the colors, layout, shapes, and tex-
tures you specify against the image data-
base. To avoid receiving, say, every square 
figure in your image database, you can 
weigh individual elements of your query 
and limit the amount of matches displayed. 
You can use standard text queries to find 
images by the database records to which 
you have linked them. continued 
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It all started 
when you asked them 
to share an HP Lasedet 



printer. 
HP's JetDirect card solves the problems of shared printing. 
Shared printing has been a great way to 
make the most of your resources. Un-
fortunately, it also made printing 
a hassle. Until now. 

With HP's JetPrint utility, printing 
status is delivered to each user's PC. 

This powerful Windowebased utility 
for Novell Netware networks, included 
with HP's JetDirect card, provides users 
easy access to printer information. 
Users no longer have to jog over to the 
printer to check on job status. Just a 
simple click of the mouse and they can 
find out everything they need to know: 

• Online/offline. 
• Paper out/paper jam. 
• Toner low. 
• Printer cover open. 
• Print job queues and 
priorities. And more. 

NetWare 
Tested and 
Approved 

No more hassles for them. No more 
complaints for you. 

And no more network performance 
degradation or PC parallel-port bottle-
necks. Print data zips along. Even 
graphics move along at breakneck 
speed. Network printer performance 
is maximized. It just doesn't get any 
bett er. Or faster. 

HP's JetDirect card makes your 
printer easy to manage. 

How easy? Installation takes just min-
utes. And implementation is a breeze. 

HP's JetAdmin utility provides remote 
management capabilities for Novell 
networks. Now printers can be placed 
anywhere on your network. Users can 
even automatically download Windows 
drivers for most popular PC applica-
tions. Which all makes the HP JetDirect 
card the preferred solution. With users. 
And with people like you. 

Next time you buy an HP LaserJet 
printer, get an HP JetDirect card. 
Call 1-800-533-1333, Ext. 7569. 

After all, why suffer with problems, 
when HP offers the perfect solution? 

HP JetDirect Card 
HP Printer Compatibility: 
JetDirect Cards - 
LaserJet 4Si, 4Si MX, 4,111Si, III, IIID, II, IlD • 
PaintJet XL300, DeskJet 1200C • DesignJet, 
DesignJet 600, 650C 

JelDirect EX Interface - 
LaserJet HP, HP plus, HIP, 4L • other HP 
peripherals with a parallel port 

Network Topologies: 
Ethernet (IEEE 802.3): 10Base-T, 10Base2 • 
Token Ring (4/16 Mbps) • Apple LocalTalk 

Network Operating Systems*: 
Novell Netware' • Microsoft' LAN Manager • 
Windows for Workgroups • Windows NT • 
IBM LAN Server • HP-UX, SunOS, Solaris, SCO 
UNIX." • Apple EtherTalk • Apple LocalTalk 

Supports Industry-standard SNMP-
based network management software. 

'Multiple network operating systems are supported simulta-

neously with the HPJetDirect card when installed into an 
IIP LaserJet 4Si or 4Si MX printer. 
'Only NOS supported by JetDirect EX interface. 
Not supported with Token Ring topology. 

(41 HEWLETT PACKARD 

UNIX is a registered trademark of UNIX System Laboratories Inc. in the U.S.A. and other countries. Microsoft is a U.S 
registered trademark and Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. RND007. 011193 Hewlett-Packard Company 
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Ultimedia Manager/2 Retrieves Pictures by Colors 
IBM's Ultimedia Manager/2, currently in beta test, enables you to store, classify, annotate, 
and retrieve pictures by color, shape, and texture. 

This line tells you where you are in 
the Ultimedia Manager/2 database. 
Here, you are in the color-selection 

database. 

This identifies the 
location of the color-

selection database. 
CAPETERY.CLS is the 

name of the directory 
that contains all   
color, texture, and 
shape databases. 
"Color" is the name 
of a subdirectory in 
which swatches of 

color are stored in 
such files as 
"color.dbf." 

You define what is 

the proper shade of 
the color you're 
looking for by 

framing it in. You can 
then drag the image 
to an Example Image 
Window ( not shown) 
to query your color 

database. 

View 

Clicking on View pulls down a menu of tools for controlling the 
amount of information displayed in a color-, shape-, or texture-

selection database. The Size selection lets you choose among the 
three Unimedia Manager/2 image sizes. The images below are an 

example of the largest color swatches. ( Photo courtesy of IBM) 

Size 

CAPETERY.CLSIco.or \colordbt 

Tracking Content 
Document databases provide indexing and 
retrieval while giving you the ability to 
keep track of document content. Docu-
ment database managers, such as those 
from SoftSolutions Technology (Orem, 
UT) and PC Docs (Tallahassee, FL), run 
on a network server. They take files pro-
duced by popular word processing and 
spreadsheet programs and index the con-
tents for later retrieval. Administrative 
functions give you control over document 
revision, tracking, storage location, and 
authorized access. These document data-
bases mostly track and retrieve internally 
generated documents. A typical installa-
tion would be in a legal office, where they 
would manage the storage of all legal con-
tracts. 
A key feature of document databases is 

that you always receive the most recent 
version of a file. For example„ Mezzanine 
from Saros ( Bellevue, WA) is a network li-
brarian running as a client under Microsoft 
Windows. Mezzanine keeps track of file 
versions, sets up access control for files, 
and synchronizes several document servers 
so that all versions of a document are up-
to-date. In addition, Lotus Notes performs 

a number of these tasks. 
Apple (Cupertino, CA) has entered the 

document-database market with Apple-
Search, a program that runs on Macintosh 
servers and uses the WPL search engine. 
Apple has given WPL a simpler user in-
terface and has extended its search engine 
to work on many common file formats— 
including Microsoft Word, MacWrite, and 
WordPerfect—in both PC and Mac forms 
through translators. 

AppleSearch, Mezzanine, and similar 
document databases mostly run on servers 
instead of stand-alone computers. because 
servers generally have the large storage 
devices and sufficient computational pow-
er to perform the indexing and retrieval 
operations without disrupting your work 
flow. But Saros reports that a single-user 
version of Menanine will tie available this 
year. 

Integrating External Data 
On-line services, such as the Dow Jones 
News/Retrieval Service, and CD-ROMs 
from commercial publishers like Macmil-
lan New Media (Cambridge, MA) offer a 
wide variety of data that can supplement 
your internally generated documents. Some 

1 

of the information available from on-
line services is highly structured, such as 
stock-market prices, but other data is 
found in a free-wheeling magazine-like 
format (see "Magazines Without Pa-
per" on page 108). 
The problem is that the only way to 

integrate data from external sources into 
your in-house knowledge base is to 
download the external documentation 
and run it through indexing software 
before incorporating it. This, of course, 
is inefficient because there is no stan-
dard for indexing information. If there 
were an indexing standard, the search 
engine could simply send a query to the 
CD-ROM or on-line database and get 
the selected documents back. With cur-
rent systems, you must either run a sep-
arate search query for each type of doc-
ument database or download the entire 
document database for indexing on your 
own system. An industrywide standard 
specifying search commands and an in-
dex format will eliminate this ineffi-
ciency by making feasible a document 
database that could search and retrieve 
from many sources. 

Unfortunately, such standards are un-
likely any time soon. "The marketplace 

  is experimenting with different func-
tionality," says Verity's Reid. "The dif-

ferent retrieval engines cannot be decou-
pled from the details of the underlying 
index." A unified indexing scheme will 
have to be flexible enough to address the 
idiosyncracies of a range of indexes and 
data types. 

However, new developments indicate 
that this lack of standardization can be over-
come in some situations. For example, you 
can program AppleSearch to regularly 
comb through data feeds from on-line ser-
vices such as the Dow Jones News/Re-
trieval Service and create "newspapers" 
containing the search results. Further, the 
document-oriented interface promised by 
Microsoft's Cairo and Taligent's Pink op-
erating systems should offer far better in-
tegration among documents from many 
different sources than possible with to-
day's software (see "Objects for End 
Users," December 1992 BYTE). 

Reading Complex Documents 
Once you have established the input 
methodologies for your computer-based 
electronic publishing system, what will 
you see when you try to view a document? 
To view a file, anyone who retrieves it 
must have a compatible program. While 
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Money.Over One Million Americans Have Already Respo 

Call Right Now To Get New Kiplinger's' CA-Simply Money'! 
Operators Are Standing By - Cal11-800 FREE MONEY Today! 

Introducing The Easiest, 
Quickest And Smartest Personal 
Finance Software In The World. 

Is your spending out of control? With 
Kiplinger's CA-Simply Money, you can get 
off the financial rollercoaster and on the 
path to financial freedom. Write checks 
with a click of the mouse. Balance your 
checkbook. Create a monthly budget and 
control your expenses. What used to take 
hours now takes just minutes. 

It's that quick and easy. And 
it's just plain smart. Kiplinger's 

micRosorr CA-Simply Money puts you in to-
WINDOWS 
COMMIE tal control of all your finances so 
you can make smarter decisions. 

iI 

"Kiplingers' 
CA-Simpiy Money 
makes everything 

simple and 
easy. For the 

veryfirst 
time, I'm 
in total 

control of 
all óf my 

.finances." 

A Personal Financial Advisor 
Filled With Expert Advice 

From Kiplinger. 
For more than 70 years, Kiplinger has been 
the first name in personal finance. Now 
their expert financial and tax advice will he 

eunt..1 

Cky Gas end Rowe,   '[ IIIJ 27ii 
Ile, Seven 46(1110   

Paean. 110911F501R11 

right at your 
fingertips. 

To prove 
how simple and 
easy Kiplinger's 
CA-Simply 
Money is, 
we're giving 
away millions 
of copies for 
FREE. 

That's 
right. You 
can get this 
$69.99 product 
FREE. 

But you have to act fast. Pick up the 
phone right now and order your FREE copy 
of Kiplinger's CA-Simply Money today. 

New Kiplinger's 
CA-Simply Money Covers 

Simply Everything: 

• Kiplinger's Financial 
Advisor 
• Checking and Savings 
• Investment Tracking 
• Tax Reports 
• Automatic Budgeting 
• Computerized Check 
Writing 
• Credit Cards 
• IFtAs/401(k)s 
• Modem Stock Update 
• Mortgages 
• Financial Calculators 
• Memorized Transactions 

For A FREE Copy of 
Kiplinger's CA-Simply Money 
Call: 1-800-FREE-MONEY 

Dept. J-3301. 

gOMPUTER iSSOCIATES 
Software superior by design. 

Kiplinger's CA-Simply Money 
'There k n,,niçi.indable $6.95 shipping and handling charg, Haw your credit card ready: Visa. Mastercard. AmEx. Discover accepted. One copy per 
household. Only available in the US. IBM F'C or PC compatible with «indows 3.1 and minimum 2Mb RAM required. This offer is subject to availability. 
Computer Associates reserves the right to end the offer at anytime. .;..• Computer Associates International, Inc.. Islandia. NY 11788-7000. Kiplinger's is 
a trademark a The Kiplinger Washington Editors. Inc. All product names referenced herein are trademarks of their respective companies. 
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that's not a problem for simple documents, 
since all the major Windows and Mac 
word processors can read each other's files, 
it is a big problem for highly designed 
pages from a page-layout program, such 
as Aldus PageMaker or QuarkXPress. 
Page-layout programs themselves are too 
specialized for universal use, yet every-
one needs electronic access to the kind of 
pages they produce. 
To produce files that everyone can read 

regardless of the type of computer or ap-
plications they use, you will need a uni-
versal file format that supports fonts, graph-
ics, and layout and one that you will use 
as widely as people use ASCII for plain 
text. Adobe Systems ( Mountain View, 
CA). the originator of the PostScript PDL 

(page-description language) for laser print-
ers, is working to address that need with 
its print-to-screen technology called Ac-
robat. Acrobat extends PostScript to pro-
duce a universal output file in PDF (port-
able document format). Acrobat viewers 
running on IBM PCs or Macs display PDF 
files, complete with all the graphics and 
typography used in the original document. 

Recently, Adobe Systems demonstrated 
Acrobat for BYTE editors. Running on a 
Mac Quadra 950, Acrobat captured the 
general design of approximately 89 pages 
of a recent issue of BYTE, requiring about 
5 MB of storage to do so. The image files 
were a little grainy, depending on what 
resolution they were stored at, and the text 
was a bit hard to read on a 72-dpi screen. 

Nonetheless. Acrobat is suitable for the 
electronic publishing of company phone 
lists, spreadsheets, and the like. Adobe re-
ports that Acrobat will be available for 
Unix systems later this year. 
Adobe isn't the only company trying to 

establish a document-exchange standard. 
No Hands Software (Belmont, CA) com-
petes with its DigitalPaper technology. 
DigitalPaper converts documents into com-
puter-searchable text, which is platform-
independent, and into a 300-dpi print im-
age. No Hands Software's first product, 
Common Ground for the Macintosh, has 
two components: a maker and a viewer. 
The maker is used to produce DigitalPaper. 
The viewer, which is distributed as free-
ware, takes up only 62 KB and can be em-

bedded in a document, allowing 
you to create portable text that 
can display DigitalPaper images 
on screen without the Common 
Ground application. No Hands 
anticipates unveiling a Windows 
version of Common Ground later 
this year. 

Still, the information in a docu-
ment isn't limited to its text and 
formatting; its structure and pur-
pose are just as important. For ex-
ample, you might want to identify 
every part of a document database 
that dealt with safety regulations. 
This would enable you to create a 
subset of documents that would 
be easier and quicker to search in 
an emergency than the entire data-
base. SGML (Standard General-
ized Markup Language) supports 
such coding for content and struc-
ture as well as for pure formatting 
features. DEC's (Maynard, MA) 
CDA (Compound Document Ar-
chitecture) technology and the 
ISO's Open Document Architec-
ture are also emerging as popular 
universal file-format strategies (see 
"Unlocking Data's Content" on 
page Ill). Unlike SGML, these 
standards are designed to handle 
not only text but also audio, graph-
ics, and full-motion video. 

Electronic Publishing Pluses and Minuses 

TECHNOLOGY PROS CONS 

Image scanning 

OCR 

Index/retrieval 

software 

Document- exchange 

formats 

Captures images of important documents; 

lets you retrieve paperwork in minutes; 

preserves originals' look and feel; images 

are a good complement to OCR files. 

OCR software digitizes scanned documents and 

produces computer-readable files, the full 

text of which you can search. 

Files and finds your documents; full-text 

and Boolean searches can pinpoint the 

data; relevance-ranking systems give you 

most likely documents. 

Produce platform- and application-neutral 

data; keep text formatting and styling; 

some support audio, graphics, and full-

motion video. 

The bit maps of the text you capture are not 

computer- readable; to find documents, you must 

assign keywords to each one. 

Works well with minimally formatted documents, 

but flunks on highly formatted newsletters and the 

like. It requires manual inspection and correction 

to ensure data was captured properly. 

Searches breakdown over large databases; queries 

can return too much data; no way to filter responses; 

you may never know if a crucial document was 

overlooked; audio files found by keywords; voice 

and visual recognition in developmental stages. 

Complex standards that require expertise to use; 

you can define a document in such a way that it is 

unreadable by files that support the same standard; 

SOIL does not support nontext elements. 

Document databases Provide indexing and retrieval with added control 

over file revisions, tracking, storage location, 

and access; give you the latest version of 

a document; good for managing such documents 

as legal contracts. 

External data streams 

such as CD-ROM or 

on-line services 

Comprehensive databases that can greatly 

expand your knowledge base. 

Large computational and storage requirements; 

desktop versions in development. 

No standards for searching or indexing, so you're 

on your own to get the data and integrate it with 

your knowledge base. 

Alternative Delivery Mechanisms 
Document distribution through a 
LAN works fine for E-mail and 
the typical corporate document 
database. But the distribution fre-
quently must extend beyond a 
LAN. A company may have mul-
tiple, unnetworked sites or need 
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June 14, 1963. 
Cindy Smith plays with color. 



Thirty years later her business 
depends on it. 



Introducing the 
QMS ColorScript Laser 1000. 
Now your business has 

total freedom of expression. 
For Cindy, communicating decision-critical 
information quickly, flawlessly and in 
brilliant color is now her livelihood. That's 
why she depends on the QMS ColorScript' 
Laser 1000 Print System. It frees her to 
print entire forms and letterhead with color 
logos, images and high quality text without 
changing paper. It saves her the cost of 
stocking special forms, letterhead and 
multiple sets of supplies and uses standard 
paper and transparencies. It improves her 
message by highlighting key data with 
color in multipage presentations and 
documents. Add direct connection to a 
variety of networks and anyone can realize 
both greater productivity and a per user 
cost that rivals personal printers. Plus, our 
easy software loadable upgrades virtually 
eliminate obsolescence. 

Saw money. Save time. Free yourself from 
limitations. Discover the advantages of the 
QMS* ColorScript Laser 1000 Print System. 

• Laser color and monochrome printing 
• Compatibility with PostScript- Level 2 and 
Level 1, HP PCI: 5C and HP-GI: • TrueType 
font scaling • Automatic collation • All 
four ports accept data simultaneously 
• Automatically interprets incoming 
data and selects correct language from 
those available • 65 resident type fonts, 
all with multilingual character sets 
• EfiColor- and C,olorimetric color 
dictionaries and Apple ColorSync-
device profile • Supports DOS, Window§; 
Macintosh and Unix' applications 
• Software loada.ble system upgrades 
• QMS Crowri" multitasking technology 

Expression is a serious business. 
_Call QMS today at 800 841-0760 or 205 633-4300 for more information. 

QMS tiolorticripi taxi the QNIS logo are triettnnarks or registered tritetentaits of QM& Inc. PostScript iS a trademark °Dili& Systems blame:aid ssitich rnay te registettid in 
certtin \ II other produsi and comply raw mentioned are miaow& or registenal tnelenta& of their n_isectiw comp:mitt, 
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Reading Data from a CD-ROM 

Pits are a quarter of a wavelength deeper than lands. 

When laser light enters a pit, high-intensity light is 

reflected back to the photodiode. The photodiode 

converts this condition into a positive-voltage signal, 

which is interpreted by software as a 1. 

A coating of 

aluminum reflects 

laser light diffused 

by pits and lands 

back to the 

photodiode. 

Pit 

CD 
The objective lens targets the 

parallel bands on a pit or a 

pit/land combination, and it 

directs reflected light back to 

the collimation lenses. 

The collimation lenses adjust the 

light and dark bands' line of sight, 

keeping them parallel for either the 

objective lens or for redirection 

toward the photodiode on the 

return passage. 

The parallel bands pass from the diffraction 

grating into a polarizing beam splitter, which 

intensifies the light's focus. When the light is 

on its return trip, the beam splitter redirects 

the reflected light away from the laser diode 

toward the cylindrical lens. 

Laser light first enters the diffraction 

grating, which divides the laser light 

into two parallel wavelengths of light 

and dark bands. 

Unfocused, high-intensity light 

bursts from the laser diode. 

A 

Laser light never fully 

strikes on a land because 

its width is always greater 

than that of a land. 

Objective lens  ' 

A \ 
Polarizing".  A 

beam splitter 's 

Clear polycarbonate coats a CD's top and bottom to 

protect data from dust and minor scratches. Laser 

light passes through the bottom coating but is 

stopped and bounced back by the reflective layer. 

Protective cover on to of CD 

Reflective layer 

Clear polycarbonate 

When laser light strikes a pit/land 

combination, it diffuses unevenly. Due to 

the extra distance into and out of the pit, 

the light reflected from the pit is 180 

degrees (0.25 wavelength in + 0.25 

wavelength out = 0.50 wavelength) out of 

sync with that reflected off the land. 

Consequently, the two low-level light 

beams cancel each other out. 

The photodiode converts this condition into 

a minus-voltage condition, which is 

translated by software into a 0. 

The cylindrical 

lens increases 

the deflection of 

light and funnels 

it into the 

photodiode. 

Cylindrical 
lens' 

The photodiode measures the 

reflected light's intensity, converting 

the results into high- or low-voltage 

signals ( i.e., positive or negative). A 

high-voltage signal is interpreted as 

a 1, while a low-voltage signal is 

translated into a 0. Shown here is a 

low-voltage condition, with the 

incoming light widely diffused. High-

voltage conditions produce highly 

focused light. 

CD devices use a binary system of electrical signals to play back data. In its simplest fin-ni. a CD is mile up of a reflective layer sandwiched 
beiween a proteclive polycarbonale coating. Me rcfleclive layer's staface has alternating hills and valleys, known as pits and lands, that spiral out in 
tracks from the center of the CD to the edge. Track density is 16,000 tracks per inch: one strand of hair is wide enough to cover 50 tracks. Laser light 
bursts up from a laser diode and passes through a series of lenses that intensify and focus the light in on a track. Pits and lands diffuse laser light, 
reflecting it back in the direction from which it came. It terminates in a photodiode. Depending on the reflected light's intensity, the photodiode converts 
the bounced beams into a series of positive and negative signals that are translated into the ones and zeros of a computer-readable binary system. 



When protecting your software against piracy and 
unauthorized use, make sure that your protection 
system has all the following qualities: 

A GOOD HARDWARE KEY 

I lardware-based software protection systems are now the 
standard worldwide. However, not all keys are the same. 
A good key should have all the following features: 

V Compatibility and transparency. The key should 
work without any problem on your 
customers' computers. The user should be 

able to forget the key after connecting it. 

V Unbreakable electronics. A customized ASIC 
(Application Specific Integrated Circuit) component 
should be integrated in the key. This prevents reverse 
engineering and makes cracking virtually impossible 

V A unique and inaccessible software developer's 

code burnt into the ASIC. (This code should not be held in the key's memory, 
where it can be read and altered.) 

V A Read/Write Memory inside the key should be available on demand. 
The memory should be writable in the field, on any PC, without any special 
programming equipment. 

V Very low power consumption, enabling the key to work even under the 
worst power conditions, on PCs and laptops, with or 
without a printer. 

POWERFUL SOFTWARE 

V A Linkable Protection Module with 
which calls can be made to the key from any 
point in the protected program. 

V An "Envelope" installation program. Such 
programs enhance security while making it possible to 
protect a software even without its source code. 

V Sophisticated antidebugging and encryption mechanisms. 

HASP® The Professional Software 
Protection System t 

ASIC 
WU KIT 

HASP® OFFERS YOU 
ALL THESE FEATURES 
AND MORE: 
HASP was designed by a team of computer ex-
perts, professional cryptologists, and electrical 
engineers. As a result, HASP keys are supported 
by what is probably the best software in the mar-
ket, and the HASP system has worked on every 
computer it has been tried on. In addition to all 
the features mentioned above, HASP provides: 

V A Full Authorization System for protecting 
dozens of programs using only one key. 

V A Pattern Code Security System (PCS) 
enabling parallel processing of multiple calls by 
the Linkable Protection Module. 

V A Virus Detection option that can be in-
corporated in the protected program to check 
whether it has been infected by a virus. 

V Several HASP keys can be connected one 
behind the other. Small physical size ensures 
maximum convenience for your customers. 

NETHASP- THE ULTIMATE 
SOFTWARE PROTECTION 
FOR NETWORKS 

Only one NetlIASP ke is needed to run a 
protected program from many stations in a 
network. NetHASP provides full support for 
protecting DOS and WINDOWS software under 
network environments, including Novell dedicated 
& non-dedicated servers, Lan Manager, Lantastic, 
Banyan, DLink, and NET-BIOS based LANs. 

W HAT OTHERS ARE SAYING 
ABOUT US: 

In all the products we tested, except the 
HASP, we could see through the encrypting 
and questioning procedures... and crack 
them. 

CT Magazine (Germany) 

MemoHASP: ...of all the protection devices 
tested is without any doubt, the one which 
combines the best features. 

PCompatible (Spain) 

Trying to crack a program... that was pro-
tected utilizing all of HASP's features - is like 
searching for the Holy Grail. 

Micro Systems (France) 

PC dongles... come with varying claims as to 
their transparency. The majority suffer from 
problems when a printer is connected... the 
DESkey and HASP-3 are not affected... 

Program Now (Britain) 

Of all keys tested, HASP is the most 
ambitious one... the quality of HASP 
manufacturing seems excellent. 

PC Compatible (France 

North 
America: 

OPERATING 
ENVIRONMENTS 
PC: DOS, WINDOWS. WINDOWS -NT, OS/2, 
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Magazines Without Paper 

KEVIN M. SAVETZ 

The common wisdom has been 
that freedom of the press is lim-

ited to those with access to one. How-
ever, global-computer networks such as 
the Internet are giving more people a 
quick and inexpensive means to express 
their point of view through a form of 
electronic publishing known as elec-
tronic journals or E-journals. 

Through E-journals, anyone with ac-
cess to a computer and a modem can 
produce and distribute an electronic 
magazine through a computer network. 
CICNet, a cooperative academic net-
work, maintains a large collection of 
E-journals. At last count, there were 
more than 350 E-journals in the CIC-
Net collection, covering every conceiv-
able topic, including AIDS awareness, 
fiction, legal information, music, and 
telecommunications. When there isn't 
an E-journal that fits a need, starting one 
requires only a computer, access to a 
network, and the will to succeed. 

For instance, Unplastic News is the 
sort of nutty fun that probably couldn't 
exist without electronic distribution. A 
recent edition, for example, had the un-
likely title "The Psychic Net Godmoth-
er Issue," while another was dedicated 
to bald people "because we have bald 

friends who demand their human rights." 
"Unplastic News is really only a silly 

magazine with no real writing in it," 
says publisher Todd Tibbetts. Yet "we 
have thousands of readers, [andl we 
don't pollute the world with 
paper. We get feedback that 
people enjoy reading it. It is 
pure silly entertainment." 

E-journal editors and pub-
lishers range from "crackers" 
(those who gain illegal 
access into computers 
and telephone systems) to 
respected scientists and journalists. For 
example, Jason Snell, editor and pub-
lisher of InterText, a bi-monthly fiction 
magazine, is a student at the University 
of California at Berkeley working to-
ward a master's degree in journalism. 

Most E-journal publishers would be 
unable to produce a traditional magazine, 
due to cost and time constraints. But on-
line publishing offers them the ability to 
create a publication using minimal re-
sources. "We can go head to head with 
other media as far as getting information 
out there," notes Andrew Moss, an editor 
for Unplastic News. "It costs nothing but 
our time to send this thing out." 

Aficionados of computer networks are 
by nature dabblers in many things, being 
"more sophisticated about technology" in 
the words of David Dodell, D.M.D., pub-
lisher of Health Info- Corn Network 

Newsletter. Thus, E-journals usually 
have a more diverse, although smaller, 
audience than traditional magazines. 
Since they are distributed and read on-
line, it's difficult to track their reader-

ship. For instance, Snell estimates 
that any given issue of InterText is 
read by 5000 to 20,000 people. 
Despite having only 1100 regis-
tered subscribers, Snell says that 
InterText is read by "untold 
numbers" on BBSes or the In-
ternet. 

If there's a problem con-
fronting the entire E-journal concept, 
it's that they are useful only for trans-
mitting text. "There is no easy way to 
transmit photographs," says Dodell. 
And, of course, you have to produce 
your own hard copy if you want to read 
an E-journal while commuting to work. 

Like most E-journals, InterText is 
free. Subscribing means nothing more 
than asking to receive new issues in 
your electronic mailbox automatically. 
E-journals generally lack advertising, 
often because many network operators 
forbid it. Consequently, until there is a 
method for profit in electronic-maga-
zine distribution, E-journals are not like-
ly to become a mainstream medium, 
even though such commercial publica-
tions as BYTE, Utne Reader, and VAR 
Business offer varying forms of elec-
tronic publishing through on-line ser-

to distribute documents to business part-
ners or customers. Publishing on CD-
ROM is becoming an increasing popular 
answer for such situations, especially for 
organizations with large document data-
bases that do not change rapidly. 
CD-ROMs offer huge storage capaci-

ties—up to 700 MB—in a small package 
(see "Start the Presses," February BYTE). 
They are durable, take almost no space, 
and are easy to mail. For example, 3M 
uses CD-ROMs to distribute internally a 
database describing 50,000 products. The 
100-MB database, prepared with Data-
Ware's (Cambridge. MA) CD Author and 
CD Answer software, supports searching 
for products by description, pricing, and 

other criteria. In the past, 3M used a mi-
crofiche system that could search by prod-
uct number only. 3M estimates its savings 
at $2.5 million annually in lower prepa-
ration and distribution costs, as well as in 
time saved by faster searches. 
On a much smaller scale, the Interna-

tional Center for Diffraction Data in Phil-
lphia, with just 30 employees, uses 

DataWare to Prepare CD-ROMs of scien-
tific software and databases for internal 
use and for commercial sale. Mark Holo-
many, computer facilities manager for the 
International Center, uses a write-once 
CD-ROM drive for small jobs. "A CD-
ROM blank costs $ 19 to $35," says Holo-
many, "so we can do a run of 20 to 40 

discs ourselves." For its main database 
sold to subscribers, a master costs about 
$4000, including a thousand replicas— or 
about $4 a CD. The International Center 
would go exclusively to CD-ROM, but 
some international customers don't have 
CD-ROM yet, says Holomany. 

Computer-conferencing systems pro-
vided by a third-party service or as an in-
house venture are yet another means of 
publishing and building your organiza-
tional knowledge base. DEC's VTX or 
Softwords' (Victoria, BC, Canada) CoSy 
are two examples of conferencing systems. 
The basic element of a conferencing 

system is the discussion group; hence, the 
use of the term conferencing. Essentially, 
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vices such as BIX and Prodigy. 
While there's some worry among 

E-journal editors that traditional pub-
lishers will bring their capital and clout 
into the arena, ethical and legal matters 
surrounding the free flow of information 
over global networks may be a greater 
concern. "The lines between personal 
liberty, invasion of privacy, civil-rights 
violations, and government regulation 
of technology intersect when it comes to 
electronic publishing," says Geoff Dun-
can, a software tester for Microsoft and 
assistant editor of InterText. 

Still, in Tibbetts' view, the future 
for E-journals looks exciting, despite 
such concerns. "There are many out 
there who believe this [ungoverned 
flow of information] will destroy the 
planet," Tibbetts says. "But I believe it 
will free us." 
Duncan agrees that information 

technology is leveling the playing field 
in a society where information in-
creasingly equals power. He's just not 
so confident about the future of E-jour-
nals. "Maybe E-journals will fade as 
information access becomes faster and, 
arguably, as attention spans decrease." 

Kevin M. Savetz is a freelance writer based in 
Arcata, California. He specializes in networks 
and telecommunications. You can reach him 
on BIX do "editors" or on the Internet at 
savetz@ rahul.net. 

conferencing systems provide you with 
the ability to create your own database of 
free-form messages that you can read, 
comment on, and search. Your discussions 
can be highly structured, as in a business 
meeting, chaotic like an idea session, or a 
mixture of the two. Discussions can be 
open to all, or you can set up small, closed-
group discussions. You can augment these 
systems with straight data feeds generated 
internally or externally, and you can set 
up gateways to global E-mail systems, 
software file libraries, the Internet, and in-
ternational news services. 
Assuming that you have communica-

tions capabilities up and running, setting up 
a conferencing system is not that difficult 

at first— it is simply a matter of loading 
the program, organizing disk files, and set-
ting up your discussion groups. But it gets 
complicated once you get going. One of 
the biggest problems is with storage. Disk 
space disappears faster than you believed 
possible as message after message are 
stored. Program libraries and supplemen-
tary news and data feeds quickly eat up 
more space. Both situations force you to 
cull out messages and data, which under-
mines the expansion of your knowledge 
base through electronic publishing. To get 
around this, you can add more storage ca-
pacity, but that gets expensive. 

Another difficulty with running your 
own conferencing system arises when you 
are using it for communications between 
widely dispersed offices. To do this, you'll 
need external data-network connections 
or your own modem bank, both of which 
are notoriously finicky. With modems, 
you'd set up a bank of modems connected 
to a telephone router. The router redirects 
incoming calls through a series of modem 
connections to the first available open line. 
Depending on the number of callers you 
anticipate, you can run up quite a bill with 
your local telephone company. The rule 
of thumb is that you need one connection 
for every 10 system users. 

Data networks come with their own 
problems. For example, response speed 
can be variable because of network usage, 
network relay failure, and the condition 
of the local telephone lines. The X.25 pro-
tocol, a common network communications 
protocol, has a variety of software settings 
that require knowledgeable experts to set 
and maintain properly. 

Data networks can also be expensive. 
Pricing generally is based on such factors 
as time of day and location of the call, 
number of characters sent and received, 
and the number of data packets sent and re-
ceived. Unless you anticipate huge usage, 
connecting to an external third-party data-
network operator may be prohibitively ex-
pensive. 

Rather than set up your own network 
and conferencing system, CompuServe 
(Dayton, OH), General Videotex (Cam-
bridge, MA), and other on-line service 
companies will set up private conferenc-
ing facilities tailored to your specifi-
cations. You can select from a variety of 
facilities, such as private software file 
libraries to send your data back and forth, 
external news feeds, and the like. The 
beauty of using third-party service pro-
viders is that they handle all computer 

management, disk storage, software de-
velopment, and other tasks related to run-
ning an electronic conferencing system. 
letting you stick to running your own busi-
ness. You can also open up separate dis-
cussions for your customers and for po-
tential customers. 

Pricing for such private conferencing 
services varies depending on number of 
users, network usage, and services desired. 
For example, General Videotex charges 
$39.95 to set up a private service on its 
Delphi on-line system; custom features 
are extra. Additional users in your area 
would pay the normal Delphi subscription 
and telecommunications fees, but they 
would have access to all Delphi features. 
such as full Internet access and private 
E-mail. For large organizations with a 
number of users, fees would range from 
between $500 and $ 10,000 to set up a pri-
vate conferencing service, dependent on 
the type and level of customization you 
require, according to General Videotex 
spokesman Rusty Williams. 

Spreading Knowledge, Not Paper 
The in-house document publishing busi-
ness is growing rapidly. For example, look-
ing only at desktop-based document man-
agement systems, the root of any in-house 
publishing capability, analyst Bamford at 
BIS Strategic Decisions projects growth 
from 59,000 users this year to 345,000 
users in 1997. 

Several companies have put off in-
stalling a document publishing system due 
to the lack of a complete, packaged solu-
tion for the problems confronting elec-
tronic publishing. But given the diverse 
range of needs, there may never be a single 
solution. 

While electronic publishing is a fairly 
new field, and many of the products do 
not work well together, it's clear that more 
and more industry leaders such as Adobe. 
Microsoft, and WordPerfect are giving 
you the ability to spread your organiza-
tion's knowledge base further than before 
through products that create platform-
independent data files. The trick is to use 
your computers as a way to unlock the in-
formation in your documents and build 
your knowledge base rather than simply 
as a way to generate ever more paper to 
stuff into file cabinets. 

Cary Lu is the author of The Apple Macintosh 
Book (Microsoft Press. 1992). He has advised 
several companies on document management sys-
tems. He can be contacted on BIX do "editors." 
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UNLOCKING DATA'S CONTENT 
The changing structure of data types lets you leverage the information content in your data in ways 

you never imagined. But exchanging data across platforms requires lots of hard work. 

RANDALL D. CRONK 
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O ver the years, the amount and kinds 
of information you could store in a 

data type have evolved from the simple 
binary zeros and ones to hypermedia doc-
uments in which objects are just as capable 
of being computed as the records in a data-
base or the numbers in a spreadsheet. Data 
types have come to mean ASCII charac-
ters, as well as multimedia documents con-
taining text, graphics, sound, and video. 
The trend is to expand the information 

content of data and leverage that content in 
ways never before possible. For example, 
a value in a record field may tell you more 
than how many widgets are in stock; it 
may tell your purchasing program when 
to order more. Or you can use the same 
document database to generate a techni-
cal manual or a parts list. And the same 
content driving the presses for The Wall 
Street Journal can resurface as a CBR 
(content-based retrieval) service and an 
on-line data feed to a brokerage. 
To squeeze more content into data, the 

structure of data has had to evolve. Bit for 
bit, a document is one of the richest forms 
of content, yet only recently has it been 
put to work as a computable data type. 
"Only about 10 percent of all data is in a 
form computers traditionally deal with," 
says Bill Arms, vice president of comput-
ing services at Carnegie Mellon Univer-
sity in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. "The oth-
er 90 percent is in documents, and the vast 
majority of those are still of the paper 
rather than the electronic variety." 
One reason for making documents com-

putable is that most of your data is found in 
documents. Another reason is that docu-
ments are inherently richer and more flex-
ible in their content than are more con-
ventional data types, such as spreadsheet 
cells or relational database records. Still, 
simply using documents to store tabular 
data would miss the content advantages 
of documents, which include the use of 
graphics, document formatting, and text 
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styling to illustrate and 
enhance the meaning 
of your work. 

This is not to say 
that documents are the 
only data types or that 
expanded data types 
are the only strategy 
for enriching the role 
and substance of con-
tent. Rather, it's to say 
that documents exist 
as a data structure that 
carries a lot of con-
tent. The problem is 
how do you unlock 
the content inside 
your documents so 
that dissimilar appli-
cations running in a 
multiplatform com-
puting environment 
can access, manipu-
late, and process it? 

Computable Documents 
Tagging languages 
and compound docu-
ment architectures are 
emerging as the two 
main strategies for making documents 
computable across applications and plat-
forms. The most widely used tagging lan-
guage is SGML (Standard Generalized 
Markup Language—ISO number 8879) 
(see "SGML Frees Information," June 
1992 BYTE). The two leading compound 
document architectures are ODA (Open 
Document Architecture—ISO number 
8893) and DEC's CDA (Compound Doc-
ument Architecture). 

Both ODA and CDA provide a set of 
standards for the interchange of complex 
documents made up of text, images, and 
graphics among computer platforms and 
applications. SGML gives your documents 
the same cross-platform abilities, but it 
only works with text. Of the two com-
pound document architectures, CDA is 
more widely adopted at this time (see 
-Universal Content Access" on page 116). 
Compound document architectures en-

code documents as in-memory arrays 
called aggregates. You use aggregates to 
represent audio, graphics, text, and video, 
as well as a document's physical format-
ting, logical organization, and text styling. 
You can process aggregates as a document 
or as an information database, such as a 
parts list, an index, a glossary, or an on-
line technical diagram. 

Unlocking Data's Content 

n the old days, exchanging 
documents meant filtering 
text. But now that word 
processors and desktop 
publishing programs routinely 
include graphics with their 
documents, exchanging these 
files without a standard file 
format for interchange is 
becoming increasingly difficult. 
New, object-oriented 
technologies 
promise to 
change the way 
we create and 
interchange 
documents. 

—Mark Walter, a consultant at 

Seybold Publications 

When SGML en-
codes a document, 
it accomplishes its 
task using a different 
technique than CDA 
or ODA. Rather than 
dynamically creating 
new and different data 
types, as do CDA and 
ODA, SGML uses 
special character se-
quences known as 
markup tags to embed 
control information 
within the text stream. 
Markup tags can sep-
arate a document's 
logical elements or 
specify processing 
functions to be per-
formed on them. 
An example of ap-

plying markup would 
be tagging the begin-
ning and end of a 
character string with 
special codes to indi-
cate that the charac-
ter string is in a dif-
ferent typeface than 

the rest of the text. For example, you would 
use the character string <I>aggregates<D> 
to indicate that the word aggregates is in 
italics and that your normal typeface re-
sumes after the final letter of the word. 
Markup tags let you access, edit, ma-

nipulate, publish, and store document ob-
jects by specifying the structural and pro-
cedural information that the computer 
programs that perform those operations 
require. To do this, SGML uses DTDs 
(Document Type Definitions) that deter-
mine the specific processing rules for en-
coding or decoding a document's struc-
ture and the markup tags that express that 
structure. For instance, a DTD rule might 
specify that the markup tag <D> symbol-
izes both the end of a character string spec-
ified by some other markup tag and the 
resumption of your default typeface. 

Rules are specified within the DTD 
itself. The language in which the DTD is 
written is SGML. Consequently, you can 
have two DTDs that conform to the com-
mon SGML standard yet are incompati-
ble because they specify different rules. 
For example, instead of using <D> to in-
dicate the conclusion of a markup tag as in 
the previous example, a DTD could spec-
ify <E> as the end of the markup tag. 
SGML only describes text-handling 
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tronic book (8cm) or CD-I. Plus, it supports 

the new Sony MMCD. Engineered to 

support Red Book audio and Mode 1 and 

Mode 2 files, Multimedia Formatter doesn't 

require a huge hard disc and accommo-

dates 2X speed recordirg. Plus you can 

master multiple discs simultaneously. So 

if you're in the market for a multimedia 

CD-ROM solution, choose Multimedia 

Formatter for PC or Mac. It makes master-

ing your next CD-ROM as easy as point 

and click. 

The Multimedia Formatter software and the 

Sony CDW-900E are available through the 

PDSC division of Sony Electronic Publishing, 

which specializes in software development 

products, training and engineering. 

For further information: 

TEL: ( 800) 654-8802 

FAX: (408) 372-9267 

The Multimedia 
Formatter with the 

Sony CDW-900E 

CD-ROM recording 

unit, delivers a total 
CD-ROM mastering 

system. 
SONY 

ELECTRONIC 
PUBLISHING 
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tags. Non-SGML processes such as a video 
editor handle nontext data (e.g., video). 
This is true even if video data is part of a 
text document, such as with a screen menu. 

Although it cannot construct nontext 
documents or parts of documents for dif-
ferent kinds of content, SGML may have 
the inside track when it comes to industry 
acceptance. One reason for this is the U.S. 
government's CALS (Computer-aided Ac-
quisition and Logistical Support) program. 
CALS is an industry government project 
with an agenda to define a universal doc-
ument encoding structure for the U.S. mil-
itary. The CALS DTD mandates the use of 
SGML for encoding documents for the 
U.S. Department of Defense. 
Mark Walter, a consultant for Seybold 

Publications (Media, PA), cites SGML's 
flexibility as a reason for its prominence. 
"SGML has caught on the fastest [of all 
the tagging languages], thanks to its ver-
satility and adaptability to a variety of ap-
plications," says Walter. 

SGML No Panacea 
SGML has its weaknesses. For one, it does 
not actually specify documents. It specifies 
DTDs, and incompatible DTDs defeat the 
purpose of universal document exchange. 
Another shortcoming is that DTDs do not 
indicate how to process nontext objects. 
When nontext objects are encountered, 
DTDs simply specify special markup tags 
called escapes that cause the processing 
program to jump outside the SGML-
defined process to an application that can 
cope with the nontext object. Also not stan-
dardized is how objects are tagged for 
transfer to those other applications or how 
those applications will interpret those ob-
jects once they receive them. 
A partial remedy for this weakness is 

the Hypermedia/Time-based (HyTime) 
structuring language, currently under draft 
consideration by the ISO. HyTime pro-
vides a standard way to tag text or non-
text objects so that they can be rendered as 
a complete document or processed as in-
dependent objects. However, HyTime does 
not specify how document objects are en-
coded or interpreted by computer pro-
grams. But by using standardized linking, 
alignment, and addressing methods, it en-
sures that those objects are made available 
to programs in a standardized way. 

Other Possible Approaches 
Formatting content according to an en-
coding standard is one way you can make 
it more computable. Another approach is 

to invent new data types that combine doc-
uments and more conventional record-
oriented data. 
Work on such hybrid data types is pro-

ceeding from two directions. First, tradi-
tional database vendors—including DEC, 
Informix, Oracle, and Sybase—have added 
limited document support to their rela-
tional databases. Meanwhile, document-
processing vendors, such as Information 
Dimensions (Dublin, OH), are adding re-
lational fields to objects that contain doc-
uments. This means that you can map ob-
jects from within documents to fields 
inside relational records, where you can 
manipulate them in a conventional data-
processing manner. 

About two years ago, relational database 
vendors introduced BLOBs (binary large 
objects) as an extension of RDBMS (rela-
tional database management system) tech-
nology designed to address nonrelational 
data. BLOBs are free-form data buckets 
embedded within relational data records 
that you can search on using key fields. 
More recently, vendors have added 

CBR capabilities that let you search for 
text objects inside of a BLOB, rather than 
searching just for the BLOB itself. For 
their part, vendors in the content-delivery 
businesses of document management, elec-
tronic publishing, and videotex have in-
vented new data types that combine as-
pects of documents and relational records. 

Content-Directed Paradigm 
Rather than force-fit content into either 
documents or conventional data-process-
ing structures, content-directed software 
uses whatever content package fits its par-
ticular needs. For example, Lotus Notes is 
a collaborative application that gives you a 
great deal of flexibility over the manner in 
which documents are accessed and how 
information in those documents affects 
your work-flow processes. To facilitate 
document lookup and manipulation, Notes 
implements a record, called a form, that al-
lows you to append relational keys to your 
documents. To aid interprocess coopera-
tion, Notes lets you attach hypertext links 
to internal document objects of virtually 
any format, size, or type. Thus, you could 
link a controller's spreadsheet to a work-
flow process that generates dunning letters 
to past due accounts, enhancing your work 
flow by combining both operations. 

Even though it borrows from both data 
and document processing, the content-
directed paradigm is more than the sum of 
its parts. Content-directed products, such as 
Notes, have capabilities you can't find in 
either pure document or data-processing 
applications. For example, DEC's VTX, a 
content-directed videotex product, lets you 
build infinitely large data types so that you 
can have as much content within a single 
document, over as many machines, and in 
as many locations as you want. In other 

C VII( Tent Reblevel ben T1.1 4 5 FEB 1993 

File Edit Link Navigate Locate Options HnIp 

1 l VALBONNE VTX SERVICES - MAIN MENU 2. 

lelleggilla I 
DIGITAL INTERNAL USE ONLY VTX V5.2 TR1.1 

wiET-cceem -rt.) •Fdl.I...I3C1/4/04lE -- sc)x.143csa ADITIPOLIS 

keyword = MIMI 

Choice keyword infohese 

1 organisation VALBONNE Site information (Who's who 2) 
into Employee Information 
cusp VALBONNE End-User Support Procedure 

1 othar_vtx Other VII infobases 

training Training 
jobs_decte Job Opportunities 
policies Formal Management Directive - policies 

Es use How to use VII 

aa Daily Daily News , 

1141 1 11 I! :::.j, .1.11 I] SU _1j j-, all fej 

VT% Command> I 

DEC's VTX is a network-level videotex application that lets you organize data into knowledge bases 
called stories. A story is made up of one or more pages. A page can store any amount of data in any 
format. Pages can provide cues to external applications that process or present the data contained 

in the page. (Screen courtesy of DEC) 
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The NEW under $1000 TI micro Writer PS23 
is the beg value in laser-quality PostScript printers. 

23SC a aB le PostScript typeface 
fonts in popular Adobe ° PostScript° formats. 

Crisp, * #A sharp graphics.  

LED technology uses fewer Moving Parts 
than conventional laser printers for great reliability. 

Automatically switches between PostScript 
and HP LASERJET'II printing formats. .t 

sr Easy to use front control panel. 

"Plug and Play" convenience in both 
Mae (Apple) and Wmdows° (IBM) 
environments. 

With available options, can handle up to3 trays 
of paper, including envelopes and labels. 

For years, capability and 

affordability were mutual-

ly exclusive features of 

laser-quality printers. But 

rn ic roVVri.ter 

You COULD 
SPEND A LOT MORE 
AND HAVE A LOT LESS 
TO SHOW FOR IT. 

the new microWriterTM PS23 from Texas Instruments 

has changed all that. Now you can get sharp, crisp 

laser-quality images, rapid 5 page-per-minute opera-

tion and the reliability of LED technology. All in one 

very affordable printer. 

Thus enabling you to print 

more. Produce more. Do 

more. In other wards, to 

extend your reach. The new TI microWriter PS23. 

It can make a small business look a lot bigger. And a 

big business look a lot smarter. For more information 

and your nearest dealer, please calif- 800-527-350a 

EXTENDING YOUR REACH 
WITH INNOVATION' 

stp TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS 
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Universal Content Access 
The Code Behind the Screen 

static MrmCount 

static MrmRegisterArg 

viewer_id = 0; /* CDA Viewer w 

regnum = 2; 

regvecH s ( 

dget * I 

('open_file_proc", (caddr_t) Open_file_proc) ); 

("open_file_proc*, ( caddr_t) open_file_proc) 

mainfint argc, char *argv()) 

unsigned long stat; I* condition status * I 

MrmInitialize (); 1* initialize Motif Resource Manager */ 

DvrRegisterClass(); 1* Register the CDA Viewer widget class. * 1 

toplevel — XtInitialize (*exam*, "examp*, NULL, O. &argc, argv); 

MrmOpenHierarchy ( uid_count, uid_filename_vec,NULL,&my_MrmHierarchy); 

MrmRegisterNames ( regvec, regnum); /* Register our callback routines */ 

/* 

• The CDA Viewer widget has been defined in the application's 

• UIL. 

*/ 

MrmFetchWidget (my_MrmHierarchy, •My_main•,toplevel, 

&main_window,&dummy_class); 

XtManageChild (main_window); 

XtRealizeWidget ( toplevel); 

XtAppMainLoop (XtWidgetToApplicationContext ( toplevel)); 

/* end main routine */ 

/* 

* This callback is called when the CDA Viewer widget is created 

* while the UID hierarchy is fetched. 

*/ 

static void create_viewer_proc (Widget w, caddr_t tag, caddr_t reason) 

viewer_id = w; /* save the CDA Viewer widget for future reference */ 

/* 

• This callback routine is called when the user selects *Open* from 

• the CDA Viewer's file menu. 

*/ 

static void open_file_proc (Widget w, caddr_t tag, caddr_t reason) 

I* Tell the CDA Viewer to display textl.doc 

DrvViewerFile(viewer_id, textl.doc*, *ddif', NULL, NULL, NULL); 

The CDA Viewer is a Motif 

widget. You use the bulk of 

the code here to get the CDA 

Viewer to come up. 

This highlighted function call 

is the key to ensuring that 

your application can use the 

CDA Viewer. 

file Help 

lIntroduction 

This is an example of document created uzing CDATMcom 

pound daunient architecture. 

The CDA Viewer 

The ( DA Viewer fa an appination that allon you to dwplay rompound 
documents. It cane. m ans flavors: charocar cell and anneloar. Both 
Inieri•C6 handle full ( MA doctimenta Tite cheregler cell Interfere Ms 
plays only test. The OpenVMS Windows Mold Interface lei, you new 

rompound documents rontaining text. graphics. images ond ' abider 

data• 

The ['DA Viewer Manley: file formats suppoited by toriverlers metalled 
»nth the ['DA it.,, Dine Semites. tea. DOIT orid DID'. PostScript files 
am also supported when running to displays with servers ante  

Inspla Extensio,. 

1. 12t1j Page 

DEC's CDA (Compound Document 
Architecture) defines a set of 

ground rules and services for the inter-
change of compound documents between 
applications. CDA-compliant applica-
tions can revise each other's documents 
even if the applications are written in dif-
ferent languages, run under different op-
erating systems, and are located on the 
far corners of a distributed network. 
CDA was designed from the outset to 

be independent of computer platforms, 
according to Mark Walter, a consultant 

for Seybold Publications (Media, PA). 
Over the last two years, DEC's CDA has 
become the compound document archi-
tecture of choice for such heavyweights as 
Lotus Development, Microsoft, and Word-
Perfect. 
CDA includes an overall strategy for 

compound document interchange. It en-
compasses both a specific set of encoding 
rules, or DDIF (Digital Document Inter-
change Format), and a set of run-time 
services to help programmers develop 
applications that support those rules. CDA 

DEC's CM)111 document-encoding 
scheme ensures that compliant 
applications have enough 
information to render a document. 
Shown to the left is the complete 
code needed to display the 
compound document above using 
the CDA Viewer. (Screen courtesy 
of DEC) 

run-time services give you tools such as 
the CDA Viewer, which allows applica-
tions to display compound documents. 
CDA has been employed in a variety of 

applications, including document-format 
converters, real-time data acquisition, and 
work-flow management. Among the more 
well-known products supporting CDA 
are FrameMaker, Interleaf, Lotus Notes, 
and SAS. 
CDA is an under-the-hood technolo-

gy, meaning that applications develop-
ers work with CDA directly, while end 
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users benefit indirectly. One way that 
CDA benefits you as an end user is that it 
simplifies the task of working 
with graphics, text, images, and 
other data types in a single pro-
ject. It also lets you receive and 
manipulate documents gener-
ated by foreign applications and 
from different computing en-
vironments. CDA opens up 
documents so that different ap-
plications can work on pieces 
of them. This gives you the 
ability to, say, publish all the 
diagrams in a repair manual as 
a separate book with its own table of con-
tents. 

How DDIF Works 
DDIF's document-encoding scheme en-
sures that every application that under-
stands the code has sufficient information 
to faithfully render a properly encoded 
document. Document encoding differs 
from document rendering, which is the 
job of PDLs (page-description languages) 
such as PostScript, in three key respects. 
First, document-encoding schemes de-
termine the nature of a document's con-
tent and how that content is organized 
logically ( i.e., by sections, paragraphs, 
chapters, and so on). Document encod-
ing also determines how your content is 
organized physically (i.e., whether the 
document is organized into text blocks 
or galleys, or whether headings are used). 
Finally, document encoding determines 
how your content is presented—mean-
ing it determines such styling informa-
tion as italics, underlines, and bold head-
ings. 

Every digital document has three stages 
in its life cycle. In its first stage, a digital 
document exists as a rendered docu-
ment—the printed page. Then, it is an 
encoded document existing as the se-
quence of bits transmitted in a data pack-
et or formatted on a disk. Last, it's an in-
memory structure that an application 
works on. 

ASCII-encoded documents are con-
sidered flat, which means that they are a 
sequence of 7-bit character strings. Their 
in-memory structures are also flat. Doc-
ument structure and styling information is 
carried in application-specific tags em-

bedded within the ASCII. The meaning of 
these tags is defined using a DTD (Doc-

of aggregates (some with items attached) 
that can be parsed from top to bottom to 

define content, logical struc-
ture, layout, and presentation 
style. To render a list of aggre-
gates as a printed or screen-
displayed document, CDA run-
time services include a Post-
Script driver. To render this list 
on disk, CDA uses a TLV 
(type-length value) encoding 
scheme that is patterned after 
the ASN.1 (Abstract Syntax 
Notation One) standard, ISO 
number 8825. An aggregate list 

is encoded as a series of 8-bit data frames 
or octets. The type octet indicates the kind 
of information encoded (e.g., text or 
graphics). The length octet indicates how 
many octets are needed to encode the 
complete series of aggregates from this 
point in the list. 
A value octet contains the value of this 

aggregate (e.g., ASCII text or a frame po-
sition) if it is "content only," meaning 
that this aggregate does not contain sub-
aggregates or structural information. 
Otherwise, the value octet contains the 
TLV encoding of the next subaggregate 
attached to this aggregate (i.e., this ag-
gregate is a structure containing subor-
dinate structures, content, or both). 
CDA can encode virtually any struc-

ture in a platform-neutral way. Because of 
this, when a document is sent between 
applications, the sender and receiver don't 
have to agree in advance on the size, type, 
or complexity of the data types involved. 
They just accept the document and let 
you get on with your work. 

Aggregates Cast in ASCII 

aggregate_type DD1F$_TXT; 

status = CdaCreateAggregate ( rool_aggregate_handle, 

aggregate_type, 

&dguregat,_handle_stack[ahs_index] 

Aggregmtesresenmandinitialimespacefordocumentcomponents, 
frames. 

howyoucancodeanaggmgatetodefineatextgalley 

ument Type Definition), which is speci-
fied using a markup language such as 
SGML (Standard Generalized Markup 
Language). To successfully interchange 
and edit each other's documents, appli-
cations must employ identical DTDs. 

Unlike ASCII, DDIF conveys struc-
tural information such as layout and text 
styling, not just a document's contents. 
DDIF's in-memory structures consist of 
linked lists of entities called aggregates 
and items. Aggregates reserve and ini-
tialize space for document components, 
such as text and picture frames. Items are 
the values that size or populate aggre-
gates. Therefore, an item specifies how 
large a frame should be, at what coordi-
nates it should be positioned, and what 
text is enclosed within the frame. 
DDIF uses ASCII to encode text. The 

above sample code shows a C-language 
version of an aggregate that defines a gal-
ley for some text. The sample code to the 
right shows an aggregate item that posi-
tions the galley on the page. 

Values for these struc-
tures (the status = lines) 
are supplied by the applica-
tion through an in-memory 
array defined earlier in the 
program. Aggregate defini-
tions are not a part of C or 
any other language CDA 
supports. CDA provides a 
run-time service that is em-
bedded in the compiled ap-
plication to let the applica-
tion create, populate, and 
delete aggregates. 
The in-memory form of a 

CDA document is a link list 

Items Position Aggregates 
agg! rn DDIF$_SGA_FRM_POSITION_C: 

int(qp_u_yiue - DD1F$K_FRAME_GALLEY; 

;ta us , CdaStorPItem ( root_dggregate_hapli. 

aggreqate_handle_stack¡ahs_indexl, 

aggregate_item, 

integer_length, 

& integer_yalue, 

0, 0) 

Items are the values that At.7e or populate aggregates, 
determining, for example, the size of a frame and where it 
should be positioned. Here, sample code written in C shows 
how you can code an item to position a galley. 
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IN LESS THAN 60 SECONDS! 
DAMAGED 

RESCUE DATA RECOVERY SOFTWARE'm is the 
FASTEST EASIEST & SAFEST method in data recovery 
anywhere! 

For the first time you can recover a file in less than 60 
seconds even when DOS cannot read the disk or drive 

RESCUE DATA RECOVERY SOFTWARE" Ver-
sion 4.0 does all the work. No more complicated time 

consuming steps. No more manually reconstructing your file. RESCUE DATA RECOVERY 
SOFTWARE" does it all AUTOMATICALLY! 

Recover Texi, . Exe, Graphics files, etc.. You can even recover entire sub-directories with a single 
key stroke CALL NOW FOR PRICING! s'. ' '' i.: ',:odRESCUE'sabI , • 

"In the past, General Failure messages 
left you few options Norton. Central 

Point. or Mace Utilities weren't likely to 
help. Now there is a better solution. 

RESCUE can recover 
data from all but the 
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trashed disk. 

RESCUE appears to 
work mtracles.. " 
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PC DIAGNOSTICS THAT REALLY FIND THE BUGS! 
THE TROUBLESHOOTER, a self-booting disk, 'is unlike other diagnostic programs that rely on DOS. The Troubleshooter' 
bypasses DOS and tests all major hardware directly for true accuracy while other programs frequently give erroneous test results. 
Loaded with all the tests you need to quickly and accurately isolate the source of PC failures. Full battery of tests included: 
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frustration of IRO & DMA channel conflicts! Stop wasting time 
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EVERYTHING YOU NEED 
TO INSTALL, SET-UP & 
MAINTAIN HARD DRIVES! 
DRIVE PRO"' — The all- in-one software utility for the most 
efficient and correct installation and maintenance of any hard 

The Hard Drive latm I drive! • Install IDE Drives in less than 60 seconds! Automatically 
sets CMOS, Partitions, and DOS formats without re-booting or user intervention. • DOS Format any size drive in under 30 seconds! 
• Drive Table Override allows almost any BIOS to have a user definable drive type. • Drive Boot Fixer is a safe alternative to low 
level formatting bad IDE Drives. • No more DEBUG, FDISK. SETUP. or FORMAT Plus too many other features to mention! 

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF HARD DRIVES" — 3 volumes with over 1500 pages! The largest compiled reference on Hard 
Drives ever published! 
Volume One...SET-UP GUIDE • Interlace Types and Installation • Hard Drive Specs for 2100 drives from 1984 to present: Make, Model. Formatted 
Capacity, Data Heads, Cylinders, Average Seek Times, Form Factor, Height, Interface, Encoding, Landing Zone, Sectors Per-Track, Write Precompensation 
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1000 drives with: Specifications, Drive Sizes, Interface Types, Jumper Settings and Locations, Terminal Resistor Locations, Pin Assignments, Pin 1 
Locations, Cable Type and Locations. 
Volume Three... CONTROLLERS • Over 350Diagrams of Controllerswith:Specifications, Card Sizes, Largest Head and Cylinder Sizes, Interface 
Type, Detailed Jumper Settings, Pin Assignments and Cable Locations. • Controller to Drive Power Connections, Drive Activity LED. Connections, 
Common Debug BIOS Format Codes and Default Jumper Settings. 

THE HARD DISK TECHNICAL GUIDE"' — Comprehensive field version of the Encyclopedia with over 400 pages of vital 
specs! Compact to carry in the field CALL NOW FOR PRICING! 
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products, such as Information Dimensions' 
docXform document database, you can do 
a relational database search not just on a 
document but in a document. 
VTX is a network-level application that 

lets you create and publish on-line knowl-
edge bases, called information services, 
of virtually any size. At the heart of VTX 
is a data structure called a story. A story is 
a structured set of information, such as a 
policy manual, that's carried over the net-
work and is of unlimited size. What dis-
tinguishes VTX from other on-line appli-
cations is its ability to manage an unlimited 
number of stories, users, clients, and servers. 
The structure of a VTX story is built 

around one or more pages. The key to 
VTX's extensibility is that each page can 
contain data of any format. In addition, 
you can tag pages with attributes that pro-
vide cues to external applications that 
process or present the data in the page. For 
example, an attribute tag can tell you that 
the page is a Lotus spreadsheet. 
A story can also provide cues to such 

VTX routines as "set this up as a menu 
page" or "set this up as a query page." A 
menu page is an interactive screen that lets 
you select specific pages from a list (e.g., 
"current jobs listings" or "van pools"). A 
query page lets you construct ad hoc queries 
such as "list all jobs that pay over $75,000." 

Stories can indicate whether a page is 
remote, meaning that the page seen local-
ly is really a window through which you are 
viewing a page from a story physically lo-
cated on another machine. If you select a re-
mote story, VTX puts that story's topmost 
menu page on your screen and marks it as 
a remote page. You can then access the re-
mote menu's selections as if they were ex-
tensions of your story's address space, 
which, in fact, they are until you break the 
remote link. Except for network delays, 

once you select a remote story, you have 
the perception of reading a local story. 

Employees at Hughes Aircraft in Malibu, 
California, log in to their VTX service more 
than 40,000 times each month. Hughes in-
stalled the system seven years ago to main-
tain and distribute data on U.S. Air Force 
policies and practices. Today, it has more 
than 200 information services that publish 
everything from in-house job listings to 
surplus equipment inventories. Client sys-
tems connected to VTX include Windows, 
Macs, DOS-based PCs, and VT-100 ter-
minals. In total, Hughes has 90 VTX serv-
er processes distributed among five clus-
tered VAX 8800s. Everything is tied 
together over TCP/IP and Novell IPX net-

works. Hughes reports that in just the first 
six months of its operation, the surplus 
equipment service alone saved the compa-
ny over $400,000. 

The docMonn Method 
DocXform for MS-DOS, SunOS, and 
Unix systems uses a novel data type. De-
scribed by its manufacturer, Information 
Dimensions, as a "component-level docu-

ment database," docXform's data type is a 
structure made up of 9000 sections, each of 
which can be 128 MB in length. You can 
assign a category of document content 
(e.g., chapters), which has been marked 
up using SGML tags, to a section. 

Unlike BLOBs, where finding a docu-
ment in a relational database is an all or 
nothing proposition (except for CBR), 
docXform lets you access individual parts 

A NEW FACE ON YOUR HOST DATA... 
VT EMULATION GIVES YOUR 
A A FACELIFT—THE WINDOWS 

E! 

BeforeEAterm, host data was dull, 
colorless, and limited by aging host 
applications. ICEAterm transforms your host 
data—making it better looking, and more 

useable. 

Apply the power and ease of Windows 
tools, like Excel, 1-2-3, WordPerfect, Visual 
Basic... to your host data using ICEAterm's 
DDE, hot links, file transfer, and user-defined 
menus and dialog boxes. And you'll get 
more done faster with multiple 10EAterm 

sessions. 

Advanced features include a powerful 
macro language and definable on-screen 
button pads, to make your work even 
easier. ICEAterm speeds your work with high 

KE.enn ZSTEM F...9aco KEA are ear 

throughput over your serial port or installed name. cd KEA Symms Lka phor tram mOceernes 
are ...re. reçasloraternara d mg... noklus 

TOE/1P or LAT network. KEA SYSTEMS LID 1993 Al res reserved 

ICEAterm 420—a powerful link to 
your VAX and UNIX text 
applications. 

ICEAterm 340—for applications 
requiring ReGLS, Tektronix. or sixel 

graphics. 

ICEAterm—for Windows NT 
crvcalable sood 

Empower your desktop nowt 

Call 1-800-663-8702 
ICEA Systems Ltd. 
3738 North Fraser Way. Unit 101 
Burnaby, B.C. Canada V5J 501 

Phone: (604) 431-0727 

Fax: (604) 431-0818 
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of documents as if they were convention-
al database records. To mark up documents 
prior to loading into the database, doc-
Xform uses FastTag from Avalanche De-
velopment (Boulder, CO). FastTag scans a 
document, which can be a paper-based or 
a PostScript file, and creates a file of 
marked up content that docXform imports 
into its proprietary relational database. 

"IDI makes better use of SGML struc-
tures because users can map them into a 
relational database," says Carl Frappaolo 
of Delphi Consulting in Boston. "Users 
can manage their document-bound infor-
mation at the component level with the 
same speed and efficiency that they ap-
ply to managing their other information 
assets." 

Extending Data's Domain 
Electronic publishing, multimedia, video-
tex, and work flow are all part of a grow-
ing list of seemingly disparate applications 
that enable you to communicate your data 
in new and different ways. Since infor-
mation content, especially document con-
tent, is no longer something that is just 

n the future, what we currently 
think of as separate applications, 
such as work flow, conferencing, 
and text retrieval, will become 
parts of a common service. 

—Carl Frappaolo, 

executive vice president 

at Delphi Consulting 

read or achieved, it has 
begun to control organi-
zational work flow in the 
same way that data in 

"just-in-time" process-control programs 
affect the movement of a car engine on an 
automotive assembly line. The difference 
now is that human work flows are being 
àutomated, not conveyor belts. 

For example, work-flow products such 
as Lotus Notes route and store informa-
tion. But they can also determine who does 
what job and when it gets done. Thus, they 

don't simply remind you that, say, the vice 
president of your company must approve 
purchase orders of more than $50,000, 
they also route the purchase order to the 
vice president and keep it there until he or 
she acts on it. 
The evolution of data types from ele-

mentary items of information to complex 
objects that can affect external events sig-
nifies the breakdown of the predefined 
limits that determined both the make up 
of a data type and how your information 
content could flow from one data type to 
another. Moving beyond computing that 
information packaging restricts means that 
your knowledge-based activities can use 
a common technology to exchange, ex-
pand on, and react to your data. Soon, the 
idea of building an application around a 
particular data type may seem arbitrary 
and, perhaps, even a bit primitive. • 

Randall D. Cronk of Boston, Massachusetts, is a 
freelance writer who has been researching and 
writing about document interchange for more 
than two years. You can reach him on BlX do 
"editors." 

Mr DATA COMPRESSION LIBRARIES1m 

KWARE's® Data Compression Libraries,'" allow software developers to add data compression 1P 
technology to software applications. The application program controls all the input and output 
of data allowing data to be compressed or extracted to or from any device or area of memory. 

• All Purpose Data Compression Algorithm Compresses Ascii or Binary Data Quickly with 
similar compression achieved by the popular PICzip software, however the format used by 
the compression routine is completely generic and not specific to the PKZIP file format. 

• Application Controlled I/O and memory allocation for extreme flexibility. 
• Adjustable Dictionary Size allows software to be fine tuned for Maximum Size or Speed. 
• Approximately 35K memory needed for Compression, 12K memory needed for Extraction. 
• Compatible with most popular Languages: C. C+ +. Pascal, Assembly, Basic, Clipper, Etc. 
• Works with any 80x86 family CPU in real or protected mode. $295.00 
• No runtime royalties. 

II. RUNNING OUT OF EXPENSIVE DISK SPACE? jail 
PluiP can help! PKZIP compresses your files to free up disk space and reduce modem 
transfer time. You can compress a single file or entire directory structures with a single 
command. Compressed files can be quickly returned to their normal size with PKunzici. 

Software developers can reduce the number of diskettes needed to distribute their product by Iusing PKZIP. Call for Distribution License information. 

The included PKZIP utility lets you store 
compressed files as a single self-extracting I.EXE files that automatically uncompresses 
when run. Only $47.00 

ea' 

PK \Offl.là 
THE DATA COMPRESSION EXPE 

9025 N. Deerwood Dr. 
Brown Deer, WI 53223 

(414) 354-8699 
Fax (414) 354-8559 
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There was a time when your worst 
technical nightmare wouldn't 
go away till the morning after. 

,luron Mains 

Product Support Specialist 

¡HM Personal tivstenis 

letp(:enter 

IBM PC Direct 
We're  putting the personal 
in personal computing. 

IBM Personal Systems I lelpCenter® 

Product Support Specialist 

Aaron Matas knows from 

personal experience that 

emergencies don't keep 

bankers' hours. That's 

why Our I lelpCenter 
stays staffed and ready 

around the clock. So if a 

system goes down. you won't 

have to wait till sometime the next 

(lay to find out if it's your hardware, 

software, or who knows what. After all, 

it's just common sense that the company 

who sold you the system should be 

there for you when you need them. 

Whatever your question, experts like 

Aaron are wide awake and ready 

to help you get back in business. Fast. 

It's all part of IBM I lelpWare®. 

If you've ever bought computers 
"direct;' we want you to know one 
important thing. 

This time, it can be different. 
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ValuePoint SpaceSaver ValuePoint Desktop 

• Compact size: 101.2" \‘' x 4.8" I I x 16:i" I) 

• 3 slots ( includes I \ ESA ',oral Ibis sl(It!) 
and 3 bays 

• Also available in nirdialess Om drives) configu-
ration to function as an economical LAN client 
workstation! 

IBM PC Direct 
We're putting the personal 
in personal computing 

• Plenty of mom to grow: 5 slots ( includes 1 
VESÁ Local Bus slot!). 5 bays 

• A super combination of speed, power, upgrad-
ability and expandability! 

ValuePoint Mini-Tower 

• Convenient, compact Mini-Tower processor 
case measures 9.5" W x 16.8" H x 16.9" D 

• Enormous room for growth: 8 slots (includes 
1 VESA Local Bus slot!), 6 bays 

• Perfect format for high powered computing 
(CAD/CAM, graphics, multimedia, etc) or as 
a low-cost network server! 



Val uePo lot SpaceSaver 425S X/S 433SX/S 

Processor 

Hard Drive/Memory 

Diskette 

All ValuePoint systems feature: 
• 10I-key IBM Enhanced Keyboard 

and IBM Mouse 
• Intel® i48ó na processors 

• SVGA VESA Local Bus Video 

i486SX/25 MHz 

120MF3/4MB 

If you don't see it here, call us. We'll 
custom build a system just for you. 
It's a personal commitment from Mice, Gregg, Jeff, 
Beverly and their associates at the IBM Personal 

Computer Company. Thousands of IBM people — many 
working around the clock — to keep you personally 
delighted with everything we do for you. 

It starts — but doesn't end with — our hot-selling IBM 
ValuePointrm PCs. Take a closer look at the systems shown 
here. Super PCs. Super prices. But if you don't see the 
system you want, call us. We'll build your PCs to your 
specifications — and your budget. 

Remember, ValuePoint is backed by IBM HelpWare, 
including our 30-day moneyback guarantee. No qualms. 
No quibbles. No questions asked.' And for 1 year with 
free around-the-clock telephone assistance and fast 
onsite service (even in the most remote locations!) from 
more than 10,000 IBM service representatives in over 
1,600 locations nationwide.' 

Call us today. And discover how we're putting the personal 
in personal computing 

• A 32-bit VESA Local Bus slot for local 

bus speed on SCSI drives 

and other peripherals! 

• IBM I lelpWare 

i486SX/33 MHz 

120MB/4MB 

• Upgradability via Intel OverDrivens 

technology all the way up to Pentiumn' 

• Zero Insertion Force (ZIF) socket for 

fast, easy processor upgrades. 

433DX/S 

i486DX/33 MHz 

120MB /4MB 

433DX/S 

i486DX/33 MHz 

245MB/8MB 

35" 35" 35' 35' 

Display 6312 14' SVGA NI 6312 14* SVGA NI 6312 14 SVGA NI 6314 14' SVGA NI 

Operating System 

Price*/ IBM Credit Lease— 

VatuePoint Desktop 

Processor 

Hard Drive/Memory 

Diskette 

IBM DOS & WINDOWS"' 

$1,579 / $57 per month 

IBM DOS & WINDOWS IBM DOS & WINDOWS OS/26 

425SX/D 

1486SX/25 MHz 

120MB/4MB 

;1,779 t64 per month 

433SX/D 

i486SX/33 MHz 

120MB /4MB 

;2,029 /S73p3montn 

433DX/D 

1486DX/33 MHz 

120MB/4MB 

82,469 /589 Per month 

466DX2/D 

1486DX2/66 MHz 

245MB/4MB 

3.5' 3.5' 3.5' 3.5' 
Display 6312 14' SVGA NI 6312 14' SVGA NI 6312 14" SVGA NI 6312 14' SVGA NI 

Operating System IBM DOS & WINDOWS IBM DOS & WINDOWS IBM DOS & WINDOWS IBM DOS & WINDOWS 

Price, IBM Credit Lease— 

ValuePoint Mini-Tower 

Processor 

Hard Drive,/Memory 

Diskette 

$1,659 IS60 per month 

4330X/1 

i486D)(/33 MHz 

340MB/4MB 

3.5' 

$1,859/ser per nut 

4660 X2/T 

i486DX2/66 MHz 

527MB/4MB 

& 5.25' 

62,099 / $76 per month 

46613X2/T 

i48611(2/66 MHz 

527MF3/4MB 

3.5' 

$2,779/sso per month 

466DX2/T 

i486D)(2/66 MHz 

527MB/8MB 

3.5' 

Display 6318 14' SVGA NI 6318 14' SVGA NI 6319 15' SVGA FS NI 6319 15' SVGA FS NI 
Operating System IBM DOS & WINDOWS IBM DOS & WINDOWS IBM DOS & WINDOWS 

Price*/IBM Credd Lease— $2,579 ire rermordh $3,499 /$126 per month 
OS/2 

$3,599 / Eno per month $3,789 ist37 per month 

Call 1 800 IBM-2YOU 
refer to: FAZ 
1 800 426-2968, 
8am-midnight M-F, EDT; 
8am-7pm Sat., EDT. 
Purchase order is available for qualifying customers. 



Angela Hardy 

PC Cfflsuhant 

1841 PC Direct 

It's as simple as calling Angela I lardy, or any 
one of our other PC consultants. ValuePoint 
PCs, nk Pad® notebooks, peripherals, 
printers, displays, add-ons, the most popular 
software and more (IBM and non-IBM) are 

all yours — at prices you'll find personally 
pleasing— when you call 1 800 113M-2YOU. 

You'll speak to a PC consultant who'll either 
answer any question you have, or get you in 
touch fast with an expert who can. If you 
don't see it here, it's in our free catalog. And 
if it's not in the catalog, we can probably get 
it for you anyway. Either way-call! 

This time you can have it alt 
Save space inside your multimedia PC! 

The Mwave" WindSurferl" 
Communications Adapter is a 
V.32 I }ilia Mexlein,9600 bps 
Fax/Modem and CD-qual-
ity sound system Mwave 
MIDI synthesizer with instru-
ments and MIDI port...all in one! 

Mwave WindSurfer 
Communications Adapter 
(92E4057) $349 

Eliminate LAN processing bottlenecks! 

The 113M LAN Streamer MC 32 Adapter can help you 
increase your network's capacity and set new standards 
for speed and perfonnanoe! No new hardware or costly 
facility rewiring 
Streams frames 
directly between 
system memory 
and liken-Ring without 
storing them directly in adapter. 

LAN Streamer MC 32 Adapter 
 $859 (92E8942) 

Give your PC gigantic storage capacity! 

This 3.5" Rewritable Optical Drive lets you put all your 
large-project tiles on one 127MB 
opt al disk. You ran store 
this disk in your desk, ...-
and [me up precious 
liard drive spate! Up-
date data when you want 
use the disk over and over. 

IBM Enhanced 3.5" Rewritable Optical Drive 
(6451295) 
SCSI External Enclosure (35100 VO)   
  $1,499 

$219 

Call 1 800 IBM-2YOU 
refer to: FAZ 
1 800 426-2968, 
8am-midnight M-F, EDT; vie ele 
8am-7pm Sat., EDT. \ 
Purchase order is available for qualifying customers. 

The easy, affordable way to go to a speedy CD-ROM. 

'I'he ISA Internal CD-ROM has a fast 300K B/SEC 
maximum data transfer rate — double the seed of most 
CD-ROM drives! You can load your operating system and 
applications software from a typical 600MB CD-ROM 
disk. You save precious Ilan' drive space and load onto 
your ISA system faster. It's priced to move fast kw! 

IBM ISA Internal CD-ROM Drive 
(...e2G2961) $315 

Upgrade to 256KB 12 Write Back Cache Memory. 

I lere's a super way to Iss psi s) •r n pg•rig nuance without 
buying a new system. This 2561\ li 1.2 \\ rite Back Cache 
Memory Kit gives you an iia* slag Ialardized growth path 
for your Valuelbint systems 

256KB 1,2 Cache Write Back Memory Kit 
(60G 1626) $249 

Ca ‘Iggory Kit 256KB (60C 1625) d w nn  $229 

Cad Memory Kit 128KB (60G 1624)   $  

IBM \ ideo Memory Upgrade Kit (60G 1623)  $18199 

Super Prices on popular software! 
IBM l'C Direct has the popular software you want, at 
prices you'll love. Remember, if you don't see it here. 
or in our catalogs, call us. Chalices are we can get it 
for you fast! 

Win Fax"' I'm 
(MM 1364 $79 

S'IMKER® (mm29-2(e)  $95 
Quicken"' for Windows 2.0 
(MM45870) $45 

Word RTferit® for Windows 5.2 
3.5" (MM77919) $279 
5.25" (MM80915) $279 

gigut 

FREE! 

The IBM PC Diœctim Source Book. 
Valuelbint Think . peripherals. 
add-ons, popular s, ift ware ... 
it's all here and ifs all 
yours for the asking Call 
1 800 IBM-2YOU today! 

lliM pri('ggs only. 'Ile offerings, prices and products are sulgject 
tgg change or withdrawal without prior notice. Products you 
acquim liray not be counted angler ant existing Volume 
Punhase ).gmetaient. The same offerings and products may be 
availalgIg• through 111M Am In prized lientarketers, liemarketer 
prices nun tar). Shipping mid handling gigarges are extra. 
**113M Credit Lease prices are quotegl fair 36-mggigill terms. 
Lease rates quoted an good through 0/30/9:1 ail,', uliich time 
rates are subject itg change will t igot ice. I agase :mailable hi 
qualilinggl commercial custongers only. I Copies of uarranty and 
30-da) ri r,,r,r'vliai'k igglgormation available through 
II1M and I Authorizegl I huolggrs. Please call I 800 12h-2%8 
for details ,garding IBM's moneyback guaranieg• and lingited 
warrant). 2 \I no additional charge during warraigt ) pigged. 
Onsite service available Monday-Friday 8arigg:gingg in pun time 
%One. A PP1.IES Ti) 111M 1)111ECE SAI.F.S I )\ l ). pgradable 
with Inters lutrin' erl)rive pnwessor based on ! Lilt Min tgwh-
nolog). I I kip( :g I lelebre. Think Pad and OS/2 are 
nggistenx I trademarks and ValuelIgint. luave and WindSurfer 
are traglg quarks of International lit g s g ge» Nlarilines 
Corpond ion. Intel and Iggig•I Iggsiglg• logo are nggisterg•gl trade-
marks and id8h. thulium , Ingl g hurl rive are tradg•gglarks ggf Intel 
Corporat iggn. Microsoft is a rt•gistg•regl trademark arul ludo», 

is a trademark of Microsoft Cggrpg'ration. PC is a trade-
mark of Ziff llllllll unications t ompany and is used by IBM 
under license. STACKEI1 is registemil trademark ggf 
Electronics. hic. WordPerfect is a nggisteregl trag leg nark of 
WortlIhrfect Corporation. Quicken is a trademark of Intuit 
l:orporation. Winlbx is a trademark of I/drill:I " Iggclunglogy, 
©11$13 International Business Machines Corporation, 

IBM PC Direct 
We're putting the personal 
in personal computing. 



State of the Art 

DOCUMENTATION GOES DIGITAL 
Digital documentation helps you find answers fast. But if you're considering publishing your own, 

prepare for a bewildering array of tools, interfaces, and data models. 

PHILIP C. MURRAY 

E lectronic reference documents, or 
ERDs, serve the same purpose as 

hard-copy reference documents. Also 
known by such names as softcopy, en-
hanced documents, and hypertext, ERDs 
let you use computer power to locate an-
swers to your problems quickly. While 
they can contain graphics, sound, and 
video, ERDs differ from most multimedia 
documents in that their primary role is to 
give you fast access to data so that you 
can solve a problem efficiently. Most mul-
timedia documents, on the other hand, are 
designed to assist with learning and mas-

tery or to entertain. 
ERDs offer a variety of features that are 

beyond the ability of hard copy. For ex-
ample, some let you browse through a table 
of contents in one window while a syn-
chronized companion window presents the 
text of the section under your cursor. Oth-
ers offer graphical access tools to help you 
locate information. With careful analysis, 
you can tailor an ERD to the specific needs 
of your intended audience. 

But ERDs are not a mature technology. 
For example, consistent end-user features 
and interfaces have not appeared. And 
ERD production practices and techniques 
still need standardization. Real growth in 
ERD use will occur only when improved 
authoring tools, clear data models, and 
product standards emerge. 

Signs of Acceptance 
Digital delivery of reference information is 
growing increasingly popular. For exam-
ple, Shared Medical Systems (Malvern, 
PA), a health-care information-systems 
provider, produces electronic documenta-
tion for most of its IBM-based software, 
and the U.S. Department of Defense has 
mandated electronic delivery of mainte-

e nance manuals for new weapons systems. 
• Producing more than 30 million printed 
• pages per year of supporting documenta-
e tion, SMS is a large-scale commercial 
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information provider. Fred Drake, 
software product communications 
manager for SMS, is helping to 
transform the company's informa-
tion delivery from paper to CD-
ROM. SMS uses IBM's BookMan-
ager ERD publishing system for 
creating and delivering ERDs. Book-
Manager's Build component serves 
as the engine that creates electronic 
documents that can be used with 
BookManager's Read software on 
five different operating systems 
commonly used in IBM environ-
ments. including MVS, OS/2, and 
DOS. BookManager's full-text 
search and hypertext linking features 
make it especially useful for orga-
nizations such as SMS that have ap-
plications requiring large reference 
documents. 

Drake cites two reasons for SMS's 
switch to electronic document delivery: 
ease of updating and speed of information 
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IBM's BookManager ERD publishing system has a Build component that 
r. e, essing sourues into ERDs. (Screen courtesy of IBM) 

access. SMS's products change rapidly. 
Electronic documentation obviates the 
need for errata sheets, new typesetting and 
print runs, and the like. SMS applications 

are accompanied by com-
prehensive technical manu-
als; some applications have 
10 or 12 400-page hand-
books. This volume of in-
formation makes it difficult 
to find answers in the paper 
manuals, no matter how 
well-designed and written 
they may be. CD-ROMs un-
lock the barriers to better ac-
cess and use up less shelf 
space. 
Drake lists cost of de-

livery as last among the ma-
jor reasons for SMS's tran-
sition to ERDs, but only 
because the company is 
phasing in documentation 
on CD-ROMs. Drake ex-

pects to also realize savings in publishing 
costs as ERDs become the company's pri-
mary method of documentation delivery. 
SMS is also evaluating BookManager 

Windows Help: Like a Book 
The flood of applications available for Mi-

crosoft Windows is blurring the distinction be-

tween on-line help and electronic reference 

documents. While on-line help for character-

based applications is often marked by extreme 

brevity and carefully crafted, fixed-size screens, 

on-line help for GUI-based applications is often 

structured and formatted more like a book 

The on-line help for Lotus's Freelance Graph-

ics for Windows, for example, has help docu-

ments with relatively long topics and built-in 

browsing paths that maintain access to the 

linear organization of the document. The ver-

satile formatting options of Windows Help and 

its ability to display text in a variety of fonts and 

sizes are the agents of this gradual transfor-

mation. 

On-line documents for Windows Help can 

be prepared with any method that creates code 

compliant with Microsoft's RTF ( Rich Text For-

mat), an ASCII-based coding system that can 

be used to describe the appearance of word 

processor and desktop publishing documents. 

However, a spate of new applications dedicat-

ed to this purpose, including Blue Sky Soft-

ware's ( La Jolla, CA) RoboHelp and Softron-

ics' ( Colorado Springs, CO) Universal Help, 

simplify not only the coding but also the com-

plexities of designing and :-

maintaining hypertext 

links, including tracking 

the identity of target 

nodes for hypertext links, 

generating tables of 

contents, and recording 

browsing paths. 

Such tools are indic- _ 
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Windows Help viewer. In addition, commercial 

usage of the Windows Help viewer is growing. 

For example, DEC is using the viewer as a 

mechanism for its on-line support manuals. 

The viewer has even been used for such ap-

plications as the FAQ (frequently asked ques-

tions) file for the Internet's aft.hypertext news 

group. 

The Windows Help viewer does not have all 

nce Graphics' 
-like format. 

the features needed for many forms of ERD 

publishing. For example, the current version 

lacks full-text search capabilities, making it 

inappropriate for many long documents. How-

ever, the lack of run-time 

fees and its ready avail-

ability make it attractive 

to potential publishers. 

Will the Windows Help 

viewer push innovative so-

lutions from other vendors 

out of the market? It's still 

too early to say. However, 

the increasing sophistica-

tion of comprehensive on-

line help for Windows and other GUI appli-

cations, coupled with an insistence on 

user-friendly interfaces, is producing a gen-

eration of computer users who often prefer 

on-line help to bulky printed manuals. The 

growing level of comfort with this particular 

form of electronic document may help win 

broad acceptance for ERDs in desktop pub-

lishing applications. 
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as a way to tie the documentation closely 
to its applications so that end users can 
have context-sensitive, on-line help in-
stead of separate on-line reference manu-
als. The key requirement is adding code 
to the applications software that maps pro-
gram states or contexts to specific points in 
the help system. This is the type of coding 
that lets you press, say, your Fl key to get 
help about the current drop-down menu 
in a Windows application. 

However, help systems typically are 
compiled for a specific operating system, 
which poses thorny development and 
maintenance problems for multiplatform 
applications such as those from SMS. But 
if programs can invoke direct calls to spe-
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well-known systems serve as yardsticks 
for desktop publishing software, making it 
easier to narrow and identify requirements 
when choosing such software. 

Narrowing your choice of ERD systems 
to two or three can require substantial re-
search. Requirements for multiplatform 
delivery and displaying complex material 
(e.g., display equations) may limit your 
choice of systems. Among the other con-
siderations you have to weigh are the types 
of graphics and external program links you 
need to support, the types of search fea-
tures that you can use, and the acceptabil-
ity of the user interface. 

For example, if you want to produce 
long reference documents but you don't 

want to hand-craft 
thousands of hy-
pertext links, you'll 
want a product that 
supports full-text 
search. Knowl-
edgeSet' s (Moun-
tain View, CA) 
Knowledge Re-
trieval System and 
Flambeaux Soft-
ware's (Glendale, 
CA) xText would 
be appropriate for 
such an application. 
To deliver docu-

ments digitally, you 
must first identify 
the principles be-
hind ERD creation 
and choose the par-
ticular strategy that 
meets your objec-

tives and then choose the best tool for the 
job. Most important, however, is to begin 
the process by carefully analyzing the 
needs and use patterns of those for whom 
your are creating your ERD. 

For all but the smallest projects, exten-
sive prototyping is a worthwhile invest-
ment. After you identify your objectives, 
you should create a sample ERD and test it 
on end users in the environment in which 
it will be used. Remember, ERDs are for 
finding information as rapidly as possible. 
You, not the ERD authoring software, 
might have introduced a problem by, say, 
using too few hypertext links. In addition, 
in any testing that compares the perfor-
mance of printed documents to on-line 
documents, you should attempt to account 
for skewing factors. For example, people 
often perceive any change of routine as an 
improvement, continued 
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Read software in IBM's BookManager ERD publishing system can display 
graphics in resizable. movable windows. (Screen courtesy of IBM) 

cific sections of a BookManager docu-
ment, then multiplatform ERD develop-
ment and maintenance problems can be 
solved, because the same BookManager 
documents can be read with BookMan-
ager Read software on five different op-
erating systems in the IBM product line. 
SMS is not an isolated case. For exam-

ple, the U.S. Postal Service supplies its 
employees with copies of the Domestic 
Mail Manual, the bible of U.S. postal 
clerks, in Window Book's (Cambridge, 
MA) format. And Folio's (Provo, UT) Fo-
lio Views is in use by more than 80 com-
mercial publishers. 

Obstacles to Acceptance 
Many obstacles block broader acceptance 
of ERDs at the desktop level. For example, 
there are some 200 ERD authoring and 
publishing products. By contrast, a few 
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State of the Art Documentation Goes Digital 

Anatomy of an Electronic Document 
Ntergaid's HyperWriter ERD authoring system converts documents that already exist in digital form into electronic documents 
complete with 0 tables of contents, Co back-of-the-book indexes, (0 chapter outlines, and 0 maps of hypertext links. HyperWriter 
runs on DOS- and Windows-based computers. A Mac version is in development. (Screens courtesy of Ntergaid) 
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of contents for 
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A pop-up document-mapping command 
window in HyperWriter lets you see the 

web of hypertext connections in a 
chapter without displaying the entire 
text of the cross-references. You can 
click on any hypertext link to view the 
full text. 

eel 

A HyperWriter 
back-of-the-

book index. You 
can click on an 

entry in the 
index to go right 

to the specific 
information you 
need. 

Pop-up outline windows 
created automatically by 

AutoLinker can show the 
hierarchical blueprint of a 

chapter. 

tnt 

Chapt 
Working with 

Hypertext links let you 
jump from an outline 

window to a specific item 
in text. You can also use 
the cursor to mark a block 
of text to cut and paste 

it into the Windows 
Clipboard. 
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HyperWriter authoring 
tools. In EROS created 
with HyperWriter, the 
top of the screen is less 
cluttered than it is here, 
since the number of 
available tools is greatly 

reduced. 

Finding and Using Data 
Keeping what's good about printed books 
in your ERDs seems like a logical thing 
to do, but sometimes the wrong things are 
kept and the right things are discarded. 
Ironically, chief among the often-discard-
ed features is the most frequently used 
method of information access in books: 
the back-of-the-book, or "conceptual," 
index. 

Full-text searching is not an adequate 
replacement for indexes in electronic doc-
uments, as studies of the effectiveness of 
searching have shown. For example, writ-
ing in the December 1992 issue of Com-
munications of the ACM, Peter W. Foltz 

and Susan T. Dumais report that keyword 
matching often fails because of the natur-
al ambiguity of the English language. For 
example, a single word such as chip can 
have more than one meaning. Conversely, 
many different words can describe a single 
concept (e.g., human factors and er-
gonomics). , 

In an ERD that supports hypertext links, 
a conceptual index can provide direct ac-
cess to all significant ideas in the docu-
ment from any point in the document, not 
just the names of things that can be found 
easily by search features. In addition to 
familiar conventions that help you find in-
formation easily, such as directing you 

from synonyms to primal) listings, good 
indexes include parent-child and -see also" 
entries that show relationships among the 
ideas. 
The manner in which conceptual in-

dexes point to information and describe 
relationships brings up other questions 
about how hypertext links should be used. 
For example, are one-to-many hypertext 
links essential? Is it essential to have one 
style of indicators for hypertext links that 
take the reader to more detail and a dif-
ferent style for links that take the reader 
to closely related information? 

Information Navigation's (Durham, NC) 
Train of Thought supports most features of 
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RETAIL! rain contours and details like airports, parks, 
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maps and satellite imagery are available, too. All you have to 
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Sure!MAPS does the rest. It even imports spreadsheet and data-
base files, calculates distance and area, and scrolls from map to 
map in one seamless presentation. 
Pin-point mapping will never be the same after Sure!MAPS. 

So throw away those little pins and call 1-800-828-3808. 
Or plot a course to your local distributor, reseller or computer 
store to get your copy today. 

Main" 
HORIZONS TECHNOLOGY, 

Horizons Technology, Inc. 
3990 Ruffin Rd. 
San Diego, CA 92123-1826 
(800) 828-3808 
Sure!MAPS is a trademark of horizons Technology, Inc. 
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State of the Art 

conceptual indexes, but 
few other ERD authoring 
systems directly support 
the construction of con-
ceptual indexes at the pres-
ent time. But you can find 
ways to construct them. 
For example, Ntergaid's 
(Fairfield, CT) AutoLink-
er software can trap em-
bedded indexing codes for 
print applications and con-
vert them into indexes for 
ERDs produced by its Hy-
perWriter ERD authoring system. 

Documentation Goes Digital 

Everyone wants their 
documents published 
electronically. It's just 
a matter of how and 
when—not if. 

—Jeff Peoples, president, 
Window Book 

(Cambridge, MA) 

Limitations of the Page 
While I hatimattii gy Software's (Red-
mond, WA) Eddars PostScript file-viewing 
system and Adobe's (Mountain View, CA) 
Acrobat technology promise to display 
complex pages on virtually any platform, 
the slavish adherence to a printed docu-
ment model stays the course laid out by 
Gutenberg. It limits the implementation 
of new ways of providing access to data 
and transferring knowledge. In spite of 
their comforting familiarity, physical pages 
actually impede access to information in 
some cases. For example, pages often con-
tain illustrations at locations that are far 
removed from their in-text references, and 
breaks in information can occur at awk-
ward points. Pages also provide only a sin-
gle view of the information, and they aren't 
easily resizable. 

Yet to be defined are techniques for 
making documents more capable of re-
sponding to the needs of end users with 
substantial variations in skills, levels of 
understanding, and interests. However, 
some software that is now available hints 
at some of the many possible methods of 
making documents more adaptive. For ex-
ample, Knowledge Garden's (Setauket, 
NY) KnowledgePro has expert-system fea-
tures that allow end users to profile their 
own needs interactively. 

Managing Document Development 
Document production is only a small part 
of the overall process of generating digital 
documents. While the time that must be 
spent researching, writing, reviewing, and 
revising the content of long printed docu-
ments constitutes as much as 80 percent 
or 90 percent of the process, the time that's 
spent formatting them for delivery consti-
tutes perhaps only 10 percent to 20 per-
cent. Given the speed with which you can 
revise electronic documents, the purely 

mechanical tasks of build-
ing and formatting ERDs 
will become an even 
smaller component of the 
overall development pro-
cess. 

Valuable information 
often outlives the tools 
used to create and process 
it, making it important to 
store data in a format that 
accommodates technolog-
ical change and multiple 
delivery modes. Document 

tagging and encoding standards are in-
tended in part to address this need (see 
"Unlocking Data's Content" on page Ill). 
You can use documentation manage-

ment systems, text-retrieval systems, and 
even customized relational database man-
agement applications to reduce your man-
agement effort. Unfortunately, outline 
processors, word processors, and other ap-

plications do not produce neutral data 
that's acceptable to all ERD publishing 
systems. Transferring textual content is 
generally not a problem, but important in-
formation about content architecture, as 
well as basic formatting, usually is lost in 
the translation. A universal, platform- and 
time-independent storage and interchange 
model for notes and ideas—not just docu-
ments—does not yet exist. In fact, such a 
standard may never exist because lack of 
transferability is not generally recognized 
as a problem. 
The focus on documents as discrete, 

rigid, highly structured entities is another 
inheritance from print models that has out-
lived its usefulness. Adding a web of hard-
wired hypertext links, which is comparable 
to adding extra crosspieces in a steel 
bridge, makes electronic documents more 
rigid and harder to change than printed 
documents. For example, what happens 
when you remove text that is a target of a 

1 

New Ways to Find Data 
ERDs cannot match the feel of a book or the sense of context provided by browsing through 
pages and looking at illustrations or subheadings. But hard copy cannot match the new ways 
of finding data that ERDs give you. 

FEATURE 

Computed hypertext 

rinks 

Full- text searching 

Graphical browsing 

Hypertext links 

Keyword searching 

Live tables of 

contents 

WHAT IT DOES FOR YOU 

A full- text search specified by pointing at or marking one or more words in text, as opposed 

to authored or hard-wired hypertext links embedded in text or graphics. 

Using a full-text search, you can scan the entire length of a document for every instance of 

a word or phrase. 

Available in some hypertext applications, graphical browsing tools display the logical 

connections between units of information by using connecting lines or other visual cues to 

turn relationships of meaning into easy-to-understand art. 

Hypertext links embedded in text give you five cross-references. This lets you hop directly 

from a word or a phrase to closely related information or to greater details in another part 

of the document. 

Keywords, added by a document's author and accessible through specialized search 

facilities, help you pinpoint ideas and data that might be missed by a full-text search. 

()ken coupled with an outliner-style expansion capability, a live table of contents helps you 

move quickly from general topics to details and back again. 
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State of the Art Documentation Goes Digital 

Finding Text Fast 
Searching a Binary Tree 

David le. 

lD Frank also comes 
before Gary. The word to 

the left, David, is ignored 

because it is to the left of Frank. 
Your search moves to the right 

and up one position, and Gary 
is found. 

Charles 

Abby 

Gary 

Frank 

lD Charles comes before Gary, so your 

search follows the line from Charles, moving 
to the right and then up one position, 

landing on Frank. Your search automatically 
goes to the right, because every word to the 
left of Charles begins with a letter that 
alphabetically precedes C. 

Harold 

Kevin 
Xavier 

Marilyn 

0 Your search is to find the word Gary. 
The G in Gary comes before the H in 
Harold. The H in Harold comes before the 
M in Marilyn. Thus, your search has been 

narrowed to the left branch, which is 
made up of all the words with first letters 

occurring alphabetically before H. 

Binary-tree indexes store words by splitting them alphabetically. A search al a binary- tree index begins looking at 
the first letter of the first word in the index—in this case, H. It then uses a process of elimination to home in on its target. 

PETER WAYNER 

Ti he purpose of a search engine in 
any indexing system is simple: 

to find every item that matches your 
query, no matter where it is located in 
your file system. The trick for the soft-
ware designer is to create a search engine 
that carries out this job quickly and ac-
curately while taking up as little disk 
space as possible. 
To accomplish accuracy and conserve 

disk space, some text-indexing software 
uses file-level information to structure 
words stored in your index. This means 
that each indexed word is complement-
ed by a list itemizing all the files in 
which that word appears at least once. A 
file-level index does not carry any ad-
ditional information about the location of 
words within files. Such an index uses 

disk space economically, usually taking 
up about 10 percent of the size of the 
main text that it indexes. 
More sophisticated indexing software 

uses word-level information about the 
location of every instance of a word. 
Word-level indexes let you search for 
complete phrases or words that are in 
close proximity. ZyIndex from ZyLab 
(Buffalo Grove, IL) is an example of a 
word-level index program. 

Operationally, there is a vast differ-
ence between file- and word-level in-
dex searches of a document database. 
For instance, say you entered a query 
on President Clinton into a file-level in-
dex. Such an index might return the sen-
tence "in 1805, George Clinton was the 
U.S. vice president." A word-level in-
dex, on the other hand, contains the lo-
cation of each word in your file system, 
so it avoids such mistakes by ensuring 
that President and Clinton are adjacent. 

The problem with word-level index-
ing schemes is that all the extra infor-
mation they contain gobbles up a lot of 
disk space—anywhere between 35 per-
cent and 100 percent of the size of the 
original text. They also can be slower 
than file-level indexes because they have 
more information to search through. 

Faster Searches 
Indexes are really just lists of lists. Lists 
are a sensible way to store information in 
alphabetical order. But they are slow for 
text-indexing purposes, because the av-
erage search has to go through about 
half of your word list before finding the 
word you want. Enhancements, such as 
binary-tree index structures, can make 
list searches faster, especially on rapid-
access media such as RAM disks. 

Binary-tree structures work by split-
ting your indexed words alphabetically 
so that words beginning, say, with the 
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letters A through L are on the left-hand 
side of the tree while those beginning 
with M through Z are on the right. If the 
tree is well balanced, the search time is 
proportional to the logarithm of the total 
number of words in the tree—that is, 
the number of bits in the binary expan-
sion of the total number. When the trees 
are unbalanced, however, they begin to 
act like lists, which, in turn, slows down 
search-response times. 
The problem with binary-tree struc-

tures is that each word in the index needs 
to have pointers to find words on its left 
and right. A list, on the other hand, has 
to store directions only to the next 
word-50 percent less overhead. More 
important, binary-tree structures often 
store the left and right branches in sep-
arate segments of a disk file. This frag-
mentation slows searches when the data 
is stored on a slow-access medium such 
as a CD-ROM. A list, however, can be 
stored in a linear fashion without point-
ers, lessening disk-space consumption 
and increasing speed. Additionally, the 
next element in a list is almost always in 
the same disk block as the current ele-
ment. When these practical considera-
tions are taken into account, lists will 
often perform substantially faster than 
a binary-tree structure. 

Depending on the medium holding 
your index, the space you save by stor-
ing only the directions to the next word 
is not always worth the increased speed. 
CD-ROM searches, for example, are 
slower than hard disk searches anyway, 
because a laser takes more time to align 
with its data track than the head of a 
hard drive takes to align with its data 
track. Consequently, your CPU might 
be able to run through a list of 1000 
words in the time it takes to load the 
data pointed to by the binary tree. 

Converting Words 
Hashing functions, such as those used 
in On Technology's (Cambridge, MA) 
On Location, produce the smallest in-
dexes. Unfortunately, they are also the 
most error-prone indexing approach. 

Hashing functions work by converting 
words into short integers. For example, 
a function might convert each letter of a 
word into numerical equivalents and add 

these values together: A would be equal 
to 1, B would equal 2, and so on, with Z 
equaling 26. Thus, the numerical equiv-
alent of the name Abby would hash to 
30, because 1+2+2+25=30, and the num-
ber 30 would become a surrogate for the 
four-letter word, taking up less storage. 

However, hashing functions can fail 
when two words have the same hashed 
value. For example, such functions do 
not discriminate between anagrams like 
Elvis (5+12+22+9+19=67) and lives 
(12+9+22+5+19=67), because both have 
the same numeric value. While this con-
fusion can be significantly minimized 
with hashing functions that are statisti-
cally tuned to the structure of English, it 
is never completely eliminated. 

Text-indexing systems such as the 
public domain WAIS (Wide-Area In-
formation Server) system on the Inter-
net give you the ability to input long 
phrases for partial, fuzzy matching. With 
WAIS, you can search for words and 
rank the matches according to a com-
plex formula of the number of matches 
and their proximity to each other. These 
fuzzy-logic solutions can also use, say, 
the contents of a magazine article as the 
basis of a query to find other articles in 
the database with similar contents. 

Consequently, you can find docu-
ments even if they don't contain the key-
word for which you are searching. If you 
do a fuzzy search on a 100-word phrase, 
your search can take a great deal of time. 
Searches of this nature can be prohibitive 
on some CD-ROM databases, but they 
are reasonable on databases that are 
maintained on fast hard drives. 
The process of indexing data is a sim-

ple problem in theory. While software 
engineers go through many different it-
erations to determine the best way to 
create the smallest, fastest indexes, your 
best bet is to evaluate indexing software 
based on the type of storage medium 
you intend to use and the amount of disk 
space you can allocate to indexing your 
data. 

Peter Wayner, a BYTE consulting editor, has 
written several text-indexing systems. You can 
contact him on BIX do "editors" or on the In-
ternet at pcw@access.digex.com or at pwayn-
er@bix.com. 

hypertext link? The process of finding and 
fixing a few resulting dangling links may 
not be any problem, but repairing hun-
dreds of such connections can become a 
nightmare. 

Systems such as Information Dimen-
sions' (Dublin, OH) BasisPlus document 
management system can help large pub-
lishing environments overcome some of 
these problems. For example, BasisPlus 
stores building blocks of information in a 
relational database and provides features 
that allow publishers to build documents, 
including ERDs with hypertext links, from 
these building blocks. 
You may not be able to afford an off-

the-shelf solution, which can cost tens of 
thousands of dollars, but adopting a clear 
strategy for treating information as build-
ing blocks will help. Implementing a for-
mal scheme for classifying those building 
blocks according to their meaning—a form 
of conceptual indexing—can help you re-
place the ad hoc generation of hypertext 
links that might prove costly whenever 
changes are made or new documents are 
created. 

What's Needed 
At one time desktop publishing systems 
were better ,,Ltited for producing newslet-
ters than they were for producing long doc-
uments, because they lacked long-docu-
ment-handling features. What made the 
difference with desktop publishing? Vast-
ly improved software, such as PageMaker, 
QuarkXPress, and Ventura Publisher, 
helped. But the growing base of experi-
ence with the principles of good design 
and understanding of efficient methods of 
production helped more. 
ERDs have not yet reached that stage 

of development, because the development 
and use of electronic documents of all 
kinds are still in their earliest phase. ERDs 
are a new delivery mechanism. Conse-
quently, a knowledge base from which you 
can learn about past mistakes and suc-
cesses has not yet been assembled. ERD 
technology awaits the kind of focus and 
standardization that experience brings to 
technology. • 

Philip C. Murray, president of Knowledge Man-
agement Associates ( Virginia Beach, VA), is an 
ERD consultant. He is the author of From Ventu-
ra to Hypertext (Knowledge Management Asso-
ciates. 1991)and the editor of ACM SIGLINK's hy-
pertext/hypermedia newsletter. You can contact 
him on BIX do "editors" or on the Internet at 
p00327@psilink.cm. 
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Reviews Roundup 

C++ Does Windows 
The BYTE Lab tests five C A- 4- compilers to find out if C4-4- really 

simplifies Windows development 

RICK GREHAN 

.,
"he ultimate benefit of an object-

oriented language like C++ de-
pends on how well it can be made 

to simulate the system in which you're 
working. Windows is an event-driven sys-
tem whose respiration is the flow of mes-
sages triggered by devices and windows 
and sent to menus, scroll bars, and such-
like. An object is just a useless lump 
of code and data until it's wired into 
that flow. Windows, which is a world 
of objects and events where proce-
dural development requires back-
breaking work, appears to be a per-
fect target for the object-oriented 
wonderland that C++ promises. 

In this review, I'll cover the latest 
crop of C++ compilers for Intel's 
80x86 series of processors ( includ-
ing the Pentium) and the Windows 
3.x operating environment. This har-
vest includes Microsoft's Visual 
C/C++ 1.0, Borland C++ 3.1, Syman-
tec C/C++ 6.0, MetaWare's High 
C/C++ 3.1, and Watcom C/C++32. Each 
simplifies Windows to some degree, but 
they mostly fall into two camps: The Mi-
crosoft, Borland, and Symantec compilers 
come with a rich set of tools 
aimed at easing the burden of 
Windows programming, while 
the compilers from MetaWare 
and Watcom focus more on 
speed than on comfort. 
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I> Borland C++ 3.1's Windows-based 
IDE provides an excellent development 
environment with good tools. Application 

Frameworks class libraries are Borland 
C++'s greatest strengths. In this screen, 
Borland's ObjectBrowser provides a 
graphical view of class hierarchies within 

an application. 
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Microsoft's Visual C/C++ 1.0 
Microsoft's Visual C/C++ 1.0 
will probably be your first stop 
in the search for a development 
system. After all, this is the 
company that makes Windows. 
and you might reasonably as-
sume that the Microsoft corn-
piler would be the most tightl) 
woven into the Windows environment. 
As far as the set of development tools 

goes, that's truly the case. Visual C/C++'s 
IDE ( Integrated Development Environ-
ment), Visual Workbench, is a concert of 
development tools that includes App-
Wizard, AppStudio, and ClassWizard. 
AppWizard is the jump-starter in program 
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1 MetaWare's High C/C++ is built for speed 
more than comfort. MetaWare's extended-DOS 
debugger allows access to 32-bit flat-model executable 
files running under Phar Lap's DOS extender. Multiple 
windows allow views of C++ source code, the 
equivalent assembly language, and processor and 
coprocessor registers. 
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Microsoft's Visual C/C++ provides 
unique tools and great integration between 
them. In Microsoft's class browser, not only 

can you examine class hierarchy, you can 
also view member functions and locate 
source code where the class is defined. 
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Symantec C/C++ 6.0 is a strong newcomer to the 
Windows C++ field. Its IDE is built around a workspace 

paradigm and incorporates tear-off tool palettes. Here, the 
current workspace is " Editing," but the " Debugging" 
workspace is instantly available by clicking the folder tab near 

the topmost menu bar. 
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Watcom C/C++32 supports a 
wide variety of platforms. Although 

Watcom C/C++32 has no Windows-hosted 
IDE, the package comes with Windows-

based tools. Dr. Watcom is a crash' 
analysis tool, Watcom Spy lets you 
examine messages headed for a selected 

window, and the Heap Walker permits 
exploration of an application's local or 
Windows' global heap. 
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development. With it, you can quickly cre-
ate a skeleton of classes and associated 
source code filenames for your applica-
tion. You can then move on to the other 
tools to fill those files with actual code. 

AppStudio is Visual C/C++'s resource 
toolkit, where you build user-interface ob-
jects (e.g., dialog boxes and menus). It is 
tightly coupled to ClassWizard, where you 
bind executable code to those interface 
objects. 

All these tools work together on a single 
project. Visual C/C++ works directly with 
make files that can be built within the IDE 
or externally by Microsoft's NMAKE. The 
process of building user-interface objects 
and binding them to code goes something 
like this: You select a class in ClassWizard, 
and you're shown the object IDs of ob-
jects built in AppStudio. You click on an 
object, and a listbox shows messages to 
which the object can respond. Select the 
message, click on the Add Function button, 
and enter a function name in another list-
box. ClassWizard automatically adds the 
function declaration to the class, writes an 
empty function header in the source file 
where the class is defined, and ushers you 
quickly to the editor, where you fill out 
the function body. 
The Microsoft Foundation Classes 2.0 

are the behind-the-scenes wiring that make 
this work. Within MFC, you'll find class 
definitions for all Windows objects. More 
important, MFC also provides the con-
nections necessary to enable the event han-
dling that's at the heart of every Windows 
program. MFC's fundamental component 
is the message map. This is a data structure 
that holds the routing information of mes-
sages to class member functions. In MFC's 
base classes, many of these member func-
tions simply call Windows API functions 
directly. 
As you build derived classes, you can 

define your own message-handling mem-
ber functions that override those of the 
base class. Using macros that Microsoft 
supplies, you build a message map for this 
derived class, linking the functions to the 
message IDs. A specific member function 
of MFC's base class, CWinApp, gets all 
messages sent by Windows to the current 
application. This function routes the mes-
sage to its target object. When a Window 
object defined by MFC receives a mes-
sage, it searches its own class definition's 
message map for a function to handle that 
message. If that function can't be found, a 
special entry in the local message map 
points to the message-map table of the par-
ent class. 

MFC follows this link up the chain to 
the parent class and searches the parent's 
message map. This process continues un-
til MFC either encounters a map entry cor-
responding to a handler function that can 
deal with the message or "pops out the 
top" of the class hierarchy. In the latter 
case, the message is passed to the equiva-
lent of the default message-handler pro-
cedure. 

AppStudio and ClassWizard together 
form a simple environment for quickly 
building complex applications, and MFC 
2.0 makes a solid foundation for profes-
sional-level applications. One significant 
addition to Visual C/C++ is a Windows-
hosted debugger. ( Visual C/C++ also in-
cludes CodeView. 

At $495, the Visual C/C++ Profession-
al Edition falls somewhere in the middle of 
the price range. Counting all the support-
ing tools—there are so many it's some-
times hard to find the compiler among all 
the icons—the price is quite good. Pro-
grammers interested in a less expensive 
route into Windows programming might 
want to look at the Standard Edition, a 
$195 product that lacks CodeView, a pro-
filer, and DOS target compilation. 

Borland C++ 3.1 
Borland C++ 3.1 comes with two IDEs: 
one for DOS and one for Windows. The 
DOS-based IDE can generate Windows 
and DOS applications; the IDE for Win-
dows produces either Windows executable 
files or DLLs. Both of these IDEs allow 
rapid development of application projects; 
you add files to a project by selecting them 
from file lists, and the IDE handles the 
chore of chasing down dependencies for 
you. You can convert a project into a make 
file. 

Although Borland's C++ environment 
doesn't include an equivalent to Micro-
soft's AppWizard and ClassWizard, it 
comes with plenty of Windows tools, in-
cluding Borland's Resource Workshop, 
help compiler, and resource compiler. Bor-
land C++ also has a free copy of Proto-
View Development's ProtoGen, a reason-
ably useful code generator that lets you 
rapidly build menus and link their com-
ponents to dialog boxes. ProtoGen will 
crank out the corresponding user-interface 
code for you. 

Borland C++ includes class libraries for 
both DOS and Windows: TurboVision and 
Object Windows Library. TurboVision 
can build DOS applications under a char-
acter-based windowing system, while 
OWL targets the Windows environment. 

Unfortunately—and this is a major gap— 
the two class libraries are completely in-
compatible. 

Although the ultimate goals of OWL 
and MFC are quite similar, OWL builds 
a thicker layer between the programmer 
and the Windows API than does MFC. By 
thicker, I don't mean less efficient—in 
fact, OWL does a better job of abstract-
ing Windows objects than MFC does. You 
can generally construct OWL programs in 
less source code than MFC equivalents. 
OWL achieves this goal thanks to Bor-
land's modifying its compiler to accept 
new (and nonstandard) syntax that ex-
presses the connection between a function 
within an object and the Windows mes-
sage to which that function responds in a 
single line of code. MFC, on the other 
hand, requires two or three lines to express 
the same connection. 

This nonstandard syntax gives OWL 
another advantage over MFC, in that the 
documented coupling of message ID to 
function is recorded in one place. MFC 
forces you to declare message-handling 
functions in one place and associations 
elsewhere. 

Internally, OWL operates much like 
MFC: The compiler builds tables in the 
executable file that link the message ID 
to a function address. Because OWL is 
built into Borland's C++, it has access to 
the language's internal pointers that link 
derived classes to parent classes and thus 
doesn't need MFC's additional links fur-
ther up in the class hierarchy. Dispatch-
ing Windows messages is potentially faster 
under OWL than under MFC, because 
OWL uses optimized assembly language 
for table searching, while MFC must 
search using C++ code. 

However, Borland may be willing to 
sacrifice OWL's conciseness for portabil-
ity's sake. The upcoming OWL 2.0 aban-
dons the language extensions of OWL 1.0 
and takes a strict C++ approach, with the 
addition of (among other things) support 
for templates and true C-H- exception han-
dling. 
OWL is an outstanding class library. In 

a direct comparison of Borland C++ 3.1 
to Microsoft's Visual C/C++, however, 
Borland C++ suffers primarily from its 
lack of au equivalent to ClassWizard. Ad-
ditionally, at $749, the price is somewhat 
steep. But where Borland has equivalent 
tools, they are excellent. The real strengths 
of Borland C++ are OWL, an excellent 
IDE, and accompanying DOS and Win-
dows development tools that make for a 
kingly development system. 

continued 
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C++ COMPILERS COMPARED 
Naturally, compilers vary in the types of tools they supply. However, these packages also vary 

in the nature of the code they produce. Executable files built by High C/C++ 3.1 and Wat-
corn C/C++32 include pure 32-bit code: Consequently, the DOS executable files run under 
DOS extenders, and the Windows 3.x executable files must be bound with a supervisor that 
translates from the 32-bit code to the 16-bit API of Windows. (Symantec C/C++ 6.0 can also 
produce 32-bit code running under a DOS extender). Borland C++ 3.1 and Visual C/C++ can 

create DOS executable files that exceed the 640-KB boundary via an overlay mechanism. 
Finally, Microsoft's compiler optionally emits p-code that can optimize space savings. 

(0 = yes, 0 = no; N/A = not applicable.) 

MICROSOFT 

VISUAL C/C++ 

Host platforms 
Windows 3.1 

DOS 

OS/2' 

• 
• 

BORLAND WATCOM 

C++ 3.1 C/C+ ,32 

• 
• • 

• 

METAWARE SYMANTEC 

HIGH C/C++ 3.1 C/C++ 6.0 

• 
• 
e 
O 

Target platforms 
Windows 3.1 • 

DOS 

Extended DOS 

OS/2 

Other Overlaid DOS. 
p-code 

• • 
• • 

• 

• 

Overlaid DOS .NLM, Pen 

Windows. NT 

• 

• 

N/A 

• 
• 
• 

Win32s, 

NT 

Processor support 

808x 

386/486 

Pentium 

• • 
• • • 

• 
• 
• 

• 

• 

) 

Language support 
Cfront 3.0 
ANSI C 
Unix C (K&R) 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 
O 

• 
• 
• 

Included tools 
Assembler 

Symbolic debugger 
Remote debugging 

Profiler 

Run-time source 

Class library source 

Precompiled headers 

Class browser 

O 
• 
o 
• 

Option 
• 

• 

• 

• 
• 
• 

o 

O 
• 

• 

• 

Option 

Option 

O 

Os 
• 
• 

O 

• 

• 

• 

Memory 6 MB 2 MB 4 MB 

Disk space' 52 MB 45 MB 25 MB 

2.5 MB' 8 MB 

15 MB' 50 MB 

IDEs Windows Windows, DOS N/A N/A Windows 

Debugger 
environments Windows 

DOS 

Windows, 

DOS 
Windows, Windows, 

Extended DOS DOS' 

Windows specific 
Class libraries MFC OWL None None MFC 

Utilities 
Heap walker 

Message spy 

Crash analysis 
Resource builder 

Help compiler 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
e 

o 
o 
o 

o 

O 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Price Professional: With Frameworks, 32-bit: $599 

$495 $795 

Standard: No Frameworks, 16-bit: $495 

$195 $495 

$795' Professional: 

$499 

Standard: 

$129 

Notes: 
' Many vendors support OS/2 with other c, mpiie 

High C/C++ produces DOS programs that require Phar Lap's 3boiDOS-i_xtt.,Jer package, an additional $495 cost. 

' The entry in this field indicates whether the compiler produces code structured for Pentium execution. 

' No strict Kemighan and Ritchie support, but it will support K&R function headers. 

Although Symantec C/C++ does not include a separate assembler, d has a full-featured in-line assembler. 

Memory and disk requirements are approximate. 
' Windows development requires Microsoft's Windows SDK, whic r t total disk requirement to 24 MB. 

° Symantec C/C++ lets you debug DOS applications from within Win 

° Price does not include Phar Lap's DOS extender. A DOS extenderLx,rup der package is available for $995. 

Symantec C/C++ 6.0 
As this article headed for press, Syman-
tec was deep into the final stages of its 
new Windows-based C++ compiler. I 
worked with a late beta version of the 
package that should match the function-
ality of the final product. Symantec ex-
pects to release version 6.0 in August, so it 
should be available as you read this. 

This product is a vastly updated version 
of Zortech C++. It's so heavily rewritten 
that the only similarity might be that both 
are C++ compilers. The Symantec com-
piler is also escorted by so many tools that 
it rivals Visual C/C++ in ancillary sup-
port. And unlike Zortech C++, Symantec 
C/C++ provides a solid class library—a 
licensed version of MFC 2.0—to provide 
a framework for Windows development. 
Symantec C/C++ takes its Windows-

based IDE to new heights, breaking from 
the usual MDI (Multiple Document Inter-
face) approach and instead creating an en-
vironment of loosely coupled windows 
and toolbars organized within workspaces. 
Each workspace (you can have several ac-
tive simultaneously) offers you a particu-
lar view into a project (e.g., one workspace 
may be where you do your compiling and 
editing; another may have all your debug-
ging tools active). 

Symantec's IDE incorporates tear-off 
tool palettes that you can position and re-
size to customize your workspace. Icons 
within these palettes operate on a drag-
and-drop paradigm. For example, you can 
grab the source tool icon, drag it out of 
the palette, and drop it on the desktop. An 
empty edit window opens. Go into the file 
list within your project view window, grab 
a filename, and drag it into the new edit 
window. The file's source code appears, 
ready for work. 
The Visual Programmer is Symantec's 

answer to ClassWizard. Many of the func-
tions that you would find in a resource ed-
itor are here. You can create dialog boxes 
and menus from within the Visual Pro-
grammer. The real strength of the Visual 
Programmer, however, is its ability to 
rapidly associate Windows controls with 
messages and to define actions for events. 
For example, your program may respond 
to an OK button by launching the Win-
dow s Edit program. In the Visual Pro-
grammer, you can quickly build all the 
code needed to accomplish this by mous-
ing through dialog boxes. (The only typing 
you have to do is to enter Edit's path.) 

Symantec's debugger is also well de-
veloped. You can examine changing data 
structures, as you can in most debuggers' 
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Performance Comparisons 

a) NIH class library compilation 

Borland C++ 3.1 

MetaWare High C/C++ 3.1 

Microsoft Visual C++ 1.0 

Symantec C/C++ 6.0 

Watcom C/C++32 

Borland C++ 3.1 

MetaWare High C/C++ 3.1 

Microsoft Visual C++ 1.0 

Symantec C/C++ 6.0 

Watcom C/C++32 

4 Better Speed Optimizations Worse 

o 100 200 300 400 500 

4 Better Size Optimizations Worse 

100 200 
Compile time (seconds) 

o 

b) BYTE portable benchmarks 

Borland C++ 3.1 

MetaWare High C/C++ 3.1 

Microsoft Visual C++ 1.0 

Symantec C/C++ 6.0 

Watcom C/C++32 

Notes: 

a) Times shown for Borland C++ are using its Windows-based IDE.The DOS-based 

IDE took nearly 1 min. 50 secs. longer to compile. 

b) MetaWare's engineers did not suggest a size optimization. 

c) Times for Visual C++ are for running MAKE from the DOS prompt. Running the 

Better Speed Optimizations Worse 

103 200 

Better Size Optimizations Worse 1 

N/A 

300 C 100 

Size of executable files ( KB) 

4 Worse CPU Better 1 

4 5 

FPU Better 

compiler under windows added nearly 50 seconds. Creating class browsing 

information added about 5 seconds. 

d) The NIH results for Symantec C/C++ were derived using MAKE from the DOS 

prompt, generating a 32-bit large-model DOS executable. 

e) N/A-,:not applicable. 

200 

Compiler benchmark results. ( a) These tests involve the compilation of nearly 98,000 lines of source code based on the National Institutes of Health 
class library. The intent is to measure compilation speed, as well as the size of the generated executable file. Compilation was peifonned twice, once 
optimizing for speed and then for size. All compilers were required to emit 32-bit code. Headers itere not precompiled. 
(b) This benchmark uses the CPU and FPU portions of BY7'E's portable benchmarks. As above. all compilers were required to generate 32-bit code. All 
compilers were set so that they emitted floating-point code that searched the machine for a coprocessor and used that coprocessor forfloating-point-
intensive operations. The results for each test were normalized to the lowest score of all compilers for that test. These results were then combined using 
a nonweighted average to generate a CPU index and an FPU index for each compiler. 

watch windows; however, Symantec's de-
bugger also lets you explore those struc-
tures graphically. Suppose your program 
builds a binary tree in memory. Syman-
tec's debugger will show that structure as 
a block diagram with boxes and arrows. 
As you single-step through your program, 
the displayed structure will be automati-
cally updated to reflect the goings-on in 
RAM. 

All in all, Symantec's C/C++ compiler 
is an enticing entry. A full-blown system 
costs $499, but entry-level developers can 
get started with the more reasonably priced 
$129 version. Although the latter's com-
piler is not an optimizing compiler and 
doesn't produce 32-bit code, it still pro-
vides a full Windows 3.x development and 

debugging environment, as well as the Vi-
sual Programmer. 

MetaWare's High C/C++ 3.1 
MetaWare's High C/C++ package is the 
most Spartan of all the products reviewed 
here. You'll find no heap walkers or mes-
sage spy programs. It's just a C++ com-
piler that produces 32-bit code compati-
ble with either Phar Lap's DOS extender or 
Windows 3.x, a 32-bit debugger for ex-
tended DOS or Windows applications, and 
a handful of Unix-like DOS command-
line tools (e.g., cat, is, and fgrep). 

Because High C/C++ emits only 32-bit 
code that uses the flat addressing model, 
creating a Windows application involves 
binding resources and protected-mode ex-

ecutable files with a Windows extender 
supplied as part of MetaWare's Windows 
ADK (application development kit). This 
supervisor acts as an intermediary between 
your 32-bit flat-memory-model MetaWare 
application and the 16-bit segment/offset 
Windows environment. 

Wherever a call to a Windows routine 
appears in your application's source code, 
the High C/C++ compiler aims that call 
at a function in the supervisor. The super-
visor function makes any adjustments to 
arguments, switches to 16-bit mode, and 
calls the corresponding Windows routine. 
Because callback functions require that 
Windows be able to call functions in your 
application, the supervisor must also per-
form translation in the other direction: 
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Extending the Language 

A t the time of this writing, the 
ANSI C++ committee was at 

work producing a standard description 
of C++ that is often referred to as C++ 
3.0. C++ 3.0 includes all the features 
of Cfront 3.0, a version of C++ from 
AT&T implemented as a preprocessor. 

Cfront 3.0 includes two new syntac-
tic elements: templates and nested 
classes. All the compilers reviewed here 
support both. Exception handling, a 
third new C++ construct, is part of the 
ANSI specification but not part of 
Cfront 3.0. 

Class templates let you specify a 
kind of class recipe. That is, you spell 
out how the class works—its member 
variable names, member function 
names, and how the member functions 
operate—but you leave out type-spec-
ification details. Those are filled in only 
when you instantiate a class built from 
the template. 

For example, suppose you've built 
a class that defines array objects that 
sort themselves. Without templates, if 
you want to define such a class for ar-
rays of integers, longs, and floats, you'd 
have to type in (and maintain) three 
class definitions. With templates, you 
type in the class definition once, leav-
ing a placeholder wherever a type spec-
ifier would have appeared in the defi-
nition. When you define an object of 
such a class, you specify not only the 
class name, but also the type specifier to 
be filled into the placeholders you 

wrote into the template. 
Cfront 3.0 also extends the idea of 

templates to functions. Continuing with 
the example, function templates would 
allow you to write a single function 
template for sorting an array of any nu-
meric type. 
A nested class is a class defined 

within another class. The enclosed class 
has scope only within the enclosing 
class. Nesting can provide relief from 
name-space pollution. Since a nested 
class is invisible outside its enclosing 
class, it won't clutter your program by 
adding another global name you'll have 
to keep track of. Nesting provides yet 
another dimension in the factoring of 
objects into their component parts. 

Finally, the latest addition to the C+-F 
language syntax is the catch-throw 
exception-handling construct. A class 
that supports exception handling in-
cludes exception class names as public 
members. A member function that can 
trigger an exception "throws" the ex-
ception to one of the exception classes. 
The exception class "catches" the ex-
ception as part of a try...catch struc-
ture. 

For example, assume you've defined 
an Array class. Array includes the 
exception-handling class Range-
Error. Additionally, you've overrid-
den Array's subscript operator al) so. 
that any out-of-bounds references will 
throw an exception to a function that 
is designated as the RangeError han-

dler. Examine the following code: 

Array av(100); 
try { 

read_array(av): 

catch ( Array: : RangeError) { 

// Handle array range error 

} 

Should an out-of-bounds error oc-
cur anywhere inside read_array, an 
exception will be thrown to the 
RangeError handler (i.e., the code 
defined after the catch ( ) statement). 
The beauty of exception handling is 

that no matter where inside read_ar-
ray ( ) the exception is triggered, no 
matter how deep the stack nesting, the 
stack will be unwound so that the 
RangeError code executes at the 
proper stack level. Most important, un-
like a set jmp...longjmp structure, 
C++ unleashes the proper destructors 
on any temporary objects that come 
from the stack as it is unwound. In 
essence, dealing with an exception 
won't leave bits and pieces of incom-
pletely initialized objects lying around 
taking up memory. 
Of the compilers reviewed here, only 

Watcom supported C++ exception han-
dling, even though the other vendors 
promised such support in upcoming re-
leases. Borland expects exception han-
dling to play a major role in the next 
release of Object Windows Library. 

from Windows to 32-bit mode. 
High C/C++ can also build a 32-bit 

DLL. In this case, you must bind into your 
code a special DLL supervisor whose job 
is similar to the supervisor described 
above. 

At the time of this review, MetaWare's 
High C/C++ was one of only two C++ 
compilers that could emit code optimized 
for the Pentium. Other compilers should 
follow suit shortly. 

High C/C++ is definitely a compiler for 
the high-octane, 32- bit programming 
crowd. It turned in the best performance re-
sults for CPU-intensive operations. How-

ever, its $795 price certainly won't break 
any price barriers, and that price doesn't in-
clude the Phar Lap DOS extender that 
you'll need to create extended-DOS ap-
plications. 

Watcom C/C++32 
Watcom C/C++32 is a compiler that emits 
code for more operating systems than most 
developers will ever target. At the top of 
the list of supported systems are extended 
DOS —Watcom C/C++32 can produce 
code for Rational Systems, Ergo Comput-
ing, and Phar Lap DOS extenders —and 
Windows, where Watcom C/C++32 can 

generate Windows 3.x and Win32s code. 
You perform all compilation from the 

DOS prompt. Also, because the output of 
the compiler expects to execute in a 32-
bit flat address space (referred to as a lin-
ear executable file), you must bind your 
application and resources to a supplied 
Windows extender. The company does 
produce a 16-bit version of C/C++ that 
can create 16-bit Windows 3.x applica-
tions directly. 
You won't find an IDE in Watcom's 

package, although the software does come 
with some useful tools. Watcom's capa-
ble debugger, Video, is at home in as many 
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Essential Development 
Tools At Your Fingertips. 
MKS Toolkit — All the Tools of the 'Butte for Professional 

Programmers and Application Developers. 

MKS Toolkit puts a powerful suite of easy-to- use development utilities within your grasp. MKS Toolkit was 

designed by developers for developers. That's how we knew precisely which programming instruments to 

give you — and how to make them work together so you can achieve levels of 

productivity you've only dreamed about — until now! 

Developers working on DOS can now get the extraordi-

nary power of tools that were once available only on UNIX. 

Only MKS Toolkit delivers a full suite of these essential tools 

on your PC, and allows you to switch quickly back to your 

DOS applications. For multi-platform environments, 

MKS Toolkit is fully compatible with UNIX systems, and tracks 

both POSIX and x/Open standards. 

Now it's easy to take hold of all the tools of your trade. 

MKS Toolkit enables you to develop the technology 

of tomorrow — today. 

ele Start shaping the applications of the 

future! Call now to order your COPY/ . 

of MKS Toolkit. 

Some of the 180+ utilities in MKS Toolkit 4.1: 

• A new, easy-to-use, efficient UUCP communications 
package that connects you to the world.* 

MKS AWK, the fast prototyping and report generating 
o • language, now with a new AWK compiler. 

MKS KornShell, the full-featured programming language 
that allows you to interchange scripts with UNIX and 

• POSIX systems. 
CJ MKS Make, the software construction utility that lets you 
C/) update files automatically. 

• MKS Vi, the full-screen editor. 

New Windows icons for frequently used commands. 

• Full on-line reference manual. 

C/) Interoperability with Open VMS, CTOS and MPE/iX. 

A full array of commands for profiling, compression, archiv-
• ing, file processing and customizing your PC environment. 
o 
o 

35 King Street Nor 
• th Waterloo, Ontario. Canada 

N2J 2W9 
Call for multi-user pricing. 30 day money-back guarantee. 
For information on how to order. call MKS at 1-800-265-2797 (US and Canada) 
or ( 519) 884-2251 • Fax (519) 884-8861. International customers please call: 
AUSTRALIA +61 03 580 3331 • BELGIUM +32 02 732 40 20. BRAZIL +55 83 333 1 smi4 • DENMARK +45 45 87 72 00 
FINLAND +358905062800 • FRANCE +33 I 48 77 22 44 / +33 1 39 46 16 16 • GERMANY .49 0721 988 280 +49 0551 50762 0 
ITALY +39 02 4801 6053 • JAPAN +8103 3293 4711 • KOREA +82 02 561 1021 3 • NETHERLANDS .31020 6 14 24 63 
NORWAY +47 22 11 09 50 • SINGAPORE +65 747 2266 • SWEDEN +46 013 111588 • SWITZERLAND +41 061 421 32 01 
UK +44 029 689 911 1+44071 833 1022 / .44 036 465 4100 
• MKS UUCP not available on NT and 05,2. 

MKS and MKS Toolkit, MKS KornShell. MKS AWE. MKS Make, MKS UUCP and MKS' Vi are trademarks of Mortier Kern Systems 
UNIX is a registered trademark of UNIX System Laboratories, Inc. All other trademarks are acknowledged. 
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PERFORMANCE TESTS 
I passed all products through two waves of tests. The first wave was de-

signed to measure each product's compilation time and the resulting 

size of the executable files. For these tests, I used a subset of the public 

domain National Institutes of Health ( NH) C++ class libraries tacked 

onto a couple hundred lines of exercising code. All told, building this 

project required the compilers to chew through nearly 98,000 lines of 

source code. 

The second wave was designed to measure the efficiency of the code 

the compilers generated. These tests were strictly C code and consisted 

of the CPU and FPU portions of BYTE's portable systems benchmarks. 

In both waves, I ran the compilers through the wringer twice: once with 

compile and link switches set to generate the fastest code, and once 

with those switches set to generate the smallest code. Consequently, 

each compiler ran the gauntlet at least four times. ( Some took more 

trips. For example, I performed an additional set of tests to explore Visual 

C/C++'s p-code generation.) 

All compilers were required to generate 32-bit code. The performance 

tests were run under DOS, so that none of the overhead of Windows 

would corrupt the execution times. Three of the packages— MetaWare's 

High C/C++, Watcom C/C++32, and Symantec C/C++— produced code 

that ran in conjunction with a DOS extender. In the case of High C/C++, 

I used version 5.0 of Phar Lap's 386IDOS-Extender. For Watcom C/C++32, 

I used the bundled run-time version of Rational Systems' DOS/4GW. 

Zortech's DOS extender (DOSX) was also bundled with the compiler. 

The results of the tests are shown in the figure on page 133. In the NIH-

class tests, all compilers generated code in the range of 100 to 150 KB. 

Three of the compilers— Visual C/C++, Symantec C/C++, and Watcom 

C/C++32—turned in compilation times that were startlingly close to 

one another. Borland turned in the best compilation time, and High 

C/C++ was significantly slower than the others. Interestingly, Borland's 

fastest compilation time was from its Windows-hosted IDE ( Integrated De-

velopment Environment); Microsoft's fastest compilation time was from 

the DOS command line. Note that High C/C++ has no compile options for 

optimizing for size. 

BYTE's portable benchmarks for CPU and FPU formed the basis of 

performance tests. It's obvious from the results that those compilers 

using a 32-bit DOS extender ( High C/C++, Symantec C/C++, and Watcom 

C/C++32) had an easier time of things in the CPU tests than did Borland 

C++ and Visual C/C++, which had to deal with the segment/offset over-

head of the huge memory model. 

In the FPU tests, all compilers generated emulation code that used a 

coprocessor if one was present lone was in our test system). MetaWare's 

compiler appeared to have the hardest time with the FPU test, with Wat-

com C/C++32 at the top. 

operating-system platforms as is the com-
piler. 
Watcom's offering fits in a niche some-

where between MetaWare's High C/C++ 
and Microsoft's Visual C/C++. Still, Wat-
corn's compiler has a different kind of 
plenitude: the vast number of supported 
platforms. This support exacts a 
high toll: $995 for the 32-bit ver-
sion, and $599 for the I 6-bit ver-
sion. 

Plus-Pluses and Minuses 
The C++ compilers covered here 
partition themselves into two cate-
gories: Those operating primarily 
from the command line ( High 
C/C++ and Watcom C/C++32), and 
those providing GUI-based devel-
opment environments ( Borland 
C++, Visual C/C++, and Symantec 
C/C++). In addition, Borland C++, 
Visual C/C++, and Symantec 
C/C++ make available class libraries 
designed specifically for Windows 
development, while the others are 
satisfied to provide access to the 
Windows API. 

Neither OWL nor MFC holds a 
clear advantage. Both at least hold a 

source code advantage over the strict C 
approach to Windows programming and 
its miles of switch statements. On the ex-
ecution side, neither is an improvement 
over tradition, because they add a layer of 
decision making that messages must nav-
igate. OWL is more concise; MFC does 

Borland International, Inc. 
(Borland C++ 3.1) 
1800 Green Hills Rd. 
Scotts Valley, CA 94067 
(408) 438-8400 
fax: (408) 439-9119 
Circle 1159 on Inquiry Card. 

MetaWare, Inc. 
(High C/C++ 3.1) 
2161 Delaware Ave. 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060 
(408) 429-6382 
fax: (408) 429-9273 
Circle 1160 on Inquiry Card. 

Microsoft Corp. 
(Visual C/C++ 1.0) 
1 Microsoft Way 
Redmond, WA 98052 
(206) 635-7007 
fax: ( 206) 936-7329 
Circle 1161 on Inquiry Card. 

Symantec Corp. 
(Symantec C/C++ 6.0) 
10201 Torre Ave. 
Cupertino, CA 95014 
(408) 253-9600 
fax: ( 408) 366-7430 
Circle 1162 on Inquiry Card. 

Watcom International Corp. 
(Watcom C/C++32) 
415 Phillip St. 
Waterloo, Ontario, 
Canada N2L 3X2 
(519) 886-3700 
fax: ( 519) 747-4971 
Circle 1163 on Inquiry Card. 

not require extensions to the language. 
For sheer executable performance, High 

C/C++ and Watcom C/C++32 are proba-
bly the best choices. Watcom C/C++32 is 
a likely choice for programmers whose 
target environments are in flux, given the 
range of target platforms Watcom sup-

ports. 
But programming for Windows 

is about more than all-out perfor-
mance. If you are looking for a de-
velopment environment that will 
truly simplify Windows program-
ming, choose between Borland C++ 
3.1, Visual C/C++ 1.0, and Syman-
tec C/C++ 6.0. My choice is Syman-
tec C/C++. With its full comple-
ment of excellent tools and good 
performance, it strikes the proper 
balance between a high-perfor-
mance compiler and a full-featured, 
Windows-hosted development en-
vironment. III 

Rick Grehan is technical director of the 
BYTE Lab. Before coming to BYTE, he 
worked as a professional programmer. He 
has a B.S. in physics and applied mathe-
matics and an M.S. in mathematics/com-
puter science. You can reach him on BIX as 
"rick_g." 
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•For the same money, you can have a black-and-
white 486 notebook. Or you can have a color 486 

notebook. Which is it going to be? Hay, it's not 

too hard to spot the best deal: the ColorBook from Gateway 

2000! The new ColorBook has everything you're looking for in 

a portable at a price you'd expect to pay for a monochrome 

system. That's a special breed! 

Exploding The Myth 
Why do you expect to pay so much more for a color portable? 

Because other manufacturers always charge a plump premium 

for color. They've been milking the market, brainwashing you 

into thinking high-quality color costs a lot more to manufacture. 

It doesn't! We're selling the ColorBook for our usual cost-plus-

small-margin. Now other companies will have a hard time 

perpetuating the color portable price myth. (Competitors 

absolutely hate us! Isn't it great?) 

Experts' Reaction 
We gave several PC trade publication editors a sneak preview 

of the ColorBook. Here's what they said about it: "Way cool!" 

"Dead on." "You won't be able to make enough of these." 

Dazzling Color Display 
The editors were impressed by the bright, crisp color graphics 

from the latest-technology, dual-scan STN display. It's a 9.4-

inch VGA LCD, backlit for use in any lighting conditions. The 

editors said the ColorBook has the best STN color display they 

had ever seen! When they learned one model was priced less 

than $2,000, they were convinced the ColorBook will cause a 

stampede in the industry. 

No Compromise On Size 
Adding color to a portable usually means adding weight and 

bulk. Not so with the Gateway 2000 ColorBook. The 

ColorBook is the thinnest color notebook on the market — 1.77 

inches. Its footprint measures 

only 11.7 x 8.5 inches, and it weighs just 5.4 pounds. 

486 Power 
You don't have to sacrifice performance to have color, either. 

ColorBook models are based on Intel® 486 processors. Both 

ColorBook models include a floppy drive, 4MB or 8MB of 

RAM (upg-radeable to 20MB), and a large, fast hard drive. 

These notebooks are powerful enough to become your only 

computer! 

Integrated Track Ball And PCMCIA Slots 
The ColorBook includes a built-in track ball, which is much 

easier to use than a mouse in most portable situations. You also 

get two PCMCIA Type Il card slots so you can plug in dozens of 

available PCMCIA peripherals. 

Greener Pastures 
The grass is greener on the ColorBook side of the 

fence! It's an extraordinary value even by Gateway's 

standards — and we wrote the book on value! We have 

a reputation for offering the best prices on high-quality 

products with exceptional service from friendly folks in 

the Midwest. That's why the choice of a computer 

supplier is black-and-white, even when you're buying a 

color notebook! Give us a call. 

8 0 - 8 4 6 - 2 0 1 0 

"You've vuu a friend ill rile 



Introducing The ColorBook! 

The ColorBook is the thinnest color notebook on the market — 
1.77 inches. Its footprint measures only 11.7 x 8.5 inches, and 
it weighs just 5.4 pounds. 

You'll appreciate the convenience of using PCMCIA cards. 
They're as easy to carry as credit cards, and they plug right 
into your ColorBook. 

FLi TI . RES 

Size 

Intel 486 Processor 

With the ColorBook, you get great color at a great 
price while maintaining excellent portability. 

ColorBook notebooks are based on Intel 486 
microprocessors, which makes them powerful 
enough to serve as your desktop PC with an 
external mouse, keyboard and monitor. Supports 
simultaneous video, up to 1024 x 768 resolution. 

Dual-Scan STN Color Display Dual-scan STN color is the latest technology in 
portable color displays, and it looks fabulous! You 
get 256 colors with the ColorBook running in VGA 
mode (640 x 480 resolution). 

PCMCIA Type Il Slots 

COLORBOOK 486SX-25 
• Weight: 5.4 Lbs. 
• Dimensions: 11.7" x 8.5" x 1.77" 
al Intel 25MHz 486SX Processor 
• 4MB RAM (expandable to 20MB) 
• 3.5" I.44MB Diskette Drive 
▪ 80MB IDE Hard Drive 
II 9.4" Backlit VGA Dual-Scan STN 

Color Display 
• NiMH Battery & AC Pack 
II Suspend/Resume Feature 
▪ 2 PCMCIA Type II Slots 
• Integrated Track Ball (2 Buttons) 
▪ 85-Key Keyboard 
• Parallel, Serial & PS/2 Mouse Ports 
• External CRT Port 
• MS-DOS® and Windows' 

$1995 

TRA VELER'S PACK 
• Carrying Case 
• Extra NiMH Battery 
• PCMCIA Fax/Modem 

Call For Details 

Add a modem, network card or any of dozens of 
available PCMCIA-compatible peripherals. The 
ColorBook's two Type Il slots can also be used for 
one Type Ill PCMCIA card. 

COLORBOOK 486SX-33 
• Weight: 5.4 Lbs. 
• Dimensions: 11.7" x 8.5" x 1.77" 
al Intel 33MHz 486SX Processor 
II 4MB RAM (expandable to 20MB) 
▪ 3.5" I.44MB Diskette Drive 
• 170MB IDE Hard Drive 
• 9.4" Backlit VGA Dual-Scan ST1%1 

Color Display 
• NiMH Battery & AC Pack 
• Suspend/Resume Feature 
•2 PCMCIA Type Il Slots 
• Integrated Track Ball (2 Buttons) 
▪ 85-Key Keyboard 
• Parallel, Serial & PS/2 Mouse Ports 
I External CRT Port 
• MS-DOS and Windows 

$2395 

COVB0 PACK 

• 124-Key AnyKey Keyboard 
• MS Mouse 
• 15" Color CrystalScan 1572FS 

$499 
The integrated track ball slides out from a compartment by the 
space bar on the keyboard. You simply pull it out and go to 
work. Finished? Just slide the track ball back into the Options include: PCMCIA fax/modem cards, PCMCIA network cards, 4MB or I6MB RAM 
ColorBook. upgrades, canying case and extra NiMH batteries. Call for details. 

8 0 - 8 4 6 - 2 0 1 0 
"You've got a friend in the business."® 

610 Gateway Drive • P.O.Box 2000 • North Sioux City, SD 57049-2000 • Phone 605-232-2000 • TDD 800-846-1778 • Fax 605-232-2023 • FaxBack 605-232-2561 
Sales Hours: 7am- 10pm Weekdays, 9am-4pm Saturdays (Central Time) 

(D1993 Gateway 2001 Inc. Black-and-white spot design. "G" logo and "You've got a friend in the business" slogan are registered trademarks. and Gateway 2000 Is a trademark of Gateway 2000, Inc. 

ihe Intel Inside Logo and Intel are registered trademarks of Intel Corporation. All other brand, and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies. 
Prices and configurations arc subject to change without notice. Prices do not include shipping 



Reviews Systems 

The Littlest Notebooks 
N e xt-gen art subnotebooks from CompUSA, Hewlett-Packard, and 

Zenith maximize portability—with one or two compromises 

STEVE APIKI 

S
ometimes, innovations in tech-
nology really do have a direct 
impact on day-to-day life. Per-

sonal systems like Apple's Newton remain 
on the horizon, but technologies like PCM-
CIA 2.0, 3.3-V processors, and 272-inch 
disk drives are driving portable system de-
sign today—and the results are practical 
Windows machines that are genuinely 
portable. 
The CompUSA 4SL/25 Subnote, 

Hewlett-Packard OmniBook 300, and 
Zenith Data Systems Z-Lite 320L represent 
this next generation of ultra portable, high-
power subnotebooks. All three are small-
er than a three-ring binder, less than 1.6 
inches thick, and under 4 pounds. Yet each 
has at least the performance of a 20-MHz 
386, as well as the high-resolution screens 
and pointing devices necessary to run GUI 
applications designed for the desktop. 

In addition to running the usual com-
plement of BYTE Lab tests, I took each 
of these machines on the road. All are ca-
pable travelers, but they have different 
strengths: The Subnote is the most pow-
erful, the OmniBook is the most portable, 
and the Z-Lite has the best screen. But a 
week on the road also exposed some sig-
nificant compromises, like the Subnote's 
unworkable trackball, the Z-Lite's frus-
tratingly small keyboard, and the Omni-
Book's reliance on PCMCIA and other 
technologies that are still developing. 

The Cutting Edge 
All three subnotebooks owe their combi-
nation of small size and high performance 
to a collection of state-of-the-art technol-
ogies. Among these, the most significant 
are PCMCIA 2.0, 3.3-V processor sys-
tems, and high-capacity 272-inch hard 
drives. But with the exception of 272-inch 
drives, where reliable 80-MB devices are 
no longer hard to find, these technologies 
have a few limitations. 

Using PCMCIA devices with any of 
these machines is not a plug-and-play op-
eration. I tested each with a Xircom CE-
10BT CreditCard Ethernet adapter. I 
couldn't get the OmniBook to recognize 
the Xircom card at all, and HP was unable 

New subnotebooks from ZDS, CompUSA, and HP (left to right). HP easily captures the title of 
"most portable," weighing in at just under 3 pounds and with a profile smaller than that of most 
three-ring binders. However, CompUSA 's Subnote packs quite a bit more processing power, and 
both the Subnote and ZDS's Z-Lite make fewer compromises for portability. 

to offer a solution. As of this writing, HP 
doesn't officially support the CE-1OBT. 
or any other network adapter. ZDS's and 
CompUSA's machines worked with the 
card, but both took some tweaking of 
drivers that wasn't always obvious. 

Drivers for PCMCIA I/O cards are sup-
posed to hook in through an interface 
called PCMCIA Socket Services, which 
should make every driver work on every 
PCMCIA-capable machine. But Socket 
Services is a new specification, and not 
all machines support it, or support it prop-
erly. So I/O card drivers often support 
PCMCIA controller hardware directly; the 
most common controller is Intel's 82365 
PCIC. 
Of these three, the Subnote and the Om-

niBook support Socket Services. The Z-

Lite does not. The Z-Lite and the Subnote 
use the 82365 as a peripheral controller, 
but the OmniBook has an HP proprietary 
controller. So except for the Subnote. you 
have only one out of two chances at even-
tually getting third-party cards to work. 
But you're still only completely safe with 
PCMCIA I/O peripherals supplied by the 
system manufacturer. 
These subnotebooks provide 3.3-V 

processors; the Subnote includes an Intel 
486SL, the Z-Lite runs on a 3.3-V Intel 
386SL, and the OmniBook nins on AMD's 
equivalent 386 part. Low-voltage parts 
mean a great deal in terms of power sav-
ings (and weight savings, if you consider 
battery size), since power varies with the 
square of the voltage. But full 3.3-V pe-
ripheral support is not completely in place 
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SUBNOTEBOOKS: A COMPARISON OF FEATURES 

COMPUSO 4SL/25 SMOTE HP OMNIBOOK 300 ZIS I-LITE 320L 

CPU 

RAM 

25-MHz 486SL 

4 MB 

20-MHz 386SXLV 

2 MB 
20-MHz 3.3-V 386SL 

4 MB .1 

60-MB internal IDE 

64-gray-scale backlit 1 

LCD 

Storage 

Video 

80-MB internal IDE 10- MB flash disk 

64-gray-scale backlit 

LCD 

16-gray-scale 

reflective LCD 

Display size 

(inches) 

Resolution (pixels) 

Size (H x W x D: 

inches) 

Weight ( lb.) 

Expansion 

75 9 8.5 

640 480 640 x 480 640 x 480; 800 x 600 

1 57 10 • 71 1.4 x 11.1 x 6.4 1.5 9.9 x 7.6 

39 2.9 3.9 
PCMCIA 2.0 slot; 

internal modem 

(option); external 
3'f - inch floppy drive 

Four PCMCIA 

2.0 slots; internal 

modem (option) 

Two PCMCIA 2.0 

slots; external 

3'h-inch floppy drive 

Price $1999 $2375 $1799 

yet. The OmniBook is almost entirely a 
3.3-V machine; CPU, memory, video 
memory, and the main system controller all 
run at 3.3 V. However, the Subnote runs 
only CPU and RAM at 3.3 V, and the Z-
Lite's only 3.3-V component is the 386SL 
processor. 

CompUSA 4SL/25 Subnote 

The Subnote is a high-powered machine 
manufactured for CompUSA by Taiwan-
based Twinhead. Of the three reviewed 
systems, the Subnote is the only one built 
around a 486-class processor, and the only 
one with an FPU. Although not as radical 
in innovation as the others, the Subnote is 
a solid performer, easily portable, and in-
expensive—a 4-MB RAM, 80-MB hard 
drive model costs just $ 1999. 

Not surprisingly, the 25-MHz Subnote 
was the fastest machine of the group. But 
although strict CPU tests like BYTE's 
DOS CPU benchmark rated the Subnote as 
nearly twice as fast as the second-place 
Z-Lite, the overall system was not that 
much faster than the Z-Lite running real 

Windows applications. 
The Subnote is reasonably miserly with 

power. Battery-life tests placed the Sub-
note's running time at just under 5 hours on 
a full charge. Intel's 3.3-V 486SL lets the 
machine support the usual complement of 
CPU power management functions, in-
cluding standby mode. 
I had a little trouble getting the contrast 

setting to "stick" where I wanted it for 
Windows—the "hard" power switch re-
sets the contrast. Once the level was set 
properly, the display looked great. The 
screen is tiny—at 7'h inches, it's at least an 
inch smaller on the diagonal than the other 
machines' LCDs—but it's bright and easy 
to read at 640 by 480 pixels. 
The keyboard, though not as pleasantly 

laid out as the OmniBook's, makes touch 
typing easy. However, the trackball is hor-
rible; either my fingers are too long or the 
buttons aren't far enough away from the 
ball. 
The Subnote is nice and portable. It's 

thicker than the rest, but squarer, and it 
carries easily. You'll need to carry both 
the external floppy drive and the AC adapt-
er when traveling. Both are small: The 
charger measures 1.8 by 4.4 by 2.5 inches, 
and the external floppy drive is only slight-
ly larger and heavier than a 3'h-inch flop-
py disk. 

The Subnote has a single PCMCIA slot. 
I got the Xircom Ethernet adapter to work 
with little trouble. 
I had only one negative experience. Af-

ter a few weeks, the 80-MB internal drive 
(which is removable, although the process 
requires a screwdriver) developed a whine 
that sounded like a bearing problem. How-
ever, I had no problems actually using the 
drive. 

Hewlett-Packard OmniBook 300 

ç.Fir se a' le OF No - 
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In contrast to the Subnote, the OmniBook 
is a real departure from traditional note-
book designs. It's incredibly small— at 1.4 
by 11.1 by 6.4 inches, it's more like a tall 
novel than a notebook. The odd form fac-
tor and its sub-3-pound weight make it so 
easy to carry that I chose the OmniBook 
whether I needed to take a machine on a 
plane or just down the hall. 
HP left out a lot to get the size down. 

The OmniBook has no floppy drive sup-
port, not even as an option. It relies on 
Traveling Software's LapLink Remote and 
a serial cable to mount drives on other sys-
tems. LapLink Remote can send itself over 
the wire, so you need never carry a floppy 
disk. Once I got it set up on my desktop 
system, I just left the cable hooked up and 
treated it like a docking station. 

LapLink Remote, like most of the func-
tions in the OmniBook, includes a Win-
dows Control Panel for configuration. The 
OmniBook is a Windows machine: If you 
don't like Windows and Windows appli-
cations, you can scratch this one off your 
list. Power management settings and all 
OmniBook configurations are handled 
through Windows Control Panels, and 
there are no DOS equivalents. 
More significant, the OmniBook is the 

first machine to include Windows 3.1 in 
ROM. ROM holds all the core software, 
including Windows itself, LapLink Re-
mote, DOS, and some OmniBook-specif-
ic DLLs. The OmniBook also includes Mi-
crosoft Word, Microsoft Excel, and an HP 
calculator utility— all ROM-based. 

Besides saving on hard disk power, this 
ROM Windows design provides some nice 
enhancements. The most noticeable is that 
Windows, Excel, Word, LapLink Remote, 
and many other utilities are all available at 
the touch of a function key. Also, the Win-
dows start-up sequence is fast, given the 
machine's relatively low-speed processor. 
The OmniBook has four PCMCIA 2.0 
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Two PCMCIA 2.01 Slots, Type II (5min) 
and 16mm: Twice the expandability. Easily 
accepts multiple cards including hard disk drives, 
modems and networking adapters. 

1 aTJ I I :1 1 
LCD Status Bar: Dea\,ers an instant read ot the battery file remaining, power-saving mode, 

and a host of other key notebook settings. 

BallPoint" Mouse 
with Quideort': 
Attaches easily, with- / 
out messy cords, for 
ergonomically ideal 
input—perfect for 
Windows' 
applications. 

Replace Your Desktop: 
Just snap your notebook 
into the Desk Station IV, 
and you're instantly con-

cted to your printer, VGA 
moritor, mouse, and full-size 
keyboard. Now you only 
need one computer. 

Some say the T4600 is better than life itself. 
Because in life, there is compromise. 

Introducing the T4600 Series. 
Make no compromise. 

Get the awesome power of a 33MHz 
i48FSL processor, and don't sacrifice bat-
tery life. Add a 9.5" color active matrix 
IF 1-LCD screen, and access all 185,193 
eye-popping VGA colors. Pack a massive 
320MB hard drive and never have to 
leave a file at home. Get your 
hands on the BallPoint' 
mouse, snap it into its 
QuickPorts, and never 
waste a moment or a motion. 

Carry two slots for industry-standard PCMCIA cards — including one large enough for 
the new generation of removable hard drives—and take the next big step in peripherals. 

Glance at the QuickRead LCD status icon bar for an instant read of battery life, power 
management, keyboard settings, and more. This is 
no time for compromise. This is the time to get 
your hands on the T4600 Series. 
For a dealer near you, call 1 (800) 457-7777. 

Blazing 33MHz i4336"SL: 
With built-in coprocessor 
support,delivers the 
ultimate in notebook 
processing power. 

In Touch with Tomorrow 

TOSHIBA 

Tee,. 

T4600C 
• 9.5" color active matrix 
TFT-LCD screen 
• 120/200/320MB HDD 
• 6.9 lbs. 
• NiMH battery 

T4600 
• 9.5" high-contrast, black and white 
LCD screen 
• 120/200MB HDD 
• 6.4 lbs. 
• NiCd battery 

BOTH MODELS 
• Intel 48651/33MHz, 3.3 volt 
processor with 8K cache 
• 4MB RAM expandable to 20MB 
• Two PCMCIA 2.01 slots, Type II 
(5mm) and 16mm 
• Toshiba MaxTimer. Power 
Management system. 
• Pre-installed software: DOS 6.0, 
Windows 3.1, and UltraFontim. 

0 1993 Tos'aiba America Infcrmation Systems, -I Inside logo is a trademark of Intel Corporation All products indicated by trademark symbols are trademarked anti/or registered by their respective companies. 
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Subnotebook Performance Benchmarks 

DOS Low-Level 

CompUSA 4SU25 Subnote 

HP OmniBook 300 

ZDS Z- Lite 320L 

CPU 

O 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 25 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 

Windows Low-Level 

CompUSA 4SU25 Subnote 

HP OmniBook 300 

ZDS Z- Lite 320L 

Windows Overall 

O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 07 0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 0 0.2 OA 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 

DOS Application 

CompUSA 4SU25 Subnote 

HP OmniBook 300 

ZDS Z- Lite 320L 

Word Processing Index Spreadsheet Index 

O 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 0 

Database Index 

El"  
Overall DOS Application 

r-
4 8 12 16 0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.60 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Windows Application 

CompUSA 4SL/25 Subnote 

HP OmniBook 300 

ZDS Z- Lite 320L 

Word Processing Index 

O 02 04 0.6 0.8 1.0 1 

Battery-Life Tests 

Spreadsheet Index Database Index Overall Windows Application 

0 02 06 10 1 4 18 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1 4 

6 8 10 12 14 

All performance results are indexed, and higher numbers indicate better performance. Bat-
tery-life results are given in hours. For each index in the DOS Low-Level. DOS Application, 
and Windows Application tests, a Toshiba T2200SX notebook running DOS 5.0 and 
Windows 3.0 = 1. For the Windows Low-Level benchmarks only, a Compaq 386/33L run-
ning DOS 5.0 and Windows 3.1 = 1. 

Performance testing highlights ¡lie trade-offs between performance and portability chosen by CompUSA, HP, and ZDS. CompUSA 's 4SL/25 Subnote 
has the most capable processor ( its integrated FPU was responsible for the unbalanced results on the floating-point-intensive spreadsheet application 
test), but it was outperformed on disk-related tasks by the OmniBook and its fast but expensive flash storage system. Its 3.3-V operation, no rotating 
storage, and no display backlight also combined to give the OmniBook an unprecedented l2'/-hour duration on BYTE 's battery-life tests. 

slots. Two of these are "system slots": One 
is occupied by the ROM card that holds 
the system software, and the other holds ei-
ther a 10-MB flash memory card or a 40-
MB Type III hard drive. My test machine 
was the flash version. Although it has less 
capacity, it's slightly more expensive than 

rotating storage; however, the hard drive 
will use up two PCMCIA 2.0 slots. The 
OmniBook uses a modified version of 
DOS 5.0 that includes Microsoft's Dou-
bleSpace compression to effectively dou-
ble the space on any storage medium (so 
the storage on the flash disk was 20 MB). 

With the flash model, two sockets are 
available for more storage, memory card 
interchange, or I/O cards. You generally 
can't use DoubleSpace on a card you in-
tend to use in another machine. As men-
tioned above, I couldn't get a Xircom I/O 
card to work in the OmniBook, which was 
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e IT LEAVES 11 
EVERYTI "LNG 
ELSE L\ THE 

DUST 
ø. 

A floppy disk that's so advanced, it cleans while it protects your data. The proof? Sony's new Super Cleaning" Mechanism. 

ONLY 
ON 
SONY 
DATA MEDIA 

• 1 

f. 
A redesigned metal lifter, improved liners and molded cross-flow ribs sweep the 

disk surface. Removing dust and debris, before they threaten your data. Find 

out more. Call 201-476-8199. From the inventors at Sony. SONY 
0 1993 Sony Corporation of All rights re,served. Sony, Super (leaning. and Only on Sony are trademarks of Sony. Circle 144 on Inquiry Card. 
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disappointing. HP's current list of sup-
ported PCMCIA I/O peripherals include 
only four modems and fax modems. 
The ROM DOS installation is not com-

plete. It lacks utilities like MORE, EDIT, 
EDLIN, and MEM; I couldn't bear using 
Microsoft Word just to edit AUTOEX-
EC.BAT, so I downloaded a full DOS in-
stallation to the flash card. After that, the 
OmniBook handled DOS tasks well. 
The OmniBook's screen is not backlit, 

but the contrast is outstanding, and the 
screen is larger than the other systems'. 
The keyboard is full-size and virtually in-
distinguishable from a full desktop model. 
HP's pointing device is a real (but tiny) 
mouse that pops out of a socket on the side 
of the machine—instead of a wire, it uses 
a mechanical arm connected to an inter-
nal sensor. It's the best solution to be found 
in these three machines, but it doesn't com-
pare to a desktop mouse for usability. 

With no backlight, no rotating storage, 
and 3.3-V design, the OmniBook's bat-
tery life is incredible. Lab testing mea-
sured it at over 12 hours. But the single 
feature I liked best about the OmniBook 
was its instant resume from standby. You 
can let the machine go into standby at any 
time, and a key press brings the screen up 
just as you left it—instantaneously. I found 
myself sending the machine into standby as 
a habit, even for very short breaks. 
The standard OmniBook's worst fea-

ture is its 2-MB configuration combined 
with emphasis on Windows. The Omni-
Book runs only in standard mode, and 2 
MB is not enough for real applications. 
BYTE's DOS application 
benchmarks (e.g., dBase IV, 
which can use a built-in disk 
cache) really suffered from 
the memory limit. All the 
benchmarks were hampered 
by lack of memory, although 
the speed of reads from flash 
memory (versus mechanical 
memory) put the OmniBook 
ahead in some categories. 
You can upgrade the Omni-
Book to 4 MB for $ 179, and 
you probably should. 

There are other features, 
such as an infrared link for 
115.2-Kbps connection to 
other HP infrared devices (al-
though few are installed), and 
the ability to run on AA bat-
teries. Besides PCMCIA, the 
machine also has a proprie-
tary card slot for internal mo-
dems. The $2375 OmniBook 

is the best choice if you run Windows ap-
plications. But some of the technology on 
which it depends—such as PCMC1A, the 
infrared link, and RAM cards instead of 
floppy dries—is a little too new and un-
common to be fully exploited. 

Zenith Data Systems Z-Lite 3201 

Although only a few months older than 
HP's and CompUSA's portables, ZDS's 
well-built Z-Lite 320L is already a few 
steps behind the competition. The Z-Lite is 
a handsome machine, with an innovative 
external floppy drive design, the best of 
the screens in this collection, and a tolera-
ble trackball as a mouse replacement. But 
the Z-Lite reaches neither the peak of per-
formance set by the Subnote nor the level 
of portability established by the Omni-
Book. ZDS promises performance en-
hancements in the very near term, but 
the current Z-Lite takes only the middle 
ground between the other systems. 

The Z-Lite is certainly a 
capable Windows portable. It 
comes with Windows in-
stalled and system documen-
tation on-line. ZDS sells two 
models of the Z-Lite, the one 
I tested ($ 1799, which in-
cludes 4 MB of RAM, a Lite-
Point pointing device, and an 
external floppy drive) and a 
stripped-down model with a 
2-MB base configuration and 
none of the external options. 
The screen on the Z-Lite 

is the best provided by these 
systems; although somewhat 
smaller than that of the Om-
niBook, the Z-Lite's LCD is 
backlit. Unfortunately. the 
keyboard is just too small to 
u.se for touch typing, with key 
spacing a very noticeable 1.2 
millimeters tighter than it is 
on the OmniBook. 

Company Information 

CompUSA Direct 
(4SL/25 Subnote) 
15167 Business Ave 
Dallas, TX 75244 
(800) 862-3082 
(214) 702-0055 
fax: (214) 888-5743 
Circle 1081 on Inquiry Card. 

Hewlett-Packard 

(OmniBook 300) 
1000 Northeast Circle 
Blvd. 
Corvallis, OR 97330 
(800) 443-1254 
(503) 757-2004 
Circle 1082 on Inquiry Card. 

Zenith Data Systems 
(Z-Lite 3201_) 
2150 East Lake Cook Rd. 
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089 
(800) 553-0331 
(708) 808-5000 
fax: ( 708) 808-4434 
Circle 1083 on Inquiry Card. 

Performance testing put the Z-Lite 
somewhere between the very fast Comp-
USA Subnote and the OmniBook. Sub-
jectively, the system runs Windows and 
Windows appli tions at a comfortable 
clip, at least with t  MB installed. I ran Mi-
crosoft Excel and Lotus Ami Pro and nev-
er found it wanting for performance. ZDS 
plans both a Z-Lite based on the 486SL, 
which will compete squarely against the 
Subnote, and an 80-MB replacement for 
the 60-MB drive. The company claims that 
both the storage upgrade and the new 
486SL model will be out by the time you 
read this. 
The Z-Lite is indeed light, at just under 

4 pounds. It's thinner, though a little deep-
er, than the Subnote. The LitePoint device 
is a plug-in bar that fits on the front of the 
machine, with a trackball and buttons 
slightly off center. The external floppy 
drive is designed to serve as both a drive 
and an AC connector. The floppy drive 
plugs into a jack at the side of the ma-
chine—if you connect a small AC adapter 
to the back of the floppy drive, the Z-Lite 
also draws its power through the cable. 
This lets you set the floppy drive on a desk, 
connected to a power outlet, where it can 
act as a home base for the notebook with 
just a single connection. 

The floppy drive, built-in hard drive, 
and relatively simple PCMCIA support 
make the Z-Lite a suitable desktop re-
placement, if you can get past the key-
board. It's certainly easier to work with 
on that basis than the OmniBook. But 
despite the innovative floppy drive, the 
Z-Lite is perhaps the most difficult sub-
notebook to actually pack. It has as many 
pieces as the Subnote, and if you leave the 
LitePoint attached, there are a lot of irreg-
ular edges to handle. 

Sub Culture 
Choosing between these tiny, innovative 
machines means choosing between com-
promises. The choice is between the pow-
erful Subnote, the innovative but some-
times inconvenient OmniBook, and the 
Z-Lite, somewhere between the other two. 

I'll take the OmniBook, with a 4-MB 
upgrade, please. Despite some gaps be-
tween technology and real- life require-
ments, this is the best machine if you run 
Windows applications on the road.• 

Steve Apiki is director of the BYTE Lab. He has 
worked as a programmer and engineer and has 
a B.S.E.E. from Rensselaer Polytechnic institute. 
You can reach him on BIX as "apiki" or on the In-
ternet at apiki@bytepb.byte.com. 
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Discover how easy it is to break the 640K DOS barrier with 

Phar Lap's 2861DOSvatendff 
Try out Extended-DOS 
programming — 
2861 DOS-Extender Lite. 
Here's some great news for DOS 
developers: every copy of Microsoft's 
new Visual C++" 
Professional Edition 
includes a FREE 
trial-sized Phar Lap' 
DOS extender! Phar 
Lap's 286IDOS-
Extender Lite is a 
special version of 
Phar Lap's award-winning 2861DOS 
Extender. With 286IDOS-Extender Lite, 
you can write DOS programs that break 
the 640K barrier, access up to 2 MB of 
memory, and run under DOS, 
DESQview-, Windows' and OS/2'. It's 
the easiest introduction you'll find to 
Extended-DOS programming. 

Build multi-megabyte, 
full-featured DOS 
programs — 2861 DOS-
Extender SDK. 
Professional developers can 
purchase Phar Lap's full-
featured 286IDOS-Extender 
SDK for $495. With the 
286IDOS-Extender SDK, you 
can access up to 16 MB of 
memory — with the standard 
Microsoft or Borland tools 
you already use! The new 
Version 3.0 of 286IDOS-
Extender now supports 
Visual C++ as well as 
Microsoft C/C++, Borland' 
C++ and Microsoft Fortran. 
You can even use Microsoft's 
CodeView" or Borland's 
Turbo Debugger" to debug 
your Extended-DOS 
programs. 286IDOS-Extender 

BYTE 

EVIE 

LANGUAGE 
Ez=lguaw-=maw 

LANGUAGE 
PROOUCTIVITY 
atyARD 
1991 

programs will run on any DOS-based 
80286, 386, 486 or Pentium PC. There's 
no special programming required to use 
a Phar Lap DOS extender; your program 
can access extended memory just as if it 
were conventional (below 640K) 
memory. 

2861 DOS-Extender is one of the most 
widely used 16-bit DOS extenders 
available. If you'd like to know why, take 
a look at what our customers and other 
industry experts have to say about the 
286IDOS-Extender SDK . Then find out 
for yourself by trying the free 286IDOS-
Extender Lite — or get started right 
away on your multi-megabyte DOS 
applications with the professional 
286IDOS-Extender SDK! 

What the experts say 
about Phar Lap's 
286 IDOS-Extender SDK: 

"Great tools for Visual C++ 
programmers who need 
more memory" 

- Denis Gilbert, Microsoft Corp. 

"A no-compromise solution 
for Borland C++ developers" 

- Paul Gross, Borland International 

"An excellent product 
technically" 

- Glenn Axworthy, Brederbund Software 

"Gives our customers the 
memory they need" 

- Bert Love, Galacticomm, Inc. 

"A superb way of utilizing all 
available memory" 
- Dave Jewell, Program Now, August 1991 

New virtual memory 
support. 
In addition to Visual 
C++ support, 
286IDOS-Extender, 
Version 3.0 now 
includes Phar Lap's 
286IVMM virtual 
memory manager. 
286IVMM is 
completely integrated into 
286IDOS-Extender (you invoke 
286IVMM with a command-line switch) 
and enables you to transparently access 
more memory than is physically available 
in your computer. 286IVMM can improve 
the performance of applications that 
previously relied on loading and 
unloading dynamic link libraries (DLLs). 
And it's fully DPMI-compatible, so 
programs running under Windows 
automatically use the virtual memory 
provided by Windows. 

3861DOS-Extender — 
Your 32-bit DOS 
development solution. 
If you want 32-bit speed and power, as 
well as megabytes of memory for your 
DOS applications, Phar Lap's award-
winning 3861DOS-Extender' is your 
solution. With 386IDOS-Extender, your 
programs can access all available 
memory and run in a workstation-like. 
unsegmented 32-bit address space. 
386IDOS-Extender programs will run 
on any DOS-based 80386. 486 or 
Pentium PC. 386IDOS-Extender 
supports a wide range of 32-bit 
compilers, including Microsoft's 32-bit 
Windows NT C/C++ compiler. It runs 
the NT compiler under DOS (no NT 
system required) to build 32-bit 
Extended-DOS programs — the only 
32-bit Microsoft DOS development 
solution available. 

Phar Lap Software, Inc. 
60 Aberdeen Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02138 617-661-1510 FAX 617-876-2972 

28OIDOS-Exterukr and 3/INDOS.Extemier ale trademarks and Phar Lap is a registered trademark of Phar Lap Software. Inc. Borland and Turbo Debugger are registered trademarks of Borland International. Visual C++.Windows 
and Windows NT are trademark, arid CodeView and Miciovoft are registered trademark, of Microsoft Corp. Other product arr.1 company names arc trademarks or registered irademack, of their respective holders. 
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Special icons call attention 
to unique shortcuts, great tips 
and professional advice 

When it comes to 
computing ... 

we wrote the book. 
Rely on Osborne to deliver computer books with the 

information and insights you need...on virtually 
every hot topic. With our books, you'll find the 

answers fast, so you can become more 
knowledgeable, productive, and confident. 

Check out our two-color text that 
highlights important information: 
chapter titles, page numbers, 
special tips and illustrations 
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Abundant screen displays are 
clear and crisp, and marked 
for easy identification 

our. 

Osborne rim 
Get Answers—Get Osborne 

For Accuracy, Quality and Val ue 
AVAILABLE NOW AT THE FOLLOWING STORES: 

Waldenbooks Walden:,'oftware' Barnes&yele 

The Annotated ANSI C 
Standard 
by the American National 
Standard for Programming 
Languages—C 
Annotated by 
Herbert Schildt 
Covers ANSI/ISO 9899-1990 
$39.95 
ISBN: 0-07-881952-0 

DOS: The Complete 
Reference, Fourth Edition 
by Kris Jamsa 
Covers All Versions 
Including DOS 6 
$29.95 
ISBN: 0-07-881904-0 

coYD.T.P.s. 
)RK 

How Computers Computers Really 
WorK: A Guide for the 
Insanely Curious 
by Milind S. Pandit 

$2B1N.9:5 IS 0-07-881936-9 

Novell NetWare 4 
The Complete Reference 
by Torn Sheldon 
$39.95 
ISBN: 0-07-881909-1 

SOUND er 
BLASTER 
The °Mini Book 

Sound Blaster: 
The Official Book 
by Rich Heimlicn, David M. 
Golden, Ivan Luk, and 
Peter M. Ridge 
$29.95 (Book/Disk) 
ISBN: 0-07-881907-5 
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function/principal area of 
responsibility? (Check one) 
J MISDIP 

2 J Prograrnmer/Symems Analyst 
3 J AdmmsratenNemigement 
4 J SakisiNarkekng 
5 J EngneerScentist 
6 J Orer 
B. What Is your level of management 
responsibility? 
7 J Senior-level 9 J Professional 
8 J M,ddle level 

C. Are you a neseller (VAR, VAID, 
Dealer, Consuhant)? 
10 J Yes 11 J No 

Inquiry Numbers 52-238 Inquiry Numbers 239-425 

D. What operating systems are you 
currently using? (Check all that apply) 
12 J PC/MS-DOS 15 J Una 
13 _I DOS • WInclows 16 J leacOS 
14 J OS 2 17 J VAXNMS 

E. For how many people do you 
influence the purchase of hardware 
or software? 
18 J 1-25 20 J 51.99 
19 J 26.50 21 J 100 or more 

September l993 

Card Valid Until November 30 1993 

91 96 98 

52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 239 240 241 242 243 244 245 246 247 248 249 250 251 252 253 254 255 
69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 256 257 258 259 260 261 262 263 264 265 266 267 268 269 270 271 272 
86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 273 274 275 276 277 278 279 280 281 282 283 284 285 286 287 288 289 
103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 290 291 292 293 294 295 296 297 298 299 300 301 302 303 304 305 306 
120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314 315 316 317 318 319 320 321 322 323 
137 138 139 140 141 142 143 144 145 146 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 324 325 326 327 328 329 330 331 332 333 334 335 336 337 338 339 340 
154 155 156 157 158 159 160 161 162 163 164 165 166 167 168 169 170 341 342 343 344 345 346 347 348 349 350 351 352 353 354 355 356 357 
171 172 173 174 175 176 177 178 179 180 181 182 183 184 185 186 187 358 359 360 361 362 363 364 365 366 367 368 369 370 371 372 373 374 
188 189 190 191 192 193 194 195 196 197 198 199 200 201 202 203 204 375 376 377 378 379 380 381 382 383 384 385 386 387 388 389 390 391 
205 206 207 208 209 210 211 212 213 214 215 216 217 218 219 220 221 392 393 394 395 396 397 398 399 400 401 402 403 404 405 406 407 408 
222 223 224 225 226 227 228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 238 409 410 411 412 413 414 415 416 417 418 419 420 421 422 423 424 425 

Inquiry Numbers 426-612 

426 427 428 429 
443 444 445 446 
460 461 462 463 
477 478 479 480 
494 495 496 497 
511 512 513 514 
528 529 530 531 
545 546 547 548 
562 563 564 565 
579 580 581 582 
596 597 598 599 

430 431 432 433 434 
447 448 449 450 451 
464 465 466 467 468 
481 482 483 484 485 
498 499 500 501 502 
515 516 517 518 519 
532 533 534 535 536 
549 550 551 552 553 
566 567 568 569 570 
583 584 585 586 587 
600 601 602 603 604 

Inquiry Numbers 800-986 

800 801 802 803 804 805 806 807 808 
817 818 819 820 821 822 823 824 825 
834 835 836 837 838 839 840 841 842 
851 852 853 854 855 856 857 858 859 
868 869 870 871 872 873 874 875 876 
885 886 887 888 889 890 891 892 893 
902 903 904 905 906 907 908 909 910 
919 920 921 922 923 924 925 926 927 
936 937 938 939 940 941 942 943 944 
953 954 955 956 957 958 959 960 961 
970 971 972 973 974 975 976 977 978 

Inquiry Numbers 1152-1316 

435 436 437 
452 453 454 
469 470 471 
486 487 488 
503 504 505 
520 521 522 
537 538 539 
554 555 556 
571 572 573 
588 589 590 
605 606 607 

809 810 811 
826 827 828 
843 844 845 
860 861 862 
877 878 879 
894 895 896 
911 912 913 
928 929 930 
945 946 947 
962 963 964 
979 980 981 

438 439 440 441 442 
455 456 457 458 459 
472 473 474 475 476 
489 490 491 492 493 
506 507 508 509 510 
523 524 525 526 527 
540 541 542 543 544 
557 558 559 560 561 
574 575 576 577 578 
591 592 593 594 595 
608 609 610 611 612 

812 813 
829 830 
846 847 
863 864 
880 881 
897 898 
914 915 
931 932 
948 949 
965 966 
982 983 

814 815 816 
831 832 833 
848 849 850 
865 866 867 
882 883 884 
899 900 901 
916 917 918 
933 934 935 
950 951 952 
967 968 969 
984 985 986 

152 1153 1154 1155 1156 1157 1158 1159 1160 1161 1162 1163 1164 1165 1166 
167 1168 1169 1170 1171 1172 1173 1174 1175 1176 1177 1178 1179 1180 1181 
182 1183 1184 1185 1186 1187 1188 1189 1190 1191 1192 1193 1194 1195 11% 
197 1198 1199 1206 1201 1202 1203 1204 1205 1206 1207 1208 1209 1210 1211 

1212 1213 1214 1215 1216 1217 1218 1219 1220 1221 1222 1223 1224 1225 1226 
1227 1228 1229 1230 1231 1232 1233 1234 1235 1236 1237 1238 1239 1240 1241 
242 1243 1244 1245 1246 1247 1248 1249 1250 1251 1252 1253 1254 1255 1256 
257 1258 1259 1260 1261 1262 1263 1264 1265 1266 1267 1268 1269 1270 1271 
272 1273 1274 1275 1276 1277 1278 1279 1280 1281 1282 1283 1284 1285 1286 
287 1288 1289 1290 1291 1292 1293 1294 1295 1296 1297 1298 1299 1300 1301 
302 1303 1304 1305 1306 1307 1308 1309 1310 1311 1312 1313 1314 1315 1316 

Inquiry Numbers 613-799 

613 614 
630 631 
647 648 
664 665 
681 682 
698 699 
715 716 
732 733 
749 750 
766 767 
783 784 

615 616 
632 633 
649 650 
666 667 
683 684 
700 701 
717 718 
734 735 
751 752 
768 769 
785 786 

617 618 619 
634 635 636 
651 652 653 
668 669 670 
685 686 687 
702 703 704 
719 720 721 
736 737 738 
753 754 755 
770 771 772 
787 788 789 

Inquiry Numbers 987-1151 

620 
637 
654 
671 
688 
705 
722 
739 
756 
773 
790 

621 
638 
655 
672 
689 
706 
723 
740 
757 
774 
791 

622 
639 
656 
673 
690 
707 
724 
741 
758 
775 
792 

623 624 
640 641 
657 658 
674 675 
691 692 
708 709 
725 726 
742 743 
759 760 
776 777 
793 794 

625 626 627 628 629 
642 643 644 645 646 
659 660 661 662 663 
676 677 678 679 680 
693 694 695 696 697 
710 711 712 713 714 
727 728 729 730 731 
744 745 746 747 748 
761 762 763 764 765 
778 779 780 781 782 
795 796 797 798 799 

987 988 989 990 991 992 993 994 995 996 997 998 999 1000 1001 
1002 1003 1004 1005 1006 1007 1008 1009 1010 1011 1012 1013 1014 1015 1016 
1017 1018 1019 1020 1021 1022 1023 1024 1025 1026 1027 1028 1029 1030 1031 
1032 1033 1034 1035 1036 1037 1038 1039 1040 1041 1042 1043 1044 1045 1046 
1047 1048 1049 1050 1051 1052 1053 1054 1055 1056 1057 1058 1059 1060 1061 
1062 1063 1064 1065 1066 1067 1068 1069 1070 1071 1072 1073 1074 1075 1076 
1077 1078 1079 1080 1081 1082 1963 1084 1085 1086 1087 1088 1089 1090 1091 
1092 1093 1094 1095 10% 1097 1098 1099 1100 1101 1102 1103 1104 1105 1106 
1107 1108 1109 1110 1111 1112 1113 1114 1115 1116 1117 1118 1119 11201121 
1122 1123 1124 1125 1126 1127 1128 1129 1130 1131 1132 1133 1134 1135 1136 
1137 1139 1139 1140 1141 1142 1143 1144 1145 1146 1147 1148 1149 1150 1151 

Inquiry Numbers 1317-1481 

1317 1318 1319 1320 1321 1322 1323 1324 1325 1326 1327 1328 1329 1330 1331 
1332 1333 1334 1335 1336 1337 1338 1339 1340 1341 1342 1343 1344 1345 1346 
1347 1348 1349 1350 1351 1352 1353 1354 1355 1356 1357 1358 1359 1360 1361 
1362 1363 1364 1365 1366 1367 1368 1369 1370 1371 1372 1373 1374 1375 1376 
1377 1378 1379 1380 1381 1382 1383 1384 1385 1386 1387 1388 1389 1390 1391 
1392 1393 1394 1395 1396 1e7 1398 1399 1400 1401 1402 1483 1400 1405 1406 
1407 1408 1409 1410 1411 1412 1413 1414 1415 1416 1417 1418 1419 1420 1421 
1422 1423 1424 1425 1426 1427 1428 1429 1430 1431 1432 1433 1434 1435 1436 
1437 1438 1439 1440 1441 1442 1443 1444 1445 1446 1447 1448 1449 1450 1451 
1452 1453 1454 1455 1456 1457 1458 1459 1460 1461 1462 1463 1464 1465 1466 
1467 1468 1469 1470 1471 1472 1473 1474 1475 1476 1477 1478 1479 1480 1481 

Product Category 
Information 
Circle the numbers below for 
additional information on the 
prodJcts you're interested in. 

Hardware 

Accessories/Supplies 

Add-in Boards 

Bar Coding 

Communications/Networking 

Computer Systems 

Data Acquisition 

1 

2 

3 
4 

5 

6 

Disks 8 Optical Drives 

Diskettes/Duplicators 
Fax Boards/Machines 

Graphics Tablets/Mice/ 

Pen Input 

Keyboards 
LAN Hardware 

Laptops& Notebooks 

Mail Order 

Memory/Chips/Upgrades 

Miscellaneous Hardware 

Modems/Muttiplexors 
Monitors& Terminals 

7 Multimedia 

8 Pnnters/Plohers 
9 Programmable Hardware 

Scanners/OCR/Digitizers 

10 Tape Dhves 

11 UPS 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 
17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

Software 

Business 25 

CAD/CAM 26 

Communications/Networking 27 
Data Acquisition 28 

Database 29 

Educational 30 

Engineering/Scientific 31 

Entertainment 32 
Graphics 33 

Macintosh 34 
Mail Order 35 

Mathematical/Statistical 36 

Miscellaneous Software 37 

On-Line Services 38 
Operating Systems 39 

Programming Languages/ 

Tools 40 
Security 41 

Shareware 

Software Duplication 

Spreadsheets 
Unix 

Utilities 

Windows 

Word Processing 

General 

Books/Publications 
Recruitment 

Miscellaneous 

42 
43 
44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

51 
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Reviews Software 

A Giant Leap to OS/2 2.1 
From running Windows 3.1 applications to providing hardware support, 

version 2.1 is truly al better OS/2 than OS/2 

BARRY NANCE 

11
 BM has been working on OS/2 for 
years, and the various problems and 
detours the company has experienced 

in its drive to establish this operating sys-
tem are well known. With OS/2 2.1, IBM's 
sixth incarnation of this operating system, 
IBM has delivered a 32-bit environment 
that seamlessly multitasks DOS, Windows 
3.1, and OS/2 applications. Version 2.1 of 
the operating system offers a definite step 
up from the confines of DOS or Windows-
on-DOS, as well as an improvement over 
OS/2 2.0. 
To effectively run OS/2, you'll need at 

least a 386 processor, a minimum of 6 MB 
of RAM, and 20 to 45 MB of hard disk 
space. What you'll pay for OS/2 is not so 
much the price of the package itself but 
the training and potential hardware up-
grades you'll require. 
OS/2 2.1 offers the same features pres-

ent in 2.0: crash protection, virtual mem-
ory, preemptive multitasking, fast disk I/O, 
more DOS memory, the HPFS ( High Per-
formance File System), and the object-ori-
ented Workplace Shell. Enhancements in 
version 2.1 include the ability to run Win-
dows 2.1, 3.0, and 3.1 applications in both 
enhanced or standard modes, support for a 
range of Super VGA adapters in various 
resolutions, more printer drivers (over 260 
printers are now supported), and compat-
ibility with more SCSI cards and CD-
ROM drives. Version 2.1 supports the 
APM (Advanced Power Management) and 
PCMCIA specifications, has extensions 
for pen-based computers, and includes 
IBM's multimedia software, MMPM/2. 
You can install OS/2 2.1 from a CD-ROM 
drive, instead of from floppy disks. Other 
features include a limited fax send/receive 
applet (the size of a fax goes just to one 
page) and a mah-jongg game. The docu-
mentation, provided in book form, is well 
written. 

For less than the cost of buying DOS 
($129.95) and Windows ($ 149.95) each, 
OS/2 offers both DOS and Windows for 
$249.The number of native OS/2 appli-
cations continues to grow. Recent notable 
arrivals that support the Workplace Shell, 
multithreading, and HPFS include Lotus's 
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cc:Mail and WordPerfect 5.2. Through 
September, if you order through (800) 
342-6672, you can buy OS/2 2.1 for $99 
(CD-ROM) and $ 119 (floppy disks). With 
OS/2 2.1, you get the usual Windows 3.1 
accessories, including Sound Recorder, 
Character Map, Media Player, Notepad. 
Paintbrush, and Write. If you prefer to 
manage your computer through Windows, 
you can use the Windows 3.1 File Man-
ager and Print Manager included in OS/2. 
IBM also offers the system-diagnostic 
tools MSD.EXE and DRWATSON.EXE 
with OS/2. 

OS/2 2.1 Picks Up the Pace 
I ran OS/2 2.1 on a 486 notebook, an NEC 
PC on a NetWare LAN. and an IBM 
PS/ValuePoint 486/25. All have 8 MB of 
RAM and either VGA or Super VGA 
monitors. OS/2 2.1 installed easily from 
floppy disks and from a CD-ROM using a 
Toshiba 3301 drive. However, due to a 
BIOS problem, OS/2 2.1 failed to install on 
a clone computer with a Phoenix BIOS 
labeled V1.10 M6. IBM has acknowledged 
that certain early versions of the Phoenix 
BIOS code might not work with OS/2 2.1. 
Interestingly, that same clone ran version 
2.0 without a hitch. 
The most noticeable change from earlier 

versions is speed. I found that version 2.1 
runs Windows software 10 percent to 50 
percent faster than Windows-on-DOS. An 
IBM spokesperson said that IBM's devel-

OS/2 2.1's 
WorkPlace Shell 
ut U resolution of 

1024 by 768 pixels 
and running Word 
for Windows, Lotus 
1-2-3 for OS/2, and 
a few other 
applications. The 
WorkPlace Shell 
hasn't changed 
from version 2.0, 
but Windows 
%upport and device 
support has 
certainly improved. 
When this shot was 
taken, the system 
was simultaneously 
printing and playing 
an audio file. 

opers tuned the Win-OS/2 environment 
considerably and used the Watcom C com-
piler rather than the Microsoft C compiler to 
produce the Windows portion of OS/2 2.1. 
You can even launch DOS sessions 

from within Win-OS/2. OS/2 allows you to 
have several Windows sessions under way 
on your desktop, with each session run-
ning a unique copy of Windows separate-
ly in its own address space or sharing a 
single instance of Windows. You can se-
lect whether you want DDE and the Clip-
board to operate in public mode or private 
mode. In public mode, OS/2 Presentation 
Manager software can share data with 
Windows software through DDE or a glob-
al Clipboard. The Win-OS/2 environment 
offers TrueType and Adobe Type Manag-
er fonts. 

Super VGA: The Magnificent Seven 
Probably the biggest complaint about OS/2 
2.0 was the lack of support for Super VGA. 
IBM answers the complaints with version 
2.1 by offering 32-bit high-resolution video 
drivers for seven chip sets, in either 800- by 
600-pixel or 1024- by 768-pixel resolu-
tions in 256 colors. You can choose from 
VGA, XGA, 8514, and Super VGA adapter 
drivers as you install OS/2 2.1. 
The seven Super VGA chip sets that 

OS/2 supports are All Technologies' VGA 
Wonder XL, Headland Technology's Video 
Seven, Trident Microsystems' 8900, Tseng 
Labs' ET4000, Western Digital's Paradise, 
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Cirrus Logic's CL-GD542X, and IBM's 
256c SuperVGA chip. Immediately after 
installing OS/2 2.1, and with a Tseng Labs 
ET4000-equipped video adapter in   
place, I ran the OS/2 utility DSP-
INSTL to switch from the default 
640- by 480-pixel resolution VGA 
screen to 1024- by 768-pixel reso-
lution Super VGA screen. The 
DSPINSTL utility automatically 
detected the ET4000. The 32-bit 
video driver provided fast screen 
updates, and OS/2 automatically 
updated the Win-OS/2 environment 
to also use the higher resolution I 
had chosen. 

Better Peripheral Support 
OS/2 2.1 offers more printer driv-
ers than version 2.0, including sup-
port for the Hewlett-Packard LaserJet 4 
and Desk Jet 500 series. In addition, ver-
sion 2.1 supports Hitachi, IBM, NEC, 
Panasonic, Sony, Texel, and Toshiba CD-
ROM drives connected through an Adap-
tec, DPT, Future Domain, or IBM SCSI 
controller. 
OS/2 2.1 supports Microsoft's MS-

DOS CD-ROM extensions, or MSCDEX, 
in each DOS session via a VCDROM vir-
tual device driver. VCDROM allows DOS 
and Windows multimedia applications 
that are MSCDEX-aware to process au-
dio and other digital data concurrently un-
der OS/2 2.1. 

If your notebook's BIOS supports APM, 
OS/2 will cooperate with the hardware to 
help you conserve battery power. You can 
double-click on an icon to determine how 
much battery life remains or to change 
your power management settings. Version 
2.1 also supports PCMCIA 2.0, so you can 
insert or remove PCMCIA peripherals 
(perhaps a modem, hard drive, or network 
adapter) while the PC is still running. 

batch file statement invalid: "IF ERROR-
LEVEL 1000 GOTO BADRESULT." The 
statement is in error—DOS return codes 

OS/2 2.1 

OS/2 to generate attention-getting sound 
effects when OS/2's alarm clock needs to 
tell me I have a meeting or some other ap-

pointment. 
DOS-based multimedia pro-

grams run well in a DOS session 
as a result of IBM adding dual-
thread DOS session support in ver-
sion 2.1. As a multimedia-based 
program reads or writes to a disk 
file, the multimedia program needs 
to service sound card interrupts on 
a timely basis. Dual-thread sup-
port, in effect, allows DOS ap-
plications to multitask along two 
threads within a single DOS ses-
sion. The second processing thread 
within a DOS session allows the 
program to handle sound card in-
terrupts at the same time file read 

or write operations take place. The sup-
port is automatic; the DOS program does 
not have to do anything different to take 
advantage of the extra multitasking. Dual-
thread support helps improve playback 
performance of a multimedia CD-ROM 
title that's playing music through a sound 
card. A DOS session settings notebook 
entry, INT_DURING_I0, enables the 
dual-thread feature. 

WINDOWS NT 

• Requires at least a 16-MHz 386SX 

• Needs at least 6 MB of RAM 

• Consumes at least 15 MB of hard 
disk space 

• 32-bit 

• Walkaway password protection 

• Preemptive multitasking 

• Not yet portable to other processors 

• Only one message queue 

• Workplace Shell interface 

• Runs DOS, OS/2 16 bit and 32 bit, 
and Windows 3.1 applications 

• Requires at least a 25-MHz 386DX 

• Needs at least 12 MB of RAM, and 
16 MB of RAM on a RISC system 

• Consumes at least 70 MB of hard 
disk space 

• 32-bit 

• Requires you to log in 

• Preemptive multitasking 

• Is portable to other processors 

• One message queue per process 

• Windows interface 

• Runs DOS, Windows 3.1, Posix, 
OS/2 16-bit text mode, and Win32 

Improving on DOS 
IBM says that OS/2 2.1 improves on DOS 
in many ways, and I found the improve-
ments worthwhile. In one situation at my 
office, OS/2's illegal instruction message, 
complete with offending 
address, register dump, and 
button for clean termination, OS/2 2.1 
gave a programmer the in-
formation she needed to fix 
a stubborn bug. On plain 
DOS-based PCs, the pro-
gram simply locked up the 
computer and required a hard 
reboot. In addition, OS/2 2.1 
declared the following DOS 

must be in the range of 0-255—but DOS 
versions 3.3, 5.0, 6.0, and even OS/2 2.0 
didn't detect the error. 

However, I found the NetWare Re-
quester for OS/2 didn't properly detect file 
sharing violations when one user (using 
the Copy command) tried to write to a file 
in use by another workstation. I realize 
that the Requester is a Novell product, not 
an IBM product, but Novell and IBM 
should have worked more closely to pro-
duce a more reliable LAN environment 
for OS/2 users. Novell says it is aware of 
the problem and is working on a fix. 
To my delight, I discovered that OS/2's 

HPFS option automatically remaps bad 
sectors on a disk to allow write operations 
to proceed normally. When you set up a 
partition, HPFS creates a pool of spare sec-
tors that stand ready to replace bad disk 
sectors. When a program attempts to write 
a file to a damaged area on the disk, HPFS 
displays a message informing you that a 
spare sector was used to store the data and 
advises you to run CHKDSK to replenish 
HPFS' s reservoir of spare sectors. This 
smart file allocation logic within HPFS is a 
vast improvement over the simple-mind-
ed, error-prone "Abort, Retry, Ignore, or 
Fail?" messages that you get from DOS. 

About the Product 

 $249 
Upgrade from OS/2 2 0 ( after rebate) 
 (CD-ROM) $69 
 (floppy disks) $89 

IBM Corp. 
1 Old Orchard Dr. 
Armonk, NY 10504 
(800) 633-8266 
Circle 977 on Inquiry Card. 

Multiple Multimedia 
OS/2 2.1 has built-in mul-
timedia support in the form 
of MMPM/2 1.01. I found 
MMPM/2 a joy to use 
once I obtained a driver for 
my MPU-401 adapter from 
the IBM National Support 
BBS. MMPM/2 will play 
standard MIDI (.MID) 
files, and I have configured 

Still Missing 
There are still one or two gaps in OS/2 
2.1. It doesn't maintain a separate mes-
sage queue for each application. Imple-
menting this would reduce the time spent 
staring at an hourglass cursor. You still 
have to boot two installation disks if you 
need to run CHKDSK against your OS/2 
boot partition. And official on-line sup-
port remains limited to CompuServe. 

But OS/2 2.1, when installed on the 
proper hardware, is a definite step up from 
the confmes of DOS or Windows-on-DOS. 
I find version 2.1 a productive environ-
ment when I want to run DOS, Windows, 
or OS/2 software. It is speedy, gives me 
about 630 KB of DOS memory (with net-
work drivers loaded), and supports my 
ET4000 video adapter. Unless you need a 
prohibitively expensive hardware upgrade, 
you should think seriously about replac-
ing DOS or Windows-on-DOS with OS/2 
2.1. I've even grown attached to the ob-
ject-oriented Workplace Shell. III 

Barry Nance, a programmer for the past 20 years 

and BYTE contributing editor, is the author of Us-

ing OS/2 2.1 (Que, 1993), Network Programming 
in C (Que, 1990) and Introduction to Networking 
(Que, 1992). Barry is the Exchange Editor for the 

IBM Exchange on BIX, where you can reach him 

as "barryn." 
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Our print 
systems have 
the extras 
built in. 

The QMS® 420 and the QMS-PS® 410 Print Systems make options unnecessary! 
Both printers easily accommodate DOS/Windows; Macintosh® and Unix® systems while 
supporting your Windows and other applications by automatically selecting the correct 
printer language from those available (ESP). They simultaneously receive data on serial, 

parallel and LocalTalk" ports for greater efficiency (SIO) and can print PostScript-
language, HP POE® and HP-GL® documents. 

The QMS 420 Print 
System. At $1,995, it's 
your best value in high 
resolution printing. 
It features 600x600 dpi 
printing and is compatible 
with PostScript Level 2 and 
Level 1, HP PCL and HP-
GL print languages. With 
its 39 fonts for PostScript 
language printing, resident 
HP POE compatible fonts, 
the efficiency of SIO and 
the convenience of ESP, 
it sets new standards of 
satisfaction for individual 
users and small workgroups. 

PostScript' LIMO' 2 somportibillip 

NP PCL-sounpotibility 

NP-01: soaspotibany _ _ 

3 simuNtaneously active ports 

39 resident font® 

The QMS-PS 410 
Printer. At $1,595, 
it's the value leader 
in 300 dpi printing. 
It features Adobe's 
PostScript Level 1 
and compatibility with 
HP POE (HP-GL is 
optionally available). 
It has 45 standard fonts 
for PostScript language 
printing, HP POE 
compatible fonts, 
and the efficiency 
and convenience 
of ESP and STO. 

Call 800 841-0760 or 205 633-4300 for more information about the QMS 420 and QMS-PS 410. 
QMS, QMS-PS and the QMS logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of QMS, Inc. PostScript is a trademark of Adobe Systems Incorporated which may be 

registered in certain jurisdictions. All other products and company names mentioned are trademarks or registered trademarks of their lespective companies. 
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The only Windows statistics 
package you'll ever need. 

#1 for DOS and Windows 
Rated "the best general-purpose 
statistics program" for the PC by 
Software Dime SYSTAT for DOS 
is now joined by SYSTAT for Win-
dows. This addition to the SYSTAT 
family takes full advantage of 
Windows, with pull-down menus, 
dialog boxes, sizable windows, and 
the ease of use you expect in a 
Windows package. 

SYSTAT for Windows runs in 
standard and 386 enhanced modes 
and can take advantage of Win-
dows advanced memory manage-
ment. No matter how large or 
complex your analysis is, you can 
use SYSTAT. 

SYSTAT delivers a balance of 
power and simplicity. It lets you 
analyze and manipulate data 
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with a comprehensive range of 
advanced statistical procedures, 
and present your results with 
stunning graphics. 

Just point and click 
SYSTAT is a full-fledged Windows 
application. Just point and click. 
SYSTAT's QuickStatN buttons give 
you simple, single-click shortcuts 
to common statistical analyses. 

More statistics, from the basic 
to the most sophisticated 
A full range of univariate and 
multivariate statistics—from t tests 
to multidimensional scaling. With 
a few clicks you can turn most sta-
tistics into graphs and perform: 
• multiway crosstabs with log 

linear modeling 
• nonparametric statistics 
• principal components and 

factor analysis 
• cluster analysis 
• time series 
• nonlinear estimation 
• correlation matrices 
• means, effect, and dummy 

models 
• post hoc tests 

NEW 
SYSTAT for WINDOM 

SYSTAT offers the most 
advanced multivariate general lin-
ear model available for Windows. 

The most graphics 
No other statistical or graphics 
package can produce all the scien-
tific and technical graphs that 
SYSTAT can—nor surpass its ease of 
use. Graphics capabilities include: 
• histograms 
• single, multiple, stacked, and 

range bar graphs 
• single and grouped box plots 
• stem-and-leaf diagrams 
• pie charts 
• scatterplot matrices 
• 3-D data and function plots 
• contour plots 
• control charts 
• maps with geographic projections 
• Chernoff faces 
• complete color spectrum 
• log and power scales 
• confidence intervals and ellipses 
• linear, quadratic, step, spline, 

polynomial, LOWESS, expo-
nential, and log smoothing 

A compatible family of products 
Whichever you choose—SYSTAT 
for Windows, SYSTAT for DOS or 
both—you'll enjoy the most power-
ful statistics and scientific graphics 
software available for the PC. 

For more information, special 
offers for current users, and demo 
disks, call: 

708-864-5670 
For Windows circle 146, 

For IBM/DOS circle 147. 

For more information call or write: SYSTAT, Inc., 1800 Sherman Avenue, Evanston, Illinois 60201-3793, Tel: 108.8645670, Fax:708.492.3567 

Australia: Hearne Marketing 61.3.8661766, BeNeLux: Oasis 31.3402.66336, Denmark: Agrolab 45.64.406575, France: Deltasoft 33.76.418508, 

Germany: STATCON 49.55.4272075, Italy: PiSoft 39.587.213640, Japan: HuLinks 81.33.5902311, New Zealand: Hoare & Assoc. 64.78.562675, 
Poland: COMPANION 48.12.360791, Spain: AddLink 34.3.4590722, Switzerland: F & P 41.31.215151, SYSTAT UK: 44.81.4620093 

0 1992 SYSTAT0. Inc. Software Digest Ratings ReporD55, May, 1991 Software DIgest Is a remsfered trademark of NSTL, Inc 



Reviews Software 

A FirstClass Experience 
SoftArc's FirstClass E-mail and conferencing system goes multi platform 

with Mac, Windows, and terminal support 

RAYMOND GA CÔTÉ 

T
he longer I work with comput-
ers, the less I'm impressed with 
splashy graphics, thundering mul-

timedia demonstrations, and benchmark 
figures that zoom off the chart. What im-
presses me more is ease of use, a near-
zero learning effort, and immediate pay-
back in productivity. 

SoftArc's FirstClass E-mail and BBS 
product meets these requirements, and it's 
flashy, too. FirstClass is 
an integrated E-mail and 
conferencing system that 
works equally well over 
LAN and dial-up con-
nections. Regardless of 
transport, users connect 
to the FirstClass server 
through a graphics-based 
(Windows or Macintosh) 
FirstClass client. Remote 
users with less-capable 
hardware can also log on 
through a menu-driven 
command-line interface 
using generic VT100 ter-
minal emulators. 

With its latest release, 
SoftArc has broadened 
FirstClass's reach with the addition of a 
Windows client as strong as the original 
Mac implementation. FirstClass remains 
a Macintosh-centered system—the First-
Class server still runs under the Mac OS— 
but its new multiplatform focus pits it 
squarely against mail systems like Quick-
Mail, Microsoft Mail, and cc:Mail. 

FirstClass blends conferencing and mail 
together under a remarkably clean inter-
face that goes far beyond the capabilities of 
most mail systems. It easily outperforms its 
new competitors on those fronts. What it 
lacks is solid support for large networks, 
including multi-hop mail ( i.e., mail that 
must be routed through several servers), 
a full complement of gateways, and dis-
tributed directories. 
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Client Side 
The graphics-oriented clients are where 
FirstClass shines most noticeably. From 
the first time you sit down in front of the 
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Mac, Windows, and command-line 
clients jin- FirstClass (front to bock) present 
a full graphical interface to Macs and 
Windows PCs and a dial-in terminal option 
for machines with more limited graphics 
capability. On the Mac and under Windows, 
the client's initial window presents a familiar 
desktop metaphor, with folders that open 
hierarchically to show subfolders and 
messages. E-mail and conference messages 
can be grouped by date, topic, name, icon, or 
size. Navigation is similar to using the 
Macintosh Finder or the Windows File 

Manager. As is obvious from the Mac client screen (showing a connection to the MAGIC BBS), a 
little work on the part of the mail or BBS administrator can convert a normally plain interface into a 

pleasing view without cluttering up the screen. 
Although it doesn't have the graphical power of the other two interfaces, the command-line client 

offers access to all conferencing and mail services from text-mode clients, including DOS and Unix 

machines. 

Mac or Windows interface, you'll know 
how to drive FirstClass. Most communi-
cation and conferencing functions are right 
where you expect them to be. Finding the 
rest requires only minimal hunting or a 
quick check of the documentation. 

FirstClass grants direct (though con-
trolled) access to files stored in actual hard 
disk folders (or directories). This allows 
you to download and upload files directly 
to and from the server. The target folder 
need not reside on the FirstClass server— 
it can be any machine to which the server 
has access, such as other Macs sharing 
files on the network or any NetWare serv-
er. This feature, combined with careful 
use of System 7 file sharing and network 

permissions, can allow users who work on 
the network when locally attached to log in 
via dial-up and obtain direct access to their 
own private disks and directories. 
The clients present a truly graphical in-

terface, not just a windowing application 
using text. The configuration databases 
that define the "look" of a client screen 
are stored on the FirstClass server on a 
per-user basis; administrators can cus-
tomize an interface, and user changes (e.g., 
changing the location of icons) are per-
manently stored. 
The clients' built-in text editor provides 

full text manipulation—font, size, style, 
and color. Although I wouldn't call it full-
featured, it exceeds anything available with 
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FirstClass server FirstClass client 

Bidirectional Data Transfer with FirstClass 

Time 1 

Open new form style 1 

Time 2 

Time 3 

Show "this data" in field 3 

Corn link 
or network 

Client can simultaneous' 
receive downloads while 
reading conferences and mail. 

FirstClass multitasks communication sessions, allowing you to maintain several active transfers 
simultaneously while browsing conferences and reading mail. FirstClass shares- the communication 
line by splitting time slices between sessions. 

other messaging and conferencing systems 
I've seen. Besides text, FirstClass also sup-
ports graphics display and sound on both 
the Mac and Windows platforms. 

Beyond the Obvious 
There's considerably more to the First-
Class client than the well-designed inter-
face. Underneath the smooth presentation 
lies a remarkably efficient communication 
engine that lets you make the most of every 
second you spend on-line. With FirstClass, 
you rarely wait for operations to complete; 
you'll hardly glimpse a watch or an hour-
glass cursor during any session. 

Historically, interactive conferencing 
systems have been inefficient. You read 
messages, compose replies, scan a few 
conferences—all low-bandwidth opera-
tions. If you use most of the bandwidth 
by, say, initiating a download, your key-
board is rendered inoperative for as long as 
the file transfer takes to complete. • 

FirstClass is a "multitasking" commu-
nication system. Multiple communication 
sessions, running in both directions, can 
be active at the same time. That means 
you can start a download and then move 
over to browse a conference while the 
download completes. Or you can start up-
loading mail replies, start downloading a 
few files, and then go on to read new mes-
sages as the transfers proceed in both di-
rections. 

Naturally, file-transfer speed degrades as 
you use up more sessions. However, the 
transfers never stop; they continue to run as 
quickly as they can over the shared com-
munications line. If all you're doing is 

browsing conferences, which consumes 
very little bandwidth, you'll scarcely notice 
a degradation in transfer speed. 

FirstClass's multitasking ability also 
improves your overall performance when 
using slow modems. For example, when 
you open a busy conference, you will im-
mediately see a list of messes being built 
as each title is downloaded. If you see a 
message you want to read, you don't need 
to wait for FirstClass to build the entire 
list. You just immediately double-click on 
the item of interest. A window will open 
with that message, and the list update will 
continue in the background. 

Something to Start With 
Installation of both clients and server is 
straightforward. Each FirstClass server 
is delivered with the full complement of 
capabilities: Macintosh, Windows, and 
command-line interface services; NetWare 
IPX interface for Windows; and unlimited 
users. Each of these capabilities is acti-
vated using a license floppy disk. A simple 
Installer script loads the server files, and 
you're ready to come on-line with a five-
user AppleTalk network system. 
The Mac and Windows client software 

is freely distributable. If you intend to use 
FirstClass for customer support, you can 
ship a client with each software package. 
In-house users can have clients loaded on 
their desktop machines, portables, and 
home machines without having to worry 
about license violations. Licenses apply 
only to the number of active users regis-
tered on the server and the types of clients 
supported. 

Network administration for the Mac is 
trivial. Install clients and servers on all 
your machines, make sure AppleTalk 
works, name your server and select that 
server on each client machine, and you're 
up and running. 

Configuring for Windows operation is 
only slightly more difficult. First, you need 
the NetWare IPX option for your First-
Class server. Then NetWare client soft-
ware must be installed on each Windows 
machine and the server name configured as 
above. Notice I didn't say you needed a 
Novell server. The IPX option on the First-
Class server provides an IPX interface that 
allows direct communication between the 
server and networked Windows clients. 

Administering FirstClass 
All system administrative actions are per-
formed using the standard client software 
(any client type) logged in with adminis-
trative privileges. Although the server is 
delivered with an administrator account, 
any account can be given administrative 
privileges. This removes the need to give 
out a single special password when you 
need someone else to perform administra-
tion. It also means that administration does 
not need to be done locally. Administrators 
can call in from remote locations or log 
in anywhere on the network. 

FirstClass permission and privilege des-
ignations are complex and will take some 
getting used to. Privileges are assigned on 
a per-user (or, more commonly, per-group) 
basis; these define the type of services to 
which users are allowed access. Several 
privilege groups, such as All Users, Net-
work Users, Telecomm Users, and Auto-
registered Users (self-registered users on a 
public system), exist by default. Privilege 
groups may also be grouped hierarchical-
ly. For example, a single user can be a 
member of the All Users, Network Users, 
Management, and Secret Project groups, 
all of whose privilege settings combine to 
provide actual privileges. 

Permissions operate on a much finer 
level. While privileges determine whether 
a user has access to the conferencing sys-
tem at all, permissions define the level of 
access an individual (or group) has to spe-
cific conferences. Over 17 individual per-
mission flags are available, from the rela-
tively standard decisions as to whether to 
allow uploads and downloads, to the more 
specific abilities to create conferences or 
folders. 

Privileges and permissions are compli-
cated subjects and may require a bit of 
fine-tuning for best operation. However, 
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Create Songs on 
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MusicTime. 
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the default .ettings let you get a small- or 
medium-size network operational quickly. 

The Outside World 
FirstClass servers can communicate with 
each other to transfer mail and conference 
messages. Conference messages can be 
replicated across any number of servers, 
so all sites can see the same information. 

E-mail currently operates only in a 
point-to-point mode. This is a serious de-
ficiency because it requires the server at 
the sending site to call each destination 
server. SoftArc promises 
multi-hop mail for future 
releases, and I've seen a 
version in beta test that 
delivers this capability. 

There is also no sys-
temwide user directory, 
nor any way to receive a 
list of subscribers at a for-
eign server. You have to 
know the person's name 
and ensure that you spell 
it properly. Solutions to 
the directory problem are 
also promised. 

Gateways are available from SoftArc 
and from third-party vendors for commu-
nicating with a number of other messaging 
systems. Microsoft Mail, QuickMail, fax, 
and FidoNet gateways are available. Third-
party vendors provide Internet and UUCP 
connections that support E-mail and net-
work news. 

SoftArc claims that MHS ( Message 
Handling Service), AppleLink, and Com-
puServe gateways are also in the works. 
But if you desperately need an interface 
to some system that is not currently sup-

ported, SoftArc provides 
a series of toolkits for 
building gateways and 
other interfaces to mes-
saging systems. 

About the Product 

FirstClass 
Five-user base system 

Windows client option 
(per server)  

(other configurations and options 
available) 

 $395 

SoftArc, Inc. 

805 Middlefield Rd., Suite 102 
Scarborough, Ontario, 
Canada M1V 219 
(416) 299-4723 

fax: (416) 754-1856 

Circle 1080 on Inquiry Card. 

$295 

Means Upgrade 
FirstClass is a mail and 
conferencing system fully 
deserving of its name. It 
is easy to set up and use 
and does not require a lot 
of computing power for 
a small or medium sys-
tem. I ran a small net-

work using a Mac Color Classic as the 
server. However, having a larger system 
will come in useful as the number of con-
current clients grows. SoftArc actually rec-
ommends old Mac II systems as servers 
since they have a large number of available 
expansion slots that can be filled with mul-
tiport modem cards. 

FirstClass is fast, provides an intuitive 
interface for users, and is a regrettably rare 
example of a useful piece of software. Un-
fortunately, the current version won't scale 
up easily for very large WAN (wide-area 
network) systems. The next release should 
address some of the directory and multi-
server issues. In any case, if you are setting 
up a mail system for your business. I can't 
stress how much a well-designed system 
like FirstClass, especially with its sophis-
ticated conferencing features, can boost 
productivity over simple E-mail.• 

Raymond GA Côté is a consultant, freelance 
writer, and publisher of The Robot Explorer 
newsletter. He has extensive experience in Mac-

intosh and Windows program development. You 
can reach Ray on BIX as "rgacote - and on the 
Internet at rgacote@byiepb.byte.com. 

Introducing the $139 investment no 
computer user can afford to be without... 

"Don't take chances...Get the 
ultimate protection...Back-
UPS from APC." 

PC World 
Top 20 
Upgrade Back-UPS 

2 5 0 

Man/ 

Blackouts, brownouts, sags... if you use 
computers, your bottom line is directly linked 
to your power line. The fact is, your data and 
hardware are vulnerable to problems that surge 
suppressors and power directors just aren't 
equipped to handle. 
Now there's an Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) to suit 

any budget. Back-UPS® are perfect protection for LAN servers, 
personal computers, phone/fax systems, POS equipment, or any 
other device that can go down when the power does. If lightning 
is a concern, Back-UPS are even backed by a $25,000 insurance 
policy against surge damage to your equipment (see details). 

So don't wait for the inevitable power problem to rob your 
business. Protect your productivity with Back-UPS, available 

where quality computer 
products are sold. 

APC Back-UPS provide 
instantaneous battery power 
during power disturbances, 
so your data and hardware 
are safe! 

Call for your 
FREE 60 page 
PC power 
protection 
handbook! 

MID 
American Power Conversion 
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I. "You'll have to pry my cold, dead fingers off to get 

it away from me." That's what an editor told us 

once about the Gateway 2000- HandBook we sent him for 

evaluation. 

A journalist covering the conflict in Somalia called to tell us 

his HandBook was so popular among his colleagues that he could 

sell dozens of them for us. 

Another user wrote, "The HandBook has changed my life in a 

way that only a few other products ever have. I take it every-

where with me — something I never did with other notebooks." 

This is a tiny sampling of the response to the original 

HandBook. Clearly, the HandBook — the pioneer product in an 

entirely new category dubbed "subnotebook" computers — 

inspired the kind of loyalty usually reserved for Harley-

Davidson® motorcycles and man's best friend. 

Introducing The HandBook 486 
Now we are proud to introduce the next generation of the 

HandBook — the HandBook 486. Since we began marketing the 

original HandBook a little over a year ago, we've been asking 

customers to finish this statement: "I'd like my HandBook better 

if ." The HandBook 486 includes most everything 

anybody asked for while retaining all the things people love. 

The HandBook 486 still weighs under three pounds and is 

smaller than the day planners many people carry. The new 

HandBook still has a great keyboard, excellent battery life, a 

backlit screen, and that wonderful HandBook suspend/resume 

feature. But the new HandBook has some important features the 

original didn't have. 

Real I ntele 486 Power 
People using the original HandBook asked for more power. 

They asked for a HandBook that would run Windows:" We gave 

them both in the HandBook 486. It's the smallest Windows PC 

in the world — and when using a 486DX2 processor, the 

HandBook 486 is by far the most powerful PC of its size. New 

HandBook models include Intel's 3.3v 486 processors and come 

with 4MB RAM, expandable to 20MB, and large hard drives. 

Backlit VGA, Built-In Pointer, PCMCIA 
Users asked for VGA. The new HandBook's screen is a 

black-and-white VGA display, backlit for use in any lighting 

situation. No need to carry a mouse with your HandBook 486. 

The built-in pointing device is convenient and easy-to-use. The 

HandBook 486 also includes one PCMCIA Type II slot, and the 

card fits entirely within the footprint of the HandBook. 

The Bottom Line 
HandBook 486 models start at 

only $ 1,495, an extraordinary value 

even by Gateway's standards — and we wrote the book 

on value! We have a reputation for offering the best 

prices on high-quality products with exceptional service 

from friendly folks in the Midwest. Give us a call. Once 

you get your hands on a HandBook, you'll wonder how 

you ever lived without one! 

"You've got a friend in the business." 
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In Life, 

Only A Few Things 

Inspire Passionate Loyalty. 

Introducing The HandBoole486! 

The HandBook 486 has a handy, integrated pointing device. 

Even though the HandBook is very small, it has an excellent, 
touch-type keyboard. You'll also appreciate the sturdy, heavy-
duty plastics used in the case. 

Options: PCMCIA fax/modem cards, PCMCIA VGA card, 
PCMCIA network cards, external .floppy drive, 4MB or I6MB 
RAM upgrades, alkaline battery pack, carrying case and extra 
NiMH batteries. Call for details. 

FEATURES 

Size 

Intel® 486SX or DX2 Processor 

Backlit VGA Display 

PCMCIA Type II Slot 

H 1NDBOOK 486SX-25 
▪ Weight: 2.9 Lbs. 
• Dimensions: 9.75" x 5.9" x 1.6" 
• InteP 25MHz 486SX Processor 
•4MB RAM (expandable to 20MB) 
• 80MB IDE Hard Drive 
▪ 7.9" Backlit VGA Display 
▪ NiMH Battery & AC Pack 
II Suspend/Resume Feature 
▪ I PCMCIA Type II Slot 
II Integrated Pointing Device 
II 78-Key Keyboard 
II Parallel, Serial & PS/2 Ports 
• MS-DOS,® Windows," Interlink and 

Serial Download Cable 

$1495 

TRAVELER'S PACK 
• Carrying Case 
• Extra NiMH Battery 
• Alkaline Battery Pack 
• PCMCIA Fax/Modem 

Call For Details 
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The difference between a 3-pound portable and a 
4-pound portable doesn't sound like very much 
until you lug one around for hours. Then every 
ounce counts! HandBook users swear by the size of 
this product. It's big enough to be fully functional, 
but small enough to take anywhere effortlessly. 

Your HandBook 486 includes a genuine 32-bit Intel 
486 processor — not some chip that's almost a 486. 
Those who crunch numbers will love the high-
performance numeric coprocessor in the DX2. 

The HandBook's VGA display is easy on your eyes. 
The screen is backlit for use in all lighting situations 
so you won't ever be left in the dark. 

A PCMCIA slot is a great way to add a modem, 
network card or any of dozens of available 
PCMCIA-compatible peripherals. 

H a NDBooK 486DX2-40 
• Weight: 2.9 Lbs. 
• Dimensions: 9.75" x 5.9" x 1.6" 
al Intel® 40M Hz 486DX2 Processor 
•4MB RAM (expandable to 20MB) 
• 130MB IDE Hard Drive 
• 7.9" Backlit VGA Display 
• NiMH Battery & AC Pack 
• Suspend/Resume Feature 
• I PCMCIA Type II Slot 
U Integrated Pointing Device 
• 78-Key Keyboard 
• Parallel, Serial & PS/2 Ports 
U MS-DOS, Windows, Interlink and 

Serial Download Cable 

$1995 

PRESENTER'S PACK 
• PCMCIA VGA Adapter 
• Asymetrix® Compel 
• Carrying Case 

Call For Details 

610 Gateway Drive • P.O.Box 2000 • North Sioux City, SD 57049-2000 • Phone 605-232-2000 • TDD 800-846-1778 • Fax 605-232-2023 • FaxBack 605-232-2561 
Sales Hours: 7am- I Opm Weekdays, 9am-4pm Saturdays (Central Time) 
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Reviews Software 

Video Machine: True Desktop Video 
Video Machine's professional tools support video editing, audio 
mixing, titling, and digital effects 

BOB LINDSTROM 

D on't confuse desktop video with 
the jerky, grainy, animated 
postage stamps that Apple's 

QuickTime and Microsoft's Video for 
Windows put on your computer screen. 
While this emerging technology will even-
tually become a staple of personal com-
puting, it still isn't ready for prime time. 
The image quality just isn't there. 

True desktop video brings high-quali-
ty video production to the personal com-
puter. A desktop video system should sup-
port on-line and off-line A/B roll editing 
(i.e., two players feeding into a single 
recorder), digital effects, audio mixing, ti-
tling, and graphics generation. Most of all, 
it should provide professional quality at a 
relatively affordable price. 

Desktop video systems appeared ini-
tially on the Commodore Amiga in the 
form of NewTek's Video Toaster, and then 
on the Apple Macintosh. Now Fast Elec-
tronic of Munich, Germany, has devel-
oped the Video Machine (VM for short), a 
software/hardware combination that links 
with VCRs and video monitors to turn a 
PC into a Windows-based desktop video 
editing system and effects generator. 
VM's overall concept and design are 

excellent, although the software betrays 
some first-version instability. Still, with a 
few fixes to the software, VM will chal-
lenge the competition with a powerful pro-
fessional desktop video solution. 

Video Time Line 

VM is a fully equipped audio/video editing 
and mixing suite. In addition to a 386 or 
higher PC with 4 MB of RAM, you'll need 
Windows 3.1, two video players, and a 
video recorder to flesh out an NB roll set-
up. VM can drive the VCRs using Con-
trol-L/Control-S or five-pin Syncro Edit 

control protocols. An optional Multi I/O 
option adds three high-speed RS-232/RS-
422 serial ports for controlling the video 
decks. 

VM streamlines the drudgery of video 
editing. The software helps you create and 
organize source material as objects. These 
objects may be video or audio clips, still 
graphics, titles, or screen captures. You 
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The OVE Editor (above) imposes digital effects such as 

mosaic, tumble, and fade, and determines the size and 
movement of video elements within the effect. The VM 

Titler ( right) opens up as a printer driver within 
Windows applications. It provides a preview mode, as 

well as a full set of editing options including color, 
antialiasing, position, and title type. 

position the objects in a Time Line along 
with transition effects (e.g., wipes, tum-
bles, and fades) to preview your presen-
tation. When the prototype is satisfacto-
ry, VM assumes control of your VCRs and 
automatically assembles the final edit. 
But VM does much more than turn 

VCRs on and off on cue. It is also a DVE 
(digital video effects) editor and charac-
ter generator capable of producing title 
crawls and rolls, tumbles, fades, dissolves, 
slides, and other effects. In addition, the 
board contains a genlock, a chroma key, a 
digital frame capture, and a mixer con-
trolling four stereo pairs of audio. 

Making the Connections 
[Ile VM hard are is a 16- bit ISA-bus 
board that occupies a single slot in the PC. 
The optional RS-232/RS-422 interface 
mounts to a second position on your back-
plane and connects to the main board by a 
small cable. Audio/video and sync con-
nections to external devices are handled 

by a 62-pin cable splitter that plugs into 
the VM board and feeds out an octopus of 
cables for VM's inputs and outputs. 

The cable splitter boasts no less than 17 
female connectors, all of which are active 
and accessible by the system: four S-video 
inputs, two BNC composite inputs, one S-
video output, one BNC composite output, 
one BNC external sync input, four stereo 
miniplugs for stereo audio inputs (eight 
channels in all), one stereo miniplug for 
stereo audio output, and three miniplugs 
for A/B-roll VCR control outputs. 
A significant plus for VM is its two on-

board frame synchronizers, which func-
tion as TEICs (timebase correctors). As 
owners of NewTek's Video Toaster dis-
covered, the Toaster is not plug-and-play 
unless you plug in TBCs, too. While the 
VM costs $ 1500 more than a Video Toast-
er, its integral TBC functionality makes it 
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Reviews Video Machine: True Desktop Video 

more convenient as a desktop video sys-
tem. But VM is not a slave to its internal 
sync. As the sync-in connector implies, 
VM can be synched to an external source. 
With everything connected, you'll have 

quite a tangle of cables behind the PC. 
Fast Electronic plans to sell an optional 
Studio Control Box that will consolidate all 
connections into an outboard black box 
with balanced audio inputs. The Studio 
Control option will also support linear time 
code, a capability missing in the standard 
version of VM. Note, though, that out of 
the box, VM supports VITC (both SMPTE 
and EBU), RCTC, and Rapid Time Code. 
VM will write VITC code to the master 
recorder even if the recorder lacks time-
code hardware. The optional control box 
will also provide two video preview out-
puts. The stock VM lacks any preview out-
puts, but you will probably want to use 
the preview outputs of your professional-
level video players anyway. 
VM is compatible with PAL, NTSC, 

and SECAM input. The board outputs 
NTSC and PAL signals to a full 5.5-MHz 
bandwidth, with screens of up to 625 lines 
at 576 pixels per line. I tested it only with 
NTSC. VM can also accept mixed video 
standards during editing or convert from 
one standard to another. 
I verified that VM can edit to half-frame 

accuracy when attached to capable video 
equipment. Although VM does not sup-
port true digital video recording (other 
than single-frame capture), Fast Electron-
ic says that it hopes to offer digital, non-
linear editing capabilities as an option. 
That option will include a digital JPEG 
video-compression board. 

Putting the Pieces Together 
A presentation in VM begins with the Proj-
ect Manager. In this window, you prepare 
and organize the raw resources for the proj-
ect: video clips, still images, titles, audio, 
special effects, and so on. Each object has 
its own editor that lets you define the ob-
ject and attach pertinent settings to it (e.g., 
tweaking color temperature in a video clip). 

For instance, using the Clip Editor, you 
might define as a clip a 10-second seg-
ment on videotape starting at 04:23:28 and 
customize playback parameters including 
color saturation, brightness, and contrast. 
You then attach a name and explanatory 
notes. The newly defined clip is placed in 
a window assigned to the specified video-
tape segment. Thumbnails of the Mark-In 
image for the clip are displayed in the reel 
window for later visual identification. Dur-
ing assembly, if your clip length doesn't 

A Few Terms 

NTSC: National Television Standards 
Committee; U.S. video standard. 

Off-line editing: A process in 
which the final product is an edit list that 
can be assembled later. 

On-line editing: A process in 
which the final product is committed to 
tape. 

PAL: Phase alternate line; European 
video standard. 

RCTC: Time code used with Hi-8 
camcorders. 

SECAM: Sequential Color and 
Memory; the French video standard. 

SMPTE: Society of Motion Picture & 
Television Engineers; sets time-code 
standards for the U.S. broadcast industry 
(EBU is the European equivalent). 

Time code: An encoding scheme 
where each frame on the tape is 
assigned an 8-digit code for hours, 
minutes, seconds, and frames 
(00:00:00:00). 

VITC: Vertical Interval Time Code; time 
code embedded vertically into each 
frame for enhanced accuracy. 

quite fit the presentation, you can alter the 
Mark-In/Mark-Out settings for that clip 
without changing the basic clip definition. 

If you need still video images, you can 
capture them directly from source materi-
al using the Graphic Editor. You choose 
the source and click on Capture. The Edi-
tor grabs individual frames and stores them 
in a wide variety of graphics formats, from 
PCX to BMP to JPEG, in color resolutions 
up to 32-bit. Like video clips, these screen 
captures are placed in a graphics group 
window and displayed as thumbnails. 
When capturing images in less than true-
color resolutions, VM optionally can cal-
culate custom palettes and apply Floyd-
Steinberg and Bayer dithering techniques 
to maximize image quality. 

All objects can be organized into racks. 
For example, you might want to place all 
the objects for a single scene into a scene 
rack. By assigning audio/video settings to 
each rack, you can not only match clip ap-
pearance but also establish an overall video 
"look" for a particular scene. 

Special Effects 
With the pertinent objects for a scene read-
ied, you're almost prepared to assemble 
the scene. However, you can also select 
the DVEs you'll frequently use for the 
scene and place them in a selection bar for 
easy access and editing. VM comes with 
dozens of prefabricated effects, from wipes 
to dissolves to elaborate zooms and pic-
ture-in-picture trailing effects. Even so, 
you'll quickly find some effect that wasn't 
included. Hopefully, Fast Electronic will 
make more DVEs available in the future. 

Until then, you can design or edit DVEs 
in VM's DVE Editor (see the screen on 
page 153). The Graphical Effects Editor 
provides four adjustable screen-aspect ra-
tios: two for the effect creation and two 
to represent the effect's appearance on-
screen. Although the DVE Editor doesn't 
provide tools to design all the effects that 
VM can produce (most of the tools are 
based on squares and rectangles and there-
fore could not generate some of the effects 
bundled with VM), it does let you cus-
tomize fades, tumbles, strobes, wipes, and 
so on. You can preview the results with a 
preview button in the Editor or with a T-
bar emulator in the Time Line. Note that 
VM does not support true 3-D digital ef-
fects (e.g., spinning cubes with video im-
ages), although some simulated 3-D ef-
fects are available. 

Fast Electronic arrived at a unique so-
lution for the Titler module (see the screen 
on page 153). It is attached to the Win-
dows environment as a printer driver. You 
create titles by entering any Windows-
based word processor or graphics editor 
and identifying the VM Fast system as the 
printer driver. You create your choice of 
graphic or text and then print the results. 
The Fast Titler screen appears, with avail-
able settings for color, type of title (e.g., 
still, crawl, or roll), wipe, antialiasing, po-
sition, transparency, and so forth. A pre-
view mode lets you see the title against a 
video background if the VM software is 
multitasking in Windows. When you have 
the correct results, the driver saves the ob-
ject to disk. , 

The VM Titler provides real flexibility 
by making an object of almost anything. In 
addition to the normal titling functions, 
for instance, you can produce logos or oth-
er small graphics to superimpose on the 
screen. Flexible color-mapping controls 
let you assign different levels of trans-
parency to color groups, opening the door 
to a wide variety of color/chroma-key-like 
effects. The drawback is that the Titler 
requires you to leave VM, load another 
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Okitt not a total downer. 
We stored our data on 
Verbatim, didn't we? 
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Assembling a Video Clip 

O Video editing starts by capturing a clip with VM's Clip Editor (top). 
Thumbnails of the Mark-ln image for the clip are displayed in the reel 

window for later visual identification (center). @ You can then select a clip 
from the reel window and drop it onto the Time Line ( bottom). Positioning 
the clip in a player track (VI) assigns the object in and out times based on 
its length. O Next, you drop a second clip onto track V2. O To create a 

transition between tracks, you simply drag the desired effect lin this case, a 

dissolve) from the project window and drop it onto the EX track of the Time 
Line. With a few simple mouse-clicks, you've assembled two video clips with 

a dissolve between them. 
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program, and move between applications 
to create a simple title or graphic. Despite 
its output flexibility, I'd have preferred an 
integral titler within the VM environment. 

Perfect Timing 
With clips, racks, and DVEs prepared, cre-
ating a video production is almost as easy 
as drag-and-drop. While VM has the pow-
er to satisfy video professionals, its basic 
design puts the techniques of video editing 
well within the grasp of newcomers. 
To place an item into a presentation, 

you use the mouse to click and drag objects 
from the Project Manager into tracks in 
the Time Line window (see "Assembling 
a Video Clip" above). The tracks repre-
sent the two video player sources, a DVE 

track, and the audio tracks, which can be 
linked to video tacks in stereo pairs. (You 
cannot access the audio mixer as eight dis-
crete inputs, only as four stereo pairs.) 

Positioning an object in a player track 
will assign the object in and out times 
based on its length. The process is aided by 
options in the toolbar, such as a "magnet" 
tool that automatically butts Mark-Out 
times of an object to the Mark-In time of 
the next object. To create transitions be-
tween objects, you drag a DVE into the 
track in which you want the effect to end. 

For example, to dissolve between V 1 
(Video I) and V2 (Video 2) at 10 seconds, 
you drag the dissolve DVE icon into the 
V2 track at 00:00:10:00. The program 
places it in the DVE track with instruc-

tions to begin with VI and dissolve to V2. 
You can lengthen the effect by dragging its 
right end further along the Time Line, or 
you can relocate the effect entirely. 

With the Time Line complete, you can 
preview the work or commit it to tape. 
Click the record symbol, and the comput-
er does the final edit. 

Video Performance 
To test VM, 1 put together an A/B roll sys-
tem using professional hardware from 
JVC, including the BR-S525U player and 
the BR-S822U and BR-S622U recorders. 
These are S-video wits designed for studio 
use. VM supports a thorough cross sec-
tion of video hardware from several man-
ufacturers. continued 
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Why Not Keep Them 
All In One Place? 

Getting PCs to co-exist with diverse computing standards 
means keeping a lot of balls in the air. 

As the pioneer in developing X Servers for Microsoft 
Windows" VisionWare" understands how 
to unite Windows, X", NT", networks, 
UNIX" and VMS" to bring all your 
computing standards together at the 
PC desktop. 

XVision 5 sets a whole new standard for 
PC X Servers as a smart, environment-
aware server. XVision 5 automatically 
detects underlying network transports, 
automatically optimizes graphics speed to 
any PC hardware configuration, automatically 
aliases fonts and automatically eases the 
installation process. 

AU Trademarkç are the trropertv 
of their respective companies. 

Not stopping there, XVision also features transport-
independent file transfer, local terminal emulation 
and an object-oriented, drag & drop desktop 
integrating DOSIXIWindows. 

)(Vision 5 ties it all together. Instead of 
another ball to keep in the air, XVision 
provides a real solution that finally frees 
you from the whole juggling act. 

XVision 5 
The Smart PC X Server 

from VisionWare. 

US Headquarters 
1020 Marsh Road, Suite *220 • Menlo Park, CA 94025 
1-800-949-8474 • Tel: (415) 325-2113 • FAX: (415) 325-8710 

Corporate Headquarters 
57 Cardigan Lane • Leeds LS4 2LE • United Kingdom 
Tel: +44 532 788858 • FAX: +44 532 304676 
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Manually controlled unit 

I connected the devices 
through the optional RS-
422 ports. Inexpensive 
preview monitors were at-
tached to the VCRs' com-
posite video preview ports. 
The master monitor was 
the JVC TM-1400SU, an 
S-video studio monitor. I 
assembled a variety of 
source objects and devel-
oped a half-dozen test pre-
sentations. 
The Project Manager ed-

itors worked smoothly. 
VM exhibited seamless 
VCR control as I browsed 
tapes, creating video clips 
with two mouse-clicks to set the in and 
out points. I rate the object-creation process 
as one of VM's best features. 

Less satisfactory was the Time Line. 
The editing and assembly software ex-
poses VM as a first-generation product. 
Automated assembly was inconsistent and 
unpredictable, particularly during DVEs. In 
one case, a dissolve previewed properly 
but only flickered the screen during final 

Video Machine for PC: $3995 

Video Machine with 

Multi I/O Professional: $4995 

Studio Control Box $2500 
Fast Electronic US, Inc. 
5 Commonwealth Rd. 
Natick, MA 01760 
(508) 655-3278 
fax: (508) 650-0447 
Circle 1075 on Inquiry Card. 

JVC Co. of America 
41 Slater Dr. 
Elmwood Park, NJ 07407 
(800) 526-5308 
(201) 794-3900 
Circle 1076 on inquiry Card. 

edit. Some special effects 
edited correctly to the 
S622U but not the S822U 
(the two models have dif-
ferent VM setups and so 
are controlled somewhat 
differently, but the effects 
should work the same on 
both). Some effects func-
tioned during one assem-
bly and not during anoth-
er, even though I made no 
change in the Time Line. 
During one session, the 
toolbar disappeared entire-
ly and returned only after 
I reloaded the program. 
The VM manual could 

be improved by more thorough explana-
tions of setup and operation, as well as by 
adding an introductory walk-through. 
My features wish list includes the abil-

ity to use VM as a video output card for 
laying animations to tape, support for play-
ing back animations as objects, and the 
ability to use the VCR controller to record 
single-frame animation (currently listed 
as a future option). 

The Final Cut 
Video professionals who use VM at this 
point will be opting for a pioneer experi-
ence, with all the joy and frustration that 
implies. During my evaluation, however, 
as evidence that it is sincere about per-
fecting and improving the system, Fast 
Electronic released a major software up-
date that added several new features, in-
cluding the VITC striping. 

Despite some flaws in this initial re-
lease, VM's overall execution is sound, 
well designed, and effective. The auto-
mated editing seems like magic and can 
produce stunning results. 
VM is an outstanding achievement with 

tremendous potential. Its future success is 
linked to those necessary software up-
grades; if they proceed efficiently, Fast 
Electronic's Video Machine looks like a 
sure bet to make the video-editing PC an 
essential part of professional and semi-
professional video studios. 

Bob Lindstrom (Eugene. OR) is a nationally 

syndicated columnist and composer. He is a 

former creative director for Dynamix. You can 

reach him on MX do "editors." 

Your Chouce of Keyboard Monitor Switches 
Access multiple computers with a single keyboard and monitor 
to cut equipment costs, save valuable space, and end clutter 

• Simple pushbutton operation for quick selection 
• Four, eight, or twelve ports per unit 
• Daisy-chaining connects unlimited number of CPUs 
• Compatible with EGA, VGA, Macintosh, Sun, and others 
• Optional keyboard booting for 286, 386, and 486 
• Optional RS232 or PS/2 mouse interface 
• PCB construction for high reliability and low crosstalk 
• Rack mount, matrix, and customized units available 

• Switch by keystroke, from front panel, or RS232 port 
• Two or four ports per unit 
II Cascade units to support up to 255 CPUs 
• Supports monochrome, EGA, and VGA 
B Includes keyboard booting for 286, 386, and 486 
• Includes RS232 and PS/2 mouse interface 
• LEDs display selected CPU and CPU power-on 
• Scan function switches among CPUs automatically 
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Keyboard controlled unit 

Make the Rose Connection 
10850 Wilcrest Drive • Houston, Texas 77099 • Phone (713)933-7673 • Fax (713)933-0044 

Typical Application 

CPUs Servers 

Keyboa ,1 
Monitor 
Switch 

/77111n--

Call toll-free now 
for your copy of our 
Switching and Sharing 
Solutions catalog. 

Other Rose products: Print servers, printer sharing units, 
print buffers, keyboard monitor extenders, video splitters. 
All Rose products are US-made and have a 1-year warranty. 

el ROSE 
ELECTRONICS 

1-800-333-9343 
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SEARCIIIM FOR THE BEST TRUE COLOR 
SOLUTION IN THE DIVERSE? 

If you're trying to visualize the perfect true color card, look no further than Pro Graphics". 
From Media Vision. The only true color solutions with enough speed, resolution and true color 
for any visualization need. At a price that's truly affordable. Both Pro Graphics 1024 and 1280 give 

you workstation quality visualization on your PC. With 24-bits/pixel 
as high as 1280x1024 and 1024x768 resolution modes. That's 16.7 
million colors, full-time, in any mode. And over four times the true 
color perfonnance of most other popular 24-bit, high resolution graph-
ics cards. What's more, they support the VESA local bus interface to 

give you up to 133MB/second bandwidth. And since the 1024 
costs about half what the competition does, any other claim is just a 
pie in the sky. So when you're looking for 
powerful, affordable true color, just look for 

Pro Graphics from Media Vision. We're creating 
true color everyone else will be looking up to. MEDIA VISION 

0 1993 Media Vision, Inc., 3185 Laurelview Court, Fremont, CA 94538. 1-800-845-5870. Fax: (510)770-9592. 
Media Vision is a trademark of Media Vision, Inc. All other trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of their icspem.mive companies. 
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Rendering. Visualization and flyfbroughs — at your fingertips! 
MicraStation offers photo-realistic rendering to every designer, right in 
the software. It's easy to make your image reflect your imagination. 

WindOWS. It walks and talks Windows. Behind MicraSlation 
lies the user-responsive programming you look for in good Windows 
software. Version 5 gives you the ultimate in integration of CAD, 
engineering, and business applications. 

MORE POWER ToYou. 
r.I  

Modeling. Model any surface you can imagine 
in MicroStation. NURBS surface modeling combined with 
3D Boolean operations gives you astounding flexibility in 
creating and modeing freeform models. 

Read&erite 
AutoCAD .dtvg 

Workspaces. Choose the de,sign environment 
that matches your profession or your CAD expertise — 
even AutoCAD. Complete with custom interfaces, draft-
ing eke, and design environment management. 
CAD has never been so streamlined! 

Drafting. MicroStation 
gives you first-rate drafting powet 
— without the limitations of old 
technology. Enjoy the advantages 
of contemporary features like ass( 
dative patterning/hatching, plot 
preview, standard led editing am 
fonts, and context-sensitive 
Hypertext help. 

Intergraph® is a registired trademark cf ! ntergraph Corporation. Micmtitationqii is a registered trademark of Bentley Systems Inc.. an Intergraph affiliate. 
Other brantLs and ?runlet lames are tradcinarksoltheirnecIiveowneN. Copyright 1993 Intergraph Corporation, Huntsville, A1.35894-0001. 1)1)A1)121A0 
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Usability. nut does computer-aided 
drafting have to do with the way you think? 
Everything. MicroStation software works for 
you. II understands the drafting process so 
well that it infers what you'll do next. 

Graphical 
User Interface. MicroStation easy-

to-use interface includes pull-down menus, dialog boxes, tear-

off tool palettes, and tool settings window. Choose your interface — 

Windows or Motif — on any platform. Transparent Modeless 
Operation. The software supports the way you naturally work, maintain-

ing command execution while you fine tune: change element attributes or com-

mand parameters, manipulate views, change the dimensioning system, and more. 

Powerful View Manipulation. MicroStation supports up to eight 
active views that can be moved, sized, and overlapped to fit your design. Zoom and area at 

any scale. Move around your design fast with built-in dynamic panning. 

Workspace Editor. Tailor pull-down menus, dialog boxes, and tool palettes — 
even disable commands — with a graphically oriented toolset for customizing your chosen 

interface. Text Capabilities. A convenient text editor lets you easily edit single-
line or paragraph text. Choose from TrueType, PostScript, AutoCAD SHX, and 

MicroStation fonts. ASCII text files can be imported and exported. Multiple 
Undo/Redo Commands. Undo mistakes and perform "what-if" 

designs in a flash with unlimited undo and redo. Plotting. Plot raster and vec-
tor information by view or defined areas, at any scale. Visually preview the plot before 

plotting, saving time and materials. Online HEL1?MicroStation's 
HELP remains active, tracking the command you're currently using, 

so there's no searching through manuals for assistance. 

Associative Patterning and Hatching. 
Associate patterning with graphics. Change graphics and the 

patterning updates. Flood-fill hatching/patterning 

intelligently fills an area, detecting boundaries 

and holes with a single pick. Associative 
Dimensioning. Dimensions are associated 

Power. Take your pick of popular environ-
ments: DOS, Mac, Windows, Windows NT or 
UNIX. Have a look at MicroStation on Intergraph's 
Technical Desktop Series personal workstations. 

MicroStation 
Version 5 puts 
you in charge. 
Call 800-345-4856 for a free 
brochure on MicroStation 
Version 5 and the name of an 
Intergraph representative in 
your area. 

MicroStation 
INTERGRAPH 
Solutions fir the technical Desktop 
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with the geometry, not with a point in space, so that when you change the 

geometry, the dimensions automatically update. Custom Line Styles. Create 
space-saving custom line styles and place railroad tracks, trees, isobars — anything — just as you would place a line. 

ilulti-lines. Define line string elements comprising up to 16 parallel lines of varying symbology and store them in a style library for 
:all. Architects can use multi-lines for fast and easy placement and intersection cleanup of walls and partitions. 2D Boolean 
'ions. Quickly modify, measure, and hatch multiple 2D shapes with integrated Boolean operations. Mass Properties. Calculate area and 
ties of your model: surface area, volume, mass, centroid, moments and products of inertia, principal moments and directions, and radii of gyration. 

"S. Define relationships among graphic entities with intuitive drawing modes such as tangent, parallel, perpendicular, midpoint, intersection, and end-

ension-driven Symbols. Based on established relationships, you can assign variables to dimensioned graphics and save the graphics as cells 
mic placement. Changes in dimensions automatically drive changes to graphics. Dimension-driven design saves valuable time in the design of families of 

r Symbol Libraries. Designs and complex elements can be saved to a library to be recalled later via MicroStation's convenient Cell Browser. Celk 
idividually or as shared cells. Cell Library Browser. View a cell before you place it with the Cell Browser dialog box. Raster Viewing. You can vies 



/EMS: The World's Best 
Anti-Piracy Protection 

in Minutes. 

AEGIS automatically 

checks for code 

changes due to 
viruses or hackers. 

The AEGIS System 

protects both DOS and 

Windows applications. 

File Edit Format Options Window 

FEGIS SYSTEM — DOS 

INPUT FILENAME: TEST. EXE 

OUTPUT FILENAME: AEGISTST. EXE 

ENCRYPTED FILES: *.OVL *. DTA 

ENCRYPTION KEY: 1234ABCD 

MESSAGES: ENGLISH 

SELF TEST: Y 

PERIODIC CHECK: 30 SEC. 

EXPERT MODE: 

PRESS ENTER TO START PROGRAM CONVERSION... 

AEGIS automatically 

monitors the hardware 

key's presence. 

Data File 

Program 

Only AEGIS protects 

programs plus data 

files and overlays. 

Selling in other coun-

tries? Specify English, 

Spanish, German or 

other languages. 

Your application is 

enclosed in a highly 

secure encrypted shell, 

fully protected— with no 

programmer coding— 

in less than 7 minutes! 
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 End of Story. 
800-841-1316 

SOFTWARE 
SECURITY 

1011 HIGH RIDGE ROAD STAMFORD, CT 06905 203-329-8870 Fax: 203-329-7428 BBS. 203-329-7253 
Software Security International, Ltd.: +44-784-430-060 Fax: +44-784-430-050 
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Reviews Application 

LANtastie 5.0 vs. Invisible LAN 34 
Upgraded peer-to-peer LANs with high performance and capable 

VVindows clients reduce the strain of networking VVinclows workstations 

BARRY NANCE 

W indows for Work-
groups has kindled 
a higher level of 

competition in the peer-to-peer 
LAN marketplace. Only a year 
ago, people talked about Windows 
and networks as if they were oil 
and water. Now, Windows and 
LANs seem inseparable. 

But you have choices other than 
Windows for Workgroups. You 
can, of course, choose a server-
based system for high performance 
and the highest level of reliability. 
For smaller LANs, however, es-
pecially where price is a primary 
consideration, a peer-to-peer so-
lution makes more sense. In this review, 
I'll look at LANtastic 5.0 for Windows 
and Invisible LAN 3.4, two peer-LAN sta-
ples that have recently undergone major 
revisions for improved performance and 
better Windows integration. 

Both Invisible LAN and LANtastic have 
features that make them good peer-to-peer 
network operating systems for DOS and 
DOS/Windows environments. They're re-
liable and more or less easy to install and 
use. Both are good at sharing disk space, 
files, and printers. Both come with capable 
E-mail systems. In the end, the choice 
comes down to the high performance of 
Invisible LAN 3.4 versus the easier con-
figuration and use of LANtastic 5.0. 
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Distinguishing Features 
Both Artisoft and Invisible Software of-
fer starter kits (which include hardware) 
as well as software-only packages; I eval-
uate only the software in this review. 
Starter kits are convenient, but Ethernet 
cards and cables are cheap and plentiful. 
It's the software features that distinguish 
peer-LAN products. 
On a server-based network, a separate, 

unattended computer acts as a file server. 
On smaller LANs, a workstation can be a 
file server and a workstation at the same 
time. This is a peer-to-peer LAN, or peer 
network. If you are on a tight budget, you 
can save the cost of a separate file server 
by using a peer LAN. Be aware, though, 

that performance may 
not be entirely satisfac-
tory, because the file 
server is using DOS and 
is also acting as a work-
station. 
You put your data 

somewhat at risk with a 
peer LAN. If someone 
is using an application 
at a workstation that is 
also a file server and 
that application crashes, 
your network will crash. 
However, you can make 
a peer-LAN node a dedicated server just by 
not using it as a workstation. 
A peer LAN has to support shared re-

sources properly. The first thing I checked 
in both products was support for file shar-
ing, record locking, and machine name 
identification, as well as proper function-
ing during the concurrent transfer of large 
files and files with odd sizes (e.g., copying 
a 65,536-byte file). LANtastic and Invisi-
ble LAN passed these tests with flying col-
ors. You can share resources and run multi-
user applications on these networks with 
confidence. 
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Both Invisible LAN (top) and LANtastic 

for Windows integrate networking 
features into the Windows environment. 
Invisible LAN's Windows client, called 

Network Manager, allows you to assign 
drive letters and parallel ports to shared 

resources, manage print jobs, control 
security, send and receive messages, 
and perform other network tasks. 
LANtastic for Windows has better 
overall Windows integration. Two of its 

more sophisticated Windows functions 
are a Windows Network Scrapbook, 

which allows users to share information 
between networked applications, and a 

strong graphical E-mail interface. Unlike 
the Clipbook Viewer in Windows for 
Workgroups, LAMastic's Windows 
Network Scrapbook lets you share only 

static data. 

El Edit PIS play 
Allison Scrapbook 

View Wind° rip 

ULM LJ 

Chol,aci 

INVISIBLE LAN 3-4 

Invisible LAN is a simple, fast, peer-LAN 
operating system. Although it lacks the 

Local Scrapbook 

New Network Scrapbook 
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Cancel 

frills of LANtastic 5.0, Invisible LAN of-
fers better performance and a "server" op-
tion for speed-sensitive or larger peer en-
vironments. 

Invisible LAN includes a Windows in-
terface program called Network Manag-
er. To install Network Manager, you run 
the DOS-mode Windows setup utility and 
then manually add the program and its 
icon to a Windows program group. Net-
work Manager offers six categories of 
management tasks—Mappings, Local Sta-
tion, Information, Print Spooler, Admin-
istration, and Electronic Mail. It allows 
you to share drive letters and parallel ports, 
manage print jobs, send and receive mes-
sages, and control security from within 
Windows. Invisible LAN doesn't install 
in a Windows environment as automati-
cally as LANtastic does, but the process 
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Reviews LANtastic 5.0 vs. Invisible LAN 3.4 

INVISIBLE LAN 3.4  LANTASTIC 5.0 

• 250-node maximum 

• 45 KB for workstation, 65 KB 
for server, 100 KB for 
combination 

• Works with a dozen Ethernet 
and Token Ring cards 

• Supports CD-ROM sharing 
and UPSes 

• Automatic reconnect 

• Outstanding performance 

• Ultra Server option twice as 
fast as LANtastic for 
Windows 

• Conferencing system 

• High-performance protocol 

• 500-node maximum 

• 27 KB for workstation, 53 KB 
for combined workstation/ 
server 

• Supports NDIS network 
adapters 

• Supports CD-ROM sharing 
and UPSes 

• Automatic reconnect 

• Better Windows integration 

• Scrapbook for communication 
between networked 
applications 

• Sophisticated security 

• Mac connectivity 

• Routable protocol 

is not difficult if you follow the manual. 
The Invisible LAN installation program 

offers simple (default) and advanced 
modes. During advanced-mode installa-
tion, you edit a configuration file. Invisible 
LAN uses the parameters in the file to con-
trol just about every feature of the network 
operating system. You can create multi-
ple configuration files for different setups. 

Administration 
LAN administrators work with two Invis-
ible LAN utilities, one for DOS and an-
other for Windows. Administrators per-
form tasks such as customizing and tuning 
initialization settings through a DOS-based 
setup utility. 

For monitoring and modifying shared 
resources, administrators turn to Network 
Manager. To maintain 
the roster of people au-
thorized to use the net-
work, the administrator 
creates log-on accounts 
and assigns these ac-
counts to groups. Each 
person uses a log-on ac-
count and a password to 
gain access to the LAN. 
A shared resource can 

have one of six different 
access rights: read, write, 
create, list, execute, and 
share. Invisible LAN 
controls a workstation's 
access to resources with 
access rights assigned for 
each shared resource in a 
group. Initially, each user 
has full rights to all the 
shared files on each serv-
er. To implement priva-
cy and security, the ad-

ministrator must systemati-
cally deny a group or user 
access to a shared resource, 
by setting restrictions on a 
group or individual or by 
limiting the access rights 
available for a named shared 
resource. 

Workstations running In-
visible LAN can be part of 
a larger NetWare LAN by 
using third-party Crynwr 
(formerly Clarkson) packet 
drivers to run dual Invisible 
LAN/IPX stacks. Support 
for Microsoft LAN Manag-
er and IBM LAN Server is 
built into Invisible LAN. 
Macintoshes can't connect 

to Invisible LAN at all. 

High Performance 
The $399 Ultra Server option for Invisible 
LAN helps the product make up for a lack 
of administrative niceties. Ultra Server is 
a 32-bit file management module that is 
licensed on a per-network basis. Theoret-
ically, you can use Ultra Server on a non-
dedicated machine, but in most cases you'll 
want to turn one PC into an unattended 
file-sharing engine. The performance will 
be worth the cost of the extra PC. Ultra 
Server boosts performance in a variety of 
ways, including 32-bit, protected-mode 
hard disk access and fast disk caching. As 
measured by benchmark tests, Ultra Serv-
er doubles Invisible LAN's performance. 

Invisible LAN uses a network protocol 

called TransBIOS, which is much like the 
IBM/Microsoft NetBEUI standard. Trans-
BIOS negotiates a packet window between 
workstations and servers. The window is 
the number of file-read packets the server 
can send to a workstation, or the number of 
file-write packets the workstation can send 
to a file server, without requiring acknowl-
edgment from the other party. This mech-
anism lets Invisible LAN transfer more 
information in a given amount of time, 
thus improving performance. 

User's View 
Invisible LAN offers a reasonable set of 
printing, mail, and conferencing features to 
each client. Network users can monitor, 
hold, and reprioritize print jobs sent to 
shared network printers. Invisible LAN 
can display print jobs by job title, time, or 
size, and you can use Windows Print Man-
ager to manage print jobs from your own 
workstation (but not those jobs submitted 
by other workstations). 
When you want to communicate with 

your coworkers over the LAN, you can 
send E-mail or use Invisible LAN's BBS-
style conferencing. Invisible LAN's E-
mail system offers a text editor for creating 
electronic interoffice memos. In addition to 
sending and receiving over-the-wire cor-
respondence, you can print, save, and reply 
to incoming mail. 

With conferencing, you leave messages 
in a message base that the other team 
members can read; other participants can 
also attach comments to messages. The 
message base maintains threads among 

Peer-LAN Benchmarks 

Invisible LAN with 
Ultra Server 

Invisible LAN 

LANtastic with Alone 
and LANcache 

File Read 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 o 1 

File Write 

0.6 0.8 0 0.2 0.4 

la 1 workstation • 3 workstations 

1 

I tested these operating systems on a four-node peer LAN. The test configuration included four 25-MHz 486 
machines (made by IBM and Compudyne) running Windows 3.1 on DOS 5.0 or DOS 6.0, and four Noderunner Ethernet 
adapters (made by Artisoft) hooked up through thin-wire Ethernet. The benchmark results are shown as file I/O 
performance relative to a stand-alone machine: therefore, 1.0 represents a perfect score. I found Invisible LAN slightly 
faster than LANtastic (with both LANcache and Alone) when I didn't use Invisible Software's Ultra Server option. With 
Ultra Server, however, Invisible LAN was—amazingly— twice as fast as LANtastic. 
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WHY OUR INTELLIGENT MODEMS 
ARE A WISE INVESTMENT. 

With the ZyXEL U-Series 
modems, you're sure to save. 

Time. Effort. Money. 
The savings begin with 

the U-Series' ultra-high speed-16.8Kbps data, 
14.4Kbps fax (send and receive). And our new 
PLUS Series runs at 19.2Kbps. 

But what keeps you saving are the U-Series' 
intelligent features—features that save you effort 
and ensure reliable communications. 

Like Fast Retrain with Auto Fall-Forwardl 
Fall-Back. And multi-level security features 
Call-Back Security and Password Protection. 
You can even answer calls selectively with 
Caller ID. 

Want to save by having one phone 
line do the work of three? Get 
the U-Series. It adds Digitized 

GOMPLITLEIR 
SHOPPeR 

July 1993 
ZyXEL U-1496E Plus 

ZyXEL U-1496 Plus Enhanced 
Top 10 List 

Voice Capability with Speech Compression to 
its fax and data capability. And. Distinctive 
Ring and Auto Data/Fax/Voice Detection* for 
intelligent acre% to all three. 

And now there's a Cellular Option for our 
PLUS Series. 

Everyone can save with the U-Series 
modems. Because they're smart enough to 
work in all environments induding DOS-, 
Windows , OS/2®, Macintosh®, NeXT®, 
UNIX., and Amiga'—and with asyndsync 
systems. The U-Series modems support 
V.32bis/V.32, as well as industry-standard 

data compression and error 
correction protocols. 

But in case you believe 
all this intelligence is 
expensive... relax. 

The V.Fast Advantage 

From $249 
All ZyXEL modems will be 
upgradable to V.Fast* 

'Aficr firdnanon chile 
tcandasd Thud« as 

valid In the U S 
and Cana& 

The U-Series 
are the lowest-priced, 
high-performance modems ZZ4 
around. And they come with 
Voice/FAX software and a 5-year warranty. 

Which means now is the perfect time for 
smart people to save—by getting the ZyXEL 
U-Series modems. 

To start your wise investment, just call today 
for the name of your nearest ZyXEL dealer. 

(800) 255-4101 

The All-In-One Small Business Solution 
ZyXEL's- intelligent modem iniegrates data, fax and 

"T O votceidita: answeting capability. 

• Auto Da-a1GaxNo,cs .1(Aect on DOS- ven,on IAAndow/Ma,` vo 

ZyXEL 
The Intelligent Modem 

4920 E. La Palma Avenue, Anaheim, CA 92807. (714)693-0808 
BPS: (714) 693-0762 FAX: (714) 693-8811 

Data Comm . . 

Top 
Performer 

JUL 199 

ZyXEL 

U-1496 Plus 

II VIE 
IMCC=11111 
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MRSUBISHI 
%ELECTRONICS 

FROM VIDÉO OR FULL PAGE SCANNERS. BOOST YOUR PRODUCTIVITY IN 
DESKTOP PUBLISHING AND MULTIMEDIA APPLICATIONS. 

ColorSnap PC Pro 
• Best Quality, real 

time, image capture 
for desktop publish-
ing and video digitiz-
ing. 
• 16.7 million colors 
• kfTSC/PAL compatible 

• 640 x 480, Max video resolution 
• Video-For-Windows compatible 
• Digitize movies at 15/30 frames per second 
ColorSnap PC Pro $699.00 

LifeView Victor 
• Best Genlock, overlay graphics 
• TV Tuner combination with Video Authohng and 
Image Manipulation software. 

LifeView Victor and LifeView Tuner....349.00 

Artiscan-Full Page Color 
• 16.7 million color flatbed 

scanners with true hardware 
resolution and Twain univer-
sal driver. 

• Top Media Ratings 
• FREE Image Processing 
Software 

AS6000 (600 x 600 dpi) 
AS8000 (800 x 800 dpi) 
AS12000 (1200 x 1200 dpi) 
Slide Scan Kit  
Recognita OCR Software 

 799.00 
 999.00 
 1499.00 
545.0W685.00 

 call 

LifeView Encoder --
• Record your computer presenta-

tions to VCR or displayon TV. 
• Flicker-Free, NTSC/PAL in one 

unit. 800 x SOO resolution 249.00 

PA-100 Personal Archiver 
600 dpi, 256 gray-scale levels 

' ,'• FREE 10-page automatic 
document feeder 

• FREE Image Processing Software, Archiving 
database, Recognita OCR software $699.00 

Ce-111pUILBI 14250 NW Science Park Drive - Portland, OR 97229 
Friends, Inc. To Order 1-800-547-3303 Tel (503) 626-2291 Fax ( 503) 

Reviews 

messages, so you can easily find comments 
to a particular message. You can address a 
conference message to a single person or to 
a group. Conferencing is available only 
under Windows. 

LANTASTIC 5.0 

LANtastic has been a market leader for a 
number of years, and with good reason. 
LANtastic isn't the fastest network you 
can buy, but the software is easy to install, 
easy to use, and feature-rich. I review 
LANtastic for Windows here, but Artisoft 
sells a DOS-only version for a little less 
($119 versus $ 139 for a single worksta-
tion). 

Artisoft's support for Microsoft Win-
dows is complete, although not quite as 
highly integrated with Windows as Mi-
crosoft's own Windows for Workgroups. 
LANtastic gives you an over-the-wire 
scrapbook for the Windows environment, 
called Windows Network Scrapbook, that 
works something like Microsoft's Clip-
book Viewer. You can share text, image, 
and sound files with other Windows 
clients. 
The LANtastic scrapbook is static, not 

dynamic: Other workstations get a copy 
of the data you want to share, not a con-
nection to the original data on your PC. 
In contrast, Windows for Workgroups' 
NetDDE feature allows dynamic, real-time 
data connections between Windows ap-
plications running on different systems. 
To its credit, LANtastic's Windows Net-
work Scrapbook can send messages that 
include a DDE macro that launches a giv-
en application when the recipient opens 
his or her mail. 
The Windows E-mail component of 

LANtastic provides automatic notification 
of incoming mail, drag-and-drop capabil-
ities, and cut-and-paste functions in the 
text editor. You can attach only a single 
file to an E-mail message. 
Under Windows, you connect to a 

shared printer by simply clicking on the 
printer's icon and then clicking on the par-
allel port icon. You can monitor print jobs 
in the queue or those print jobs currently 
being serviced (i.e., printed). You can see 
printer status (on-line or off-line) and the 
estimated time to finish the printout. You 
can prioritize, hold, or delete print jobs, 
and even schedule print jobs for off-hours 
printing. With a feature called immediate 
despooling, a print server can begin print-
ing a spool file even before the workstation 
completes the print operation. 

continued 
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Discover the basic principle of connectivity... 

Look to SmarTerm for visionary emulation 
and multi-platform connectivity. 
It's a basic principle worthy of Galileo: 
SnzarTerm's stellar PC-to-host connectivity puts you at 
the center of your system. New SmarTerm emulation 
software for Windows will expand your vision with a 
galaxy of UNIX, VMS, and DG host applications. 
SmarTerm 420 for Windows and SmarTerm 340 for 
Windows have both been upgraded. We also offer 
SmarTerm 470 for Windows, the first full-featured 
Data General 470 emulation product for Windows. 
And coming soon—SmarTerm for Windows NT! 

New Windows Sockets TCP/IP and more! 
Assure your system a window on the future with great 
new features like SmarTerm TCP/IP as a Windows 
Sockets DLL, drag-and-drop FTP, a dialing directory, 
a script recorder, and SmartMouse- enhanced mouse 
support! 

Test a proven theory for reducing support costs. 
It's a fact. You'll save money and time with SmarTerm's 
pioneering corporate support tools and utilities. 

These corporate support tools include simplified 
keyboard remapping, pop-up keyboard, toolbox, 
customizable help system, and enhanced button 
palettes with icons or text. 

Discover SmarTerm. 
It's the only emulation software that includes LAT 
and SmarTerm TCP/IP 
as a Windows Sockets 
DLL (a $199 value) FREE 
in every package. Discover 
the basic principle of 
connectivity today. 

Call 1-800 EMULATE 
(1-800-368-5283). 

permit-
CONNECTIVITY SOLUTIONS 
DOS • Windows • Ethernet • Token Ring 

Persoft U.S.A. 465 Science Dr. • Box 44953 Madison WI 53744.4953 • Phone (608) 2716000 • FAX (608) 273-8227 
Persoft Europe World Trade Center • Beursplein 37 • Box 30237 * 3001 DE Rotterdam, The Netherlands • Phone +31 10405.3560 • FAX +31 10405.5073 

©1993 Persoft, Inc. SmartMouse is a trademark and Persoft and SmarTerm are registered trademarks of Persoft, Inc. Other trademarks mentioned are properties of their respective companies. 
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For DOS And Windows! 
Reviews LANtastic 5.0 vs. Invisible LAN 3.4 

Checking Out Hot 
Multimedia Products? 

Check Out 
The 'Eyes! 

g-and-go product with no 
hardware limitations, no setup 
hassles 

Capture images and movies for 
hundreds of applications - desktop 
publishing, image databases, paint 
and presentation programs, graphic 
arts, Video For Windows, etc. 

Excellent, easy-to-use DOS and 
Windows control software 

Developers software package 
available 

riee ComputerEyes/RT - $399.95 o vii 
Monochrome-only version 

Prg also available - $ 299.95 

Ne 

New, no-compromise video scan 
converter with genlock converts any 
computer video output to 
high-quality composite for display to 
large-screen TV monitors, video 
projectors, or to video tape 

Works with all IBM PC DOS and 
Windows modes and all Macintosh 
computers 

Simultaneous display to both 
computer and TV 

Full genlock for overlaying computer 
output over live video 

Great tool for computer video titling, 
presentations and demonstrations, 
video editing, special effects, etc. 

TelevEyes/Pro - $ 799.95 
TelevEyes - $ 299.95 

See Your Dealer Or 
Call For More Information 

Digital Vision, Inc. 
270 Bridge St., Dedham, MA 02026 
(617) 329-5400 (800) 346-0090 

Significant Features 
Artist)It includes with LANtastic a disk-
caching utility called LANcache. LAN-
cache boosted LANtastic's performance 
in my tests, but not nearly as much as Ul-
tra Server did for Invisible LAN. Artisoft 
also bundles Alone, a module that allows 
you to dedicate a PC as a LANtastic serv-
er. Alone restricts users from running ap-
plications on dedicated machines. 

Although Alone and LANcache together 
don't add up to Invisible LAN with Ultra 
Server, LANtastic has connectivity fea-
tures that more than make up for its lack of 
speed. For example, LANtastic's NetBIOS 
packets are routable—through readily 
available IPX routers. According to Arti-
soft, LANtastic NetBIOS packets contain 
source and destination ID data at the same 
packet offset at which the information 
would reside in an IPX'packet. I didn't 
test it, but the compaty claims that the 
packet structure makes LANtastic routable 
through any device that-can route IPX. 

LANtastic workstations can also share 
modems, using NetBIOS-aware commu-
nications software, through Artisoft's op-
tional Articom Modem Sharing product. 
Artisoft offers gateways to NetWare and to 
TCP/IP networks. Last but not least, a ver-
sion of LANtastic runs on Macs, although 
connecting Mac and PC LANtastic nodes 
requires a dedicated PC. 

However, the most notable feature of 
LANtastic is its sophisticated file-by-file 
security. You administer LANtastic secu-
rity through ACL (access control list) 
groups. These groups let 
you assign and change 
access rights for a group 
of users at a time. If you 
wish, you can designate 
file-access permissions 
for a particular user. You 
can set access rights at 
the directory level (af-
fecting all files in the 
directory) or for a given 
file. The access rights 
you set include permis-
sions to read, write, cre-
ate, and modify files. By 
default, the rights are in 
effect 24 hours a day; 
however, you can also 
set up time-of-day and 
duration-specific rights. 
LANtastic's security sys-
tem can force users to 
change passwords peri-
odically and can encrypt 
passwords over the wire. 

LANtastic also includes some nice ad-
ministrative touches. A LANtastic net-
work administrator can operate a LAN-
tastic file server through remote control. 
The administrator can set up log-on ac-
counts on one server and have all work-
stations authenticate against that central 
directory. The administrator doesn't have 
to add a new log-on account to every file 
server, as would be necessary under sys-
tems like NetWare 3.11. 

Between Peers 
How do LANtastic for Windows and In-
visible LAN play against Windows for 
Workgroups? Windows for Workgroups 
has much better overall integration with 
Windows than either of these products, 
with a more capable NetDDE and seamless 
linking to File Manager and Print Manag-
er. It also includes scheduling and other 
productivity applications. But Windows 
for Workgroups is much slower on all but 
the most trivial networks. 

If your organization is new to LANs 
and you have users who aren't comfort-
able with DOS, I recommend that you buy 
LANtastic 5.0 for Windows. You'll also 
want to get LANtastic instead of Invisi-
ble LAN if you have Macs or if the peer 
LAN you create is part of a larger Net-
Ware network. 

If your group is already familiar with 
DOS and will forgo some of the niceties of 
point-and-click for pure speed and re-
sponsiveness, you'll definitely want to 
buy Invisible LAN with the Ultra Server 

option. LANtastic is a 
Cadillac, but Invisible 
LAN is a hot rod (and 
Ultra Server is a fuel-in-
jection and turbocharg-
er option). Both peer 
LANs are reliable and 
handle the basics well, 
and pricing is similar; 
choosing between the 
two is mostly a matter of 
deciding between speed 
and comfort. • 

About the Products 

Invisible LAN 3.4 
Single workstation: $149 
Ave or more workstations: $99 each 
Ultra Server: $399 
(other configurations available) 

Invisible Software, Inc. 
1215 North Highway 427, Suite 135 
Longwood, FL 32750 
(800) 982-2962 
(407) 260-5200 
fax: (407) 260-1841 
Circle 1077 on Inquiry Card. 

LANtastic 5.0 for Windows 
Single workstation: $139 
Six-user version: $779 
(other configurations available) 

Artisoft, Inc. 
2202 North Forbes Ave. 
Tucson, AZ 85745 
(800) 846-9726 
(602) 670-7100 
fax: (602) 670-7101 
Circle 1078 on Inquiry Card. 

Barry Nance, a programmer 
for the past 20 years and a 
BYTE contributing editor, is 
the author of Using OS/2 2.1 
(Que, 1993), Network Pro-
gramming in C (Que, 1990), 
and Introduction to Net-
working (Que, 1992). Barry 
is the Exchange Editor for 
the IBM Exchange on BIX, 
where you can reach him as 
"barryn." 
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the time. When you connect to America 
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If you've never tried America Online, now's the 
time. If you have in the past, try us again — America 
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more. But AMERICA 

don't take 
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Reviews Application 

CorelDraw 4.0: The Word Is More 
Path-based an multiple pages, an object database, and even 

OCR and forms generation: The latest CorelDraw packs in the features 

G. ARMOUR VAN HORN 

NI ore. That's the central theme 
of CorelDraw 4.0, the market-
leading illustration software 

tor Windows—more fonts, more clip art, 
more modules, more common interface 
among modules, and more pages. The box 
includes two CD-ROM disks, but the video 
tour that introduced new users to the pro-
gram for the last two versions had to be 
eliminated—there just wasn't room for it. 

For many professionals, CorelDraw 4.0 
($595) will be the first choice for graphics 
creation and editing. Corel will continue to 
offer CorelDraw 3.0 at $ 199 for those who 
don't require quite so much "more." 
The 12 1.44-MB floppy disks install 

about 36 MB of files on your hard drive, in-
cluding Corel's seven modules, symbols, 
and a small number of fonts. If you are 
really voracious, you can install from the 
two CD-ROMs and get all 18,000 pieces of 
clip art and over 750 fonts. The font col-
lection includes both TrueType and Post-
Script Type 1 formats. You can run Corel-
Draw 4.0 from a CD-ROM drive, reducing 
the hard disk space requirement to about 
2 MB, but performance will suffer notice-
ably. 

A Striking Resemblance 
CorelDraw 4.0's interface has no imme-
diately apparent differences from that of 
version 3.0: The status bar and menus ap-
pear across the top of the screen, nine tools 
run in a column down the left side, and 
the fill palette continues across the bot-
tom of the screen. This should comfort ex-
perienced CorelDraw illustrators, because 
the new features and commands in ver-
sion 4.0 require enough attention without 
a new interface to learn as well. 
CorelDraw 4.0 maintains commands 

from earlier versions, which allow the cre-
ation of lines, shapes, and text, and still 
requires substantial mouse motion and key-
board exercise for the commonly used 
commands. Relatively few common com-
mands are available as mnemonic key-
board shortcuts, so you'll either have to 
memorize Shift, Control, or Alt combina-
tions with the FI to F12 keys or make 

CorelDRAWI-TEST.CDR 
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from CorelTrace. The original TIF image serves as a reference. The author's logo shows simple text, line, and 
rectangle styling. 

many trips to the toolbox or menus. Ver-
sion 3.0's pick, shape, and alignment tools 
are also included in the new version. 

With so many like features between the 
two versions, you could 
work in version 4.0 and 
not notice the differences 
at all—until you undo a 
change. Unlike in Corel-
Draw 3.0 where you only 
have one level of Undo, 
version 4.0 defaults to 
four levels of Undo, and 
it's configurable to up to 
99 levels. 

Another bonus feature in CorelDraw 
4.0 is an Insert Pages command in the lay-
out menu, which allows up to 999 pages in 
a single file. CorelDraw can work as a sim-
ple page-layout program for the occasion-
al brochure, but the speed with which it 
manipulates text will not threaten Quark-
XPress or PageMaker. Multiple pages are 
convenient for assembling a series of ads 
for a customer or for generating several 

variations of a single illustration, largely 
making up for the lack of an MDI (Mul-
tiple Document Interface). 

Offering convenience and power with 
minimal screen clutter, 
CorelDraw 4.0's rollups 
now control more features. 
These floating palettes al-
low you to specify many 
attributes of an object; at 
the press of a button, the 
palettes roll up into a sim-
ple bar showing only the 
title and the control box. 

Rollups control text, layers, styles, text 
envelopes, powerlines, contours, node edit-
ing, symbols, and data. 

Powerlines are an outgrowth of the 
effects available with pressure-sensitive 
tablets ( but you do not need a tablet to 
take advantage of powerlines). Woodcut 
shapes, teardrops, bullets, and trumpets 
are available at the stroke of the pen tool. 
Once you have created a shape with pow-
erlines, control handles let you edit it. 

NEW FEATURES 

• up to 999 pages per file 
• 99 levels of Undo 
• powerlines—customized 

shapes from the pen tool 
• fractal fills 
• 755 fonts and 18,000 pieces 

of clip art 
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Fractal fills have also been added to 
the new version. You may find fractal 
fills a welcome and powerful addition to 
illustrations, or you may find yourself 
wasting more time than with any pro-
gram since Windows Solitaire. There are 
42 basic patterns (e.g., aerial photo-
graphs, minerals, paper, clouds, fibers, and 
flames?, and each has a range of editable 
options for a total pattern count in the mil-
lions. 

Stylish Text 
Text creation and modification has always 
been powerful in earlier versions of Corel-
Draw, featuring ed-
itable text envelopes, 
spelling and thesaurus, 
extrusion, and the abil-
ity to convert text to 
curves. CorelDraw 4.0 
dramatically expands 
text handling. It delves 
into the realm of desk-
top publishing with a staggering variety 
of automatic bullets and better control over 
tabs, indents, and character spacing. If you 
need to work with large bodies of text, 
version 4.0 lets you export blocks of text 
for editing in your favorite Windows word 
processor; you then can merge the text 
back into the illustration file, and most text 
attributes will remain intact. 
The right mouse button exposes other 

new features. You can create styles for 
both text and graphics for specifying fills, 
outlines, fonts, tabs, indents, bullets, and 
spacing. Clicking on any object with the 
right mouse button adds its characteristics 
to your style sheet, or you can apply an 
existing style to the object. With an exist-
ing style selected in the style menu, click-
ing on an object with different character-
istics presents the Update Style option, 
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CorelChart screens 

showing the data view, with 

chart elements tagged by 

pressing the AutoScan 

button, and the resulting 

bar chart, probably the 

simplest of CorelChart's 

wide variety of presentation 

options. 
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which then updates all objects in that style 
to match. Not only is it a powerful tool for 
editing complex files, but it's fun to watch. 
The Control + numeral combinations can 
rapidly apply your 10 most common styles. 
An object-database feature has also been 

added, again only noticeable if you click on 
an item with the right button. You can as-

sociate part numbers, 
costs, dates, and text 
with drawing elements 
and display them in 
a spreadsheet. Alas, 
you can't export the 
spreadsheet to other 
applications. 
CorelDraw 4.0 can 

impon most common formats, including 
JPEG compressed images and Kodak's 
Photo CD format. Although the program 
can open only its own files, it can import 
Adobe Illustrator, Micrografx Draw, Win-
dows metafile, and WordPerfect graphics 
files directly. CorelDraw can turn Mac EPS 
files that Adobe Illustrator creates into ed-
itable illustrations. You can place EPS files 
that other Mac applications create in a 
Corel document, but the 
files aren't editable. The 
distinction between im-
porting and placing a file 
is not well documented. 
CorelDraw 4.0 can 

export all the formats it 
can import, and it can 
export selected items 
only rather than the en-

NEW FEATURES 

• automatic bullets 
• text and graphics styles 
• merge from Windows word 

processors 
• object database 
• more floating palettes (Core' rollups) 

tire document if desired. It is both an OLE 
server and client. 

Enhanced Image Editing and Charting 
Corel introduced the Photo-Paint module, 
an image-editing package based on Photo-

Finish from ZSoft, in 
CorelDraw 3.0. In that 
version, the ZSoft mod-
ule was bundled with 
few changes. Now, in 
version 4.0, the toolbox 
is on the left, and many 
editing options appear 
as rollups. Photo-Paint 
has direct scanning con-
trols for common scan-
ners and acts as an OLE 
server. 

Effects filters include 
emboss, motion blurs, 
psychedelic, solarize, 
sharpen, unsharp mask, 
rotation, color-balance 
controls, and Van Gogh 

or Seurat effects. Although the default file 
format is PCX, Photo-Paint can read and 
write BMP, GIF, Targa, and TIFF files, 
as well as save EPS files and read some 
JPEG compressed files. The image editor 
works only with RGB format files, but it 
supports color separation and prepress 
functions and can save CMYK files for 
process color printing. 

CorelChart is a module that creates 18 
different chart types (the same amount 
that's in version 3.0) and includes a mini-
mal—although expanded—spreadsheet 
for arranging data. You can now apply fills, 
patterns, and textures to charts from any 
other module. CorelChart is an OLE serv-
er, allowing other applications to use the 
resulting charts; therefore, you can establish 
DDE links to any Windows spreadsheet to 
build charts quickly from existing data. 
You can export CorelChart's data sheets 
to Excel, Lotus, and several ASCII for-
mats. 
CorelShow, a presentation module, 

creates overhead transparencies, 35mm 
slides, and on-screen presentations. New 
features include branching to different slides 

depending on audience 
response and setting tran-
sitions for different ele-
ments on an object-by-
object basis instead of 
slide-to-slide. The Corel-
Show module is an OLE 
client and ships with a 
run-time component, al-
lowing you to provide 

NEW FEATURES 

• direct scanning control 
• special-effects filters 
• fills, patterns, and textures 

available in charts 
• graphical time line in CorelShow 
• transitional effects applied to any 

object 
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Picture your HardlockTM key as a bike lock, and 
the accompanying software routines used to 
implement the copy protection as the chain. 
You can own the best lock that money can buy, 
but that lock is useless if the chain is weak. 

Introducing HL-Crypt, a major breakthrough 
in copy protection. HL-Crypt is not just a shell 
or simple conditional response checker. Using 
our proprietary Patcher Technology, HL-Crypt 
encrypts and binds the application to your 
HardlockTm device. HL-Crypt features many 
protection modules that secure the application 
against piracy, reverse engineering, and 
debugging, to name a few. 

Picture HL-Crypt as an ironclad chain. The only 
ironclad chain in the industry today. For more 
information, call 

1-800-562-2543 

HL-Crypt 
The Fortified Protection Linker 

for Hardtack 

GLENCO 
SERVING THE SOFTWARE INDUSTRY SINCE 7979 

270 Lexington Drive  
Buffalo Grove. IL 60089-6930 
Phone 708/808-0300 
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EUROIIIDECK 

The First Computer Postcard 

Deck Targeting the Exploding 

European Market!!! 

By the end of 1992, the European 

Community will be a $ 14 trillion 

market. In fact, behind the US, it's 

the largest microcomputer market in 

the world! 

If you are a BYTE subscriber in 
Europe, watch for the new 

EURODECK coming to you soon! 
The BYTE EURODECK contains a 

selection of state-of-the-art 
products important to you 

and your business. 

Advertisers! 
The BYTE EURODECK offers you 
a unique direct mail approach 
to increasing sales in this fast-

paced computer market. 

Circulation of the BYTE Eurodeck is 

targeted to 50.000 computer buyers 

in over 20 countries in Western 

Europe. Take full advantage of the 

benefits of the upcoming unification 

of Europe in 1992! For information 

on the next BYTE EURODECK, 

call Jim Bail today at 

603-924-2533! 

Companies outside of North America, please 
contact your local representative. 
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stand-alone presentations to Windows users 
without CorelDraw 4.0. 

Trace, Mosaic, and Move 
CorelTrace, the module for importing bit 
maps and generating vector images that 
CorelDraw can manipulate, has changed 
substantially for version 4.0. In addition 
to including the outline and centerline op-
tions of the previous version, CorelTrace 
generates silhouettes of bit-map images, 
an interesting woodcut 
effect that looks more 
like a coarse line screen, 
and supports two options 
for OCR. 

The basic OCR process 
converts a scanned docu-
ment to text, and CorelTrace does a reason-
able job of it. A Form method goes even fur-
ther: It first recognizes text, then scans lines, 
and finally traces other objects. This allows 
rapid development of replacement forms in 
CorelDraw, perhaps the most direct and ef-
ficient process I've seen. 

CorelMosaic is a module that creates 
thumbnail images of any files you edit in 
the other modules and saves them in cata-
logs. You can attach text to catalog entries, 
and CorelMosaic can search across mul-
tiple catalogs. While preparing files for the 
catalog, CorelMosaic compresses any file 
that is not already in a compressed format. 
You manage files by simply dragging and 
dropping them. 
The new version also adds a slick ani-

mation module called CorelMove. You can 
start with any "actor" or "prop" from a 
bundled library or create your own in 
CorelDraw or Photo-Paint. By using ver-
sion 4.0's blend feature, you can automat-
ically create a series of steps for your actor. 
A CorelMove checkbox lets you assign 
these steps to animation cels. The actors 
travel along a path you create. Nodes on 
the path can be added, deleted, or auto-
matically smoothed for a less jerky mo-
tion. You can customize WAV sound files 
with the CorelMove Sound Editor and at-
tach them to the animation, and you can 
export the final creation to .FLC or AVI 
(Audio Video Interleave) for-
mat or distribute it with a 
stand-alone player. 

black-and-white clip art is just a tease. 
There are 755 fonts on the CD-ROM cIisks; 
installing from floppy disk limits you to 
about 50 TrueType fonts. 

Despite so many new features, Cprel-
Draw 4.0 still does not support multiple-
open documents, a significant deficiency. 
In a welcome accommodation to Windows 
3.x, Corel has finally adopted the Win-
dows conventions for common editing 
commands, although the old commands 

are still available. 
Corel has always lsup-

ported many operating 
platforms and was ex-
pected to support the 
Macintosh by this time. 
The program's design-

ers decided to take advantage of features in 
Apple's promised QuickDraw GX but de-
lays in the release of Apple's upgrade de-
railed development of the Mac version of 
CorelDraw. To make significant moves 
into the professional graphic-arts market, 
CorelDraw will need to operate on both 
Windows and the Mac, and Corel intends 
to take that direction. A good first step 
would be to allow the Windows version 
to export Mac EPS files (and vice versa 
when the time comes). Corel's preview-
less EPS files appear only as gray rectan-
gles when placed in Mac layouts. 
I ran into two significant problems 

when installing CorelDraw 4.0. Besides 
space for the Corel program files, the in-
staller requires space on the drive with 
your Windows directory for TrueType 
fonts. I discovered that you can't install 
the program without having enough room 
on the Windows drive to place the 50 
TrueType fonts; if you don't, you will 
never get to the selection dialog box to 
deselect enough fonts to make the pro-
gram fit. Also, it turned out to be impos-
sible to install from a floppy drive across 
Windows for Workgroups, a problem that 
Corel plans to address in a maintenance 
upgrade. Corel has an excellent record, 
however, for supporting early buyers with 
free maintenance upgrades. 

For a number of professionals, Corel-
Draw 4.0 will be a valuable 
toolbox. No other program 
comes close to offering this 
range of function at Corel's 
price. CorelDraw 4.0 is an 
impressive piece of work. • 

NEW FEATURES 

• bit-map silhoue 
• OCR capability 
• drag-and-drop 
• path-based ani 

ttes 
and forms creation 
file management 
mation 

The Kitchen Sink 
It is almost criminal to pur-
chase version 4.0 without us-
ing a CD-ROM drive. With-
out either a CD-ROM player 
or lots of hard disk space, the 
489-page catalog of color and 

About the Product 

CorelDraw 4.0 $595 
Corel Corp. 
The Corel Building 
1600 Carling Ave. 
Ottawa, Ontario, 
Canada K1Z 8R7 
(613) 728-8200 
fax: (613) 728-9790 
Circle 976 on Inquiry Card. 

G. Armour Van Horn is a writer 
and graphics consultant in Free-
land, Washington. He can be con-
tacted on BIX as "vanhorn." 
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Don't Jump to a Graphic Conclusion 
If you're about to take the plunge 
on a new graphics accelerator, 
get one that won't limit your future. 
ATI's GRAPHICS ULTRA-i- and 
GRAPHICS ULTRA PRO give you 
no-regrets performance with all of 
today's applications. And they're 
perfectly poised for the leap forward 
into 32-bit operating systems and 
multimedia applications. 

Get the Jump on 
the Latest Technology 
Don't let inadequate technology 
give you or your PC a nervous 
breakdown. Our mach32 Accelerator 
Chip and 2.0MB of standard memory 
accelerate graphics to heights that 
others can't accelerated by 

match. And 
ATI's newest mach 32 
accelerators 
are muttimedia-ready, with 
hardware-assisted scaling of motion 
video images under Windows for full 
screen playback. 

indeo 
INTEL VIDEO TECHNOLOGY  

MULTIMEDIA ACCELERATION 

BEST 15 

i.cLij 10 

u_ 

POOR 0 
1 x 2x 4x 

VIDEO IMAGE SIZE 

ATI mac/I32 

UNASSISTED 

Software Safety Net 
Software driver support shouldn't 
have to be a giant leap of faith... 
but without it, an accelerator is just 
an expensive VGA card. ATI gives 
you the best driver selection with the 
full security of 8514/A-compatible 
acceleration, plus up-to-the-minute 
ATI drivers for all major applications, 
including 32-bit environments, like 
OS/2 2.1 and Windows NT) 

Don't Fall Behind 
ATI helps you stay on the leading 
edge, without going over the brink 
financially. Our new upgrade plan2lets 
you move up to the latest hardware... 
at a fraction of the regular price. 

GRAPHICS ACCELERATORS • MULTIMEDIA • COMMUNICATIONS 

MICROSOFT 
WINDOM compoRi r 

(416) 882-2600 
press 2 

GRAPHICS ULTRA+ 
>True color at 800)(600 and 65,000 

colors at 1024x768 
>Non-interlaced 

1280x1024 in 
256 colors 

>Flicker-free 
Windows, up to 
76Hz refresh 44447 
rate 

>2.0MB memory 
>Fast DOS and graphics performance 
>Enhances and accelerates 
Video for Windows 

>$299.00' 

GRAPHICS ULTRA PRO adds 
›VRAM for betIer 
performance at 
higher refresh and 
greater colors 
Non-interlaced 
1280x1024 
graphics at 
74Hz refresh 
ISA, EFSA and Micro 
versions available' 

$499.00° 

Channel 

So look before you leap. Drop 
in to your local ATI dealer and let 
our counselors help you avoid a 
graphic mistake. 

TECHNOLOGIES INC 

All TECHNOLOGIES INC. 
33 Commerce Valley Dr. E. 
Thornhill, Ontario 
, Canada L3T7N6 
; Tel: (4161882-2600 

et: (416) 882-2620 

Copyright © All Technologies Inc., 1993. ATI, GRAPHICS ULTRA+, GRAPHICS ULTRA PRO and mach32 are registered trademarks of ATI Technologies Inc. All ather company and/or product names 

are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of their respective manufacturers. Features and specifications are subject to change without notice. Products may not be exactly as shown. '32- bit 
OS/2 2.1 drivers will be available in August 1993; 16- bit OS/2 2.1 drivers currently inclJded. All drivers included in Windows NT-package. 'Tradeup plan to lates: An products; call or fan for further 
information. Suggested US retail prices, dealers may sell for less. 'Mouse included with ISA versions only. 

Cirde 66 on Inquiry Cord. 



Powerful, Fast And 
Loaded  With Features. 

ZEOS LOCAL BUS 
UPGRADABLES. 

Upgradable to 
Intel's Pentium' 
Over Drive' 
architecture 
Intel tested and 
approved for 
compatibility and 
thermal compliance! 

Local bus video— 
VESA standard! 

Local bus IDE 
hard drives 

More power. 
More speed. More 
features than ever 
before—and more 
than you'll get any-
where else in a 
local bus upgrad-
able system! 
We start with a 

brand-new motherboard— 
one that's faster, more inte-
grated, and gives you even 
more reliability. We've increased 
the size of our local bus hard 
drives (all the way to 528MB!) so your hard disk 
data throughput is faster than ever before. Even 
better, we've taken one of the two 1/ESA local 
bus slots (which can also be used for standard 
16-bit cards) and added a screaming local bus 
video card...for Windows performance that 
"blows all competitors away" (PC Magazine). 
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FIRST QUARTER WORLDWIDE SALES 

o 
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11111111111111111 

"It's hard to ima-
gine a brighter 
upgrade picture:" 
—PC World 

Flash BIOS 

On-board 
Adaptec SCSI 
option 

.28mm non-
interlaced SVGA 
color monitor in 
every package! 

So that 
you can easily upgrade your system as 

new technology is developed, we include such 
features as CPU upgradability to Intel's Pentium 
OverDrive, a Zero Insertion Force (ZIF) socket; 
Flash BIOS for easy BIOS upgradability, and room 
to expand as well—with eight expansion slots 
and plenty of drive bays. With ZEOS local bus 
upgradables, you're investing in a bright future! 

Circle 289 on Inquiry Card. 



STANDARD WITH EVERY ZEOS 
LOCAL BUS UPGRADABLE: 
• RAM expandable to 64MB on the motherboard. 
• Upgradable processors that let you upgrade to Intel's 
Pentium OverDrive architecture. 
• Zero Insertion Force (ZIF) socket makes upgrading easy. 

• 14" ZEOS color SVGA non-interlaced 
monitor, .28mm dot pitch. 
• Two serial ports and one parallel 
port integrated on the motherboard. 
• Flash BIOS for easy upgradability. 
• Eight expansion slots: two VESA local 

SYSTEM 
HIGHLIGHTS 

NOW: 
Hard 
drives up 
to 528MB 
and new 
lower 
prices! 

bus, five 16-bit and one 8-bit. 
• ZEOS six-bay desktop case. 
• Two cooling fans for increased reliability and 
product life. 
• High-capacity 200W power supply with built-in 
suppression; switchable between 115/230V. 
• Socket for inexpensive optional on-board SCSI. 
• Shadow RAM support. 
• ZEOS 101-key Reduced Size (RS) keyboard. 
• FCC Certified Class B; UL Listed. 
• 24-Hour-Toll-Free Technical Support, 30-Day 
Money-Back Guarantee, complete ZEOS Customer 
Satisfaction Package. 

PACKAGE 1 PACKAGE 2 PACKAGE 3 PACKAGE 4 

II ZIF socket upgrad-
ability to Pentium 
OverDrive CPU 
•2MB high-speed RAM 
• 107MB local bus IDE 

hard drive w/32K 
cache 

MI Windows-accelerated 
VL local bus video with 
1MB RAM 

• Your choice of floppy 
drives 
• MS DOS 6.0 plus 
Enhanced Tools 

MI ZIF socket upgrad-
ability to Pentium 
OverDrive CPU 

MI 4MB high-speed RAM 
U 214MB local bus IDE 

hard drive w/128K 
cache 
• Windows-accelerated 
VL local bus video with 
1MB RAM 

• Both 1.2MB and 
1.44MB floppy drives 

• MS DOS 6.0, Tools, 
Windows & new 
Microsoft Mouse, 
plus choice of Lotus 
Windows applications 

• ZIF socket upgrad-
ability to Pentium 
OverDrive CPU 

•8MB high-speed RAM 
• 426MB, 13ms local 
bus IDE hard drive 
w/128K cache 

II Windows-accelerated 
VL local bus video with 
1MB RAM 

• Both 1.2MB and 
1.44MB floppy drives 

la MS DOS 6.0, Tools, 
Windows & new 
Microsoft Mouse, 
plus choice of Lotus 
Windows applications 

• ZIF socket upgrad-
ability to Pentium 
OverDrive CPU 

• 16MB high-speed RAM 
▪ 528MB, 12ms local 
bus IDE hard drive 
w/256K cache 

• Windows-accelerated 
VL local bus video with 
1MB RAM 

la Both 1.2MB and 
1.44MB floppy drives 

• MS DOS 6.0, Tools, 
Windows & new 
Microsoft Mouse, 
plus choice of Lotus 
Windows applications 

486SX-25 $1395 $1695 $1995 $2495 

486SX-33 $1495 $1795 $2095 $2595 

486DX-33 $1695 $1995 $2295 $2795 

486DX2-50 $1795 $2095 $2395 $2895 

486DX2-66 $1895 $2195 $2495 $2995 

FAVORITE OPTIONS 

15-INCH MONITOR UPGRADE 
SVGA non-interlaced, 1024x768, flat screen  

VERTICAL CASE UPGRADE 
Includes ten bays $95 

DIAMOND VIPER VIDEO CARD 
Combine it with the ZEOS motherboard and you'll get 
speed that PC Magazine said "blew all competitors away"! 
Includes 1MB VRAM $149 
with 2 MB VRAM $249 

INTERNAL CD-ROM DRIVE $199 

ARCHIVE 51250A INTERNAL TAPE BACKUP 
80 to 250MB (with compression), includes EZTape for DOS . $249 

ADAPTEC SCSI CONTROLLER CHIP $49 

SPECIAL OFFER: WE'LL REPLACE 
YOUR 5'4" DRIVE IN ANY PACKAGE 
WITH A CD-ROM PLAYER! $99 

Hundreds ofother affordable upgrades and optionsavailable 
Call for dekiils! 

$95 
iPC 

MAGAZINE Lee' 
-""•—"" 
t 

AWARD-WINNING SERVICE & 
SUPPORT. 

We're the only company to win PC Maga-
zine's Readers' Choice for Service & Reliability— 

for both desktops and notebooks—twice! 

TOLL-FREE TECH SUPPORT AT ANY HOUR. 
We're here for you 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, and always 

a toll-free phone call away. 

WARRANTIES & GUARANTEES. 
All ZEOS systems come with a One Year Limited Warranty, 

Express Parts Replacement Policy and a 30-Day Money-Back 
Guarantee. You're going to be very satisfied. We guarantee it! 

CALL NOW TOLL FREE 

800-554-5226 
24 HOURS A DAY 
Fax Orders: 612-633-1325, Government: 800-245-2449, TDD Orders: 800-228-5839 Outside US 
and Canada: 612-633-6131. MasterCard, VISA, Aro Exp, Discover, Z-CareCOD and Leasing 
programs. Open 24 Hours a Day, 365 Days a Year'. 
Purchase orders firm Fortune 1000 companies pmernments anil institutions subject to approval. Leasifig piograms available. AU 
prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. Please call to confirm pricing. speaficatims and warranty details All 
products and company names ate trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. The Intel Inside logo e a register. 
ed trademark of Intel Corporation. C1993 ZEOS Internaticnal Ltd„ 130l Industrial Blvd., Minneapolis, MN 55413 Uar alb is a 
pubhcly traded company (NASDAQ symbol: ZEOSt UPGR-BYT-9009 

ZEOS 
INTERNATIONAL. 
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IG -SPEED 
AD DRIVES 

New benchmarks identify the best SCSI and IDE 
hard drives from 250 MB to 2 GB 

HELEN HOLZBAUR AND JIM HURD 

ast hard drives at affordable prices: From the diminutive 2'h-inch Maxtor 7245AT to the scream-
ingly fast Seagate ST12550N (also known as the Barracuda), the class of '93 has pushed the en-
velope on speed and capacity. We stress-tested 32 IDE and SCSI hard drives ranging in capacities 
from 250 MB to 2 GB to find the leading performers, whether you're expanding your current 
storage capacity or specifying a hard drive for a new PC, workstation, or Macintosh. 
We rank the performance of each drive using a suite of custom benchmarks that identifies 

the fastest drives in three capacity classes. The benchmark suite consists of 24 tests that run the gamut from 
simple reads and writes to multithreaded tasks that challenge a drive's caching abilities. 
The BYTE Lab Reports rate the best products based on application rather than product categories. But for 

hard drives, we decided there were no clear-cut ways to typify how hard drives are used, because even sin-
gle-application computer users will need to read and write sequential and random data over the course of a 
day. Instead, we built a model based on DOS, Windows, Unix, and Macintosh applications and from that made 
the following assumptions: You run your hard drive with a disk cache, the ratio of reads to writes is 60 to 40, 
and your drive won't be so fragmented that your data is scattered randomly across the disk. Even if this 

How to use this guide 

To find the right hard drive, compare the drives ranked in the 
capacity categories that match your requirements. In each 
category, we select best overall, best low-cost, and best IDE 
and SCSI drives. In each category, we also list a number of 
close competitors. If you are not sure which interface to use, 
see " IDE and SCSI: Contrasting Styles" on page 190. 

For IDE drives, the cost per 
megabyte consists of retail drive 
price plus $25 (for controller), 
divided by capacity; for SCSI 

drives, the cost equals retail drive 
price plus $200 (for controller), 
divided by capacity 

BEST OVERALL 

All performance measurements are in milliseconds. For 
response times, lower numbers indicate better performance. 
A 10 percent difference in performance between drives is 
almost indistinguishable, while a 30 percent or greater 
performance difference will be noticeable to most users in 
real-world conditions. 

Seagett Technolety ST3390A 

1171 OE Pr. • . hut. unilee 100918 Pnve vat test. trunks to/ 4300 fern Iligi40444 404 n104 Ila MU 42•010 et. care e secene ..1 *w.p.m. 9174 hena 
010:1 404, .0 Ma 00 Maul 0. 10000 Nat 4.4/4 ca. m .1.0.1 ...arse 

00.0210.401:6 0,101001m Me gellult000440 *tom Opal Cr.. the 

snowitwouteme elm swprmaramer a ..iniewemo ammo 
20003•00032 01000§aulM4 014002001041000100•0•410•10410 2 in 0ffleatels. we 0r0om 
Is mom, doe me m erommetuommen.e. ,............ efflar...../......e....«.1. 

020441 &wpm 144.01007 anew. 
MIN Weftrn 01001 Cavlar 2340 

.320.0 0000.0 31242224 

0102312 00•011 9540 010111200101l VOMIT smon 
mart (m.)  0.11123) 

IDE 140 $350 f 1 22 10$ 2 45. 

.51 341 $420 SI 190 114 2 4.5 
IDE 340 $400 SI OS 12 I s ff22 

SCSI 329 $1525 SS 24 127 4400 

Consops edema poop pew canbone7 cap, Up to Pre neon. wen 404 4444340 ewers 

Rotational speed of 
the drive platters. 

A composite measurement based 
on 24 different tests and weighted 
according to a profile of DOS and 
Windows use. 
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Hard Drive Essentials 

DISK HEAD 
Moves back and forth 
across the platter. The 

closer the head can "fly" to 
the platter without touching 
it, the more densely data 

can be packed. 

DISK CACHE 
All drives have RAM to 
temporarily hold data sent 

to and from the drive. A 
high-performance drive 

must attempt to prefetch 
data before the user 
requests it and accept data 
before the drive head is 

positioned to write it. 

SPINDLE 
Fast spindle speeds mean 

short latency times ( i.e., 
the time the drive must wait 
for the platter to spin into 

the correct position). Look 
for faster-spinning drives, 

such as the Maxtor MXT-
540SL and the Seagate 
ST12550N, which translate 

fast spindle speeds into 

higher data throughput. 

DISK PLATTER 

Typically made from aluminum. Some 
companies (e.g., Areal and Maxtor) are 
moving to glass substrate, which can improve 
data density and drive performance. 

JI 
TRACKS 

Look for drives that support variable 
zone recording, which packs data 
densely on the longer, outer tracks. 
Data held on these tracks can be 

accessed two to four times faster than 
held on inner tracks. 

CYLINDER 
A collection of data from 

the same track. Create 

multiple partitions on your 

disk to exploit the faster 
outer cylinders by putting 

your most accessed data 
there (the virtual memory 
swap file and frequently 
used programs are 
excellent choices). 

CPU/FIRMWARE 
The microprocessor controls the drive's 

function, and the ROM holds the drive's 
firmware. Firmware can make or break 

performance: We saw dramatic 
improvements within the same drive 
when we updated firmware. 

EEPFtOM 
' SCSI drives tend to use EEPROM to hold settings 

that control caching algorithms, formatting 

operations, error recovery, and other parameters. 

doesn't fit you exactly, remember that a fast 
hard drive remains fast no matter how you use it. 
Our tests showed that today's drives are the 

best-performing hard drives ever. Over 80 per-
cent of the drives we tested operate at spindle 
rates greater than the traditional 3600 rpm. Fast 
spin rates mean you spend less time waiting for 
the disk to position itself correctly to read or 
write data. Thanks to its 7200-rpm spin rate, the 
2-GB Barracuda ran more than 15 percent faster 
than its closest competitor, the 6300-rpm Max-
tor MXT-1240S, a 1.2-GB SCSI drive. 

Today's drives use write caching to improve 
performance (within our main sample, only Sea-
gate's 245-MB ST3283A IDE drive and Hitachi's 
418-MB DK314C SCSI drive did not support 
write caching). But 15 SCSI and four IDE drives 
arrived with write caching disabled, and enabling 
it usually required firmware updates. 

The long-term durability of today's faster spin-
ning drives remains a question. The high spin 
speeds mean harder impact whenever a head hits 
a platter. Faster hard drives can run hot. It's wise 
to choose a drive with a multiyear warranty (a 
third of our test sample offered five years). 
Many IDE drives can run five times faster 

than what a standard ISA bus can handle. Local-
bus interfaces promise an end to this bottleneck, 
but some drives in our sample showed only mi-
nor performance improvements with local-bus 
technology (see "Local-Bus IDE" on page 180). 
We only tested drives from manufacturers, 

rather than from VARs that relabel OEM drives. 
We believe this gives you the best basis for com-
paring hard drive performance. Note that Quan-
tum and Hewlett-Packard declined to partici-
pate in this evaluation because they couldn't 
supply their new drives in time for testing. 

BEST 
250 TO 350 MB 

Seagate Technology 
ST3390A 
The 4500-rpm spin rate of 

this 340-MB IDE drive was 

among the highest in this 

capacity class, which 

translates into fast response 

time when the disk head 

positions itself for reading or 

writing data. The spin rate, 

along with a cache twice the 

size of many competitors, 

helped the ST3390A log the 

fastest overall response time 
in this group. With a cost per 

megabyte of $ 1.22, this was 

the most economical drive in 

this class 

PAGE 179 

400 TO 600 MB 

Maxtor MXT-540S1 
The Maxtor MXT-540SL. like 

other speed leaders in this 

category, took advantage of 

such performance-improving 

techniques as voice-coil head 

positioning. This drive 

differentiated itself by also 

offering a spin rate of 6300 

rpms, wh,ch only one other 

drive in our entire test 

sample could beat. This 

546-MB SCSI drive's overall 

response time outperformed 

the next fastest runner-up by 

1.2 ms, which was one of the 

largest speed differences we 

saw. This is an excellent 

high-performance drive for 

PC, Mac, and Unix users. 

PAGE 185 

1 TO 2 GB 

Seagate Technology 
ST12550N (Barracuda) 
Aided by a 7200-rpm spin 

rate and an average latency 

time of cnly 4.2 ms, this 

2.1-GB SCSI drive is in a 

performEnce class by itself. 

In many tests, the Barracuda 

accessed random data faster 

than many of its competitors 

accessed sequential data. 

What's more, the drive's 

value ex:ends beyond raw 

performance: The cost per 

megabyte of $ 1.05 is the 

lowest of any drive we tested, 

and the drive comes with a 

five-year warranty. 

PAGE 189 
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THE BEST DRIVES IN CAPACITIES FROM 

350 TO 350 
T

his capacity is the size of choice i or entry-level and general-busi-
ness PCs and Macs. Because of 
their mass-market appeal, these 

drives often favor low price at the expense of 
performance. 

In each of the "Best" categories, we ranked 
winners based on their performance scores. 
Low-cost winners and runners-up are those 
with the lowest cost per megabyte. 
On the PC side, IDE remains the stan-

dard interface for low-range and midrange 
systems, and not surprisingly, seven of the 
10 drives we tested in this class were IDE-

ge• based. Cache sizes tend to be small to limit 
cost; many of the drives provide just 64 KB 
of cache. Contrast this with the usual 128- or 
256-KB caches on higher-capacity drives. 
The Seagate ST3390 IDE and SCSI drive 

series includes the fastest-spinning drives 
(4500 rpm) and provides the largest caches 
(256 KB); not concidentally, these hard 
drives proved to be the best-performing 
drives throughout this category. Although 
the Seagate ST3283 drives have the same 
spin rates as that of their larger cousins, they 
are two of the slowest drives in this cate-
gory. The ST3283A (IDE) performance is 
particularly bad due to its lack of write 
caching. Only the 251-MB Samsung 3122A 
is slower. The ST3283N's performance is 
good, but its relatively small capacity for a 
SCSI drive puts it at a performance disad-
vantage compared to large SCSI drives, 
which can pack data more densely. Never-
theless, its performance was faster than all 
the IDE drives except that of the Seagate 
ST3390A. 
Western Digital's 340-MB Caviar 2340 

is second in speed only to the two Microp-
olis drives among all IDE drives in reads 
using four threads. Excellent four-segment 
performance is important to database appli-
cations, as well as for multitasking multiple 
applications using OS/2 or Unix. 
Conner's CP-30254 is the fastest IDE 

drive under 300 MB, and it even outper-
formed the 345-MB Maxtor 7345AT. The 
Conner's speed is partly due to its spin rate: 
4542 rpm, the fastest in this capacity class. 
The Conner drive implements write caching, which boosts its performance significantly 
over noncaching drives like the Seagate ST3283A. The Conner was also one of the most im-
proved drives when used with local bus; it was 30 percent faster on sustained reads using lo-
cal-bus IDE. 

GLASS-PLATTER DRIVES 
We tested two 2'/2-inch IDE drives that use new glass-platter technology: 
the 180-MB Areal A180 and the 251-MB Maxtor 25252A. Areal has 
been a force in bringing glass-platter drives to market and makes only 
glass drives. The Maxtor 25252A hard drive marks Maxtor's first glass 

product. 

Glass platters are lighter and stiffer than aluminum platters. As low-
fly heights of modern drives make head-to-platter impacts inevitable, the 

smoother and stiffer glass platter may be better suited to survive these 
impacts. Glass is particularly useful for notebooks and other portables, 
where head impacts are more likely to occur, and in fast-spinning drives, 

where the head impacts the platter with much more energy. Glass plat-
ters are also lightweight, so it takes less energy and time to spin them, 
which are advantages in notebooks and for "green" PCs. 

Our tests showed the Areal drive to be optimized for cost, while the 

Maxtor drive focuses on performance. However, the Maxtor drive's per-
formance could easily be better: It currently doesn't offer write caching. 

Maxtor says it plans to add this in the near future, which could put the 
performance of this little drive close to that of the top-ranked Conner CP-

30254. In its present design, the Maxtor drive averaged 15.8 ms in 
our composite test scores, which places it in the performance midrange 

of 250-MB IDE drives. The Areal drive, which offers lower capacity for $90 
less, achieved a composite score of 19 ms, which places it among the 
slower low-capacity drives we tested. 

The glass platters in the Areal A.180 ( left) and the Maxtor 252528 drives wort( well with today's faster spin rates. 
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Fujitsu's 329-MB M2622FA 
SCSI drive is the only other 
fast-spinning drive in this ca-
pacity class, but it could not sus-
tain good write performance in 
our tests. Fujitsu is aware of the 
problem but could not deliver 
a fix in time for testing. On the 
plus side, this and the higher-
capacity Fujitsu drives all have 
high drive-to-host data transfer 
rates for prefetched data. The 
Fujitsu M2622FA transferred 
data over 50 percent faster than 
the Seagate ST3390N. All the 
Fujitsu drives handle two- and 
four-threaded operations flaw-
lessly; the only drives faster than 
the Fujitsu M2622FA at the 
four-threaded read tests were 
the bigger Fujitsu drives. Some 
Fujitsu drives also offer five-
year warranties, which is tops 
in this category. 

Clearly, Maxtor is seeking to 
optimize price and not perfor-
mance in its 245- and 345-MB 
drives. The 64-KB cache is too 
small to efficiently handle seg-
mented operations (e.g., file 
compares). The relatively slow 
spin rate of 3551 rpm translates 
into slower performance on 
nonsequential operations typ-
ical of database operations, 
virus scanning, and defragmen-
tation. The company claims the 
highest MTBF (mean time 
between failures) at 300,000 
hours (over 34 years) but war-
rants this drive for only one of 
those years. 
The Maxtor drives are not 

without strengths, however. 
They are notable for their 
unique jumper-selectable write 
cache (other IDE drives require 
special software to change 
write-cache settings). Maxtor 
also packs many modern IDE-
drive features into its products, 
including block mode, write re-
allocation, power management, 
and automatic geometry trans-
lation. 
As the slowest drive in this 

class, we can't recommend the 
251-MB Samsung 3122A IDE 
drive. While random access 
times were nearly equal to that 
of the 245-MB Maxtor drive, 
the sequential operations took 
nearly twice as long. This sug-
gests that the drive controller is 
not doing a good job of manag-
ing the host-to-drive interface. 

13Y-TE WEST 

Is speed essential? 

250 TO 350 MB 

BEST OVERALL Seagate Technology ST3390A 

This IDE drive is the fastest under 400-M8 drive we tested, thanks to a 4500-rpm 

evert. spindle spin rate. Its SCSI cousin, which came in second in performance, also bene-

lenes frted from the fast spin rate and the 256-KB cache that comes standard with these 

Seagates, which is twice the size of the third-place Western Digital Caviar. The 

ST3390A produces the best response times for all the single-threaded sustained 

performance measurements, but the Western Digital Caviar drive beats it in tests that allow the drives 

to prefetch data and in multithreaded operations with four active threads. Seagate's two-year warranty is average. 

INTERFACE FORMATTED PRICE COST PER OVERALL RESPONSE WARRANTY SPIN RATE 
CAPACITY (MB) MEGABYTE ' TIME (MS) (YEARS) (RPM) 

BEST Seagate Technology ST3390A IDE 340 $390 $1.22 10.6 2 4500 

RUNNER-UP Seagate Technology ST3390N SCSI 344 $420 $1.80 11.4 2 4500 

RUNNER-UP Western Digital Caviar 2340 IDE 340 $400 $1.25 12.1 3 3322 

RUNNER-UP Fujitsu M2622FA SCSI 329 $1525 $5.24 127 4400 

Want the best for Macs, Unix, and SCSI PCs? 

BEST SCSI Seagate Technology ST3390N 

The ST339ON's performance lags behind that of its IDE sibling by half a millisecond. The 

ST3390N narrowly defeats the Fujitsu in single-threaded sustained performance measure 

ments, except in sustained writes, where the ST3390N was over three times faster. The 

Fujitsu M2622FA was faster than the ST3390N when the drives prefetched data. 

INTERFACE FORMATTED PRICE COST PER OVERALL RESPONSE 
CAPACITY (MB) MEGABYTE TIME (MS) 

BEST Seagate Technology ST3390N SCSI 344 $420 $1.80 11.4 

RUNNER-UP Fujitsu M2622FA SCSI 329 $1525 $5.24 12.7 

RUNNER-UP Seagate Technology ST3283N SCSI 249 $320 $2.08 13.6 

The best for standard PCs? 

BEST IDE 

11 
The performance results that make this the Best Overall winner in this capacity class helped 
the ST3390A also take top honors for IDE drives, although the competition was strong. Western 

Peripherals CP-30254 (251. MB) offers the fastest spin rate of all drives in this category. 

Digital's Caviar 2340 (340 MB) manages its four-segment, 128-KB cache we ll, and the Conner 

 I Seagate Technology ST3390A 

WARRANTY 
(YEARS) 

2 

1 

SPIN RATE 
(RPM) 

4500 

4400 

4500 

INTERFACE FORMATTED PRICE COST PER OVERALL RESPONSE WARRANTY SPIN RATE 
CAPACITY (MB) Econ. IRME (MS) (YEARS) (RPM) 

BEST Seagate Technology ST3390A IDE 340 $390 $1.22 10.6 2 4500 

RUNNER-UP Western Digital Caviar 2340 IDE 340 $400 $1.25 12.1 3 3322 

RUNNER-UP Conner Peripherals CP-30254 IDE 251 $375 $1.59 13.5 2 4542 

Which drive offers the most economy? 

LOW COST Seagate Technology ST3390A 

The Seagate ST3390 series sweeps this capacity class thanks to the IDE version's ability 

to combine unexcelled performance and a low cost per megabyte of $1.22. 

BEST Seagate Technology ST3390A 

RUNNER-UP Western Digital Caviar 2340 

RUNNER-UP Seagate Technology ST3283A 

RUNNER-UP Maxtor 7345AT 

RUNNER-UP Maxtor 7245AT 

INTERFACE FORMATIER PRICE COST PER OVERALL RESPONSE WARRANTY SPIN RATE 
CAPACRY (MI) MEGABYTE' TIME (MS) (YEARS) (RPM) 

IDE 340 $390 $1.22 10.6 2 4500 

IDE 340 $400 $1.25 12.1 3 3322 

IDE 245 $300 $1.33 16.0 1 4500 

IDE 345 $445 $1.36 14.4 1 3551 

IDE 245 $343 $1.47 15.7 2 3551 

Consists of drive price plus controller, divided by capacity. Up to five years, varies with individual dealers. 
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How to Choose a Hard Drive 
1 Buy a hard drive with at least 250 MB for your primary sys-

tem and at least 120 MB on a 
notebook. Beyond that, buy the largest 
capacity and fastest hard drive you can 
afford. It's safe to assume that you will 
always wish you had more storage 
space. 

2 
Don't assume that local-bus 
IDE will deliver better perfor-
mance. Our tests show that 

drives designed to take advantage of lo-
cal-bus technology ran 30 percent faster 
than with standard IDE connections, but 
not every drive was able to take advan-
tage of local-bus technology. 

3 
Don't pay for performance you 
can't use. Match the speed of 
the controller and the drive; 

slow controllers can seriously degrade 
performance of fast drives, but 32-bit 
bus-master controllers can't make slow 
drives any faster. For fast SCSI drives, 
you will need an adapter that can support 
SCSI-2 fast speeds. The built-in SCSI 
support in many Macs can't support 
SCSI-2. Several companies make fast 
SCSI-2 adapters for PCs and Macs with 
NuBus slots. You will need a 
32-bit PC bus ( i.e., EISA, Mi-
cro Channel architecture, or 
VL-Bus) to take full advantage 
of the fastest drives. 

4 
Watch out for vendor 
throughput claims that 
are based on transfer-

ring data from the drive cache 
to the host memory or from the 
host memory to the drive cache. 
For example, the SCSI-bus 
bandwidth may be 5 MBps 
to up to 40 MBps, but few 
drives can sustain throughput 
at this level. Look for sustained 
throughput speed to get a good 
picture of drive performance. 
Access-time calculations also 
vary from manufacturer to 
manufacturer, so you will want 
to know how the access time is 
calculated. The most accurate 
way is to measure command 
service times by performing ac-
tual reads and writes. 

5 
Choose a drive that can write 
cache as well as cache more 
than one segment. Write cach-

ing noticeably improves performance, 
especially in the DOS, Windows, and 
Mac environments. A segmented cache 
allows the drive to effectively prefetch 
when an application simultaneously ac-
cesses more than one file at a time. (Be 
sure to turn off write caching on data-
base servers and be cautious on network 
servers, which may use logging and roll-
back for network information.) 

6 
IDE drives that support a write 
cache typically come with the 
write cache enabled. If you do 

not want to use write caching, you may 
want to request that the dealer disable 
it. It is rarely as simple as moving a 
jumper and generally requires a special 
program from the manufacturer. 

For digital audio and video ap-
plications, you need fast, large-
capacity drives (e.g., the Mi-

cropolis 2217) that smoothly handle 
TCAL (thermal recalibration). Sustained 
throughput numbers will 
not necessarily tell you 

LOCAL-BUS IDE 
Modern drives can produce 
data faster than the ISA bus 
can transfer it Local-bus tech-
nology promises to close this 
gap by accelerating data 
transfer rates from the 2-
MBps rate of ISA-based IDE 
to 10 MBps. This could make 
IDE drives faster than SCSI, 
but for now, standards in this 
area are lacking. 

Several of the drives we 
tested are capable of operat-
ing at speeds faster than 
standard ISA. We used an Ap-
pian local-bus interface in an 
Intergraph 486 system to test 
drives to determine maximum 
data transfer rates under lo-
cal bus. Future versions of 
the IDE command set will in-
clude a protocol for querying an IDE's optimal speed. For now, the Appian 
driver attempts to determine the optimum speed by trying several different speeds. 

anything about the frequency of TCAL 
glitches, but your eyes will tell you when 
you play back jumpy video. 

8 
SCSI cabling and termination 
can be troublesome, and for the 
uninitiated, a task that the dealer 

may best handle. 

9 
IDE drives from different man-
ufacturers can be troublesome 
to get to work together, al-

though progress is being made on stan-
dards. If you need multiple drives, you 
may be better off with SCSI. 

10 
Consider using a small-capa-
city IDE drive to boot from, 
along with larger SCSI drives 

for storage. This takes maximum ad-
vantage of IDE compatibility and SCSI 
flexibility and performance. SCSI drives 
are also faster if you don't boot from 
them, because SCSI controllers have to 
imitate the standard PC drive interface 
for compatibility when the drive is con-
figured as a boot drive. This slows per-
formance. 

Local Not Necessarily Faster 

5 10 15 20 25 

CI Intergraph (local bus) • Compaq (IDE) 

250 to 350 MB 
Conner CP-30254 

Maxtor 7245AT 

Maxtor 7345AT 

Samsung 3122A 

Seagate ST3283A 

Seagate ST3390A 
Western Digital 
Caviar 2340 

400 to 600 MB 
Conner CP-30544 

Maxtor MXT-540AL 

Micropolis 2105A 

Seagate ST3550A 
Western Digital 
Caviar 2420 

1 to 2 GB 
Micropolis 2112A 

(milliseconds) 

The Conner CP-30254 and the Seagate ST3550A show significant gains from local bus. But many 

drives showed only minor or no improvement, including the Maxtor 7245AT and the Samsung 

3122A. 

device 
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"So there I was, playing with 
my Nintendo and Dad was 
all spazzed out. No one at his 

office thought they could 
handle one of those storage 

ICEMINDEM1111111111.11111111 
_ - 

0011.1M 

m_timmagnalmriM'e n immlimemmum 
—  

tams! 
11118101M 

85 MB, 129 MB, 170 MB, 250 MB Internal Disk Drives 
Available in 3.5" x 1" form factors to fa the latest, most advanced PCs. 
All are up and running with a simple DOS command. 

things. You know, the disk 
deals. Well, Dad said these 
guys at Conner told him it's 
so simple a kid could do it. 

So I did. Dad got a raise, I got 
a suit, and I'll be home late. 

O.K. Mom?" 

e0teme 

iruenik 1111 IIIJMNBlI 
e 

The Storage Answer 
=now comer,/ 

Call 1-800-755-0b35 for the Conner dealer nearest you. 

All ledanurks reprtenAl Unclenarlo are 31 lhetr respeetwe owners 0 100 Conner Peepherals. Inc 

Circle 114 on Inquiry Cord (RESELLERS: 115). 



*test-bed handled 10-Aleps data transfers. 

How We Tested 
T

esting hard drives is complex: 
Variable-zone recording con-
tributes to dramatic perfor-
mance changes over the surface 

of the same disk; thermal recalibration 
can kick in to cause a temporary but 
sharp increase in response time; the 
biggest drives have 512 KB of cache that 
can be tuned with more than a dozen 

parameters. 
Write and read 
performance 
varies dramati-
cally depend-
ing on how or 
if write cach-
ing is enabled. 
To account 

for this com-
plexity, we de-
signed a set of 
custom bench-
marks called 

PLATT (Page Level Availability Time 
Test) —so named because it models 
hard disks as a linear array of "pages," 
which are the units of reads and writes. 
Most modern operating systems, in-
cluding DOS and System 7, view the 
disk in this fashion (Berkeley Unix is a 
prominent exception; its file system uses 

a more complex disk model in 
terms of cylinders and tracks). 
We call PLATT an availability 
test, because it measures re-
sponse time from when a com-
mand is issued until the time 
when data is available in sys-
tem memory. PLATT closely 
models a 486 machine running 
DOS 5.0, Smartdrive 4.0, and a 
combination of DOS and Win-
dows applications. 
We tested every hard drive 

on a Compaq Deskpro/M 66-
MHz 486. For IDE drives, we 
used the built-in interface; for SCSI 
drives, we used an Adaptec 1742 EISA 
bus-master adapter. The 1742 is capable 
of 10-MBps drive transfer and 33 MBps 
across the EISA bus. We also tested us-
ing an Intergraph 66-MHz 486 system 
with an Appian local-bus IDE adapter. 
Our Mac Quadra 700 test system ran 
with a SCSI-2 FWB JackHammer Nu-
Bus adapter. 

Testing team (from left): Helen Holzbaur, Jim Had, and Alan loch 

ADDITIONAL TESTS 

In addition to PLATT, we ran BYTE's 
disk benchmarks, which evaluate drives 

at the DOS file 
level. We were 
able to configure 
these benchmarks 
to run an infinite 
variety of profiles: 
we ran a profile 
created to model 
typical DOS use 
and a second one 
to model typical 
Unix use. We also 
ran BYTE's file-
level benchmark 
tests, which per-
form common op-
erations such as 
creating, deleting, 
opening, closing. 
reading, and writ-
ing files. Our pro-
file description 
specifies the num-
ber of times each 
operation is run, as 
well as the size of 
reads and writes. 
We tested using 

Our Core Benchmarks 

PLATT (PAGE LEVEL AVAILABILITY TIME TEST) 
This custom benchmark suite. consisting of 24 tests, 
measures hard drive response time from when a command is 
issued to the computer to when data is available in system 
memory. The suite evaluates hard drives in three important 
areas: 

Processor delays 
The periods of time when the computer is not requesting any-
thing from the hard drive. The drive should use this time to con-
tinue to read ahead so that data is ready should the processor 
request it. If a write has been cached, these pauses can be 
used to flush the cache and get ready for the next write. 

Localized access 
Swap files, databases, help files, and applications directories 
are examples of localized areas that tend to receive bursts of 
nonsequential activity. These localized regions do not grow in re-
lationship to the size of the disk. For example, a swap file grows 
in relation to system RAM. Also, doubling the number of platters 
in a drive does not improve the random-access time of the drive, 
but it can cut localized access times in half because the same 
locality spans half the number of cylinders. 

Segmented sequential activity 
Hard drives are designed with a strong tendency to read the next 
sequential block, even when it is not read on the next operation. 
For example, a DOS file compare is a common operation that in-
terleaves two file loads. Good cache management can speed 
this activity through prefetching and then maintain the data until 
it is requested. 

profiles developed to simulate typical 
DOS usage and Unix usage. 

Finally, for the IDE drives, we ran 
QBench, a low-level test that accesses 
the drive through the ROM BIOS and 
measures time for reading and writing 
for a variety of block sizes spread across 
the disk. QBench is too low level for 
testing high-end SCSI drives; these 
drives are faster when used without 
BIOS support. 

OTHER 
CONSIDERATIONS 

Because this roundup includes only 
"bare" hard drives that are not neces-
sarily intended for retail channels, fea-
tures and ease-of-use considerations typ-
ical of our other BYTE Lab Reports 
could not be weighted here. By com-
paring bare drives, end users can speci-
fy their models of choice from system 
vendors and companies that package 
OEM drives as external subsystems or in 
upgrade kits. 

Our Test Team 

Helen Holzbaur, Project Manager/NSTL, became 
proficient with storage products as a network 
manager and systems administrator for Temple 
University. 

Jim Hurd, Vice President of Research and 
Development/NSTL, has directed evaluations of 
storage and other hardware products, as well as 
operating systems and applications software. during 
the last 10 years at NSTL 

Alan loch, Senior Editor/BYTE, coordinates the 
combined testing between the BYTE Lab and NSTL. 

The Lab Report is an ongoing collaborative project 
between BYTE Magazine and National Software Testing 
Laboratories (NSTL). BYTE Magazine and NSTL are both 
operating units of McGraw-Hill. Inc. 
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BERNOULLI' 

erellate 

Windows users are opening 
up a new world of possibilities. 

Help 

The new Bernoulli 150. Get increased performance with fast cache built in. 

Mult,D,k 

Now, get a free 90 or 
150MB disk when you buy the 

Bernoulli 90 or high-performance 150 

Insider, Transportable or Dual drive. 

Ah, the things you can 
do with software these 
days. Amazing, isn't it? 

That's why we creat-
ed the new Bernoulli 
150 removable drive. 
So you can get more out 
of your storage than 
ever before—more free-

dom. More excitement. And frankly, more storage. 
With the new Bernoulli, you'll get a free 150MB 

disk included with your drive. So you can explore 
new ideas without running out of space. Then just 
add inexpensive disks as you need them—in 150, 105, 

90, 65 or 35MB sizes. That's what we call MultiDise, 
a feature you can only get with the Bernoulli 150. 

What's more, you can take your data where you 
need it, when you need it. Free from worry. 

And since no one has time to sit on their hands, 
we've included new 256KB fast cache firmware for 
even better performance. 

As you might have guessed, only award-winning 
Bernoulli Drives give you this much potential. 

Call 1-800-777-6649. 
Or visit your local dealer. 
And from now on, 
expect the world out of L eMEGA® 
your storage. Makers of Bernoulli 

01993 lomega Corp. The lomega logo and Bernou h are registered trad,em errs and MultiCien is a trademark of lomega Corp. All other products de trademarks of their respective holders. For customer 

service in U.S.A. and Cané Is. call 1•800•456 5522. In Europe, all 49 761 45040. ror worIchvide customer service, call 1-801-778-3000. Fer accessory items. call 10MART at 800-723.3770. 
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THE BEST DRIVES IN CAPACITIES FFIC1111/1 

400 TO 600 
D

rives in this class fell 
into two categories: 
500-MB and higher 
drives, which offer fast 

spin rates, large caches, and awe-
some speed, versus 400- to 450-
MB drives, which favor low cost 
per megabyte over absolute per-
formance. (As further proof of 
cost-consciousness in the 400-
MB hard drive market, our tests 
showed the 424-MB Western 
Digital Caviar to be marginally 
slower than its 340-MB sibling, 
the Caviar 2340.) For example, 
the slowest drive above 500 MB 
is faster than the fastest 400-MB 
drive. What's more, SCSI dom-
inates in the drives above 500 
MB (due to its fast data transfer 
rates), while most 400-MB hard 
drives were IDE-based. 

Winners and runners-up in 
each category were those drives 
with the fastest response times. 
The low-cost winners were 
those with the lowest cost per 
megabyte. 
We found that drive makers 

in the 400- to 600-MB range 
share implementations of voice-
coil head-positioning technol-
ogy and similar recording tech-
nology, so the performance 
winners differentiated themselves with the fastest spindle 
spin rates, which cuts drive latency times. The 6300-rpm 
Maxtor MXT-540SL SCSI drive was Best Overall. 

Both of the Conner SCSI drives we tested contained a 
firmware bug that prevented write caching from being effec-
tive when the SCSI drive is not allowed to disconnect. Con-
ner acknowledged the bug and will have a fix by the time 
you read this; however, it was not available at the time of 
testing. Mac users will want to upgrade to the fixed firmware 
since the Mac SCSI manager does not support disconnect. 
The Adaptec 1742 adapter used for testing didn't work 

with Conner's firmware; the adapter's enhanced-mode BIOS 
does not allow the drive to disconnect even when configured 
to do so. To allow the Conner CP-30540 to disconnect, we 
configured the 1742 into its standard mode. Using standard 
mode and allowing disconnect would normally degrade per-
formance, but the CP-30540' s performance improved dra-
matically due to write caching: 300 percent in the case of se-
quential writes. 
Among the IDE drives, the Maxtor MXT-540AL fails to 

equal the Conner drive's ability to squeeze data through the 

MATCHING 
DRIVE AND 
ADAPTER 
PERFORMANCE 
Matching the performance 
of your drive and SCSI 
adapter is important for 
getting the best bang for 
your buck. We tested both a 
slow and a fast drive using 
an Adaptec 1542, a popular 
16- bit ISA SCSI adapter, 
and a 1742, a top-of-the-
line 32-bit EISA bus-mas-
tering model. Note that the 
16- bit adapter is a good 
match for the Hitachi: The 
difference in speed between 
16- and 32-bit performance 
for each block size is mini-
mal. But the 16-bit adapter 
strangles the faster Seagate 
ST12550N: The difference 
between 16- and 32-bit per-
formance in each block size 
is more than double. 

Read and Write limes 

Hitachi DK314C 

32-bit 
SCSI controller 

!NMI 

16-bit 
SCSI controller 

Seagate 
ST12550N 

32-bit 
SCSI controller 

16-bit 
SCSI controller 

(milliseconds) 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 

Block size ( KB) 32 64 MI 128 

IDE bus. Driving the Maxtor IDE drive through our local-
bus IDE didn't help much; presumably, the Maxtor engineers 
didn't have local-bus speeds in mind when they created the 
MXT-540AL. The drive is clearly not configured to do mul-
tithreaded sequential operations. 
The Micropolis 2105A was the slowest of the 5400-rpm 

IDE drives, but it was considerably faster than any of the 
slower-spinning IDE drives. The Micropolis drive's data 
transfer rate was worse than that of the Conner's but roughly 
equal to the Maxtor's. This stayed consistent using local-bus 
IDE; each drive improved by approximately 20 percent. The 
Micropolis drive was the only one of the three configured 
with four cache segments: It was 65 percent faster than the 
Conner drive at four-segment activity, such as a four-file 
database join. 
The Seagate ST3550A and ST3655A drives have similar 

performance. Each scored well considering their 4500-rpm 
spin rate, but their performance was noticeably slower than the 
faster-spinning drives. Both do well with two sequential 
threads (e.g., a file compare) but poorly with four-segment 
tasks (e.g., Unix multitasking). 
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The Fujitsu drives are look-
ing long in the tooth. Fujitsu 
was one of the first vendors to 
ship faster-spinning drives to 
the marketplace, but its 4400-
rpm speed is slow compared to 
the 5400- and 6300-rpm speeds 
of its competition. We also saw 
slow response times for sus-
tained writes to the disk, al-
though this problem goes away 
if delays are inserted after each 
write. This problem is consis-
tent with the smaller-capacity 
Fujitsu drives we tested, but it is 
not evident in the Fujitsu 1-GB 
M2694ESA. Fujitsu was aware 
of the problem but couldn't pro-
vide a fix in time for this report. 
The Western Digital Caviar 

2420 is nearly identical in de-
sign and performance to the 
smaller-capacity Caviar 2340. 
They have similar spin rates, a 
128-KB cache, and excellent 
firmware. Western Digital ap-
pears to have taken the Caviar 
2340 drive and tweaked it to 
pack as much data as possible 
onto the same basic design; the 
Caviar 2420 uses the same 
number of heads (four) but 
nearly 500 more tracks. 
The slightly slower spin rate 

of the Caviar 2420 (3314 ver-
sus 3322 rpm for the Caviar 
2340) probably allows the 2420 
to use more aggressive vari-
able-zone recording; the Caviar 
2420 packs 396 sectors on the 
first 324 cylinders where the 
Caviar 2340 puts 356 to 384 
sectors on the same cylinders. 

This aggressive packing of 
data pays off in the short-stroke 
scores; the Caviar 2340 is 1 to 2 
ms faster on localized drive ac-
tivity than its smaller sibling. 
The Caviar 2340 can't compete 
with faster-spinning drives due 
to its conservative 3314-rpm 
spin rate; however, it produces 
well-balanced performance 
overall. The Caviar 2340 ex-
celled in the four-segment tests 
due to its four-segment cache 
design. The Caviar drives were 
second only to the Micropolis 
drives among IDE drives in 
reads using four threads. 
The Hitachi drive produces 

some of the worst response 
times of any drive we tested. It 
does not use write caching, so 
sustained write performance is 
abysmal. 

BYTE BEST' 400 TO 600 MB 
Need high performance for PC, Mac, or Unix? 

BEST OVERALL Maxtor MXT-540SL 

gore. The MXT-540SL is the fastest drive in this size range, and it ties for the third-

fastest drive on the entire test sample. It is especially fast for random and 

1.111 sequential reads and writes and short stroking. It also excelled in multi-

threaded operations (i.e., after we tweaked its cache table size up to four). 

IT Maxtor MXT-540SL 

WIMP Conner Peripherals CP-30544 

11111111aUP Maxtor MXT-540AL 

INTERFACE FORMATTED PRICE COST PER OVERALL RESPONSE WARRANTY SPIN RATE 
CAPACITY ( MB) MEGABYTE TIME (MS) (YEARS) (RPM) 

SCSI 

IDE 

IDE 

546 

527 

527 

When only SCSI will do__ 

BEST SCSI Maxtor MXT-540SL 

$1077 $2.34 

$816 $ 1.60 

$1077 $2.09 

7.2 2 6300 

8.6 2 5400 

8.4 2 6300 

This drive's overall response time clearly distinguished it from its two closest competitors 

and was more than three times faster than the slowest drive in this class, Hitachi's 418-MB 

DK314C. However, the Maxtor drive's cost per megabyte ($2.34) is significantly higher than 

the second-place Conner's ($ 1.86). 

INTERFACE FORMATTED PRICE COST PER OVERALL RESPONSE WARRANTY SPIN RATE 
CAPACITY (MB) MEGABYTE TIME (MS) (YEARS) (RPM) 

IEST Maxtor MXT-540SL SCSI 546 $1077 $2.34 7.2 2 6300 

11U1113-1, Conner Peripherals CP-30540 SCSI 545 $816 $1.86 9.0 2 5400 

1111111101-UP Seagate Technology 3600N SCSI 524 $900 $2.59 9.1 2 4500 

No-compromise IDE. --

BEST IDE Conner Peripherals CP-30544 

The Conner engineers are masters of squeezing performance out of the IDE interface. Among 

Conner's IDE performance-improving techniques is interrupt staging: The time from data avail-

ability in the drive buffer to interrupting the PC is less than 40 nanosecond. The Conner CP-

30544 provides the fastest sustained sequential throughput of any IDE; its throughput using a 

local-bus adapter rivals a fast SCSI drive. 

INTERFACE FORMATTED PRICE COST PER OVERALL RESPONSE WARRANT( SPIN RATE 
CAPACITY (MB) MEGABYTE' TIME (MS) (YEARS) (RPM) 

REST Conner Peripherals CP-30544 IDE 527 $816 $1.60 8.6 2 5400 

RUNNER-UP Maxtor MXT-540AL IDE 527 $1077 $2.09 8.4 2 6300 

RUNNER-UP Micropolis 2105A IDE 557 $1172 $2.64 9.6 5 5400 

Price conscious? 

LOW COST Seagate Technology ST3550A 

The ST3550A was the fastest IDE drive under 500 MB we tested. With a cost per megabyte 

of $1.12, the ST3550A delivers exceptional price/performance for this range of drives. Be-

sides low cost, the two Conner drives are among the fastest drives in this category for se-

quential operations, such as loading or saying files. 

INTERFACE FORMATTED PRICE COST PER OVERALL RESPONSE WARRANTY SPIN RATE 
CAPACITY (M8) MEGABYTE T1ME (14S) (YEARS) (RPM) 

BEST Seagate Technology ST3550A IDE 451 $480 $1.12 10.5 2 4500 

RUNNER-UP Western Digital Caviar 2420 IDE 424 $550 $1.36 12.6 3 3314 

RUNNER-UP Seagate Technology ST3655A IDE 527 $800 $1.57 10.2 2 4500 

RUNNER-UP Conner Peripherals CP-30544 IDE 527 $816 $1.60 8.6 2 5400 

RUNNER-UP Conner Peripherals CP-30540 SCSI 545 $816 $1.86 9.0 2 5400 

Consists of drive price plus controller, divided by capacity. 
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Write Caching: Boon or Threat? 

C
aching writes on a 
hard drive has be-
come a standard fea-
ture on most new hard 

drives. Write caching can dou-
ble speeds in single-tasking sys-
tems like DOS and the Mac OS, 
and it even achieves better per-
formance in more advanced 
multithreaded systems like Net-
Ware, OS/2, Windows NT, and 
Unix. 
A standard write operation 

begins with the computer sig-
naling the drive that it has be-
gun a write operation. Imme-
diately, the drive begins to reposition 
the drive heads to the correct location. 
Concurrently, the system copies the data 
from memory to the memory on the 
drive. When the system completes this 
copy operation, it is free to do other 
things. The drive signals the system 
when it completes the actual write op-
eration. 
On a PC, disk operations are usually 

handled through the INT 13 ROM BIOS 
routine. All popular ROM BIOSes offer 

Pushing Performance 

Seagate ST12550N 

Maxtor MXT-1240S 

Maxtor MXT-540SL 

Fujitsu M2694ESA 

Seagate 3600N 

10 15 20 25 

Write caching disabled 

0 5 

• Write caching enabled 

Witte calk can more than double performance on PCs and am 

only simple implementations of INT 
13—the routine simply does not return 
until the drive signals that the write is 
complete and the system has safely 
stored the data on the disk. After the 
computer copies the data to the drive, it 
waits for the operation to complete, 
which can mean that the computer 
spends a fair amount of time idly loop-
ing instead of getting real work done. 
A similar situation exists for those run-
ning a Mac. 

Two approaches have been used to 
get around this delay. One is to attack 
the problem at its root: Have INT 13 
return as soon as the system copies the 
data to the drive and not wait for write 
completion. 
A higher-performance approach is 

to adapt the hard drive to the limita-
tions of DOS by caching writes on the 
drive. The drive signals the comple-
tion of the write immediately after it 
receives the data and before the data 
is actually written to the disk. The sys-
tem then continues to process data 
while the hard disk is actually writing 
the data. Performance is significantly 

better, because subsequent write opera-
tions can overlap getting data from the 
system to actually storing the cached in-
formation on disk. This approach allows 
subsequent sequential writes to be 
recorded without unnecessary drive ro-
tations. 

For most applications, caching writes 
poses no danger of data loss. The data 
write is not delayed, so data is written to 
disk at least as quickly as noncached 
drives. 

Hard Drive Glossary 

ATA (AT Attachment) Interface The formal 
name for what is popularly called the IDE 
interface. ATA is the dominant form of 
interfacing hard drives to PCs. 

ARRE (Auto Read Reallocation) The 
ability of a drive to move data to a spare 
location when it detects a (correctable) read 
error (see sparing). 

AWRE (Auto Write Reallocation) A drive's 
ability to remap sectors to spare locations 
when it detects a write error (see sparing). 

command queuing A SCSI feature that 
allows the computer to send multiple 
commands to the SCSI peripheral and control 
the order in which they are processed. The 
computer can specify that a command be 
placed at the front of the queue, or it can 
allow the drive to do commands in any order. 

contingent allegiance A SCSI feature to 
allow the drive to report deferred errors ( i.e., 
errors that occurred after the drive reported 
"good," which is possible with write caching). 

differential SCSI A SCSI variant that allows 

cables up to 75 feet long by signaling with 
voltage differences between two wires. 

IDE Formally any drive that integrates the 
drive controller onto the drive itself. In 

popular usage, IDE refers to the ATA form. 

latency The time in which the drive must 
wait for the correct sector to spin under the 
drive head. 

SCSI An evolving international standard 
communication protocol between computers 
and peripherals. 

segmented cache A drive cache that can 
maintain prefetched data for several areas 
on the disk. An unsegmented cache will 
overwrite prefetched data whenever the disk 
head is repositioned. A typical operation that 
can benefit from a segmented cache is a 
database join that reads from two files 
simultaneously. 

single-ended SCSI The standard form of 
SCSI cabling. 

sparing A formatting scheme where spare 
sectors and tracks are allocated to replace 
sectors that go bad during use. When 
formatting the disk, spare sectors are 
allocated and hidden from the user. 

TCAL (thermal recalibration) A periodic 
procedure where the drive recalibrates for 
mechanical changes due to changes in the 
internal drive temperature. 

transaction processing Transaction. 
processing algorithms guarantee that a group 
of changes are always made in an all-or-
nothing fashion: Either all changes are made 

or none of them are made. For example, a 
common banking transaction requires 
subtracting money from one account and 
adding it to another. A hardware failure (e.g., 
a power loss) can interrupt a transaction but 
will never leave it partially completed. 

variable-zone recording See ZBR (zoned-
bit recording). 

zero latency read An interesting feature 
that could have a big impact on performance 
if widely adopted. When a drive is instructed 
to perform a zero latency read, it starts the 
read as soon as any block of the request 
passes under the head, rather than wait for a 
particular block to spin around. When the 
system is requesting an entire track as a 
cache might, it is guaranteed that read will 
start right away, hence, the name. (Note that 
the read is zero latency only if the system is 
requesting an entire track: the latency of 
accessing a particular block is a physical 
reality that cannot be changed.) 

ZBR (zoned-bit recording) A technique for 
storing more information on the longer outer 
tracks by pulsing the drive electronics faster. 
Since the outer tracks are " longer" than the 
inner tracks, using ZBR allows the disk 
electronics to place more information on the 
outer tracks. 
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SAVE $100 ON ONE LAN CONNECTION. 
GET ANOTHER ONE ABSOLUTELY FREE. 

The Versatile Yet Affordable Pocket 

Ethernet LAN Adapter. 

The Kingston Pocket Ethernet Adapterfeatures both 

popular Ethernet LAN inteaces and is priced $100 

less than the competition's single interface adaptere. It connects to the 

parallel port of any laptop, notebook or desktop PC and is compatible with 

most popular network operating sgtems including Novell Netware, 

Microsoft Windoic for Workgroups and LAN Manager. 

Individual Product Testing. 

As a member of the Ethel& netuork products family, elm Pocket Ethernet 

Adapter is bench tested before it's sbeped. Our exclusive loopback transmit/ 

receive test suite evaluates each adapter 32 times to 

assure data integrity. This unequaled quality control 

process leads to many swan of reliable service. 

Convenient Dual Interface 

Connectivity. 

The new Kingston Pocket Ethernet 

Adapter supports both twisted pair 

and thin coaxial cabling for 10BASE-T 

and 10BASE2 networks. It's like get-

ting one adapter for the low price 

of $295 and 

another one 

absolutely free. 

ingston 
TECHNO Y CORPORATION 

Kingston Reliability. 

Pocket Ethernet Adapter use's enjoy eesame 

reliability customers bave come to expect 

from Kingston memory and processor 

upgrades. Ever), product is supported by 

free comprehensive technical assistance and backed by a full 

five-year warrant)'. 

Another Free Connection. 

Contact your nearby Kingston dealer or call us at (800)435-2620. 

Well he happy to answer mur questions about our full line of 

EtbeRx networking products or any of 

our other 625 upgrade products. (800 
THE INSIDE N AME IN U PGRADES 

1 7600 Newbope Street, Fountain Valley, California 92708 (714) 435-2600 Fax (7 14) 435-2699 

All Trademarks and Registered Trademarks are of their respective holders. Kingston and Kingston Technology are Registered Trademarks of Kingston Technology Corporation 
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THE BEST DRIVES FOR CAPACITIES FIRCHVI 

1TO2GB 
S

eagate Technology has thrown 
down a gauntlet with the 2-
GB ST12550N SCSI drive 
(also known as Barracuda). 

Based on our tests, this is the fastest 
drive on the market. 

Although the Barracuda's sequen-
tial performance is good, where the 
drive really distinguishes itself is in 
how quickly it accesses data from 64-
MB "localized" regions throughout 
the disk. In our tests of reads to lo-
calized regions, the drive produces 
response times of 13.1 ms for a 16-
KB read and 10.3 ms for a 16-KB 
write. To put this in perspective, the 
fastest 250-MB drive we tested pro-
duced response times of 12.6 and 
14.7 ms for sequential reads and 
writes. 
The 1.2-GB Maxtor MXT-1240S 

was the second-fastest-spinning drive 
at 6300 rpm and the second highest-
performing drive in this category. It is 
essentially the 546-MB MXT-540SL 
with twice the platters for double the 
capacity. The MXT-1240S's nonse-
quential performance is a little better 
than the MXT-540SL's, because the 
extra platters allow the drive to ac-
cess more data without moving the 
head. Other performance gains over 
the MXT-540SL reflect the fact that 
we tested 1-GB and greater drives 
with the SCSI BIOS disabled, which 
speeds up the drives because com-
patibility translation overhead is elim-
inated. The downside of disabling the 
BIOS is that you cannot boot from 
the drive. To get the most from these 
drives, we recommend you boot from 
a floppy drive or, better yet, from a 
small inexpensive IDE drive. This 
isn't practical for applications that 
require small-capacity drives, but 
it's cost-effective for gigabyte-class 
drives. 

All other SCSI drives in this class 
spun at 5400 rpm and produced sim-
ilar performance. The relatively small-
capacity I-GB Fujitsu M2694ESA was unsurpassed in multithreaded operations, which explains 
its popularity in Unix machines. The 1.4-GB Conner CP-31370 and the two Micropolis drives 
(the 1-GB 2112A and the 1.8-GB 2217) were the slowest of the group due to poor results in 

THERMAL RECALIBRATION 
Spikes Mean Data Transfer Delays 
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Maxtor MXT-1240S Micropolis 2217 — Seagate ST12550N 

The heat generated by drive activity can force the drive controller to adjust its op-

erations periodically, a process called thermal recalibration, or TCAL. While a 
drive is doing TCAL, it is unavailable to process commands from the host. TCAL takes 
place periodically, usually at 2 to 10 minute intervals and can disrupt data trans-
fer for up to half a second. While these brief interruptions are rarely noticed for most 
applications, they represent serious problems to digital-video applications like 
QuickTime. Drive firmware varies widely in its handling of TCAL. 

Part of the problem stems from the single-threaded nature of DOS and the 
Macintosh SCSI Manager. In theory, a digital-video application such as Quick-

lime should be able to buffer data in memory to hold it through TCAL pauses in the 
data stream. But with just a single thread at work, the system ends up waiting for 

the drive to finish TCAL. TCAL pauses translate directly into lost video frames. 

The easiest TCAL algorithm to implement is a straight timer approach. This 
approach causes the drive to simply recalibrate all its heads at regular time intervals. 

For example, the Seagate ST3390N typically takes 100 ms to recalibrate itself every 

2 minutes. For a drive with many heads, this can result in significant gaps in the 
data stream. If you're running full-motion video at 30 frames per second, this 

100-ms recalibration time represents a loss of three frames. 
Big drives with many heads tend to be more sophisticated about TCAL. The 

Seagate ST12400 family does TCAL on only one head at a time. In between head 
recalibrations, the host is serviced, limiting the worst-case pause to the time 
needed to recalibrate a single head. Recalibrations are also delayed if a com-
mand is currently being processed. 

The Micropolis 2217 is a drive often specified for video applications because of 

its extremely polished approach to TCAL. The figure compares the response time 

during a seek "ramp" test of the 2217, the Seagate ST12550N, and the Maxtor 
MXT-1240S. The "wobble" in the scores is due to normal latency variations due 

to disk spinning, but the large spikes are due to TCAL. We did not note any spikes 
for the 2217 (ample time was given between operations for the 2217 to do its TCAL), 

but the spikes for the other two drives are obvious. 
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the multithreaded read tests. 
The Conner drive has a single-
segment cache design, which 
makes it a poor choice for a 
multitasking or multithreaded 
operating system. The Microp-
olis drives were tested with two 
sets of firmware. The firmware 
that did great with multithread-
ing tests performed poorly in 
the more heavily weighted sin-
gle-threaded tests. The results 
shown in the summary tables 
are for the firmware that per-
forms better in single-threaded 
activities because the overall 
scores were better. 
The Micropolis 2217's per-

formance is not as good as that 
of the faster-spinning Maxtor 
and Seagate drives, but it still 
offers response times within 20 
percent of the performance-
leading Seagate ST12550N. 
The Micropolis mechanism has 
been around longer and seen a 
lot of use in digital-video ap-
plications. The Micropolis hard 
drive is a favorite among video 
professionals because of its 
ability to maintain consistent 
response time even while un-
dergoingTCAL (thermal recal-
ibration). 

In contrast, the Maxtor drives 
and the Seagate ST12550N 
drive exhibited periodic TCAL 
spikes in the performance. 
These short lapses in perfor-
mance are meaningless in most 
applications, but for digital 
video any lapse can mean a 
missed frame and jerky motion. 

In this capacity range, the 
Micropolis 2112A was the sole 
IDE drive we tested. As the 
summary tables show, the drive 
ran significantly slower than its 
SCSI counterparts. But Microp-
olis says it will offer a new ver-
sion that could make the drive's 
performance more competitive 
with SCSI. For now, the 2112A 
is attractive for cost reasons. A 
high-performance SCSI system 
requires a wide bus such as 
EISA and a high-performance 
adapter such as the Adaptec 
1742. This can add $900 to the 
cost of the system over an ISA 
design with built-in IDE. 
We ranked winners and run-

ners-up based on response time. 
"Low-Cost" winners were 
those with the lowest cost per 
megabyte. 

BYTE BEST 1TO2GB 
Want the top in size and performance? 

BEST OVERALL Seagate Technology ST12550N (Barracuda) 

This drive is really in a class by itself as far as random-access performance is 

lielereetun concerned. The fastest spin rate on the market helps: 7200 rpm means only 4.2-

ms average latency. This low latency combined with a superfast actuator lets the 

drive access random data faster than many drives can access sequential data. 

Sequential performance is also very good, about the same as that of the smaller-

capacity Maxtor drives. 

BEST 

RUNNER-UP 

RUNNER-UP 

RUNNER-UP 

RUNNER-UP 

RUNNER-UP 

RUNNER-UP 

Seagate Technology ST12550N 

Maxtor MXT-1240S 

Seagate Technology ST12400N 

DEC DSP-3160S 

Fujitsu M2694ESA 

Micropolis 2217 

Conner Peripherals CP-31370 

Need 

INTERFACE FORMATTED PRICE COST PER OVERALL RESPONSE WARRANTY SPIN RATE 
CAPACITY (MB) MEGABYTE TIME (MS) (YEARS) (RPM) 

SCSI 2139 $2050 $1.05 56 5 7200 

SCSI 1234 $1539 $1.41 6.2 3 6300 

SCSI 2100 $1900 $1.00 6.7 5 5400 

SCSI 1600 $1995 $1.37 6.7 5 5400 

SCSI 1078 $2130 $2.16 6.9 -2 5400 

SCSI 1777 $2170 $1.70 7.2 5 5400 

SCSI 1370 $2000 $1.61 7.3 2 5400 

high capacity and IDE? 

BEST IDE Micropolis 2112A 

The Micropolis drive was the only IDE drive we tested in excess of 1 GB. The drive is notice-

ably slower than the SCSI drives, even when used with a local-bus adapter. However. Mi-

cropolis is in the process of slashing interface timings to match the higher throughput of lo-

cal-bus IDE. The next generation of this drive is expected to achieve double the data transfer 

rate, or 10 MBps, which is competitive with SCSI. The Micropolis five-year warranty is among 

the best available in this capacity range. The 2112A provided performance second only to 

that of the faster-spinning and smaller-capacity Maxtor MXT-540AL. 

REST Micropolis 2112A 

Does 

INTERFACE FORMATTED PRICE COST PER MIMI RESPONSE WARRANTY SPIN RATE 
CAPACITY (MB) MEGABYTE' IIME (MS) (YEARS) (RPM) 

IDE 1048 $1775 $1.88 9.5 5 5400 

economy matter? 

LOW COST Seagate Technology ST12550N 

This Seagate drive sets the standard for hard drive performance; what's equally impressive 

is that this drive costs $1.05 per megabyte, which comes to a total cost of approximately 

$150 more than the most economical drive in this capacity range, Seagate's $1.00-per-

megabyte, 2.1-GB ST12400N. Although less expensive, the latter drive runs an average of a 

millisecond slower than the ST12550N, a performance difference that outweighs the cost 

advantage in our eyes. 

INTERFACE FORMATTED PRICE COST PER OVERALL RESPONSE WARRANTY SPIN RATE 
CAPACITY (MB) MEGABYTE IIME (MS) (YEARS) (RPM) 

BEST Seagate Technology ST12550N SCSI 2139 $2050 $1.05 5.6 5 7200 

RUNNER-UP Seagate Technology ST12400N SCSI 2100 $1900 $1.00 6.7 5 5400 

RUNNER-UP DEC DSP-3160S SCSI 1600 $1995 $1.37 6.7 5 5400 

RUNNER-UP Maxtor MXT-1240S SCSI 1234 $1539 $1.41 6.2 3 6300 

RUNNER-UP Conner CP-31370 SCSI 1370 $2000 $1.61 7.3 2 5400 

RUNNER-UP Micropolis 2217 SCSI 1777 $2170 $1.70 7.2 5 5400 

RUNNER-UP Micropolis 2112A IDE 1048 $1775 $1.88 9.5 5 5400 

Consists of drive price plus controller, divided by capacity. Up to five years, varies with individual dealers. 
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IDE and SCSI: Contrasting Styles 

Faster data transfer rates while 
maintaining and improving 

interoperability. 

IDE evolves with power management, 
drive synchronization, DMA, and 

block-mode support for higher data 
transfer rates. 

1989 

Imprimis (now Seagate) produces the Wren 
drive, the first drive with the integrated 

ISA-bus controller. 

Compaq and Western Digital begin 
developing an ST506 controller that 
can be integrated onto a disk drive 

circuit board. 

N ee i-

Fe 
SCSI-3 

Greater standardization of connectors, fiber-based 
connections for long-distance serial 

communication, and support for up to 32 devices. 

SCSI-2 
Official ANSI ratification still pending, but 

peripherals manufacturers are implementing 
specification. Includes zero-latency reads, 

command queuing, and standardized disk-cache 
control. Microsoft supports SCSI in Windows NT; 

Apple extends its SCSI support with true 
asynchronous I/O. 

1984 

ANSI ratifies the SCSI standard, which 
combines elements of interface 

specifications from ANSI and Shugart 
Associates. SCSI is a universal 

peripheral-interface standard with 
support for up to seven devices. 

Supported in Mac and Unix 
environments. 

HONORABLE MENTIONS 
At 7200 rpm, the 
Seagate ST12550N, or 

Barracuda, is the fastest-

spinning and fastest-

performing 3'h-inch hard 

drive on the market. The 

drive is also notable for 

its flex-board circuitry 

that fits more controller electronics onto the board by wrapping 

the flexible printed circuit board around the drive mechanics. 

(This same technology is often found in notebook computers.) 

Micropolis offers a five-year 
warranty on all its drives. Seagate 
offers a five-year warranty on its drives 

bigger than 1 GB. (Depending on 

individual dealers, some Fujitsu drives 

also carry a five-year warranty.) You are 

finally guaranteed a piece of equipment 

that will outlive its depreciation. 

The tiny 21/2-inch Maxtor 25252A is a dynamo. 
It is markedly faster than any 

other notebook drive we have 

tested. This little overachiever 

could even find a place in your 

desktop—it was second only to 

the Conner CP-30254 among 

drives of any size with its 251-

MB capacity. 

The Micropolis 2217 drive offers 
excellent all-around performance but is 
truly outstanding for its consistency. It is im-

possible to catch this drive taking a thermal-

recalibration nap. This makes this drive a natural 

candidate for multimedia and digital-video 

applications. 
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For Starters, Our Drives and Arrays Offer You 
100MB to 49068 of Raw Computing Power 

5GB-490GB MR/RAID Disk Array 

Mega Drive's 100MB to 2.1GB 
shock mounted SCSI-2 drives 
are fully plug-and-play with our 
MR/RAID fault tolerant disk 
arrays, ad our Mercury 
internal and external removable 
drive systems. They are ideal 
for networks, large databases, 
security, full motion video, 
imaging and much more. 

100MB-2GB 
Removable Drive 
PIEYR 
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M IGADRIVE 

100MB-14GB Mercury 
Removable Drive System 

1111111111111111111111 
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At Mega Drive, we believe in high performance. Which 
is why we've built scorching fast, 20 MB/sec, Fast & 
Wide SCSI-2 in our drive systems and disk arays. 

But there's a lot more to computing than sheer 
horsepower. You need bulletproof reliability, freedom 
from 0/S and hardware, and true affordability. 

Mega Drive brings it all to you in a scalable, fits- it-
all, open architecture. On your PC, Mac and Novell 
servers. Or Sun, DEC, HP, and RS/6000 workstations. 

Better yet, our MR/RAID disk arrays come fully 
loaded with fault tolerant features like RAID 0, 1, 3 and 
5 support; "hot swap" drives, power supplies and fans; 
remote paging. Even built-in tape backup and UPS. 

As for our Mercury removable drives, they offer you 

rock solid data security and portability in internal and 
external formats. Which makes them ideal for mirroring 
and duplexing under Novell. In fact, Mercury uses the 
same fully sealed and shock-protected drives as our 
MR/RAID arrays. For zero cost upgradability to you. 

For more information 80 
please call toll free: 0-322-4744 
or contact us at: Mega Drive Systems. 489 S. Robertson, 
BH, CA 90211 • Tel. (310) 247-0006 • Fax (310) 247-8118X• 

IIIIEGADRIVE 
The Power of Critical Moss Storage 

Patents pending on Mega Drive products. Mega Drive, Mercury, MR/RAiD, ana their respective logos, are trademarks of Mega Drive Systems, Inc. All other brand and product names are 
trademarks of their respective owners. Specifications subject to change without notice. 1991 Mega Drive Systems, Inc., Beverly Hills, CA. Phone (213)556-1663. All rights reserved. 
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ROLL CALL OF HARD DRIVES 

MANUFACTURER MODEL INTERFACE FORMATTED PRICE HEIGHT OVERALL SHORT SHORT 

CAPACITY (INCH(S) RESPONSE SEEK SEEK 

(MB) TIME ( MS) READ ( MS) WRITE ( MS) 

Areal Technology A180 IDE 181 $350 0.7 19.0 34.5 36.1 

Maxtor 25252A IDE 251 $595 0.7 15.8 28.4 26.4 

Conner Peripherals CP-30254 IDE 251 $375 1.0 13.5 31.1 27.7 

Fujitsu Computer Products of America M2622FA SCSI 329 $1525 1.6 12.7 27.3 25.2 

Maxtor 7245AT IDE 245 $343 1.0 15.7 34.7 31.4 

Maxtor 7345AT IDE 345 $445 1.0 14.4 31.7 27.4 

Samsung Electronics America, Inc. 3122A IDE 251 $250 1.0 22.1 33.9 33.6 

Seagate Technology, Inc. ST3283A IDE 245 $300 1.0 16.0 27.9 36.8 

Seagate Technology, Inc. ST3283N SCSI 249 $320 1.0 13.6 30.7 26.3 

fastli Seagate Technology, Inc. ST3390A IDE 340 S390 1.0 10.6 24.2 24.3 

Seagate Technology, Inc. ST3390N SCSI 344 $420 1.0 11.4 25.9 23.1 

Western Digital Corp. Caviar 2340 IDE 340 $400 1.0 12.1 28.1 28.4 

Conner Peripherals CP-30540 SCSI 545 $816 1.0 9.0 20.8 18.6 

Conner Peripherals CP-30544 IDE 527 $816 1.0 8.6 20.3 22.2 

Fujitsu Computer Products of America M2623FA SCSI 425 $1615 1.6 11.8 25.2 23.4 

Fujitsu Computer Products of America M2624FA SCSI 520 $1700 1.6 11.8 25.3 23.9 

Hitachi America DK314C SCSI 418 $995 1.6 21.6 40.5 43.5 

Maxtor MXT-540AL IDE 527 $1077 1.0 8.4 17.9 13.6 

%Maxtor MXT-540SL SCSI 546 $1077 1.0 7.2 17.2 13.9 

Micropolis 2105A IDE 557 $1172 1.6 9.6 21.1 21.1 

Seagate Technology, Inc. 3600N SCSI 524 $900 1.0 9.1 22.0 18.8 

Seagate Technology, Inc. ST3550A IDE 451 $480 1.0 10.5 23.8 23.7 

Seagate Technology, Inc. ST3655A IDE 527 $800 1.0 10.2 22.6 23.7 

Western Digital Corp. Caviar 2420 IDE 424 $550 1.0 12.6 26.7 26.4 

Conner Peripherals CP-31370 SCSI 1370 $2000 1.6 7.3 18.1 17.6 

DEC DSP-3160S SCSI 1600 $1995 1.6 6.7 16.8 14.2 

Fujitsu Computer Products of America M2694ESA SCSI 1078 $2130 1.6 6.9 17.6 16.6 

Maxtor MXT-1240S SCSI 1234 $1539 1.6 6.2 15.5 13.7 

Micropolis 2112A IDE 1048 $1775 1.6 9.5 20.4 20.9 

Micropolis 2217 SCSI 1777 $2170 1.6 7.2 16.4 15.7 

Seagate Technology, Inc. ST12550N SCSI 2139 $2050 1.6 5.6 12.3 10.3 

Seagate Technology, Inc. ST12400N SCSI 2100 $1900 1.6 6.7 15.7 14.6 

1011 . BYTE Best. ' Up to five years, varies with individual dealers. 
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RANDOM RANDOM SEQUENTIAL SEQUENTIAL WARRANTY SPIN PHONE TOLL- FREE INQUIRY 

READ WRITE READ WRITE (YEARS) RATE NO. NO. NO. 

TIME ( MS) TIME ( MS) TIME ( MS) TIME (MS) (RPM) 

38.1 40.8 12.8 32.3 2 2981 (408) 436-6800 None 1105 

33.0 30.5 13.5 24.1 1 4247 (408) 432-1700 (800) 262-9867 1106 

35.1 31.1 12.6 14.7 2 4542 (408) 456-4500 (800) 426-6637 1107 

30.8 28.3 7.8 21.0 4400 (408) 432-6333 (800) 626-4686 1108 

39.5 36.0 15.9 13.9 1 3551 (408) 432-1700 (800) 262-9867 1109 

37.5 32.3 14.9 11.8 2 3551 (408) 432-1700 (800) 262-9867 1110 

37.6 37.1 26.1 27.1 2 3600 (201) 347-8004 (800) 446-0262 1111 

32.0 40.0 11.7 28.5 1 4500 (408) 438-6550 None 1112 

35.0 29.7 11.2 14.5 1 4500 (408) 438-6550 None 1113 

28.6 29.0 8.8 9.2 2 4500 (408) 438-6550 None 1114 

31.5 27.8 6.9 6.4 2 4500 (408) 438-6550 None 1115 

33.4 34.0 10.6 12.1 3 3322 (714) 932-5000 (800) 832-4778 1116 

24.5 21.0 6.0 5.8 2 5400 (408) 456-4500 (800) 426-6637 1117 

23.0 25.6 6.8 8.0 2 5400 (408) 456-4500 (800) 426-6637 1118 

28.9 26.7 7.6 21.0 -' 4400 (408) 432-6333 (800) 626-4686 1119 

29.0 27.7 7.6 21.0 4400 (408) 432-6333 (800) 626-4686 1120 

45.6 47.9 17.5 30.2 5 3600 (415) 589-8300 (800) 448-2244 1121 

22.6 18.0 9.0 8.9 2 6300 (408) 432-1700 (800) 262-9867 1122 

21.2 18.1 5.4 5.9 2 6300 (408) 432-1700 (800) 262-9867 1123 

26.0 26.2 9.6 9.8 5 5400 (818) 709-3300 (800) 395-3748 1124 

25.7 23.9 6.3 7.1 2 4500 (408) 438-6550 None 1125 

28.6 27.8 8.7 8.9 2 4500 (408) 438-6550 None 1126 

29.6 29.1 8.7 8.9 2 4500 (408) 438-6550 None 1127 

33.3 33.0 12.1 128 3 3314 (714) 932-5000 (800) 832-4778 1128 

22.1 21.6 5.1 4.8 2 5400 (408) 456-4501 (800) 426-6637 1129 

22.0 19.5 5.3 4.8 5 5400 (508) 841-6330 None 1130 

22.5 21.1 5.0 4.8 -' 5400 (408) 432-6333 (800) 626-4686 1346 

19.7 18.0 4.8 5.5 3 6300 (408) 432-1700 (800) 262-9867 1347 

25.7 26.4 9.6 9.7 5 5400 (818) 709-3300 (800) 395-3748 1348 

21.1 20.4 4.7 4.9 5 5400 (818) 709-3300 (800) 395-3748 1349 

17.5 16.6 3.8 4.8 5 7200 (408) 438-6550 None 1350 

21.6 20.4 4.6 5.2 5 5400 (408) 438-6550 None 1351 
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From parallel 860s, to coprocessors and workstations-

NDP TM Fortran Drives 
Them All! 
M icroway's industry-leading 

32-bit Fortran produces the 
highest quality numeric code and 
supports all x86 operating systems, 
processors and numeric devices. 
NDP Fortran was used to port 
industry standards like SRAC's 
COSMOS/M to the 486 and is 
required to use AspenTech's ASPEN 
PLUS, IBM's OSL, and Fluid Dynamics' 
FIDAP. The compiler uses advanced numeric optimizations 
anctinstruction scheduling which favor fast numerics and 
RISC devices. 

NDP Fortran, Cie++, Pascal 
and our new Fortran 90 
for the 386, 486, 
Pentium, and 860 run 
under either Extended 
DOS, OS/2, NT, UNIX 
V.3/4, SOLARIS, or 
COHERENT. 

The extended DOS 
compilers feature GREX, Micro‘\ pi, )1,1 iet,ii \ device-
independent graphics library. To run large applications on 
DOS, our VCPI-based, demand paged virtual memory is 
superior to all alternatives. We also offer DPMI support for 
the OS/2 and the Windows DOS Prompt Box. The OS/2 
compilers include support for OS/2's 32-bit graphics engine. 

Microway's NDP Fortran 90 is a full implementation of the 
ANSI Fortran 90, which includes the entire array syntax 
notation, dynamic memory allocation, module definitions, 
and a complete library of intrinsics. Call for your free demo 
disk and white paper. 

If you plan to use a 386, 486, 860 or Pentium and require 
portability across operating systems, numeric speed, 

precision and superior technical support, then NDP Fortran, 
C I C++ or Pascal is the only solution. 

MP Fortran-86e 

Micro 
Way 

NOP 

Micro 
1Na.Y 

,rei, ,,e- ',', -ez:--;,,e.e>.•z;,:e l 

Micro way  
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QuadPutere-860 200 Megaflops 

The 200 megaflops of Microway's QuadPuter-860 are optimally 
harnessed using NDP Forrran-860, libraries from IMSL, NAG 
and KUCK, and the PSR Vectorizer. 

GIGACUBE TM 
Micron:ay can build 
you a customized one 
gigaflop NFS compu-
tational server using 
five QuadPuters' 
running in one of our 
industrial grade Towers 
for under $50K. We 
also configure less 
expensive 486 work-
stations. All feature 
industrialgradeAmeri-
can power supplies 
based on Todd cores 
and flow- through 
filtered cooling. 

To learn why more government research labs, 
universities and engineers worldwide specify 
"Microway" call our Technical Support Department 
at 508-746-7341. To sign up for our free October 
Seminars in London, Portugal, Italy, Germany 
Greece or France, please call the appropriate 
number below. 

Technology You Can Count On 

Corporate Headquarters, Research Park, Box 79, Kingston, MA 02364 USA • TEL 508-746-7341 • FAX 508-746-4678 
U.K. 081-541-5466 • Germany 081-541-5466 • Greece 01-291-5672 • India 11 681 0645 • Israel 3-751-2929 
Italy 2-749-0749 • Japan 079 822 5855 • Poland 22-414115 • Portugal/Spain 1-60 4049 • Russia 095 155 030 



Hands On Under the Hood 

Pentium: More RISC Than CISC 
The Pentium moves Intel closer to true RISC, hut 80x86 

compatibility has forced some compromises 

DICK POUNTAIN 

Since the launch of the 486 in 1989, 
all of Inters high-end competitors have 
been won over to the RISC computing 
philosophy. Each has designed its own 

RISC processor from scratch, and each has reaped sub-
stantial performance gains, as demonstrated by DEC's 
200-MHz, 40-MFLOPS Alpha AXP architecture. 
When Intel's engineers sat down to design the Pen-

tium, they had their work cut out for them. And they 
might have felt a bit boxed in by the success of the 80x86. 
In a world where workstations and multimedia PCs have 
converged, Intel's Pentium had to offer a performance 
boost that could compete with RISC. But Intel didn't 
have the luxury of starting from scratch: Any new chip 
had to be binary-compatible with Intel's CISC 80x86 
predecessors. 

This is more than a matter of ethics for 
Intel, because the ability to run the hun-
dreds of thousands of already-existing PC 
applications is also a powerful marketing 
weapon. RISC processors such as the Al-
pha, the PowerPC, and the SuperSparc have 
so far been locked out of the lucrative desk-
top PC market because they're not 80x86 
compatible. 

The design that Intel's Pentium team fi-
nally arrived at is a canny compromise that 
adopts as much RISC technology as possi-
ble without sacrificing 80x86 compatibil-
ity. And it yields a worthwhile, though not 
spectacular, performance boost of around 
100 percent over that of a 486DX2 (at the 
same internal 66-MHz clock rate). 
The 486 borrowed a few RISC ideas, 

such as on-chip caches and highly pipelined 
execution, so you might say that it's a CISC 
processor with RISC-like aspects. The Pen-
tium tips the scales even further; its RISC-
like aspects have shoved the CISC aspects 
(literally) into a comer, nearly all the silicon 
real estate on the Pentium die is devoted to caches and 
pipelined execution units. Only 3 percent of it is devoted 
to complex instruction support for microcoded instruc-
tions. 
The most important RISC technique that the Pentium 

adopts is superscalar execution, the ability to execute 
more than one instruction at once. Only RISC-like sim-
ple instructions (discussed later) can be issued in parallel, 
so while the Pentium remains fully 80x86 compatible, 

it separates the 80x86 instruction set into fast-executing 
and slower-executing instructions. 
New optimizing compilers that make proper use of 

simple instructions are crucial to extracting the full po-
tential speed increase. Borland has already updated its 
C++ compiler to support Pentium optimizations, and Mi-
crosoft will soon follow suit. A speed increase of rough-
ly 30 percent can be attained by merely recompiling ex-
isting applications to exploit the Pentium's superscalar 
execution. 
The one area where the Pentium does not follow RISC 

practice is in its register-file architecture. Where RISC 
processors always incorporate large register files—which 
typically consist of 32 integer and 32 floating-point reg-
isters—the Pentium has to maintain the AX/BX/CX/DX 
register structure that is common to the entire 80x86 
family of microprocessors. 

BYTE presented an overview of the Pentium in the 
May issue (see "Intel Launches Rocket in a Socket"). In 
this article I will discuss the RISC-like elements of the 
Pentium's architecture in more detail: its superscalar ex-
ecution units, caches, and branch-prediction logic. I will 
also compare these elements with those of the 486 and 
RISC competitors such as the IBM/Motorola PowerPC 
601, the DEC Alpha AXP, and the Sun Microsystems/ 
Texas Instruments SuperSparc. 
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The bus structures in the Pentium's integer pipeline region— between the control unit and the data cache —liare been greatly simplified in this 
diagram to more clearly show the branch-prediction circuits. These circuits predict the outcome of conditional branch instructions before they even 
enter the pipeline and so reduce delays caused by bubbles. The predictions are based on the previous execution history. 

Superscalar Execution 
The Pentium contains three pipelined execution units—two in-
teger and one floating-point—and can issue either two integer op-
erations or one floating-point operation in a single clock cycle. In-
tel calls the twin integer-instruction pipelines the U-pipe and the 
V-pipe. 
The five stages of each integer pipeline perform the same func-

tions on the Pentium as they do on the 486: prefetch (PF), decodel 
(D1), decode2 (D2), execute (EX), and write back (WB). On the 
Pentium, however, these stages have more complex implemen-
tations. For example, each pipeline has its own ALU and ad-
dress-generation logic and is therefore capable of executing an in-
struction independently of the other pipeline (me the figure "The 
Pentium Architecture"). 
A pipelined execution unit works just like a Detroit production 

line; it doesn't reduce the total time needed to perform an indi-
vidual operation, but it overlaps several operations simultane-
ously to increase overall throughput. Once filled, a five-stage 
pipeline can issue a new instruction and produce a finished result 
every cycle, even though each instruction takes five cycles to 
complete. The Pentium's twin pipelines can produce two results 
per cycle (see the figure "The Pentium's Instruction Flow"). The 
downside to this, however, is that anything that interrupts the 

flow of instructions into the pipeline causes a delay of several 
cycles. 
The decision to issue two instructions simultaneously in the U-

and V-pipes occurs at the DI decoding stage, where two parallel 
decoders determine whether the two current instructions meet 
the Pentium's pairing rules. Several conditions must be met for 
the instructions to execute in parallel: Both instructions in the 
pair must be simple (as defined below); there must be no data de-
pendencies (via either memory or registers) between the in-
structions; neither instruction may contain both a displacement and 
an immediate value; and instructions with prefixes can be issued 
only in the U-pipe. 

Simple instructions are those that are hard-wired, require no mi-
crocode support. and execute in one clock cycle. These instruc-
tions include register-to-register ALU operations; movs, inc, 
dec, push, pop, lea, and flop; and the near imps, ca lls, 

and j ccs. In addition, all the ALU memory-to-register and reg-
ister-to-memory instructions (e.g., add [ BX] , CX) are considered 
simple, even though they require two or three clock cycles. 

Special sequencing logic in she control unit stalls any single-
cycle instructions that pair with multiple-cycle simple instructions; 
this keeps everything in step. Conditional and unconditional 
branches can only be the second of a pair—that is, they must 
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execute in the V-pipe. The instruction-issue algorithm looks like 
the following in pseudocode: 

IF Il is 
AND 12 is 
AND Il is 

simple 
simple 
not a JUMP 

AND Destination of Il is not Source 
of 12 

AND Destination of Il is not Destination 
of 12 

THEN Issue Il to U-pipe 
Issue 12 to V-pipe 

ELSE Issue Il to U-pipe 

The "no data dependencies" rule is relaxed for push/pop 
pairs (which implicitly depend on the shared stack pointer) and for 
some commonly used compare/branch pairs. 

If pairing fails and only the first instruction is issued to the 
U-pipe, the second instruction remains in DI and gets tested 
against the next instruction to see if they are pairable. If not, the 
second instruction gets issued alone into the U-pipe (Pentium 
instructions can never be executed out of order). 
The Pentium's EX stage, like its equivalent in the 486 pipeline, 

performs ALU operations and data fetches so that those instruc-
tions that require both will have to spend more than one clock cy-
cle in EX. The pipelines are interlocked, so paired instructions al-
ways leave the decode stage and enter the execution stage in 
step. If one instruction stalls in any stage, for whatever reason, its 
partner gets held back by the logic so that both stay in step. Much 
of the Pentium compiler writer's art revolves around ordering 
instructions to avoid such stalls. 
The Pentium's on-chip FPU is also deeply pipelined. It has 

eight stages, five of which are shared by both integer pipelines. 
The integer write-back (WB) stage doubles as the first floating-
point execution stage X 1, which converts floating-point num-
bers from external memory format and writes them to FPU reg-
isters. This is followed by a second execution stage, X2, then by 
rounding and write-back in WF, and finally by ER, where error 
reporting and status updating occur. 

Both the integer ALUs work together to fetch a 64-bit double 
floating-point operand in a single cycle. Consequently, the Pen-
tium cannot pair floating-point instructions with integer operations. 
Floating-point instructions cannot be paired together and must 
always execute in the U-pipe, with one exception: the FXCH in-
struction, which swaps the top of the floating-point stack with 
a lower item and can be paired with all the simple arithmetic 
operations (e.g., FADD, FSUB, FMUL, and FDIV) to speed 
up complex expression evaluations. A paired FXCH comes ab-
solutely free— that is, it takes zero clock cycles. 

So how does the Pentium's superscalar execution scheme stack 
it up against its RISC rivals? Unlike the Pentium, both the Alpha 
and the PowerPC can pair integer operations with floating-point 
operations, but neither can issue two integer instructions per cy-
cle. Both the Alpha and the PowerPC support a limited degree of 
out-of-order execution and hence allow some parallel operations 
that the Pentium forbids. The SuperSparc can issue three in-
structions per cycle—two integer and one floating-point. It also 
features radical "cascaded" ALUs, which can execute two in-
structions in parallel, even when those instructions have a direct 
data dependency. 

All three of these RISC processors make heavy use of register 
bypass, or feed-forwarding, to reduce the delays caused by data 
dependencies. Finished results get forwarded directly to waiting 
instructions earlier in the pipeline, bypassing the register file. 
This saves an extra cycle stall that reading the destination regis-
ter would incur. The Pentium implements bypassing for the WF 
and X1 stages of its FPU, but not for its integer pipelines. The 
PowerPC does just the reverse, forwarding integer but not float-
ing-point instructions. 

Feeding the Pipeline 
Benchmark results from both the BYTE Lab and Intel show that 
the Pentium performs almost exactly twice as fast as an equiva-
lent 486 on integer code—just the improvement that you would 
expect from issuing two instructions at once. These numbers 
emphasize that the Pentium's twin superscalar pipelines are the 
processor's crucial architectural innovation. But there's absolutely 
no point in executing more instructions at once if you can't sup-

ply the instructions quickly enough to keep 
both units busy. Therefore, most of the oth-
er innovations in the Pentium exist to sup-
port the pipelines by increasing the avail-
able bandwidth into memory. 
The Pentium doubles the width of the 

486's data bus to 64 bits and replaces the 
486's unified cache with separate instruc-
tion and data caches (a so-called Harvard 
architecture) so that the instruction fetch 
can proceed in parallel with data access. (On 
the 486, a cache data access would stall any 
instruction fetch attempted in the same cy-
cle.) The Pentium's 8-KB instruction and 
data caches are organized into 32-byte 
lines— twice the size of the 486's lines— 
and the bus interface can fill these lines with 
a single burst-mode read of four 64-bit 
chunks from external memory. An ultrawide, 
256-bit bus out of the instruction cache al-
lows the 32-byte prefetch buffers to fill in 
a single cycle. Only the address bus and the 
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integer-register file remain 32 bits wide. 
The Pentium's instruction cache and data cache are two-way 

set-associative; they are subdivided into 128 two-line sets. Con-
trast that with the 486's single, four-way associative cache. Us-
ing larger sets (i.e., four-way rather than two-way) can improve 
the hit rate for a given cache size, because lines that are still use-
ful need not be overwritten so often. But you need more search 
logic, and lookup is slower. The Pentium's caches are twice as 
large as the 486's, so they can maintain a similar hit rate with half 
the associativity. 

In an attempt to justify the above explanation, I checked on the 
cache associativity of some of the Pentium's RISC rivals. I found 
little comfort. Sun's SuperSparc uses a 20-KB, five-way in-
struction cache and a 16-KB, four-way data cache; DEC's Alpha 
21064 uses 8-KB direct-mapped (i.e., not associative) instruc-
tion and data caches; and Motorola's PowerPC 601 uses a unified 
32-KB, eight-way cache. From this I concluded that cache design 
is still one part mathematics and two parts magic (like audio 
speaker or racing-engine design), although, presumably, engi-
neers prove all designs empirically by studying the results of 
Itiany simulations. 
The Pentium's caches use a write-back design to reduce ex-

ternal bus traffic, and since the chip is destined for use in shared-
memory multiprocessors, the data cache supports the MES! (mod-
ified/exclusive/shared/invalid) cache-coherency protocol in 
hardware. MESI is a scheme for ensuring the consistency of a 
shared memory when several processors are holding cached 

copies of it; for more details, see "The Multiprocessor Solution," 
June BYTE. The data cache can also be configured to be write-
through, on a line-by-line basis, by way of external hardware or 
software. 
The MESI protocol maintains coherence between caches by bus 

snooping: The cache-control logic watches the external memory 
bus, looking for reads and writes from other processors (i.e., it 
"snoops" on bus transactions). When such a transaction is de-
tected, the cache logic initiates an inquire cycle to find out whether 
there's a copy of the target address in its own cache. If there is, a 
write-back or an invalidation might be needed to maintain co-
herency. This means that up to three different agents may all be 
trying to access the Pentium's data cache in the same clock cycle 
because a pair of integer instructions might both want to fetch an 
operand during an inquire cycle. 
To prevent such contention from stalling the Pentium's pipe-

lines, the designers provided the data cache's tag memory with 
three ports. One port is devoted to snooping; the other two are used 
to look up data addresses for the pipelines. Everything happens 
in a single cycle. The cache's actual data memory is not dual-port-
ed but interleaved in eight banks, on 4-byte boundaries. This en-
ables two simultaneous data accesses to be made to the same 
cache line, so long as they fall in different banks. It also allows a 
bank-conflict detect gate to trap and resolve address dependencies 
between parallel instructions. 
The Pentium's instruction cache is read-only to prevent code 

corruption, but this raises a potential problem for self-modifying 
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programs. Code that's modified by a write to the data cache may 
also exist in the instruction cache in its unmodified form. To 
maintain consistency, the instruction cache snoops on the data 
cache using a subset of the MES! protocol (it uses just the shared 
and invalid states), and a write to any instruction invalidates it in 
the instruction cache. The Pentium also checks to see if the mod-
ified instruction has already been prefetched for execution. If 
this is the case, it flushes the prefetch queue. The instruction 
cache also sports triple-ported cache tags. One port is for snoop-
ing; the other two enable split line accesses. 
The Pentium's architecture displays at least as much data par-

allelism as it does parallel execution. For example, during a sin-
gle clock cycle, the processor can prefetch 32 bytes of instruc-

tion code, provide operands to two executing instructions, and 
snoop into both caches. 

Branch Prediction 

Flow-control changes are the enemy of efficient pipelining. When 
a branch instruction is taken, it renders all the following instruc-
tions—which may have already been prefetched and decoded— 
irrelevant. Flushing the pipeline to discard these instructions cre-
ates a "bubble" in the pipeline until valid instructions can be 
fetched from the branch target address. The deeper the pipeline, 
the more cycles are wasted. 

Always prefetching the branch target as well as the next se-
quential instruction is only a partial cure, because one must still 
be discarded. The 486, for example, speculatively prefetches 

from conditional branch target addresses. But because there are 
two pipeline stages between prefetch and execution, the proces-
sor still incurs a two-cycle delay whenever the branch gets taken. 
A better solution is to calculate the result of conditional branch-

es earlier, before any unusable instructions have been prefetched. 
First-generation RISC processors achieved this by using delayed 
branches. With this method, the CPU always executes the single 
instruction that immediately follows a branch. This keeps the 
pipeline full while the CPU fetches a new instruction stream. 
Unfortunately, the introduction of superscalar execution and two-
cycle instruction caches made delayed branching unworkable. 
The reason: So many instructions need to execute in the "delay 
slot" that more problems are raised than solved. 

Today the preferred method is branch prediction—guessing 
which way a branch will go and then acting as if it has already 
happened. The prize for guessing right is zero branch overhead; 
the penalty for a wrong guess is a complete pipeline flush. 

Static branch prediction is the simplest solution to implement. 
The most commonly used algorithm predicts that backward 
branches are always taken and forward branches are not. This 

makes sense because most backward branches represent condi-
tional loops, which are taken for every iteration but the last. For-
ward branches are less obvious and require compiler technology. 

Optimizing compilers try to arrange things such that, for an 
IF...THEN...ELSE structure, for example, the most frequent 
outcome is the one generated as in-line "fall-through" code. The 
less frequent outcome is placed at the branch target address. The 
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Choose The Right Performance. 
Getting the best performance often means choosing the next 

generation vi technology.If you're looking for leading edge 

performance from a personal computer, take a look at DIGICOM's 

new P5 system. Based on Inters Pentium Processor 60/66MHz, 

this system delivers the power needed for demanding networking, 

multimedia and graphical workstation applications. 

PRODUCT NAME ITEM CPU I/O BUS MEMORY CASE DIMENSION 

DG P5 60/66 
DIGIS-P5 

60/66MHz 

Intel 

Pentium 60/6'' 6MHz Processor 
ISA+VESA 

BUS 
1-64MB 

TOWER CASE 
432mmx190mmx620mm 

The Intel Inside Logo is a trademark of Intel Corporafon 

DIGICOM 

DIGICOM 

EUROPE B.V. 
RIDDERPOORT 4, 
2984 BG RIDDERKERK 

THE NETHERLANDS 

FAX: 31-1804-19815 

TEL: 31-1804-11888 

ANPRO INC. 
DIGICOM GROUP 
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TAIWAN, R.O.C. 

FAX: 886-2-917-9099 

TEL: 886-2-917-8555 

AMERICAN 

DIGICOM CORP. 
CALIFORNIA OFFICE: 
1233 MIDAS WAY 

SUNNYVALE, 

CA 94086 U.S.A. 

FAX: 408-245-1584 
TEL: 408-245-1580 

NEW YORK OFFICE: 

125 MICHAEL DRIVE 

SUITE 103 SYOSSET, 

NY 11791 U.S.A. 

FAX: 516-496-2366 

TEL: 516-496-2323 

TEXAS OFFICE: 
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DR. SUITE 104 

RICHARDSON 

TX 75081 U.S.A. 

FAX: 214-480-0199 
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Hands On Under the Hood 

History: 11 

Predict: TAKEN 

History: 10 

Predict: TAKEN 

History: 00 

Predict: NOT TAKEN 

The BTR's history bits operate as afflue state machine. Every time a 
branch in the buffer executes, its history bits are updated according to this 
state-transition diagram. Three of the four possible bit combinations ( II, 
01. and 10) predict that a branch will be taken: only 00 predicts that a 
branch will not be taken. 

PowerPC 601 and DEC Alpha use this type of static prediction. 
A second level of compiler-assisted static-branch prediction 

uses spare bits in the branch instruction's op code to convey 
hints as to what the most likely branch target will be. The DEC 
Alpha makes 14 such bits available. That's not enough for a full 
target address, but it is sufficient to identify an offset within a page 
so that a read can be started several cycles before the exact target 
is known. One of the PowerPC 601's three superscalar execution 
units is a dedicated BPU (branch processing unit) that contains 
special registers so that conditional branches no longer depend on 
the main register file. Compilers can use a single hint bit to pre-
dict branches taken or not taken. 
The Pentium eschews both these forms of static branch pre-

diction in favor of a more radical dynamic prediction scheme. A 
dedicated BTB (branch target buffer) remembers the target address 
and the outcome of each branch and predicts their future direction 
on the basis of their execution history. The Pentium's U- and V-
pipes actually have two 32-byte prefetch buffers each, only one 
of which is active at any time. 

Normally the active buffer fetches sequential instructions, but 
when a branch instruction appears in the buffer, the BTB pre-
dicts which way it will go. If the prediction is "branch taken," then 
the second prefetch buffer becomes active and starts fetching 
instructions from the branch target address. If the BTB's guess 
is correct, then the pipeline carries on executing instructions; a 
wrong guess incurs a three- or four-clock delay, during which both 
pipelines are flushed and the correct target instruction is fetched. 
The Pentium's BTB is actually another 1-KB, four-way set-as-

sociative cache with 256 lines, each holding a branch target ad-
dress and 2 "history bits" and tagged by the address of the branch 
instruction. Whenever a new branch is taken, the Pentium puts its 
target address into the BTB, replacing an existing entry at random. 
Each history bit can have one of two values: 1, for taken, or 0, for 
not taken (see the figure "The Branch Target Buffer"). The four 
possible states of these 2 bits record what happened on the last two 
executions of that branch. A new entry's history gets set to 11, and 
each subsequent execution of the branch updates the history. 
The BTB predicts that a branch will be taken unless its history is 
00 or it misses the BTB (i.e., it's not recorded there). 
The Pentium's dynamic prediction scheme needs less com-

piler support than does static branch prediction, where an opti-
mizing compiler may have to execute and profile the program 
code to get sensible hint information. The Pentium in effect pro-
files code on-the-fly in hardware and in its real-life environment. 

Diminishing Returns 
Intel quotes an amusing example to show off superscalar exe-
cution with branch prediction at its best. The inner loop of the 
Sieve of Eratosthenes, which BYTE used for many years as a 
benchmark, looks like this in C: 

for(k = i + prime; k <= SIZE; k += prime) 

flags[k] = FALSE; 

A popular C compiler generates the following assembly code 
from this fragment: 

;; prime in ecx, k in edx, FALSE in al 

inner_loop: 

mov byte ptr flags[edx],a1 

add edx,ecx 

cmp edx, FALSE 

jle inner_loop 

On a 486 system, this code consumes six clock cycles (of 
which two are due to the branch), but on the Pentium it runs in 
just two cycles. The mov and add instructions get paired and 
executed in parallel for one cycle, the cmp instruction pairs with 
j le for another cycle, and the BTB correctly predicts the branch 
taken, so it requires no cycles at all. 

This threefold speedup represents only the most favorable 
possible case for the Pentium, however. On average it achieves 
twice the 486's speed on integer code, rising to around three 
times its speed for floating-point operations. Welcome though 
it is, this boost is the smallest performance step yet at the launch 
of a new generation of Intel products. 

Future Pentiums will get faster as clock speeds rise above 100 
MHz and feature sizes fall to the 0.65-micron level, but this was 
equally true with the 486 through its life cycle. With the Pen-
tium, Intel may have reached a level of diminishing returns with 
the 80x86 architecture. Adding a third integer unit or a second 
FPU will probably not produce cost-effective improvements. In-
tel's next generation after the Pentium must he full-blooded 
RISC, with an 80x86-compatible subunit. • 

Dick Pountain is a BYTE consulting editor. He specializes in program-
ming languages and system architectures. You can reach him on BIX as 
"dickp." or on the Internet at dickp@bix.com. 
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Choose The Right Solution. 
Looking for a fully equipped PC that doesn't hog precious 

desktop real estate? DIGICOM's Digilight system is the perfect 

answer, It offers all the flexibility and power of a desktop plus 

the convenience of a notebook. You can use it in the office and 

in the evening carry it home with you on your bicycle. Just plug 

in your favorite monitor and keyboard and get down to work. 
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33/50MHz 

CPU I/O BUS MEMORY 

Intel 
i 486SX-33 
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CASE DIMENSION 

BOOK SIZE CASE 
1-16MB 

331mmx225mmx7Omm 

The Intel Inside Logo is a trademark of Intel Corporal on 
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EUROPE 
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ANPRO INC. 
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FAX: 886-2-917-9099 

TEL: 886-2-917-8555 

AMERICAN 
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CALIFORNIA OFFICE: 

1233 MIDAS WAY 

SUNNYVALE, 

CA 94086 U.S.A. 
FAX: 408-245-1584 

TEL: 408-245-1580 

NEW YORK OFFICE: 

125 MICHAEL DRIVE 
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NY 11791 U.S.A. 
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Develop Cross-Platform GUI 
Applications in a Single Stroke. 
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Master the art of multi-platform CM. 

XVI Software is the leading choice of world-class 
developers for one reason: It is the simplest, quickest path 
to building quality applications that port to every GUI 
without compromises in look-and-feel or performance. 
Plus, it's easier to learn and use than native toolkits, so your 
time and effort goes into your application, not your GUIs. 

XVI gives you simultaneous original GUIs. 
Because XVI uses native GUI objects, your application 

is indistinguishable from one written directly to the native 
toolkit. Through our layered architecture, you achieve 
equivalent cross-platform lunctionality appropriate to each 
GUI, without the overhead and inflexibility of proprietary 
emulation-based systems. 

XVT puts complete C/C++ solutions at 
your fingertips. 

I hc \ 1 olutions for C and C++ each include an 
Interactive Design Tool and the XVI Portability Toolkit. 

Our Design tools let you use your mouse to design 
and lay out your GUI, using native and custom controls, 

then test it on all your target platforms before generating 
and compiling your code. 

When combined with in-depth consulting, training 
and support, plus a wide range of Partners products, XVI 

forms the most comprehensive and advanced solution 
for developing completely portable GUI applications. 

Developers judge XVI to be a masterpiece. 

XVI is the base document for the IEEE's GUI 
standardization effort. Our thousands of customers include 
internal and commercial developers like: Alcoa, Amoco, 
AT&T, Avis, Ford, General Motors, Grammatik/Reference 
Software, Kodak, Lockheed, NCR, NEC, NIST, Novell, 
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Uniplex, Unisys, US Army and US West. 

Cali now for a free XVT Technical Overview 
and Demo. 

.4 about XVI training in FL, NY, WA, TX, NJ, and more 

SOFTWARE INC 

The portable GUI development solution. 
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For European inquiries, contact: Precision Software GmbH 
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1
 MATT PIETREK 

Three years into the 1990s, DOS is fi-
nally starting to make its exit. A multi-
tude of contenders stand ready to take 
its place as the new king of the operat-

ing-systems hill. These days, the primary contenders are 
Windows 3.1, Windows NT, and OS/2 2.1. 

With each new operating system comes a new set of 
APIs to master. For the most part, an API call in one op-
erating system has a counterpart in the others. However, 
when you get down to the level of the operating-system 
kernel, this rough equivalence starts to fall apart. This 
is particularly true in the case of operating-system support 
for debuggers. 

I focus here on the system support for debuggers that 
is provided by Windows 3.1 (I'll cover OS/2 2.0 and 
Windows NT next month), but it's impor-
tant to note that this information is relevant 
to more than just the small group of people 

who write debuggers. Having a good 
knowledge of debugging support is crucial 
for writing certain classes of tools and ap-
plications. 

For example, under Windows 3.1 many 
programmers need a way to start another 
application and wait for it to finish before 
continuing the original program. The typi-
cal way of accomplishing this is to hook 
into the notification stream used by the de-
bugger to know when a process exits, when 
a DLL loads, and so on. 

The Basics 

There are certain basic services that a de-
bugger requires from any operating sys-

tem. These services are relatively few in 
number, but they are absolutely essential 
for a usable debugger. For the purposes of 
this article, the basic operating-system sup-
port for debuggers includes the following 
services: 

• loading a new process for debugging (known as the 
child process) 

• execution control (the ability to make the child 
process step through instructions or run) 

• reading and writing memory in the child process's 
address space 

• reading and writing the register set of the child 
process 

Hands On Some Assembly Required 

Debugger Support in Windows 3.1 
Good debugging support at the OS level is essentiall to writing 

good tools and applications. Here's how Windows 3-1. stacks up. 

• notification of significant events (including DLL 

loads and unloads, the creation and destruction of 
child-process threads, and the termination of the 
child process) 

• address mapping (the ability to convert a logical ad-
dress in the debugging information to a real physical 
address as used by the child process) 

• isolating the child process from external events when 
the process is stopped (primarily a concern for 
event-driven programs that process messages) 

• miscellaneous support (hardware breakpoints, access 
to system data structures, and so on) 

Much of what makes a truly outstanding debugger in-
cludes things that the debugger doesn't need the oper-
ating system for. Examples of such elements are the data 
inspectors and browsers that are becoming commonplace 

these days. The magic of these features is performed by 
sophisticated lookup mechanisms and manipulation of 
debugging information. No operating-system support is 
needed for these portions of the debugger. 

Another example is statement stepping. The CPU and 
the operating system know nothing about the C or C++ 
statements in your program. Instead, it's up to the de-
bugger to interpret the debugging information. From this 
information, the debugger synthesizes a statement step out 
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Hands On Some Assembly Required 

Debugging a Child Process in Windows 31 

Child process code 

Child process 
executing 

code normally 

Hits breakpoint 
or 

single-s eps 

Debugger code 

Debugger 
interrupt 
handler 

Execution resumes 
where the interrupt 

occurred 

Loops in debugger's 
interrupt handler until 
the debugger lets it 

\/ resume execution n 
Flow control during a breakpoint or single-step interrupt. 

of a series of instruction steps and lets the child process run un-
til it hits a breakpoint. 

The Windows 3.1 View 
In some respects, writing a debugger under Windows 3.1 is not 
that different from writing a debugger under MS-DOS. In other 
words, there's not much operating-system support. The debugger 
is responsible for intercepting INT 1 for single-step and hard-
ware breakpoints, and INT 3 for code breakpoints. As under 
DOS, all Windows 3.1 tasks share the same address space because 
they use a common LDT (local descriptor table). And because 
Windows and DOS are both 16-bit operating systems, debugger 
code that manipulates addresses can often be ported easily from 
DOS to Windows. 
On the other hand, there are significant differences between a 

DOS debugger and a Windows debugger. A Windows debug-
ger has to be acutely aware of protected mode. If the user of a de-
bugger inspects a garbage pointer, the debugger can't blindly 
try to dereference the pointer, possibly generating a general pro-
tection fault in the process. Instead, it has to put on the surgical 
gloves and treat everything about the child process as potential-
ly dangerous. 
The addition of DLLs makes the life of a Windows debugger 

even more difficult than that of a DOS debugger. A DOS de-
bugger can assume that the symbol table for the child process is 
the only symbol table. A Windows debugger needs to juggle 
around the symbol tables of any DLLs it's debugging in addition 
to the symbol table of the main program. The correct symbol 
table to use often depends on the context in which the child 
process is executing. 

In Windows 3.1, most of the operating-system support for de-
buggers and debugging utilities comes in the form of TOOL-
HELP.DLL. Although TOOLHELP was introduced with Win-
dows 3.1, it's backward compatible with Windows 3.0. It exports 
upwards of 30 functions, but only a small subset is truly essential 
for debugging support. The two most important APIs in TOOL-
HELP are InterruptRegister ( ) and Not i fyRegis-
ter ( ). The former lets you see all CPU interrupts and exceptions 

of interest to a debugger, and the latter is how the 
debugger finds out about DLL loads, task termi-
nation, and so on. 
The interrupts, exceptions, and notifications 

your TOOLHELP-installed handlers receive are 
from all tasks in the system, not just the task you're 
debugging. In addition, TOOLHELP multiplex-
es the interrupts and notifications among all pro-
grams that register handlers with it. Because of 
these two points, it's important that your handler 
routines inspect each interrupt, exception, and no-
tification to see if it's of interest to the debugger, 
and chain it on if not. 

Loading a New Process 
Windows 3.1 offers no explicit support for loading 
a program for debugging. Instead, a debugger uses 
the standard Windows APIs LoadModule ( ) 
or WinExec ( ) to execute a child process. The 
difference in loading a child process for debug-
ging is that the debugger needs to force the process 
to stop at the first instruction, rather than execut-

ing until it yields. The trick in stopping the child process at its first 
instruction is finding out where the new process will begin exe-
cuting. By setting a temporary breakpoint at that location, a de-
bugger can gain control before any child-process code is exe-
cuted. 

There are two approaches to finding the starting address of 
the child process. The first method is to read the NE (new exe-
cutable) file of the program to be debugged and extract the start-
ing CS:IP (code segment:instruction pointer) as a logical ad-
dress. The debugger can then watch the segment-load notifications 
(i.e., the NFY_LOADSEG notification from Not fyRegis-
ter ( ) ). When it sees that the appropriate segment has been 
loaded into memory, the debugger inserts a temporary break-
point into the segment. The second approach is a more elegant 
variation on the first method. It requires the debugger to look 
for the NFY_STARTTASK notification. The dwData argument 
for this notification is the starting CS:IP of the child task. 

Execution Control 
While being debugged, a Windows process is either executing its 
code normally or executing inside an interrupt handler in the de-
bugger's code. A child process halts execution when it finishes 
stepping an instruction or when it encounters a breakpoint op 
code. Either of these events causes an interrupt, which transfers 
control to the debugger's interrupt-handler code. However, just 
because an exception has occurred does not mean that Windows 
switches tasks. As a result, you can have a strange state where the 
child process is still the active process but is running in code 
owned by the debugger process. The child process remains "sus-
pended" in this interrupt handler until the user instructs the de-
bugger to step through or run the program again. The figure 
above shows the situation graphically. 
A Windows debugger controls whether the "debuggee" will 

step or run when it resumes by selectively modifying the trap 
flag in the copy of the child process's FLAGS register. This reg-
ister is saved on the stack when the child process encounters 
INT 1 or INT 3. To make the child process single-step the next 
instruction, the debugger sets the trap flag in the image of the 
process's FLAGS register. The debugger then switches task 
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STATISTICA/w- (for Windows) Complete Statistical Sys-
tem with thousands of on-screen customizable, presentation-quality 
graphs fully integrated with all procedures • Complete Windows 3.1 
support, DDE, OLE, Tr-fonts, multiple toolbars, right mouse button 
support a Unlimited numbers of data-, results-, and graph-windows 
• Inter-window integration: data, results, and graphs can be treated 

as objects and converted into one another in a number of ways 
The largest selection of statistics and graphs in a single system; 
comprehensive implementations of: Exploratory techniques; multi-

way tables with banners (presentation-quality reports); nonpara-
metrics; distribution fitting; multiple regression; general nonlinear 

estimation; stepwise logit/probit; general ANCOVA/MANCOVA; step-
wise discriminant analysis; log-linear analysis; factor analysis; clus-
ter analysis; multidimensional scaling; canonical correlation; item 
analysis/reliability; survival analysis; time series modeling; forecast-
ing; lags analysis; quality control; process analysis; experimental de-
sign (with Taguchi); and much more u Manuals with comprehen-
sive introductions to each procedure and examples • Hypertext-
based Stats Advisor expert system u Extensive data management fa-
cilities (spreadsheet with long formulas, block operations, ad-
vanced Clipboard support, DDE hot links, relational merge, data 

verification, powerful programming language) Batch command 
language and macros also supported, "turn-key system" options 
All output displayed in Scrollsheets" (dynamic, customizable, pres-

entation-quality tables with toolbars, pop-up windows, and instant 
2D, 3D and multiple graphs) • Extremely large analysis designs 
(e.g., correlation matrices up to 32,000x32,000, unlimited ANOVA 
designs) • Megafile Manager with up to 32,000 variables (8 Mb) 

per record Unlimited size of files; extended ("quadruple") preci-
sion; unmatched speed a Exchanges data and graphs with other ap-
plications via DDE or an extensive selection of file import/export fa-
cilities Hundreds of types of graphs, including categorized multi-
ple 2D and 3D graphs, matrix plots, icons, and unique multivariate 
(e.g., 4D) graphs Facilities to custom design new graphs and add 
them permanently to menu u On-screen graph customization with 

advanced drawing tools, interactive stretching and resizing of com-
plex objects, interactive embedding of graphs and artwork, special 
effects, icons, maps, multi-graphics management, page layout con-
trol for slides and printouts; unmatched speed of graph redraw 11 
Interactive rotation, perspective and cross-sections of all 3D and 4D 
graphs u Extensive selection of tools for graphical exploration of 
data: fitting, smoothing, overlaying, spectral planes, projections, lay-
ered compressions, marked subsets • Price $995. 

Quick STATISTICA/w" (for windows) A comprehen-
sive selection of basic statistics and the full graphics capabilities of 

STATISTICA/w u Price $495. 

STATISTICA/Dos- (for DOS) A STATISTICA/w-compat-
ihle data analysis system • Price $795. 

Quick STATISTICA/oos— (for DOS) A subset of STA-
TISTICA/Dos statistics and graphics u Price $295. 

Domestic sh/h $ 10 per product; 14-day money back guarantee. 
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STATISTICA/Mac' (for Macintosh) A STATISTICAAt -compatible, 
comprehensive data analysis and graphics system designed for the Macintosh • 
Large selection of statistical methods fully integrated with presentation-quality 
graphics ( incl. EDA, multiples, a wide selection of interactively rotatable 3D 
graphs; MacDraw-style tools) u Unlimited size of files u Full support for System 
7, incl. "Publish and Subscribe" u Price $595. 

Quick STATISTICA/Mac - (for Macintosh) A subset of STATIS-
TICA/mac: a comprehensive selection of basic statistics and the full graphics ca-
pabilities of STATISTICAAlac • Price $295. 



Hands On Some Assembly Required 

contexts to the debuggee's context with DirectedYi el d ( ) 
and drops out of the suspended-state loop. The child process 
eventually uses an MET (return from interrupt service routine) to 
return to its own code, causing the modified copy of the FLAGS 
register to be restored to the FLAGS register. If the trap flag is set 
when the FLAGS register is reloaded from the WET, the CPU ex-
ecutes one instruction before generating an INT 1, forcing exe-
cution to return to the debugger's interrupt handler. 
To make the child process run (as opposed to stepping), the de-

bugger simply does the opposite, clearing the bit in the trap-flag 
image. This ensures that the trap flag won't be set when the child 
process does the IRET back to its code. 
Windows presents an interesting situation with regard to break-

points. Since Windows can demand load and discard segments as 
necessary, a debugger needs to watch the segment-load notifi-
cations (NFY_LOADSEG, discussed below) to see if a segment 
with a breakpoint in it has been discarded and then reloaded. If so, 
the debugger needs to reinsert the breakpoint before letting the 
child process resume. 

Memory and Register Access 
Because Windows has a single address shared by all applica-
tions, it's possible for a debugger to directly read any memory be-
longing to the child process. However, a debugger that does this 
has to be extremely careful and perform segment limit and access 
checking for any address it attempts to read or write. Additionally, 
if the debugger wants to write to a code segment (e.g., to set a 
breakpoint), it needs to create an alias data selector. (An alias se-
lector is a data selector that has the same address and limit as a 
code selector, or vice versa.) 

Since doing access checking and creating aliases are "surgical 
glove" work, Microsoft mercifully provided the MemoryRead ( ) 
and Memorywr te ( ) APIs in TOOLHELP. If you use these 
APIs, you can eliminate all the hassle of doing your own ad-
dress validation. Instead, you call these APIs and just check the 
return value to see if they were successful. 
A properly designed interrupt/exception handler in Windows 

will save the complete register set when the debuggee generates 
an exception and will restore all the registers before the child 
process does the IRET to resume execution. Typically the regis-
ters are saved by PUSHing them on the stack. If the user wants to 
change a register value while the child process is stopped, the 
debugger just changes the saved copy of the register value. When 
the child process resumes, the saved copy will be restored in-
stead of the original register value. 
The issue of 32-bit registers in Windows is interesting. The ker-

nel scheduler in Windows saves only the 16-bit set of registers, 
ignoring the high halves of the extended registers. However, the 
child process may be using 32-bit registers, so it's important that 
the debugger interrupt handler save and restore the full 32-bit 
register set. 

Event Notification 

Event notifications such as DLL loads come through the han-
dler routine installed by Not i fyRegister ( ). Of particular in-
terest to debuggers are the following notifications. 
NFY_STARTTASK gives the debugger the ability to regain 

control before the child process executes the first instruction. 
NFY_EXITTASK tells the debugger that the child process has 
terminated. A debugger typically indicates this event to the user 
and cleans up internal tables as necessary. 

NFY_STARTDLL tells the debugger about DLLs that are 
loaded while the child process is executing. A debugger might use 
this notification to update its internal tables. Note that this noti-
fication will not be generated for DLLs that are already in mem-
ory when the child task loads. 
NFY_DELMODULE tells the debugger that a DLL has been 

unloaded from the system. The debugger might clean up tables at 
this time as well. Finally, NFY_LOADSEG tells the debugger that 
a particular segment has been brought into memory. If the de-
bugger supports virtual breakpoints in code that's not yet loaded, 
it inserts breakpoint op codes at this time. 

Address Mapping 

Segments in a Windows .EXE or .DLL file are ordered, starting 
with segment 1, then segment 2, and so on. If you look at a .MAP 
file produced by a Windows linker, you can see this segment or-
dering. Like the addresses in .MAP files, the addresses of func-
tions and variables in the debugging information are stored in 
terms of these logical segments. The actual selector values that will 
be used to access these segments when loaded into memory sim-
ply aren't known at link time. Therefore, a Windows debugger 
needs support from the operating system to map a logical segment 
number to the actual selector value that the loader allocated for the 
segment. It's also necessary to be able to work in the opposite di-
rection—that is, to convert a selector value to an hModu le and 
a logical segment number. 

There are two ways to perform this address mapping. The sup-
ported method is to use the TOOLHELP GlobalEntryHan-
dle ( ) and GlobalEntryModule ( ) APIs. GlobalEn-
tryHandle ( ) takes a selector as an input and, if possible, 
returns a GLOBALENTRY structure containing an hModule and 
a logical segment within the module. GlobalEntryMod-
ule ( ) performs the inverse mapping, taking an hModule and 
a logical segment number and returning the corresponding selector 
as part of the GLOBALENTRY structure. 

If you don't want to rely on the TOOLHELP functions (which 
can be somewhat slow), your other alternative for address-map-
ping services is to directly read the segment table in the module 
tables. A module table is simply the segment for which an hMod-
ule is the selector. If you know the format of the data in the 
module table, you can quickly look up just the information you 
need. My book Windows Internals (Addison-Wesley, 1993) and 
Andrew Schulman's Undocumented Windows (Addison-Wes-
ley, 1992) contain the layout of a module table. 

Isolating the Child Process 
A I undamental tenet of debugger writing is that when the child 
process stops for some reason, no child-process code should be 
executed. However, when the process is stopped because it's 
suspended in the debugger's interrupt handler, it can't be pro-
cessing messages. A Windows program that doesn't call Get-
Message ( ) or PeekMessage ( ) regularly will freeze the 

input system. Buried inside the GetMessage ( ) and PeekMes-
sage ( ) code is where Windows tasks yield to other tasks. 

If you don't call these functions, other tasks will never get the 
opportunity to be switched to the foreground or to execute. This 
has serious ramifications. If you put a 20-second delay in the 
message handler of your Windows application, your keyboard and 
mouse are useless until the delay finishes. No other application can 
be switched to the foreground or run until the current task starts 
processing messages again. continued 
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Hands On Some Assembly Required 

Now consider the case of a Windows-hosted debugger. Imag-
ine that the child process is executing along and then hits a break-
point. At this point, the process is suspended inside the debugger's 
interrupt handler and isn't processing messages. The mouse and 
the keyboard aren't responding; they're useless until the child 
process starts pumping messages again. The only way to make the 
child task process its messages again is to make it resume exe-
cution. But to do this, you need to communicate some sort of 
"go" command to the debugger. And alas, you can't communicate 
with the debugger because the mouse and keyboard aren't re-
sponding. 

Initially, Windows debuggers dealt with this problem by ig-
noring it. However, a debugger that does this cannot use Windows 
to display its screens. Examples of this kind of debugger are 
Borland's Turbo Debugger for Windows, Microsoft CodeView 
for Windows, and the text-mode version of Symantec's Multi-
Scope. Debuggers like these essentially freeze all of Windows 
while the child process is stopped. Instead of using Windows to 
show their screen, they switch the screen to text mode, use a sec-
ondary monochrome monitor, or communicate to a remote de-
bugger over a serial line or network connection. 
When using these debuggers, your system is always in one of 

two modes. The first mode is when Windows and your program 
are running normally. The other mode is when the debugger is 
active and you can't access any part of Windows. Although there 
is no official name for this debugging mode, I've dubbed it 

super hard mode, for reasons I'll explain shortly. 
As more and more developers came into the Windows fold, a 

clamor began to arise for a true GUI debugger. In light of the 
rather gloomy prognosis described above, it might seem that a 
GUI debugger is simply not possible. However, the presence of 
the graphical version of MultiScope, Microsoft Visual C++, and 
Bounds-Checker for Windows shows that all is not lost. These are 
definitely GUI programs, yet they don't freeze up when the child 
process hits a breakpoint. Something else is going on here under 
the hood. As it turns out, there are two ways to deal with the 
problem. 
The first way to prevent the Windows input system from freez-

ing is termed soft mode. As part of the entry sequence of the de-
bugger's interrupt handler, the code subclasses each of the child 
process's windows, directing the messages to go to a dummy 
window procedure in the debugger's code. The dummy proce-
dure's job is to provide default message processing for the de-
buggee while it's not processing messages itself. After sub-
classing the child process's window, and while still in the interrupt 
handler, the code goes into a GetMessage ( ) /Di spatch-
Message ( ) loop. The child process spins in this loop until the 
debugger gives it the order to resume execution. Because all the 
child process's windows have been subclassed, there's no need to 
worry about code in the child process being called. Instead, mes-
sages destined for the process's windows are handled by the 
dummy window procedure in the debugger. continued 
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Hands On Some Assembly Required 

To seal off the child process even more, a soft-mode debugger 
should also somehow prevent hook procedures in the child process 
from getting called. In Windows 3.1, the WH_DEBUG hook is 
supposed to help with this. A WH_DEBUG hook is supposed 
to be called before any other hooks are called. However, in step-
ping through the hook code in USER.DLL, it appears that there 
may be problems with this particular hook. 
The default message processing that the dummy window pro-

cedure provides appears to be highly subjective. The messages that 
the MultiScope debugger handles are different from what the 
Visual C++ debuggers handle, which are different from what 
Bounds-Checker for Windows handles. For the most part, the 
dummy window procedure can simply pass the message on to 
De fWindowProc ( ) . In all cases, however, there are some 
messages that the dummy window procedure should handle spe-
cially. For instance, it will not want to allow certain WM_SYS-
COMMAND messages (e.g., SC_CLOSE) to go to the default 
handler. 
The advantage of soft mode is that all tasks in the system (ex-

cept the child process) continue to operate normally. The windows 
of the child process remain on the screen but aren't responding to 
normal input commands. The disadvantage of soft mode is that 
important messages for the child process will be lost. For exam-
ple, if the child process was in the middle of a DDE transaction 
when it stopped, the default processing provided by the debugger's 
dummy window procedure won't know what to do with the mes-

sage. Put another way, while the child process is stopped, it won't 
see any of the messages it ordinarily would have received. Thus, 
soft-mode debugging isn't ideal for all situations. 

Hard-Mode Debuggers 
The second method of preventing the input system from locking 
up is to go into hard mode, a special mode of the windowing 
system that's new in Windows 3.1. In this mode, only one win-
dow (and its children) can receive messages; all other windows 
are frozen and receive no messages. To enter hard mode, a de-
bugger calls LockInput ( ) , specifying the window handle of 
its main window. Only the debugger responds to mouse and key-
board input, until the debugger calls LockInput ( ) again. The 
child program, as well as all other programs, is frozen. If you've 
ever seen the old Bewitched TV series where Samantha tem-
porarily suspends people, you probably have an idea of what 
hard mode is like. 
The advantage of hard mode is that the debugger doesn't have 

to deal with messages intended for the child process. And since 
all other tasks are frozen, there's no chance that the child process 
will receive an important message until the debugger exits hard 
mode. This mode's disadvantage is that, while you're in it, you're 
confined to whatever facilities the debugger provides. There's 
no way to start up an external editor or browser, for instance. 

Recently, some people have begun referring to text-mode 
debuggers as hard-mode debuggers. However, a true hard-mode 
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Hands On Some Assembly Required 

debugger uses Windows for its user interaction, while text-mode 
debuggers don't. For this reason, I refer to text-mode debuggers 
as super hard-mode debuggers. 

If it's possible to have a GUI debugger, why would you want 
to use a text-mode debugger? By not using the windowing system 
to display information, these super hard-mode debuggers are the 
best way to minimize side effects caused by the debugger. Ideally, 
the system you're debugging shouldn't be influenced by the tool 
you're debugging with. Super hard-mode debuggers are as close 
as you can get to this ideal (at least without using a kernel de-
bugger, which I'll describe next month). One of the few disad-
vantages of super hard-mode debuggers is that it is extremely 
difficult for a debugger to know about all the various Super VGA 
boards and how to switch between text and graphics modes with 
them. 

Miscellaneous Support 
In this category I lump such things as hardware breakpoints and 
access to system-level information (e.g., heap walking). In Win-
dows, there is no direct support for hardware breakpoints, so an 
application must manipulate the debug registers itself. However, 
an application cannot read or write the registers directly, as only 
ring level 0 code is allowed to do this. Although the DPMI (DOS 
Protected Mode Interface) specification provides for setting the 
debug registers, bugs in the Win386 implementation of the DPMI 
specification rendered the provision useless. Therefore, the tra-
ditional route to manipulate the debug registers is to write a vir-
tual device driver, since its code runs at ring 0. 

For accessing system-level information such as the task list, the 
module list, and the local and global heaps, a Windows debugger 
can use the various TOOLHELP APIs. Although you can ob-
tain this information from undocumented methods, TOOLHELP 
shields you from the differences found in different versions of 
Windows. 

WINDEBUG 
Before the TOOLHELP DLL, the only debugger support in Win-
dows 3.0 came from WINDEBUG.DLL. Microsoft never publicly 
documented WINDEBUG.DLL, except to a few tool vendors 
such as Borland and Symantec. 
WINDEBUG was an attempt to put a synchronous layer on top 

of the notification and interrupt streams that TOOLHELP lets 
you access. The WINDEBUG API consisted of one function to 
which you passed commands and from which you received no-
tifications. Thus, it was similar to the DosDebug ( ) API in 
OS/2, which I'll discuss next month. 
The problem with WINDEBUG was that it assumed that it 

was the only code that needed to see interrupts and notifications. 
It didn't chain these events on, which led to problems when run-
ning with TOOLHELP under Windows 3.0. WINDEBUG has 
fallen into disfavor with the major compiler vendors, although you 
may occasionally sight some of its descendants, CVWIN.DLL and 
TDWIN.DLL. 

Next month I'll conclude with a discussion of debugger support 
under OS/2 2.x and Windows NT. la 

Editor's note: Some Assembly Required has no listings this month. 

Matt Pietrek specializes in debugging tools at Nu-Mega Technologies (Nashua, 
NH). He is the author of Windows Internals (Addison-Wesley, 1993). You can 
reach him on CompuServe at 71774,362, or on BIX do "editors." 
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Get the new skills you need 
for a high-paying career 

in computer programming! 
Only NRI at-home training gives you 
real-world programming skills in 
three in-demand languages: QBasic, 
C, and Visual Basic, today's hot new 
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including programs designed for use in 
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handle any programming task 
with confidence. 

Ai« See other side for highlights 
of your NR1 hands-on training um> 
in computer programming 
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Learn computer programming as you train 
with the latest programming tools... 
a 486sx-based computer system, 
Windows, Visual Basic, and more! 

"I couldn't believe NRI gives you a 
computer, loads of reference material, 

and professional software. 
The course has taken my 

knowledge of computers and my 
self-confidence to new levels!" 

Rob A. Chappa, NRI Student 

ACTION 
LEARNING 
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Here what makes your 486sx mini-tower 
computer system the ideal programming tool: 

Full IBM PC/AT-compatibility 

High-speed 80486sx CPU with 25 MHz 
clock 

80 megabyte hard disk drive 

1 meg RAM installed, plus 4 meg 
additional RAM; 64K ROM 

▪ Windows graphical interface 

14" high-resolution monitor with tilt-
swivel base 

1.2 meg, high-density 51/4" floppy disk 
drive 

MS-DOS operating system with QBasic 
Interpreter 

Professional compilers for programming 
in C and Visual Basic 
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• Now, as never before, 
you can succeed as a 
computer progranuner 
NRI at-home training gives you 
everything you need to build a 
high-paying career as a com-
puter programmer. Designed 
around a state-of-the-art 486sx 

computer system, your 
training guides you 
smoothly from 
fundamental 
principles through 
coding in three of 

today's most 
widely used 
computer 

languages: 
QBasic, C, 
and Visual 
Basic, the 
language 
designed 
specifically 

for programming in a Windows 
environment. 

With NRI, you get the 
hands-on experience and the 
confidence it takes to master 
today's programming chal-
lenges. And, by creating and 
running your own full-length 
programs, you build skills you'll 
be proud to show any prospec-
tive employer or client. 

• Send today for 
your FREE catalog 
Prepare now for a high-paying 
career as a computer program-
mer! See how NRI at-home 
training in Computer Program-
ming gives you the experience 
and the know-how, the 
computer and the software you 
need to get a fast start in this 
top-growth field. Send today for 
your FREE catalog. 

If the card is missing, write 
to us at NRI Schools, McGraw-
Hill Continuing Education 
Center, 4401 Connecticut 
Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 
20008. 

IBM PC/AT is a registered trademark of the 
IBM Corporation. Windows, QBasic, and 
Visual Basic are trademarks of Microsoft 
Corporation. 
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Hands On Beyond DOS 

Virtual Device Drivers for DOS 
Build virtual-device-driver support into your DOS applications 

and exploit the power of the Windows API 

BILL HAVVKINS AND ED PUCKETT 

D
OS programmers used to work in a relatively 
simple operating environment that offered near-
total freedom. Now, writing a successful high-
performance DOS application requires under-

standing the Windows VMM (virtual machine manager) 
and VxDs (virtual device drivers). Once you master the 
art of writing a VxD, however, Windows offers untold 
new freedom in DOS programming. 
VxDs enable DOS applications to interact with almost 

any part of the Windows API. For example, you can use 
a VxD to communicate with the ODBC (Open Database 
Connectivity) interface, gaining access to data sources re-
siding on both Windows and Mac platforms. You can 
use a VxD to access the mail-enabling functionality of 
MAPI ( Messaging API). You can even use VxDs to fix 
or enhance features in your application that 
Windows has compromised. 

The VMM Architecture 
Enhanced-mode Windows is based on the 
VMM, which is a 32-bit, single-threaded, 
preemptive multitasking operating-system 
kernel that supersedes DOS. It creates a 
VM for Windows and for each DOS appli-
cation. (Windows and Windows applica-
tions run in the system VM.) The VMM 
provides each VM with its own address 
space, interrupt vector tables, and I/O port 
space. The VMM shares CPU time among 
VMs to give each the illusion that it is in 
complete control of the computer. 
VxDs virtualize hardware devices, en-

abling enhanced-mode Windows to multi-
task non-Windows applications alongside 
Windows applications. (Cooperative mul-
titasking is performed only in the system 
VM. DOS applications, each in their own 
VM, enjoy superior scheduling perfor-
mance when compared to their Windows 
counterparts.) 
VxDs are 32-bit, protected-mode DLLs that run at 

ring 0 and span VMs. This special status lets VxDs con-
trol the behavior of almost any application running in 
the Windows environment. To write a VxD, you need 
the Windows Device Driver Kit. 

Preparations 
We were forced to learn about VxDs because we had to 
tightly integrate our 32-bit DOS-extended graphical ap-

plication into the Windows 3.1 environment while wait-
ing for a release of Windows NT that supported the NT 
file system (we needed this to port our application to 
Win32s). However, applicatiun-specific VxDs are es-
sential for any DOS application that isn't going to be 
ported to the native Windows environment. 
To begin integrating our application into the Windows 

3.1 environment, we needed to fix two bugs. Our high-
resolution video drivers were unable to coordinate with 
the Windows video drivers across hot-key events, and 
our print spooler and the Windows print spooler often 
collided. 
We experienced three problems when running our 

DOS-extended graphical application in high-resolution 
video modes. Hot-keying from Windows back into our 
program often trashed the display, as did hot-keying back 
into Windows from our application. And if a user hot-

keyed from our application back into Windows when 
our application was running in background mode, Win-
dows would suspend our application. 

Solving the first two problems was not difficult. When 
our VxD detects that our application is about to gain 
screen focus, we simply restore a copy of our display 
state, which was saved the last time we detected that we 
were about to lose screen focus. However, restoring a 
stashed copy of the Windows screen just before returning 
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Hands On Beyond DOS 

to Windows would miss any intervening screen events. Luckily, 
most VDDs (virtual display drivers) and screen grabber drivers 
correctly refresh their screen when they are regaining execution 
focus. 
The third problem is trickier. Windows' VDDs typically sus-

pend any high-resolution DOS application when that applica-
tion loses the execution focus. The VDD does this as a conserv-
ative measure; responsibility for virtualizing the display lies with 
the VDD. 
When a DOS application is running full-screen, the display 

is not virtualized and the application deals with the video hardware 
directly. When a DOS application is windowed or in the back-
ground, however, the VDD virtualizes that application's display 
and translates its display modifications to corresponding modi-
fications in the application's window. The VDD also translates a 
background DOS application's display modifications to corre-
sponding modifications in a special video state buffer maintained 
while the application is in background mode. 
The VDD suspends a background DOS application that is run-

ning in a high-resolution mode because it must perform the afore-
mentioned translations and cannot do so for the video modes it 
does not understand. We found this particularly frustrating because 
we had been careful to ensure that we were running in the same 
video mode as Windows, and our application was prepared to 
defer modification of the display until it was again the fore-
ground application. 

The Solution 
We soon discovered that a VDD will not suspend a DOS appli-
cation that is running in a standard VGA mode and changed our 
application accordingly. Our VxD would receive notification 
just prior to losing the display (i.e., Focus Out) and just after re-
gaining the display (i.e., Focus In). We planned to get the infor-
mation regarding the loss and gain of the display by monitoring 
the system controls, which are called in each VxD as the sys-
tem state changes. Unfortunately, system controls corresponding 
to Focus Out and Focus In didn't exist. 
We discovered that the Windows SHELL VxD maintains a 

service for hooking the underlying events of the Windows oper-
ating system, which is actually built on top of the preemptive 
operating system controlled by the VMM. By experimenting, 
we found a combination of system controls and SHELL events 
that would herald the display changes we sought for each of the 
possible ways of switching to and from Windows. It's unfortunate 
that these events are not officially documented. 
We next focused on the print-spooler contention issues. When-

ever device contention occurred, a frightening dialog box popped 
up. Because we already had a VxD, we used it to access the Win-
dows print spooler. 

This raises a crucial point: VxDs provide an API-complete 
pathway between Windows 3.1 and other VMs. By API-com-
plete, we mean that anything that can be performed in the Win-
dows VM using the Windows API can also be performed in an-
other VM through the VxD pathway. This opens up a vast realm 
of possibilities for all those DOS boxes that enjoy the advantage 
of true preemptive multitasking. 
API completeness depends on the ways in which data and 

control can be communicated across an interface. The most com-
mon one is a data interface, in which raw data is communicated. 
Shared memory buffers, message packets, and even function pa-
rameters are examples. Windows includes a data interface be-

tween itself and the other VMs: The INT 2Fh Clipboard interface 
transfers data between a Windows application and a program 
running in a different VM. 
A control interface communicates process-execution infor-

mation. An RPC (remote procedure call) is one example. Mi-
crosoft implements a simple control interface in the WX and 
WXServer programs it distributes with Microsoft C 7.0. With 
the help of a VxD, these programs implement a control inter-
face consisting of a single command that executes a Windows 
application. 

The Client/Server Approach 
Because all computer interfaces are fundamentally data inter-
faces, control must be communicated in an encoded form and 
decoded so the receiver can act on it. In "Making Windows and 
DOS Programs Talk"( Windows/DOS Developer's Journal, May 
1992), Thomas W. Olsen demonstrated how to pass data and 
control (encoded as data) between a DOS client and a Windows 
server process using an intermediary VxD. Olsen's code serves 
as a template for various client/server pairs you might want to 
implement. 
We generalized this technique into a general-purpose client/ 

server architecture between DOS clients and Windows servers. 
Each client/server pair is defined via C++ class derivation from 
standard base classes. Furthermore, a single VxD manages com-
munication for all client/server pairs. 

Using one VxD is attractive because each one reduces the 
amount of physical memory available to other applications. In fact, 
the current implementation of Windows locks all VxD memory, 
even memory that is flagged as not requiring such treatment. 
VxDs also require unique IDs, which Microsoft doles out on a 
case-by-case basis. Unfortunately, the ID is a 16-bit quantity, so 
there are only 65,536 approved VxD IDs. 
Our single VxD maintains a list of service tags provided by the 

various servers on the Windows side. A client submits a request, 
and, if a service tag for the requested type exists, the VxD returns 
the tag and request to the server. The server is passed the linear 
address of the request and forms a memory selector for it. During 
the remainder of the request's processing, the request exists as a 
block of shared memory between the client and the server. The 
server decodes the request, acts upon it, and posts the results 
back into the request. You should note that, except for a small 
generic header indicating the server type, the request's structure 
is known only to the client and the server; it appears to the VxD 
as uninterpreted data. 

This architecture makes providing Windows API services to 
DOS programs a straightforward affair. For the desired API sub-
set, you simply define a suitable request structure and IDs for 
the various service requests. The server acts on each service re-
quest accordingly. 

If you are still writing DOS applications and you feel encum-
bered by the Windows environment, take the time to learn how to 
write a VxD. You'll quickly find that you can do much more 
than you ever could in DOS. In fact, you might even end up re-
quiring that your users run your application on top of the Windows 
3.1 VMM.• 

Bill Hawkins is a systems architect and Ed Puckett is a member of the tech-
nical staff at Interleaf Inc., in Waltham, Massachusetts. You can reach them 
on BIX do "editors" or on the Internet at wjh@ileafcom and qix@ileafcom, 
respectively. 
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" DISH COMPRESSION IS 
INHERENTLY MORE FRAGILE... 
...USERS OF COMPRESSION 

SHOULD HAVE A COPY 
OF NORTON UTILITIES 1.0." 

PC Week - May 10, 199,5 

The new compression technology can put you in 

a squeeze. You wanted the efficiency, but now you're 

worried about losing data. 
Here's some news that might help you relax. No 

other single product gives you the complete 

compressed data protection of Norton Utilities* 7.0. 

It's the only utility specifically designed to 

recover data from DOS 6.0 DoubleSpace, Stacker 
Peter Norton, the leader in 
dada recover!, eafideare and SuperStor compressed drives. Only with our 
Speed Disk® feature can you truly defragment the drives, making your 

recovery a fast, painless process. 

You also get the Norton Disk Doctor:» with its nine automated 

repair functions specific to compressed drives. Plus the new Norton 

Diagnostics, which analyzes and tests all vital system components, 

including memory, video, CPU, system boards, communication ports, 

keyboard, mouse and more. 

You can't put a price on peace 

of mind. But we'll try. So call 

FAST FAX today and discover the 

ultimate security of Norton 

Utilities 7.0. It just might get you 

out of a tight spat. 

NOR IESTON 
LIT 

SYMANTEC. 

For complete information about Norton Utilities 70, dial FAST FAX 
1-800-554-4403, select option 1, document 447. 

For more information in Europe, call 31-71-353111. In Australia, call 61-2-879-6577. In Canada, call 1-80D-667-8661. 
Everywhere else outside U.S., call 408-252-3570. The Norton Utilities, Norton Disk Doctor and Speed Disk are registered trademarks of Symantec Corporation. Other names are 

trademarks of their respective holders. Compatible with Windows 3.0 and 3.1, DOS 3.3 and higher.C1993 Symantec Corporation. All rights reserved. 
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N
anao, the technical leader in monitors has done 
it again.ln addition to being the top choke of 
today's graphics professionals and Windows 
users, Nanao's award-winning FlexScan 

F-Series monitors now have a remarkable 
energy-saving system — Power Save. 

Built into Nanao's new 17-inch FlexScan 
F.5.501W and 21-inch F760e, Power Save has 
been designed to work with all screen saver 
software, including Windows 3.1 and After Dark. Power 
Save activates when the blank screen of the screen saver 
appears, cutting operating power to less than 8% of tom! 
consumption. It can also automatically power the monitor 
down to a stand-by mode when the computer is turned off. 
These innovations add up to energy savings and longer 
• The Energy Star emblem does not represent 

EPA endorsement of any product or sermre. 

NANAO USA CORPORATION 
23535 Telo Avenue, Torrance, CA 90505 

(310) 325-5202 

fe(6e 

monitor life, and have placed Nanao at the forefront of the 
Environmental Protection Agency's EuergyStar Program. 

Both the F550iW and F760iW exhibit their super-
iority in many odier ways, as welt Each Invar Shadow 

Mask CRT has a new anti-reflective coating 
that eliminates reflection of ambient illumina-
tion, without sacrificing the focus level and 
brightness. Ultra-high resolutions with large 
screens plus other features make them ideal for 

CADICAM, DTP and Windows applications. On top of 
that, they can power down. So when you're not working, 
neither are they. 

Nanao FlexScan monitors. Intelligently designed. 
Incredibly useful. And now, built to help protect our 
environment by reducing energy consumption. 

NANACY 
Superior In Every Detail 

1-800-800-5202 

u'Coneefam 

MVP .1L 

64anb 16 1991 
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JERFtY POURNELLE 

IBM's Preemptive Strike 

always think of September as the beginning of 
the year. Many of us old academics still do, no matter how 
long we've been away from the college scene. That's actually 
a bit odd, since traditionally the fall academic term begins 
around Michaelmas on September 29. No matter, for me Sep-
tember is the first month of a new year. It's also time for my an-
nual outfitting-for-college recommendations, which I'll get to 
in a moment. 
Since my last column, I spent a week in Washington, D.C. I 

was there mostly to promote new ways to get access to space for 
all of us, not just NASA employees. I was also doing some 
research on a new novel. It was a good trip, capped off by a Sat-
urday midnight expedition to the Capitol, where we visited 
George Washington's tomb—empty, of course, since he's buried at Mount 
Vernon, but the tomb's still there in case he ever needs it. 
I also got to visit the floor of the House, look at the cloakrooms, walk in the 

Speaker's veranda, and even sit in the Speaker's chair. It's a rather awe-inspiring 

experience. So is coming out of the House en-
trance at the top of the Capitol steps; when we 
did, my member friend said, if this ever stops 
getting to you, it's time to quit. I wish they all 
thought that. 

I went from Washington to Atlanta 
for Spring Comdex, which was hectic. A couple 
of years ago, BYTE's editors got a new duty: we, 
in conjunction with the Interface Group, give 
out awards for the best products shown for the 
first time at a Comdex. The Interface Group 
puts on Comdex, and there are two big ones, 
Spring and Fall, each year. For two days, be-
tween 15 and 20 BYTE editors race about the 
show floor, visiting every booth and looking for 
new products worth nominating. Then we all 
get together for a marathon editorial meeting— 
this year's lasted from 3 to 11 p.m. nonstop—at 
which we choose nominees and winners in each 
of about 10 categories. We also pick the Best 
of Show from among the winners. 
I think I learn more at those meetings than I do 

ILLUSTRATIONS: DIANE BIGDA 1993 

the rest of the year. This shouldn't come as a 
surprise, since it would be hard to assemble a 
group with more collective knowledge about 
this industry than BYTE's editors, all of who 
have a passionate interest in this industry, as in-
dicated by the heated discussions. The awards 
are given on the basis of both technical merit 
and potential impact on the industry; and we're 
well aware that winning—or even being a fi-
nalist for—one of the BYTE Best of Comdex 
Awards can itself give a product more impact 
than it would otherwise have. 

Samuel Johnson said that when a man knows 
he is to be hanged in a fortnight, it concentrates 
his mind wonderfully. The Best of Comdex 
Awards do much the same: they make us con-
centrate on what's both new and important at 
Comdex. This year, three things stood out. 

First, OS/2 had a large presence. Not as large 
as Windows, of course. Spring Comdex was of-
ficially divided into Comdex and Windows 
World. The split was about two-thirds to one-
third, which is pretty astounding when you think 

Ca111-800-DIAGSOFT 
to order, or for the dealer nearest you. 

QAPlusis a registered trademark, and DiagSoftand the QAPlus Tested seal are trademarks of DiagSoft, Inc. 

OS/2 2.1 has the 

jump on Windows 

NT, but it won't 

get far without 

more extensive 

device-driver 

support 
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Pournelle 

how long Comdex has been around com-
pared to how long Windows has existed 
as a practical product. Still, OS/2 had a 
real presence, and IBM announced that 
. . . . 
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Integrand's unique packaging design uses 
modular construction. We have 3 basic 
models for ISA/EISA bus computers. Over 
90 interchangable modules allow you to 
customize them to nearly any requirement. 
We make drive enclosures and rackmount 
keyboards too. Integrand offers high 
quality, advanced design hardware and 
strong support. Why settle for less? 

Rack & Desk Models 
Accepts Most Motherboards and Passive 
Backplanes 
Doesn't Look Like IBM 
Rugged, Modular Construction 
Excellent Air Flow & Cooling 
Designed to meet FCC 
204 Watt Supply, UL Recognized 
200 & 300 Walt Supplies, UL, CSA, TUV 
Reasonably Priced 

Notemme 

Three Models: Drawer, Shelf, and Panel  
Reasonably Priced 

Call or write for descriptive brochures, prices 
or applications assistance: 

INTEGRAND 
8520 Roosevelt Ave • Visalia, CA 93291 

209/651-1203 
FAX 209/651-1353 

We accept VISA and MasterCard 
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me, OS/2, Windows in general and Win-
dows NT in particular, and the PowerPC 
chip were dominant. They also generated 
a story. 

Pournelle 
show special. I went up to the young 
woman who was passing out the fliers. 

"I thought the big problem with OS/2 
was the lack of device drivers," I said. She 
gave me a smug look and handed me a fli-
er. "Yeah," I said, "but isn't 500 bucks a 
bit steep? If I go over to Mi-
crosoft and whisper about writ-
ing device drivers for NT, 
they'll stuff kit disks into my 
briefcase." She drew herself up 
to her full height and said, 
"Thank you very much for the 
information." She was too polite 
to say, "We're IBM. We don't 
care. We don't have to," and 
maybe she didn't think it, but it 
sure looked like she did. 
I went around to some of the 

sharp OS/2 programmer troops 
and told that story. They were 
disturbed. They hadn't known 
the price was that high. That kit, 
it seems, is sold by a different 
part of IBM. I spent an hour 
looking for any policy-level 
IBM official, or a PR officer, 
but I never found one to discuss this with. 
When I went back to the OS/2 station, the 
young woman, still smug, said, "Back 
again?" It was pretty clear she had no use 
for my observations, so I didn't offer any. 

I didn't know how much Micro-
soft charged for their kits, so I went over to 
find out. I'd no more than set foot on their 
carpet when one of the PR people recog-
nized me and asked if she could help. "If I 
wanted to write NT device drivers, what 
should I do?" I asked. " You're in the 
wrong booth," she said. "Let's go over to 
the NT booth. I don't know anything about 
NT, but we'll find someone." 
We walked over—no question that Mi-

crosoft's PR people knew where each and 
every Microsoft booth and display was— 
and in 7 minutes—I timed it—I was talk-
ing to one of the NT product managers. 
"Well, first you need the developer's kit, 
with the compilers and source code and 
stuff," he said. " That's on a CD-ROM for 
$69. Then you get the DDK. It's another 
CD-ROM, same price." 

"Little steep, isn't it?" I said. "A little," 
he said, "but there's a lot there, all the 
sources we could find, not just ones we 
wrote but any we could talk people out of. 
Want a copy?" I think I just may have lo-
cated the reason why there's a shortage of 
OS/2 device drivers, and why there prob-
ably won't be a shortage of NT drivers. 

There's more to this story. When I got 
home, one of the first things to arrive on 
my doorstep was an Airborne Express 

hardware for a new operating system. 
OS/2 won't work with a lot of hardware 

because it doesn't have device drivers for 
them. Device drivers are programs that in-.. 
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package from Microsoft containing both 
kits on CD-ROM. I hadn't even asked for 
them. 
I did ask for the IBM kits, which ar-

rived four weeks later. I also sent by MCI 
Mail a copy of the above text to IBM's 

executives. The reaction was 
encouraging, in that they took 
it seriously; but so far the up-
shot has been a fax demonstrat-
ing that IBM isn't overcharging 
for their development tools, be-
cause Microsoft now charges 
more than $500 for their Win-
dows development software. 
What that totally ignores is that 
Windows already has lots of ap-
plications and device drivers; 
they're not playing catch-up. 
Moreover, Microsoft's NT de-
velopment tools don't cost any-
where near that much. 
My wife's observation is that 

IBM's first reactions are like 
those of the federal government 
on job creation and the econo-
my. They don't understand that 

if you put obstacles in people's way, cre-
ative people will go in another direction. 
IBM is trying to play catch-up with OS/2 
applications and drivers. They should want 
their development kits in the hands of 
every independent hacker and start-up 
company, not just the big companies: any-
one who can possibly write OS/2 software. 
They also ought to be busting their buns to 
make it easier for nonhackers to develop 
OS/2 applications. 

I'm told that IBM is reviewing the situ-
ation. I hope so, because OS/2 2.1 is a 
good operating system, with great poten-
tial. [Editor's note: As this column went 
to press, IBM gave advance notice of a 
90-day special price of $59.95 for the De-
vice Driver Source Kit, good through Sep-
tember 14.] 

Meanwhile, at Comdex, BYTE's Soft-
ware Award went to Windows NT, which 
also took the Best of Show Award. OS/2 
2.1 was a finalist in the software competi-
tion. All the winners in other categories 
are automatically finalists for Best of 
Show, so we don't usually mention what 
was second for that award; but this time 
the vote was so close that we thought we 
had no choice. Windows NT won over the 
PowerPC chip after three ballots in the 
closest vote I have ever seen. I don't have 
to say which way I voted. 

This September is the first one 
in many years that won't be back-to-
school-time at Chaos Manor. Richard, our 
youngest, has just graduated from UCLA 
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Discover why FoxPro, Clipper, 
and dBASE were all written in C. 
there is a good reason why 
your database language was 

developed in C. In fact, there 
are many good reasons. 
C code is small. C code is fast. C code is 
portable. C code is flexible. C is the 
language of choice for today's professional 
developer. With the growing complexity of 
database applications, C is a realistic 
alternative. Now with CodeBase 5.0, you 
can have all the functionality, simplicity and 
power of traditional database languages 
together with the benefits of C/C++. 

C speed - fast code, true executables... 
FoxPro, Clipper, and dBASE were written 
in C primarily for speed. But those compilers 
don't really compile, they combine imbedded 
language interpreters into your .EXE. Now 
that's slow. For dazzling performance you 
need the true executables of C. With 
CodeBase you get the real thing, C code. 
Consider the following statistics, from the 
publisher of Clipper: 

SLOWER 

Fee 

dBASE IV 

FoxPro 

Clipper 5 

"Sieve of Erastothenes" 
Benchmark for Prime Number Generation 

Shows C to be incredibly faster! 

C size - small executables, 
no added overhead... 
FoxPro, Clipper and dBASE would like you 
to believe you need their entire development 
system to build database applications. But 

remember, those products are all written in 
C. So why do you need to lug all their extra 
code around? You don't. CodeBase is a 
complete DBMS, in C. No fat executables 
stuffed with unused code. No runtime 
modules. No royalties. Just quality C code. 
CodeBase is just what you need. 

C portability - ANSI C/C++ 
on every hardware platform... 
No other language exists on more platforms 
than C/C++. Why rewrite your entire 
application for DOS, Windows, Windows 
NT, OS/2 or UNIX? With CodeBase the 
complete C source code is included, so you 
can port to any platform with an ANSI C or 
C++ compiler. Now and in the future. 

dBASE Compatible data, index 
and memo files... 
You want the industry standard. You need 
compatibility. Sure, dBASE is the standard, 
but every dBASE compatible DBMS 
product uses its own unique index and memo 
file formats. Only CodeBase has them all: 
FoxPro (.cdx), Clipper (.ntx), dBASE IV 
(Infix) and dBASE III (.ndx). Now it's your 
choice, we're compatible with you. 

Announcin 
CodeBase 5. 

The power of a complete DBMS, the benefits of C 

NEW - Multi-user sharing_with 
FoxPro, Clipper and dBASE... 
Now your multi-user C/C++ programs can 
share data, index and memo files at the 
same time as concurrently running FoxPro, 
Clipper and dBASE programs. No 
incompatibilities. No waiting. 

NEW - Queries & Relations 
1000 times faster... 
CodeBase 5.0 now lets you query related 

data files with any logical dBASE expression. 
Our new Bit Optimization Technology 
(similar to FoxPro's Rushmore technology) 
uses index files to return a query on a 1/2 
million record data file in just a second. 
Automatically take advantage of this query 
performance by using our new CodeReporter: 
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simply draw your report. then include it in any 
program you write. Call 403/437-2410 now for 
your FREE working model of CodeReporter 

New - Design complex reports 
in just minutes... 
Our new CodeReporter takes the painstaking 
work out of reports. Now simply design and 
draw reports interactively under Windows 3.1, 
then print or display them from any DOS, 
Windows or UNIX application. 

SPECIAL - FREE CodeReporter 
Order CodeBase 5 before September 30, 
1993 and receive CodeReporter for free! 
This offer includes our no-risk, 90-day 
money back guarantee, so order today! 

CocieBase 5.0 
The Ce., Library for DataBase Management 

Call Now 
403-437-2410 

SEQUITER FAX 
UK Tel. 

SOFTWARE INC. liii111 France 
P.O. Boa 575 Newmarket NH 03857 

403°436..2999 
+44-81-317-4321 
+33.20.24.20.14 
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Pournelle 
and is angling for a post as a policy wonk, 
whatever that is, in Washington, D.C., for 
a year or so before going to graduate 
school. Richard began as a Mac user, and 
it's possible that if he hadn't 
had access to other ma-
chines he'd still be one; but 
in fact he has thoroughly 
changed over to Windows. 

For the last year, he's car-
ried an NCR 3170 por-
table ( previously called the 
Safari NSX/20; see the 
April 1992 column), and he 
loves it. It's small and quiet 
enough to take to classes, 
the screen is bright enough A 

that you can read it nearly 
anywhere, the batteries last 
long enough, and the machine is power-
ful enough to do the increasingly compli-
cated work Richard is assigned. 

Last month, Richard's 3170 got knocked 
off a table. The machine is rugged, but it's 
not indestructible. When he turned it on, 
the hard disk would read only. He could 
run all the software. He could even write 
and print papers and save them to a floppy 
disk or to the BSE external Flashdrive; he 
just couldn't save anything to the 3170's 

hard disk. Needless to say, this was a ma-
jor inconvenience. 
We'd had that machine longer than the 

usual warranty period, and while NCR 
would no doubt have fixed 
it for me, I asked our old-
est son Alex to look into it. 
The result was instructive. 
The 3170 has an 80-MB 

Micro IDE hard drive. It's 
made by JVC, but JVC 
won't sell drives to anyone 
but equipment manufactur-
ers; at least Alex couldn't 
buy one through Workman 
& Associates, the consult-
ing firm he works through. 
However, unlike the first 
wave of portable-computer 

drives, the 3170—and most other modem 
portables—uses the Micro IDE standard 
connector. Moreover, the 3170's BIOS 
understands a whole bunch of different 
drive types, so it was easy to replace the 
JVC drive with a Maxtor drive of the same 
size. For that matter, we could have put 
in a larger-capacity drive and it would have 
worked as well. 

It's thus possible to upgrade 3170 porta-
bles. Alex cautions that you shouldn't try 

this at home: opening up that machine is no 
job for amateurs. It took Barry Workman 
about an hour to figure out how to disas-
semble the machine such that they could 
get it back together again, and Barry is 
good at this. Anyway, with the hard drive 
replacement, all is well, and the 3170 is 
running as good as new. 
You can probably get whatever capaci-

ty you can afford for your portable, but 
get someone competent to install it. More 
to the point, the 3170 is a serious machine 
for academic use. I recommended it be-
fore, and still do. 

There are many good machines 
for experienced users, but for absolute be-
ginners, I strongly recommend the Tandy 
Sensation. When my daughter Jenny got 
out of the Army, she became an instructor 
in a school for beginning computer users, 
which made her a natural for testing the 
Sensation. She's been able to compare it to 
a number of other entry-level Windows 
systems, and it's her hands-down favorite. 
The Sensation is a full-featured ma-

chine. It's a 20-MHz 486SX, not the fastest 
machine in the world but no slowpoke ei-
ther. The integration of the machine and 
the software is little short of splendid. The 
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Software Corporation 

2130 Main Street, Suite 250, 
Huntington Beach, CA 92648 

(800) 531-0450 or (714) 969-7746 
Fax (714) 960-1886 

Get with the PROgram! 
"TouchStone Software's $100 Check/It 
PRO: SysInfo is the closest thing this 
category has to peifection." 

July 1993 
Cheek PRO.SysInto 

We Couldn't Have Said It Better Ourselves... 
"It made no errors reporting on either of our test systems, and it provided 
more detailed information on many hardware items in our test bed PCs 
than did the competition." 

"Beyond the basics, Check/It PRO reports on detailed drive mapping 
with suitable disk controllers and on the kind of UART your serial ports 
are using. Adding to Check/It PRO's appeal is a set of benchmark com-
parisons that allows you to make sense out of the numbers that the bench-
marks produce. If you get the SysInfo package and have any interest in 
diagnostics, you should consider the bundle of SysInfo & Tests and 
Tools." 

"Quality of information is the key to a good reporting tool. As such, the 
program of choice for DOS users is TouchStone's Check/It PRO." 

— PC Magazine, July 1993 
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fFOR $166, WHY WOULD 
;01YOU BUY 
UNIX FROM 
!ANYONE ELSE? 

LI UNFIOVREMLSATUINOINXWFOAURNE FOUNDATION 
IN 

UNIXWARE PERSONAL EDITION FEATURES 

UNIX SYSTEM V RELEASE 4.2 FOR INTEL PLATFORMS 
X11-BASED DESKTOP MANAGER 
WINDOWING KORN SHELL 
NOVELL NETWORK SUPPORT 
DOS / WINDOWS SUPPORT 

ONLY INFORMATION FOUNDATION 
OFFERS THESE EXTRAS: 

• FREE "1-800" product support 
• FREE Click-Start" Training 
• No question money back guarantee 

INFORMATION FOUNDATION'S INCREDIBLE PRICES 

PERSONAL EDITION LIST I.F. 

• CD-ROM VERSION $149 $166! 

• TAPE VERSION ffle $199! 

• DISKETTE VERSION (NEW) $49.9 $266! 

TCP/IP FOR UNIXWARE $449 $99! 

C2 SECURITY $449 $99! 

ADVANCED UNIX UTILITIES $11-5 $150! 

C DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM $449 $299! 

PLUS THE COMPLETE UNIXWARE PRODUCT LINE AND UNIX 
DOCUMENTATION AT UNBEATABLE PRICES! 

RESELLER & VOLUME DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE! 

BUY IT TODAY FROM INFORMATION FOUNDATION 
—THE OPEN SYSTEMS MIGRATION EXPERTS 

CALL: 1-800-GET-UNIX 

WHO IS INFORMATION 
FOUNDATION? 

I.F. is in its tenth year as an 

internationally recognized 

provider of Open Systems 

solutions and training. 

Solutions for customers such 

as AT&T, American Airlines, 

UNIX International, US Army 

to name a few. 

Information Foundation is both 

a USI, UNIX source code licensee 

and a Univel Authorized OEM. 

We have over 75 UNIX engineers 

to provide you with unmached 

support, training and integration 

services to meet your most 

demanding Open Systems needs. 

Information 
Foundation 

THE OPEN SYSTEMS MP iRATiON EXPERTS-

1200 17th Street, Suite 1900 
Denver, Colorado 80202 
Phone: 303/572-6486 
Facsimile: 303/572-6484 
E-mail: sales@itcom 

IF e a registered trademark of Information Foundation. UNIX is a registered trademark of UNIX System Laboratories. UnixWare and Univel are trademarks cl Lnivel. 
All registered trademarks and trademarks are the property of this respecnte owners. 
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Everyone 
makes claims. We make sure. 
When the industry wants 
product testing taken to the nth 
degree, they take it to NSFL. 

In every field, one name sets the 
standard. In microcomputer testing, 
the name is NSTL, the leading 
independent testing lab. 
The NSTL compatibility certification 

seal on a product says that it withstood 
the toughest lab in the industry — and 
it's ready for your business. 
The seal saves you a lot of comparison 

and guesswork. It says you'll find the 
product compatible with a wide range 
of business applications and hardware. 
It helps you make the right choice. 

Real-world testing for real-
world use. 

Beyond compatibility testing, we 
access nearly every conceivable 

problem — from engineering-level 
hardware bugs to the everyday usability 
of business software. 
And we test with the end-user in 

mind, in a real-world environment, just 
the way your staff uses equipment 
Except our trials are more punishing. 

Our publications, and others 
that publish our work. 

In a separate facility we also do 
comparison testing for our own 
Ratings Reports: Software Digest®, PC 
Digesto and LAN Reporter®. They're 
read by people who purchase an 
average of more than $500,000 in 
microcomputer hardware and 
software annually. 
And because of the respect we've 

earned, some of the industry's leading 
publications, like Data Communications, 

LAN Times, Unix World and Datapro 
Research Group publish our test results. 

Look for the NSTL seal and 
be sure. 

Experts rely on the NSTL name: 
now you can, too. The final test of a 
product is its compatibility in a 
business environment The NSTL mark 
tells you it's already met that test. Look 
for it when you compare products. 

Ne7:1. 
Plymouth Corporate Center 
Box 1000, Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462 
215-941-9600 
Micro Channel' and OS/2". are trademarks of the IBM Corporation. 
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Attention 
U.S. BYTE 
Subscribers 
Watch for the next BYTE 
DECK mailing that will be 
arriving in your mailbox 
soon! 

Use this as a fast, convenient 
tool to purchase computer 
products and services. It's 
loaded with essential 
hardware and software 
products that you should be 
aware of when making your 
buying decisions. . .and it's 
absolutely FREE! 

If you have a computer 
product or service, and would 
like to reach 275,000 
influential BYTE magazine 
subscribers, please give Brad 
Dixon a call today at (603) 
924-2596. 

u5. MAIL-

11. 

MITE 

Here's what a BYTE Deck 
advertiser has to say: 

"The BYTE Deck does very well for 
us — we've been in for over two 
years — and will continue 
advertising in '!93." 

Karen Tacy 
Rainbow Technologies, Inc. 

Pournelle 
Sensation comes with a well-done tutorial 
that begins with basics like how to use a 
mouse, what word processing is, and how 
spreadsheets work. From there, you can 
graduate to more sophisticated stuff, like 
how to use the fax modem, about which 
Jenny reports, "When I had to send out 
my résumé, it was all right there, and I had 
it sent to 20 places in an hour, starting with 
knowing nothing about fax 
modems." 

She's since taken a posi-
tion with a firm that deals in 
sales-automation software, 
and she still finds the Sen-
sation useful. It's a good sys-
tem for people who have 
never used a computer be-
fore, but it's also a general-
purpose machine that can 
run any DOS or Windows 
software. 
When I began this column, donkey's 

years ago, one of the first of Pournelle's 
laws was "silicon is cheaper than iron," 
by which I meant that a general-purpose 
computer was always to be preferred to a 
dedicated word processor or other spe-
cialized system. The Sensation illustrates 
that nicely: people who learn on it won't be 
surprised by the other things computers 
can do. 
The Sensation comes with completely 

integrated multimedia capabilities: an in-
ternal CD-ROM drive, on-board sound, 
and an internal speaker. There's even a 
music-box program that lets you play an 
audio CD in the background as you work 
with the computer—something Jenny finds 
surprisingly convenient while working on 
documents. It also comes with enough soft-
ware to get you going. Microsoft Works 
isn't the best word processor, spreadsheet, 
or database, but as I've said before, it's 
good enough at all three to take care of 
most beginners and many sophisticated 
users. The Sensation has good tutorials on 
using Works, and it comes with a number 
of templates that will let beginners sit 
down and right away do something use-
ful with the computer. 

There's also a ton of "infomercials": 
demonstration versions of software, every-
thing from communications programs to 
sophisticated spreadsheet applications. 
BYTE readers won't be impressed by 
those, but they're a godsend to beginners 
who don't understand what computers are 
capable of. 

The Sensation isn't perfect. While the 
WinMate Desktop—a Windows desktop 
shell—is great for beginners, after a while 
it gets in the way, and the documentation 
doesn't tell you how to just use Program 

Manager. WinMate also interferes with 
Norton Desktop, which is a pity because 
Norton Desktop for Windows is an excel-
lent productivity enhancement once you've 
learned to use Windows. The only reliable 
way to get rid of WinMate is to go into 
WININI, and that is something the people 
who get a Sensation won't do. There ought 
to be a "WinMate On/Off" button, which 

would take care of it. 
There are other minor an-

noyances, but on balance I 
know no better introducto-
ry machine, and the Tandy 
Sensation is a candidate for 
the User's Choice Award as 
best beginner's system. 

The most useful soft-
ware for school will natu-
rally depend on what you're 

studying. Richard isn't in hard science, 
but he still has to do a fair amount of num-
ber crunching, particularly statistical analy-
ses of voting patterns, including correla-
tions with socioeconomic factors. Despite 
all the specialized statistical software avail-
able at Chaos Manor, Richard finds that 
Microsoft Excel does just about every-
thing. It computes primary statistics, does 
correlations, and draws graphs. The re-
sulting papers have been very good for his 
grade point average. 

Students write a lot of papers. Richard 
was captain of the UCLA debate team 
(they won the national championship that 
year, too), so he had to deal with more 
written material than most students. He 
got used to Microsoft Word when he was 
a Mac user, and now that he's converted to 
Windows, he still uses Word. He fmds that 
a full-featured word processor lets him do 
fancy papers, with footnotes or endnotes as 
the professor prefers, font changes—the 
trick, he says, is to choose a font that 
makes the paper look longer without the 
professor realizing you did that— and in-
serted graphs and graphics. About 80 per-
cent of all the work he has to do at school 
can be handled by Excel and Word. 

For organization, he uses Ascend, a 
Windows program I've recommended be-
fore. It must be working, because he's bet-
ter organized now. Come to think of it, 
I'm better organized than I was before I 
took up using Ascend. 

The standard printer for students 
is Hewlett-Packard's DeskJet. Most will 
want the standard monochrome DeskJet 
500, which works with DOS or Windows. 
The Mac has HP's DeskWriter series, 
greatly preferred to the standard Apple 
dot-matrix Image Writer, because it's faster, 
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Pournelle 

does startlingly prettier work, and doesn't 
actually cost much (if any) more than the 
Image Writer. (Apple also has a fine series 
of non-dot-matrix printers, but we haven't 
tested them.) 

Richard has been using the DeskJet 
550C, which has a color capability, but in 
fact he seldom needs or uses color, in part 
because his primary computer is the NCR 
3170 laptop. You 
can hook a color 
monitor to the 
3170, and for some 
academic disci-
plines, the color ca-
pability would be 
important. Obvi-
ously, the 
DeskJet's color 
print quality at 300 
dots per inch isn't 
up to dye-sublima-
tion printer stan-
dards, but it's not 
bad—and a color 
cover, or a color illustration inserted into a 
term paper, can do wonders for getting a 
busy professor's attention. 

Richard reports that the DeskJet comes 
with printer drivers for both DOS and Win-
dows. The Windows drivers install on top 
of the standard printer drivers that come 
with Windows, and they slow Windows 
printing even more than usual. On the oth-
er hand, Windows gives a great deal more 
flexibility in fonts and formatting, and par-
ticularly for final drafts is usually the way 
to go. There's a software-selectable lower-
quality output you can use for faster print-
ing of intermediate drafts. 
The DeskJet's sheet feeder tends to be a 

bit fussy depending on what you're putting 
into it. There's also a problem with en-
velopes: some software doesn't recognize 
where the DeskJet thinks the envelope is. 
Getting things set properly to print the As-

cend daily appointment and record sheets 
is a bit of a task as well; but all in all, the 
DeskJet, either the black-and-white mod-
el or the fancier color model, is in my judg-
ment the right printer to send off to col-
lege with your student. Recommended. 

BSE's Flashdrive, a portable hard 
drive, was the other accessory we sent with 

Richard. That 
serves both as a 
backup system— 
when the 3170's 
drive became read-
only, he was able to 
save everything off 
to the Flashdrive— 
and a storage place. 
The Flashdrive is 
about the size of a 
cigar box and 
comes in a variety 
of capacities. In-
stallation is simple, 

You can have 700 
MB of storage in a 
system you can hold 
in the palm of your 
hand. Amazing. 

and I've used these 
drives for years without problems. They 
now have a new model featuring Toshi-
ba's 340-MB 2'h-inch hard drive. All the 
Flashdrives work fine compressed with 
Stacker—I don't recommend MS-DOS 6 
compression—meaning that you can have 
700 MB of storage in a system you can 
hold in the palm of your hand. Amazing. 

I consider a CD-ROM drive es-
sential to any college—or high school 
for that matter—student's computing 
equipment. Years ago, I said for the record 
that "CD-ROM will change the world," a 
sentiment that Microsoft Press used to 
quote on every CD-ROM they published; 
and that prediction is coming true. There 
was a recent Wall Street Journal article 
about how the CD-ROM has revolution-
ized educational publishing. That revolu-
tion will continue: you can now tailor-

make CD-ROMs for particular schools, 
courses, and classes, and produce them 
economically. CD-ROMs offer a vast 
amount of information on nearly any sub-
ject you like, all organized and indexed 
for rapid searches. Incidentally, this is go-
ing to be of increasing importance to local 
school boards, because textbooks tend to 
drive curricula. 
A good CD-ROM drive for school use is 

the SyDOS Personal CD-ROM Drive. This 
is a small, self-contained unit that inter-
faces through your computer's parallel 
port. Hook it to a portable computer, and 
you can use your system in places where 
they won't let you check out the CD-ROM. 
You can transfer selected data onto your 
hard disk for incorporating into papers and 
reports. The SyDOS Personal CD-ROM 
Drive is bundled with a number of CD-
ROM packages, and it's a good deal. Un-
fortunately, parallel-port access is slow 
compared to an internal drive. 
The interesting thing about the SyDOS 

drive is that there's also an interface bus 
card for desktop systems that will let you 
use that same CD-ROM drive for multi-
media as if it were an internal unit. Of 
course, the Tandy Sensation comes with 
a CD-ROM drive; and for upgrading desk-
top systems without a CD-ROM, I rec-
ommend Creative Labs' Multimedia Up-
grade Kit, which gives you both internal 
CD-ROM and sound capability. 

Incidentally, the SyDOS parallel inter-
face software was written by BSE, so I 
have great confidence in it. I've never had 
a problem with anything BSE does. 

Once you have a CD-ROM drive, 
you'll fmd many almost indispensable CD-
ROM titles. One is the updated Microsoft 
Bookshelf, which incorporates a reason-
able encyclopedia, Bartlett' s Familiar 
Quotations, The American Heritage Dic-
tionary, and more. ( Bookshelf is included 

ROMDISK 
SOLID STATE Disk Emulators and PCMCIA Products 
Board Level Disk 

Emulators 
• Capacities from 180K to 14MB 
• Flash, EPROM and battery-
backed SRAM technologies 
• Dual Drive and Hard Drive 
emulation support 
• High performance and low 
cost models available 

•8 and 16 Bit ISA Bus support 

PCMCIA Carddrives 
and Host Adapters 

•100% PCMCIA 2.0 compliant 
•Software support for all types 
of memory and I/O Cards 
•Can be used in desktop and 
embedded PC environments 

-Internat and external floppy 
drive adapters and boards 
•Memory cards & Controller ICs 

31/2 "and 51/4" Disk 
Drive Models 

-Flash IDE Drives 
with capacities 
from 2.5 to 40MB 
-DRAM Based high 
performance SCSI 
drives with capaci-
ties from 16MB to 
256MB 

CURTIS, INC. 

Features and 
Applications 

•Autoboot capability, all drives. 
Support for all popular operat-
ing sytems 

•Applications: Embedded 
Systems, Diskless PCs, High 
Performance PCs, LANs, 
Medical, CAD/CAM, POS, 
Industrial Control, etc. 

hulustry Leader in Disk Emulation Products 418 W. County Rd. D • St. Paul, MN 55112 612/631-9512. FAX 612/631-9508 
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Coffee,Tea or Duvet. 

Announcing British Airways First Class Sleeper Service." It puts you in total control of your flight. Choose all your 
in-flight options before you board, slip into one of our special sleeper suits and relax. You see, we've finally put to bed 
the notion that airline seats can't be slept in. It's the way we make you feel that makes us the world's favourite airline. 

BRITISH AIRWAYS 
The world's favourite airline. 
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For More Information 

Ascend is the best Windows-based calendar and 
time management program I've seen. It's $249 
from Franklin Quest Co., 2550 South Decker 
Lake Blvd., Suite 26, Salt Lake City, UT 84119, 
(800) 877-1814 or (801) 975-9992. Circle 1146 
on Inquiry Card. 

Buzz Aidrin's Race Into Space ($69.95) re-
creates the space race of the 1960s. Build up 
your systems. Allocate funds to R&D. Watch a 
Mercury ship rise from the Cape and zoom off to 
orbit. Interplay Productions, 17922 Fitch Ave., 
Irvine, CA 92714, (800) 969-7529 or (714) 
553-6678. Circle 1147. 

HP's Desidet ink-jet printers are both reliable 
and affordable. The Desidet Portable sells for 
$479 from Hewlett-Packard Co., Direct 
Marketing Organization, P.O. Box 58059, 
MS511L-SJ, Santa Clara, CA 95051, (800) 752-
0900. Circle 1148. 

Flash«Moe portable hard drives connect to your 
printer port or use an add-in card. Drive sizes 
range from 25 MB to 340 MB, and prices are 
from $299 to $1049. The BSE Co., Inc.. 2114 
North Fourth St., Flagstaff, AZ 86004, (602) 
527-8843. Circle 1149. 

DeLorme Mapping's Nobel Explorer is the 
most detailed CD-ROM world atlas I've ever 
seen. The Street Atlas USA CD-ROM offers 
street maps for every major city in the U.S. Both 
are available for DOS systems and sell for 
$169. Contact DeLorme Mapping, Lower Main 
St., P.O. Box 298, Freeport, ME 04032, (207) 
865-1234. Circle 1150. 

Library of the Future, 2nd Edition offers the 
complete text of over 950 classic works on CD-
ROM. It requires DOS and sells for $299 from 
Wald Library Inc., 12914 Haster St., Garden 
Grove, CA 92640, (800) 443-0238 or (714) 
748-7197. Click 1151. 

Monarch Notes on CD-ROM ($69.95) 
summarizes the great works of literature for 
harried college students. Great literature 
($54.95) contains the text of 1896 classics. 

Both are DOS programs only. They're available 
from the Bureau of Electronic Publishing, 141 
New Rd., Parsippany, NJ 07054, (800) 828-
4766 or (201) 808-2700. Ckde 1152. 

The NCR 3170 notebook computer has 
wonderful provisions for communications, does 
Windows extremely well, and is an all-around 
handsome and handy unit. Prices start at 
$2533. Contact NCR Corp., 1700 South 
Patterson Blvd., Dayton, OH 45479, (800) 225-
5627 or (513) 445-5000. Circle 1153. 

Palindrome's Network Archivist backup 
system uses a unique DAT rotation system to 

ensure that your system or server never loses 
data. Prices start at $1695 (software only) or 
$4695 (with Fast2000 DAT drive) from 
Palindrome Corp., 600 East Diehl Rd., 
Naperville, IL 60563, (800) 288-4912 or (708) 
505-3300. Circle 1154. 

OS/2 2.1, IBM's robust 32-bit operating 

system, runs DOS and Windows applications in 
a true multitasking environment that's pretty 
well bulletproof. It sells for $249 ($99 on CD-
ROM or $119 on disk until September 14). 
Professional programmers will also want the 

Device Driver Source Kit for OS/2, available on 
CD-ROM for $499 ($59.95 through September 
14) from IBM Corp., 1 Old Orchard Dr., Armonk. 
NY 10504. (800) 633-8266. Circle 1155. 

The SyDOS Personal CD-ROM Drive 
($499) is a small, serf-contained unit that 
hooks directly to your desktop or laptop 
computer's printer port. Contact SyDOS at 
16501 Park of Commerce Blvd., Suite 110, 
Boca Raton, FL 33487, (800) 437-9367 or 
(407) 998-5400. Circle 1156. 

The Tandy Sensation is a complete 
multimedia computer system and software 
bundle that's well suited for first-time users. It 
sells for $1999 (excluding monitor) from Tandy 
Corp., 1500 One Tandy Center, Fort Worth, TX 
76102, (817) 878-4969. Circle 1157. 

Windows NT ($495) and Windows NT 
Advanced Seaver ($1495) are 32-bit 
multitasking operating systems for networks 
and client/server applications that use the 
Windows GUI. Programmers will want the WIn32 
SDK CD-ROM ($69) and the WM32 Device 
Driver Kit CD-ROM ($69). 

The Microsoft Bookshelf CD-ROM ($195) 
incorporates an encyclopedia, book of 

quotations, thesaurus, dictionary, and other 
handy research tools. Microsoft Excel ($495) 
and Microsoft Word for Windows ($495) will 
cover about 80 percent of a college student's 
needs. Contact Microsoft Corp., 1 Microsoft 
Way, Redmond, WA 98052, (800) 426-9400 or 
(206) 882-8080. For developers: (800) 227-
4679. Circle 1156. 

with the Tandy Sensation.) Another is the 
Bureau of Electronic Publishing's Mon-
arch Notes, and you definitely should look 
into their various history and literature 
CD-ROMs. Their Great Literature CD-
ROM has 1896 complete classic works, 

plus illustrations. Then there's the Library 
of the Future, which has about a thousand 
literary titles. There's considerable, but 
not complete, overlap with the Great Lit-
erature CD-ROM. 

DeL,orme Mapping makes a series of 

maps on CD-ROM, including Street At-
las USA, with street maps of every major 
city in the U.S. Another, Global Explorer, 
has to be the most detailed CD-ROM 
world atlas I've ever seen. 

There are also hundreds of specialized 

THE ONLY SOFTWARE TEST SYSTEM YOU CAN TRUST! 

EVALUATOR THE NON-INTRUSIVE AUTOMATED SOFTWARE TESTING SYSTEM 
The Evaluator is hardware-base so that no code is loaded on the target computer. 

Testing is totally non-intrusive and does not affect the behavior of the software being 

tested. Excellent for performance testing: 

- No memory load 

- No CPU cycles on the target machine 

Effectively test GUIs with the new Test Designer for GUI! Work in an open environ-

ment and produce output in C or C++. Full support for any GUI based application. 

- lightening fast synchronized testing 

- ICON/PATTERN recognition 

- dynamic Windows environment 

- X, Y mouse control 

Run your test over several platforms, including Windows, OS/2, DOS and UNIX. 

With the Evaluator you can use the same test to port from one platform to another. 

Save time and money by testing your software applications with the Evaluator 

Automated Testing Tool. Call for more information. 

DOS pS12 WINDOWS GU/ UNIX 0S/2 

Eastern Systems Inc. 

The Software Testing Solution 

P.O. Box 310 Hopkinton, MA 01748 

(508) 435-2151 FAX ( 508) 435--25 1 7 

Circle 293 on Inquiry Card. 



PC Digest 
RA77NGS REPORT 

MICROSYSTEMS 
REPORTER 
The Independent Comparative Ratings Report for Selecting PC Systems 

TRUTH IN HARDWARE 
Vendors make performance claims. 
Compatibility claims. Support promises. 

As a buyer of PCs and peripherals, you 
need the TRUTH. Based on objective, 
head-to-head tests of major 
competitors in each product category. 
So you can choose the right products 
the first time. 

Since the dawn of the microcomputer 
era, buyers making high-stakes purchases 
have been using National Software Testing 
Laboratories (NSTL) for authoritative 
evaluations of standalone and networked 
systems and peripherals. 

NSTL originated the concept of testing PC 
products. Today our state-of-the-art 
benchmarks and methodologies set the mark 
that others imitate. 

ACCESS TO NSTL TEST RESULTS 
PC Digest, published by NSTL/BYTE, gives you 
direct access to NSTL's test results. So you can 
make smarter, easier, more confident purchase 
and upgrade decisions. 

No other testing system uncovers core 
performance, versatility and usability differences. 
We force products to show their strengths and 
weaknesses in head-to-head, feature-to-feature 
competition. In real-world, applications-based 
environments like the one you work in every day. 

FREE BINDER 

To help you 
build your 
resource 
library, you get 
a FREE 
durable, 3-ring 
binder with 
tabbed subject 
dividers upon 
payment. 

2 FREE ISSUES 
Include payment with 
your order now (check 

or credit card) and 
receive two additional 

issues with our 
compliments. 

woo." 

•-
«"'"" 

PC Digest is published 20 times a 
year by NSTL, the industry's first 
and most authoritative 
independent testing laboratory. 

CLEAR-CUT WINNERS 
The result: cleareut winners that give you 
the best value for your money. Concisely 
and clearly described by expert test 
technicians — without ads or distractions 
of any kind. 

Every issue focuses on a new technology 
that you need to know — or features a 
roundup of established technologies in 
price-competitive categories. 

• 486 66MHz systems 
• EISA Ethernet cards 
• Pen systems 
• Mobile computers 
• Multimedia upgrades 
• Unix servers 
• High res monitors 
• Color notebooks 
• SCSI disk drives 
• PostScript printers 

• CD-ROMs 
• 9600 V.42 bis modems 

PC Digest's features charts are so complete that 
vendors consult them before designing 
upgrades. Shouldn't you consult us before 
buying your next piece of equipment? 

ORDER NOW! 
YES, please enter my subscription to PC Digest for one year (20 
issues) at $445, and send my free binder with my first issue. If I elect 
to include payment now, add two additional issues to my subscription 
at no cost. I must be completely satisfied with PC Digest or I will 
receive a full refund of my entire investment. 

MAIL TO: PC Digest, P.O. Box 551, Hightstown, NJ 08520-0551 

NAME 

COMPANY NAME 

COMPANY Al)DRESS 

CITY/STATE/ZIP 

PHON1 

PAYMENT INFORMATION: 

Payment enclosed 

Please bill me P.O. e required 

Charge my: U Visa U MasterCard E AMEX 

ACCOUNT NUMBER 

EXPIRATION DATE 

SIGNA1TRE 

Orders outside North America: Please add CS 520. for airmail delivery. 

PCBY933 

PHONE 

1-800-257-9402 

FAX 

609-426-5434 

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE 

If at any time you are not 
COMPLETELY satisfied with your 

subscription, you will receive a full 
refund of your entire investment. 



Pournelle 

No Doubt 

YOU're 
the 

Expert! 

BYTE READERS are 
considered experts in 

today's complex 

computer environment. 
When you need to make 

decisions, BYTE 
editorial is there to give 
information on current 
products and emerging 

technologies. 

And when you order 
products, BYTE 

advertisers are ready 
to answer your every 

need. Use the 
convenient toll-free 

numbers in this issue, 
and remember to say: 

You Saw it in 

El VIE 

CD-ROMs, on subjects from anatomy to 
zoology. 

Exeter Software publishes an in-
teresting catalog called Scientific Software 
for Teaching and Research. (You can con-
tact them at 100 
North Country Rd., 
Building B, Se-
tauket, NY 11733.) 
It's intended more 
for teachers than 
students, but it does 
show the kinds of 
scientific-education 
software available. 
I haven't been able 
to look at every-
thing in their cata-
log, but many of 
the programs they 
feature have been 
recommended in this column, and I see 
none I dislike in there. 

I recommend that if 
you're going to do a 
lot of file moves 
under W4WG, back 
things up first. 

My disk directory got munged 
the other day. I knew when I tried to do 
disk defragmentation and was told that I 
had lost chains. Norton Disk Doctor—an 
indispensable program—found the lost 
chains and reported that my directory struc-
ture was invalid; in particular, the \ASKSA 
directory wasn't really a directory, and did 
I want it turned into a file? I didn't have 
much choice, so I let NDD do that. 

Fortunately, I had backed up the sys-
tem since the last time I used askSam, so 
it would be no trick restoring everything 
from Network Archivist—except it was. 
Network Archivist gave a cryptic mes-
sage and asked for tapes; eventually it 
asked for every tape I'd ever made, after 
which it said it couldn't restore that di-
rectory. 

Inspection showed why: there was a file 
called ASKSAM (made by NDD, of 
course), and since that file existed, Net-
work Archivist couldn't create a directory 
with that naine. Once the file was erased, 
it did the restoration in seconds using only 
one tape. Annoying, but if that's the worst 
thing Network Archivist ever does to me, 
I can't complain. 
I can't prove it, but I think what munged 

my directory in the first place was mov-
ing files across the Windows for Work-
groups network. I had a similar problem 
the last time I used W4WG's File Man-
ager to move a couple of directories. When 
I get this column out, I'm going to back 
things up good and do some tests; mean-
while, I recommend that if you're going 
to do a lot of file moves under W4WG, 
back things up first. 

The game of the month is Buzz 
Aldrin's Race Into Space. This is an ex-
citing and well-done representation of the 
original space race. Build up your systems. 
Allocate funds to R&D. Watch a Mercury 
ship rise from the Cape and zoom off to or-

bit—or blow up, as 
many of them did. 
Digitized anima-
tion, photos, music, 
and sound effects— 
it's all there, and all 
told by people who 
were there when it 
happened. 
My only objec-

tion to this game is 
that you're stuck 
with the historical 
alternatives: back in 
those heady days, 
some of us advo-

cated systems and approaches that I still 
think would have worked better. That's a 
minor quibble, though. This game cap-
tures a lot of the look and feel of NASA's 
glory days. Get one for your son or daugh-
ter. 
The book of the month is the revised 

edition of James Dale Davidson and Lord 
William Rees-Mogg's The Great Reckon-
ing (Simon & Schuster, 1993). It's subti-
tled Protect Yourself in the Coming De-
pression, and I hope I'm being an alarmist 
in recommending it. 
The computer books of the month are 

the Waite Group series on Visual Basic. 
Microsoft's Visual Basic 3.0 is a wonder-
ful program, and those who learn it will 
not regret that. The Waite Group has done 
a splendid job with books for everyone 
from beginners to advanced programmers. 

I know I promised more on net-
working, and I'll get to that Real Soon 
Now. Meanwhile, the computer industry 
continues to be a bright spot in the gener-
al economic gloom, and I can't emphasize 
enough that it's worth whatever you have 
to do to get your kids a good start as com-
puter users—and to keep up with it your-
self. • 

Jerry Pournelle holds a doctorate in psychology 
and is a science fiction writer who also earns a 
comfortable living writing about computers 
present and future. Jerry welcomes readers' 
comments and opinions. Send a self-addressed, 
stamped envelope to Jerry Pournelle, do BYTE, 
One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 
03458. Please put your address on the letter as 
well as on the envelope. Due to the high volume 
of letters, Jerry cannot guarantee a personal 
reply. You can also contact him on BIX as 
"jerryp." 
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SOME APPLICATIONS NEED A 
REAL REALTIME OPERATING SYSTEM 
Whether you're monitoring a nuclear reactor or handling credit-
card transactions, you need realtime performance you can count 

on around the clock. The kind of performance QNX • has 

delivered for well over a decade. ,----QN X sustains a host of 

successful mission-critical applications in a wide range of 
industries. From POS to medical instrumentation, from SCADA 

to voice mail, thousands of VARs and OEMs 

rely on QNX for their realtime solutions. It's 

easy to see why. QNX is a microkernel OS 

combining realtime executive-class speed with 

a rich, self-hosted development environment. 

You won't have to waste time on cross-

development, so you'll see faster time- to-market and easier 

maintenance for your applications.—'QNX is remarkably 

flexible. You can easily strip it down to an embedded system or 

build it up to a vast network serving hundreds of CPUs. ,---"QNX 

follows Open Systems standards like POSIX and TCP/IP, so all 

your applications become all the more portable and 
interoperable. And you can run most popular 

DOS packages- even Microsoft ° Windows- 3.1 

in standard mode under QNX..----,So if you're 

looking for a time-tested foundation for your 

mission-critical applications, it's time for a real 

realtime solution..---,It's time for QNX. 

W E W ORK IN REAL TIME.' 

1-800-363-9001 
EXT. lot, 

Circle 135 on Inquiry Card. 

QNX SOFTWARE SYSTEMS LTD. 175 TERENCE MATTHEWS CRESCENT, KANATA, ONTARIO, C ANADA K2M 1W 8 TEL:613-591-0931 • Fwx:613-591-3579 

QNX Software Systems Ltd. 19IZI QNX is a registered trademark of QNX Software Systems Ltd. Microsoft is a registered trademark and Windmss is a trademark of Mcrosoft Corporation. 



What's New 
ACTIVE-COLOR NOTEBOOK y 
The ('ompuAdd 425TXT note-
book computer ($3695) from 
CompuAdd Computer ( Austin, 
TX) has a 91/2-inch active-matrix 
display with 640- by 480-pixel 
resolution and 256 colors. Based 
on a 25-MHz 486SX, the 6.1-

pound notebook includes a 200-
MB hard drive, an internal fax 
modem, 4 MB of RAM, 512 KB 
of video memory, a PCMCIA 
slot, and a built-in trackball. 

Phone: (512)250-2000. 
Circle 1139 on Inquiry Card. 

NETWORK TIFF-IMAGE PRINTING 
From Talaris Systems (San 
Diego, CA), the I7-ppm I 794FT 
Imagestation ($7490) network 
laser printer can accept simulta-
neous TIFF files from a variety 
of inputs without host software 
or setup commands. The 1794FT 
automatically skips ASCII ban-
ner pages and recognizes and 
switches among eight optional 
printer languages. 

Plume: (619) 587-0787. 
Circle 1067 on Inquiry Card. 

VOICE-PROCESSING PACKAGE 
Talking Technology's (Alame-
da. CA) multiline Voice Ranger 
($599) card records and plays 
messages in compressed and un-
compressed modes under DOS. 
The two-port Voice Ranger is 
expandable to 16 ports. The card 
can record speech simultaneous-
ly. from multiple lines. 

Phone: (510) 522-3800. 
Circle 1271 on Inquiry Card. 

Hardware 
PCMCIA SERIAL CARD 
The Serial I/O Card ( 5215) from 
Socket Communications (Hay-
ward, CA) fits into a PCMCIA 
Type II slot to provide serial data 
transfer rates of up to 115,200 
bps. You configure the commu-
nications parameters port via 
software. The 5-ounce unit has 
an attached cable that is 8 inches 
long, terminating in a male DB-
9 connector. Power consumption 
from the host system is 150 mW 
when active and 50 mW when 
inactive. 

Phone: (800) 552-3300 or 
(510) 670-0300. 
Circle 1144 on Inquiry Card. 

MULTIMEDIA CARD AND DRIVE 
A Multimedia Upgrade Kit 
($499) from ATI Technologies 
(Thornhill, Ontario, Canada) in-
cludes an ATI Stereo F/X-CD 
sound card, a Mitsumi LU005 
internal CD-ROM drive, and 
Windows Master and Game 
Master CD-ROM disks. The 

sound card has 8-bit, 44-kHz 
stereo playback and 22-kHz 
stereo recording capabilities, and 
the CD-ROM drive exceeds 
MPC specifications. 

Phone: (416) 882-2600. 
Circle 1276 on Inquiry Card. 

FAST FOUR-PORT PRINT SERVER 
NetAdvantage PSC ($795) is an 
internal, four-port printer-server 
card for workstations. From Pro-
tec Microsystems (Pointe-Claire, 
Quebec, Canada), the card oper-
ates at up to 120 Mbps per port, 
and you can install up to four 

WORKSTATIONS WITH FASTER GRAPHICS 
Two graphics accelerator boards based on the S3-928 chip 
set provide improved graphics performance for Mobius's 
Protege workstations (from $3883). The workstations in-
clude 16 MB of RAM, a 240-MB hard drive, a monitor, Unix 
software, and a CX+ or CX+ TrueColor VESA Local Bus inter-
face board. The boards have a standard resolution of 1280 
by 1024 pixels with 256 colors. The CX+ TrueColor board 
can also run at 1600 by 1200 pixels in 256 colors. 

Contact: Mobius Computer Corp., Pleaumum, CA. (‘VIO) 
662-4871 or (510)460-5252. 
Chid* 1061 on Inquiry Card. 

cards per workstation. Each card 
can log and serve eight file 
servers and up to 64 print queues. 
Printers can be up to 200 feet 
from the card and use unshielded 
twisted-pair cables and Ri-45 
connectors. NetAdvantage, com-
patible with Ethernet, ARCnet, 
and token ring, runs indepen-
dently of DOS or Windows ap-
plications. 

Phone: (800) 363-8156 or 
(514)630-5832. 
Circle 1134 on Inquiry Card. 

PCMCIA FAX MODEMS 
Designed to fit into a PCMCIA 
Type II slot, GVC Technologies' 
(Sparta, Ni) FM144/144V(P) fax 
modem ($499) operates as a 
V.32bis modem with I4,400-bps 
send/receive Group 3 fax capa-
bilities. The unit also includes 
V.42bis/MNP 5, V.42 error con-
trol, and automatic speed selec-
tion. Modifiable nonvolatile 
RAM can hold up to four tele-
phone numbers. 

Phone: (201) 579-3630. 
Circle 1132 on Inquiry Card. 

Multi-Tech Systems' ( Mounds 
View, MN) MT1432LT data/fax 
modem ($599) fits into a Type 
11 PCMCIA expansion slot. The 
MT1432LT incorporates V.32-
bis/V.42bis data and V.I 7 fax 
standards and includes Multi-
Express data-communications 
and MultiExpressFax software. 
You can remotely configure the 
unit and use its flash PROM for 
upgrades from the company's 
BBS. 

Phone: (800) 328-9717 or 
(612) 785-3500. 
Circle 1133 on Inquiry Card. 
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Hardware 
HEAVY-DUTY CURSOR 
CONTROLLER 
Designed For unfriendly envi-
ronments, the DuraPoint cursor 
controller ($279) from Interlink 
Electronics (Camarillo, CA) con-
tains no moving parts and is 

sealed against liquids, dirt, and 
dust. Compatible with DOS, 
Windows, and OS/2, the unit in-
cludes serial and PS/2 mouse-
port interfaces. 
Phone: (805)48-1 1331. 
Circle 1275 on Inquiry Card. 

PCMCIA SCSI ADAPTER 
New Medias ( Irvine, CA) Vi-
sual Media PCMCIA SCSI 
adapter card ($229) lets you con-
nect your Type 1 PCMCIA 
slot—equipped laptop or note-
book computer to as many as 
seven logical SCSI-based pe-
ripherals via a 22-inch cable with 
Centronics, DB-25, or SCSI-2 
connector options. The card in-
cludes 512 KB of memory, an 
ASPI Manager driver, diagnos-
tics, and test software. 

Phone: ( 714)453-0100. 
Circle 1069 on Inquiry Card. 

AUTOMATIC COLOR MONITORS 
An 8.- hit microprocessor auto-
matically controls the picture 
size, position, brightness, con-
trast, and color balance of 
Idek/liyama North America's 
(Warminster, PA) 21-inch, 1600-
by 1200-pixel VisionMaster col-
or monitors (from $2895). You 
can manually adjust color tem-
peratures for color matching for 
color printers and other moni-
tors. The Idek monitors meet 
EPA and European energy-say-

ing requirements and MPR II 
low-radiation safety standards. 

Phone: (215)957-6543. 
Circle 1070 on Inquiry Card. 

400-DPI PLOTTERS 
Xerox Engineering Systems' 
(Stamford, CT) 8770 Series plot-
ters (from $25,900) incorporate 
the company's patented Ad-
vanced Silicon Imaging to print 
documents with laser-like qual-
ity (400 dpi). The plotters have 
high-voltage integrated circuit-
ry that's etched onto an amor-
phous silicon wide-format print 
head and feeds a rectangular nib. 
The plotters operate with 24- or 
36-inch media, including opaque, 
vellum, and translucent paper 
and clear and matte-back film. 

Phone: (800)937-8255 or 
(203) 968-3000. 
Circle 1071 on Inquiry Card. 

PORTABLE MULTIMEDIA PC • 
Hie lunch box—style Regal/Mul-
timedia Portable PC ($4995) 
from Micro Express (Santa Ana, 
CA) is based on a 33-MHz 
486DX and includes a 10-inch 
active-color VGA LCD display, 
a CD-ROM drive, a 200-MB 
hard drive, a Sound Blaster Pro 
card, external stereo speakers, 
and a microphone. Simultaneous 
LCD and external Super VGA 
displays are possible. 

Phone: (800)989-9900 or 
(714) 852-1400. 
Circle 1068 on Inquiry Card. 

MULTIMEDIA PC/111 ADAPTER 

The Presenter Plus Sound ($595) adapter tras input and out-
put audio capabilities designed to let you add sound to video 
presentations without using a sound board You plug the 
adapter into your computer system's parallel port. The unit 
has a jack for a microphone or a standard telephone headset 
and can play back 16- bit WAV-format sound. Included are 
Asymetrix Compel multimedia presentation software, a PC-
to-TV interface, IV font software, video and audio cables, a 
VGA extension cable, and a power supply. 

Contact: Consumer Technology Northwest, Inc., Beaverton, 
OR, (800) 356-3983 or (503) 643-1662. 
Circle 1060 on Inquiry Card. 

ONE-FINGER TYPING AID 
Intended principally for one-fin-
ger typing, the Keypen ($98) 
from AIZ (Idaho Falls, ID) is a 
stylus for pressing keys on a key-
board. The pen-like wand has 
01.1, Alt, and right- and left-hand 
Shift buttons and a small rubber 
tip. For a Ctrl, Alt, or Shift func-
tion, you use the keys on the 

Keypen, eliminating the need to 
simultaneously hold down two 
keyboard keys. 

Phone: (800) 353-9736 or 
(208) 525-1814. 
Circle 1072 on Inquiry Card. 

A TRIO OF COLOR MONITORS 
[he Diamond Scan 15-, 17-, and 
21-inch color monitors (from 
$645) from Mitsubishi Electron-
ics America (Cypress, CA) in-
corporate 0.28-mm dot-pitch and 
flat-square CRTs with Invar 
masks. Resolutions range from 
1024 by 768 pixels ( 15-inch) to 
1600 by 1280 pixels (21-inch) 
noninterlaced. You can store a 
series of programmable setup 
parameters and factory presets 
in the Diamond Scan monitors' 
scan-mode memory. 

Phone: (800) 828-6372 or 
(714) 220-2500. 
Circle 1274 on Inquiry Card. 
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What's New 
DIAL- IN LAN SERVER 
From Liatew ay Communications 
(Irvine, CA), the 20-MHz 386SX 
LAN Access Server (from 
$1795) includes 4 or 8 MB of 
RAM, VGA capability, and data-
compression software. The com-
pact system connects directly to 
any NetWare-based Ethernet 
LAN as an independent node, 
eliminating the need for a dedi-
cated PC. Supplied with DOS 
5.0, the unit is compatible with 
several versions of NetWare. Ac-
cess method is via direct dial 
over switched analog lines and 
RS-232 at up to 57,600 bps. 

Phone: (800) 367-6555 or 
(714) 553-1555. 
Circle 1073 on Inquiry Card. 

CARD ADDS PS/2 HARD DRIVES 
You can mount two 2'h-inch IDE 
drives on a CardDrive ($ 179) 
and control two additional 3'h-
or 51/4-inch drives mounted else-
where in a system, for a total of 
four IDE hard drives. CardDrive 
plugs into a PS/2 Micro Chan-
nel—bus slot and is available with 
or without hard drives from Pro-
ductivity Enhancement Products 
(Laguna Hills, CA). The Card-
Drive is compatible with OS/2, 
DOS 3.0 through 6.0, Windows 
3.x, and Novell NetWare. The 
16-bit card is compatible with 
32-bit systems. 

Phone: (800)451-3475 or 
(714) 348-1011. 
Circle 1074 on Inquiry Card. 

UPS FOR FAXES, MODEMS, AND 
MORE 
From Upsonic (Tustin, CA), The 
Magician ($99) is a UPS that 
is designed for use with fax ma-

Hardware 
DESKTOP PC WITH FLAT-PANEL DISPLAY 

A 64,000-color active-matrix thin-film-transistor flat- panel 
display is standard with the APF4000 Series (from $5995) 
of 66-MHz 486DX2 desktop computer systems. Included are 
VESA Local Bus video, a 170-MB hard drive, a 1.44-MB 
floppy drive, and a PCMCIA Type II slot. Consuming less than 
50 W, the APF4000 has no cooling fan, which means quiet 
operation. The diminutive system measures 9 by 10 inches 
and weighs 14 pounds. Ethernet and Token Ring interfaces 
are available. 

Contact: APF, Greenville, SC, (803) 244-4416. 
Circle 1062 on Inquiry Card. 

chines, modems, and other small 
business equipment. The UPS 
provides power- and data-line 
surge protection as well as bat-
tery-backup power. During a 
power outage, The Magician pro-
vides a fax machine with up to 
45 minutes of standby battery 
time, or up to 15 pages of trans-
mission and up to 20 pages of 
reception. An audible alarm sig-
nals when power is lost. Mea-

suring 3 by 31/4 by 
101/4 inches, The 
Magician UPS unit 
weighs 6 pounds. 

Phone: (800) 
877-6642 or 
(714) 258-0808. 
Circle 1137 

on Inquiry Card. 

A LOW-COST ETHERNET 
ADAPTER 
Implementing the ISA bus-mas-
ter DMA mode for low CPU uti-
lization and high throughput, the 
HP PC LAN Adapter NC/16 TP 
($119) from Hewlett-Packard 
(Palo Alto, CA) supports 14 ma-
jor network operating systems. 
The HPNCSet utility software 
auto-configures the DMA chan-
nel and other parameters and can 
run in a batch mode to set up 
multiple adapter installation. 

Phone: (800) 752-0900. 
Circle 1273 on inquiry Card. 

FAX PROTOCOL ANALYZER 
Used to monitor, capture, and 
analyze communications se-
quences between fax machines 
and/or PC fax cards, the GD-Fax 
protocol analyzer ($4200) in-

dudes card-resident data-capture 
and user- interface software. 
From Gray Associates (Truck-
ee, CA), the GD-Fax plugs into 
an AT slot and records T.30 and 
T.4 transaction and timing data 
to disk for analysis against 
CCITT standards. 

Phone: (916) 582-8623. 
Circle 1135 on Inquiry Card. 

ETHERNET PRINT SERVER 
The NPS 550 Ethernet Print 
Server ($695) from Axis Com-
munications (Danvers, MA) pro-
vides simultaneous printing ca-
pabilities for NetWare, TCP/IP, 
and EtherTalk environments. In-
cluded is support for two high-
speed Centronics parallel and 
one RS-232 serial printer with 
up to eight programmable logical 
printer entries and throughputs 
of up to 120,000 bps. The NPS 
550 also has status-logging, se-
curity, accounting, and multiple-
router-support features. 

Phone: (508) 777-7957. 
Circle 1131 on inquiry Card. 

PORTABLE PEER-TO-PEER 
ADAPTER 
An external LAN adapter that 
operates at 500,000 bps, Pocket 
WinLAN ($ 169) from Apexx 
Technology ( Boise, ID) uses a 
parallel port and telephone 
wiring to configure peer-to-peer 
networking via any networking 
software that supports Mi-
crosoft's NDIS driver specifica-
tion. You can daisy-chain as 

many as 250 PCs up to 600 feet 
away via the adapter's two RJ-11 
jacks. Included are a 25-foot 
phone cable and a driver disk. 

Phone: (208) 336-9400. 
Circle 1065 on Inquiry Card. 
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CTX 

0— nowEn 

CIX INTERNATIONAL 

20530 Earlgate Street 

Walnut, CA 91789 

909/595-6146 

Fax 909/595-6293 

crx sou"rH 
6090-F Northbelt Pkwy 

Norcross, GA 30071 

404/729-8909 

Fax 404/729-8805 

crx EAST 
146 Division Place 

Hackensack, NJ 07601 

201/646-0707 

Fax 201/646-1998 

CTX MIDWEST 

500 Park Blvd., Ste. 425 

Itasca, IL 60143 

708/285-0202 

Fax 708/285-0212 

CIX OEM 

1225 E. Crosby Rd., A21 

Carrollton. TX 75006 

214/416-9610 

Fax 214/245-7447 

9000 

As you may know, crx monitors are manufactured through stringent 
inturnationally recognized quality standards, such as ISO 9000. 

Authored by international Standards Organization (ISO), ISO 9000 was 

initially devised to meet the quality requirements of the European Economic 

Community (EEC) in 1993. It defines the basic ingredients of a quality system 

from design, production, inspection to service. Obtaining an ISO 9000 

certification is synonymous to having a seal of quality. 

CTX proudly presents to its world-wide users crisp, steady and brilliant 

images with advanced features, while maintaining its reliability and affordability. 

To get a closer look at the world-standard monitor, contact your nearest CTX 

dealer today. 
BA 5468N1 1451 . 1461 ... 1560,'154.1 , 1/64111   

CRT If ; If W '!4" 15 : 17" 

Det Fitch 0.28 mm 0.28 mm '• 0.28 mm ' 8.28mm 0.28 mm   : 0.28 mm   
S en Frequency H: 3038 KHz ' H: 30-38 KHz . H. 3D50 KHz : H: 30-60 KHz H: 30-60 KHz H: 30-65 KIP 

47-50 KHz 

V: 50-90 Hz „ V: 50-90 Hz ii: 50-90 Hz V: 50-90 Hz  V: 50-90 Itz  V: 50-901Iz  

linden 640:x480/72Hz 8004600/72Hz 1. 800x600/72Hz  8004600/72Hz 11(111,0500/7214z 10244768/72Hz 

24x168/111Hz . 1021x768/6014 1024x761/40liz .1024x/6B/72Hz. 1Q14x1610.7112_,1280x1.024/601t, 

Nee4eterteced 800x600/60Hz Yes Yes  ¡ Yes    Ys . Yes  
Full Saeen . Has Yes  ¡ Yes  ¡ Yes 

Low Radiation 5468LR  .r. 546811R 114511.1 146111 ! 1561M/15611.1 ' 176011 

Digital - Yes/-- Yes 

CTX 
Committed to Xellence 

Tecbnical Support 

1--800-888-2012 

BBS: (909) 594-8973 

CCopyright 1993. CTX International, Inc. All rights reserved. All brand or product names are trade marks or reetered trademarks of their respective owners. 

Circle 77 on Inquiry Cord ( RESELLERS: 78). 



What's New 

A A MONITOR WITH A TWIST 
A 15-inch color monitor for PCs 
running Windows provides por-
trait and landscape views. You 
can use Portrait/15 Plus ($799) 
from Portrait Display Labs (Fre-
mont, CA) in the usual landscape 
mode to run applications such 
as your Windows spreadsheet or 
database. Or you can physically 
rotate the monitor to a vertical 
orientation to run your Windows 
word processing or desktop pub-
lishing program. The monitor's 
vertical mode lets you view a full 
8'h- by 11-inch document. 

Phone: (510) 249-0444. 
Circle 1064 on Inquiry Card. 

POCKET DATA-ACQUISITION 
SYSTEM 
Modular Computer Concepts' 
(Huntington Beach, CA) MCC-
24 pocket A/D data-acquisition 
system (from $299) measures 2.5 
by .65 by 2 inches and plugs into 
a PC parallel port. Input speci-
fications are eight 12-bit chan-
nels and 0- to 5-V input with 
±30-V overvoltage protection. 
The MCC-24 requires no batter-
ies and no jumpers, and you con-
trol all functions via software. 
The converter includes pro-
gramming libraries; applications 
software is available. 

Phone: ( 714)965-0620. 
Circle 1136 on Inquiry Card. 

PC/VCR GRAPHICS CONVERTER 
With the Mediator LC ($599) 
graphics-to-video converter from 
VideoLogic (Cambridge, MA), 
you can record PC graphics on 

Hardware 
a VCR or output images in S-
Video, composite, or ROB video 
formats. The unit supports con-
version of 640- by 480-pixel 
VGA, Super VGA, or XGA 
graphics to NTSC video output 
and includes controls for image 
positioning, brightness, color, 
and picture quality. You can 
view images simultaneously on 
a PC and a video output device. 

Phone: (617) 494-0530. 
Circle 1138 on Inquiry Card. 

PC AND MAC FAX MODEMS 
Available in models for PCs 
($229) and Macs ($269), the 
SupraFaxModem 144LC exter-
nal fax modems from Supra 
(Albany, OR) operate at rates of 
up to 14,400 bps for fax and data 
communications. The metal-
cased units have two phone jacks 
and 13 status lights. For PCs, 
WinFax Lite and FaxTalk (fax) 
and COMit (data) software is in-
cluded; for Macs, Faxstf (fax) 
and MicroPhone LT (data) soft-
ware is included. 

Phone: (800)727-8772 or 
(503) 967-2400. 
Circle 1140 on Inquiry Card. 

HIGH-SPEED PORT/ 
PRINT BUFFER 
Conl igurable with up to 
4 MB of RAM, the Da-
taB laster buffer card 
(from $349.99) plugs 
into an AT-bus com-
puter and has a serial 
input/output rate of 
250,000 bps/19,200 bps 
and a parallel input/output rate 
of 25,000 cps/12,500 cps. From 
Blastronix (Murphys, CA), the 
card has serial/parallel and par-
allel/serial conversion built in; 
the included software controls 
configuration and diagnostics. 

Phone: (209)795-0738. 
Circle 1272 on Inquiry Card. 

FAST, FULL-COLOR PROOF 
PRINTER 
From Microtek Lab (Torrance, 
CA), the SnapPrint Instant Film 
Printer ($ 1499) produces con-
tinuous-tone color Polaroid prints 
from image files in less than 1 
minute; it takes 30 to 40 minutes 
for full color saturation. Snap-
Print uses standard Polaroid 990 
high-speed or Spectra high-def-

NETWARE RAID-5 ARRAY 

RAIDion IT 1120 for NetWare 3.11 and 4.0 ($6300) from 
Micropolis is a 1-GB, three-drive, fault-tolerant storage sub-
system that includes Novell-certified RAIDware optimized for 
NetWare drivers. Each self-contained module has a separate 
power supply, a cooling fan, and a disk drive; this facilitates 
hot-swapping and fast repairs. You can expand the subsys-
tem in 500-MB modules up to a total of 28 GB. 

Contact: Micropolis Corp., Chatsworth, CA, (818)709-3300. 
Circle 1063 on Inquiry Card. 

'ninon film and works with Mac 
Ils (with 5 MB of RAM and Sys-
tem 6.0.5 or higher) and PCs 
(with 8 MB of RAM and Win-
dows 3.0 or higher). 

Phone: (213) 321-2121. 
Circle 1141 on Inquiry Card. 

ISA GRAPHICS ACCELERATOR 
The Volante Warp24 graphics 
board (from $499 with 1 MB of 
video RAM) provides 1024- by 
768-pixel and 1280- by 1024-
pixel noninterlaced resolutions 
with 93-kHz horizontal scan and 
80-Hz vertical-refresh rates. 
From National Design (Austin, 
TX). the card includes color 
dithering, object shading, surface 
mapping, polygon pattern fills, 
and clipping, as well as BitBlt, 
hardware cursor, and line-draw 
Windows accelerator functions. 
A Windows screen utility lets 
you change resolution, font size, 
and vertical-refresh rate and 
restart Windows automatically. 

Phone: (512) 329-5055. 
Circle 1142 on inquiry Card. 

FULL-MOTION CAPTURE/ 
PLAYBACK BOARD 
Sigma Designs (Fremont, CA) 
WinMovie full-motion video-
capture and playback board 
($299) includes Video for Win-
dows, Xing Technology's Pic-
ture Prowler, and utility software. 
WinMovie captures video at 30 
fps from NTSC or PAL S-Video 
or composite sources, and it is 
compatible with all Super VGA 
adapters. The board supports res-
olutions of from 80 by 60 pixels 
to 640 by 480 pixels in 8-, 16-, or 
24-bit colors and requires at least 
a 33-MHz 386. 

Phone: (510)770-0100. 
Circle 1143 on Inquiry Card. 
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Now You Can Draw A Nozzle 
Without Getting Hosed. 

GenericCAD 
(under $500) 

DesignCAD 
(under $500) 

here is a serious misconception in the software 
industry that the more a program costs, the better it is... 
f you purchase a less expensive program, your results 

will suffer. 
It is time this rumor was laid to rest. 

To create this ad, our artists were asked to create the same 
drawing using three different programs with everything else being 
the same. Same computer, same graphics board, same monitor, etc. 
Each rendering was created with the program's base package. 

No add-ons. 
As you can see, DesignCAD produced the highest quality 

rendering while priced considerably less. 
In the interest of fairness, you could get a better rendering with 

American Small Business Computers 
One American Way, Pryor, OK 74361 

AutoCAD 
(over $3,500) 

AutoCAD providing you pay an additional $3,000 for their 
materials shading package (making your total cost almost $7,000.) 
But keep in mind DesignCAD comes complete with its own built-in 

materials rendering package at no extra charge. Plus, you can 
render directly on the drawing screen without having to export to 
a separate rendering package. 
We would also like to note that the AutoCAD drawing took the 

longest, was the most difficult to produce and continually caused 

our machine to crash. Of course we're not the PC Magazine labs. 
Although it's not generally true, there are times when you can get 

more for less. DesignCAD proves it. Your eyes see it. 
To get your own DesignCAD information pack with a free demo 

disk, just call, fax or write. 

Phone (918)825-7555 
Fax (918)825-6359 

Circle 65 on Inquiry Card. 



What's New 

EXTRA MUSCLE FOR CAD A 
TrueCAD for Windows ($395), a 
full-featured CAD package from 
Choice Computing (Los Altos, 
CA), lets you take advantage of 
the graphical environment and 
offers an intuitive interface that 
makes the program easy to use. 
Its construction geometry lets 
you quickly design and create 
complex entities. With DXF and 
HPGL import and export capa-
bilities, the software lets you 
share drawings with such appli-
cations as Word for Windows 
and CorelDraw. 

Phone: (800) 828-2770 or 
(415) 949-2615. 
Circle 1300 on Inquiry Card. 

BREATHING NEW LIFE INTO 
APPLICATIONS 
The Quantify software develop-
ment package (from $ 1198) mea-
sures the performance of a pro-
gram and its components and 
graphically displays its evalua-
tion. Pure Software (Sunnyvale, 
CA) says this will help C and 
C++ developers to pinpoint and 
eliminate performance bottle-
necks and improve the speed of 
their applications. The package 

Software 

uses Object Code Insertion tech-
nology to analyze entire pro-
grams, including shared and 
third-party libraries. 

Phone: (408) 720-1600. 
Circle 1292 on Inquiry Card. 

PUTTING A NEW FACE 
ON AUTOCAD 
YanaIcon ($99) provides an icon-
based interface for AutoCAD re-
lease 12. From Panacea (Lon-
donderry, NH), the software can 
take AutoCAD drawing files and 
convert them to iconic menus. 
Panalcon supports multiple nest-
ed icon menus that can be dy-
namically resized. By selecting 
an icon, you can call or execute 
any AutoCAD function, ADS, 
or AutoLisp routine. 

Phone: (800) 729-7420 or 
(603) 437-5022. 
Circle 1282 on Inquiry Card. 

TUNE UP YOUR HARD DISK 
SoftLogic Solutions' (Manches-
ter, NH) Disk Optimizer for 
Windows ($49.95) defragments 
the files on your hard disk while 
the system is idle. The applica-
tion enables you to consolidate 
the free space on your hard disk. 
A layout display shows you all 
the available space and its loca-
tion. Disk Optimizer for Win-
dows can handle large-capacity 
drives using expanded or ex-
tended memory. 

Phone: (603) 627-9900. 
Circle 1284 on Inquiry Card. 

MORE ANIMATION 
FOR WINDOWS 
Animation Paint Box ($299.95) 
from Azeena Technologies 
(Long Beach, CA) integrates 
painting and animation tools for 
the Windows environment. The 
package's onion-skin tool lets 
you simultaneously see the pre-
vious, current, and following 
frame of an animation for pre-
cise alignment of objects be-
tween frames. The rub-through 
tool brings underlying objects to 
the top screen. Animation Paint 
Box supports various file for-
mats, including AVI (Audio 
Video Interleave). 

Phone: (310) 988-1889. 
Circle 1283 on Inquiry Card. 

NATIVE C++ FOR THE MAC 
Symantec C++ 60 for Macin-
tosh ($499) provides a develop-
ment environment with a native 
C++ compiler and an incremen-
tal linker, which the company 
says reduces development time 
by linking only new or modified 
code to a program. The open en-
vironment from Symantec (Cu-
pertino, CA) lets you integrate 
preferred code editors and re-
source tools. 

Phone: (800) 441-7234 or 
(408) 253-9600. 
Circle 1288 on Inquiry Card. 

SPEED UP COMMERCIAL 
FORECASTING 
SmanForecasts 32-bit Batch Edi-
tion ($5995) helps you take on 
massive forecasting problems, 
such as estimating customer de-
mand for large inventories or 
projecting cash flow for finan-
cial institutions. The Smart Soft-
ware (Belmont, MA) program 
uses 386IDOS-Extender tech-
nology, providing greater inter-
nal data capacity and faster cal-
culations. 

Phone: (800) 762-7899 or 
(617) 489-2743. 
Circle 1285 on Inquiry Card. 

OCR SOFTWARE FOR WINDOWS 
TextBridge ($99) from Xerox 
Imaging Systems (Peabody, 
MA) lets you convert hard copies 
of documents into leading word 
processing, spreadsheet, and 
database formats while working 
in Windows. The OCR software 
accepts TIFF files from most fax-
modem software, and the Lexi-
fier enhanced technology im-
proves the software's handling 
of degraded and non-word-based 
documents. 

Phone: (800) 248-6550 or 
(508) 977-2000. 
Circle 1293 on Inquiry Card. 

E-AUTOMATE CROSS-PLATFORM WORK FLOW 
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letform for 
E-Mail's Mac ver-
sion (five users, 
$495; 20 users, 
$1495) joins DOS 
and Windows pack-
ages to provide 
cross-platform, en-
terprise-wide forms 
automation with a 
mail-enabled sys-
tem. The intelligent 

forms product includes work-flow tools that let you route 
and track forms using standard E-mail systems and your ex-
isting equipment and networks. 

Contact: JetForm Corp., Waltham, MA, (800) 538-3676 or 
(617) 647-7700. 
Circle 1278 on Inquiry Card. 
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Special Offer 

Only $49.95 all (800) 568-4607 

Tie Masterflece TrueType Font 
Libr ary from Attitude, Inc. now 
cortains over 150 one-of-a-kind, 
designer TrueType soft fonts. These 
totally unilue display and headline 
fonts are what you need in order to 
et the attention your Ille11105, 
brochures, flyers and correspondence 
deserve. And with the Masternece 
TrueType Font Library you'll have the 
headline fonts to complement you7'. 
Gollection of text faces. So don't 
settle for the basic vanilla text fonts. 
Get an Attitude! 
Also included :5 the new Attitude 

TrueType Installer. This utility will allow 
you to view any TrueType format font, 
either on screen or in a printout, as well 
as Install, remove or check if any font 
is already installed. 

Attitude, Inc. 
14742 each Blvd., Dept. 440 

La Mirada, CA. 90638 
TEL: (714) 680-8112 FAX: (714) 680-6640 

SA, rIASTEICAM)1 AMEX 1)1SCQ\IER 
Copyright 1993 fItt tode, Inc. All Rights Reserved 

Circle 290 on Inquiry Card. 



What's New 
PLAN YOUR 
PROJECTS IN 
WINDOWS 
Prisma Soft-
ware ( Cedar 
Falls, IA) has 
introduced 
GanttChart 
($89), a busi-
ness graphics 
program that 
you run under. 
Windows. The 
program orga-
nizes projects on worksheets and 
schedules them on time- line 
charts. You can tailor your 
screen display to focus on im-
portant aspects of a project. 
GanttChart allows you to create 
and print presentation-quality 
charts and switch their time 
frame among daily, weekly, or 
monthly increments with the 
click of a mouse. 

Phone: (800)437-2685 or 
(319)266-7141. 
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Circle 1287 on Inquiry Card. 

CRYSTAL BALLS FOR INVESTORS 
Money Maker for Windows 
($99) from Q-West Associates 
(San Diego, CA) graphically 
builds securities and portfolio 
analyses. After you define the 
type of investment that you're 
working on, a storyboard is as-
sembled, showing the potential 
gains and losses and the project-
ed rate of return under various 
market conditions. A financial 
toolbox assembles and tracks in-
vestments, profits, and costs. 

Phone: (6/9) 484-6648. 
Circle 1288 on Inquiry Card. 

With The Yellow Pad ($49.95), 
you can experiment with a vari-
ety of investment scenarios, ex-
amining the effects of different 
assumptions on your assets and 
income. The financial calculator 
from Orinda Software (Orinda, 
CA) can enter data on your total 
assets and perform one compu-
tation, or it can work with data 
for individual assets and income 
groups, computing a report for 
each one. 
Phone: (510) 154-3503. 

Circle 1289 on Inquiry Card. 

Software 

A 

BRIDGING COMMUNICATIONS 
PROTOCOLS 
zoonol ., ( Toronto, Ontario, 
Canada) X.400 & SMTP Dual 
Stack ( from US$8000) enables 
those using the SMTP and 
X.400 protocols on a Banyan 
Vines network to exchange mail. 
The software automatically con-
figures message-transfer agents 

and routing tables to simplify di-
rect connectivity. It also features 
audit trails and message logging 
and tracking. 

Phone: (416) 866-7442. 
Circle 1290 on Inquiry Card. 

ONE SMART X SERVER 
XVision 5 ($495; upgrade, $95), 
a PC server from VisionWare 
(Menlo Park, CA), lets you con-
nect via the X Window System 
standard to Unix and VMS host-
based applications while work-
ing in Windows or NT. The soft-
ware detects network transports, 
optimizes graphics speed, and 
substitutes fonts. XVision 5 of-
fers a drag-and-drop object-ori-
ented desktop, a built-in VT320 
terminal emulator, and file trans-
fer and local printing. 

Phone: (415) 325-2113. 
Circle 1291 on Inquiry Card. 

POWERFUL POINT-AND-CLICK EDITING 
FOR MOTIF USERS 
A Motif-based text editor, Siren Editor runs on several Unix 
platforms, including Sun SparcStation, HP 9000, IBM 
RS/6000, Silicon Graphics, and SCO workstations. Siren 
Editor offers column editing and traditional line-editing ca-
pabilities, and its window management facilities let you view 
and edit multiple files in an integrated environment. A shell 
extends the software's capabilities to include all Unix com-
mands, programs, and scripting facilities. Administrators 
can customize Siren Editor to meet their organization's 
needs. Prices: single user, $249; network, from $995. 

Contact: Siren Software Corp., Menlo Park, CA, (800) 
457-4736 or (415) 322-0600. 
Circle 1279 on Inquiry Card. 

Software Update 

Generic CADO 6.1 ($495), Au-
todesk (Bothell, WA), adds 
an AutoCAD-style menu 
option, an on-line function 

that cross-
references 
Generic 
CADD and 
AutoCAD 
commands, 

and the ability to write files in 
AutoCAD's DWG format. 

Phone: (800)228-3601 or 
(206)487-2233. 
Circle 1301 on Inquiry Card. 

Morph 2.0 ($239), Gryphon 
Software (San Diego, CA), 
adds dynamic morphing, 
caricaturing, and customized 
warping. 

Phone: (619) 536-8815. 
Circle 1302 on Inquiry Card. 

MKS RCS 6.1 ($349), Mortice 
Kern Systems (Waterloo, 
Ontario, Canada), adds sup-
port for Windows 3.1. 

Phone: (519) 884-2251 
Circle 1303 on Inquiry Card. 

Lazarus for Novell 1.5 (PC li-
cense. $74.Y9 server license, 
$299; site license, $ 1495), 
Software Marketing Group 
(Des Moines, IA), reduces the 
TSR size to under 4 KB, sup-
ports Open Data-Link Inter-
face drivers, and adds auto-
matic reattachment to servers. 

Phone: (515)284-0209. 
Circle 1304 on Inquiry Card. 

CorelDrew 4 ($595 U.S.; $695 
Canada), Corel (Ottawa, 
Ontario, Canada), adds an 
animation module, OCR soft-
ware, and more. See our 
review on page 169. 

Phone: (613)728-8200. 
Circle 1305 on Inquiry Card. 

NetWare for Macintosh 4.0 
($1195), Novell (Provo, UT), 
adds access to NetWare di-
rectory services, DOS file-
extension mapping, HFS CD-
ROM access, and more. 

Phone: (801)429-7000. 
Circle 1317 on Inquiry Card. 
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PICTURE 
WINDOWS. 
Picture This ... a real-time television monitor built right 
into your PC ... Now, picture using this monitor while 
running WindowsTM applications at the same time ... And, 
picture taking that crystal clear video image and resizing 
(right down to icon size!) or clicking and dragging it to 
any position on the screen as easily as moving any other 
Window ... This is Wfjn/7ITTM the video overlay, frame and 
clip capture board from Hauppauge Computer. 

Picture Perfect ... Using Win/TV and Microsoft's Video for 
Windows"', you can capture full motion video, saving 
synchronized audio and video clips to disk. With Win/TV's 
"frame grabber" you can capture any video frame and save 
it to disk in the most popular formats like TIFF, TGA, PCX 
and BMP Seemlessly integrate still and full motion video 
clips into multimedia applications such as databases, 
marketing and training presentations. Great for Microsoft 
PowerPoint, Asymetrix Compel, Corel Draw, Tempra and 
lots more! 

Picture Yourself ... owning your own "Windows on the 
World"! Access 122 channel television with Win/TV's 
built-in cable ready tuner, plus two optional video sources 
(video cameras, VCR's, laser disks, etc.) Maybe you want 
to work on you spreadsheets but don't want to miss an 
important news flash or a current stock market report. 
Keep an eye on current events while keeping control of 
your inventory! 

Whether you're enjoying live TV, grabbing a frame and 
exporting it to a desktop publishing document, or 
creating your own video clips with Microsofts' Video for 
Windows, you'll be wowed by the clarity of Win/TV 
images. 

Get Win/TV and open a window on some fresh, new and 
exciting possibilities. 

Suggested retail: $495.00 ($549.00 with Video for 
Windows) 

Available from PC Connection, Microwarehouse, PC Zone, 
plus many other computer stores throughout the U.S., 
Canada, Europe and Japan. 

GSA# GSOOK92AGS6156 PS01 

Trademarks: Win/TV: Hauppauge Computer Works; Windows, Video for Windows: 
Microsoft Corp.; Photoshop: Adobe Corp.; XPress: Quark. 

Circle 88 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 89). 

Habppstr 
File Display Qptions configure Help 

Capture the perfect video image with Win/TV's 
"frame grabber" - great for desktop publishing 
and presentations with impact! 

VidCap - CI1TEST.AVI 
File Edit Options Capture Help 
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Resize or reposition your Win/TV window 
anywhere on the screen. The "always-in-front" 
mode allows the video image to always be viewable. 

Hauppauge Computer Works, Inc. 
91 Cabot Court Hauppauge, NY 11788 

In N.Y. tel: (316)434-1600 fax: (316)434-3198 

800-443-6284 
In Europe (49)2161-17063 In the U.K.: 071-378-7309 



What's New Software 
AUTOMATED GUI TESTING 
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In what Software Quality Automation claims is the first auto-
mated GUI-testing solution to be implemented on a team/ 
workgroup model, SQA TeamTest ($1495 per license) inte-

grates automated GUI testing with team work-flow tracking 
and reporting. Based on a network Test Repository that 
coordinates the work of any number of testers on a network, 
the software is built on the company's Team Testing 
Architecture. During testing on individual PCs, the Test 
Repository is automatically updated during all stages of the 
process. 

Contact: Software Quality Automation, Woburn, MA, (800) 
228-9922 or (617)932-0110. 
Circle 1280 on Inquiry Card. 

MACS AND PCS SHARING DATA 
Conversions Plus ($ 149), a file 
transfer and translation utility 
from DataViz ( Trumbull, CT), 
lets you exchange documents be-
tween popular Mac and PC ap-
plications and retain original doc-

ument formatting. The package 
has a translator library with more 
than 350 translation combina-
tions for word processing and 
graphics programs and a Mac 
disk-mounting utility that moves 
files to and from high-density 
Mac disks inserted in PC drives. 

Phone: (203)268-0030. 
Circle 1294 on Inquiry Card. 

UNIX-BASED COLLABORATION 
X/TeleScreen ( initiator license. 
$995), an X Window System ap-
plication-collaboration tool based 
on Motif, lets X displays on Unix 
networks share unmodified, off-
the-shelf X applications. Na-

tional Information Systems' (San 
Jose, CA) software lets network 
users confer with each other; in-
teract with applications; and 
update documents, graphics, and 
spreadsheets in real time. X/ 
TeleScreen is available on cer-
tain Sun Microsystems, Silicon 
Graphics, and DEC workstations. 

Phone: (800)441-5758 or 
(408)985-7100. 
Circle 1295 on Inquiry Card. 

BUILDING VISUAL GUIS 
NN, Olt Centerline Solm are's 
(Cambridge, MA) ViewCenter 
for Motif ($2995), software de-
velopers can interactively create, 
modify, test, and generate C++ 
code and object components for 
GUIs. The development tool is 
based on Visual Edge's UIM/X 
2.5 GUI builder and is tightly in-
tegrated with CenterLine's Code-
Center and ObjectCenter Unix 

programming environments. 
ViewCenter for Motif supports 
certain Sun Microsystems and 
Hewlett-Packard workstations. 

Ph(me: (6/7) -198-3000 
Circle 1296 on Inquiry Card. 

MANAGING YOUR INVENTORY 
In‘entor) Anal) st Prot essional 
($495), a menu-driven, spread-
sheet-based inventory-control 
system for DOS and Windows 
users, does batch forecasting and 
scheduling for thousands of 
items simultaneously, automat-
ically chooses appropriate fore-
casting methods, and ranks and 
groups items by dollar volume. 
Intex Solutions' (Needham, MA) 
planning and analysis applica-
tion works with all DOS versions 
of Lotus 1-2-3, with Excel. and 
with Quattro Pro. 

Phone: (6/7) 449-6222. 
Circle 1297 on Inquiry Card. 

CUSTOMIZING INSTALLERS 
l'or developers and pnkluct man-
agers who want the ability to 
create custom installers for their 
products, Aladdin Systems' 
(Watsonville, CA) StuffIt In-
stallerMaker (prices vary) pro-
vides a selection of predefined 
destinations for files being in-
stalled and determines what files 
to load based on the configura-
tion of the end user's computer. 
The program compresses the 
files, reducing the number of dis-
tribution disks and providing 
one-button installation. 

Phone: (408) 761-6200. 
Circle 1298 on Inquiry Card. 

FINDING OUT ABOUT YOURSELF 
Brain Works ($49.99). a self- as-
sessment test that helps you de-
termine your own learning style, 
measures the extent to which you 
favor your right or left brain. The 
20 multiple-choice questions in 
the test, from Synergistic Learn-
ing ( East Grand Rapids, MI), 
involve subjects ranging from 
personal opinions to word asso-
ciations. 

Phone: (616) 956-7557. 
Circle 1299 on Inquiry Card. 

Software Update 

Crystal Ball 3.0 for Windows 

($295), Decisioneering (Den-
ver, CO), adds a chart that 
indicates the weight of each 
factor in its analysis, four 
probability distribution types, 
dynamic cell references, and 
an improved interface with 
Excel. 

Phone: (303)292-2291. 
Circle 1306 on Inquiry Card. 

BusinessWorks 8.0 ( from 
$395), Manzanita Software 
Systems (Roseville, CA), 
adds general ledger, accounts 
payable, accounts receivable, 
and system features. 

Phone: (9/6) 781-3880. 
Circle 1307 on Inquiry Card. 

BasePak 2.0 ($3800), Proto-
innin ( Trevose, PA), adds 

the ability to store video files 
on a Novell partition, support 
for additional video software 
platforms and compression 
technologies, utilities that 
maximize system perfor-
mance, and a customized 
network protocol. 

Phone: (215)245-2040. 
Circle 1308 on Inquiry Card. 

VBAssist 3.0 ($ 179), Sheridan 
Soltuaie Systems (Melville, 
NY), adds a drag-and-drop 
feature that links table 
columns to bound controls, 
the ability to update in one 
window all fields in a data-
base associated with the 
hound data control, and auto-
matic forms generation. 

Phone: (516)753-0985. 
Circle 1309 on Inquiry Card. 

CadDesign 3.0 ( lrom $395), 
I ailor Made Software (Kent, 
WA), adds additional image-

manipula-
tion tech-
niques for 
contrast, 
brightness, 
and color, 

support for Super VGA and 
the HP LaserJet 4; and 600-
dpi printing. 

Phone: (206)631-1513. 
Circle 1310 on Inquiry Card. 
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Your Direct 
BYTE introduces Your Direct Link - An 
enhanced service for BYTE readers that 
gives you free information on products 
faster and easier! 
In the NEW Direct Link 
section, here's what 
you'll find: 

Alphabetical Index 
to Advertisers 
Including Phone 
Numbers 
Now dial companies 
directly. 

Ill! 11" 

fee 

d,efikti; 

Product Category 
Index to 
Advertisers 
Order information on 
individual products or 
complete product 
categories. 

Redesigned 
Editorial Index 
Free information from 
companies covered in 
articles, columns, or 
news stories. 

New Enhanced 
Direct Link Card 
Receive free information 
quickly by filling out and 
mailing or faxing Your Direct 
Link Card today! 

Send for FREE product information by 
filling out Your Direct Link Card 
found in the back of every issue. 

Buy It 
Through BYTE! 

El VIE 



What's New 
PAINTER/X2 ADDS MULTIPLE 
LAYERING 
uractal Design's ( Aptos, CA) 
Painter/X2 ($ 149) is an exten-
sion to Painter 2.0 ($399) that 
adds the capability to layer mul-
tiple objects within paintings. 
Painter/X2 speeds up drawing 
tasks by incorporating multiple 
graphics elements through the 
use of floating selections. A new 
feature called the Portfolio al-
lows you to save an image for 
future use by simply dragging it 
into the Portfolio, where it ap-
pears as a thumbnail view for 
easy identification. The package 
is available for Windows and the 
Macintosh. 

Phone: (408) 688-5300. 
Circle 1329 on Inquiry Card. 

Q+E EXTENDS IMPROV 
FOR WINDOWS 
()+E Extend tor Improv ($ 199) 
client/server edition from (;)+F 

Software 
Software (Raleigh, NC) is a da-
tabase access tool for bringing 
data from PC and SQL databas-
es into Lotus's Improv for Win-
dows spreadsheet. It adds data-
base access commands directly 
to Improv's tools menu. Extend 
for Improv provides you with 
direct access to more than 20 
PC and SQL database formats, 
automatically creating the struc-
tures needed to present and ana-
lyze data in lmprov's multidi-
mensional views. Queries that 
are built with Q+E Software's 
Q+E Database Editor can be 
opened in Improv without trans-
lation. 
/'hoe: (9(9) 859-2220. 
Circle 1331 on Inquiry Card. 

EISTOOLKIT UPDATED FOR UNIX 
Nlicrostrates s (Wilmington, 
DE) EISToolKit (Designer ver-
sion, $ 1995; 10-pack User ver-
sion, $7995) application devel-
opment system is available for 

WORD AND EXCEL FOR SUN AND SCI 
WORKSTATIONS 

Quorum's Equal 1.0 
IS12951 lets you run 
Mac versions of Micro-
soft Word and Excel on 
Sun SparcStations and 
Silicon Graphics Indigo 
workstations. Equal 1.0 
is an Application 
Adapter, which Quorum 
defines as a layer of soft-
ware that allows personal 
computing applications 
to seamlessly run un-
modified on worksta-
tions. The Equal 1.0 
package includes the 
Mac versions of Word 
and Excel, plus software 
from Quorum that lets 

you run these applications on Unix workstations. Once 
adapted, the Mac programs act and look like native Motif or 
Open Look applications. You can cut and paste text and 
graphics between Word and Excel and native applications 
such as the Unix version of the FrameMaker page-
layout program. 

Contact: Quorum Software Systems, Menlo Park, CA, (415) 
323-3111. 
Circle 1281 on Inquiry Card. 

Unix systems running the Sun 
OpenLook and Motif environ-
ments. EISToolKit offers a GUI, 
presentation graphics, database 
connectivity, and spreadsheet 
modeling tools in addition to a 
full-featured spreadsheet for data 
analysis, and HyperScript, a 4GL 
(fourth-generation language) for 
detailed project customization. 
Unix clients will initially have 
access to Informix databases and 
later to Oracle and Sybase. EIS-
ToolKit for Unix ships with the 
Informix DataLink API. 

Phone: (800)927-1868 or 
(302)427-8800. 
Circle 1318 on Inquiry Card. 

STOP WAITING FOR YOUR PC 
Quick Restart ($39.95) from 
PowerPro Software (Foster City, 
CA) is an auto-resume utility for 
Windows and DOS PCs. The 
program lets you restart your 
computer and instantly return to 
your application where you left 
off, without waiting for lengthy 
morning boot-ups and with no 
loss of data or system state, Pow-
erPro says. 

Phone: (415) 345-9278. 
Circle 1315 on Inquiry Card. 

WALL DATA'S MIGRATION 
TO WINDOWS 
Wall Data's (Redmond, WA) 
Rumba APPC (Advanced Peer-
to-Peer Communications) suite 
of tools ($495) integrates Win-
dows with SAA (Systems Ap-
plication Architecture) networks 
and enables you to access and 
run AS/400, mainframe, and 
APPC applications on the same 
SNA (Systems Network Archi-
tecture) networks. The Rumba 
APPC engine is implemented as 
a native Windows application. 
With Rumba for the Mainframe 
and Rumba for the AS/400 
APPC editions, you can simul-
taneously run 3270, 5250, and 
APPC applications. 

Phone: (800)487-8622 or 
(206) 883-4777. 
Circle 1319 on Inquiry Card. 

Software Update 

Wender 3.1 ($425), Spider 
Island Software (Irvine, CA), 
adds intemode messaging, 
chat rooms for live confer-
ences, file preview, and full-
text formatting. 

Phone: ( 714) 669-9260. 
Circle 1311 on Inquiry Card. 

Alpha Four 3.0 ( single user, 
$495; network, $595), Alpha 
Software (Burlington, MA), 
adds full mouse support on 
all screens; multifile data 
entry; the ability to design 
screens with scrolling win-
dows that display data from 
linked databases; real-time 
modification of fields in 
linked databases; and cascad-
ing and conditional lookup 
tables. 

Phone: (617) 229-2924 
Circle 1312 on Inquiry Card. 

Cpi 2.1 ($ 1295), Gpf Systems 
(Moodus, Cr), adds the abil-
ity to generate native OS/2 
2.1 Presentation Manager 
Workplace Shell and Win-
dows 3.1 interface code from 
one design; support for C and 
C++ compilers; and the abil-
ity to automatically generate 
DLLs. 

Phone: (800)831-0017 or 
(203)873-3300. 
Circle 1313 on Inquiry Card. 

SQL/Workbench 2.1 ($8400 per 
server), Intelligent Environ-
ments (Tewksbury, MA), 
adds support for OS/2 and 
Windows client/server devel-
opment tools and an im-
port/export feature that lets 
you pull SQL statements 
across multiple workbenches. 

Phone: ( 508)640-1080. 
Circle 1314 on Inquiry Card. 

Abacus II (single user, $995), 
Abacus Systems (Minot, 
ND), adds a simplified start-
up procedure; inventory 
tracking; and a Quick Pay 
feature for real-life, one-time 
events. 

Phone: (701)838-4686. 
Circle 1320 on Inquiry Card. 
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Date 
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to Earth 
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UNIX is changing the world of computers, the world of 

business—quite simply, changing the world. Its 

revolutionizing office automation. It's required for U.S. 

government computer contracts. It's the backbone of 

information strategies worldwide. 

That's why you need UN1XWORLD—the magazine that keeps 

you up to date on the rapidly changing world of open 

systems computing. Each issue brings you the latest 

product trends and technical advances that can affect 

your business. The inside story on some of the biggest 

high-tech companies. Easy-to-understand programming 

tips and tutorials that can help your company use UNIX to 

its fullest. And unbiased hardware and software reviews to 

help you invest wisely when you buy. 

UNNIVona's in-depth features go beyond dry technical 

facts to show haw the pieces fit together—to tell you 

what's important about the advances and strategies that 

are changing your world. And UNIX WORLD consistently 

offers the freshest, most down-to-earth writing that 
you'll find in any computer publication. 

Subscribe today and receive the next 12 issues of 

UN1XWORLD for just $ 18.00—half the regular newsstand 

price. Save even more by ordering for two or three years. 

You can't lose—every subarription to UN1XWORLD comes 

with a no-risk guarantee*. 

Subscribe now! Call toll-free: 
1-800-257-9402 ext. 29 

If you're into UNIX, you need UNIX WORLD 

•UvrxWoare's no-risk guarantee: If not satisfied, cancel and receive a full refund for the balance of your subscription. UNIX is a registered trademark of UNIX System Labe ratories Inc. McGraw-Hills Magazine of Open Systems Computing 



Quatech, your communication source for 

RS-232, 422 and 485 adapters. 

Quatech manufactures a com-
plete line of communication adapt-
ers for PC/XT/AT', Micro Channel' 

and compatible buses to meet asyn-
chronous and synchronous, serial 

and parallel communication require-
ments with protocols such as RS-
232, RS-422, RS-485, Current Loop 

and IEEE488. 

Software support for SCO Unix', 
Windows', Xenix', OS/2' and DOS. 

Data Acquisition and Indus-
trial I/O products manufactured by 
Quatech are also available. Call for 

a free Data Acquisition and Com-
munication Handbook today. 

Communication adapters fea-
turing: selectable/shareable inter-
rupts, 16550 availability (baud rates 
up to 256K on standard asynchro-
nous adapters) and address 

configurable as any COM port. 
Multiport adapters feature 2, 4, and 
8 ports with independent serial in-
terfaces. Most adapters provide AT 

interrupts ( IRQ 2-7, 10-12, 14, 15). 

Technical support for our prod-
ucts are available free of charge 

800-553-1170 
FAX: 216-434-1409 

BBS: 216-434-2481 

QUATECH 

662 Wolf Ledges Parkway, Akron, Ohio 44311 

U.S.A (216)434-3154. International: Austra-

1 ia 'I nterworld Electronics 03-563-5011, 
Canada (Western)/interworld VCR 604-984-

4171 (Toronto office 416-513-7027), England/ 

Diamona Point International 634-722-390. Fin-

land/Lab itech OY 358-0-804-2522, France/ 

Elexo 33-1-69302880, Germany/Jupiter Elec-

tronic Systems 06181/75041, IsraeliFICM Ltd. 

972-03-5447885, Italy/N.C.S. Computer Italia 

0331/770-016. Netherlands/ACAL Auriema 

040-502602, Korea/Sam Boo Enterprise Co. 

822-538-4001, Spain SANTA Barbara SA 

343-4188116. Singapore Bliss Services Pte 

Ltd (65) 338-1300, South Africa Eagle Elec-

tronics 2721234943. Switzerland AmiroTech. 
Eng n. 372311-18. IBM PC-XT/AT.OS,2 and 

Micro Charmefare registered 

trademarks of IBM Corp. All Made 
othertrademarks are of their in 
respective companies. U.S.A. 

Circle 137 on Inquiry Card. 
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Windows 
1M1bAcceierator149 
Interface 
Parallel Card  29 
Serial Card 35 
Multi I/O  59 
IDE 16-bIt  19 
IDE Mufti I/O.  69 

.40, e pa 

c%ii'inPette 
motItne 

Hard 
Drives 

grade to MultiMedia at ACP SuperStore. 

Your complete Conner So e  
170Mb IDE, drive adaptor, mount hdwe, 
instructs. preloaded Microsoft software... 
. Windows 3.1 • MS-DOS 5.0 ACP Price 
• Works for Windows 2.0 
• Publisher • Money  $ 
• Central Point Anti-Virus 
more Conner... Umited Offer 
CP3OCO 42Mb 3.5 28ms DE.... Ca 
CP30084 84Mb 3.5 19ms DE.... Ca 
CP30104 120Mb le 19ms DE.... Ca 
CP30204 212Mb 3.5 12ms DE Ca 
CP30254 250Mb le 12ms DE.... Ca 
CP30174E 170Mb le 12ms DE Ca 
Western Digital 
High performance Caviar" serles with r 
height, Cache Flow*. and 32K buffer. 
AC 120 120Mb 1 le 13msIDE....Coll 
AC1190 170Mb 1' le 13ms IDE .... Call 
AC2200 212Mb 1' 3.5 13ms IDE CoIl 
AC2250 250Mb r le 13ms IDE .... Call 
AC2340 340Mb 1' 3.5 13ms IDE .... Call 

Hard Drive Specials 
Seagate ST3283 249Mb IDE 499.95 
Samsung 100Mb IDE  249.95 
Call for Quantum, Micropolis. Seagate. 
Controllers from Ultrastor, Always. WD etc. 

Backups 
Colorado 
0310 120Mb lope Drive internal.. 149 
DJ20 250Mb Tape Drive internal .. 229 
Trakker 120/250 Tape Backup 349/419 
PowerTape 2Gb/4Gb 999/1599 

Syquest (with codricfige) 
4£vlb kit SQ555. SQ400. 50.001(16 tit)  419 
44Mb external  499 
88Mb kit SQ5110, S0800, SQ01(16 bit) 529 
88Mb external  629 

GrassRoots Floptical 
Floptical 21 Mb int/ext Call 

Floppy Disk Drives 
Toshiba 
NDO4DG 360K 5.2s. HH PC/XT 59 
NDO8DEG 1.2Mb 5.25. HH PC/AT  6 
ND3561GR 1.44Mb 3.5 HH w/AT W 6 

ACP 
1.2 Mb 5.2S. 59 2.88Mb 3.5*  8 
1.44Mb 3.5« 59 All in One 15/5.25 129 

Chips and SIMM's 
SIMMS  QM 17 

1Mbx9-80.. 35 .... 34 
1Mbx9-70 
1Mbx8-80 32.... 31 
4Mbx8-70 129.. 126 
4Mbx9-70 139 135 

Call for VIDEO RAMS & CACHE RAMS 
Over 20,000,000 IC's In-stock Including 
We Specialize In Memory Modules 

Math Coprocessors 
Intel Cyrix 
38/SLMaxie 78 387SX( 16-25)  73 
80387DX (all)  85 387DX(20-33) 88 
80387SX (all)  78 387DX/40 108 
RopidCAD 248 80287(011)   78 
8087  29 Intel Overdrive 
80287-10  89 486DX-33   649 
80287-20 89 486SX-25   489 

Memory Upgrades 
Notebooks/Laptops 
AST PowerExec 4Mb . 178 
AST PowerExec 16Mb . 1325 
Compaq Callum 4Mb ... 169 
Compaq Conlura 8Mb ... 369 
Compaq Lite4/25C 4Mb .. 239 
Compaq Idea/25C 8Mb .. 399 
HP95LX Palmtop 2Mb .. call 
11Traveimate3000 2Mb 87 
T1TraveiMate4000 4Mb ... 218 
Toshiba 14400/64C0 arob... 187 
Toshiba 14400/6400 8Mb ... 388 
Zenith Z-Note 2Mb ... 168 
Coll for all Notebook Memory Upgrades! 

Laser Printers Calk( 01<  Boards 
Canon LBP-4,4Ute,4Plus 1Mb . 118 2Mb 168 
Canon L8P-8111, 8111 Plus 2Mb . 169 3Mb 199 
Compaq PAGEMARG115/20 8/16Mb..299/599 
Epson ActionLaser II 2Mb 138 
HP U 4, 4M. XL300 4Mb. 148 8Mb 298 
HP tawnier 2Mb. . 98 4Mb 158 
HP LaserJet 11,11D 2Mb. . 98 4Mb 158 
Panasonic 4410/4430 2Mb 118 4Mb 188 
Panasonic 4420/44501 2Mb . 118 4Mb 188 
Ololaser 400 1Mb ... 78 2Mb .. 98 
T1 MicroLaser Turbo, XL 1Mb ... 69 4Mb 269 

Computer Memory Upgrades 
AST Bravo 4/33. 486/25 2/8Mb 88/299 

2 Compaq ProLinea 3/25s. 25zs 2/8Mb 88/288 
2 ProUnea 4/25s, 4/33. 4/50 2/8Mb 88/308 

IBM ValuePoint except Cxx 4/16Mb 158/578 
9 IBM PS/2 Model 90,95 2Mb 88 

Coll for all Computer Memory Upgrades1 

Toshiba 
r 440o/ I6Mb 

$799 
Apple 

Powerbook 
40 I 70 6Mb 

$249 
IBM 

ThinkPad 
2Mb'158 

8 lb $449 

Input Devices 
Advanced LogItech 
3-button Mouse 15 Mouseman 75 
101 Keyboard . 58 Meuse (OEM)  35 
Mouse*Wndows 88 Cordless Mouse  88 
Microsoft Trackman 78 
New Mouse 89 Trackman Port .. 94 
Ballpoint 98 Scanman 32... 128 
Balpt+Windows 148 Scarrnan 256 .. 258 
Microspeed CH Products 
PC Trac   78 FlightStick 49 
PC Troc bus vers 88 Joystick Machin' call 

IBM Compatible Canis 
Advanced VGA 
Monochrome 38 512K, 800x600 ... 53 
Color Card  48 512K, 1024x768 . 68 
EGA Card 43 1Mb, 1024x768 . 88 

Modems 
2400bps internal. 39 
2403tps external.69 
Memory 
AT 0-8Mb(simm) 99 
XT 0-8Mb(ICs) ... 99 
Cantor your 
special needs... 

Canon Authorized 
Reseller 

BJ10ex/BJ20ex Portables Cal 
BJ200 inkjet  Cal 
LBP-4SX/LBP-8SX Loser Printers Cal 
BJ330 Printer (8/W)   Cal 
BJC 800/BJC 820(Color)   Cal 
BJ 303 BubbleJet(B/W)  Cal 

Eire AZTECH 

Sound 
Galaxy 

NX 
PRO 16 

11-ie only 16-bit Stereo card that supports 
the 5 sound standards, plus interface for 
Mitsumifr Panasonic. Includes software 
bundle...HSC Interactive, Monologue for 
Windows, WINDATTMOLE, Audio Station, 
Julkebox,For Windows, Soundscript DOS. 
Voice Annotator, CD Player, CD-Player. 
Sound Tracks, Utilities, Windows drivers 
Sound Galaxy NX 16 Pro  189.95 
Sound Galaxy NX II (for 8- bit) 99.95 

Micronics 
Motherboards 

486DX/33 SA...Call 48C0X2/50 VI. Call 
4136DX2/50 SA . coil 4codis Video Call 
486D>2/65 ISA . Call 486DX/33 ESA Call 
48EDX2/66VL .. Call 486DX2/50 EISA Call 

Advanced 
Motherboards 

80286/12M1-tz Call 486DX/33MHz Call 
386SX/25MHz Call 486DX/50MHz Call 
3860X/MHz Call 486DX2/50MHz Call 
486SX/25MI-tz Call 486DX2/65MHz Call 

286/12Mhz Special! 

Api:F;psecial $269 

Call ACP for 
Notebook Deals! 
COMPAa 

ProLinea 3s/25 w/84Mb Cal 
ProLinea 4/255 w/240Mb Cal 
Contura 3/25 w/84Mb/120Mb  Cal 
Contura 3/25 w/120Mb Cal 
Cord= 3/256 w/84Mb/120Mb Cal 
Compaq Deskpro 50M/66M Cal 
Compaq LIE Liter/25c w/84Mb Cal 
Compaq LIE Llte/25c w/120Mb Cal 

TOSHIBA 
11850 Satellite 80/120Mb Cal 
T1850C Satellite w/120Mb Color  Cal 

Cal 
T4400SX LCD/Plasma 120Mb Cal 
14400C Color 120Mb  Cal 
T4500 80/120Mb  Cal 
T4500C Color 120Mb  Cal 
T64CODXC Color 200Mb  Cal 

T1900C 

Advanced Computers 
486 High Performance CPU's • Plus MultiMedia Upgrades 

486 SuperVCA Syste 
Includes: • I .2Mb 5.25" Floppy AC P's 

• 486DX/33 • 1.44Mb 3.5" Floppy Sale Price 
w/256k Cache • IDE Controller 
• 4Mb RAM • 101 Keyboard 
• 1Mb SVGA Card • 14" SuperVGA .28 
• 120Mb HardDrive Color Monitor and more' J 

Call for Mlnliower and Tower configurations... plus EISA, SCSI, ray 

Local Bus (add 675.), and 486DX2/50, 4861)X1/66 and 436DX/50 

Call for 
Local Bus 

Multi-Media Upgrade 

SOUND BLASTER Discovery CD- 16 Upgrade Kit 

iwzmi 
MEDIR WA VISION 

Creative Labs-New for '93! Latest 16-bit 
technology Includes: SoundBlaster 16, Stereo 
Speakers, HI-Performance CR-ROM Drive (int.) MPC 
and Photo CD compatible. 390 ms. ACP's Sale 
Plus Software Toolworks, MultiMedia 

Encyclopedia, San Diego Zoo $498 
Animals and Lemmings 

Fusion CD- 16 Upgrade Kits 

FUSION CD 16-E 
ACP's Sale • NEC QRV 25J(ext) 650m5/150K0 

• Audio Spectrum 16-SCSI 
• LAB TECH Speakers 

photo may van/ 7.4.)wftlearrlnertreCWDoTrlictIiel: CI nac dee;:1:1 
San Diego, Civilization and Mantis by Microprose, 
Comptons Family Encyc., BattleChess by Interplay 

FUSION CD 16-I Sony 31A(Int) 490ms/150KD, 
ProSpectrum 16-bit SLCD-IDE. LAB TECH Speakers, Great Software $519 
(same as above), see line listings for more MediaVision products.. 

$559 

-1=-11:4C- 1"Double-Speed" CD-ROM Kit 

eh....._..., ...,, 

MITSUMI 
CD-ROM Drive 
350ms, MPC Interface CrCI, MS Ext, 
SW, BONUS OFFER w/Drive Purchase 
• Comptons Family Encyc, World 
Atlas, Webster's Mc. $39.95 
• Family Choice's 15 Ed. $29.95 
• Lucas Games "Loom" $ 19.95 

For Maximum Performance! ...experience the 
difference with a Double Speed Drive. Includes: 
DM3024 drive ( int), 265ms, Double Data Transfer for 
300KB/sec. MediaVision Spectrum 16, interface kit, 
Microphone, Compton's MPC ACP's Sale 
Encyclopedia, Carmen San Diego, rib II 
National Parks, PC Library, Nautilus 

%/all Mag, GamePak, Music CD, MPC 
Wizard, Mediaclips, King's Quest Veto. 

ROM Drives • CD Bundles 
CD Bundle # 1, Ref. Val. $804. 
Software Toolworks Mavis Beacon 
Teaches Typing, World Atlas Multimedia Ed., 
US Atlas w/Automap. Reference Lib Microsoft 
Works for Windows-Mulltmedia Edition 
CD Bundle 1/2, RM. Val. $ 1013. SO199 
Reference Library. Family Doctor, " da 
US History, Animals, Software Du Jour, 
Grolier's Illustrated Encyclopedia 
CD Bundle e3, Ref. Val. $519. 
Loom, CD Game Pack II, Secret ol $ 1 79 
Monkey Island, Sherlock Holmes Cons. 
Detective, Secret Weapons of the Luftwaffe, 
Wing Commander w/ Ultimo VI 

$399 
ADS 
PC Prime 

Time 
122 channel cablp-ready TV-Tirer 
wtth scalable windows and complete 
software rit, 4wall stereo  399 

ADS Video Clipper 
Capture motion from hard disk  359 

ADS VGA TV Elite 
Converts VGA to Big Screen TV 349 

Video Graphics Cards 
All 
Graphics Ultra Pro 2Mb 495 
Graphics Plus 2Mb 315 
Graphics Vantage 1Mb 285 

Diamond-New for '93 
SpeedSTAR 24X 1Mb 154 
Stealth 1Mb 210 
Stealth 241SA/VESA  165/169 
Stealth Pro 1Mb/2Mb 239/349 
Stealth Pro VESA 2Mb 335 
Viper VESA Local Bus 2Mb  389 

Si9ma Designs 
Wi dstorm MM uisplay Card 335 

Orchid Fahrenheit VA 209 

More MultiMedia... 
Creative Labs 
New for '93-Upgrade Kits 
Edutainment Kit (upgrade kit)  Call 
Discovery Kit (upgrade kit)  Call 
Sound Blaster Deluxe/Pro  88/149 
Video Blaster  338 
Sound Blaster 16 ASP Call 
Video Spigot/Windows 399 

Media Vision 
Pro 16 MultiMedia System  899 
ProAudio Studio 16 259 
CDPC XL Subsystem  1169 
Pro Movie Spectrum  289 

NEC -New Multispinl 
CDR 84-1 (int) 74-1 (est) 535/595 
MultiMedla Gallery w/Muittspin  869 
CDR 38 Portable CD  459 

Turtle Beach 
Multi-Sound Upgrade Kit  1289 

Texcel 
MultiMedia Bundle 16-bit with 
10 Software Titles int/ext  C.4311 
Home Bundle Double Speed Call 
DM3024 DoubleSpeed CD Int/ext Call 
8-bit Kit w/Transfer I/O int/ext Coll 

Sigma Designs 
Windstorm CD-RUM Kit 24 bft  1039 

Toshiba 
XM43018 Double Speed (int)  485 

Gravis Ultra-Sound-Newt 169 

Advanced Computer Products, Inc. 131:11»11 
1310 E. Edinger, Santa Ana, CA 92705 • FAX 714-558-8849 • Toll-Free 1-800-FONE ACP • Sales 714-558-8813 

Pnces subject to change without notice No surcharge on credit card Credit cards not charged urdl we shp 100', nsk free return guarantee, If you are not 100n. sattshed lust return insured within 15 days compiete with 
all materials in new resaleable condition with onginal invoice. ACP will immediately exchange product or Issue ACP credft less shIppIng for future purchase No Returns on software Swill Purchase 

Circle 300 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 301). 



Printer Port Connections Are 
The New Tools Of The Trade. 

nce you discover just how easy it is to 

install a backpack CD-ROM drive to your 

computer, you'll never be inconvenienced 

by conventional installation methods again. Just plug 

backpack into your computer and you're ready to go. 

No interface cards, hardware conflicts or expansion 

slots required. Because of its unique printer port 

interface, backpack fits all IBM PC compatibles and 

portables regardless of CPU speed. In addition, a built-

in audio circuit with both headphone and line output 

jacks allows for connection of sound cards or Hi-Fi. 

You can run thousands of your favorite multimedia 

programs and view Kodak Photo CDs too, with 

CD-ROM backpack. Compact and versatile, you can 

expect backpack to go wherever you go, bringing with 

you the wealth of information CD-ROM storage makes 

possible. Printer pass-through is included. Tape drive, 

hard drive and diskette backpack drives are also avail-

able. Call today for ordering 

information 

and a dealer 

nearest 

you. 

CD-ROM Dove 

Micro5olutions 
132 W. Lincoln Hwy. DeKalb. Illinois 60115 Telephone 815.756.3411 Fax 815.756.2928 

Call Toll Free 800.295.1214 

Circle 198 on Inquiry Cord ( RESELLERS: 199). 



CONTROL UP TO 96 PC 
FILE SERVERS WITH I KEYBOARD-

AND MONITOR USING... 

COMMANDER' 

• Select via Keyboard 

• Dual access up to 250 feet 
away (optional) 

• No external power 

• Mix PC, PC/XT, PC/AT 
and PS/2 

• "AutoBootTM" Feature 
boots attached 
computers without 
operator intervention 

• Able to Broadcast to all 
attached computers 

1 /1  77-7-

teal 

!lend 
11=- =• 1 

TE 
'Merl 

Gre"—rerl 

Ii 

• PS/2 and Serial Mouse 
support available 

• Each unit accommodates 
from 2 to 8 PCs 

<> • Up to 12 units can 
be cascaded 

• Mounting kit available 
for 19" and 24" rack 
installation 

:tCYBEX 
4912 Research Drive 

Huntsville, AL 35805 U.S.A. 

(205) 430-4000 
FAX (205) 430-4030 

Dealer Program Available 

PC, PC/XT, PC/AT and PS/2 are trademarks of 
International Business Machines Corp. 

25.4 RN I 1—.1 Circle 191 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 192). 



THE SIMPLE 
CONNECTION BEHIND 
COMPUTERS AND 

BACKPACK TAPE DRIVES. 

It's fast. It's small. It's reliable. 
Backpack is the best selling parallel port tape drive 
on the market. We'd like to tell you why. 

With Backpack, tape backup is quick and simple. 
Just plug it into your printer port and it's ready to 
use. No hardware conflicts, no slots required. One 
model fits all IBM PCs, compatibles and portables, 
regardless of CPU speed. 

Backpack can store up to 250MB on a tape using 
data compression, is completely QIC80 compatible, 
and reads QIC40 tapes. With its compact size 

It's incredibly compatible. 
and I Mbps transfe- rate, Backpack is the smallest 
and fastest parallel port tape drive you can buy. 

Micro Solutions is dedicated to the perfection 
of backup technology. 

CD-ROM, hard drive, and diskette Backpack 
drives are also available. Call today for ordering 
information and a dealer nearest you. 

Telephone 815.756.34 11 FAX 815.756.2928 

lVlicroSolutions I 32 West Lincoln Higiway DeKalb. IL 60115 

Call toll free: 800-295-1214 
Circle 200 on Inquiry Cord (RESELLERS: 201). 
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COLORADO 
MEMORY 
SYSTEMS 
Colorado Jumbo 
120 & 250 
J Plugs Into Floppy Controller and Auto Selects Fastest 
Available Data Transfer Rate, Compatbile with All Internal 
and External Kits, Novell Netware 286/386, 3Com. and PC 
Net Compatible .( Up to 4MB/Min. on Jumbo 250 and Up 
to 2MB/Min. on Jumbo 120 Optional Controllers Available 
to Increase Speed 50% to 300%. Ask Your Salesperson 
for Details 

Jumbo 120 $148.37 CDW 15160 
Jumbo 250  q;Z:b. $199.32 CDW 17886 

WHY PAY 
RETAIL? 
CDW" Sells 

For less 

NEW! EPSON 
LQ570+ Printer 
./ Includes Four 
Scalable Fonts, 8 to 32 
Points J Top, Rear. 
Bottom and Front Paper 
Paths ./ Fast Print 
Speeds Up to 337 CPS 
I Prints 3-Part Forms 

I 14 Built-In Fonts 

Epson's 2-Year Limited 
Warranty 

CDVIr Per>  $238.95 CDW 28765 

y 

EPSON 
"""ummorme 

HARDWARE, SOFTWARE 81 PERIPHERALS ATDISCOUNT PRICES 

NETWORKING PRODUCTS 

WINOVE L L. 
Netware V4.0 

888.00 100 User CD's 5599.00 
2038.00 250 U., CD's. 9997.00 
2094.00 500 Une, CDS 16213100 
3999.00 1000 User CD's 30607.00 
Netware V3.11 

5 User 3.5'/ 552.17 50 User 3.5" .2502.17 
lo User 3.5' , I252.17 100 User 3.5.3499.98 
20 User 3.5. 1752.17 

SET III V3.11 

5 User/ 1713.33 50 User .4951.118 
10 User.... 2639.34 100 User..8933.83 
20 Une, 3498.20 250 User . 1254914 

Nedware V2.2 

5 User CO's 
10 User CD's 
25 User CO's 
50 User CD's 

10 User 3 5' _999.73 100 User 3.5'..2688.57 

Lae Win or DOS 89.00 

Lae Starter Kits 399.77 

ETHERNET Interlace Connector (NEICK10) 129.44 
ETHERNET Board (NE2000).. 

ETHERNET Ei. (NE3200) 887.50 

,ll_mbramilll 

50431 IOBT Ethernet. 122.98 
so4s7 1013T PS/2 Ethernet ...........................269.14 
5055 8 Pon lOBT Concentrator ..... .. ..... ........349.58 
4 Pod Passive Hub 39.88 
4035 4MBPS Toke Ring Adapter 288.09 
6242117. 8Bil TP Arcnet MAN 
6245 16430 Arcnet, Coax, TP, TP4. 178.47 
6242 Aron. 813488.20 
S246 PS,2 Beare Arcnel 209.18 
6151-11 16 Pod Sinart Hub 709.01 

47415 16 4 Token R.ng XT'AT 359.23 
OP . rt T...5.4;et Pad Active Hub 349.50 
• • ) • ' EISA , ber Opt, 969 18 
100 MOPS TCNS Smart Hub 6 Coax 139620 
100 MOPS TCNS 16 Bd Twisted Per 719.22 
100 MBPS3047CX TCNS32tal EISA Coax Adapt 625.58 

ART1SOFT 

AEIFT 10 Ba. T Adapter, EI-Ba ARS-190 109.52 
AE2 Ethernet Remote Boot ROM.. 46.88 
AE3 Ethernet Adaptor ......................................219.26 
Elherbasket AE3 12pk....2189.55 

Noderunner 2000/T 

Noderunner 2000/T 129k 1819.50 
Noderunner 2000/M/TC 249.44 

NOS Al 12 User 621.07 

E143 Ethernet Adapter Ka . 184.79 
_ANIashc. Ethernet Starter K., 443 31 

SM 
AU.ITP 

• • • . •• • 
3008 Coax 8.131I Ethernet 
3008 TP 10 BaseT Ethernet 

• 

10512 
339.70 
134.80 
69.88 

399 99 
788 88 
689.09 
138.79 
609.55 
5911.18 
22918 
34188 

9153 
125 50 
199 00 
119 88 
199 25 

NETWORKING PRODUCTS 

PC 600WS Coax Arceel Workstaten 16-Firt 119.88 
PC130 8-Bil Atonal Coax 68.50 
PC130E 8-611Arcnet Coax 99.00 
PC270 TP Ararmt  10633 
E,. 3200 Arcnet Twisted Pair 736.08 
843111013a. T Entente/ EOM  119.48 
Ether.t Plus/A PS/2 Co. Ehle 189.10 
16-Bil Ethernet Plus Coax Elite 119.50 
8-Bit Ethernet Plus Coax Elite 99.29 
Combo Ethernet TP, Coax, AUI Elite 153.57 
10 Basket Elite PS/2 205.10 
SMC Token Card Ele 16/4 339.65 

3Com 
3C503 TP 10 St5, ; 223 88 
3C503'16 Etho,i,nk 163.84 

..279.61 
3C503 Elhn,i,nk 188.24 
3C509 TP Etherlink _133.25 
3C519 Tokenlink 014/16 1 Opk.............. .. 3999.43 
Ethernet Repeater...829.03 

larcom 
Eel. Ethernet LAN Adapler-RJ45AUI/BNC.. 39192 
PE210135 LAN Etherrel 285.98 
PE310 BC Pocket Ethernet Coax/TP .309.16 
PE310 B2 Pocket Ethernet Coax 
P1218133 16/4 Token Ring DB9 .527.03 
Arcnel Pocket Adaptor Coax/RJ45 239.502234.77 
Emernet ?ocket Adam- Thin Coax lOBT299.55/329.55 
Ethernet Pocket Pent Sarver 242 50 
Parallel Pon Muni 72 00 
PT21667 Token Reg Pocke 539 13 

COLORADO 2GB SCSI Power Tape . 112/09 
COLORADO 4GB SCSI Power Tape 152910 
COLORADO 3011180 tW 14937 
COLORADO Jumbo 250 19932 
COLORADO Trakker 120MB Portable Back .up 288.00 
COLORADO Trakker 250MB Portable Back-up 408.21 

Cell For Acceesorte. And Interfaces 

bléfiGit 
21 MB Flooteal Ned. Ciskene Drive 34900 
21 MB Flopscal Eel Diskene Dove 31)9.10 
Tape 250. 250MB Tape Back-up 196.10 
BernouNi PC Powered 90/Pro 489.25/629.57 

Bernoulli Transportable 150 Pro .859.25 
Bernoulli Insider 90 Pro . .. ..... ......... ..... ..... .549.47 
PC Pcnvered Mullidsk 150... ...... ........ ..... .........795.15 

SUMMIT •.•.• .....•. 
SUMMIT 120MB lot 3.5 MB/ .... 
SUMMIT 250MB Inl 4 NB/ .. 
SUMMIT 315MB, Imernel IDE 10MB/mIn 

MICROSOLUTIONS 
External 1CBMB HD 
External2COMB Portable HD 
Backpack External FIcsopy 3 5" or 5 25'. ... 
Beokpack CD ROM 
External 80-25014B Tepe Backup   

IIMountain 

139.99 
199.34 
259 90 

497.06 
582.95 
189.41 
359.12 
37910 

TD250 Internal Tape Backup 219.50 
250MB Internal Backup _____ 474.42 ............... ... 
304MB Internal IDE Backs, .439.50 
250MB External Backup . . 1179.22 
2.0 Gigabyte External Fllesale . 1976.40 
4.0 Gigabyte, In? 4mi OAT 1797.00 
Meow 3061.18 Portable Tape Backup ............815.21 

Call For PS/2 Orion.. Controllers. Accessory 

AC R PERNMERALS Company 

120 MB Edema' EZ Pon 
250 MB Extemal EZ Pon 
A120PC-120 MB Internal 
A250PC-25C MB Internal 
A120E.120 MB High Spool External 
024,E M4 H o5 . 

379.25 
389.25 
175.19 
199.89 
289.13 
319.68 

Call For Controllers, Accessory Kits and Tapes 

NETWORKING PRODUCTS 

IBM TOKEN RING 
IBM 16/4 FS/2 MCA 
IBM 16/4 91/Al 
IBM 16/4 Multi Access Unit MAU 

INTEL NETWORKING 

TEL Ton m Express EISA 16,4 
TEL Ether Express 16-1311 Coo. 

NIEL Ether Express 16-Be TF 
NTEL Tot. n Express XlvAT 1651 
NTEL Ethei Express EISA 32.6,1 
TEL Ether Express 166.1 TP 5 p, 

BORLAND dBase IV LAN Pak 
BORLAND Duattro Pro Network Node 

609 11 
488.27 
432.28 

599.88 
99 53 
99 33 

399.23 
397 30 
499 43 

626 37 
244 30 

HARVARD GRAPHICS LAN Pack CALL 
LOTUS 1-2-3, 2.4 Server / Node......558.58/ 339.47 
LOTUS 1-2-3, 3.4 Server / Node__ .. .459.18/9150 
MICROSOFT Word 5.5 Nehvork Node 185.39 
MICROSOFT Excel Network Nodes 249.11 
WORD PEF.ECT Office 5.user V 301 278 79 
WORD PERFECT Office 20PK V 301 923 08 

WYSE 50 Amber or Gr.n 349.15 
WYSE 60 Amber or Green 279.92 
WYSE 160/30 Amber or Green .....327.98/274.89 
WYSE 185 VT320 Amber. Green or Whoa _ 327.60 
WYSE 150 Arnber. Green or White.... 255.45 
WYSE 325 Cow: 325ES Los Ernssor 519.40 / 549.39 

MULTIMEDIA, SOUND, CD's,, FAX 

Advanced Digrtal Systems PC PnmeTime 389.14 
Advanced Dxstal Systems VGA to TV Else 287.21 
Advanced DI Iasi Systems Video Cloper . 359.11 
ALTEC ASC300 Speakers Sub Woofer 287.50 
ALTEC ASC" 50 Powered Sub Woofer.. 109.48 

ATI Multmedta Upgrade Kit . 
CD-ROM Soilwam 5 Ctrs Elude Cal For Tees....129,18 
COMPLETE PC Communicator Data, Fax. V1.1.... .119.58 
COREL SYS- EMS Artshow 179.25 
COREL SYSTEMS Draw CO 30 419.29 
CREATIVE LABS Int. CD-ROM Upg Kit 388.33 
CREATIVE LABS Sound Blaster 78.93 
CREATIVE LABS Sound Blaster Deluxe ........ 129.18 
CREATIVE LABS Sound Blaster Pro MC ....... 258.81 
CREATIVE LABS Sound Blaster Pro 16 Bit.... 199.23 
CREATIVE LABS Sound Blaster Professional 179.28 
CREATIVE LABS MultiMedia Starter, Kit _449.82 
CREATIVE LABS Muth/Mee Int Upgrade Ket 485.82 
CREATIVE LABS Video Blaster. 309.46 
CREATIVE LABS Video Blaster Windows ..... 338.29 

INTEL Smart Video Recorde, 678 98 
LOGITECH EG.indMan - 48.83 
MediaVision DoubleFusion CD 16 Bit 619.09 
MediaVision P016 System II Bundle 898.08 
MICROSOFT Seelhoven's 9th For WIndows CD 49.50 
MICROSOFT Bookshelf For Wrikkus...... 119.20 
MICROSOFT Mutt/nod/ Dec. Klt WIndows. .109.40 
MICROSOFT Windows Sound System 179 83 
MICROSOFT Works For Windows CD .... 
ORCHID Sours: Producer . 
PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS FAX ME..... 
SIRIUS Publish's PC KARAOKE 
TURTLE BEACH 16 ail Multibundle ....... 
TURTLE BEACH Mult1Sound 
TURTLE BEACH Wave for Windows ...... 

119.20 
109.43 
175.50 
89.26 

068.15 
019.24 
75.07 

CD -ROM & OPTICAL DRIV,ES 

HITACHI 3700. 459 30 
HRACHI 170Ce._A Edernal. 487.42 
MAGNAVOX In' R1PC CD ROM . 329 00 
NEC CDR 38 Eeenal Pomade 37940 
NEC CDR 74-1 Beater.! ---------------------------- 55036 
NEC CDR 74 IlLai-MedfaEknie.... 819.32 
NEC CDR 84-1 rierne 5,9 91 
PANASONIC LFSIO Worm Extenal 21/9.91 
PANASONIC LF7010 Ed 1 Gb Erasable Optical 25/9.20 
Procom Tech DOOMS Int. Photo CD Cornpact..414.32 
Procorn Tech DOOMS Eel Photo CD Compact 548.60 

CD-ROM & OPTICAL DRIVES 

SONY COU-31A Internal 55405. MPG 233.00 
''. • 3‘018S . 279 00 

SONY CDU-541 1010018380MS, SCSI, MPC 418.130 
SONY CDU.6211 External 380k4S. SCSI MPC 534.00 
SONY COU-72008 Eiden. 344.15-- ------- 453,00 
SONY CDU-7211 Eden. 380MS, SCSI MPG 534.03 
SONY 634-1A601 550/.18 Erasable Opecal 2595.42 
TEXEL CD ROM in? 265 ms/ Complete Nd 43927 
TEXEL CD ROM Est 265 rosi Complete Ile 5t556 
TEXEL Ea? 265 me Buena. Bundle Mueleedia 995.77 
TEXEL Irx 265 me Business Bundle Mift-Vota 89321 
TEXEL Int 265 me Consumer Bundle 2. tAte M0113588.77 

WURTA* 
KURTA 12 x 12 XGT pressure sensitive 399.12 
KURTA 12 x 12 XLP/12 x 18 XLP 199.50/489.29 

NigeaComp 
CALCOMP 12 o 12 0/16 But 
CALCOMP 12 x 18 0/16 But 
CALCOMP 2024/2036 Pacesetter 
CALCOMP Claus 4036 
CALCOMP Design Mate 3024 

4 4115142/ereet 

Summagrephss Somme III 12 x 12 .253.50 
Summagraphss Suns,. 11112 • 18 51160 
Sum,. Grsl III 18 • 24 . 108133 
Larger sizes . ................... CALL 

ij ingitiernw 
HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS DMP-61 2075.00 
HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS DMP-161 2619.49 
HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS DMP•162 3619.51 

M. HEWLETT 
lL PACKARD 

HP7475/VHP755013.1309.25 / 3009.70 
DESIGNJET 600 A-D/ 600 A.E . 5498.35/ 6956.30 
DRAFT PRO PLUS A-E Sze AD 4247 19/ 3168.54 
SCANJET IIP x// INT.. .. 724.10/.2529.36 
SCANJET II C Color XT/AT o NT 129910 

EPSON ES80I3C Color SCSI Scanner.. . 837.99 
EPSON ESI300C Co/or SCSI Scanner__ _1088.40 

279.92 
559.77 
.CALL 
CALL 
CALL 

VIDEO PRODUCTS 
VGA 8 SUPER VGA MONITORS 

, ,4 Colo: ,./ Cek 1024 7b8 2051,5.. ..39915  
MAGNAVOX Super VGA .28rnm CM2089 . 279.00 
MAGNAVOX 713M749 Mono 14' VGA .... 109.50 
MAGNAVOX 17" CM9217, .3Irnrn . 749.5e 
MAGNAVOX 20 CM64. 20 Inch 1160.00 
MAG Innowsion MXISF 15' 1280 o 1024 619.26 
MAG Innovision MX17F 1 r 1280 x 1024 . 1086.50 
MAG Innovision MPCIF 21' 2398.12 
NANAO 1r 1280 x 1024 .28 rnm FST 1109.39 
NANAO F760IW 21' (Energ Star) 2089.19 
NEC Mullisync 3FGE/4FGE 599.90 / 709.43 
NEC Multisync 5FGE/6FG 1085.37 /2298.57 
NEC Molt/sync 2A . 298.00 
NEC SVGA 14'. 1024 x 768.28mm 389.55 
PANASONIC C13811, 1024 x 768, 14" . 32576 
PHILIPS 1436, 14", 1024 0768 379.86 
PHILIPS 1557,15", 1024 768..28 499.58 
SEIKO CM1760CR 944.15 
SONY 1430 14' 1024 .25rnm Digital 59195 
SONY 1730/SONY 2030 999.42/CALL 

VGA & SUPER VGA DISPLAY CARDS 
ACTIX Graphes Engine 32 VL 2 MB  199.07 
ACTIX Graphes Engine Unra ........ ......  299.31 
ATI GRAPHICS ULTRA I MB 209.23 
ATI GRAPHICS ULTRA Pro EISA 2 MB  394.92 
ATI GRAPHICS ULTRA .•-2 MB ................ 239.55 
ATI GRAPHICS ULTRA Pro 2 SAB  357.62 
ATI GRAPHICS ULTRA Pro MCA 2 MB 394.92 
ATI GRAPHICS VANTAGE ltie 179 41 
All VGAWonder 0124 1 MB...... 119.32 
All VGAWOe,de, 01 16173 
DIAMOND Speedster Pro r Local Bus 136 64/ 142 28 
DIAMOND Speedster Stealth '/ESA Loca, 159 99 
DIAMOND Speedster 240 1 MB 157 50 
DIAMOND Vmer wi2MB 414 21 
HERCULES Graphite . 21126 
HERCULES Dynarrste VI 165.38 
ORCHID Prodesigner IIS 1 MB .. 145.45 
ORCHID Farenhert 1280 Plus, 1MB 159.17 
ORCHID Farenheit VA 1MB 1280 • 1024 199.32 
VIDEO 7 Wei Dot Pro/ VGA 16 149 57/ 89.41 
VIDEO 7 Wal VGA 1MB 96.74 

IF YOU FIND A BETTER PRICE 
CALL COW BEFORE YOU BUY 

(800) 959-4CDW 

NASDAQ 
BUY WITH CONFIDENCE 
CDWO IS A NASDAQ 
TRADED COMPANY 

nacre SY.. CD. 
DOS Rat. 3A1 
Du 2 

No Surcharge For Credit Cards 

ea cum ego P.:47:::••• 
Pe...wee N. ek. yam mo nee mew ko5, esee Penalbe 
mum seq. e mew:. ,0 Yen« Onnt 

CDR* !SOURS 
Sies730.72000T Mon-Frt. 

91:0,500CDT 

Tech Supportlor Customers 
800-203CDTMorvEd. 
913360) =Sat 



COMPUTER DISCOUNT WAREHOUSEm 
US Robotics Sportster 
14400 w/Fax! 

../ CCITT AsynChrOnOus, Full. 

Duplex Communications from 

14,400 to 300 bps: -CCITT V.32 

bis at 14,400/12,000 bps-

Additional CCITT and Bell 

Compatiblity with 2400/1200/300 L. 

Dial-Up Modems-CCITT V.25 for Calls 

Originating Outside the U.S. and Canada ,/ 14,400 V.17 Send 

and Receive FAX with FAX Software I Error Control (Both 

CCITT V.42 8. MNP 2-4) I Data Compression (Both CCITT 

V.42 & MNP 5 for Throughput Up to 57,600 bps 

CDW"  $197.28 CDW 28092 

WHY SETTLE 
FOR LESS? 
CDW® 

SERVICES YOU 
BETTER 

CDW. CARRIES OVER 15,000 PRODUCTS. IF YOU 

TOSHIBA 
11900430 1586.93 T4000C 200 3074.10 
T1900/120_ _ 1709.85 745001120 2749.83 
719000120 2336.44 746,20/200 2999.99 

146600,120 391173 
11900C/200 2586.27 14600C/200 4168.57 
14500/80 1793.62 14600C/340 4584.96 
T4500/120 1989.98 16400/200 GP 3499.12 
T450,-/120 3189.32 164000/200 5459.23 
14503/200 2289.44 

AST 
Bravo 30314/25S 41413120n0 
Bravo 403/4/660 41.93129KD 
Bravo 4/50d, 2MB VGA DOS 
Bravo LP 403. 4M13 170/ID 
Bravo LP 403. 8MB 340140 
Bravo LP 4/25, 4MB 170/ID 

969.28/1049.10 
1377.12/1879.31 

1567.85 
1429.28 

1176.27 
1924.59 

POWEREXEC EL 3/25 120HD .42 
POWEREXEC EL 325 Colot No HD 1815.43 
POWEREXEC 3/25SL 4MB 160/ID Color 2947.92 
POWEREXEC 3/25SL 4M8 120HD 1936.43 
POWEREXEC 312551 Ackve Color 200/ID 3354.84 
POWEREXEC 486/25SL Mono 1515.00 
Prenvne 4/3350/4/3313 8MB 170HD 2099 29/2479.41 
Premma 4/500/4/660 8MB 340/ID 2898.53/3198.50 
SE 4'33 EISA Serve, 8MB i Eropp, 2526.39 
SE 450 EISA Server 16MB r Floppy 3224.64 

canon 
Nolael 4/25 180 HD Notebook ve/ built ptr 2774.65 
Nolejel 4/25. 135/ID Notebook kv/ budt in ptr..2554.59 
Note et 4/25. 85HD Notebook wif budt in ptr 2325.21 
INNOVA 48600/33 Desktop 4 MB 210/ID ... 1438.14 
INNOVA 486DX/66 Desktop 4 MB 24580 ... 1929.32 
INNOVA 146SX/20 Notebook 4140 00HDFX Modern 1549. 

DTKDrifika 

44613011 Tom rte 9113.00A.211ore - 1194.23/1592.41 
48503 DX, No HO VGA. 2 Flopr: 1165.66 / 1557.95 
48566 002 Torre. 200140, me 2 Flop DOS Mn 2346.59 

NEC 
Image II 4/66 4MB. 170 HD 2099.44 
Image II 4/66. IMB. 340 HD 2338.80 
NEC Ready 486SX/25,4MB, 170 MB. 2 Floppes 1179.62 
NEC Ready 4860X/33.4146.170 kla 2 Flopores 1479.29 

ree%" 281/2 0r4163.81821 lit " ' 2 2bee' ;89e1.1129 
Versa 4736/25C Color OMB. 180 HD .. 3928.22 
Versa 486420C Color 4MB. 120 HD ...... .......3579.18 

* TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 

486 WIN SX25, 120HD, 4 MB VGA, ............. 1878.48 
486 WIN DX2/60, 203HO .24111.70 
486 VAN 0X2/50, AcINe Color 20» .  .41711.10 
488 VAN DX25, 2001-1D, 4688, VGA .30111.11 
486 WIN DX2/40 cokor. 200HD 3578.92 

MiEriniCIEME=EM 

OKICATA 

OL400E CALL 

ML1/34 Turbo 215.33 ML520 36611 
141320 .299.12 ML521 488.11 
ML321 417.08 ML590 419.20 
ML380 209.00 M1590 569.52 
ML393, .............. 119.20 01_810 909.15 
ML393 • Cola 959.50 01.830 999.96 
M1395 966.07 01_840 1069.12 
MLJ95 4 Colo, 1019.74 01850 1239.66 

•Atter Mtr's 850 End-User Rabote. Ends 7/31/93 

wiftLeIOU 

EPSOM 
AP2250 113.30 10570 Plus 
4P3250 173.15 10870 
Aaron Laser 1500 65919 L01070 
DE% 5000 1309.12 L01170 
IDF 08000 213195 L02550 
FX870 263.10 LX810 
FX1170 348.22 Sty1us 800 
EPL 8000 Laser 818.13 
•Atter Rebate 

NEC 
Srlentvellet II 95F 885.33 06200 24-pin 
Sdentwnter 1197 1059.29 P6300 
P3200 24.5. 219.88 09300 

238.95 
428.15 
348.50 
588.20 

168.95 
'299.00 

399.92 
.58150 
889.21 

Panesonle 

1624 328.93 2180 

cool  iww 4410 
2129  229.00 4430 Law  
2124 .21101.118 445011...«  

* TEXAS INeTRUMENrs 

TI facroWnter Basic 5PPM 619.35 
Ti microWnter PS23 /PS65 869.19/1099.57 
TI microLa Ler TurtePlus PS 9PPM RISC 1378.55 
TI racroMarc Ink Jet 368.92 

eljg 1-89,91..877 
MW-M PACKAPO 

Dosa et 500. 359.50 LaserJet 4 ..... .... 1399.46 
Deskiet 500C 509.39 LaserJet 4L.... _689.10 
Deslio? 550C.. 695.11 Laser 481 3229.71 
Desk/el 1200C 1419.12 ........577.00 

Paint/et 300XL. 2259.18 

CPI JETMEMORV 1MB for HPIIP/111/111D ..........75.60 
CPI JETPAGE for HP IIPAID/111Postsaipl.......184.40 
Dataproducts 960 RISC PS 9PPM ............990.95 
Dataprocucts 965 RISC PS 9PPM ......1694.15 

118814tgePirealrIP7181 
PACIFIC DATA 25 in 1 Cart. LAS3 .245.00 
PACIFIC DATA 1 LAR for PP 111/11111/IIIP 79.48 

HARD DRIVES fa CONTROLLERS 

71204 130MB IDE 15IAS, 3.5., HA ej: 
7213IL 213MB, I 5MS, 3.5", HH,_ _IDE   
72135 212M13, 15149. 35" FLN SCSI  .217.40 
73464 340148, 13MS, 3.5. AH, SCSI-2 22 
LX75365536TAB, 13MS, 3.5" HRSCSI  
P0-12810213MB,13MS. 3.5' F1-1, SCCI-2  laINIS4 
P1 -17S16031.115,13148 3.5. Fli SCCI-2  1411.12 
1240E11240UL omet sce- . ........  1004.40 

MICenl-15 
MCP1528-15 1345MB SCSI 
MCP2105 560MB, 10MS 3.5" HA, SCSI 
MCP1624 668MB, 16MB 625. PH, SCSI 
MCP2112 1000M18,10MS 3.5. HH, SCSI-2 
MCP21124 1300MB, 10MS 3.5" HH, IDE 
MCP1546 206MB, 14MS 625" F11, SCSI... 
MCP1924 2070MB.14MS 925" FIL. SCSI-2 

C=1«it 

CP30130 40 MB, 28MS, 3.5" HH, IDE 
1718342 CP3006aH 64108. 19MS, 3.5.11H, IDE 

CP30104H 120 MB, 19MS, 3 5" HH. IDE 194.17 
CP30084E 84 MB 1.45, 35 « 18676 
CP301074E 174MB, 17MS, 35" HH IDE 32319138 
CP3020-4 212 MB 12N1S, 3 0 --• 9 
CP30254 25 1MB, 14MS, 39 1'. IDE 376.88 
CP3364 360MB, 12MS, 3.5" HM, IDE ........... 789.83 
CP30544 540MB. 10MS, IDE. .... 897.14 
CP30540 540MB,_10MS. 3.5" AH, Fast SCSI.? 95927 
CP31370 1371MB. 10MS. 35" HM, SCSI-2 1892.00 

99942 
1089.93 
1174.64 
1288.22 
1569.59 
196994 
2419.88 

Quantum 
PLUS Hardcard IIXL 50 MB/ 105MB 203.70/ 259.20 
PLUS Hardcard EZ 240MB /127MB 53945/ 319.14 
PRO CflIVE 240MB IDE ... 299.73 
PRO DRIVE 1GB SCSI-2 1289.15 
PRO DRIVE 525MB IDE 10MS 35" 749.14 

Eseagate 
ST31204 106MB. 198.45,35MM, IDE . 18194 
ST31444 130MB, IDE, 16MS 21951 
ST251 . 40 MB 28 MS, 52S MFM 25941 
ST32434 200MB, IDE.12MS, 3.5. Hi, CE 366.40 
5T1239/1 211MB. IDE, 3S HH. 439.94 
ST14804 426 MB IDE. 35.191 819.37 
5123834 338MB.16MS, 5.25. H11.0E.. .. 86/27 

ST36COA 525MB. IDE 35' 859.05 
ST4766E 766M8,16MS. 525-1/LEM 1059.80 
ST41200N 1050MB . .. . ................... 1074.29 

CONTROLLEAS 
Acculogv IDE 3 Plus 16 BIT. 
Acculogic IDE 3 16 BIT Controller . 
Acculogic IDE 4 14/15/16 Controller.. 
Adaptes isec 
Adapte 1522K Kit 16 Bit SCSI Ho* Adaplor 

U1trasacr 12F ESDI/py Contrai« 
Ultrastor 24F E1SA SCSI Consoler 

39.90 
23.10 
29.87 

257.43 
145.45 
439.61 
298.24 
166.86 
39185 

AIMIOAM 
American Power Conversion 

Protect Your Business Data and Creative Work From the 

Inevitable ard Unpredictable Disruptions Which Occur on the 

AC Power Utility Line. The UPS Provides Your Desktop 

Computer, File Server, or Workstation With Protection From all 

Forms of Power Line Trash Including Blackouts, Brownouts, 

Surges, Spikes, Noise and Sags. CDW' Carries the Full Line 

of American Power Backups, Line Conditioners and 

Surge Protectors 

BACK UPS 250 t98.25 CDW 20662 

BACK UPS 400 ...IN'. 157.25 CDW 13124 

DON'T SEE IT, aie 
MODEMS & COMMUNICATIONS 

ObilobstIcti 
14.4 Sportster Eut 179.50 9600 Sportster Ent 155.53 
14.4 Sportster Fox 197.28 9600 Socrate, Fax169.90 
14.4 Sportster Int...157.48 9600 Sportster Int..147.50 
14.4 Sportster Fax.179.50 9600 Sponster Fax1134.81 
16 8.5 144 Cou., Dual Std. Exil Fax . 673.91/688.44 
16 8 HST Couner Externat/ Fax 464.49/ GALL 
14.4 Couner External/ Fax 359.10/ 388.31 
144 Courier Internai 328.00 
Worklport 9696 Portable/w/Fax...........263.87/278.73 
Worldport 14.4 Portable/ Fax ..............303.11/ 339.48 
LAN MOdern V 32 BIS Ethernet 1096.57 
NEW! 14.4 PCMCIA Fax 459.00 

cDHayes 
ACCURA 144FAX 219.46 
ACCURA ,44BFAX 197.88 
ACCURA 96FAX 199.68 
ACCURA 96BFAX 177.12 
ACCURA 24000 59.10 
ACCURA2400 69.25 
OPTIMA 144 36158 
OPTIMA 144 Fax 368.49 

OPTIMA 9600....... 339.50 
OPTIMA 9600 Fax 349.20 
OPTIMA 2400 . 112.34 
OPTIMA 2400 Fax 11914 
ULTRA 144 61816 
ULTRA 9600 559.98 
Pocket 2400 89.92 

Umm 
14 4 V 32 BIS, 5n4/Roo FAX Internal 188.52 
14.4 Fax Mini Torre, . 197.28 
144 Fax Pockel 338.98 
9600 Fax Mino Torre, 183.21 
Fax Mn Roy Fax canridge for HP Laser II, III 168.92 

Inter 
SataFAXSon 100 . 95.50 
SataFAXSon 300228.00 
SalmFAXbon 350 291165 
SatisFAXten 400 368.95 
SalmFAXbon 400E . 374.96 

MULTI-TECH 

MULTI-TECH 224BA 2400 EXT.............. 
MULTI-TECH 932BA 9600 EXT ............ 
MULTI-TECH 1432134 14.4 EXT 4/FAX 
MULTI-TECH I432BL 14.4 EXT 

14.4 Fax 'nt 
14.4 Fax Ex! 
96 Fax Int 

169.81 
199.28 
156.07 
167.89 

239.50 
406.62 
436.11 
.489.41 

MATH COPROCESSORS 

INTEL 387DX 16/20/25/33 7899 
INTEL 387SX ier2orze 387SX 33 . 74.95 / 88.68 
INTEL287XLT 7800 
INTEL Rapid CAD For All 386 eis 23910 

=1;12Ecrum 

BC-500 
BC-500 LAN . 
BC-600 LAN 
BC-900 LAN 
OC-1250 LAN 
lsobar 4 
Isobar Ultra 4 

. 99.30 OMNI 450 LAN 279.17 
_155.10 OMNI 600 1,828 .......378.90 
179.55 OMNI 900 LAN .. 499.50 

..189.77 OMNI 1250 LAN 629.26 
_248.13 lsotel Ultra 6 57.13 
148.51 lsobar 6 46.38 
.471.27 Isobar Ultra 6 48.75 
38.95 Command Console 58.45 
42.75 LapPwr DC/AC 59.50 

AMERICAN POWER 

BACK UPS 250 98.25 Surge Arrest 7 Tel 49.88 
BACK UPS 400 157.25 Smarl 400 293.75 
BACK UPS 450 188.68 Smart 600 355.00 
BACK UPS 600 262.84 Sman 900 558.75 
BACK UPS 900. _379.88 Sman1250 698.75 
BACK UPS 1250.990.68 Srhan 2000 1167.50 
Surge Arrest 7 .... 19.42 LAne-R 600 125.09 
Surge Most F1.7 .37.97 Lean 1250 175.58 

5011P ICE tee. 

LOGITECH Doua Senal Mouse 29.50 
LOGITECH Fotoman Plus 531.30 
LOGITECH Maman Cordless 79.33 
LOGITECH ScanMan 32/Scanman 256 99.55/169.25 
LOGITECH Senarrrackmanleortable 74.99 196.50 
MEMOREX 3 &Aton Mouse Flus 29.50 
MICROSOFT Mouse V20 Bus 5 Pack 329.32 
MCROSOFT Mouse V2.0 Bus No Software 86.80 
MICROSOFT Ball Pant Mouse. 109.50 
MICROSOFT Senal Mouse. V20 No Sotrvare 7910 

KINGSTON MEMORY 

ATM' CREDIT CARD 4MB . .. 
EPSON EPL 7000 512K........... 
EPSON ACTION LASER 2-8MB 
AST BRAVO 4861C 2MB ... 
AST PREMIUM II 1MB CUPID S1MM 
AST POWEREXEC 486 4MB 
AST PREMIUM 386SX 2MB 
AST PREMIUM 4MB ... 
AST PREMIUM EXEC 4MB 
AST PREMM1A 16MB 
AST PREMMIA 8MB UPO 
AST PREMIUM 486/33 8MB 
AST BRAVO 386SX 8MB 
APPLE MAC LCIII 4MO.... 
APPLE MAC LCIII I6MB 614 82. 
COMPAQ PROSIGN1A 16MB 100500 
COMPAO DP386/33 2MB.... 12963 
COMPAQ 386N 211.4B ........ 99.08 
CPC) LITE 4/25C 16MB .... 81174 
COMPAO LITE 4/25C 4MB/ 8MB 079 I& 32691 
COMPAQ DP 386/331 32MB .. 141765 
COMPAQ PROSIGNIA 32MB 2005.88 
COMFAO DF 386116 4MB 337. 05 
COMPAQ DP286N;386N 4M8. 16160 
COMPAQ DP386/20E825E 4MB 244.98 
COMPAQ DP386SX/I6 4MB .... 244.98 
COMPAQ DP 386/20E 4MB 209 50 
COMPAQ DP3865)016 OMB 209.50 
COMPACT CONTURA 486 16MB 819.74 
COMPAQ CONTURA 486 8MB 355.43 
COMPAQ PORTABLE III 2MB 244.98 
COMPAQ 0MB OP 486133M 35543 
COMPAQ 8 SOCKET EXP WIBM 514 33. 
COMPACT CONTURA 4MB . 169.60 
COMPAQ CONTURA 3/20 8MB 34130 
COMPAQ LITE 4MB CREDIT GARD 188.44 
KINGSTON CPO DP 4/661512KB VIDEO RAM 85.96 
COMPAQ PROLINEA 48603 4MB 175.00 
COMPAQ PROLINEA 486/33 8MB .35966 
COMPAQ PROLINEA 3/25S 2MB .......... ...... _99.08 
DELL 310-2525 16MB. - 999.51 
DELL 32000 41,AB . ... 1696 
HP LASERJET 2P/IlI 1MB 7934 
HP LASERJET II & 110 2MB. ..12e9 , 
HP LASERJET 2P1111 2MB .129.2s 
HP VECTRA 486 4MB 18131 
HP LASERJET 115 110 4MB. 20156 
HP LASER 4L 1MB MEM UPG... .... ..... 6461 
HP VECTRA 386/25 8MB .. . 364 92 
HP DESKJET 500 II 500C 256KB 57.43 
HP LASERJET 3514MB 169.60 
HP LASERJET 4 2MB .. 99.56 
HP LASERJET 4 4MB/ 8MB 16n 60, 33117 
HP PAINTJET 51300 4MB/ 8MB 244 981 41175 
TI MICROLASEF1 1MB 64.61 
TI TM 3000 2MB. 85.96 
Tl TM4000 4MB. ...... 199.00 
TI MICROLASER 4M8 .. 199.00 
TI WINSLC/25 2MB .108.97 
BM PS/2 70 4MB 337.05 
BM PS/2 90 4MB. 17588 
BM PS/2 90/95 8MB ...... 36909 
BM P5/2 70-EBb 1MB........... . . 14.61 
BM 140030 2M13 9108 
BM 0512 70-061 2MB _97.90 
BM PS/2 70-A21 2MB _99.08 
BM PS/2 55SX 4MB 175.88 
BM PS/2 50 2MB 19/00 
IBM 55SX 4.16MB 257.38 
BM 16MB.... 685.76 
BM THINKPAD 700 4ME1/ 8MB 199001418.75 
BM PS/1 2MB .97.90 
NEC VERSA 4MB/ 8MB 229 41/429.71 
NEC .k.4 386/33 1MB 67.91 
NEC SILENTWRITER 95 2MB 
OKILASER 400 2MB 
OKILASER 800 2MB . 
OKILASER 800 4MB 
PANASONIC 4410. 4430 2-4MB 
PANASONIC P4450I 2MB 
PANASONIC CF370 1MB 

TOSHIBA Ti 200)LE 2MB 
TOSHIBA 1800, 1850 2000SX/E, 2200SX 2MB 99 08 
TOSHIBA 1800 , 1850, 2000SX/E, 2200SX 4MB 187 50 
TOSHIBA 71 1850 20005X/E, 2200SX 8MB 339 17 
TOSHIBA 7310060(), E 2MB 115.96 
TOSHIBA 732005X 2MB/ 4MB............115 96/ 188 44 
TOSHIBA 3300SL 2MB/ 4MB 
TOSHIBA 4400, 4400SXJC 4MB,........ ........ 199.00 
TOSHIBA 19000450004600C 8MB 429 71 
TOSHIBA 5200 2MB 109 53 
ZENITH 386SX/20 2MB .. 115 96 

los 6 r 
115 95 

. .57.43 
207.29 
99.08 

169.60 
14175 
649.29 
32911 
349.66 
355.43 
169.60 

129 91 
119.41 
21915 
119 41 
138 19 
97 91 
685 76 

ACCELERATOR/OVERDRIVE 

INTEL Overdrive 486/251)5 / 486/330X 444.66 / 549.55 
1NTEL Overdrive 486,SX,25MHz /20 MHz 43320 / 329.44 
INTEL Overdrive 406133S0...............549.49 
KINGSTON SX Now. 25 MHz, IBM 50, 60. 502 169.20 
KINGSTON 486SX Now, 25 MHz, Compaq..... 399.72 
KINGSTON 486IDX Now. 33 MHz. Compaq 729.69 
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FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT 
FOR CDW CUSTOMERS. 
(708) 291-7575 

CDW Sells for Less and Services You Better! 

(800) 959-4CDW 
CALL FOR FREE 
CDW CATALOG 

Circle 190 on Inquiry Card. 



1. 11900, 14500, 16400 

MEMORY MEMORY MEMORY 
IBM 

AMBRA Enterprise 386, %Ala 386, Sprinta 386 loll models) 
$399 ••••'&1• 

t• AMBRA Entoirlse 416, Honda 486, Sprint, 486 (all models) 

1MB N/A 5229 1669 N A $119 
PS/1 286, 386511 

1M) 9119935 579 4MB 9119694 _ 5149 
PS/1 Consultant, Essential, Expert models x43, x44, 
PS/Valuepoint o0 models except Cxx series 

4/91 9619/90 S159 16M8 9699291 5579 
PS/1 Consultant Essential, Expert models 476 

1698 KA 9619291 5579 
P5/2 25/286, 30/286, memory garroter 1497259 

2MB Kit 3015360 .579 
PS/2 3550; LS, 4050, 50Z, 5550; LS, 65534; LS, 70, Mein 

IMB 6450603 549 2M8 6450604 ............. 575 
PS/2 70-621; A61; 121; 861, P5/1 Gunflint Esseralet 
Expert models ill, x13, . 14, PS/Voloopoiat Cox sorbs 

2MB 6450608 . 075 

PS/2 3558; LS, 40SX, 5550; LS, 65590 LS, 051,040, PS/ 
Valuepoint Cxx series, adapter board 3413011 or 3493077 

4618 3412933a 8719977 5149 
PS/2 3558; LS, 4050, PS/Vaboapoid Cox series 

8M8 64501/9 5799 
PS/2 90 SP, 95 IIP, P75 Inn), 56, 57 ( 0111, P5/1 Pro A13133 

1M8 6150902 589 
PS/2 90 OP, 95 XP, P75 (pairs), 56, 57 1aII), 
PS/1 Consultant, Essential, Expert models ill, x13, 114, 
PS/1 Pro M2123 

1M8 6150128 5119 NB 6450130 5299 
Expansion boards for 50, 502, 5550, 60, 6558 
2 8M8 a/2MB 119/259 5169 

Expulsion boards for models 70,80 
4 I 6MB w1MB 3493011 5409 

Dell 
Power Desktop 325G P, 3330, 333P, 433P, 486P, 4160 4, 2MB 320-2501 559 498 310•2501 5149 

PowerLine Workstetie 420; 425; 433; 450; 45004/2, 466DE 
Au. ?MB 330.2466 599 898 310 2468 . 5319 

wa"XA,1 Powediee Warkstrain 420; 425; 433; 450; 45088/2, 4665E 

Performance 1, 1, min $1199 
31MB Kif 310•2630 

4M11 310.1325 ....... 5159 16111 310-3327 ... $579 
Performance ME inn 

4148 310•3334 ....... 5159 8MB 3103335 5329 44, 
Zenith 

Z-300/400 Win 2-420/5X, Z-425/58, Z-433/DX, 1433/50 
4/411 ME•100 5159 16MB 61 90 5599 é 

2-5erver 4258/ 43307, 450Df 
4M8 ME-432 5119 8MB ME 102 ... 5319 „If2,,, 

Z-S1ntion12551/450420SEInSiG,42551,433111.11411111,4SOXE• 
MB ME 70 549 048 ME- 100 ---------------$849 

26.01Z-386/2G 25; 33,334 
1MB /4380014E 549 4118 21,38001,111 .......... 5149 

Zuni Z-311650/20, 2861Pe, Z-1.5 
2M8 

Zeratk 486/33E4; 25E 
498 10420002 5189 16/18 164200MB . 5619 

AST 
Piemmio 

501159.001 5199 81111 501159-403--------5319 
Morhott.o SMP 

16MB 501143-001 ............... 5879 
Breve 3/35s 

500710•004 599 8MB 5001)24002 ....... $319 
Advantage! 38650/20; 25, Gunton! Pro 58/25, nova 3/33s 

/MB 500963 001 5/5 Di 500962 001 5339 
Advantage! Pro 48600/33; 50/ 25, Brno LC 4/25s; 33; 33s; 
50d; 4/66d 

1M8 300980 001 589 408 500981 001 ........ 5139 
Premium 386/25; 33; 331, Premium II 38650/16; 20; 25 

IMB 500/80 003 001 ... $59 
Advantoge! 486/25; 33; 33p; 5020, Bran 4/33; 486/25; 
m Preium 4/25; 331E, S  SE 4/33 
248 500/18 001 / 80 005 ........ 8119 

Advantage! 486/25; 33; 33p; 9(20, Power Premium 3/33, 
4/33; 33s; 50d; 66d, Premium 386/3318, 486/25;E:25TE; 
33; 330; 3311 Premium II 386/25; 33, 486/33, 48650/20 
Premium Sender 51 4/33 

1M8 500780•004 5159 8M8 500/88001 ...... 5389 

Compaq 
Pralines 3/25s; 3/251s 

1MB 141738081 .. 589 8MB 141742-001 52E19 
Prolinea 4/251, 4/33, 4/50 

IMB 1416112•001 559 2MB 141683-001 $89 
4MB 141684 DOI 5159 8913 141685-001 5309 

DeskPro 386-20, 20e, 25 
4M8 113132 001 5179 4MB 113645-001 $219 

DeskPro 3861/16 
4MB 112534 001 5169 4MB II 3634•00I _ 5219 

DeskPro 3/256 331,4/2515; 336 661, 3869; 386N; 38650/20; 
2011, SysteeePro LT Series, Perini 486c, M Series 

IMB 118688-001 549 2M6 1146E19-001. S85 
4MB 118690001 5155 8MB 11287/-001 $319 

ProSignia PC Servos 486/33; DX2/66 
160E 149320001 5999 32NR 14914/-001 ...... 52439 

DeskPro 386-33, 486-33, Systoraho 
1MB 115144 001 599 8911 116561.001 5219 

Hewlett-Packard 
nitro 05/16S; 20PC, RS/20; 200; 25, 250 

4MB Kit 01542 or 36428 5169 
Wan 386/169, 386/209, 386/259 PC 

2MB 024064 599 8M8 024046 5319 
Sort,, 486P0,'251; 337; 486s/20; 4/2511 339; 5010 66N 

2M8 023816 S89 8M8 021524 5309 
Vona 386/35; 486/2511; 486/3311; 486/508; 486/66U 

208 0338111 589 8M8 025124 5309 
Vectra 486/259; 486/3311; 486/5011 486/6611 

16MB 006164 5579 
nitro 386/330; 3391 

/FAB 022144 5129 808 0271S6 $399 
NEC 

lmoge 425, 433, 466 
rid 410- 13302 5199 16MB 410 11003 

Reody 425, 433 
4188 N A 5169 I6MB N,'A 

PowerMate 286/12; 50/16, SO/l0 
208 XI OP 410 8103 

PowerMate $0/20 
2M8 ( PU Upgiode OP 410 )101 
1M8 5,p Boord OP.410 8102.8103 

PowerMale 306/336 Express To, de series 
1M8 OP 410 6205 5179 16MB °Pal° 6206 .. 

5749 

$679 

599 

5(89 
5209 

5649 

AST 

•   4/255L Pow,,),,, 8MB 
I 6M8 

PowerEver 3/2551, 3/2551.-C, EL 4M8 
Premium Exec 286, 38650/20, 25, 25( 4M8 

Compaq 
Cortaro 3/20, 3/25, 3/25c 

/frute, 
• Cortaro 4/25 series 

171 286 

11E 3861/20 
LIE Lite 20; 25; 25c, 25e 

LIE Lite 8/25, 

SET 286 
SLT 3861/20 

Toshiba 

T10005)/LE/OE; 2000, 2000SX; SXe, 
1220010, T1800 Series 

NEC 

.. 5649 Diable Versa ill models) 
51299 
$219 

_5139 

5169 
BNB 5299 
0.18 5279 
8/AB 5399 
2968 . 599 
4MB 5199 ,ty, 
4/48 5179 AMBRA Treko 
4MB . 5119 ThinkPod 300 
EME .5399 
16M8 . S699 PS/2 ( 1.571)( and ThinkPod 700, 41,111 
4MB .. 5199 de,. 100c 720, 730, 
OMB . S339 ThinkPod 710T 
4616 . 5209 
4MB . 5169 1151 Notebook (A111 

41/) 5259 

Ultralite IL Cellular Workstation 50/20 5119 

5599 
2168 5119 

era ... .5269 
712000E, 1600, 3100E 
1330058, 320010, SO( 2118 SI5 

0411 _ 5149 

498 _ 5169 

13200 

44. 1330051 

Ultrolite III, SL/25C 

UltroLite SL/20, SL/20P 

ProSpeed 286, 38650/36 
ProSpeed 386 

IBM 

011 
8M8 
1M8 
4MB 

2M8 5119 
5289 

2M8 5149 

5109 
5359 
5199 
5339 
5149 
5449 
599 

5169 
L4050, 113350, PS/Note 182 1681 5149 
L4050, PS/Note 182 8MB $289 
PS/Note 1145SL 1MB-----------59f  

Texas Instruments 
TrovelMate 3000 loll models) 
TrovelMole 4000 ( oll models) 
TrovelMote WinS1C/25 

Zenith 

Z-Lite 320L 
Z-Note 3201, 32011, 3251, 325E, 

14400, 16400 loll models) 4MB .. S169 Z-Sport 4205, 4255 

OMB $349 Mira 3255 
16MB 5599 
BMB $349 
16MB 5799 

15100 0MB . 595 
75400, 15200; 75200(., 78500 796 

BMB 5279 

MratersPort 38651., 514 SU 
MostersPort 38650 
SupersPort SX; 286e; SlimsPorl 
SupersPort 286; 286e 
SupersPort 286e; SlimsPort 

1M8 . 579 
4MB 5199 

2M8 

ve -

24. 

$139 
5129 
5429 
5189 
5139 
$249 
.589 
5109 
5139 
599 

5179 

FAX MODEMS  
"NMI. 

For Apple, All, Compaq, IBM, Sharp, T1, Toshiba, Zenith, 
and many other laptop ond Notebwok Systems. 

PCMCIA 2.0 Inlet.' FAX/Modem with MAO( 
I 5.4006ps FAX/Modern 5479 
2-1/96001/ps FAX, Modem 5189 
Intend FAX/Modems w/MNP•5 .V.42bis 
1.1,400Ims FAX/Modem - • 5419 
24/9600bra FAX/Modern 5209 
Extenn Pocket Modems for any RS-232 Soriai Port 
14 4006p FAX/Modem ..S385 
9619600bps ,AX, Modem .019 

Compt7ERPERIPHERAISMC 
Villa Internal Modems 
14400bra 4.32/142 modern, send& receive FAX . 
24 '9600bps with 9nd/receive FAX 

ViVa E eeeee al Modems 
2440267,5 32/5 42 modem, send E. (rye.1( 
74 8600bps with send/receive FAX 

$219 
$89 

$269 
599 

/4 

-11'111(1StO 
DatoCard Micro Channel Storer, aed Upgrade 
available enth 85 12/ of 109M13 of humble 16 millisecond tar 
tonge Om lour SIMMsockehlhotocromoditte up io 6413 of tystem RAM 

16-bit or 32-bit DatcCard 

85M.B Ooto(ord with OK RAN ------------------ 532f 
12/MB DalaCo,d Oh OK 5549 
2091,1110maCrad inn 00 RN... 5/99 

p CPU UPGRADES 

j.. 11;1ntlston 
CHNOt CCRPORA,,,, 

Upgrade your system to 386 or 486 power! 
Use Wendows M enhanced mode, ye true mullinatkino and bad, ground 
opera, on lo Window 3.1. 05/2, and other 111r. specific software. 
Improve your tyveras performance by up to 351,1 

SX/Ilonel 186 CPU Upgeed. 
256111/ ( 00) 5169 336111,151).....-...... 599 

.111"••••• • SLC/Now! 406 CPU Ag,.á. 
15MHz 151(1 5219 50MHz (SIC -......... 5399 

486/Nowl 006 CPU Uppode 
25411/ (SX/ 5399 3384, 5579 

MCMuster 441 CPU uparmi. 
251111, ( SX) 5699 
331AH: ( DX) 5959 
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2/10 x 36 70 181611.. 

537 048 x f-10,. $139 
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LASER MEMORY 
14.....1‘ HP Loserlet Illsi, 4, 4M, 4Si, 4SiMX, XL300, leklet 600 

41A8 (20653 5119 8M8 (18(62 5299 
HP tundra IIP, III, IIIP, Ills 

21,18 334758 599 4MB 
HP nutlet II 8. 111) 

298 334448 599 4MB 334418 5159 
IBM Gs« 4029 ai models 

1618 1143334 599 4MB 118333% 5119 
Canon L1P-4, 4111e, 491es 

1MB S63 2230 . 5119 ?NB 
Canon cl1P-111 4, 81)1 Pis 

1M13 563 2350 ..... $249 3MB 
Ponasonic 4410 1 4430 

2M8 KX 9441 5109 4MB N/A ... 5169 
Panasonic 44501 8. 4420 

2MB 01 9441 5119 4MB N/A SI89 
Okilos..r 400 

11.113 70014101 579 1MB 
Texas hstrurnents Mraelesra rid XL 

IMB 2555739 0001 . 549 4110 
Epson PI 6000 

4h. 2MB 205301 599 4MB 
.11."'••••• Epson ictionlaser Il, EPL-8000 

2M8 4,2 5169 1M8 

SKI WA 599 

15601'52-000? 599 

11/4 S169 

N A 5149 

WE SETT)* STANDARD: 

100% compatible ir form, fit, and function 

All products user installable 

• Installation instrutions included 

• Toll-free technical support 

' Manufacturer's warranties 

Corporate PO's, A?0/FPO's welcome 

Government and Educational pricing 

International orders welcome 

Special volume pricing 

Same day shipping 

Overnight delivery available 

Visa, Mastercard, American Express, 

and Discover accepted 

• No surcharge on credit cards 

PONT SETTLE FOR LESS! 

iop, AMU' m 

'V WE STOOK 
V MEMORY UPCRADES 4 

FOR OVER 1980 

es• COMPUTERS AND 
PRINTERS o 

4 t S 

4.44DR Me ie t ‘e-

7-••••:e. t{1 

TOLL FREE FROM UA & CANADA 

800-516-9866 
INTERNATIONAL 

714-588-9866 
FACSIMEE 

714-588-9872 

Business hours: 
Monday - Friday, 80m-Spm, P.S.T. 
Saturday, 98m-3pm, Orders Only 

- 

o 

"OR' 

net 

Mail or fax orders to: 
First Source International, Inc. 

7 Journey 
Aliso Viejo, CA 92656 



LEAVE IT TO US TO RACK THINGS UP 

RECORTEC's Rack Mount PC 

compatible computers, monitors, 

keyboards and printer continue 

the tradition of manufacturing 

excellence RECORTEC started in 

1969. With our broad product 

line, fast delivery, excellent pre 

and post sale service, it's no 

wonder more and more people 

"leave it to us to rack things up". 

"  Wall&IMAM HU 
11111111111111111M111131111111111 UMW 
111•111111111113a1911111111r"110131e-

• 

QUALITY 
All products 100% tested and 
verified prior to shipment. 

RELIABILITY 

Field proven components backed 
by a comprehensive warranty. 

SERVICE 
Large stock for fast delivery plus 
assistance by knowledgeable sales 
and support personnel. 

SOLUTIONS 

Choose from many models which 
offer a wide range of solutions for a 
variety of rack mount needs. We 
also offer custom designs when a 
standard product just won't do. 

RECCIRTEC, INC. 

CALL OR FAX FOR MORE 

INFORMATION. 

1-800-729-7654 

1290 Lawrence Station Road Sunnyvale, CA 94089 Tel: (408) 734-1290 

Circle 202 on Inquiry Cord ( RESELLERS: 203). 

Fax: (408) 734-2140 



WIRELESS NETWORKING MOTOROLA 

gi."9"11,"11, 1, 111 

.e:lenat JWl 82" 

F, 

BY 
reefigt 

EMBARC, from Motorola, 
delivers information to 
moving targets 
f. 

Users roam the nation and stay in the loop 
Portability doesn't have to mean isolation from 

important, timely information, thanks 
to EMBARC wireless networking. 

In over 200 cities in the U.S. and 
Canada, you're connected—to E-mail 
from the office and news and weather 
briefs from USA TODAY, as well 
as optional services such as sports, 

key market and financial developments, and 
HeadsUp" targeted industry news briefs from 

INDIVIDUAL, Inc. You can even have your important data-
bases routinely updated—automatically! 

All you need is EMBARC's compact, powerful NewsStream receiver ( it 
plugs directly into most laptop, palmtop and notebook computers) and the 
simple software package that drives it. Pay as little as $395, install it in min-
utes and you're ready to go—without wires, faxes or phones. 

Equip your whole team to receive memos, documents 
and file updates for pennies per recipient.. 
You'll find EMBARC so cost effective 
you'll communicate more. 
Our corporate trial program lets you 

try it virtually risk-free. Sign up right 
now by phoning 1-800-EMBARC4, 
Ext. 350. Give your team the home-
field advantage... even when they're 

on the road. EMBARC service is available 
for DOS-based laptops and 
notebooks, HP 95LX palmtops 
and Macintosh Powerbooks. 

evmsaie Motorola and NevesStream are trademarks 
of Motorola. Inc. EMBARC is a servicemark 
of Motorola. Inc. 4' Motorola. Inc. 1992 

Circle 210 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 211). 



KeyPro ... 
A Legend in Software Protection 
Just as the legendary Chinese warrior god Zhong-Kui had the reputation of a fearsome 

warrior who easily fended off evil spirits. KeyPro has established its reputation as a 

dependable means of guarding programs against unauthorized copies. 

Zhong-Kui enslaved and ate ghosts, but KeyPro employs a much more useful 

and appealing method to protect your software. 

While designing the KeyPro software protection device, our engineers 

considered not only the need of software developers but also the convenience 

of users. Software developers enjoy KeyPro's protection capability, while 

users can forget the key after installing it. 

The KeyPro Family 

al KeyPro II for PC environments 

• Net-KeyPro: for Netware environments 

111•11•1111111 

Transcend 
Your Supplier, Your Partner, 

Your Friend. 

Transcend Information Inc. 
U.S.A. 
104 Exchange Place, 
Pomona, CA 91768 
TEL: (909) 598-5500 
FAX: (909) 598-5050 

(909) 598-6050 

Outsta Features 

e• Unbreakable Electronics 
An ASIC-based hardware and a proprietary 
encryption algorithm are used to prevent code 
tracing by the most persistent software pirates. 

e Compatibility 
KeyPro is transparent to the computer and other 
peripherals that are attached to it. It works on 
every computer it has been tried on without 
interfering with computer s normal operations. 

• Cascadability 
KeyPro can cascade on the printer port with any 
other KeyPros or the keys manufactured by other 
companies Because KeyPro's both sides are 
transparent, it can sit in any position in the 

cascade chain. 

e Runtime Reprogrammability 
A buffer with read/write runtime memory inside 
the hardware allows developers to protect and 
write into multiple software programs using only 

one key. 

• Virus Dectechon 
KeyPro provides the protected program a virus 

detection option to check whether it is infected. 

e User Limit 
KeyPro allows programmers to designate up to 

100 workstations using one software in Netware 

environment. 

e Driver/External Protections 
Two protection methods provide the security for 

a software with or without its source code. 

Taiwan 
3FI., No. 465, Chung Hsiao E 
Sec. 6, Taipei, Taiwan 
TEL (886) 2-7881000 
FAX (886) 2-7881919 

(886) 2-7889191 

Regional Distributors 
Welcome! 

• KeyPro is a registered traderiark of Transcend Information Inc. 

• All other trademarks are registered by their respective owners. 

41911V11.11.11111M. . .. ._ .. .._ . .. .. 
' 

Germany 
Rd.. Transcend Information Trading GmbH 

Lademannbogen 45a. 
2000 Hamburg 63 
TEL: (49) 40/538 81 37 
FAX: (49) 40/538 17 81 

Circle 298 on Inquiry Cord. 
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AST Rampage Plus /2MB $169 

DYNAMIC RAMS 
ImEl 0 1-100NS 

1MB X 1-8ONS 

1MB X 1-7ONS 

IMEI X 1-6ONS 

256K X 1- 150145 

256K X 1-12ONS 

256K X I-ICONS 

1.46 
4.71 
4.75 
5.211 
2.61 
2.15 
2.01 

4-SONS WP 

256 X I-BONS 
256K X 1-7ONS 

256X X 1-60 NS 

256X X 4-100N5 

256K X 4-SONS 

256K X 4-70NS 

2S6K X 4•60NS 

25.00 

130 

2 30 
2 70 
185 
195 
500 
5 25 

649 X 4-12ONS 

64K X 4-10ONS 

64K X 4-SONS 

64K X 1-15ONS 

64K X 1-120N5 

64K X 1-100N5 

2.25 

2.15 

2.75 

2.10 

2.25 

2.45 

FOR MEMORY PRODUCTS NOT LISTED. CALL FOR PRICES AND AVAILABILITY 
PURCHASE ORDERS FROM GOVERNMENT AGENCIES - UNIVERSITIES - FORTUNE 2000 FIRMS - CALL 1 -11300-NIENUOIR V-2 

RIM% RKK5 «I RI R.F.10 oR ',AMU APO •UU UHIUUU'UA0UULAHLAhUhUhTO0•hA101UA0Ul1I NEVER A SURCHARGE ON CREDIT CARDS OPEN SATURDAY 6 A, 

TECHNICAL SUPPORT ORDERS ONLY TOLL FREE FAX 

1-2115-1322-4.454.0 œ 1 -1300-457-6937 R. 1 -21s-922-011e 
ALL CREDIT CARDS ARE VERIFIED FOR FRAUDULANT USE. 

ORDER TOLL-FREE FROM ANYWHERE IN THE USA OR CANADA. CALL FOR CURRENT PRICES AND VOLUME DISCOUNTS. PRICES AND AVAILABILITY SUBJECT TO CHANGE. ORDER LINES OPEN 6 DAYS. 
MINIMUM ORDER 50 00•USA SHIPPING fe HANDLING AIR $ 12 00-AIR OVERNIGHT SIB 00-COD ADD S4 000PA RESIDENTS ADO 7% SALES 1Ax•PREPAID ORDERS CALL FOR CONF1RMATION•ALL RETURNS REQUIRE RNA* AND ORIGINAL INVOICE 
CANCELLED ORDERS AND RETURNS FOR CREDIT SUBJECT TO 25% RESTOCKING CHARGENRETURNED MERCHANDISE MUST BE IN NEW CONDITION AND RECEIVED WITHIN 14 DAYS FROM INVOICE DATE. SORRY. NO REFUNDO AFTER 14 DAYS 
SHIPPING AND HANDLING CHARGES NOT REFUNDABLE•INTERNATIONAL ORDERS WELCOME-APO-FPO ORDERS WELCOME PO S ACCEPTED FROM GOVERMENT AGENCIESrUNIVERSITIES,FORTUNE 2000 COMPANIES-SUBJECT TO APPROVAL 
c MEMORY PRODUCTS ARE THIRD PARTI',' ALL TRADEMARKS ARE THE PROPERTY OF THE RESPECTIVE OWNERS 0- ALL WORLDWIDE TECHNOLOGY PRODUCTS ARE 100% GUARANTEED AND COME WITS LIFETIME WARRANTY EXCEPT 

30 DAY WARRANTY ON CPU CHIPS AND 1 YEAR WARRANTY ON MOTHER BOARDS * 

WORLDWIDE TECHNOLOGIES 437 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19106 
Customer Service 215-922-4640 

Circle 204 on Inquiry Card. 



Take Note: 
The World's Best SCSI Adapter 

Just Got Better c;*  
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SmartCache III 
is the total, growable SCSI solution! 
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The world's best SCSI adapter is now the world's greatest bargain— priced lower 
than any major competitor. An unprecedented value, SmartCache III offers top 
performance and universal connectivity with all major SCSI-1, SCSI-2 and Fast 
SCSI devices, including hard drives, tape, CD-ROM and WORM. 

It also comes with built-in support from all major operating systems, including 
DOS, Windows, OS/2, NetWare, Windows NT, NextStep and all versions of Unix. 
And only SmartCache III gives you a growth path. Optional plug-on modules 

let you migrate easily to caching (with up to 64Mb cache), as well as full RAID 
capability. Storage Manager, our GUI utility, makes installation quick, easy and 
automatic. Plus, it gives you on-line and remote control over subsystem man-
agement, diagnostics, performance monitoring, and disk array configuration 
and control. 

Distributed Processing Technology, Inc. 
140 Candace Dr. Maitland, FL 32751 USA 

List price for ISA model PM2021 /90 SCSI Adapter Board 

kiDPT 

Oberralti 5J_b LS ed,_RI.J_or_.,elei 6 

Call DPT, today! 

800-322-4DPT 
FAX 407-260-5366 

Circle 193 on Inquiry Cord (RESELLERS: 194). 



HARD DRIVE 

KING 
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES 

cSS9 Seagate 
810041 Sill 
33225 206.8 
51231 42.446 
ST4096 80mB 
ST3514 ( IT 410 42968 
ST3120411 . bled 10968 
ST3144411 . bah) 1309611 
5132430 213mB 
11132902 2001,10 
013550.4 452PAS 
01476611 660MB 
5111200. 1037998 

SPEED PIPE PIKE 
65PAS WM 5 25« $169 
28143 .96 5 25. 0249 
28MB W M Full le $389 
2848.5 CE 3 5. $129 
1848S CE 3 5. $198 
16140 CE 3 5. 5198 
15145 ex 35' $249 
1 NIS IOC 3.II« $229 
12mS IDE 3 5' $569 
13443 SCSI/61 $899 
15.85 SCSI/EH $ 1148 

161.16.11.111111.11 

MOOR 
CP30084 
CP30104 ( IT Issahl 
CP30174.411 hrah) 
CP3025411 • h0N 
CP33540 
CP3359144 

$IZE $PEED TYPE 
8040 7143 DE 
120448 9845 CE 
170448 7mS CE 
209MB 290 IDE 
540.815 2485 SCSI 
5406$13 5mS OE 

rageor 
MOM SIS! SPEED 
71314(1'4h) 130MB 590 
7213411T bahl 211ma 5445 
72135 II' $9894 213408 5MS 
7245411" hs9h1 243448 5993 
73454 345148 5443 
1305354 (HMI 333MB 3945 
PANTHER (FU) P0120 IOOOMB 3M5 
211111120 0111P117 111•108 502 

PRICE 
$178 
5198 
5218 
5298 
use 
$798 

ME NOCE 
CE $208 
109 $258 

SCSI $288 
DE 5269 
DE $34.9 
DE $849 
5C5I $ 1088 
KU MN 

FUeTSU. S TIAR WARRANTY 
26228/5(3 5.1 3.98 2145 
2623A/5(3 51 42004 
26248133 331 51 320948 2118$ 

T17E COST 
5C51/IDE $565 
SCSUIDE $738 
SCSUIDE $758 

22665 061 1080448 548S SCSI $ 1128 
26525 ( EH) 17508.8 1mS SCSI $ 1888 
26545 ( 191) 2060988 1mS SCSI $2098 

MICRON-U.1S reduced 'whine 
2105 i3 560961 10165 SCSI/IDE $979 
16241189 660M8 1501 SCSI $795 
2112135' 1050848 1OMS SCSI/ICE 51199 
1551-15X11 1350.1 14MS 50.1 511911 
15441110 170.1 100 SCSI 51695 
1924 OH, 2100.1 11MS SCSI $2279 
193619111 3300168 I 1/65 SCSI 53499 

It( WESTERN DIGITAL 2 YEAR WARRANT, 
220311 " 11.10,1 21208 12mS 3 5. CE $249 
2250 ( 1941s) 256/041 12M5 3 5. DE $288 
234011 Th.ohl 3409615 1 ve 35. OE $379 

Intel Couic Memory Board 
lx, 286 and 386 sywns 45C1 &man 8.9 EMS support ir. 
herd.. for . 11 908 perfonnence amp wit.. EMS Up to 8/08 
..np 1MB $1906.5 Wodu m beds 8 .r 16 bie «pan won slob 

2MEG-5148 4MEG-5208 8MEG-$338 

Floppy Drives 
3608 5 25' rs HT $29 
7208 3.5. rs HT $34 
I 296B 5 25. rt Hf $58 
4048 35. St IA 358 

5 25. MOUNT $5 
FOR 3.5. DRIVES 

Drive Controllers 
88 8.1811 

8 Bot 
1611.1 
16139 
5C51 
5C51 
5C51 
ESDI 
IDE 
CE 
Cobbs 
Cobb. 

1 914/1 2 NINE $ 149 

4 floppy Kph Des.. 360K, 720K, I 44, 1 2 
2 Hord Drres MFM 
2 listd Drn. RU 
Hord Dn. only WM 
Hord and Floppy 1 I Insp.. 
DTC-32130 (Supports 7 dn.. 
Mop. 17424 32 BIT 
Ackep1e£ 1542 Ban Mastenng 
D106282 24 
Hanle. Fkppy 
1*. and Floppy .99/10 
Hard Dn. 
Hord and Floppy 

$49 
$49 
$59 
$19 
$34 

$139 
$418 
$219 
$149 
$29 
$39 
$9 

514 

WORDSTAR 

I. 

of ONLY 500 COPIES LEFT! 
I Werieter 2000 Rel. 3.5 

1, ,,,,yorre.m.en40,11,37e0-• 

lor. W. h 
bolo:L.9W cr.. 

$ 99 MAR $495.00 

FREE CALL 
800-982-2925 
For U.S. end Canadian Orden met 
NORMS. /11-8 7018-18P*1 / SAT I 011112- RPM POT 

WOMICAI & CUSTOMER SERVICE CALL: 

(702) 294-0204 
PURCHASE ORDERS & INTERNATIONAL ORDERS 

FAX TO: (702) 294-1168 

WI BUY EXCESS INVENTORY 

Memory & PC Upgrade 

Specialist 
ServIno you since 1986 

• Toll Free Sales & Technical Service 
• 100% Compatibility Guarantee 
• Lifetime Warranty on Memory 
• Nevada's Largest Wholesaler 

OVERSTOCKED SPECIALS 
MIMORY 

I m69 X 1-120P15 
IBM PS/2 24949 mix$46$ 164506041 
RIM PS/2 4.649 Modules 164510601 

83084/81 
12C0 Baud PS/246CA 
1200 Basid 86.4 PC 

PC MCA1 2 0 FO. Modern 

$2 95 
$78 00 

5129 CC 

59 00 
59 CO 

$248 00 
mPoOD bad. 240. ea We ed... 

We cony o full line of DELL Memeryl DeLL 
Pox 0.4p 3250.9 330 
4339 4804440 

Poppbre wore.. 420 
425.433.450.118/2.466DE 

sore os okose.9/4669 
1.1....9.1.14 roes 

Pelenrece PE re. 

we 5103505 559 
.11 310.2507 $154 

2x41 310-2466 
860 3102468 
32. 3192630 
1.141 310 3325 
WO 3193327 
AIN 3103334 
IWO 3103335 

SP9 
8319 
819.0 
$159 
5649 
5159 
5329 

UPGRADE YOUR 386 TO A 486 
41601.0 18 0501.33 

PC Mug 60 Asa Me 1470 1339 
Londrnork V2 0 130 111.5 
Nee. 5160 656 I 709  

*Up to 70% Foster 

5 Year Warranty 

'Dos Compatible 

'1K Internal Cache 

3565E Uparade 
80486-S1C-25 0128 

80486S1C-33 0199 

48601C33 

1215 
107 2 
541 

0658 25 

1002 
836 
527 

100.13 
857 
51 5 
477 

'Plug Compatible 

486 Instruction set 

'Windows Compatible 

'Hit Rate of 85% 

3160E Uparade 
8048601C-25 $118 

804860K-33 $179 

804861:HC-40 $199 

come mill complete kits, lohware ancl montool 

COPROCESSORS 
IMO» PROM 224102 MOM 
(08735.9s $O kW 'et $19 
DOS siini $59 eV 20.99 159 
83871 1049 DR 0357 2985 Set 

2211/0212000 DIV 231.99 670 
amp ppy 539 161474016 688 

10287 »6 $39 De 1822 19 
1037 10/44 1.6 038731 sat 

025701 5.51 
8328.7911 599 

INTEL OVIRDRIVIS 
Boo. owed .0. performance up 
to 70% by doublong 0. Intemel 

9000199 1/09.0 9'799' 6.499 
nrcroprccessor 
48708266 

48751(23 

$598 
$498 
$499 

Intel 
CPU's 

80386 09120 $39 
1103$16 DX/25 $74 
80386 DX/33 $89 
AMD 0640 $99 

44444 /11X 
80486 DX/25 $299 
80486 09/33 $369 
80486 DX/50 $498 
80486 DX 2/50 $478 
80486 DX 2/66 $599 
80486 SX/25 $149 
80486 SX/20 $149 
80486 55/33 $249 

Call us with your best quote! 

IBM PS/2 Memory 
MODEL Naar', PASTS PRICE 
PS/1 664 386/SX (21211 28,8 9299935 $88 

06.9 9209694 $ 159 
PS/2 30/286,25/286, Adie BM 1497259 512X 3005348 530 

260 30953950 184 
10/2 3350, LS, 4005,70 E61, 061, 121 
Adpt Brd 6450609, 303011, 303077 502 
5550, 6555%, 170, 5515, 651.5 X5eanon 
1208130 1MB 6450603 $49 

2M8 6450604 $79 
rs2 50, 50Z, 5558, 60,6550 2-89x90 19197259 $259 

2.16..44 6450609 $308 
24 MIll FOR P5/2 50 8. 60, 2618599, 496I 5159, 8805289 

95/1 Conwhont, Essentials 8. Expert 
mod. x43, 4.44 d 95/Valuepoont all models 
except renes 1848 N/A $ 159 

16M8 N/A $699 
PS/2 708.21,861, 821, B61, P5/1 
Consult. Essenbel 8 Esp. models 0 I. 
x13/lx1 PSNalrepoint Car penes 1 /AB 6450603 $49 

2MB 6450608 584 

PS/2 355X, LS, 405X, 555X, LS, 655%, 4MB 302933 $ 168 

PS/2 90 XP, 95 0, P75 (Pads), 56 5710111 
76, 77, PS/1 Pro 2123 2MB 6450902 $88 

PS2 90, 95 XP, P75 (Pars) 56. 57,1011) 
P5/1 Consultor% 1,818501, Exp. • 11, > 13 
x 1 4, P5/1 Pro 2123, RS/6030 40.5 

8mB 
PS2/2 3550,15 405X   &AB 
PS2 701$ ond 809 2 8mB 

32 BIT BOARDS 2 149,98 
32 BIT BOARDS 4 1 6MB 

PS/2130 A21, A3I, A6I 4448 

P5/2 80041 IMB 

P5/280 111,311,121, 321,081,161 2148 
vali.Point 425SX/25/0X33 66 IMO 

4MB 

SOCAILAM/2 PLYS 
For P5/2 16 Bit Mammy lor IBM MCA, DOS and 0S2 01M EMS 

2 to 8MB (um 196EG SIMMS) 26080179 005245 8418 5372 

IEM 1.0040011 
11.1.95. 303 2MB 3309288 $ 109 

8MB 3309289 $399 
Thmkpod 7001 2MB 5306958 $ 1313 

4MB 5306959 3238 
860 5306960 3399 

P5/2 MD CL575% Coke. 14.15.5.51. 2098 0701419 $ 168 
Thmkpod 700, 700C 4PAS 0701420 5219 

III 0701421 $339 
PS/Note N45 2MB 9218804 598 
PS/2 Model N51, Nombook SX 2MB 0701826 $98 

IMB 0701827 $ 168 
89.98 0701828 $308 

laptop N3358.1405% 8. N82 21168 7990999 598 
4MB 7901000 5168 

L4050 ONLY 8MB 79f 1001 5388 

6450128 5158 
6450130 5318 
6450129 $298 

6450605 5249 
303077 5288 
3413011 5348 

6451060 $ 198 

6450375 $88 

6450379 598 
909290 $58 
9609291 $ 168 

TOSHIBALeptep & Notebook emery 
MOOEL 
110005E/10/0 
12000 / 120005% 
120005%/11000 LE 

412000E 
%op 
T20005XE/T22035X/T1800 
11850, C 

13100 
131COE 
7310050 

MEMORY PARER PRICE 
2mB CARD P883121.1 184 
2448 CARD P8831714 $134 
4MB CARD PA8314U 5168 
86.8 CARD P883151) $308 
2MB BOARD PA83061.1 $92 
2MB BOARD P9183021) 585 

21611 CARD PA2000U 589 
4MB CARD P420010 $ 168 
1340 CARD PA2002U $328 
»MASCO P471356 $ 158 
2M8 MOO P483410 $88 
2448 BOARD PA8308U $88 
4418 BOARD PA8310U $164 

T3200 SX 2M8 MOO PA8307U $88 
41.041. MCC PA8309U $ 164 

13200 50C 2.39600 PA8318U $88 
4.39/00 PA13319U $ 164 

13200 3M5 BOARD PA7137U $ 164 
133009. 2M8 CARD PA20061.1 598 

4MB CARD P4200711 $ 168 
6418 CARD PA2038U $228 
10848 CARD PA2009U $748 

14400 5%. 5%C. 16400 5%C. DXC 216$ CARD PA2033U $ 125 
4M8 CARO PA20041.1 $ 168 
8448 CARO PA20051) $308 
16M13 CARD PA2010U $699 
329.0 CARD $2899 

14500C 4.5 PA2012U 5188 
13/01 PA2013U 0328 
16068 PA2017 8799 

T5I CO 28.8 BOARD PA830IU $88 
152005203C (113500 2908 MCC 948300.1 $99 

89.91 MOD PA8313U 5348 

COMMI 

Deskpro 386/16 

Memory 
MEMORY PARDI PRICE 

1 2MB 
2MB 

4-8MB 
Deskpro 286E, 386-20, 20E, 25, 25E IMB 

4448 
Deskpro 3865 4MB Board 

4M11 Module 
011111143f0 18e206, 25E 4.1 
Deskpeo 386/33, 386/331, 486/25, 
331,501., Sysimpro 2168 

EIMB 
32MB 

Syslempro, Deskpro 6 5K1 EXP BPD W/2M8 
2.64M8 

Deskpro 28811. 386N. 386SX/20, 2cet, 
Porbble 486c, Dedspo M Symempo LT 
Senes 129160.001, Compoq Pro %one 19611 

24.8 
4MB 
8MB 

Prob. 3/25 8 25Z 2MB 
8M8 

Prob. 4/25s.. 4/33. 4/50 2MB Module 
aus 
8MB Module 

Comp. Pro 5.9. 16968 
32MB 

Laptop 8. Notebook Mammy 
Conks. 320,325 

Con.. 4/2508 

SD/ 286 

51.1386. 

LP 286 

Li. 3860/20 

08069-03 
08069.7 
013070-03 
13131-00 
13132-00 
13634-00 
12534-00 
13645-00 

15144-00 
16561-00 
1656800 
16569-00 
2916000 

$238 
$348 
$398 
$59 

$173 
$219 
$174 
$219 

$913 
$159 
$1478 
$299 
$348 

18688001 $49 
18689001 $85 
18690001 $ 158 
28877-001 $318 
11738 $89 
41742 001 5299 
41683 001 $913 
416891001 $ 168 
41685-001 $318 
49320-001 5995 
40147-00102305 

b. 124/20, 25, 2.5C 

LTE Lim/20 d 
16025,25C 
Compaq L. 486/25C 

2,4 
4mB 
89613 
480.9 
8.3 
16mB 

I MEG MOO 
91ASEG MOD 
IMEG MOD 
2MEG MOO 
4MEG MCO 
I MEG BRD 
29,900 BRD 
/MEG BRD 
IMEG BRD 
40,900680 
296E0 BRD 
1.1680 BRD 
8MEG BOO 
160E0 8RD 

1 6MB Cord 
4MB Card 
8MB Cord 
66.8 C0 .4 

39497 OD 
39498031 
39499930 
4652000 
4652100 
4652203 
1023500 
1023700 
1830300 
1830400 
18305-00 
17081-00 
17081-W2 
170131003 
21125001 
21125-002 
29769001 
29769002 
29769003 

N/A 
142337002 
142337 (03 
142337 034 

598 
$168 
$318 
$228 
$388 
$848 
579 

$208 
$79 

$108 
$169 
579 
599 

5218 
$98 

$179 
$138 
5198 
$349 
51395 

$1045 
$219 
$378 
51198 

Simm Modules 
Prices chmge up and dorm col Sipe molles odd $3 00es. 
EIESCRIPIION 10C915 Kee MRS 60813 $3195 IONS 
256%9 $9 510 $ 12 517 
1900%3 $35 $36 $41 
IMEG % 9 534 537 540 WI $49 58 
41,9008 9 5138 $ 1413 $ 168 
1 6MEG X 9)36 CHIP) $799 
256%36 10E0172 Pnl 
512%36 20E0172 Pm) $84 $94 $ 119 
1 X36 40E0172 P.n) $148 $158 $ 188 
2X36 80E0172 Pnl $298 $317 $378 
4X36 16MEG(72 Pon) 5648 $698 $748 
8936 320E0172 PINI $1950 

DESCRIPTION 
6104 
256X1 51411C 
256 X I 
256%4 
IMEG % 1 
I MEGXI 519111C 
19.98004 

D-Rom Chips 
Isms 12ONS 100615 ems 70145 0913 
$1 95 52 25 52 45 52 95 

51 95 52 25 
$1 45 $1 85 52 40 53 00 $3 15 53 20 

$4 45 $4 95 55 45 55 95 
52 95 53 50 $4 25 55 45 $5 75 

34 95 55 25 
51803 $2000 52403 

CACHE MEMORY 
13es 20ns 25n4 

813(8 495 445 395 
32X8 895 775 
61.1 995 845 795 
64.4 10 95 895 795 
16.4 895 545 495 
128.8 5900 49 00 

PCRACIA 2.0 
IMAM RARAROIRY 

AST 901.1110C, DEC 940690e 
32051., GRID GRIC•40. 

950 11. PC we mominTA 
PEPOCe NCR 3125 NOIWAD 
903E1 9.0 PC3006/3100 
SHAPP PC 6118/6741/6191/ 
4785. SHARI PC9000/6841/ 
9381/4891, 710610011 PC 

IIIR PM.« I 8148Ji 
20 EXAM 

Laser Printer Memory 
MODULE 1MEG 248EG 381164MEG 5868088680 
Apple lasenvnter CALI 
Brother HL 10V/DV 5165 $264 
Canon WI, 41..8 4. $118 5184 
Compaq Pogernark 15 8 20 $189 $320 
Felon Aeon Laser II, BC03 $95 $163 $229 
Epson • 60(0 and ma. more 598 5168 
Fortsu 71006 7200 $199 1279 
HP Desket 500, 3005 and 3305 $591256K) 
#P2, 20, $89 
3, 3D, 39, 29, 2P• $103 $159 
HP Look lei 4, 11151. XI.300 $59 $99 0158 $298 
IBM Lows 4019, 4019E13 5MB1 $119 $169 
IBM Lase. 4029 ALL MOOEL5 $99 $149 
NEC 90, 290 $118 
NEC 95 $98 
010403. 378 $98 
Packord BJ1989500 $105 $178 
Panotonk 4410/4/30 5109 $178 
P.:masonic P120/4450 3118 $188 
Ponaronk 4450 $105 
Panasonk 4455 5119 
CONS 410 $119 $ 159 5249 
9or L504 $179 5179 $269 
5.5cr.pt 4 . $128 $178 $258 
Tos.ba Poge Laser 6 199 $168 
D XL/P517/P535 $48 

Meier Laptop IL Notebook Memory 
MCOR MFM0115 PARTI 
4181 Sean 2.1 37650 

46.0 37651 
Bonds...118310 IMB 2305009103 
Dec pc 320 Notebook 29613.8041 FRPOM BA 

4MB Mod FR PCIPA 88 
8MB Mod FR-PCIMID 

Dell Wade 212. 32014, 320N• IMB Mod 310 3203 

Dell 325N, NC, Notebcok P C 240 Mod 310-3210 
D.11 N020&N123111962 2MB Mod 310.3213 
Epson NI1.3 Notebook 4448 4808511 
Epson NB 51120,25 . . . 2MB Mod 4808771 
25C Notebook 4MB Mod 4808781 
Everer Tempo LX,IX20 2M8 00160 
borer Caner 2148 0026300 
God 150Z/ 4108 52587 
G. 14505% .. 2.3 6200203 
Goldstor 05520, 3865%16 I MB N/A 

4148 N/A 
NCR 3120 Notebook . . 4X489x9x4 3120-X104 
NCR 3170 Nombook . 4M13 Mod 3123-14104 
Pockord 8.0, Moaner., Motsuba IMB N/A 

4MB N/A 
Ponetonk CF I 70/270/370 IMB CF-11416 
Samsung Nolemas. 3845 2MB SNMOO $ 195 

4090 sNeeo $395 
Sonyo I 7NB, 18N8 8. ZEOS 2MB /ABC NIIMEM $88 
5Iwp 6220 IMB CE 621 $88 
Shorp 6640 2MB N $198 
Shorp4700M2-200 1968 CE 471 $ 198 
Sharp 8501 Coke., 2MB N/A $398 
Troselmare 2000 IMB 25680340011 $88 
Trorelen. 30005%, 198658 21615 2566996-0001 $98 

11 Troselmate 4. 
W1909/25 38/16, 5023, 052/40 0.0 25812659301 $208 
DX2/50 100 11099 

ZINITN MEMORY. CALL FOE ALL MODELS 

ASr Memory 

MODEUI   MEMORY PARER PRKE 
PREPWIA 498 501159001 $ 180 

DM 501159 002 5358 
PANISATIANS60 1698 501143001 $868 
186003/255 2/43 500710004 598 

8961 530821002 1319 
ADVANTAGE 386SX/20.25. PRO5X/25 
KAYO 3/33'S 50)962001 575 

80/1 500962002 1339 
AIWA/PAGE PR0486DX/33.59J25.!ROO 
LC 4/255 33.335 500. 4660 2A0 5009137021 588 

491 500987002 $ 118 
01141. 386/25, 33, 331 13865X/16,20.25 IMO 500780003 530 

1.41 soorsocot 559 
AIN AM AGE 486/ 25,13,33P,SX20 , IROVO 
4/33,486/2501E0UP 4/25, 3319,5E4/33 2091 500718004 $ 119 

2141 sootssoos $ 119 
839491TAGE4B6/25,33,33P,SX20,POWER 
9RD41413/33,4/33,335,500.66D, 
PREMUM386/331E,486/25,4.25TE,33,3311 
9806.8,04 , 388/25,33,186/33,48858/50 
REMJUIA SERWIt 24/33 Mt 

$406 
toms EXEC 3/2551, 3/2551 C,El Ws5 

161.8 
90WER EXEC4/255/ 44.8 
91D61. DEC 283.3865X/20.25.25C 

NOCE 
$128 
$238 
$128 
$149 
$298 
$345 
$79 

$109 
$119 
5148 
$198 
$138 
$228 
587 
$97 
$198 
$148 
$98 
$248 
$299 
$399 
$88 
5198 
se4 

scereoro4 slut 
soors000l $318 

8179 
51299 
5209 
$148 

TIRMS: SHIPPING. UPS (Min. $8.25) Shipping charges CONDITIONS. 20% Restock ng Fee on refundswithin 30 

are non refundable. Purchase orders from Universities, days. No refunds or exchanges after 30days - WARRANTY 

Fortune 2000 8 Government Agencies, NET 30 on approv- REPIACEMENT ONLY. All PRICES FINAL PRICES SUBJECT 

al COD odd $500 (Cashiers check) IF u TO CHANGE. Mfg. part O's for convenience on)y. 

Trodemarks are registered with their respective Co.',. 386 

Ilt.ti DIIL IlliMe 387, 287, SO, are trodernorks of Intel Corp. 

=me 
DISCO,EP 

Apiu 

684 Will, Rood 
Boulder City, NV 

89005 
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INTRODUCING THE 
NEWEST 

INNOVATIVE PRINTER 
THE 

HEWLETT-PACKARD 

DEDICATED 
OUTSIANDING 
LEADERS 
HEWLETT- PACKARD 
& MANCHESTER 

LASERJET 11Si 
PR INTER FAST, EXPANDABLE   , 
LASER PRINTER 

IDEAL FOR 
MULTIPLE USERS 

• Fast Printing at 17 Pages Per Minute 
• High Quality 600dpi output 
• High Volume 75,000 Page Per Month Duty Cycle 
• 2 MB RAM Standard, Upgradeable to 34MB 
• Expandable and Flexible - Excellent for Networks 
• High Volume Dual-Bin Paper Handling 
• Optional Adobe PostScript Level 2, Automatic 
Language Switching, and Resource Saving 
• Optional Duplex Printing, 1,500 Sheet 
Paper Feeder, 2,000 Sheet Output Stacker 
and Power Envelope Feeder 

SYSTEMS INTEGRATION 
NETWORKING CONNECTIVITY 
CAD/CAM RISC/UNIX [Ka HEWLETT r.A PACKARD 

Authorized Dealer 

MANCHESTER EQUIPMENT COMPANY, INC. 
"The Computer Supply and Equipment Experts" 

50 MARCUS BLVD. • HAUPPAUGE, NY 11788 • (516) 435-1199 • (212) 629-6677 
New York City: (212) 629-6969 II Boca Raton: (407) 241-7900 • Tampa: ( 813) 888-8809 • Boston: (6' 7.455-8300 
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Recognized as the two best 
PC-diagnostic tools on the market. 

NOW AVAILABLE IN. ONE GREAT PACKAGE... 
ALL NEW VER. 5.0 

• o 

UNIVERSAL DIAGNOSTICS SOFTWARE 

Fully operating system independent 
diagnostic software. 

EcupGRADE Recently named as PC Upgrade 

uTury OF THE MONTH Magazine's Utility of the Month. 

FULLY OPERATING SYSTEM INDEPENDENT, 
BIOS INDEPENDENT, AND CMOS INDEPENDENT. 

MICRO-SCOPE Universal Computer Diagnostics was developed to 
satisfy the expanding need for accurate system diagnosis in the rapidly 
growing desktop computer market. 

• CACHE MEMORY — "Micro-Scope" Ver. 5.0 
now fully tests cache memory and the cache 
controller subsystem. 
• LOW LEVEL FORMAT — Ability to do 
factory style initialization of all IDE drives, 
together with the ability to do factory style low 
level formatting on all drives, including MFM, 
RLL, ESDI, SCSI, and all IDE drives. 
• OIS, BIOS and CMOS INDEPENDENT — 
Does not rely on OIS for diagnostics. Talks to 
PC on a hardware level regardless of the OIS. 
BIOS or CMOS setting. 
• TRUE HARDWARE DIAGNOSTICS — 
Accurate testing of CPU, IRQs, DMA, memory, 
hard drive, floppy drive, video cards, etc. 
• DISPLAY DRIVE TYPE — Reads and dis-
plays the actual drive parameters for any drive 
type automatically. 
• CPU DETERMINATION — This capability is 
necessary for accurate system diagnosis on 
386SX, 386DX, 486DX and 387 and 487 chip 
implementations. Because each of these specific 
chips has its own unique instruction set, and 
therefore cannot be accurately diagnosed with 
any program which cannot recognize these differences! 
• MEMORY TEST — "Micro-Scope" 5.0 has no limitations as to the size of 
memory it can accurately test. Micro-Scope now also tests up to 2 meg of video 

memory! 
• MEMORY EXAMINE — Displays any physical bit of memory. Very useful for 
determining memory conflicts. Very useful for determining available 
memory space. 
• BATCH CONTROL — All tests, even destructive, may be selected far testing. 
• ERROR LOGGING — Automatically inputs errors during testing to an error log. 
• AUTOMAPPING — Automatically bad sector maps errors found on hard disks. 
• IRQ DISPLAY — Show bits enabled in IRQ chip for finding cards that are 
software driven. (Network, etc.) 
• IRQ CHECK — Talks directly to hardware and shows I/O address and IRQ of 
devices that respond. 
• SECTOR EDITOR — Allows the editing of any sector of floppy or hard disk 
media (even track 0). 
• AND MUCH MORE...We don't have enough space here for everything this 

software can do! 

The only Power-On Self-Test card 
you need to debug any "dead" PC! 

SERVICE NEWS Named as Product of the Month 
PRODUCT OF THE MONTH in the July issue of Service News. 

4Grr his is the only card that will function in every system on the 
1 market. The documentation is extensive, and not only covers 

the expected POST Codes for different BIOS versions, but also 

includes a detailed reference to the bus signals monitored by 
the card." — Scott Mueller from his globally recognized book, 

`Upgrading & Repairing PCs, Second Edition' 

• Includes pads for voltmeter to attach 
for actual voltage testing under load. 
• 4 LEDs monitor +5%dc -5vdc 
+12vdc - 12vdc. 
• Monitors Hi & Lo clock and OSC 
cycles to distinguish between clock chip 
or crystal failure. 
• Monitors I/O Write and I/O Read 
to distinguish between write and 
read errors. 
• Monitors memory write/read to 
chstinguish between address line 
failures and memory chip failures. 
• Monitors ALE for proper CPU/DMA 
operation. 
• Monitors Reset to determine if reset is 
occurring during POST, indicating short. 
• Monitors progress of POST without 
POST codes. 
• Reads POST codes from any IBM 
or compatible that emits POST codes. 
ISA/EISA/MCA. 
• Compatible with Micro Channel 
computers. 

• Dip switch allows easy selection of I/O ports to read. 
• Includes tri-state LOGIC PROBE to determine actual chip failures. 
• Manual includes chip layouts and detailed POST procedures for all 
major BIOS's. 

This is the perfect package for all repair 
technicians and self-maintainers. 

Call MICRO 2000, Inc. for volume 
discounts and after sales service! 

800-864-8008 
1100 E. Broadway, Suite 301 
Glendale, California 91205 

818-547-0125 • Fax 818-547-0397 
IC110 
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UNIPRESS 

SOFTWARE 

We're not bragging, but 

with over ten gears 

of experience providing 

software solutions and 

support, we've got the 

expertise to get gou 

connected and keep gou 

running. In fact, we'll 

even send gou free 

evaluation softwaie so 

go can see for gourself. 

At UniPress. we've not 

°Mg sold mon g thousands 

of connectivitg solutions, 

but we support them too. 

We want gou to know — 

UNI 

We're the Experts... 
in PC-UNIX Connectivity 

XVision5 

The S art PC X Server • NEW VERSION! 
A full Xl1R5 MS Windows PC X serve 
with a drag-and-drop desktop, 
VT320/220/100 terminal emulation for 
text- based UNIX applications, font 
server. 80 keyboard layouts included 
(or make your own), and optional 
TCP/IP kernel. Bi-directional file 
transfer and local printing. Automatic 
installation and configuration. 
intelligent runtime font substitution. 
XRemote lets you run X applications 
over phone/serial lines.FREE PHONE 
SUPPORT! Works with TCP/IP. NetWare, 
VMS DECnet and WinSock. Single- user 
$495: 5- pack $2.150. DOS & MAC X 
servers also available. 

PC-Connect 
The solution for administrators. VARs. 
etc. who want to set-up and control PC 
users' access to UNIX. Includes an 
Icon-based desktop, file transfer. 
remote printing, terminal emulation 
and much more. Starter pack $695 

•SoftNet Adds UNIX 
Workstations to Your 
Novell Network 

UNIX Server 
Enables Sun. HP. IBM. SOI and SCO 
computers to act as Novell NetWare 2.2 or 
3.11 servers, providing file and print 
sharing, and more. Forget the 
competition - SoftNet provides more 
features, higher performance at a tower 
price. SCO version priced from $599 for 5 
users. All others from $1.299 for 16 users. 

UNIX Client 
Allows your Sun, HP. IBM. SOI and SCO 
computers to access and mount NetWare 
servers as NetWare-compatible clients. 
Single-user $399: 5- pack $1.499. 

Chameleon 

Faste TCP/IP Networking for MS Windows 
The only TCP/IP networking package 
implemented as 100% DLL. Fully 
integrated TCP/IP applications for 
Windows are provided, including 
tenet. ftp and tftp file transfer. NFS 
option allows DOS disks to be 
attached to UNIX systems and UNIX 
disks to be attached to DOS systems. 
Super-easy Windows installation takes 
just minutes. FREE PHONE SUPPORT! 
Ideal for use with XVision5 and 
PC-Connect. Priced from $400. 

Microsoft® LAN 
Manager m for UNIX 

9114.2 Computers to 11111 Man Networks 
UniPress offers Microsoft's LAN 

Manager 2.2 on Sun and SVR4.2. Lets 
your Sun SPARC or 386/486 SVR4.2 
computer act as a server on LAN 
Manager networks. Use large UNIX 
disks and fast UNIX printers " n the 
network. PC users access UNIX 
learning new procedures. 
NetelOS/Net+3EUI. Priced 
PC LAN Manager Clie 

ithout 
cludes 
$2.995. 

UniPress PC2X 

Run P s from Your UNIX Workstation 
This is not a PC emulator - display 
and control your PC from an X 
window. Ideal for network 
management, central helpdesks 
and remote access to your existing 
PC applications. Protects your PC 
hardware investment. Copy & paste 
between MS Windows/DOS and 
UNIX applications. Requires 
PC/TCP. Supports Co/Session. 
Starter pack $ 595. PC to PC 
Co/Session also available. 

Mail- it 2.0 
PC flccess to UNIX e-mail Without Gatewaus 
MS Windows application lets you link 
straight into your UNIX e-mail system. 
and the Internet. MIME support lets you 
attach large binary files to messages 
and MAPI lets you send mail from within 
applications. Mail-it Remote serial line 
version allows remote dial-up access. 
Priced from $140 per user (5 user min.) 

PCITCP 
Comprehensive TCP/IP Ethernet Softtuare for PCs 
Provides DOS-DOS or DOS-UNIX 
networking. Interfaces for Windows 
and DOS. Includes over 30 TCP/IP 
applications - ftp. telnet, rlogin and 
many more. Remote printing: print 
DOS files on your UNIX printer and 
UNIX files on your DOS printer. 
"Interdrive" support so DOS files can 
reside on large UNIX disks. FREE 
PHONE SUPPORT! Ideal for XVision5, 
PC-Connect, PC2X, Mail- it. Single- user 
$400: Site licenses available (e.g. 20 
users only $175/user). 

iPress. [I tradition of UNIX software. support and service since 1983. 

800- 222 -OSSO • 908-287-2100 
2025 Lincoln Highway. Edison. New Jersey 08817 

Fax: 908-287-4929 • e-mail: info@unipress.com 
AU product names are trademarks and registered trademarks of their respective companies. 

UNiMARKET 

R ESS SOFTWARE 



TFT Active Matrix Color 
640 x 480 256 colors 

STN Passive Matrix Color 
640 x 480 256 colors 

Monochrome Backlit VGA 
640 x 480 32-grey scale 

Upgradable 486 SX/DX/DX2 CPU 

Built-in 15mm Trackball 

4MB, 8MB, 20MB Memory 

1.44MB Disk Drive 

PCMCIA Slots 

2-hour Ni-Cad 

YOU PROBABLY THINK THAT . . . 
*Portable computers are slow 

*Portable computers are inflexible. 
*Portable computers are too expensive. 

LOOK AGAIN... 
The *AFFORDABLE Performance Series notebook computer will change your mind. 

Give us a call. We will give you all the proof you need that our affordable, powerful 
and expandable Performance Series notebook computers offer the best solutions for 
your desktop and mobile computing needs. 

MICRO-INTERNATIONAL, INC. 10850 Seaboard Loop, Houston, Texas 77099 
National Sales:(800) 967-5667•Local Sales:(713) 495-9096•FAX:(713) 495-7791 

*Prices start at $ 1,950 for a 486SX/25M System with 4MB RAM and 80 MB Hard Disk. 

Office hours Monday—Friday 8:00-6:0-0 • Saturday 10:00-1:00 • Sunday—Closed 

Circle 206 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 207). 



Decisions, decisions, decisions. 

t• a .+••• 

Decider, decider, decider. 
Down - sizing, upgrading, multi- platform envi-
ronments. Today's computer hardware issues are 
more numerous, more difficult, more critical than 
ever. So how do companies make decisions? 

According to a new IntelliQuest study, they 
turn to the only person qualified to decide. Some-
one like Bob Barrett. A person with 18 years in 
computers. Who oversees a technical staff of 75. 
And whose buying decisions and approvals affect 
nearly 3,000 users worldwide. 

In other words, they turn to the BYTE reader. 
A full 92% of whom control the products and 
brands their companies buy. 

If you want to reach an audience as influential 
as this, then yours is an easy decision—advertise 
in BYTE. 

BYTE reader Robert N. Barrett, Vice President Management 
Information Systems, M A -COM. Inc. 

It doesn't g bought wi ut   
i©llf 1992 BYTE, a McGraw-Hill publication. For a presentation of the Ma 99 elliQuest study. ca 6 ) -2635 
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PLEX- FAMILY PRODUCTS 

DATAVISION 
Keyplex Family 

Datavision's New and Innovative Products Are Keyboard-Operated 
With No Buttons To Press or Switches To Turn. IBM XT, AT and 
PS/2 Compatible. 

More Power At Lower Cost 
Now Operate Multiple PCs With 

Our Intelligent Technology 
One Keyboard One Display One Mouse 

Cascadang Allows Control Of An UnkrLue Number 
Of Sysiers From A Seigle Keyboard And Display 

• No Internal I lard,tre • No Keyboard Errors 
• No Internal Sotto are • No Switch Problems 

Save Equipment and Space Costs 

• Simple Plug and Play Installation 

• Uses Existing Keyboard/Video Ports 

• Mix XT, AT and PS/2 Keyboard 
Controllers Including The New IBM 
"Type 2" 

• Mix CGAIEGANGA/XGA/MONO Video 

• Mix Any Operating System or Application 

• n-Level Cascading For Unlimited Growth 

• Automatic Scanning & Broadcast Modes 

• Optical Isolation For Safety/Reliability 

• Keyboard Operated - No Buttons/Switches 

Gain Central Control & Greater Productivity Too! 

So If You Think This is Your Only Option... Think Again! 
Manage All Your Systems From 
A Single Display and Keyboard sLraiva. 1±LIT en L..,iz 

-- _a_=:._.= =._ 

I 

I7\ ru -t - 

DOS osr2 DP« NOVELL 

Ii 
E•=SIE- W saL=-2E13-. -:=-. Lt. 

1=M Milk EZ:= : I Iiiiiike _ ..., .i 

Reduced Display Costo • Reduced Keyboard Costs • Reduced Space Coqs 

Ke>pley./2 Videoplex/4 NlousepleyJli 
Kt,ple,./4 Videoplex/8 Omniplex/4 
KL1 plex/8 Nlotisrplc5/4 Omniplex/8 

Afffr,laealie 

The HI-I0 Product Company 

Datavision Pte Ltd • 27-B Duchess Road • Singapore • 1026 • Tel (065)467-7784 • Fax (065)467-7785 
370 West Camino Gardens Blvd • Boca Raton • Florida • 33432 • Tel (407)482-39% • Fax (407)482-3997 

IBM and PS/2 are registered trademarks of the International Business Machines Corporation 

•  
Oor products storT-, w lre ordinary sn itching des ices fail. This is because they are I N I I-.1.1.1(tEN 1 and conform to all I IS NI published ken hoard and muse protocol qantlards. Vie not Inds sup-
port the PS/2 model 916515 hut go tre en further than 11151 dots by allow ing you to h., crrlog. the key board and bus mouse - ene,, under OS./7!! Boot Any nut   anitinle with no 30s errors - 
ese. if no key board is attached. Indie idual sy stem " lack " lamps. ty pematic rates. etc are also kept accurate across port sw itches. 

AMT INTERNATIONAL 
(COMPUTERS & PERIPHERALS) 
2393 QUME DRIVE • SAN JOSE, CA 95131 

TEL: (408) 383-9044 • FAX: (408) 383-9047 

LOWEST PRICES 
SAME DAY SHIPPING 

Prices subject to change 

COMPAQ MEMORY 

DeskPro 216E, 316-20/20Ep5 
1MB 113131.001 575 00 
41.18 113130.001 5169 00 

DeskPro 295H, 31611 and 386SX 
2MB 119889-001 $13600 
41.18 118690-0131 5230 00 

DeskPro 386S 
1MB 113646-031 599 00 
4MB 112534-001 $19500 

DesePro 346-33.486-334 SystemPro 
214B 115144-001 $185 00 

AST MEMORY 

Brwo-286. Workstation 
512K Kit 500510010 559 00 
21.18 Ki1 500510-002 5150 00 

Premium 386-16,20C 
1MB Krt 500516003 575 00 
414B Nrt 500510-004 $185 00 

Premium W20 
1MB Kg 500510.003 $75 00 
4MB K11500510-004 $18500 

Bratio-311650 
4ki B Ka 503510008 $220 03 

Prerekve 311641025133 A 496-25 
1MB 500718-002 S60 00 
464B 503.780 $19500 

HEWLETT-PACKARD 
MEMORY 

yectra OS/155 
MB $6500 
4MB 5185 CO 

Vectra OSROPC, RS,25PC and 200 
1M6 D1640A $65 00 
4M6 D15424 $17000 

Vectra 486PC 
1MB D21504 
4MB D21514 

575 CO 
5155 00 

IBM PS/2 MEMORY 

Models 30-286, EeD Board 1497259 
512K Ka 30F5348 554 00 

2A413K,I 30F5360 595 CO 
Models 76E61/121. 55SX. 6555 

1M96450603 559 00 
Models 70E61/121: 50Z. 55SX. 6580 

2MB 6450604 599 00 
Male 55SX, USX. 34F3077 A 36'3011 

4MB34F2933 5149 00 
Models 70-421 

214E16450608 
Modell 80-141 

1MB 6450375 
Models 80411/311 

2MI3 6450379 599 W 
All Matteis 70 and 80 

2.141.413 w/2M 34F3077 5290 W 
4.16148w/44 34F3011 5350 00 

Models 50. 507.. 55SX 60 
2 8MB 1497259 5290 OC 

LASER PRINTER MEMORY 

Healett.Pedise0 Law 56 HP, tIA1110 
1MB 334748 570 00 
N83347513 599 00 
4M133347713 $18500 

Hewlett.Pecliard Laser Jet HP A 00 
1MB 33443B $75 00 
2MB3344413 5110 CO 
4MB3344513 $17500 

IBM Laser 4019 and 4019e 
1MB 1039137 $95 00 
3 5MB 103E675 $195 CO 

Oatmeal-UW.8M 011/1.11117 
2MB S63-1880 5129 CO 

LAPTOP AND PORTABLE 
MEMORY 

TOSHIBA MEMORY 
1MB Model 1000SE/XE 
2MB Mode110005DXE 
21AB Model T1200XE 
214B Model T1600 
2MB Model T3100E 
2MB Model T3100SX 
4MB Model T3100SX 
2MB Model T3200SX 
4MB Model T3203SX 

5110 JO 
599 00 
9903 
$99 W 
$99 00 
599 W 

$195 00 
$9900 
$195 00 

2MB Model 51W 599 00 
2MB Model T5200, 713500 5110 00 
81AB Model 75203. 78500 $299 00 

ZENITH MEMORY 
1MB SuperSport 2862.286E5135 00 
2M8 SuperSport 286 2. 286E5140 00 
2M6 SuperSport SX/Alpha 5140 00 
21.1B SuperSport SX/Beta 5140 00 

599 W COMPAQ MEMORY 
1MB Portable LTE 286 

$75 00 2MB Portable LTE 286 
1MB SIT-286 
45.113 SLT-266 

NEC MEMORY 
1MB Prospeed 286 
2MB Prospeed 386 

$12503 
$15000 
$140.00 
5350 CO 

$moo 
s240e3 

ZENITH MEMORY 

Zenith Z-386/20/25/33 I5 33E 
1MB ZA3623800ME 590 00 
2125 ZA36001AG 5140 00 
4MB ZA3800MK 5205 W 

Zenith Z-395 SS 
2MB Z.6061 $12500 

MATH COPROCESSORS 
Overdrive Mathco CALL 

INTEL 
8087.5 MHz 
8087.2 8MHz 
80874 10MHz 
80287.6 6MHz 
80287-8 8MHz 
80287XL 8/10MHz 
85297)Q& SIT 
80267.10 10MHz 
80C287.12 12MHz 
80387SX.16 
80387SX-20 
80387DX-20 
813387DX-25 
80387DX-33 
80487SX-20 

WEITEN 
3167.20 20MHz 
3167.2$ 25MHz 
3167.33 33MHz 

$5003 
$6000 
$99 00 
850W 
555 CO 
55900 
589 CO 
S59 CO 
569 CO 
S85 DO 
58503 
S89 CO 
$89 00 
589 00 

5435 00 

$80 00 
$135 00 
5240 00 

4167.25MHz 
4167-33MHz 

CM% 
82937XL 
8308787:16 
83020 

83087-25 
83087-33 
83087-40 

ISg877:21°6 ISX 
ItT 

83E6745 

2C87-13 
2CED-10 
2C87-12 
2C87-20 
3C87-20 
3C87-25 
7087-33 
7087-40 

33r87:e16 ISX 
3S87.25 

61$1 
US83587SX25/33 
USD8387-33-40 

$350 W 
$585 00 

559 W 
559 W 
575 00 
575W 
575 CO 
$89 W 
565 W 
565 00 
$65W 

SIMM MODULES 

IOU TYPE 
ADO 12.00 FOR SIMS 

549 W 
559 00 
$59 00 
559 W 
569 CO 
569 DO 
579 00 
589 W 
56500 
569 W 
569 W 

$59 00 
$79 00 

4MW3-80 $138.00 
484x8-70 $140.00 
4Mx8-60 $143.00 
1Mx3-10  630.00 
1Mx3-80 $35.00 
1Mx3-70 $36.00 
256x3-70 $10.00 
256x3-10  WAX 
256x3-80 $10.00 
256x3-60  612.00 

APPLE-MAC 
1Mx1170 
1648-10 
11.00-80 
4Ms8-80 

. $3200 
630.00 
. $32.00 
$118.00 

DRAM 

DRAM 111331 
1 lAGX1-120NS 
1 IAGX1-100/IX 
1 1AGX1-80N5 
1 MG73.70NX 
1 MG/3.60NX 

DRAM 64XI 
4154.150 
4164120 
4164100 
4164-80 

DRAM 54X4 
4461-15 
446412 
446410 

DRAM 256X1 
256X1- 1506S 
256X1-12ONS 
256X1-WONS 
256X1-9ONS 
256X1r7ONS 
25601-EONS 

ORAN 25604 
25604- IDONS 
256X4-BONS 
256X470/6oNS 

25601.57171C COL 
51258P-10 
AM 2803-08 
AM 2803-07 
AAA 21300-60 
1X4-9DZIPP 
1X4-8057 ZIPP 
1X470571 ZIPP 

$3.00 
$3.50 
$3.60 

-$37$ 

63 85 
SO 95 
$1 50 
$200 

5399 
S4 50 
$475 

51 25 
51 50 
$160 
SI 75 
$1 75 
S1 85 

$33 99 
14 50 
$4 75 

SI 50 
51 75 
S1 15 

. 51 95 

. $18.00 
918.00 
91903 

486 00-33 WI 649, cache 

• 4/AB RAM • 126144. 1331ABHD 
• SnIGA Montor • 101 Key Beard 
• Mal-Tower Case • DOS 50 
• IDE WO I/O 

$1389.00 

E.1011110 HS 

VGA 0.41 14'...... ..... 
SVGA 0.28 14 ..... 
SVGA N-1 02814........ 
VIEW SONIC...   
NEC  

$215.00 
$259 00 
310 00 
CALL 
CALL 

MOTHERBOARDS 

486 DX-50 vr/256k cache $600 00 
486DX-33 ve 128k cache $450 W 
386486 DX-40 AM() 
(upgradable)  5230 00 
486 SX-25/20 5279 W 
3860x-4o/64k cache  9169 W 

$125 W 
386 SX-25 $110 W 
486VL-50/33/256k cache 5195 W 

386 $X-33 

ADD ON CARDS 

IDE with I/O . 
Trident ell MB 
Orchid Pro IIS w/1MB . 
Diamond Stealth w/1MB 
NEXO IDE Controller 

$22 W 
$69 W 
$139 W 
5235 W 
$80 W 

MEMORY BOARDS OK 

Rampa) AT $95.W 
Rampat Plus XT, AT.. $ 119.00 
Simmply Ram PS/2-16 $149.00 
IBM PSI2 50, 501 55. 60. 65 or 
any MCA System 
Simmply Barn PS/2-32 .. ...$169.00 
PS/2. 70, 80 & 90 32 BR MCA 
System 

HARD DRIVE 

CP3000 44 MB $158.00 
CP3000 89MB  6215.00 
CP3000 130MB $247.00 
CP3000 210MB 6380.00 
CP3000 340MB $595.00 
CP3000 520MB  9890.00 

FAY 1.10 0E1.1 

Modem 2400 Bps $40.00 
$60 00 

96/144v32 Bps/v.42 Bps .$220.00 
96/24 Bps Int. 
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Circle 209 on Inquiry Card. 

PRINTER SHARING & MEMORY 
I/O = input /output 

( ) = Serial 

= parallel 
?S' gP C 800-238-9415 

LOGICAL CONNECTION 

LCX-1000 (1Mb) $495 
8 ports; 4 serial VO; 57.600 bps 
2 parallel in, 2 parallel out 

LC-256 (256Kb) $375 
LC-512 (512Kb) $425 
8 port: 4 serial I/O; 19,200 bps 
2 parallel in, 2 parallel out 

LXFR-ETC $49 
Windows & OS/2 File Transfer 
4 user license. for LC or LCX 

PB-42PP-256Kb $199 
P6-42PP-1Mb$ 249 
6 parallel ports; 4 in / 2 out  
Upgradable to 4Mb; 25.000 cps 

LC-41PAS $69 
5 parallel ports; 4 in / 1 out 
Smart-switch: 25,000 cps 

LC Jr.-256 (256Kb) $199 
LC Jr.-512 (512Kb) $249 
5 ports, 4 serial in, 1 parallel out 
Up to 115,200 bps 

SPPS $49 
9600 bps to 115,200 bps 
Serial / Parallel Converter 

PB-11PP-1Mb $199 
2 parallel ports; 1 in / 1 out 
Upgradable to 16Mb: 75.000 cps 

PCMCIA 2.0 SRAM Cards: 
512Kb $ 120. 1Mb - $ 175. 2Mb $295 

Toshiba: 
1000XE/SE/LE, 1800, 1850, 
2000,2000SX/SXE, 2200SX 
2Mb 590, 4Mb - $ 150. 8Mb - $275 

3300SL 
4Mb - $ 150, 6Mb -$225 

4400SX 
4Mb - $ 150, 8Mb - $275 

Powerbook & MAC: 
100/140/145/170/160/165/180 

6Mb $250. 8Mb $310. 10Mb - $390 

DUO 210/230: 
6Mb - $260, 8Mb $320, 10Mb - $410 

Cent.610/650, Ouad.800, LCIII 
4M13 - $145. 8Mb - $260 

MAC SIMMs (70ns.): 
1x8 - $32 4x8 - $ 124 16Mb $495 

LOGICAL CONNECTION 4660 Portland Road NE #108 Salem, OR 97305-1658 Tech.: (503) 390-9375 FAX: (503) 390-9372 

FANSINK 
AVOID SYSTEM LOCK-UPS, HALTING, AND DATA 

Actual size 

COMMON 

Only 1/2" high and less than 2" square, Nidec's 
FANSINK. Model 1 has the cooling power to allow 
486, 68040 and other microprocessors to run 
at ultra-low operating temperatures with virtu-

ally no noise. 
The world's first integral heat sink and fan, FANSINK 

mounts directly to most computers, even laptops. 
Only $39.95 plus shipping. VISA/MasterCard 

• 

Patent Pending 
Phone (800) 746-4332, (800) 74-NIDEC 
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fALR r 64MB 72-PIN 16MB X 36 FOR: 

EVOLUTION VQ 

ACER POWER 486E 

AIR 486 EISA-VL BUS 

S 4999.00 

S 4875.00 

4995.00 

PCMCIA - 2MB $ 179.00 

COMPAQ LTE 386 - 1MB S 25.00 

TOSHIBA T-1000LE, SE,XE 

- 1MB S 25.00 

- 1.5MB S 28.00 

The Ultimate Combo: 

* Voice Mail 
* Fax Mail Box 
* Data Modem 
* Digital Answering Machine 

... and more 

Feature to feature, this is the Home-office 
machine of the 90's. Only $ 399.00 

(PLEAS CALL FOR YOUR FREE BROCHURE) 

256K X 36 - 1MB $ CALL 

512K X 36 - 2MB $ CALL 

MB X 36 - 4MB S CALL 

2MB X 36 - 8MB SCALL 

4tV1i3 X 36 - 16MB $ CALL 

8MB X 36 - 32MB $ CALL 

16MB X 36 - 64MB SCALL 

I F CT) F X 

MEMORY UPGRADE FOR 

ONE OF THE MOST POPULAR LASER PRINTERS 

THE OKILASER 400 WITH 2MB ONLY $59.00 

1MB X 9 $ CALL 

1MB X 3 $ CALL 

4MB X 9 $ CALL 

4MB X 8 $ CALL 

16MBX 9 $ CALL 

16MBX 8 $ CALL 

(PLEASE CALL F01-2 SURF'S) 

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WrIHOUT NOTICE 

OTHER MEMORIES AVAILABLE FOR: 
ACER, ALBMA, APPLE, AST, CHAPLET, COMPAQ, DELL, EPSON, EVEREX HP, LEADING EDGE, IBM, NEC, NCR, OKIDATA. PACKARD-BELL. 
PANASONIC, PHILIP, SAMPO, SHARP, SIUCON GRAPHICS, SUN MICROSYSTEMS, TANDON, Ti. TOSHIBA, TULIP AND ZENITH. 

CALL FOR UPDATED LOW PRICES AND NEW PRODUCTS 
Office Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7arn to 5c3Opm pst, Sat. 9am to 1pm pst 

TERMS: C.O.D. CASH, VISA OR MASTERCARD. COMPANY AND 
UNIVERSITY P.O.'S ACCEPTED UPON CREDIT APPROVAL. 

TEL. (818)855-5688 FAX (818)855-5687 
414 CLOVERLEAF DR., UNIT B, BALDWIN PARK, CA 91706 

ALL PRODUCT NAMES. TRADEMARKS AND REGISTERED TRADEMARYS ARE THE PROPERTY OF THEIR REPSECTIVE CDMPANIES 

G I ) 341Ar 
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WE ACCEPT POS 
FROM QUALIFIED FIRMS 

CACHE MEMORY 

8K.8 
32K.8 
64Kx 
640.4 
160.4 
128K.8 

15115 
800 
950 
1400 
12 00 
900 

zoNS 

000 
10 00 
700 
5400 

CPU UPGRADE 
386 DX, SX 

2585 Boost your speed by 50%-611-. 
650 Comes wIth Cache softwaie 
750 Change mustmg CPU Ulm wIth 

Cyroi 486 DLC 40MHZ 199 00 
7 00 33MHZ 179 00 
800 25MHZ 118 00 
500 Cynx 486 SIC 33MHZ 159 00 

39 00 25MHZ 128 00 

Individual 
D-RAM Chips 
MEMORY FOR IBM 8 APPLE 

WINS 7045 SONS 1004S 
I Meg.1 525 475 450 - 

1Meg.4 24 00 20 00 18 00 -1Meg.4 25 00 21 00 19 00 - 

(Zr p Pack) 
2 6 x - - 15 95 12 95 
1VIdeo bol 
256.4 435 460 - 
256x 1 320 280 260 240 
256. 16(51111- 29 50 - 
64.4 300 
640 200 

INTEL 
Math Chips 

8087 
8087-2 
8087-1 
80287-XL 
80387-16 DX 
80387-20 DX 
80387-DX ( Does Ath 
Intel SO (Does 
Intel SL Mobd 
Intel 16SX 
Intel 20SX 

49 00 
69 00 
89 00 
74 00 
54 00 
59 00 
89 00 
89 00 
89 00 
54 GO 
59 00 

SIMM MODULES (Add $5.00 for SIPP) 

IMega 9 
4Meg x 9 
16Meg x 9 (9 chu)) 
16Meg x 9 (36 chtp) 
256.0 

IONS 534S BONS 7085 BONS 100110 
59 00 54 00 45 00 41 00 40 00 37 00 

- 17900 15000 144 00 - 
- - 990 00 - - 
- - 81000 - - 
- - 20.00 1900 1800 17.00 

72 PIN SIMMS (EISA) 
256.36 1Meg 
512 x 36 2Meg 
1 036 4Meg 
2.36 8Meg 
4 u36 16Meg 
8 x 36 32Meg 
16 x 36 64Meg 

- 50 00 
- 89.00 84 00 

17000 16500 160.00 
333.00 329 00 319 00 
719 00 64000 639.00 
- 1899.00 1899 00 
- 5000 00 - 

CYRIX FASMATH PROCESSOR 
Programs executed up ta 3X !aster • Plug A °bled code compat w/Intel 

831)87-40MHz - 99.00 83087-33MHz - 8100 83687-25SX Ver - 79.00 
83587-33SX - 99.00 PC Week'Y rated el over all math chtps 

5 Year Warta*. "All flemmard Compatible' 

AST MEMORY MODULES 
MODEL 
Advantage 12-386 
Bravo 486/25. 33 

Bravo 486 

Premlum 38625 16 So 
Premium 386/33 
Premium Il 
3865020. 486-25 25E 33 

Pronoun, Tower 386/335E. 
486/2518. 486/33TE 

Cumd Memory Board 

AMT. UPGRADED 
4Meg KO 
2Meg 
8Meg KIl 

4Meg 

811%Kegit 
ey 

1Meg 
1Meg 
4Meg 
8Meg 

0-32Meg 

AST PART 
500510-004 
500780-005 
500780-001 
500987-002 
500987-003 
500987-004 
500718-001 
500718-002 
500780-003 
500780-004 
500780-001 

500818-001 

PRICE 
17000 
120.00 
298.00 
16500 
33000 
655 00 
55 00 
56.00 

WPB 60.00 
WPB 160.00 
WPB 320.00 

149 00 

ZENITH MEMORY MODULES 
MODEL AMT, UPGRADED 
0386/33. 25.20 33E 1Meg 
038623. 25. 20. 33E. 486/258 4Meg 
03865X 2Meg 

AST PART 11 PRICE 
00380012E 50 00 
ZA3800MK 160 00 

Z-605-1 modules 99 00 

MAGNAVOX 
286286SX-16. 3136SX-20 4865X-20 8 386-33 all are 72P1H SIMM. 

1MEG - 50 00 4MEG - 140 00 8MEG - 309 00 16MEG - 669 00 

M E 1%1,9 R IttibtUR D S 
BOCA AT PLUS sets, 

14 DIT MEMORY BD. FOR 286. 386 AT • OK-8Meg Bd 4 0 LIM Compat. • New 5 
Yr. Warr. Convent., Expnd 8 Extnd. Memory • Supports DOS. OS/2. L1M/EMS 8 
EM/OS • Versatile SOI Memory Addresstng • Operates v./CPU Speeds to 33 MHz • 
Supports Desgmew. Multdask operations • 8d. made by Bou Ramat, Alpha 

0« - $89.80 2Meg - $159.00 41849 - $229.00 IlMeg - $359.00 

BOCA XT 8 BIT BUS 
• Expanded memory for XT • Llm 40 comput 0-2Meg • Uses 256.1-100 

0-K - $99.00 1Meg 817900 2Meg - $219.00 

8 BIT OR 16 BIT MEMORY BD. 
• 0-16Meg Uses 1x9049 4.9 Simms 'lier 40 Selt Installing No Switches or Jumpers. 

0-K - 1144.00 

32 BIT MEMORY BD. FOR EISA BUS 
• 0-128Meg Uses 1.2.4.8.16.32Meg 72 Pin Simms 

O-K - $239.00 

PS/2 MODEL 50, 60 EXP. MEMORY BD. 
• 0-32Meg Uses IBM or Industry Standard 72 PM Doms 

0-K - $179.00 

IBM P/S2 32BIT EXPANSION BD. 
0-32Meg, Eel.-Expnd. Memory Bd. for P/S2 70. 80. 90. Um 40 

OMeg 2Meg 4Meg 8Meg 16Meg 32Meg 64Meg 
6179 00 $258.00 6328.00 5477.00 $799.00 61,499.00 Gall 

PS/2 MCA 0-8MEG EXPANSION BD. 
0-8Meg blended and/or Expanded Memory for all IBM 
P/S2 Models 50. 50Z. 60. 55SX. 6500, 16 Bd. 4.0 LIM Comput 051S r 
OK - 119.00 2Meg - 189.00 4Meg - 259.00 8Meg - 399.00  

MOR 
IBM PS/2 SIMM MODULES 

IBM PART NO. 
3015348 1512K) 
3015360 )2Meg) 
3309288 ( 2Meg) 
3309288 (8Me0( 
6450375 ( 1Meg) 
6450379 (2Meg 
6451060 (4Meg 
6450603 ( 1Meg 
6450604 (2Meg) 

6450608 (2fileg) 

7808955 ( 1280) 
3412933 (4Meg) 
8719977 (4Meg) 
1057035 (5121i) 
9219935 (21Aeg) 
9219694 (4Meg) 
6450902 (2Meg) 

6450128 (4Meg) 

6450129 ( 81/119) 
6450130 (8Meg) 

7910999 ( 21.410) 
7911000 (4Meg) 
7911001 (8Meg) 
0701826 (2Meg) 
0701827 (4Meg) 
0701828 18Meg 
0701420 (4Meg) 
0701421 (8Meg) 
9218804 (2Meg) 

WORKS WITH MODEL NO. 
30-286 
30-286. 25-286, 50 MTHR BD. 
Thmkpad 300 
Ounkpad 300 
80-041 
80-111. 311-121 321.081 161 
80-A21. A-61. 80-A31. 80-111. 80-311 
35SX. 405X. 55SX. Model-70's, P-70 
70-061, E61. 121, 501 55SX. 6550. P-70, 
55LS, 6515. X-Stabon 120 8 130, 35SX, 35LS. 40SX 
70-A21. A-61, 0-21. B-61. 3500. 3516 4055 
Value Point 3251 
25 
35SX. 40SX. 55SX. 6500, 5515. 65LS 
55SX. 55LS. 65SX. 4050. 35SX. 35LS 
P/S1-286 
P/S1 8 P/S1/386SX-2121 
P/S1 & P/51/38650. Model-2121 
56. 57. 5755.90. 95. P-75. 57SLC 
Value Pomt 77 486002. 48600, SUR 85 
57SX. 90, 95. P-75, 57SLC, 56. 56SLC. 
P/S1, 386SX, Models-2123. 2133, 2155. 
Value Pomt 77 486002, 48600, Se 85 
35SX, 40SX 
56, 57. 57SX. 90, 95, P-75, 57SLC 
Value Point 77 4860%2. 486SX, SVFI 85 
LX40, 1133SX, PS Note 
LX40. 1433SX. PS Note 
LX40, M.33SX. PS Note 
N51 all 
1151 all 
N51 all 
CL57LS LpTp. Thmkpad 700, MC, 720. 720C 
CL57LSX LpTp. Thmkpal 700 7000 720 720C 
sen 

FOR MC, VISA AE & DISCOVER 
HO SURCHARGE 

TOSHIBA LAPTOP MEMORY 
PRICE MODEL AMI, UPGRADED 
30.00 T1000SE/XE/LE 2Meg 
79.00 T2000/1200050 2Meg 
10900 72000SX/71000LE 4Meg 
33000 72000SX/71000LE 8Meg 
7000 72000SXE/2200SX/T1800. 1850.0 2Meg 
9400 72000SXE/2200SX111800, 1850, C 4Meg 
189.00 72000SXE/2200SYJT1800. 1850. C 8Meg 
45 00 1440000, SOC 16400 4Meg 
82.00 74400SX. SOC 16400 8Meg 

04400SX. SOC 16400 16Meg 
86.00 1440050, SXC,T6400 32Meg 

14500, T4500C. 14600.11900. T1900C (3 3 v) 4Meg 
35 00 14500. 14500C, T4600. T1900. 71900C (3 3 v) 8Meg 
159 00 T4500, 14500C, 14600. T1900, 71900C ( 3.3 v) 16Meg 
159.00 14500.14500C, 14600. T1900. T1900C (3 3 v) 32Meg 
40.00  92 330001 4Meg 

.00 
14400 13300S1 6Meg 
89 00 73300SL 8Meg 

1330061 16Meg 
165 00 T1200X6 2Meg 

11600 2Meg 
13100 2Meg 

31900 73100e 2Meg 
319.00 1310050 2Meg 

T3100SX 4Meg 
13200 3Meg 
73200SX 21Aeg 
73200SX 411.1eg 
T3200600 2Meg 
7320000C 4Meg 
15100 2Meg 
15200/18500 2Meg 
15200/18500 8Meg 

89.00 
169.00 
319.00 
99.00 
179.00 
319 00 
189.00 
31000 
99 00 

COMPAQ MEMORY MODULES 
MODEL AMI, UPGRADEO 
DeskPro 386/33. 386/331. 2Meg Mou.. 
486,25. 406)331. 8Meg Module 
486/50L. System Pro 32Meg Module 

DeskPro 386/33L, 488/33L (Exp Bd) 
DeskPro 386/25. 386/20 1Meg Module 

4Meg Module 
DeskPro 3865-16MHz 1Meg Eep 84 

4Meg Exp Bd 
1Meg Module 
4Meg Module 

DeskPro 386/201 1Meg Exp Bd 
DeskPro 386/251 4Meg Exp Bd 

1Meg Module 
4Meg Module 

DeskPro 286N, 386N. 1Meg Module 
386SX/20. 386/25M. 486.33M. 2Meg Module 
4865r2us. 486S/16M 4Meg Module 

Port 486C 8Meg Module 
H Serres Exp Bd 0-64Meg 
DeskPro 386/16 1Meg Kit 

4Meg Kit 
1 -2Meg Exp Bd 
4-8Meg Exp Rd 

DeskPro 286 512K lOt 
Prohnea 386 3/256. 3/2526 2Meg 

8Meg 
Prolmea 486 4/25S. 4/33. 1Meg 

21Aeg 
4Meg 
8Kleg 
8Meg 
16/Aeg 
32Meg 

4/50. 4/66. CDS 

PrAse/P6C6"" 486/33 

CMPil PART I 
115144-001 
116561-001 
116568-001 
116569-001 
113131-001 
113132-001 
113633-001 
113634-001 
113646-001 
112534-001 
113644-001 
113645-001 
113131-001 
113132-001 
118688-001 
118689-001 
118690-001 
128877-001 
129160-001 
108071-031 
108072-001 
108069-001 
108070-001 
113012-001 
141738-001 
141742-001 
141682-001 
141683-001 
141684-001 
141685-001 
141685-001 
149320-001 
149147-001 

PRICE 
89.00 

339.00 
1500.00 
289.00 
7900 

174.00 
110.00 
23900 
75.00 
174.00 
11900 
239.00 
7600 
17400 
5000 
Eues 
14900 
309.00 
279.00 
99.00 
26000 
239.00 
399.00 
59.00 
99.00 
29900 
55.00 
98.00 
159.00 
319.00 
34000 
679 00 
194900 

COMPAQ LAPTOPS & NOTEBOOKS 
LIE/286 
110/286 
LOE/286S/20 

LITW20, 25. 25C 
LIE LITE/20, 25, 25C 
LIE 1116120 25. 25C 
LIB LITE wisc 
LTE LITE 4/25C 
LTE LITE 4/25C 
SLT/286 
SLT/286 
5110386 
SLT/386 
SLT/386 
Contura 320. 325 

Contura 4/26 4/25C, 4/25CX 

2Meg 00 
4Meg Bd 

4Meg Module 
4Meg Module 
8Meg Module 
16Meg Module 
4Meg Module 
8Meg Module 
16Meg Module 
1Meg Module 
4Meg Module 
1Meg Module 
2Meg Module 
4Meg Module 

26115 

g:gé! 
«reg 
8Meg 

16 Meg 

117081-002 
117081-003 
121125-002 
129769-002 
129769-003 
129769-004 
142337-002 
142337-003 
142337-004 
110235-001 
110237-001 
118303-001 
118304-001 
118305-001 
139497-001 
139498-001 
139499-001 
146520-001 
146521-001 
146531-001 

99 00 
179.00 
19000 
199.00 
319.00 
69900 
199.00 
299.00 
749.00 
79.00 

209.00 
79.00 
9000 
159.00 
99.00 
16900 
29000 
189.00 
369.00 
939 00 

PCMCIA VERSION 2.0 s(fuobrnPoatiemboot°Pk&s) 
MODEL PRICE MODEL 
S-RAM Cards ( MEG 159.00 14.400/14.400 Data/Fax 
S-RAM Cards 2MEG 239.00 Modems 
Card Pro ( made by Data VO) 960019600 Data/Fa. Modems 
Transfers data from PCMCIA 2400/9600 Data/fax Modems 
tard Io desktop PC. connects Lan Ethernet (10 Base TI 
to a parallel port 399.00 Vnual Media (CO Rom. Tape 

Onve) 

NICE 

Call 
Call 

189 00 
Call 

Call 

MOSURSHARGEFORMASOFV. »XX OUM OCOYER PoRDUSE ORDERS,WORPOOFROM FOR 
ruNE2C00 GOVERNMER, & MSTITOTIOMS eRye ayeopeosub,OiscRanoe Caldorno sole/ add 
8/5,oes u. A.R. m'ers of adoed eong parts sosporoa20% reste.. o., cops nao 
mstakandlants1,VeztepternlamewlodeornsonleaUPSkrAPO POmomentorneontorners. 
e.teee melo CutiOrno and ttifpen S mage«, intlelcree on Cale vent« to 'nul* use 
SORRY NORE,UNOSAFOR300AYS-EXHANGESOKYVhamotWOVIS.R.Docose 
Porclow odes *rems. COO 0.0 noms cash...10.s Orders 086es lry 
FEDYnuruoes.e0log•ALLMFACIUREEPARTOSAREFORREFERENCIOny•mmanoppEns.000 

products Sund new& gunenteed • We bu/ mess kwentery 
Trademarks are registered with their respective companies. 

LH-

22825 Lockness Avenue • Torrance, CA 90501 

MU. PART t 
PC14-P483120 
PC18-168317X 
PCRA8314U 

PC14RA8315(1 
PC-PA2000U 
PC-142001U 
PC- P028620 
PC-P020840 
PC-P42005U 
PC-P/42010U 

N/A 
PC-PA2012U 
PC-P42013U 
PC-P620140 

PC-P420070 
PC-P420080 

N/A 
PC-142009U 
PC13-P48306 
PC8-PA8302U 
PC3R471350 
PC9-PA8340U 
PC15-PA8308U 
1015-PA8310U 
PC6-PA7137U 

PC12.148307U 
PC12-148909 

PC19-14831811 
PCIRPA8319U 
PC7-1083010 

PCIO-P083040 
PCIO-PA8313U 

PRICE 
84.00 
84.00 
159.00 
27600 
84.00 
159.00 
279.00 
164.00 
29900 
599 00 

2599.00 
239 00 
419 00 
1299.00 
3299 00 
169.00 
22900 
36900 
749.00 
8600 
85.00 
129.00 
8600 
85.00 

164.00 
159.00 
85.00 
164.00 
84.00 
164.00 
r000 
89.00 
29900 

NOTEBOOK, LAPTOP MEMORY 
MODEL AMT. UPGRADED 

4Meg 
41000 

4Meg 
4Meg 
16Meg 
41010 PEG 37651 
1Meg 23050-09100 
1Meg 
4Meg 
4Meg 6808511 
2Meg 6858771 
41,410 0808781 
8Meg 

Evere. Tempo LX, LX20 2Meg PCA 00053-0001 
Everex Tempo Carne 2Meg PWA 0884-A-J000 
Goldstar 55520 386S)U16 4Meg S386-4M 
Leading Edge D/LT 386SX 1Meg 
Magnavox Metaks 1Meg, 418eg 286. 38050 
NCR 3170 4Meg 3123-K104-1/001 
NCR 3170 8Meg 
NCR 3170 16Meg 3123-K116-V001 
NEC Prospeed 286, 386SX-16 1Meg PC21-21 
NEC Prospeed 286. 388S0-I6 4Meg PC21.22 
NEC Prospeed 386 2Meg PC31-21 
NEC Prospeed 386 8Meg PC31-22 
NEC Prospeed 386SX-20 1Meg PC43-21 
NEC Prospeed 386SX-20 4Meg PC43-22 
NEC Ultralde 111/20 201. 25C 2Meg PC47.21 
NEC UrtraldellIISC/25C 4Meg PC47-22 
NEC uttraute SU20 201 6Meg PC49-21 
NBC 011010e l0/25 8H10 PC47-23 
NEC Udralite Versa 4 Meg/8Meg/16Meg 
Packard Bell 386SX. 286 1Meg. 4Meg 
Panasonic CF170. CF270, CF370 1Meg 
Sanyo 17/18 NB 2Meg 
Sharp 6781, 6881. 6785 2Meg/4Meg 
Sharp PC-6220 1Meg 
Tandon, PC Brand, DataworM 2Meg. 8Meg 
Ti Travelmate 2000 
TI Travelmate 3000 218Ale! 
TI 4000 Ikleg. 16Meg 
Twmhead, AlldR8 Com_pudyne 
Tandy 4860. 486SX. DX 4Meg/I6Meg 
eos 38650 Notebook 9 

Zenith Master Sport 386SX 2Meg 
Zenith Master Sport SL. OLE Ut! 
Zeruth Super Sport 286. 286E 

286E. SX 2Meg 

SO Alpha Ilree!f SO Beta 

Zendh Z-Note 3251. LC 2Meg/8Meg 

ventureoie  
AST Notebook Prem Exec 

38650/20/25/251 
AST Power Exec 3/25C. 425EL 
AST Power Exec 425SL 
AST Power Exec 425SL 
AT8T Salan NSX/20 
Bondwell B310, Plus 
Bondwell 0310V, SO 
Bondwell B310V, SU 
Epson N83 
Epson NB/SL 20.2625C 

MANU, PART 
12407980 

500814-003 

286 386SX 
CÉRA165 

186C-4131AEM2 

CE 6218 
48386SX-20 

2568034-W01 
2566996-1 

Z0-300-1 
ZA-4.4 

ZA-180.66 
ZA-180-64 
ZA-180.86 
ZA-180-87 

043250-4/-5 

MUGE 
229 00 
149 00 

179 00 
249.00 
1319 00 
16900 
109.00 
109 00 
21900 
179.00 
129.00 
219.00 
479.00 
89.00 
119.00 
239.00 
10900 

99.00.189.00 
239.00 
519.00 
92600 
10600 
17900 
129.00 
359 00 
10900 
199.00 
119.00 
219.00 
289.00 
34900 

229/4201389 
89.00.189.W 

64.00 
89.00 

10986/19986 
8500 

89.00.499.00 
85.00 
79 00 

199.00.1599.00 

199 00/999 00 
89 00 
99 00 
89 00 
89 00 
109 00 
109 00 
10900 

129 00/369 00 

LASER PRINTER MEMORY UPGRADES 
MOUNT UPGRADED 08114 2511 1 2 3 3. 
CansnIBP4. 4Lte.4grus 119 169   

89 249   
69 99 - 
- 115-  
99 - 169 
99 - 169 
- 72 
- 99 

80 

g's'oñagOPOtg.eATteLaser 
Epson Action Laser Il 
Epson 8000 
E000 
I-IV2D.'211). 3. 3D. 3P. 2P 2P. 
HP 4. 4M, ISI, 4SIMX 
HP 4L 
HP 3S1 
HP 451 
HP Deslyet 500 500C, 550 

HP  enti013,:ki, 1 
IBM Laser 4019, 40191 
IBM Laser 4029 
IBM Laser 4039 
NEC 90 290 
NEC 95 
Oki 400 
Olo 830. 840 
Packard Bell P89500 
Panasonic 4420/44501 
Panasonm 4410/4430 
Panasonic 4450 
Star LSO4 
TI XUPS17/PS35 

64 
49 

80 

4 5 6 8 1 32 

169 299 
179 
- 249 
- 249 - 

144 216 
159 
149 309 

139 
149 

309 
309 

129 

109 
99 
94 
109 
115 
119 
109 

99   
109 159 
49   

209 
  268 
144   
  139 
  169 

399 
- 745 

319 

179 
189 
169 

249 

H.P. COMPATIBLE FONT CARTRIDGE 
BAR CODES Bar Code Reader Font 
DESKJEI SOLUTION for OUI 500 8 Pies 92 iont, 40 ,1/ 30 oi 99 00 
IBM 4019, 4019E, FONT CARTRIDGE 209 Fonts, Turbo Card .10600 
TURBO 25 Comparable to Pacific Data's 25 CARTRIDGES IN ONE°TM, 143 
Fonts (cornpat kWh Epson Paon Laser II and all HP Ponters except HP4 1...1000 

TURBOSCRIPTY 47 Scalable Fonts in Any Point Size (HP 2. 20 - 159) . . 14900 
TURBOSCRIPTY 109 109 Scalable Fonts to Any Point Size (HP 2. 25 - 199). 179.00 
TAX 8 FINANCE FOR IBM 4019. 4018E. 4021 139.00 
TAX 8 FINANCE CARTRIDGE 84.00 
OBI 400, 800 41 fonts. 11 rypestyles 169.00 

310-539-0019 WE'VE 
FAX: 310-539-5844 movEDItin 

CALL 

TOLL FREE 
1-800-433-3726 

(US and Canada) 

ESTAB. Mon-Fn, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. PST 
1985 Sat. 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon 

Circle 214 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 215). 



ille 2233 SAMARITAN DRIVE, SAN JOSE, CA 95124 

Serve«, etigee- 1979 

JDR MicrodevicesR 
BUY WITH CONFIDENCE FROM MP 

30-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

1 YEAR WARRANTY 

TOLL-FREE TECH SUPPORT 

DE 
EPROM Programmer 
• Programs devices up to 512K 

bits, plus 27C100, 27C101, 
27C301, 27C1000, 27C1001, 
27C2001, 27C4001 and more 

• 8-bit 8088 and 286/386/486 PC compatible card 

• ZIF socket accepts 0.6W DIP IC's to 32 pins 
MOD-MEP-1A  $199.95 
MOO- MEP- 4A As above with 4 ZIF sockets   $269.95 

EPROM Eraser $3995 
• Quickly and simultaneously erase 
up to 4 standard EPROMs 

• Includes wall plug power supply 
DATARASE II  $99.95 

Wire-Wrap 
Prototype Cards 
JDR-PR2 8- bit with I/O decode layout  $29.95 
JDR-PR2-Pk Parts kit for JDR-PR2 decode $8.95 
JDR-PR10 16- bit with I/O decode layout  $34.95 
JDR-PR1O-Pk Parts kit for JDR-PR10 decode $12.95 
PDS-601 8-bit breadboard with decode  $79.95 
POS-Oil 16-bit breadboard with decode  $89.95 

POST Code 
Display Card $7995 
• 286/386/486 compatible 
• Displays Power On Self-Test codes 
• Works when software won't boot computer 
• Includes AMI Diagnostics software 
PCODE+  $79.95 
PCODE Above without AMI Diagnostics  $49.95 

UPGRADE COMPONENTS 
Dynamic RAM 
PART C SIZE SPEED 

41256-80 256K x 1 8Ons 
1M8-80 1M x 1 8Ons 
41250898-80 256K x 9 8Ons 
41258A98-80 256K x 9 6Ons 
421000A9B-80 1M x 9 8Ons 
421000A9B-80 1M x 9 6Ons 
424000A9B-80 4M x 9 8Ons 
424000A9B-60 4M x 9 6Ons 

TYPE 

DIP 
DIP 

SIMM 
SIMM 
SIMM 
SIMM 
SIMM 
SIMM 

PRICE 

$1.95 
$4.99 

$14.95 
$16.95 
$39.95 
$45.95 

$149.95 
$159.95 

Math Co-Processors 
PART SPEED PRICE 
8087-2 8MH: 129 95 
8087 5MHz 89.95 
,80287-01 12MHz 74.95 

inteJ 
PART e SPEED PRICE 
80387- SOP 25MHz 74.95 
80387-DXP ≤33MHz 79.95 
00487- SO 525MHz 389 95 

OverDrive Processors 
00P486-SX20 For 20MHz 486SX OverDrive socket $329.95 
00P486-SX25 For 25MHz 486SX OverDrive socket .$449.95 
ODP486R-0X25 Replace 25MHz 486DX w,,50MHz DX2 .$449.95 
ODP4116R-0033 Replace 33MHz 486DX w/66MHz DX2 . $559.00 
ODP486-DX33 66MHz 486DX2 for OverOnve socket ...$559.00 

1111111 41 1141» 
Low Cost Internal 
CD-ROM Drive 
• 5-1/e half-height internal drive 
with 1/2 length interface card URIBI 

• 150Kb-175Kb per second, 350ms average access time 

• Includes drive, interface card, cables and manual 
CDROM-I   $199.95 
CDR-84 NEC internal dual speed CD-ROM drive   $499 95 
MCI-SOUND 8-bit sound card   $49.95 
SB-DLX SoundBlaster 8-bit sound card  $89.95 
VIDEOBLASTER 16-bit video card with software  $329:95 

'FYLIEIP7DAJeli 
VGA Package with 
Accelerator Card 
• 1024 x 768 in 16/256 colors. 
800 x 600 in 16/256/64K 
colors, 640 x 480 in 
16/256/64K/16M colors 

• 14 diagonal screen; 0.28mm 

• 16-bit 286/386/486 PC compatible; interlaced and 
non-interlaced modes; with Windows accelerator card 
VGA-PKG-1024N $459.95 
VGA-PKG-1024 0.39mm, 1024 x 768 VGA package $349.95 
VGA-MONITOR 0.39mm, 1024 x 768 nt. monitor   $269.95 
VGA-MON-1024N 0.28mm, 1024 x 768 non-let. mon. $379.95 
VGA-MON-17N 1T, 0.26mm 1280 x 1024 mon-int. mon. $799.00 

Low Cost Windows 
Accelerator 
• 16-bit 286/386/486 PC comp-

atible; supports interlaced 
and non-interlaced, analog or multisvnch 'e ta 
monitors; VESA software compatible 

• Up to 1280 x 1024 resolution in 16 colors UM. 

MCT-VGA-5000  $149.95 
SPEEDSTAR-PR 0 16-bit Windows accelerator   $149.95 
MCI-VGA-4000 1024 X 768/256 color card  $129.95 
MCI-VGA-1000 16-bit 640 x 480 VGA card $49.95 

INTERFACE CARDS 
Fast Multi I/O Card 
• Includes two NS16550 serial ports. 
one parallel port and one game port 

• 8-bit 286/386/486 compatible card 

MCI-A10+  $89.95 
MCI-A10 As above with an NS16450 $49.95 
MCT-IDE10+ IDE w/NS16550 compatble serial  $99.95 
MCI-IDE10 IDE w/NS16450 compatible serial  $89.95 
MCT-V10 VESA LB IDE & Multi I/O card $99.95 
MCT-IDEFH 16-bit IDE floppy Card   $29.95 
MCI-CIDE10 16-bit cache IDE controller  $199.95 
MCI-VCFH VESA Local Bus cache IDE controller  1229.95 
MCT-VSCSI VESA Local Bus SCSI-2 controller  $299.95 

SYSTEMBASIGS-
3-Button Mouse $1495 
• Accuracy 290-1450 DPI 

• Opto-mechanical design 

JDR-MOUSE-3  $14.95 
MOUSE-PAD Keeps mouse ball free of dirt   $4.95 
MCI-GAME Dual port game card   $29.95 
JSTK-300 Joystick   $9.95 
JSTK-500 Pilot-style joystick  $19.95 

MODEMS (fr FAX 
2400 Baud Internal Modem 
• 2400/1200/300 baud operationl; 

Full Hayes command set compatibility 

• OuickLink II communications s/w. 

MCI-241  $49.95 
MCI-1441F+ 14,400 baud internal fax/modem ... $179.95 
FAXM-SWITCH Connect fax/modem/phone on1 line $89.95 
FAX-SWITCH Above without modem connection... $59.95 

FREE 
JOR CATALOG! 

PC EDITION AND 
COMPONENTS EDITION 

AVAILABLE NOW! 

zrz, 800-538-5000 3 

MOTHERBOARDS 
33MHz 386SX Motherboard 
• 33MHz AMO 80386SX CPU, AMI BIOS supports IDE, 
shadow RAM, password protection and more 

• Uses 256K, 1M & 4M x 9 60ns SIMMs (OK installed) 

• Socketed for 33MHz 
80387SX co-processor 

• Six 16-bit expansion slots 

• MS-DOS, Windows 3.1, 
DESOview 386, Novell NetWare 
and OS/2 compatible 

MCI-M386SX-33   
MCT-C386SX-33 Above with 16Kb cache 
MCT-C386-33 33MHz cache 386   
MCI-C386-40 40MHz cahce 386 
MCT-M486SX-25 25MHz cache 486SX   
MCI-M486SX-33 33MHz cache 486SX   
MCT-M486-33 33MHz cache 4860X   
MCI-M486-50 50MHz cache 486DX   
MCI-M486-66 66MHz cache 486DX2   
MCI-M486-50E 50MHz 486DX processor EISA   
MCI-M486VL-33 33MHz 486DX VESA local bus   
MCT-M486VL-33 66MHz 486DX VESA local bus   

$129.95 
 $169.95 

$249.95 
 $299.95 

$399.95 
$449.95 
$549.00 
$799.00 
$849.00 
$999.00 
$599.00 
$899.00 

STORAGE DEVICES 
Seagate IDE 
Drive Kits \ dip - • 
• 16- bit 286/386/486 PC 
compatible card 

• 89Mb ST-3096A drive 

• 16-bit controller interfaces 
two hard & two floppy drives 

HDKIT-80 89Mb ST-3096A drive $219.95 
HDKIT-130 131Mb ST-3144A drive  $239.95 
HDKIT-210 214Mb ST-3243A drive  $299.95 

IDE Hard Drives 
PART 

CP-30084 

ST-3096A 

CP-30174 

ST-3144A 
CP-30254 

BRAND CAP. SPEED TYPE PRICE 

I Conner 84Mb 19ms 3-1/2" IDE $199.95 
Seagate 88Mb 16ms 3-1/2" IDE $199.95 

Conner 170Mb 17ms 3-1/2" IDE $249.95 

Seagate 131Mb 16ms 3-1/7 IDE $229.95 

Conner 250Mb 14ms 3-1/2" IDE $339.95 

5-V4" & 3-1/2" 
Combination Drive 
• 5-1/4 half-height beige drive 

• Supports 1.44Mb, 1.2Mb, 
720Kb & 360Kb diskettes 

FD-505 $149.95 
FDD-2.88A 2.88Mb 3-1/2", Beige  $149.95 
P00-1.44A 1.44Mb, 3-1/2", Beige  $79.95 
POD-1.44X 1.44Mb, 3-1/2", Black $79.95 
FDD-1.2 1.2Mb, 5-1/4", Beige  $89.95 
FDD-360 360Kb, 5-1/4", Black $89.95 

Preformatted Bulk Diskettes Qty. Of 250 
MD2D-BULK 5-ve 360Kb DS/DD disks  5.25 ea 
MD2H-BULK 5-V4 1.2Mb DS/HD disks  $.45 ea 
3.5D-BULK 3-1,2* 720Kb DS/DD disks   5.39 ea 
3.5HD-BULK 3-1/2' 1.44Mb DS/HD disks   5.59 ea 

TEAC 

250Mb Tape Drive $19995 
• 8088 and 286/386/486 PC. 
01C-40 read and 01C-80 
read/write compatible 

• Up to 6.7Mb/minute transfer rate 

• 5-1/4" internal half-height drive 

• Tape capacity 165Mb with DC2000, • 
250Mb with DC2120 tape cartridge 

DJ-20  $199.95 
DJ-10 10Mb version  $179.95 
DC2120 DC2120 tape cartridge  $19.95 
0C2120-BULK DC2120 5 tape package $89.95 

800_538_5000 Toll-Free Fax Ordering Local 408-559-1200 
800-538-5005 US 408-559-0253 

TERMS For shippIng O nandling include 55 00 for ground O 57 50 tor ad Orders oer 1 lb and loretgn orders may require addition,' ;hipping charges-contact our Soles Dept for the 
amount CA residents must I nc I ud e applicable sales tan Prices %abject to change without nonce We are not responsible for typographical errors We reserve the right to limit quantities 
and to substitute manufacturer AII merchandise sublect to prior sales Affull copy of our terms is available upon request items pctured may only be representatIve JDR the JDR logo, 
JDR MicrikJevices, and the MCI logo are registered trademarks CÉDR Mtcrodences Inc Modular CIrcuit Technology Is a trademani et JDR Microdewces, Inc Copynght 1993 JDR MICRODEVICES 
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• Drivers for Fixed. Optical 
and Removable Drives 

• Internal and External 
SCSI Connectors 

• SCSI and IDE Cables 
• On-Board Diagnostics 
• Complete Documentation 
• Lifetime Warranty 
• 30 Day Return Po icy 
• Made in the USA 

$150.00 
Bit ABA CMII 

Aczessories/Supplies • Add-1n Boards • Communications/Networking 

Polaroid 
2olaroid CP-Workstanon 

Computer Filter 

Polaroid's Circular Polarizing Filters for 
computer monitors combine circular polarizer 
technology with optical quality materials 
and coatings to provide the ultimate in glare 
reduction and contrast enhancement 
technology. Polaroid CP-Filters suppress up to 
99% of reflected light and are more effective 
than any other filter for improving contrast. 
Also, most CP-Filter models have a transpar-
ent electrically conductive coating which 
reduces up to 98% of the electromagnetic 
radiation and eliminates static. 

Polaroid produces a full range of optical qual-
ity anti-glare filters in glass and triacetate to fit 
most 9"-21" monitors. 

Polaroid Corporation, Polarizer Division, 
N2, 1 Upland Road, Norwood, MA 02062 
1-800-225-2770 Fax 617-446-4600 

Circle 240 on Inquiry Card. 

SCSI IDE FLOPPY 
HOST BUS ADAPTER/CONTROLLER 

STANDARD FEATURES SUPPORTS 
• Up to 7 SCSI Devices 
• Up to 2 IDE Drives 
• Up to 4 Floppy Drives 
• 7 ROM Addresses 
• 2 Ir 0 Addresses 

OPTIONS 
• CD ROM & UNIX Drivers 
• ASPI Manager 
• 3rd & 4th Floppy Driver 

$175.00 
1.1.6Sit ABA Coll v. Option P4tB I 

CONTROL CONCEPTS INC. 
(703) 876-6444 • (703) 876-6416 Fax 

Oft 

1iitWOUUM.0\00W%\ 

Government. Ed Jcational and Corporate Discounts Available 
Dealer Inquiries Welcome 

Fax-on-deman 
s an Applications 

Generator. 
It's $495 for board 

and software. 
Its PhoneOffice. 

Circle 268 on Inquiry Card. 

n.r>: 

• 
Call our demo line 309-862-1804 e DENS to get more information by fax-on-demand. 

Tel: (309)862- 1 704 Fax: ( 309)862- 1 804 
111131211=111. 309 W. Beaufort, Suite 8, Normal, IL 61761 

DealerN. call us about ot.r speciall> discounted promotional units. 

Add-In Boards • Bar Coding 

Tough and durable. 
For multiport serial controllers in demanding 
environments, you need Star Gate. 

Built to withstand the rigors of industrial and commercial 
environments, Star Gate I/O controllers are offered in a broad 
range of price and performance options for ISA, EISA and 
Micro Channel. 

Added Benefits: Enables a single PC expansion slot to support 
from 2 to 128 serial devices • Unmatched reliability in harsh, 
noisy environments with fully-shielded cables and rugged metal 
connection panels • Exclusive SureGuard-option includes 
complete transient surge suppression • [ IA-232, -422, -485 
• Supports DOS, OS/2, Unix, Xenix, Novell, Windows, TCP/IP. 

Find out more. Call 1-800-782-7428. 

ST/le)igATE 
People and products you can depend on. 

Star Gate Technologies, Inc. • Solon. OH • 216-349-1860 • FAX: 216-349-2056 

Circle 259 on Inquiry Cord. 

Portable Bar Code Readers 

TimeWand' I DuraWand TimeWand II 

Data collection is fast, easy, and extremely accurate 
when using Videx portable bar code readers. 
Cordless operation, compact size, and light weight 
allow you to take the wands wherever the work 
needs to be done. Call Videx today for your free 
information kit: 503-758-0521. Prices starting at: 

• TimeWand I $298 
DuraWand $495 
TimeWand H $698 

1105 NE Circle Blvd., Corvallis, OR 97330-4285 
503-758-0521 • FAX 503-752-5285 

TimeWand, DuraWand, and Videx are registered 
trademarks of Videx, Inc. GC0355 

Circle 266 on Inquiry Cord (RESELLERS 267). 
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Circle 248 on Inquiry Card. 



Communications/Networking • Computer Systems 

Communicating with a Higher Intelligence 

GMM 5ync4/CCPTM 
• High Ptah...once 16 MHZ 16 bit CPU. 
• 80X86 code compatible. 
• 4 Sync/Async Ports / RS232, RS422, RS485 

(2 Serial Ports with Full Duplex DMA). 
• Uses Zilog 85C30, 85230 SCC chip. 
• 512K Dual Ported Ram (STD) 

(1, 2, or 4 MEG Dual Port Ram - optional). 
• 8k, 16k, 32k, 64k Window Size (Programmable). GMAS Products Are All Mode in USA 
• 8 Software Selectable and Shareable 

Interrupts. 
•• Two Port Com. CoProcessor also available 
(GMM Sync2/CCPTI. 

GMM Research Corporation 

41111111eFour Port 

OEM and Dealer 
Inquiries Welcome 

Other PC/AT & PS/2 8530 based products available 
Extremely competitive pricing. 

(714)752-9447 Fax (714)752-7335 
18092 Sky Park South - Unit E, Irvine CA 92714 

Circle 228 on Inquiry Card 

Light-Speed Serial Communications 

PCSS-8FX Intelligent Serial Coprocessor 

• Better than 

INIbyte/second 
transfer rate. -:,•• 

• No load on Host ;et „ 
Processor! ; , 

- 9;1%; 
• I/0 Mapped - No 

host memory used. 

• NEW - Supports DMA transfer. 

Faster than Dual Ported Memory! 
• Looks like IBM Uart with Huge QUEUE! 

• 8 ports per card. RS-232, 422, 485. 

GTEK, INC. • DEVELOPMENT HARDWARE & SUFI'S% ARE • P.O. Buy 2310 
Ba) Si. I ocie. MS 39521-2310 USA • Mississippi & Technical Support 601-467•2048 
Fas: 601467-0935 • OEM & Dealer Inquiries Wekomed! 

ORDER 
TOLL-FREE 

800-21114833 

= wiNc 

Circle 229 on Inquiry Card. 

• 
oic.e Response IN" ID for Window 
Would vim like to develope multi-tasking multi-line non-blocking 
Interactive Voice Response applications for Windows? 

PIKA offers the developer the high quality, feature rich AVA-B 
Series 1, 2 & 4 line voice cards with hardware voice 
compression. 
Also, the new PIKA IdFi 1. 2 & 4 line Caller Id cards are the 
answer to many new and exciting Windows server applications. 

. _ All PIKA cards are available ( at affordable prices) with Windows 
11111w- ,f.3" DLL &• DDE developer toolkits for C & Visual Basic. 

Inquire about developer toolkits for NT, DOS, UNIX & ONX. 

Pike.. TECHNOLOGIES INC. 

155 Terence Matthews Cres. Conato, Ontario K2M 2M, Canada 

Tel: 1-613-591-1555 Fax: 1-613-591-1488 e 
Circle 269 on Inquiry Card. 

IEEE-488 
• Interfaces + Software 

• Analyzer + Converter 

• Extender + Cables 

• DOS, Windows, 9s/2, 
umx, SunOS 

Circle 231 on Inquiry Card. 

Communications/Networking • Computer Systems 

LET YOUR COMPUTER DO THE TALKING! 

Integrated 
Voice/Fax Mail 

integrates major voice/fax applications plus 
program control into one full-featured high 
performance software. PC-AT/386/486 based. 
Menu driven. Easy to use. Full support for 
Rhetorex, New Voice, Dialogic, 111 and Intel 
voice and fax hardware. Supports up to 24 
voice lines and up to 8 fax lines. 
Hardware+ Software Kits $650 
2 voice lines kit starts at 
2-1 hours free info: 818-388-4566 or 818-368-88e 

SigmaTech Software 
Tel: (818) 368-6132 Fax: (818) 368-7859 
1(1801 Bismarck Ave.. Northridge, CA 91326 USA 
Resellers/Dealers/OEMs/Private labels are welcome) 

• Auto-Attendant 

• Unlimited Audiotex 

II Voice Mail 

• Call Processing 

• Telemarketing 

• Fax Mail 

• Fax-on-Demand 

• Fax Broadcasting 

• Party/Chat lines 

• Talking Yellow pages 

Circle 260 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 261). 

''I me Touce ' al us... 

VAX ON 
DEMAND! 

FAX ON DEMAND • VOICE MAIL 
CALL PROCESSING • TELEMARKETING 

V/S PLUS gives you professional VOICE MAIL& AUTO TRANSFER while it 
pounds out Fax'd Hard Copy non-stop 24-hours a day. Give it to them - NOW! 
Complete Package with Hardware and FAX Software. 2 year warranty. 
Requires PC/AT/386148G. 

For Sales and Information Call: 

V/S PLUS only $666 1-800-685-4884 
MULTI-LINE HARDWARE from $299 510-5223800-FAX: 510.522-5556 

losysesi,pa4 porcoqo eac.I,I) TALKING TECHNOLOGY, INC. 
MC • once COD, 1125Atlantic Ave . Alameda, CA 94501 I. 

Circle 244 on Inquiry Card. 

AT Systems in ROM 
pi Single Board Computers 

EJ Run DOS code from ROM 
Pi PC Code compatible 

pi Large Memory space 

EJ Backplane systems 
U Develop code on a PC. Run on our 

CPU cards with DOS and code in ROM. Use 
off-the-shelf expansion cards. 

la KS6: NEC V53 CPU (286eq), 5 serial, 2 Par, Clock, AT bus, 
Max 4M Ram, 2M Rom, 512K NV Siam. $299 (ql-oem ver). 

3 KS3: V40 CPU, 3 Serial, 2 Par, Clock, Flop, Kbd. $224 (al). 

303-444-7737 Fax 303-786-9983 
655 Hawthorn Ave., Boulder CO 80304 U.S.A. KILA 

Circle 233 on Inquiry Card. 

PCXI INDUSTRIAL PC: 
MODULAR PLATFORM FOR 
ACQUISITION, CONTROL & 
INSTRUMENTATION. 

• erc n 
multi-vendor. 
• Rugged. EISA or AT bus. 
• Noise, emissions, power, ground, 

airflow & cooling engineered for highest 
perf— tr:-1-ce rét111.411.1.11.4141M 

GRAPHICS 

CPU 

- F.APID SYSTEM-> ele I ,,I I - !(1 ' in 
co l • 3 '  

r  Phone: (206) 784-4311 
',cup) 04 -03.3,1 

Circle 242 on Inquiry Card. 
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Computer Systems • Data Acquisition 

Rackmount Solutions 
RACKMOUNT COMPONENTS - OTY 25 PRICING 
Rackmount Chassis 19'xrx1r $183 
Rackmount VGA Monitors $531 
Rackmount Monitor Shelf $113 
Rackmount Keyboard Shelf $88 

RACKMOUNT PLATFORMS - Oty 1 Pricing 
RMS486-33EISA $1799 RMS386-40 $814 
RMS486-33 $1443 RMS386SX-25 $693 
System Platforms include r Rackmount Chassis. 
200W Power Supply. Motherboard, 1.0MB Memory. 
IDE, FDC, 2-Ser, Par, 1.2MB or 1.44MB Floppy Disk 
Drive, 1 Year Warranty 

RACKMOUNT CHASSIS - 15 Models up to 20 Board Slots 
SLOT CPU BOARDS - 486. 386, 3865X 
RACKMOUNT MONITORS - Super VGA and Monochrome 
RACKMOUNT CABINET - Modular from 21* to 96 high 

Tfvv WALLEY 
TECHNOIOCII INC. 

2468 Armstrong Street, Livermore CA 94550 
(510) 447-2030 FAX: (510) 447-4559 

Circle 254 on Inquiry Card. 

PC-based Solutions for 
Industrial Automation 
• Industrial PCs & Workstations 

• Enclosures and Card Cages 

• 486/386/286 CPU Cards 

• RAM/ROM Disks 

• Industrial I/O Cards 

• RS-232/422/485 

1-800-800-6889 
1-408-245-6678 in CA 
Fax: 408-245-8268 

ADVANTECH., 
750 East Argues Ave. 

Circle 216 on Inquiry Card. 

High-speed, PC parallel-port connection 

2-ch D A & 16-ch.100-kHz A D 
32 digital I/O 
16 high-speed digital inputs 
5 counter timer channels 

AC or battery operable 

MS Windows graphical software 

LOtech 
lOtech, Inc. 25971Cannon Rd Cleveland, OH 44146 

(216) 439-4091 Fax (216) 439-4093 

Circle 232 on Inquiry Card. 

FREE, 288 PAGE 

1993 DATA ACQUISITION CATALOG 
AND REFERENCE GUIDE 
IBM PC/XT/AT. PS2. MICROCHANNEL 
COMPUTERS AND COMPATIBLES 

-AID Boards 
-Signal Conditioning 

-Communication 

-PC Instruments 

-Scientific Software 

KEITH LEY METRABYTE 
DATA • COUISITION 

re..."- SEND TODAY FOR YOUR PEE 
CATALOG OR CALL 1 -800-348-0033, 

FAX: 508-880-0179 

Data Acquisition • Disk & Optical Drives 

The Intelligent Solution For Data Acquisition 

, 

- r.g1 -eur 
" •— i ,•-•••• r--• 

, 

DA1'2400er" Data Acquisition 

ANALOG I/O Fri- and FIMItenng at 16 MIPS 
DIGITAL1/0 20 MHz CPI3 with DRAM to 1024K 
• Inputs to 312K samples per se. and 32 MHz DSP with SRAM to 96K 
•Outputs to 312K samples per second DAPL'0 Operating System 
•Simultaneous fast input/outpur • 106. standard command,. mR•18)ST‘R 
CPU: i186 or i486 •Custom commands is ( 

LABOltIES . 
2265 1161hAvenue NE 

Send for FREE catalog and demo diskette. Bellevue, WA 98004 
Or call us at ( 206) 453-2345. FAX (206) 453-3199 

P5/2 Hard Drive 
P§/2 50 50z 55sx 60 70 80 P70 
itvrE L DRIVES - May be used as a high performance replacement or to co-exist with original 
IBM drive. Compatible with D053.3. 4.01, 5.0, 05/2 2.0 and Novell. Includes IDE nr SCSI-2 
microchannel controller. hard drive, mounting hit, ribbon & power cable, manual. and hardware 

106mb. 15ms, Internal Seagate IDE Drive Kit  $383 
130mb, 15m... Internal Maxtor IDE / SCSI Divo Kit _........... ....................... 1414/S439 
200mb, 15ms, internai Maxtor IDE / Maxtor SCSI Drive Kit ....... ............. ..... $453/5513 
340mb, 13ms Internal Maxtor IDE / Maxtor SCSI Drive Kit... ....... ....... ....... .......... 8589/S869 
512mb, 12es. Internal Fujitsu IDE / SCSI Drive Kit  8104341284 

PS/2 Model 25, 30, 30-286 
21mb/42mb/106mb Hare Dove Kit $99/8189/9253 
125mb/200mb Hard Drive Kit 9284/6323 

General Tivichnies I Year Womanly • FO Day Money But Cameos 

1 800-41ir-SHLt 

I86 80.0 a/isv. ocias ,"2c.nttig, , Oa, egi tot 73a1 
militad , Fineable Fne deers la 

_a 'wee n COD leâ 
1 800 87-2538 let (516) 981 9473 3:2,1",-t. Open Ion in 6pm 

For 1516) 981 5038 Ny upa Ell, Mon fp 

Circle 264 on Inquiry Card. 

THE TOTAL BACKUP SOLUTION. 
PSS portable tape backup system, plugs into any standard 

parallel port. Combined backup E. verify at true 11MB/rnm. 

250MB-2GB capacities in native mode. OIC Industry standard 
format. Supports MS DOS, Windows, OS/2, Novell, SCO UNIX and 
SCO XENIX. Complete with powerful solution-minded software series: 

ri "" BUSS (Back Up Supervisor Software) — The ultimate in 
el-se- backup prompting and or enforcement. 

rs. (Script Manager) — Creates files ( scripts) specifying 
§M data and files to backup verify and compare. eill 

rl
SOB (SCSI Disc Backup).— Selective oackup and restoration 

we of files ( hidden and security included) from all desktop, 

- portable and network computers, including fileservers. 

INFO AND ORDERS: 1-800- 998-7839 

PARALLEL' 

IiiSTORAGE 
SOLUTIONS 

The Pacesetter in Parallel to SCSI Technology 

116 South Central Avenue • Elmsford, AN 10523 • FAX (914) 347-4646 
1993 Paraliel S-1-ase &Sew, Ire Ar u ghtb RebefIle0 .1locier ineemte444re property enter restrain ccmpo,r, 
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Disk & Optical Drives • Diskettes/Duplicators 

PARALLEL-TO-SCSI CONNECTIONS! 
"This product.. .is darned near perfect." —Jerry Poonnelle, Byte Magazine 3/93 

"This year. the company outdid itself The MiniSetil Plus is men more elegant than its 

predecessor and almost twice as fast." —Jim Seymour, PC Magazine 12/92 

SCSI 
. Connector 

Parallrl 
(unmoor 

Add up to 7 SCSI devices to your parallel 
port and 5.1I use your printer! 

Up to twice as fast as our original Min iSCSI°' parallel-to-SCSI adapter, 
the MiniSCSI Plus adapter lets you run a CD-ROM, tape backup, 
SyQuest', Bernoulli or other SCSI device from almost any parallel port. 
For most notebook users, it's the only way to use SCSI devices. An 
integrated cable makes it a snap to share SCSI devices with desktops. 

KEY FEATURES: 100% Printer Passthrough A Weighs Just 7.2 Ounces 
A Fully Compatible With Bidirectional and Unidirectional Parallel Ports 

• Powered By SCSI Bus • Only $219 

See your dealer or call: 
Trainor Systems Limited 
5415 Ramlall Place • Fremont. CA 94538-3151 
FAX: ( 510) "70-9911) 
Adaptec Interactive Fax: ( 408) 951-7150 An mew Company 

1-813121-TRANTOR 

Trantor 
091 Fro.* ,r era« Omani MiniSCSI mod Timbr rou.lr..”*. Inoaràr,..riOuntiml 

Naflwrorielordesnaufarrormlin /An, rrspn rorr old own 

Circle 253 on Inquiry Card. 

STAND ALONE 

DISKETTE 
DUPLICATOR 
OVER 300 DISKS PER HOUR 

5.25" and 3.50" Models 

SIMPLE AND FAST FROM $ 1799 US 

TEL: (416) 602-9270 //// AI Wrielk 
FAX: (416) 602-9279 //.74 eh , /// eIrl nie 

Diskettes/Duplicators • Keyboards • Laptops & Notebooks 

Victory Printing Disk Factory I800-727-DISK (3475) 

Victory vr/ 
Enterprises I 
22 t 91.,1Ank,..ort Al. Sorlu Inn 

,Sr1,11,1 Is 79792 

1, 1`, 1,, rerIll ,, 1`. ISO ( MY 

• Atiororatically load,. I,,!!!! 
%,erilic, and l'ItINTS 11111 I \ rill. on 
3.5 & 5.25 diskettes! 
• lksigned 1,4 use V. rill a riehstrre, 
any application for disirdbuting dal., 
• Perlect lor serialieing or "them 155 

itlentil) 

Circk 247 on Inquiry Card. 

Money Back Guarantee & 1 Yr. Warranty 

Popular 
Space-Saver 
Keyboard 
$98.00 

Saves 60% desk space. Foot-
print 273 x 15.2 cm. 103 full-
travel tactilly responsive keys. Standard left-right spacing for easy touch 
typing. IBM XT/AT PS 2 compatible. Many language versions available. 

Call Toll Free To Order: 1-800-DATALUX 
CATALUX 

- VISA, MC, AmX - 

155 Aviation Dr.r•Winchester, VA 22602 
Tel 1-703-662-1500.FA X 1.-703-662-1682 
Anto-FAXed Specs FAX 1-703-662-1675 

Circle 225 on Inquiry Cord. 

Universal 
Keypad for 
Portable 

Computers 
a I:1 le if l rrr.. or 

Boost data entry speed, accuracy and convenience 
with Genovation's Micropad Tm the innovative 
numeric keypad for portable computers. 

TO COMPUTER 
• 

,, 

V 
TO PRINTER 

(800) 822-4333 
17741 Mitchell, North 
Irvine, CA 92714 USA 
TEL (714) 833-3355 
FAX (714) 833-0322 

Is the unhandy numeric section of your 
portable amputees keyboard dragging you 
down?....Give your productivity a boost by 
using our Micropad. The ergonomically 
designed Micropad is ideal for spreadsheet 
and accounting applications that require fast 
and accurate entry of numeric data. 

The Micropad attaches to the parallel port 
of any MS-DOS computer while providing a 
clean pass through connection to the printer. 
Power usage is negligible. Lightweight and 
compact. the Micropad is fully programmable 
and is also available with connectors to fit 
keyboard and serial ports. 

GENOVvATION_i) 
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Modems/Multiplexors • Monitors & Terminals 

Our New Contribution, 
Your _New Partner 

Main products. 
14400bps+V.42bis+FAX(G3) 
9600bps+V.42bis 
9600bps+MNP5 
2400bps+V.42bis+FAX(G3) 
2400bps+MNP5 
Stand alone 
Internal card 
Rack mounted 

5F. 60. FU HO RD., YUSO HO CITY. 
23038 TAIPEI. TAIWAN. R 0.C. 

TEL 886.2.9286088 

FOX 886-2-9219057 

Branch office: U.S.A. 

TEL 818-2811826 
FAX 818-2879825 

Rack Mounted 

Network Management 

System 

Circle 279 on Inquiry Card. 

STAND-ALONE LCD MONITORS 
STN Color or Monochrome 

$14951 DATALUX introduces its new high quality, high brightness color LCD monitor in the same case as the popular Monochrome version. 
• 640 X 480, 256 Colors, VGA compatible, 2 CGT backlights 
• Driven by ISA Bus Controller Card, no external power supply, optional CRT output 
• Adjustable desk stand, folds for wall mounting or portability, 1.75Kg weight 
• 197 X 147mm display (9.4 inch diag). non-reflective glass face 
• Contrast ratio of 15:1, 200ms Rise and 150ms Fall time 

$7n: I Monochrome version 640 X 480,64 gray shades. 7J I Wide viewing angle. 
Also Available 
• Mobile/Industrial model sealed against spills and splashes in rugged drawn aluminum 
housing with optional swivel mount. 
• Touch Screen Version. Capacitive technology. Provides high resolution, fast response. all 
glass scratch proof optically clear sensor. Complete with built-in controller and software. 

To Order Call Toll-Free: 1-800-DATALUX 
lawigi LI NW 

miremmeammiutou 
155 Aviation Drive • Winchester. VA 226ir 

Tel: 1-703-662-1500 
FAX: 1-703-662-1682 
AutoFAXed Specs: 

Munimedia 

With VGA-->TV Elite, 
any color TV can be your 

computer monitor! 
Supporting 640 x 480 resolution in 32,768 colors, the VGA-e--TV 
Elite provides flicker free high quality video conversion. Rock solid 
and easy to use, the portable VGA-)-TV Elite is a true savior to the 

Presentation professional. Con-
vert your computer presentation 
or Animation to show on TV or 
record to your VCR. Even play 
computer games on big screen 
TV! Supports RCA and 
S-Video In-
puts to TY.s 
and VCRs. 

Convet pur VGA . Ipul O bY screeiT , 

$399. 
ol- lt III II 

VGA -*TV 
ELITE 

(8am - 6pm, Mon.-Fri. Pacific 
1111 11 (310) 865-1432 • (310) 809-6144 Fax 

Time) 

Advanced Digital Systems • 20204 State Road, Cerritos, CA 90701 

Ma!I1I TigerSonware ¡CD% 
Call 800.888.5244 

Circle 271 on Inquiry Card. 

A MESSAGE To 
OUR SUBSCRIBERS 

F
ROM TIME TO TIME WE MAKE THE BYTE SUBSCRIBER 
list available to other companies who wish to 
send our subscribers material about their 

products. We take great care to screen these 
companies, choosing only those who are reputable, 
and whose products, services or information we feel 
would be of interest to you. Direct mail is an 
efficient medium for presenting the latest personal 
computer goods and services to our subscribers. 

Many BYTE subscribers appreciate this controlled 
use of our mailing list, and look forward to finding 
information of interest to them in the mail. Used are 
our subscribers' names and addresses only (no other 
information we may have is ever given). 

While we believe the distribution of this information 
is of benefit to our subscribers, we firmly respect the 
wishes of any subscriber who does not want to 
receive such promotional literature. Should you 
wish to restrict the use of your name, simply send 
your request to the following address. 

111/1E Magazine 
Attn: Subscriber Service 

P.O. Box 555 
Hightstown, NJ 08520 

triy nen 
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Multimedia • Printers/Plotters • Programmable Hardware 

IMAGING CARDS 

Video Framegrabbers for 
the XT/AT/386 

• Real time grab/display 
• Complete with software 
• 60 & 50 Hz. Video 
• Quality since 1987! 
• Money back guarantee 

MODEL 1-800-2 92-11 6f.) 
-512/24 512x480x24 - New 
Full 24 bit color board, mult in, 
24 bit RGB out $795 

-51 2 512x480x8 - Advanced 
grayscale board. Multi res/multi 
image, 4 inputs, in/out LUTS, 
dual ping-pong buffers, RGB 
out $695 

-02 258x240x8 Workhorse 8 
bit grayscale. 2 inputs, 24 bit 
RGB out, cursor $495 

-03 256x240x6 Economy 6 bit 
version of -02 above $395 
MCNISA/GOD 

Control Vision :• • 
Box 596 Pittsburg, KS 66762 
316-231-6647 Fax: 231-5816 

• 

Circle 223 on Inquiry Cord. 

Primax Made it a Snap! 
Primax Electronics created and originally 
manufactured the modular printer sharing 
concept, and others put their name on it. Now 
you can get the original ModularLINIC and its 
reliable technology directly from the Original 
Equipment Manufacturer! For truly hassle-free 
printer networking, look to ModularLINKni— 
the original Simple Printer Networkl 

Pictured above z Alodulail.1,\A'" and 
a fully-compatible unit. Existing 
.SNAfie networks can be expanded 
using the ModularLINK'n 

ModularLINK and Simple Printer Network 
are trademarks of Primax Electronics 
USA. Inc. SNAP is a trademark of ASP 
Computer Products. Inc. 

•Over 500,000 nodes 
installed worldwide 

• Connects 16 computers 
with a single printer 

• Starter Kit for 2 
computers and 1 
printer only $129.95 

• Fully compatible with 
existing SNAP'' 
networks 

• Power-free for most 
applications 

pileÀAX 
PRIMAX ELECTRONICS 

800-338-3693 

Circle 274 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 275). 

"High speed speed scan rate at a fraction of the cost" 
Introducing our DWC Analog Controller only $269 

Hardware: 8 isolated 10 bit analog inputs • 4 analog outputs • 2 
optically isolated digital inputs • 2 isolated 3 A relay outputs • 2 
transistor digital outputs • on board RS485 • 81< external RAM • 64K 
EPROM program space 
Software: Programmable with IBM XrAT/386/486 compatible and 
EPROM programmer or the DWC Programmers Development System • easy to 
use DWC Ladder Logic Compiler or our new DW 'C' english style real time 
software • Software system includes functions for all of our µPLC products • 
includes example software • also available remote I/O networfrable software 

Digital Controller $154 Real Time 'C' 
Network Node $199 Ladder Logic Compiler 
Operator Interface $259 Programmers Development 

Free with any purchase - remote VO netvvorkabte software for all de 
Programming services available 

1-800-668-2707 tel: (519) 850-0537 tax: (519)660-1602 

- 1-
CÓIRP'IDFCATION 

Circle 262 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 263). 

=17. 

Programmable Hardware 

Universal Programmers -'P $995 

Configurable as: 

• Entry Level 

• Fully Universal 

• Gang for IC Cards 

• Gang for Memory & Mien>: 

Handler Interface Available 

Support ftw virtually 

all dt vices and 

packages 

fi. a., I Sitio Disk! 

Serial Memory Programmer ir„,n $395 
• 32 pin E/EPROMs to 4MBytes, Flash EPROMs, Intel Micros 
• Gang Module (4 sockets), Motorola Micros Module 
• RS232 Interface; Internal eraser option; Stand-alone capability 

Intellit Rom Emulator From $395 j 
• • In ( lrctsit Emulator" type features: AdLirc, ( mnpaiL 
HALT output), Address Snapshot. Trigger Input, Reset Output 

• Standard Parallel Printer Port (64Kbytes in 10 seconds) 
• Stand-alone operation (rechargable NiCad battery) 

750 North Pastoria Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 USA 
Tel: (408) 730-5511 Fax: (408) 730-5521 BBS: (408) '30-2317 

Circle 219 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 220). 

eFor Your Development Needs! 

OEM & Dealer bumbles Welcomed! 
DEVELOPMENT HARDWARE & SOFTWARE 

P.O. Box MO • Bay St. Louis, MS 39521-2310 U.S.A. 
Fax: 601-467-0935 

Mississippi & Technical Support 601-467-804a 

MODEL 9000 
EPROM PROURAMMER 

• QuickPulse and intelligent 
algorithms. 

• Programs Eproms (up to 
4Mb), EEproms & MPU's. 

o Up to 57K baud. 
o Ultra Fast! 

ORDER TOLL-FREE 

800-282-4835 

Circle 230 on Inquiry Card. 

MINIATURE C- Pi ogi amiable, 
Low cost, Expandable 

CONTROLLE 
A wide range of analog and digital inputs 
and outputs, relay & solenoid drivers, DACS, 
clocks and timers. RS232 and RS485 ports and 
battery hacked RAM. LCDs up to 8 o 40, keypads 
and expansion cards. Our easy-to-use, powerful 
Dynamic C' development system is only $195\ 
Prices sun at $ 159, quantity one. 

\ 1724 Picasso Avenue 
Davis, CA 95616 
916.757.3737 
916.753.5141 FAX 

ZwoRLD 

$389 
as shown 

24-Hour Information 
Service 916.753.0618. 
Call from your FAX and 
request data sheet *24. 

Circle 252 on Inquiry Card. 
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Programmable Hardware • Tape Drives 

UNIVERSAL PROGRAMMERS & EMULATORS 
FLEX-700 $995 (connects via printer port) 

TUP-400 $745 TUP-300 $575 
In Program PLI) (PAL, GAL, EPLD, PEEL, MAPL, MAX, MACH...), E(E)PROM, 

(up to 16Mbit), BPROM, SERIEL PROM, FLASH, MPU (87XX, 68XXX, 68FICX X X, 
PIC16/17XX, TMS320XXX, Z8, PSD3XX, 
Hitachi, NEC...). Support over 3,000 ICs. 

II 40 pin DIP socket standard, flexible 
support for PLCC, (T)SOP, SOIC, QFP, 
PGA, SIMM/SIP ...with up to 256 pins. 

II Tests 1TL74, CMOS 40/45, DRAM and 
SRAM. 

11 Optional EPROM EMULATION capability. 
la Free software updates via BBS or mail. 
All products are backed with a 1 year warranty and 

a 30 day money back guarantee 

MITribal Microsystems Inc. TEL (510) 623-8859 
44388 S GRIMMER BLVD. FREMONT. CA 94538 FAX (510) 623-9925 

Circle 246 on Inquiry Card. 

SUPERPRO'R $549 
SUPERPRO/Em $399 

Universal Programmers 
• Programs E(E)PROMs, Flash EPROMs to 
8 Mbit & Bipolar Proms. 
• Microcontrollers from INTEL, MOT, NSC, 

PIC, SIG, MICROCHIP, etc. 
• PLO, GAL, MACH, MAX (not included in 
SUPERPRO/EM) 

•Tests TTUCMOS and Memory. 

• New pans added upon customer request 
and tree updates on BBS. (24 hrs) 

• Online technical support and hardware 
warranty for 1 year, 

ROM MASTER $129 
• Universal E(E)PROM programmer to 4-Mbit 

ROM MASTER/4 $199 
• universal E(E)PROM programmer 4 Gang Version 

XELTEK 
(408) 524-1929 
(408) 245-7084 FAX • (408) 245-7082 BBS 
757 N. Pastoria Avenue, Smnyvale, CA 94086 

Circle 251 on Inquiry Card. 

9 Track/3480 Tape Subsystems 

1/4" DAT 8mm Optical 
Windows Software Now Available 

• Tape Backup and Restore 
• Make Your Own CD Rom 
with our CD ROM Maker 
• Optical Storage From $995 

CALL 1-800-938-TAPE 
Get The Very Best For Less 

Laguna Data Systems 
7340 Smoke Ranch Road, Suite C, Las Vegas, NV 89128 

Tel: (702) 254-2648 • Fax: (702) 254-0910 

Circle 234 on Inquiry Card. 

110. 

9-Track for PCs 
Mainframe to PC data interchange 

Rock solid solutions, rock bottom prices. 

Direct from the manuf turer. 1600 & 6250 bpi. 
Subsystems inclui drives and software. 

800-729-8725 
OPERLRI113 DATA 
Since 1980 

Tel: 619-571-5555 • FAX. 619-571-0982 
Europe: Tel: (+49) 6172-35027 • FAX: (+49) 6172-35028 

3480 Now 

with IDRC! 

Ask about 3480 tape drives too 

278 B Y  E SEPTEMBER 1993 

Circle 237 on Inquiry Card. 

Circle 277 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 278). 

nUFILSTFIRei, 

Tape Drives • CAD/CAM 

Desktop 9-Track Tape Subsystem 
dl-selling 9-track system on desktop. 

Clualstar's low cost 1/2-inch 9-track Streaming 
tape systems bring full ANSI data interchange to 
IBM AT, PS/2 or Macintosh, giving your micro the 
freedom to exchange data files with nearly any 
mainframe or minicomputer in the world. 

Systems include DOS or Xenix compatible 
software, coupler card and cables. High reliability 
1600 or 6250 BPI capability may be used for disk 
backup as well as data interchange. 

Call us today! For details and 
to order: Fax (818) 882-4081 
Phone (818) 882-5822 

9621 Irondale Ave., Chatsworth CA 91311 
coma Otraistar Corp. 
All product and company names and trademarks are the exclusive property of their respective owners. 

Circle 241 on Inquiry Card 

PC/Mainframe/Mini Information Exchange 

• Tape Transfer and Format Conversion 

• EBCDIC 4--> ASCII Data Manipulation 

• AS/400, TK50, and 14" QIC Drives 

• UNIX Tar and DEC Save Set Options 

• Reseller Inquines Invited 

QU/C/eCOPY Tape Duplication 

READ/WRITE 9-TRACK 
3480 • 8MM • DAT on 
YOUR PC NOW! 

(317) 42-2077 an 

PCB Design 

The Easy Way 

EAGLE 2.6 
Schematic Capture, Layout Editor. 100% Autorouter. DRC, ERC: All In One Program 

There are many powertut programs out there, but 
what good Is it if they are too complicated to use. 
They are wasting your time, your money, and your 
nerves. 

With EAGLE you will be productive from day one. 
and you will save time again and again. because 
EAGLE is easy to learn and easy to use 

EAGLE is a very powerful tool. You will discover 
features which even many high-priced programs 
could only dream of. 

However, the best thing is sill to corne Our prices 
are simply unbelievable Even with the Layout Edi-
tor alone, you get all of the drivers and libraries, no 
extra charges for anything. What you see below, is 
all you can spend 

EAGLE Layout Editor 
Schematic Module 
Ripup Autorouter Module 
DEMO with Original Manual 

'Ilmenle op Overall. I ea, iniore,ed EAGLE 2.6 e 
easy to learn and easy r,,roc EAGLE 2.6 has the cup, 
bd., and perfornunce rIrai mni dmignient would en-
or) Inglx, pna cal 

Off the Shell Review. PRINTED CIRCUIT DESIGN 
magarlres, March, 1993. 

AS SEEN cw 

BUSINESS 
TODAY 

Call 1-800-858-8355 

S 399 
S 399 
S 399 
S 12 

EAGLE has hrr,, imrodureal on 
the C.NliG Television sera, 'Mate 
of the An of Technology Design' 
The pnalmer, have ,eleeted 
EALUE a, (.ne of Me hem and 
mug (men-wing PC Board Design 
Parkagm on Mr I's market. 

CadSott Computer. Inc 
801 South Federal Highway 
Delray Beach, FL 33483 

Hotline (407)274-8355 
F. (407)274-8218 

Circle 258 on Inquiry Card 



CAD/CAM • Data Acquisition 

MIR 

. , 

el 

smARTWORle PCB Software 

1y wirrFc 
Wintek Corporation 
1801 South Street 

Lafayette, IN 47904 

( 8 0 ) 7 4 2 - 6 8 0 9 

The first printed-circuit-
board program for the IBM 
PC, and still the first choice 
for designers of 2-sided 
PCBs, occasional users, and 
educators. The program's 
features include unmatched 
ease of use, continual 
design-rule checking, auto-
matic pad shaving, trace 
filleting, soldermasks, and 
silkscreen. smARTWORK 
with autorouting is $895 
($495 without) and has a 
30-day money-back guar-
antee. Call (800) 742-6809 
or (317) 448-1903. 

Circle 250 on Inquiry Cord. 

Introducing a new approach to 
scientific data analysis 

Analysis Advisor is a free interactive analysis software tutorial 
that includes demonstrations of graphical and traditional 
programming methodologies for analysis. Using this 
interactive tutorial, you can investigate Digital signal 
processing, Digital filtering, Windowing, Curve fitting, Signal 
averaging, Simulation, Interpolation, and Descriptive statistics. 
Requires Windows 3.1 and 8 MB of memory. 

National Instruments 
6504 Bridge Point Parkway, Austin, TX 78730 

(512) 794-0100 
(800) 433-3488 (U.S. and Canada) 

Fax (512) 794-8411 

Circle 236 on Inquiry Card. 

EWE 
Breaks the 4-Color Price Barrier 

with the Hardware/Software Showcase 
See how affordable it is to advertise to BYIT's 
500,000 computer professionals in this section! 

• 

Call for more advertising information: 

(603) 924-2695 or (603) 924-2598 

Database • Engineering/Scientific 

dBASE Data Entry 

avernmesta 
111111111111215 
BBB Mel 

1911112115 CI 

1111111111 
The TransTerm 5 is a work station data entry/display terminal 
for on-line shop floor data collection into PC/AT/PS-2 systems. 
The unit is one of a family of such terminals which feature LC 
displays for operator prompting and data entry via sealed touch 
keys or an optional barcode scanner or badge reader 
(Code39,UPC+). A multi-terminal network controller (up to 250 
stations) and a dBASE IV compatible software package are also 
available. System costs start below $300 per station. Options 
include display backlighting, barcode scanning, counter inputs, 
control output. 

COMPUTERINISE: 
302 N. Winchester • Olathe, KS 66062 

913-829-0600 • 800-255-3739 • FAX 913-829-0810 

Circle 222 on Inquiry Card. 

DADiSP 

• BMW 

111.-11 

• 

, 

Windows for Engineers 
• Collect, analyze, and display 

data in a multi-window graphical 
environment 
• Point and Click menu driven 

operation 
• Data reduction and editing 
• Series and scalar math 
• Matrix math 

• Statistics 
• Peak analysis 
• FM and Convolutions 
• Digital filtering 
• XY plots 
• 3-D/4-D graphics 
• Spreadsheet environment 

DADiSP is currently in use in engineering, laboratory data 

collection, matrix processing, manufacturing, science, signal 

processing, chemical and mechanical applications in 

automotive, aerospace, defense, medical, and other 

industries. 

CALL 1-800-777-5151 
for your free DADiSP Trial Kit for SUN, HP, IBM, NeXT, 
DEC, Concurrent, and Silicon Graphics workstations, and of 

course. PCs under WindowsTm. 

leD SP  
!te=;;" • 

One Kendall Square 
Cambridge, MA 02139 

tel: 617-577-1133 
fax: 617-577-8211 
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Engineering/Scientific • Graphics 

FINALLY, SERIOUS 
PC HARDWARE 
DIAGNOSTICS! 

Y oiler" 
Guarantee 

If you've been 
disappointed with traditional 

diagnostics and "Passive Post 
Cards," or are looking for an 
alternative to high cost ATE 
Systems - Put V-ATE plus to 
the test! We're certain 
you'll find V-ATE the best 
investment you've made 
in years. 

• Find Failures in 100% 
DEAD Systems 

• Find Intermittent Faults 

• Test for PC Compatibility 
and reject Sub-standard or 
Faulty hardware 

• US prices from $995 

ac 

„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„„,„,„  

Call (800) 875-8459 Today! 

VISTA MICROSYSTEMS, Inc. 
6 Whipple St., No. Attleboro, MA 02760 
Tel. 508-695-8459 • FAX 508-695-8688 

Circle 249 on Inquiry Card. 

Software Developers... 

Ask Corel, AT&T, 
EXXON, Sharp, 
Inset Systems, and 
a thousand 
others... 

why they picked 
LEADTOOLS for 
their image 
application. 

They'll say from 

document to true color 

imaging, LEAD Technologies is innovative. LEAD 

pioneered image compression technology that achieves 

compression ratios of over 200 to I, constructed tools 

for quick integration of images into any application, 

and built a toolkit with a reputation for speed! Call for a 

free evaluation diskette to see for yourself. 

Original 39 MB compressed 
to 163 K, 239:1. 

LEAD Technologies, Inc. 
1-800-637-4699 • Fax 704-548-8161 

Circle 238 on Inquiry Card. 

Graphics • Mathematical/Statistical 

FLOW CHARTING 3 
Powerful new features - for greater 
speed, flexibility, and ease-of-use! 

•Single-page, multi-page or canvas 
charts - portrait or landscape 
•Custom fonts support high resolution 
laser and 24-pin dot matrix printers 
•35 standard shapes, 10 text fonts 
•Suggested retail price: only $250 

See your dealer today! or, 
for a " live interactive demo disk, 

call: 800-525-0082, ext 1218 
International: 408-778-6557, ext 1218 

fax: 408-778-9972 

Spend More Time 
Doing Science and Less 
Time Programming 
- IDL" is the only software that allows you 

to program four to ten times faster than 

FORTRAN or C. It seamlessly integrates 

all of your scientific computing needs 

in a single package - breathtaking 2D, 

& 30 graphics, powerful number crunching, 

flexible data I/O and more. It even includes a complete 

GUI toolkit for creating point and click applications. 

And, because IDL runs on PCs, Macs, Unix and VMS 

workstations you won't have to rewrite your code every 

time you change machines. 

Join the elite group of more than 20,000 
scientists around the world who are 

saving time and money by using IDL. 

Call us for a free demo. 

303-786-9900 FAX 303-786-9909 

Research Systems, Inc. 

2995 Wilderness Place, Boulder CO 80301 

n. 

Su 11.1 Mell I DL 
• based on a survey of IDL users 

Circle 265 on Inquiry Card. 

PC TEX 
Typesetting Software 

nZ xv.zdt = ( ( j 

X — tY Z-d v/ z3  
i=1 

n x 4 •% 3 

This complete typesetting system makes 
your books, manuals, articles, & math formulas 

look their best! 

For a FREE CATALOG & DEMO DISK, call 415/388-8853 
personal Te, Inc. 12 Madrona Street Mill Valley, CA 94941 Fax: 415/388-8865 

280 It V '11' SEPTEMBER 199.3 
Circle 276 on Inquiry Cord. Circle 239 on Inquiry Card. 



Mathematical/Statistical • Programming Languages/Tools 

JMP Statistical 
Discovery Software 
"JMP, 
from the 
SAS 
Institute, 
is the most 
surprising 
Mac 
product in 
years... with 
the most 
helpful 
Mac interface of all the statistics programs 
and one of the best interfaces ever produced 
for scientific software. It's nothing less than 
dazzling." 

MACWORLD 
Call today for a free demo disk and Points 
of Interest from the leading name in data 
analysis software...SAS Institute Inc. 
919-677-8000. Fax 919-677-8166. 

JMP is a registered trademark of SAS Institute Inc. 
Copyright 0 1992 

Circle 243 on Inquiry Card. 

BASIC Compiler 8051/52 & Derivatives 
BXC Version 4.0 New Release! 
• 100% BASIC-52 compatible & in line assembly 
• Full floating point, integer, byte and bit variables 
• Compatible with any RAM or ROM memory mapping 
• Compile BXC program into CALLable subroutine 
• Compile program to coexist with BASIC-52 interpreter 
• DS/5000 chip support and extensions 
• Dynamic length variables and many string functions 
• Advanced run-time error trapping & buffered serial I/O 
BXC51 $295 
Call now! 508-369-9556 or FAX 508-369-9549 

rirl Binary Technology, Inc. 
  P.O. Box 541 • Carlisle, MA 01741 CO 

Circle 221 on Inquiry Card. 

APL Complete APL system $60. 

J Ken's new APL for teaching and research. 
e.1 Shareware and documentation $24. Source $90 

NEW! True Windows 3.1 versions. 
GUI programming for APL and J 

Write for product catalog and price list. 

Iverson Software Inc. 
33 Major St., Toronto, Ontario, Canada MSS 2K9 

Phone (416) 925-6096. Fax (416) 488-7559 } 

he 

Programming Languages/Tools • Windows 

Programmers/Developers—Caught in a Brain 
Ride out the storm with Voice Ranger and Commando! 

Voice Ranger Hardware arms you with: 
é Variable compressions rates • Multiple sampling rates 
• 2 port/card expandable to 16 ports/system 

Commando Toolkit lets you build> 
e Voice Messaging • Telemarketing 
é Fax Mail • Audiotex 
é Call/Order Processing 
é Call Distribution 
é Fax- on- Demand 

• 

Plus full 
tech support 

to shelter you 
from routine hail' 

Voice Ranger Hardware .$599 
Commando Toolkit ....$169 

Special price for first-time buyers! 
Compete Package   

Save over W. on Voice Ranger ami Commando 

Call 80C-. for sales and information 
For a demonstration call a10-522-3800 

TCP/IP 
Windows Developer's Kit 
• Binary TCP/IP Transport 
• PDS for DOS 
• Windows Sockets API - 

Development Components 

Circle 245 on Inquiry Card. 

P4+ Seliwei,44, 
winsock.d11 is a dynamic link library ( DLL) which a:lows windows 

applications to dynamically bind for TCP/IP services. The winsock.h, 

.lib, . def files are also provided for the C/C++ developer. 

/build contains the source and executables for Windcws Sockets 

finger client. This is useful for testing winsock, configuring the buil 

environment, and as an example of both message-based an 

synchronous Windows Sockets programming. 

winsock.HLP provides on line help for Windows Sockets version 1.1 

For More Information Call - 
1 (800) 54' -9508 

(805) 484-2128 • Fax (805) 484-3929 ri 

Circle 255 on Inquiry Card. 

POWER I& PRECISION 
Scientific Graphs and Statistics 
Advanced Capabilities in a next generation 
product. Used and tested by over 35,000 
scientists and engineers worldwide. 

Error-free performance, total control and 
flexibility, hundreds of templates and samples, 
full support for all types of data files, ease of 
use, and free tech support make Plot- IT 3.0 
your best scientific graphing software choice. 

We are so confident you will find Plot- IT 3.0 for 
WINDOWS to be an indispensible research 
tool, we offer a 60-day money back guarantee. 

LIM 

scionioiric plot 
PROGRAMUNG 

ENTERPALSES 
PO Box 669* Haslet. MI 48840 

Call Now: 517-339-9859 

Circle 256 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 257. 

Let your 

"true colors shine through" 

when you advertise your computer products in 

BYTE's 

HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SHOWCASE 

our newest, affordable, 

4-color advertising section! 

Call for more details: 
(603) 924-2695 or (603) 924-2598 

SEPTEMBER 1993 BYTE 282. 
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THE BUYER'S MART 
A DIRECTORY OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

THE BUYER'S MART is a unique classified section 
organized by product category to help readers locate 
suppliers. Each ad has Inquiry numbers to aid readers 
requesting information from advertisers. 
AD FORMAT: Each ad will be designed and typeset by 
BYTE. Do NOT send logos or camera-ready artwork. 
Advertisers should furnish typewritten copy. 2"x1%" ads 
can include headline (23 characters maximum), de-
scriptive text ( 300 characters is the maximum 
recommended) plus company name, address, tele-

ACADEMIC COMPUTING 

LEARN PARALLEL PROCESSING 
Transputer Education Kit 

$396 
Kit includes ready-to- use PC add- in board with T400 
transputer. 1MB of RAM, and PC interface. Complete with 
Occam2 and C compilers, assembler, source-level debug-
gers, example programs and 1500 pages of documentation 
(incl schematics) Expandable 

Computer System Architects 
100 Library Plaza. 15 North 100 East, Provo UT 84606-3100 
(8001 753-4CSA MU 374-2300 FAX II300 374-2308 

Inquiry 651. 

ACCESSORIES 

RADIOACTIVE? 
Plot it on your PC with The RM-60 RADIATION MONITOR 

Senal or printer port. Detente ALPHA • BETA • GAMMA • X-RAY 
MicroR, 1000 times the resolution of standard gager counters. 

Excellent for tracking RADON GAS. Find sources. New: Version 2.9 
• WINDOWS. Plot • Background * Cosmic Rays • Clouds • Foods 

Cam Write for PC MAGAZINE review. • TSR • GM Tube 
VISA. MC EURO Phone orders. Not satisfied? Full relund 

800-729-5397 or Tel/Fax: (302) 655-3800 
Aware Electronics Corp. 

P 0 Box 4299, Wilmington, DE 19807 $149.50 

KEYBOARD, VIDEO, MOUSE, AUDIO 
Extend signals from PC with EXTENDER 

Split signals with COMPANION/PC EXPANDER 
Switch signals among PCs with COMMANDER 

Boosts signals up to 600 feet. Control up to 96 PCs 
with one keyboard, monitor and mouse. 

CYBEX CORPORATION 
4912 Research Dr., Huntsville, AL 35805 

Phone: 205-430-4000 Fax: 205-430-4030 

Inquiry 652. 

PARALLEL GAME PORT 
Turn your notebook computer into a flying machine 
• Connect any one or two joysticks, yokes or pedals to 
the parallel port of your portable (or desktop) computer. 
• Program the joystick's switches to meet yel needs. 
• Eliminate all hardware game port problems. 

• Available NOW, Only $45. 

GENOVATION, Inc. 
17741 Mitchell North, Irvine, CA 92714 

(800) 822-4333 (714) 833-3355 FAX (714)833-0322 

Inquiry 653. 

VGA Splitters 
• Connect 2, 4, or more monitors to your computer 
• Bright and crisp presentation simultaneously on all 

monitors - Guaranteed 
• Works with all VGA, SVGA, and RGB monitors 
• Small durable metal case. MADE IN USA 
• Extension cables available 

H&R TECHNOLOGYm  oço Amo 
Santa Ana, CA (714) 641-6607 VIM" Ft/ r.V .710 I 

phone and fax number. 2"x25/." ad has more space for 
descriptive text (850 characters is the maximum recom-
mended). 
DEADLINE: Ad copy is due approximately 2 months 
prior to issue date. For example: November issue 
closes on September 8. Send your copy and payment 
to: THE BUYER'S MART, BYTE Magazine, 1 Phoenix 
Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. For more infor-
mation call: Margot Gnade at 603-924-2656. 
FAX: 603-924-2683. 

AUTO FILE PROTECTION 

Keep Snooper Off Your File! 
Automatic encrypt • copyprotect data on hard disk and 
floppy, you set drives and data types. Fast and secure 
background encrypt/decrypt is fully transparent to you and 
your sohwares. 3 levels to control who may access what 
data. Works with DOS and Windows programs. Super Tech. 
at low cost. Limited time! Chic/MO $75 (IL+8.75%) + $5 sah. 
COD (cash/cashier chk) +$5. 

APTON Corporation 
P 0 Box 34620, Chicago, IL 60634 

Tel: 312-777-0282 Fax: 312-777-2075 

Inquiry 655. 

BAR CODE 

Portable Reader 
Simple, Powerful, Easy-to-use 

* AA Battery Operated. with backup coin battery 

* 2 x 16 Supertwist LCD Display 

* 32 Raised Rubber Keys 

* Real-time Clock Built-In for Date/Time Stamps 

* 2 Built- In Inventory Programs 

* 3 User Defined Programs, 8, 3 User Data Files 

* Wand, CCD, or Laser Scanner Input 

* Doubles as Non-Portable Reader 

* Serial Interface and Keyboard Interface 

* Reads 2of5, UPC/EAN, 128, Code 39, etc. 

* Uploads with furnished Programs or Xmodem 

* 64K Complete with Steel Wand - $799 

Worthington Data Solutions 
Swiss Office 
Rutistrasse 6 

CH 9050, Appenzell Switzerland 
071 87 51 17 FAX 

071 87 51 15 Phone 

3004 Mission Street 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060 

408-458-9938 

800-345-4220 

Bar Code Readers 
For PC, XT, AT, PS/2, Macintosh 

and Serial Terminals 
* Attaches as 2nd Keyboard or to any ADB port 

* Reads 2of5, 128, UPC/EAN, Code 39, etc. 

* External or internal attachment on PC 

* Wand, CCD, Slot Badge, Magstripe or Laser 

* Two Scanners per Reader 

* 100+ Configurable Options 

* 2 Year Warranty, 30 Day $ Back Guarantee 

* Direct From Manufacturer 

* Top Rated by Independent Review 

* Complete with Laser Scanner - $1399 

* Complete with Stainless Steel Wand - $399 

Worthington Data Solutions 
Swiss Office 3004 Mission Street 

Rütistrasse 6 Santa Cruz, CA 95060 
CH 9050, Appenzell Switzerland 408-458-9938 

071 87 51 17 FAX 

071 87 51 15 Phone 800-345-4220 

RATES (Jan. 1993) 
3-5 

Issues 
6-11 
Issues 

12 
Issues 

13 
Issues 

2"x1 , " 
1 ad 
2 ads/issue 
3 ads/issue 

2" x28/." 
1 ad 
2 ads/issue 
3 ads/issue 

$663 $636 $557 
530 
504 

$530 
504 
477 

$1,326 $1,272 $1,114 $1,060 
- - 1,060 1,008 
- - 1,008 954 

BAR CODE 

Labeling Software 
On EPSON, IBM, OKI, or LaserJet. Easy 
WYSIWYG design. Any format/size. Up to 120 
fields per label. 18 text sizes to 3" -readable at 
100', AIAG, KMart, Sears, MIL-STD, Pennys, 2015. 
128, UPC/EAN, Code 39. File Input 8, Scanned 
PCX graphics - $279. Other programs from $ 129 

Worthington Data Solutions 
(408) 458-9938 800-345-4220 

Thermal Printer Package 
Allegro Thermal Transfer Printer-2" per sec 
speed. Up to 4" label width-Only 20 lbs. weight-
Prints UPC/EAN, 2of 5, UCC-128, Code 39, 
128-Prints scalable text and PCX graphics with 
bar codes-Packaged with LabeIRIGHT Software, 
serial cable, ribbon and labels-Complete-81895 

Worthington Data Solutions 
(408) 458-9938 (800) 345-4220 

YOUR SALES MESSAGE 
about the spenal computer product or service 

that you pro,de belongs in ohm 

THE BUYER'S MART 
can help you reach computer professionals and 
produce valLstble Inquiries for your company! 

Call Margot Gnade for more information 

603-924-2656 
or 

Fax: 603-924-2683 

Inquiry 656. 

Portable Bar Code Reader 
> Use as a PORTABLE, WEDGE, or SERIAL 

> 9V Battery Operation with Lithium Backup 

> 2x16 Supertwist LCD Display 

> 54 Key Keyboard with Separate Numeric Keys 

> Real-time Clock Supports Date 8, Time Stamps 

> Reads all Popular Bar Codes ( 16 types) 

> Wand, CCD, Laser, or Serial Input Devices 

> Built-In Program Generator 

> Create Your Own Custom Programs 

> 6 Built-In Inventory Programs 

> Up to 250 Programs Can Reside in Memory 

> Create up to 250 Data Files per Program 

> Up to 250 Look-Up Files in Memory 

> Built-In Calculator 

> Supports HAYES Compatible Modems 

> 64K Memory with Data Compression 

> 30-day $$ Back Guarantee - 1 Year Warranty 

> Complete Unit with WAND Scanner - $795 

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS 
2190 Regal Parkway. Euless. TX 76040 

18001648-4452 (817)571-9015 FAX (817)685-6232 

Inquiry 654. 
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BAR CODE 

BAR CODE READERS 
For PC, XT, AT, PS/2, & Serial Terminals 
> Emulates Keyboard: Works With Any Software 

> Data Appears as Keyboard Input 

> Uses Enhanced Decoding Algorithms 

> Accepts Wand, Slot/Badge, CCD, Laser, 
Magnetic Stripe Reader, & RS232 Serial Input 

> Reads All Popular Bar Codes ( 16 types) 

> Reads HIGH, MEDIUM, & LOW density codes 

> Auto-Discriminates Between Bar Code Types 

> Easily Programmed with a Bar Code Menu 

> Over 140 User Configurable Options 

> Daisy Chain Up to 96 Readers 

> Supports NOVELL Networks 

> Supports US & INTERNATIONAL Keyboards 

> Direct From Manufacturer 

> 30-day $$ Back Guarantee, 1 Year Warranty 

> Complete Unit with LASER Scanner - $1095 

> Complete Unit with WAND Scanner — $335 

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS 
2190 Regal Parkway, Euless, TX 76040 

(800) 648-4452 (817) 571-9015 FAX (817) 685-6232 

Bar Code Printing Software 
LabelWorks for Windows 

> Prints all Popular Bar Code Types ( 19 Types) 

> Desktop Publishing Features: WYSIWYG, 

Scalable Fonts, Rulers, Guides, Lines, Shapes, 
Page Zooms (25%-400%), Templates 

> Rotates Text, Bar Codes, and Graphics 

> Supports Windows Compatible Fonts 

> Choose From Over One Hundred Popular 
Label Formats or Design Your Own 

> Rich Text Support: Mix Styles, Types, & Sizes 

> Automatically Prints Serial Numbers 

> Imports & Exports Graphic Files: 
TIFF, GIFF, BMP, PCX, WPG, WMF, TARGA 

> Supports Virtually all Windows Compatible 
Printers (PostScript, Laser, & Dot Matrix) 

> 30-day Money-Back Guarantee, $295 

• •• CALL FOR FREE DEMO SOFTWARE • • • 

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS 
2190 Regal Parkway, Euless, TX 76040 

(800) 648-4452 (817) 571-9015 FAX (817) 685-6232 

CREATE BAR CODE SYSTEMS 
Data Harvester Developer's Version can put hand-
held portable bar code data collection in your 
application. Generate system to scan, validate entries 
(lengths, types, etc.) and communicate data to PC. 
Format data for your software. Easy to use. No 
programming. Supports many portable terminals. DOS 
& UNIX. 

AccuScan, Inc. 
PO Box 80037, Conyers, GA 30208 

(404) 922-1220 

Inquiry 657. 

BAR CODE 
DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE 
will not be undersold! Your source for all your bar code 
needs. Lase( and CCD scanners, mag stripe and wedge 
readers, bar code printers and software We offer major 

brands at the best paces. 

1-800-888-BCDW 
Bar Code Discount Warehouse 

14761 Pearl Rd 8257, Strongsville, OH 44136 

Tel: (216) 273-4746 Fax (216) 273-4623 

BAR CODE 

BEST BAR CODE VALUES 
• PC/MAC/RS232 Wedges whvand & print. utility 62490 
• Portables w/wand Manx) $7500 
• Meg Stripe Encoder/Reader ( 1, 2 or 3 nacks) $10950 
• Mag Stripe Readers (rtt. wedge. RS232) 389-• 
• Bar Code Printing/Reading Software w/HP 5149. 
• Lasers/CCDs/Badge Slot/POS Products • 1-5 YR WARRANTY 

• Dist/Dealer Discounts • SPANISH Dept. avall. 

BARCODE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEMS (BIS) 
12140 Severn Way, Riverside. CA 92503 

(800) 653-4252 • 1909/270-0016 FAX 19091270-0920 

Inquiry 659. 

NEED A ONE STOP SOURCE 
FOR YOUR BAR CODE SOLUTIONS? 

NO PROBLEM! WE OFFER Quality • Performance • Value 
A full line of READERS • PRINTERS • PORTABLES • BAR 
CODE READERS FOR NOTEBOOKS • HEWLETT-PACK-
ARD SCANNERS • MAGNETIC STRIPE READERS. Our 
readers plug and play with your existing system without add-
itional software. CALL ABOUT OUR 30 DAY GUARANTEE • 
TECHNICAL SUPPORT • NEXT DAY DELIVERY • VARIETY 
OF PAYMENT OPTIONS • OEMNAR DISCOUNTS. 

INTERNATIONAL TECHNOLOGIES & SYSTEMS 
Eastern USA (800) 826-1688 Western USA 1800) 228-9487 

Inquiry 660. 

PC BAR CODE SPECIALISTS 
Bar code readers designed for fast, reliable, cost-
effective data entry. They emulate your keyboard, so 
data looks just like it was typed in! Choose from 
stainless steel wand, laser gun, CCD, and magnetic 
stripe scanners. Also, powerful label printing 
software. Great warranty. Generous reseller 
discounts. 30-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE. 

Seagull Scientific Systems 
15127 N.E. 24th. Suite 333, Redmond. WA 98052 

1-800-758-2001 206-451-8966 

DATA INPUT DEVICES 
Bar Code, Magnetic Stripe Readers for microcomputers 
& terminals, including IBM PS/2 & others, DEC, 
Macintosh, AT&T, CT, Wyse, Wang. All readers connect 
on the keyboard cable & are transparent to all software. 
UPC & 39 print programs, magnetic encoders, & 
portable readers are also available. 

TPS Electronics 
4047 Transport, Palo Alto, CA 94303 

415-856-6833 Applelink: BARCODE 
1-800-526-5920 FAX: 415-856-3843 

Inquiry 661. 

VARIANT MICROSYSTEMS 

BAR CODE READERS DELIVER 
WAND/LASER/MAGNETIC CARD CONNECTIVITY 
• Keyboard wedges (IntemaVExtemal) lar IBM PC/XT/AT. 

PS/2, and portables 
• RS232 wedges for WYSE, Link. Kimtron terminals 
• Bar code and label pnnting software 
• Full two-year warranty 
• 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee 
• Extensive VAR/Dealer Discounts 
46560 Freemont Blvd Sude 2C6/Freemont, CA 94538/1510/ 440-2870 
800-666-4BAR FAX: (510) 440-2873 

Inquiry 662. 

CAD/CAM 

CONTOURING MOTION CONTROL 
FROM A PRINTER PORT! 

Indexer Lpr- software $249 
NEW VERSION 3 VISA/MC 
• Controls up to six step motors simultaneously. 
• Linear and Circular Interpolation. 
• New features to accommodate machine control. 
• Easy-to-use DOS device driver. Super Manual. 
• CAD-CAM interlace available. 

Corporation, 1422 Arnold Ave. 
Roslyn, PA 19001(2151857-4338 
FAX. 12151657.7815 

Ability Systems 

CAE 

EZ-ROUTE Pro - $995 
EZ-ROUTE Std - $249 

Available for DOS, WINDOWS, & SIIN. 
• 18.000+ Parrs Library • Design Rule Checker- 256 hoard layers 
• A through Ii sheer sizes • SMD on both sides in- taunt 
• Nernst output comparable to: Futurenet. PCAD. EDIF 
• Output to penplenter richer pholoplorier & dormarrix printer 

For a FREE Evaluation call: 1-800-972-3733 

RsOLC, Suite B.8 
SYSTEMS, INC. 

1460 SW. 3rdPompano Beach, fl 33069 

(305) 784-0900 • FAX (305) 784-0904 

Inquiry 664. 

CD-ROM 

TOSHIBA XM340113 & TXM3401E 
TEXEL DM-3024 AND DM-5024 

SCSI INTERFACE: TRANTOR T130 
MEDIA VISION PRO 16 

- WIDE SELECTION OF CD-ROM TITLES 
• CD-ROM CADDIES AND ACCESSORIES 

Computers at Large 
Saratoga, CA 

Dedicated to CD-ROM technology. 
PLEASE CALL FOR OUR PRICE LIST 

800-642-4194 • 408-255-1081 
Fax 408-255-2388 VISA 2. MasterCard accepted 

Inquiry 665. 

FREE CD-ROM 
DISCOUNT CATALOG! 
Hundreds of discounted CD-ROM 

titles, from $8 up. 
Call or write for your free catalog. 

Ellis Enterprises, Inc. 
4205 McAuley #385. Oklahoma City, OK 731 20 

1-800-729-9500 

Inquiry 666. 

OP11-CDcacbe-
Improve CD-ROM workstation performance! 

Only $89! 
01014:Dcrularni takes advantage of Extended Memory (X313) to 
cache CD-ROM data. Retrieve data from a high speed cache 
instead of directly from the CD.ROM drive and significantly 
improve your (1/ROM workstation performance! 
Ask for our free catalog of exciting CD-ROM products including 
the market-leading OPTI-NET. CD-ROM networking software! 

ONLINE COMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC. 
A member of the Reed Elsevier group. 
FlashFAX Info Hotline 301-601-2120 

301-42113700 or FAX us at 301-A215-37181. 

Inquiry 667. 

CD ROMS - Your Gateway 
to the Data Highway 

CICA MS Windows Shareware, 640 Meg, 
thousands of new programs, BBS ready, 
made April 93 $24.95 

Simtel MSDOS Shareware CDROM, 
640 Meg, BBS ready, huge selection 
of software, made April 93 $24.95 

Hobbes OS/2 Shareware CDROM, 
560 Meg, June 93 $24.95 

Source Code CDROM. Full source, mostly C, 
over 15,000 programs. Over 600 Meg $39.95 

X11/GNU CDROM. Full source to X11 
and all the GNU programs. ANSI C/C+F compiler, 
ghostscript, etc.  $39.95 
C Users Group Library CD-ROM. 
Up through vol. 364. $49.95 

CDROM Caddies $4.95 
Full Money-Back Guarantee 

WALNUT CREEK CDROM 
4041 Pike Lane, Suite D, Concord, CA 94520 

orders @ cdrom. corn (800) 786 9907 
+1-510-674-0783 Fax: +1-510-674-0821  

Inquiry 658. Inquiry 663. Inquiry 668. 
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THE BUYER'S MART 
CD-ROM 

CD-ROM CONVERSIONS 
Create your own CD-ROM by converting 
archival or back-up data to CD-ROM. 
Customized CD-ROM production available 
from virtually any archival data, disk or tape 
format. Search/Retrieval Engine development 
offered. Call for info. 

Pivar Computing Services, Inc. 
165 Arlington Hts. Rd. #BC. Buffalo Grove. IL 60089 

(800) CONVERT (708)459-6010 

COMMUNICATIONS 

PC VOICE MAIL KIT $ 1795 
• Voice Processing on your PC • Software and 4 
line board included • Order Taking • AUDIOTEX • 
Voice Messaging • Never miss another call! • 
HUNDREDS OF USES • Don't pay $ 1,000s 
CALL TODAY FOR Free DETAILS • 2 yr warranty 

Amerifax Services Corp. 
572 W. Market St. #5. Akron, OH 44303 

(216) 253-8787 • (216) 762-6050 Demo 

Inquiry 669. 

EASY EDI! 
EDI to FAX, E-Mail 
X.400 & Hardcopy 

Send or receive EDI transactions translated into 
human readable documents & delivered as Fax, 
E-Mail and X.400 messages. 

Complete EDI services 

EMS 800 521-1129 

Inquiry 670. 

X.25, HDLC, SDLC, BSC 
MLA card and software provides 'plug-In' synchronous link 
support for PCs which is inexpensive, easy to use and robust. 
• Up to 180kbps under any PC operating system 
• Extensive utilities plus third party support under DOS, 

Unix, OS/2, Windows 
• CCITT 1988 X.25, many variations of SDLC and 
HDLC and V.25 bis, dial supported 

• Full function SNA emulation packages also available 

Songonia Technologies Inc. 
Tel. (415) 474-1990 1-800-388-2475 
FAX (416) 474-9223 

Inquiry 671. 

COMPUTER BOOKS 

COMPUTER BOOKS at a discount 
We specialize in ADVANCED books for developers, 
programmers, computer professionals, and academics. 
15% discount. Latest books from over 50 publishers. 
Free catalog. UPS 8 international shipping. Personal 
service. MCNISA/AMEX CompuServe' 70007,1333. 
GO CBK Windows, C++, 0/S 2 2.0, UNIX, Mac, 00P 

CompuBooks 
Rt. 1, Box 271-D 512-321-9652 
Cedar Creek, TX 78612 Fax 512-321-4525 

800-880-6818 

Inquiry 672. 

COMPUTER INSURANCE 

INSURES YOUR COMPUTER 
SAFEWARE Computerowner's coverage provides 

replacement of hardware, media and purchased 

software. As little as $49 a year covers accidents, 

theft, power surges and more. One call does it all. 

TOLL FREE 1-800-848-3469 
SAFEWARE, The Insurance Agency Inc. 
PO Box 02211, 2929 N. High Si. Columbus, OH 43202 

Now available in Ontario, Canada 

COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

LOW- LOW- LOW 
Computer Systems/Notebooks/Network Solutions 

IBM-Apple•Compaq-AST-ALR-Everex-Bothers 
SURAH 386/486 ISA/EISA—AMI/Mylex Motherboards 
• CD ROMS • Tape Backup • Pocket FAX Modern LAN 
Cards • Hard Drives/Floppy Drives • Memory/upgrades 
• DRAMS, SIMM Modules • Laser Printers/Scanners 
• Plotters 8, Digitizers • Software 

SURAH inc. 44912 Osgood Road, Fremont CA 94539 USA 
Phone: 15101 651-5101 Fax: 15101 651-5241 

1-800-543-1001 Nationwide Orders 

Inquiry 674. 

CROSS ASSEMBLERS 

Cross Assemblers 4  4, 
el> 

Simulators 9, «e," 
Disassemblers 4, c', ass, o' 

0., 
PseudoCorp 

716 Thimble Shoals Blvd. Newport News. VA 23606 

(804) 873-1947 Fax (804) 873-2154 
BBS (804) 873-4838 

Inquiry 675. 

DATA ANALYSIS 

ADVANCED DATA ANALYSIS... 
at a click! 

CLICK-X". software, the most user friendly data 
analysis — ever! • Edit Graph/Data • Analyze 
• Advanced Math / Regression / Engineering / 
Statistics • Import/Export. FREE demo disk. 
Custom software available. 

SoloSoft 
P.O. Box 2548, Stamford, CT 06906-0548 

Phone: (203) 977-8161 Fax: (203) 977-8237 

Inquiry 676. 

DATA RECOVERY 

Data Recovery ik Repair 
• High Success Rate/Fast Turnaround 

• 24 Hour Service Available 
• Lowest Prices on Disk Drive Repair 
• Clean Room 
We Repair MFM/ RLL/SCSI / ESDI/ IDE 

AA Computech, Inc. 
28210 Avenue Cn,cker .0306, Valencia, CA 91355 

(800) 360-6801 (805) 257-6801 

Inquiry 677. 

Ontracic 
DATA RECOVERY 

•Professional service recbmmended by major hard 
drive manufacturers • Expertise in virtually every 

operating system & media storage device • 24-hour 
support with weekend, priority, & on-site service 

available • For fast, successful results, call: 

MN:1-800-872-2599 • CA: 1-800-752-7557 
UK: 44-81-974-5522* GERMANY: 0130-815-198 

Corp. Headquarters. 6321 Bury Drive. Eden Prawns MN 55346 

Inquiry 678. 

DATA/DISK CONVERSION 

THE #1 CHOICE 
in disk at tape conversion 

for many leading corporations, government agencies, 
law firms, and companies in every industry—world-wide. 

Free test • Satisfaction guaranteed 

Graphics Unlimited Inc. 
3000 Second St North, Minneapolis, MN 55411 

(612) 588-7571 FAX: (612) 588-8783 

1-800-745-7571 

DATA/DISK CONVERSION 

CONVERSION SPECIALISTS 
Thousands of disk/tape cartridge conversions, rapid 
disk/tape duplication, CD-ROM development, 
text/graphic scanning, key entry, document production 
for Interleaf and other DTP systems, bar code 
conversion, and programming. 

e• Free Tests & Quotations** 
MEDIA CONVERSION CORP. 
800 Roosevelt Rd., D-106, Glen Ellyn, IL 60137 

(800) 860-1033 FAX (708) 469-1277 

Inquiry 680. 

CONVERSION SERVICES 
Convert any 9-track magnetic tape to or from over 
5000 formats including 3e, 5:4", 8" disk formats & 
word processors. Disk-to-disk conversions also 
available. Introducing CD-ROM conversions. Call 
for more info. 

Pivar Computing Services, Inc. 
165 Arlington Hgts. Rd.. Dept. #8 

Buffalo Grove, IL 60089 (800) Convert 

DISK DUPLICATION 

Trace Diskette Duplication Products 
Tracer/ST Family of Duplication Systems 

• Low-cost, standalone duplicators 

• High throughput, networked solutions 

Flexible PC-based Disk Duplication Software 

• In-line label printing capabilities 
Automatic Disk Printing and Labeling Solutions 

Trace 1040 E. Brokaw San Jose, CA 95131 

(800) 872-2318 

Inquiry 681 

EDUCATION 

&S. & M.S. In COMPUTER SCIENCE 
The American Institute for Computer Sciences offers an in-
depth home study program to earn your Bachelor of Science 
and Master of Science degrees in Computer Science at 
home. B.S. subjects covered are: MS/DOS. BASIC, PASCAL, 
C. File Processing, Data Structures & Operating systems. 
M.S. program includes subjects in Software Engineering and 
Artificial Intelligence. 

AMERICAN INST. for COMPUTER SCIENCES 
2101-BY Magnolia Ave. South, Ste. 200. Birmingham, AL 35205 

800-767-2427 205-323-6191 

ETHERNET TEST EQUIPMENT 

Trying to keep up with the market? 
Call Nicole at Quick Source. For 
the cost of a few phone calls, you 
can learn the latest on over 50 
different products. Guaranteed 
satisfaction. Call anytime. 

(800) JUPITER, ext. 70 
702-747-0231, ext. 45 

Inquiry 682. 

FLOW CHARTS 

BrainMaker: 
"The most fascinating computer soft-
ware I've ever seen...learn about this 
stuff." John Dvorak, PC Mag. Predicts stocks, 
bonds, sales, inventories. Comprehensive 
manual. Menus. 16,000 sold. PC or Mac. 

Still only $195! 

Free Flyer: 800/284-8112, 916/478-9040 
California Scientific Software 

Inquiry 673. 
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FLOW CHARTS 

WINDOWS FLOWCHARTER $129 
RFFlow 2.0 is a professional drawing tool for 
flowcharts 8 org. charts. Requires Microsoft Win-
dows. 100 shapes auto adjust in size. Diagonal 
lines and curves. Auto line routing and re-routing. 
Click on a shape to bring up a sub-chart. Move 
charts to other apps. via the Clipboard. Call for free 
trial disk. 

RFF ELECTRONICS 
1053 Banyan Court, Loveland. CO 80538 

Phone: (303) 663-5767 FAX: (303) 669-4889 

GRAPHICS DATA CONVERTER 

OPTICAL GRAPH RECOGNITION 
(OCR) SOFTWARE 

SCAN-X'0 software imports, converts and 
manipulates data from scanned plots, pictures, 
graphs on paper, or captured screens into data files 
for comparing/analyzing/plotting/exporting. FREE 
demo disk. Service available. 

SOIOSeft 

P.O. Box 2548, Stamford, CT 06906-0548 
Phone: (203) 977-8161 Fax: (203) 977-8237 

Inquiry 684. 

HARDWARE 

Let US Meet Your Hardware Needs 
•Complete Systems-Starting @ $895 
w/SVGA monitor 
• For 486 DX50 from $895-$1795 
• Motherboards, Memory 
• Software 
Call for information or catalog. MC & VISA accepted 

Kings Computer Technologies 
311 North Gray 
Killeen. TX 76541 817-554-5464 

Inquiry 685. 

Pre-Owned Electronics, IncTM 
THE Independent Provider, serving the Dealer, 

Professional, Corporate, Government, and 
Educational Buyer since 1985  

APPLE & MACINTOSH' 
SYSTEMS • PARTS • EXCHANGE REPAIRS  

Call for a Catalog 800-274-5343 
INT'L: 617-275-4600 • FAX: 617-275-4848 
205 BURLINGTON ROAD • BEDFORD, MA 01730 

Inquiry 686. 

HEWLETT PACKARD 
Buy - Sell - Trade 

LaserJet ColorPro 
DeskJet DraftPro 
Rugged Writer DraftMaster 
Electrostatic Plotters 

• Monochrome and Color 

HP 9000 Workstations and Vectras also available. 
T. E. Dasher & Associates 

4117 Second Ave.. S Birmingham, AL 35222 
Phone: (205) 591-4747 Fax: (205) 591-1108 

(800) 638-4833 

Inquiry 687. 

HARDWARE/COMPUTERS 

NEyln 20MHz 16-bit FORTH Single Board 
Controller with Och 10-bit AID, 3ch 8-bit DIA 
15S2020 FORTH CONTROLLER AND DATA-LOGGER-fa" board uses 
Hitachi 16-be H8/532 CMOS ie Screams along at 3MIPS, her runs on only 
30ma. On-board high-level easy FORTH language and assembler-no need 
for in-circuit emulation, Up to 512K NVRAM. 45K PROM Attach keyboard. 
Ed. VC peripherals Interrupts. mulh-tasking, watchdog timer, ednor 33 I/0. 
biRS-232, 6-16v 300A data-logging Free ready-made software solutions 
Program with PC Use for machine control, data-logging. inspection. 
robotics. remote monrionng, etc $298 (2551. STARTER PACK dM. 

CALL NOW FOR DETAILS! Sale.orieturn 
Saelig Company tel: (716) 425-3753 

European Technology fax: (7161425-3835 

HARDWARE/EMBEDDED 

SC/FOXrm EMBEDDED COMPUTERS 

,P,sc.,Patetc3'2)"32°-`41ZPoeIrtrtmIà,"" i!1),,s22,0 MIPS burst. 
VMS MasterGlave System Controller SBC: 18 MIPS avg 70 MIPS burst, 
uses Rib 2000 cp. SCSI, 2 ser, 1 pl, ports, to 640K bytes. 
Stand-Alone Single Board Computers: le MIPS avg 60 MIPS burst, 31.1 
or 100•100mm Eurocard-size using either SC32 or RTX 2900. 
Ideal for embedded real-tinte control, data acquisition, robotics. and signal 
processing OEM software development system melded 

SILICON COMPOSERS INC (4151 961-8778 
655 West Evelyn Ave. #7, Mt. View, CA 94041 

Inquiry 689. 

IMAGE PROCESSING 

IRBIS image enhancement 
Improve images with hundreds of functions. Ready-made 

programs in powerful platform. Unique feature: direct access 
to formulae. Includes royalty-free API for C/C** 

programmers: call all functions from your applications. 
E.g. for X-ray, medicine, satellite images, product testing, 
automation, printing. Custom programming available. 

SWABIAN 
Unten den Linden 15. D-72762 Reutlingen. Germany 

*49-7121-300453 FAX: *49-7121-370411 

Inquiry 690. 

LAPTOP PERIPHERALS 

Auto Power Adapters 
• 12V battery systems 
• Small package with high efficiency 
• Plugs betkveen computer and lighter receptacle 
• $99 to $129 
• Designee and made in USA!! 
In stock for Apple PowerBook ( 10-30V input), Canon BJ printer, 
Compaq Contura, Everex Tempo LX. IBM, Kodak Diconix printer, 
Sanyo. Sharp. Toshiba, Zeos. Custom adapters designed for OEMs. 
Serial interface cards for Toshiba and Sanyo. 

Empire Engineering 
California USA 

tel 805/543-2816 fax 805/543-2820 

Inquiry 691. 

LAW 

KNOW YOUR COMPUTER RIGHTS! 
Network of clear and simple recorded information 
on legal issues from government inference to 
copyright to contracts that every computer user, 
employee and entrepreneur must know. 

CALL 1-900-PRO-BONO 

(1-900-776-2666) 
$2/min. Average message 5 mins. Touch-Tone Phone. 

Essential Information, Inc. 
2 Horatio street. New York, NY 10014 

(212) 255-5473 

Inquiry 692. 

C++ & DATABASE 

Cs. Libraries to scams and fax to/from your database: 
SyPLUS d OraPLUS C•• Libraries for Sybase & Oracle 3189.00 
SyPLUS & OraPLUS w/source code $589.00 
Sy FAX & OraFAX Coo Libraries for Sybase &Oracle 1129.00 
Sy FAX 8. OraFAX w/source code $529.00 
Other C++ Products: 
In-depth C•• video course: 00S/UNIX examples. support $249.00 
The Con TOOLBOX, MS/Win, DOS Libraries $8900 
The C•• TOOLBOX w/source code $289.00 

Universal Information Systems (Uade) 
(800) 793-7491 

18 Liberty Avenue, Jersey City, NJ 07306 

Inquiry 693. 

PRODUCT CATALOGS 

FREE IBM DIRECT CATALOGS! 
Here they are - the IBM!, RISC System/6000 ,, 
Networking and PC Tools DIRECT catalogs! They are 
your guide for many of the most popular IBM hardware, 
software, education and services offerings for these 
environments. 800 IBM-CALL is your one-stop source for 
convenient ordering, technical advice and product 
literature. CALL TODAY to receive your copy of these 
exciting catalogs! Ask for extension S78. 

IBM DIRECT P.O. Box 2150 Atlanta, GA 30301 
800-IBM-CALL (426-2255) (FAX) 404-238-3442 

PROGRAMMERS TOOLS 

CD-ROM Tools 
World's largest, most recent (July '93. Oct ' 931 and best 
PD/Shareware for PC Pros. Database index also lists all 
commercial products. Collections on CD or diskettes for 
ASM, C/C-1+, CAD, Xbase, Netware, Obi Vision. OS/2. 
Paradox, Science. Fonts TPascal. VBasic. Windows, others. 
From 825 each. 

EMS 
4505 Buckhurst Cl., Olney MD 20832-1830 

301-924-3594 Fax: 301-963-2708 
eengelmann woddbank.org 

Inquiry 695. 

SCIENTIFIC SOFTWARE 

Scientific & Technical Software 

Free catalog 
Call 1.800.622.3345 

ScITech is your source for the best value in scientific and 
technical software. More than 750 products. 

1.312.472.0444 2231 N. Clyboum Ave. 
FAX 1.312.472.0472 Chicago, IL 60614 

Inquiry 696. 

SECURITY 

FIGHT PIRACY! 
* EVERLOCK 3.0 * 

SOFTWARE COPY PROTECTION 
New Option Board Safe-New Remote Registration 

New CPU LOCK-CD ROM LOCK and more 

* EVERKEY HARDWARE LOCKS * 

Az-Tech Software, Inc. 
Call for a 201 East Franklin, Richmond, MO 64085 
FREE 1816) 776-2700 
Demo (800) 227-0644 FAX (816) 776-8398 

Inquiry 697. 

THE ULTIMATE SOFTWARE SECURITY 
• STOPCOPY family - UNCOPlABLE copy protection 
• STOPVIEW software encryption 
• NETLIMIT network license metering 
• DOS, Windows, Macintosh, OS/2. support 
• No source code changes required - for ANY of our prod-

ucts in ANY environment 
• Our products destroy ALL of our competition 
• Call for FREE demo disk, or to discuss our products' 
MANY options 

BBI Computer Systems, Inc. 
14105 Heritage Lane. Silver Spring, MD 20906 

800/TRY-ABBI • 8001879-2224 • 301/871-1094 • FAX:301/460-7545 

Inquiry 698. 

Cop's CopyLock II 
The professional software protection with 

TRUE Machine Install. Option Board safe. 

OS/2, Networks, Windows, and Trace 3020. 

LINK Computer 
+ 45 31232350 Fax. + 45 31238448 

US/CAN: 408-729-8162 FAX: 408-923-7061 

KEY-LOK" SECURITY 
Piracy survival 11 years proves effectiveness 
of powerful multilayered security. Algorithmic 
response. Programmable memory. Econom-
ical. Transparent to PARALLEL/SERIAL port, 
Counters/Real-Time-Clock. Multi-product/ 
feature licensing. DOS/UNIX. Also, access 
control system and diskette drive locks. 

MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS 
3167 E Otero Circle. Littleton, CO 80122 

(303) 770-1917 FAX: (303) 770-1863 

nquiry 688. Inquiry 694. Inquiry 699. 
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SOFTWARE MODELING 

New from Probofs, Inc.: Introducing GMS-
Easiest & most powerful modeling & simulation tool avail. 
• systems specified by natural mathematical relationships 

(algebra, matrix, logic, differential, empirical, & heuristic) 

• ideal for business, engineering, biological. & social applications 
• integrated editor, compiler, & graphical analysis 

• support for automated design, optimization, & causal analysis 

Full System 5495. Intro System $ 195 (599 if ordered by 10/31) 

Probots, Inc. 413-586-8929 
80 Damon Road, Ste. 3307, Northampton. MA 01060 

Inquiry 700. 

SOFTWARE WANTED 

Publish Your Program! 
Young, enthusiastic and successful software 
publisher looking for PC Windows producti-
vity add-on and utility software to acquire or 
publish. For a confidential review of your 
software product, send information to 
Software Publisher, 2210 Wilshire Blvd., 
#836, Santa Monica, CA 90403 or circle our 
number on the Direct Link Card in the back of 
this issue. We will contact you promptly. 

Inquiry 701. 

SOFTWARE/ACCOUNTING 

dBASE BUSINESS TOOLS 
• GENERAL LEDGER • PURCH ORD/INVNTORY 
• ORDER ENTRY • ACCOUNTS RECVABLE 
• JOB COSTING • JOB ESTIMATING 
• BILL OF MAT'S • SALES ANALYSIS 
• PAYROLL • ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 

S99/S 1 98 ea. + SAN 
dATAIVIAR SYSTEMS Cred. Card-Check-COD 

6969-D Corte Santa Fe, San Diego, CA 92121 

(619) 452-0044 (800) 223-9963 

Inquiry 702. 

SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING 

Filter Design Software  
• Passive & Active Filters The FILTERMASTER DESIGN SERIES 

From User Specifications is a set of PC programs used to 
• LP, HP. BP, and BS types synthesize active RC and passive 

LC fillers. All conventional types 
• Graphical Analysis and approximations are supported 
• Interface to SPICE along with graphical analysis of the 
• Powerful, Easy To Use filter characteristics. Alleviates 

tedious and time consuming • intusoft cookbook methods. 

The leader in low cost. P.O. Box 710. San Pedro, CA 90733-0710 
full featured CAE tools 310-833-0710, FAX: 310-8334658  

Inquiry 703. 

4-BAR SYNTHESIS IN A PC 
Lear_Links is a true linkages design 
package for 3- and 4-position path and 
motion generation with excellent EGA/VGA 
graphics and full mechanism animation and 
kinematics analysis tools. Get over $3000 
worth of software for just $395.00! 

Lear Corn Company 
(303) 232-2226 FAX (303) 232-8721 

Inquiry 704. 

SpiceAge*4W 
Windows Analog Circuit Simulator 
The following and MORE are included: 

•AC, DC, Transient, Fourier, Temperature analysis • Fully 
expandable library • Analog & digital components 
• Transmission line primitive • Real signal node name 
• Graphical real time • Group delay • Component sweeping 
• Concurrent analysis- Plot X-Y loci 

Tatum Labs, Inc. 
1287 N. Silo Ridge, Ann Arbor, MI 48108 

313-663-8810 

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS 

TIFF, PCX, TABU, GIF, Ole IMP, DU, EPS. WNF. WPG, PICT. JPEG 

AccuSoft Image Format Library 3.0 
"The most comprehensive raster support library on the market" 

Import, export, convert, display, and print all above formats! 
DOS 8 Windows versions included in one package. No royalties. 
Includes several sample programs With source code. Supports 
all languages. Format compatibility guaraMmell 63, G4. TIFF-F, 
multi-page images etc. Rotate, scale, color reduction, sharpen 
etc. 30 day satisfaction guarantee. $495 

AccuSoft Corporation 
160 E. Main St., P.O. Box 1261, Westboro. MA 01581 

(800) 525-3577 (508) 898-2770 FAX (5081 898-9662 

Inquiry 706. 

"The Ultimate CAD/CAM/CAE Programming Engine" 
Slash your development time, with your CAD programming 
companion. TS-Professional v.4.0, the most complete C/Coo toolbox 
of 20 8 30 geometric routines available today! Over 800 routines 
including NURBS, DXF, Graphics, Surfacing, Hidden Une Transforms. 
Perspectives. Polygon (Int/Unionaff). Clipping. Tangents and more. 
Routines for drawing using BGI or MSC Graphics. Full source 8 30 day 
guarantee. USA mom. Use MSC. Borland C/C.. WATCOM C/386 
or Metaware High C C.. Call 1-800.635.7760 or Fax/Phone 214. 
423-7288 for free 30 page technical paper. 

Disk Software Inc. 
109 S. Murphy Rd Plano. TX USA 75094 

Inquiry 707. 

Sirlin's CAD ++ ENGINE 
• Read and Write AutoCAD DWG and DXF files. 
• Object oriented, modular, database-like access 
to CAD data. 

• View, Print (rasterize), Plot (vectorize), and 
Pick (interact) modules. 

• Available for C/C++ for DOS, Extended DOS, 
Windows, Sun and other Unix systems. 

Sirlin Computer Corporation 
25 Orchard View Dr., Ste 14, Londonderry, NH 03053 

Phone:16031437-0727 • Fax: 16031 437-0737 

Inquiry 708. 

SOFTWARE/GUI 

GUI TOOLKIT ONLY $249 
Full source code included 

TEGL Windows Toolkit lets you create DOS based GUI apps 
that are completely standalone. Over 500 functions. Menus. 
mouse & keyboard support, dialogues, and more. Includes 
TEGL graphics interface which has drivers for most popular 
video modes. Supports most C and Pascal compilers. 
Protected mode version is only $499. No royalties. 

TEGL Systems Corporation 
P.O. Box 580, Stn. A, Vancouver B.C. V6D 2N2 

(604) 669-2577 FAX (604) 688-9530 

Inquiry 709 

SOFTWARE/MATHEMATICS 

OPERATIONS RESEARCH for your Personal Computer 
ORSYS is a general-purpose operations research system for 
all DOS-based personal computers • Linear programs up to 
3000 rows and 15000 columns • Mixed-integer and discrete 
linear programs • Nonlinear objective and quadratic pro-
grams • Transportation and Transshipment models 
ORSYS real-mode or protected-mode - $299 • Student ver-
sion with license to copy - S149 • Turbo Pascal object units 
for developers - S149 • Updates from LP813. BLP88, MILP 
88. TSA88 - $149 

Eastern Software Products, Inc. 
P.O. Box 15328, Alexandria, VA 22309 
(703) 360-7600 Fax ( 703) 360-7654 

Inquiry 710. 

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC 

Volume Visualization 
VoxelBox is a volume renderer for Windows. 
Volume rendering is the most direct method of 
visualizing 3D data. VoxelBox is fast, powerful 
and easy to use. It features raytracing, color/alpha 
mapping, lighting, keyframe animation support 
and much more. Price $495 

Advanced Visual Systems 
300 Fifth Ave., Waltham, MA 02154 

(617) 890-4300 FAX (617) 890-8287 

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC 

VTEX Scientific Desktop Publishing 
• Equations • Tables • Graphics • Scalable 
Fonts • Supports most printers • WYSIWYG 
previewer • Foreign Languages • Special 
Symbols • Font Effects • Indices • Only $299 
'TEX of Tomorrow"—Notices of AMS, March 1991. 

Call now for a FREE DEMO DISK 

MicroPress, Inc. 
68-30 Harrow Street, Forest Hills, NY 

Tel (718) 575-1816 Fax (718) 575-8038 

Inquiry 712. 

OVER 350 PROGRAMS! 
FREE CATALOG! 

Geology • Biology • Chemistry 
• Engineering • Hydrology & more. There is 

no larger selection.. anywhere. 

800-775-6745 
RockWare 4251 Kipling St.. Suite 595 
Scientific Software Wheat Ridge, CO 80033 

(303) 423-5645 • FAX (303)423-6171 

SOFTWARENOICE/FAX 

MULTI-VOICE. TOOLS 
MuleVoice Tools is a complete development Toolkit for Pascal or "C" 
to access all the features for mosl speech processing boards available 
today. It helps you ante MULTI-LINE VOICE APPLICATION systems in 
minutes. A number of programming examples are provided. All 
programs and libraries are delivered with source code. 
• Rhetorex, Pika, VBX. $599 Watson (Single Line): $99. ALSO 
AVAILABLE Fax Programmer's Toolkit ($ 199). Based on CAS 
specifications Visa/MC accepted. 

ITI Logiciel 
4263 Cnstophe-00I0Mb, Montreal, Quebec. Can. H2J 302 

TEL (514)597-1692 FAX (514)526-2362 

Write your own Voice Mail software 
Create advanced, multi-line voice/fax mail 
systems with VOS.", the Editors' Choice. 
Complete language for computer/telephone 
integration. Call for free booklet "Get Into 
Interactive Voice", 

Parity Software 
25 Stillman St. # 106, San Francisco, CA 94107 

415 931-8221 (fax 415 546-7329) 

SOFTWARE PACKAGING 

FREE SOFTWARE 
PACKAGING CATALOG 

Everri yon rued Distribute, and Ship Your 
Software. From manuals and binders lo mailers and shippers 

LABELS • LABELS • LABELS 
For your diskettes, plain or custom printed 
dot matrix or laser printer ... free samples 

oo•FREE CATALOG... 
Hice & Associates 

8586 Monticello Dr., West Chester. OH 45069 

Phone/Fax: 513-777-8586 

Inquiry 713. 

STOCK PACKAGING 
to help you 

market your software 
ask for catalog 93QS1 

Call 708 390-7744 
or fax 708 390-9886 

PolyQuick Co. 
1243 Rand Road, Des Plaines, IL 60016 

Inquiry 705. 
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STATISTICS 

NCSS 5.x Series - $125 
Easy-to-use menus & spread sheet. Multiple regression. 
T- tests. ANOVA ( up to 10 factors, rep measures, 
covariance). Forecasting. Factor, cluster, & discriminant 
analysis. Nonparametrics. Cross Tabulation. Graphics, 
histograms. box, scatter. etc. Reads ASCIttLetus. Many new 
add-on modules 

NCSS 
329 North 1000 East, Kaysville, UT 84037 

Phone: 801-546-0445 Fax: 801-546-3907 

Inquiry 715, 

UTILITIES 

PEN PLOTTER EMULATOR 
FPLOT turns your printer into an HP pen plotter. 
Fast hi-res, no jagged lines. Vary line width, color. 
Screen preview - zoom, pan. Works with most 
CAD programs. Supports most printers. Requires 
DOS 2.1 or higher. $119+$3 S&H. VISA/MC/Chk/MO. 

FPLOT Corporation 
24-16 Steinway St., Suite 605, Astoria, NY 11103 

718-545-3505 

Inquiry 716. 

BACKFLIPTM 
...a unique and easy-to-use system for 
labelling, organizing and keeping track 

of back-up data 
All for $79 MCNISA To order call 

(619) 431-5120 FAX (619) 931-6516 
INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL SYSTEMS (IFS) INC. 
Suite 300, 2131 Palomar Airport Road, Carlsbad, CA 92009 

Inquiry 717. 

VOICE MAIL/FAX/MODEM 

* Have a NICETALK" to you * 
MODEM + FAX + VOICE MAIL Series from 2400 
bps modem to data compression 57600bps 
fax/modem and voicemail...over 30 models...more 
than meets the eye - Amagic Technologies, Inc. 

17742-B Mitchell * Irvine, CA 92714 * USA 

Tel: 714-474-3978 Fax: 714-474-3979 

Also welcome to request 3D Hologram 

Information...from mfg to end products 

Inquiry 718. 

VOICE PROCESSING 

VOICE/FAX MAIL KITS 
BigmOuth single line $189.130 
Add a Fax-on-demand system for only $199.95 
AMandA multi-line voice mail features: 
Guest Mail Boxes, Fax-on-Demand, Audiotext, 
Unlimited Mail Boxes, Auto Attendant, Call 
Screening/queuing/transfer, Remote modem 
access, etc. Only $2495.00 

COMPU-TEL 
86 Marlow Ave., Toronto, Ontario M4J 3V1 

(416) 406-0522 Fax (416) 406-0253 

Inquiry 719. 

WINDOWS 

FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
Arable, Hebrew, Russian, Chinese, Japanese, 
Indian, S.E. Asian - all the world's languages in 
Windows. Full support for mixing Arabic, Persian, 
Urdu, Hebrew + English. Chinese and Japanese 
type vertically/horizontally. Easy to use! From 
$149.95. Call or write the WinLanguage experts! 

Gamma Productions, Inc. 
Tel 310-394-8622 Fox 310-395-4214 

710 Wilshire Bled, 4609, Santa Monica, CA 90401 

BYTE BACK ISSUES 
FOR SALE 

Issues 
Available 

January 

February 

March 

April 

May 

June 

July 

August 

September 

October 

November 

December 
Special 
Issues 

1990 1991 1992 1993 

IBM Windows Windows Windows ' 93 

Windows Buyer's Guide 

1990 thru 1992 U.S. Delivery $6.00, Foreign Delivery $8.00, Canada & 
Mexico $6.50 
Windows '93 U.S. Delivery $4.00, Foreign Delivery $5.00 

European customers please refer to Back Issue form in 
International Advertising section of book. 

Please indicate which issues you would like by checking ("I) the 
boxes. Send requests with payment to: 

BYTE Back Issues, 
One Phoenix Mill Lane 
Peterborough, N.H. 03458 
(603) 924-9281 

D Check enclosed Charge: E VISA D MasterCard 

Card#  

Exp. Date  

Signature   

Name  

Address  

City  

State  Zip  

All orders must be prepaid. Please allow four weeks delivery. 

Inquiry 720. 
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ADVERTISER CONTACT INFORMATION 

To order products or request FREE information, call advertisers directly or send 
in the Direct Link Card by mail or fax. Let them know you saw it in BYTE. 

Inquiry No. Page No. Phone No. 

A 
61-62 ABACUS SOFTWARE 51 800.4514319 

302 ACMA COMPUTERS INC 127 8W-786-6888 
eel. 097 

300-301 ADVANCED COMPUTER PROD 252 714-558-8813 

271 ADVANCED DIGITAL SYSTEMS 276 800.888-5244 

286-267 ADVANCED LOGIC RESEARCH 110 714.581-6770 

63 ALADDIN KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS 107 800-223-4277 

170-171 ALLMICRO 118 800-653-4933 

AMERICA ONLINE INC 168A-8 800.827.6364 

216 AMERICAN ADVANTECH 274 800.800-6889 

64 AMERICAN POWER CONVERSION 152 800-800-4APC 
DPTA2 

65 AMERICAN SMALL BUS) COMP 241 918-825-4844 

189 AMT INTERNATIONAL 267 408-383-9044 

558-559 APPRO INTERNATIONAL INC 264PC 3 408-732-6091 

185-186 ARISTO GRAPHIC SYSTEMS (U.S.) 45 908-479-1110" 

185-186 ARISTO GRAPHIC SYSTEMS (EUROPE) 45 .49(4018500425" 

174.175 AT 8 T PARADYNE 202 800-554-4996 

176-177 AT 8 T PARADYNE 212 

66 

279 

290 

284-285 

217-218 

219-220 

221 

450 

501-502 

557 

67-68 

ATI TECHNOLOGIES INC 

ATRIE TECHNOLOGY INC 

ATTITUDE INC 

AUSTIN COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

AXIOMATIC 

BIC MICROSYSTEMS 

BINARY TECHNOLOGY INC 

BIS 

BOCA RESEARCH INC (INTL) 

BOFFIN LIMITED 

BORLAND INTERNATIONAL 

69 BRITISH AIRWAYS 

BYTE SUB MESSAGE 

BYTE / DIRECT LINK 

BYTE / PC DIGEST 

70 BYTE ) PC DIGEST 

C 

173 

276 

243 

19 

275 

277 

281 

293 

4815 7 

26450 3 

11 

231 

216 

247 

232A-B 

233 

C.. REPORT 48IDRC 1-2 

258 CADSOFT COMPUTER. INC 278 

503 CHERRY MIKFIOSCHALTER GMBH 228-229 

539 CHICONY 

205 CITITRONICS 

71-72 COLORADO MEMORY SYS 

74 COMPAQ COMPUTER CORP 

73 COMPAQ PRINTERS 

504-505 COMPEX INC 

283 COMPUTER ASSOCIATES 

190 

75 

507 

506 

222 

114-115 

268 

223 

508-509 

76 

167 

77-78 

79 

191-192 

510-511 

COMPUTER BOOK CLUB, THE 

COMPUTER BOOK CLUB, THE 

COMPUTER DISC WAREHOUSE 

COMPUTER FRIENDS 

COMPUTER QUICK 

COMPUTERLANE UNLTD 

COMPUTERWISE 

CONNOR 

CONTROL CONCEPTS 

CONTROL VISION 

CORE INTERNATIONAL (INTL) 

COREL SOFTWARE 

CREATIVE LABS INC 

CTX INTERNATIONAL INC 

CURTIS INC 

CYBEX CORP 

CYBEX CORP (INTL) 

D 
178 DALLAS SEMICONDUCTOR 

225 DATALUX CORP (NA.) 

225 DATALUX CORP (INTL) 

224 DATALUX CORP (NA.) 

224 DATALUX CORP (iNn.) 

DATAPRO INFO SVCS GROUP 

212-274-0646" 

800-858-8355 

.49-964-3180 

48IS 2.886-3-323.5743" 

269 818.855-5688 

54 800-451-4523 

12-13 800-345.1518 

62-63 800-345-1518 

19 714-630.7302 

101 800 FREE MONEY 
DEPT. J3301 

200A-B 

201 

256-257 

166 

172 

CHI 

279 

181 

272 

277 

141 

28 

39 

239 

230 

254 

CIV 

50 

275 

275 

276 

276 

92-93 

546 DATAVISION 267 

717-794-2191 

800.9594CDW 

800-547-3303 

415.861-8330 

818-884-8644 

800-255-3739 

800-755-0535 

703-876.6444 

316-231-6647 

407-997-6044 

800-772-6735 
eel 100 

800.998-LABS 

714-595-6146 

612-631-9512 

205-4304030" 

205-4304030" 

800-258-5061 

800-DATALUX 

.44-306-876718 

800-DATALUX 

.44-306-876718 

609-764-0100 
eel 2777 

ext 9699 

800-554-4996 
ext 9609 

416-882-2600 

714-680.8112 

800-331.1701 

416-602-9270 

408-730-5511 

508-369-9556 

800-695-4775 

407-997-6227 

612-894-0595 

8W-336-6464 
ext. 7043 

Inquiry No. 

262-263 

564 

565 

• 

• 

• 

80-81 

82-83 

163 

164 

512 

84 
193-194 

193-194 

513 

226 

179-180 

DAVISON-WORTH CORP 

DEICO ELECTRONICS 

DEICO ELECTRONICS 

DELL COMPUTER CORP (NA.) 

DELL COMPUTER CORP (N.A.) 

DELL COMPUTER CORP (NA.) 

DELL COMPUTER CORP (N.A.) 

DIAGSOFT INC 

D1AGSOFT INC 

DIGICOM INC 

DIGICOM INC 

DIGIMETRIE 

DIGITAL VISION 

DISTRIBUTED PROC. TECH. (NA) 263 800-3224DPT 

DISTRIBUTED PROC. TECH. (INTL) 263 407-830-5522 

DR HUGGLE 8 PARTNER GMBH 48IS 26 49-241-403117" 

DSP DEVELOPMENT CORP 

DST. SOLUTIONS I DIGISPEECH 

Page No. 

277 

264NE 2 

264S0 2 

CIII 

CIV 

80A-F 

92-93 

222 

223 

203.886-2-918-6277" 

205.886-2-918-6277" 

48IS 12 .33-68-50-27.85" 

168 800-346-0090 

Phone Ne 

800-668-2707 

800-321-8990 

800-321-8990 

800-626.8260 

800-626-8260 

800-626-8260 

800-626-8260 

800-DIAGSOFT 

800-DIAGSOFT 

E 
293 EASTERN SYSTEMS 

266-267 EDEN'S TECHNOLOGY CORP 

65 ELIASHIM MICROCOMPUTERS 

• ELONEX 

210-211 EMBARC / MOTOROLA 

514 EUTRON 

515 

534 

195-198 

516-517 

800-257-9402 264 

800-257-9402 227 

518 

86.87 

228 

519 

229 

230 

FAST ELECTRONIC GMBH 

FIRST INTERNATIONAL COMP 

FIRST SOURCE INTL 

FUTURESOFT ENGINEERING 

GATEWAY 2000 

GATEWAY 2000 

GATEWAY 2000 

GENERAL TECHNICS 

GENOVATION, INC 

GFK HAMBURG 

GLENCO ENGINEERING 

GMM RESEARCH CORP 

GREY MATTER LTD 

GTEK INC 

GTEK INC 

H 
88-89 HAUPPAUGE COMP WORKS 

• HEWLETT PACKARD 

• HEWLETT PACKARD 

• HEWLETT PACKARD 

90 HEWLETT PACKARD 

HEWLETT PACKARD 

296-297 HORIZONS TECHNOLOGY 

279 800-777-5151 

213 916-621-1787 

232 508-435-2151 

272 309-862-1704 

52 .972-4.528613" 

12-13.4481-452-6422" 

260 800-EMBARC4 
eel 350 

48IS 24 .39-35-692-229" 

48IS 16 49-89-539800-20 

48IS 31 .886-2-717-4500" 

258 714-588-9866 

4810 30 713-496-9400 

C11,1 800-846-2058 

136A-D 800-846.2058 

152A-D 800-846-2058 

274 800-487-2538 

275 800-822-4333 

48IS 25 .49-40-231.789" 

171 800-562-2543 

273 714-752.9447 

63 .44-0364-53071" 

273 800-282-4835 

277 800-282-4835 

245 800-4438284 

24-25 

36-37 

68-69 

78-79 800-LASERJET 
ext. 7299 

98-99 

125 619-292-8331 

91 IBM - AMBRA (N.A.) 32A-34 800-252-6272 
ext. 265 

IBM - DIRECT 120A-D • 

520 IBM • GRAPHICS INTERFACE (INTL) 33.43-1-21145-4490" 

94 IBM - PERSONAL S/W PRODUCTS 83 800-3-IBM-0S2 

95 IBM • PERSONAL S/W PRODUCTS 85 800-3-IBM-052 

96 IBM • PERSONAL S/W PRODUCTS 87 B00-3-IBM-0S2 

97 IBM • PERSONAL SAN PRODUCTS 89 800-3-IBM-0S2 

282 IBM - PERSONAL S/W PRODUCTS 91 800-3-IBM-0S2 

545 ICL 34 

548-549 IGC INC (INTL) 4810 19 

231 INES GMBH 273 

162 INFORMATION DIMENSIONS / ZYLAB 199 

182-183 INFORMATION FOUNDATION 227 

98 INTEGRAND RESEARCH 224 

99 INTEL CORP 20-21 

100 INTEL CORP 48A-D 

101-102 INTERGRAPH (N.A.) 160-161 

232 10 TECH 274 

103 IOMEGA 183 

165-166 ITERATED SYSTEMS 216 

IVERSON SOFTWARE, INC 281 

408-441-0366 

.49-221-491621 

800-544-6339 

800-438-8649 

209-651-1203 

800-538.3373 

800-538-3373 

800-345-4856 

216-439-4091 

800-777-4045 

800-4FRACTL 

416-925-6096 

inquiry No. Page No. Phone. No. 

104 JAMECO ELECTRONICS 

JDR MICRODEVICES 

105 

235 

233 

106-107 

521 

214-215 

234 

108 

276 

522 

209 

KEA SYSTEMS LTD 

KEITHLEY METRABYTE 

KILA 

KINGSTON TECHNOLOGY 

KUO FEND CORP 

LA TRADE 

LAGUNA DATA SYSTEMS 

LAHEY COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

LEAD TECHNOLOGIES 

LOGIC PROGRAMMING ASSOC 

LOGICAL CONNECTION 

523 MAGIC ) MSE 

555 MANCHESTER EQUIPMENT CO 

538 MANNESMANN TALLY 

MCGRAW HILL NRI (N.A.) 

166 MEDIA VISION 

295 MEGADRIVE SYSTEMS 

560 MICRO 2000 

562 MICRO 2000 

563 MICRO 2000 

198-199 MICRO SOLUTIONS COMP PROD 

200-201 MICRO SOLUTIONS COMP PROD 

206-207 MICRO-INTERNATIONAL, INC 

117-118 MICROGRAFX 

MICROSOFT CORP 

MICROSOFT CORP 

533 

125 

553 

554 
120 

547 

531-532 

550-551 

MICROSOFT PRESS INC 

MICROSTAR LABORATORIES 

MICROWAY 

MINICOM LTD 

MINUTEMAN 

MITAC INTERNATIONAL CORP 

MITAC INTERNATIONAL CORP 

MKS / MORTICE KERN SYSTEMS 

MMG-SYSTEMS 

MOTOROLA UDS (INTL) 

MULTIPORT COMP-SYSTEME 

N 
536 NAG 

121-122 NANAO USA CORP 

236 NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS 

NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS 

123 NEC SYSTEMS 

197 NEVADA COMPUTER 

556 NIDEC CORP 

NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYS 

124 NSTL 

o 

197 800-831-4242 

271 800-538-5000 

119 800-663-8702 

274 800-348-0033 

273 303-444-7737 

187 714-435-2600 

48IS 23.886-2-754-8498" 

270 800-433-3726 

278 800-938-TAPE 

123 800-548.4778 

280 800.637-4699 

48IS 28.44-81.874-0449" 

268 800-238-9415 

48IS 27.972-3-751-1901" 

264NE 1 516-435-1199 

48IS 5+44-0628-527782" 

21114143 

159 800-845-5870 

191 800-322-4744 

264PC 2 800-864-8008 

264S0 1 808864-8008 

2649E 3 800-864-8008 

253 800-295-1214 

255 800-295-1214 

265 800-967-5667 

215 800-877-3040 

8-9 206-936-8661 

15 800-426.9400 
ext. JM2 

47 800-MSPFIESS 

274 206-453-2345 

194 508-746-7341 

48IS 14 .972-2-637576" 

57 800-238.7272 

48IS 13 .886-2-5018231 

48IS 15 .886-2-5018231 

135 519-884.2251 

48IS 21.49-89-5107-506" 

201.33-141174130" 

48IS 8.49-991-29017.20" 

481S 30 .44-865-310139" 

220 310-325-5202 

279 800-433-3488 

48IDRC 1-2 512-794-0100 

16-17 800-NEC-INFO 

264 800-654-7762 

268 1-803-74NIDEC 

211 800-545-6059 

228 215-941-9600 

535 ON TIME MKT / 
KARSTEN PETERSEN 

• OSBORNE MCGRAW-HILL 

237 OVERLAND DATA INC 

525 OXFORD ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING 

255 

272-273 

126 

238 

127-128 

129 

239 

130 

269 

131-132 

133 

134 

PACIFIC SOFTWORKS 

PARALLEL STORAGE SOLUTIONS 

PASSPORT DESIGNS INC 

PATTON 8 PATTON 

PC POWER 8 COOLING 

PERSOFT INC 

PERSONAL TEX 

PHAR LAP SOFTWARE INC 

PHILIPS MONITORS 

PIKA TECHNOLOGIES 

PINNACLE MICRO 

PIONEER NEW MEDIA TECH 

PKWARE INC 

48IS 20 .49-40-437472 

144 

278 800.729-8725 

127 .44-865-56646" 

281 

274 

151 

280 

59 

167 

280 

143 

800-541-9508 

800-998-7839 

415-726-0280 

800-525-0082 
eel 1218 

800-722-6555 

800-368-5283 

415-388-8853 

617-661-1510 

120IS A-D .31-40-73-39-83" 

273 613-591-1555 

7 714-727-3300 

61 800-LASER-ON 

120 414-354-8699 

288 It 1' 1' F. SEPTEMBER 1993 
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Inquiry No. 

240 POLAROID CORP 

274-275 PRIMAX ELECTRONICS 

113 PROGRAMMERS PARADISE 

111-112 

109-110 

135 

Page No. 

OMS 

OMS 

ONO SOFTWARE SYSTEMS LTD 

137 OUA TECH INC 

241 OUALSTAR CORP 

136 QUARTERDECK OFFICE SYSTEMS 

• 

138-139 

242 

526 

202-203 

265 

140 

RAIMA CORP 

RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES 

RAPID SYSTEMS 

RECOGNITA 

RECORTEC INC 

RESEARCH SYSTEMS, INC 

ROSE ELECTRONICS 

S 

272 

277 

74-75 

103-105 

147 

235 

250 

278 

42-43 

41 

71 

273 

4815 10 

259 

280 

158 

Phono No. Inquiry No. 

800.225-2770 

800-338-3693 

800-445-7899 

800-841-0760 

800.841-0760 

800-363-9001 
ext 101 

800-553-1170 

818-882-5822 

310-392-9851 

800-327-2462 

800-852-8569 

206-784.4311 

.36-1-2018925 

800.729-7654 

303-786-9900 

800-333-9343 

142 S'N'W COMPUTERS & ELECTRONICS 166 212-463-8335-

540-541 SAMTRON 

243 SAS INSTITUTE INC 

256-257 SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMING 

527 SEKISUI CHEMICAL CO LTD 

141 SEOUITER SOFTWARE INC 

277-278 SHAFFSTALL CORP 

260-261 SIGMA TECH SOFTWARE 

4815 11 432.2.774-6659" 

281 919-677-8000 

281 517-339-9859 

4815 22 .81.6-365-4375-

225 403-437-2410 

278 800-248-3475 

273 818-368-6132 

181 

187-188 

528 

143 

144 

294 

259 

145 

542 

169 

161 

146-147 

Page No. Phone No. 

SOFTARC 

SOFTLANDING SOFTWARE 

SOFTLINE CORP 

SOFTWARE SECURITY INC 

SONT IN A.) 

SONY - ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING 

STARGATE TECHNOLOGIES 

STATSOFT 

SUNRACE 

SUNSOFT 

SYMANTEC 

SYSTAT INC 

112 416-754-1856-

52 604-360-0188 

4815 9 718.438-2315" 

162 203-329-7428" 

141 

113 408.372-9267" 

272 800-782-7428 

209 918.583-4149 

41315 29 .886-2-2181562" 

2-3 800-227-9227 

219 800-228-4122 

148 708-864-5670 

244 TALKING TECHNOLOGY INC 273 800.685-4884 

245 TALKING TECHNOLOGY INC 281 800-955.4884 

529 TECHPOWER COMPANY LTD 4815 28.886-2-753.1940-

148 TEKTRONIX 73 

150 

149 

151 

152-153 

298 

253 

552 

254 

246 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 

TOSHIBA AMERICA INC 

TOUCHSTONE SOFTWARE 

TRANSCEND INFORMATION INC 

TRANTOR SYSTEMS LTD 

TRAVELING SOFTWARE 

TRI VALLEY TECHNOLOGY INC 

TRIBAL MICROSYSTEMS 

U 
UNIPRESS 

30-31 

115 

139 

226 

261 

275 

800-835-6100 
ext 304 

800-527-3500 

800.527-3500 

800-457-7777 

714-969-7746 

909.598.5500 

800-872-6867 

4815 32 . 44)0)753.818282 

274 510-447-2030 

278 510-623-8859 

264PC 4 800-222-0550 

Inquhy No. 

UNIPRESS 

UNIS WORLD 

UNIXWORLD 

154-155 

247 

248 

156-157 

164 

249 

Pagh No. Phone No. 

V 
VERBATIM CORP 

VICTORY ENTERPRISES TECH 

VIDES INC 

VIEWSONIC 

V1SIONWARE 

VISTA MICROSYSTEMS 

158 WATCOM 

561 WELLS FARGO BANK 

250 WINTEK CORP 

204 WORLDWIDE TECHNOLOGIES 

X 

251 XELTEK 

299 XINETRON 

159-160 XVT SOFTWARE INC 

252 

289 

172.173 

Z-WORLD ENGINEERING 

ZEOS INTERNATIONAL 

ZYXEL USA 

264NE 4 

248A-B 

800-222-0550 

800-257-9402 
ext 29 

249 800-257-9402 
ext 29 

155 

275 

272 

53 

157 

280 

800-727-3475 

503-758-0521 

714-869-7976 

415-325-2113 

800-875-8459 

27 519-886-3700 

264PC 1 800-PC-WELLS 

279 800.742-6809 

262 215-922-0116' 

278 408-524-1929 

200 800-345-4415 
ext 114 

206 800.678-7988 

278 

174-175 

165 

916-757.3737 

800-554-5226 

714-693.0808 

Correspond icrififficcatliyeswei Açyorenaar.r 

BYTE ADVERTISING SALES STAFF 
David Egan, Associate Publisher, One Phoenix Mill Lane. Peterborough, NH 03458, Tel. (603) 924-2678, Fax: (603) 924-7620 
Liz Coyman, Inside Advertising Sales Director. One Phoenix Mill Lane. Peterborough, NH 03458, Tel. (603) 924-2518 

NEW ENGLAND 
ME, NH, VT, MA, RI, CT, ONTARIO 
CANADA 8 EASTERN CANADA 
David Richardson (617) 860-6344 

Patricia Payne (603) 924-2654 
McGraw-Hill Publications 

24 Hartwell Avenue 
Lexington, MA 02173 

FAX: (617) 860-6899 

EAST COAST 
NY. NYC, NJ. DE, PA 
Kim Noms (212) 512-2645 
Jonathan Sawyer (603) 924-2665 
McGraw-Hill Publications 
1221 Avenue of Arnencas-28th Floor 

New York, NY 10020 
FAX: (212) 512-2075 

SOUTHEAST 
NC, SC. GA, FL, AL. TN, MS, AR, LA, 
KY. DC. MD, VA. WV 
MaryAnn Goulding (404) 843-4782 
Barry Echavarna (603) 924-2574 
McGraw-Hill Publications 
4170 Ashford-Dunwoody Rd Suite 520 
Mania GA 30319 
FAX: (404) 252-4056 

MIDWEST 
IL, MO, KS. IA. NC, SD. MN, 
WI. NE, IN. MI, 011 
Kun Kelley (312) 616-3328 
Ed Ware (603) 924-2664 
McGraw-Hill Publications 
Two Prudential Plaza 
180 North Stetson Ave 
Chicago IL 60601 
FAX: (312) 616-3370 

SOUTHWEST, 
ROCKY MOUNTAIN 
CO, OK. TX 
Jenntler Walker (214) 701-8496 
Brian Higgins (603) 924-2651 

McGraw-Hill Publications 
14850 Quorum Dr , Suite 380 
Dallas, TO 75240 
FAX: (214) 991-6208 

SOUTH PACIFIC: Los Angeles, CA 
LOS ANGELES COUNTY AZ. NM. NV 
Alan El Faye (213) 480-5243 
Brian Higgins (603) 924-2651 
McGraw-Hill Publications 
3333 Wilshire Boulevard v500 

Los Angeles. CA 90010 
FAX: (213) 480-5249 

NORTH PACIFIC 
NORTHERN CA. OR. ID. MT. WY, UT 
Roy J. Keys (415) 513-6861 
Joseph Mabe (603) 924-2662 
SILICON VALLEY, Hl, WA, AK, 
W. CANADA 
Bill McAfee (415) 513-6862 
Jonathan Sawyer (603) 924-2665 
McGraw-Hill Publications 
1900 O'Farrell Street. 4200 
San Malec,: CA 94403 
FAX: (415) 513-6867 

SOUTH PACIFIC: TM», CA 
ORANGE COUNTY 
SAN DIEGO COUNTY 

Beth Dudas (714) 753-8140 
Joseph Mabe (603) 924-2662 
McGraw-HA Publications 
15635 Alton Pkwy., Suite 290 
rvine, CA 92718 
FAX: (714) 753-8147 

Peterborough, NH Office: Inside Sales FAX: 603-924-2683 

Hardware/Software Showcase 
Mark Stone (603) 924-2695 

Ellen Perham (603) 924-2598 
BYTE Publications 
One Phoenix Mill Lane 

Peterborough, NH 03458 

The Bayer's Mart/Clasdfleds 
Margot Grade (603) 924-2656 
BYTE Publications 
One Phoenix Mal Lane 
Peterborough, NH 03458 

Advertising FAX: 603-924-7507 

BYTE Deck 
Brad Dixon (603) 924-2596 
BYTE Publications 
One Phoenix Mill Lane 
Peterborough, NH 03458 

EURO-DECK 
James Bai, (6031 924-2533 
BYTE Publications 
One Phoenix Mill Lane 
Peterborough, NH 03458 

BYTE International Direct 
Repense Postcards 
Ellen Perham (603) 924-2598 
BYTE Publications 
One Phoenix Mill Lane 
Peterborough, NH 03458 

INTERNATIONAL ADVERTISING SALES STAFF 
UNITED KINGDOM, 
FRANCE, BENELUX 
Gary Lucas (.44 81 545 6268) 
Jonathan McGowan 
(.44 81 545 6289) 
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co. 
Wimbledon Bridge House 
One Hartfield Road 
Wimbledon, London SW19 3RU 
England 
FAX: .44 81 5456294 
TELEX: 892191 

GERMANT, SWITZERLAND, 
AUSTRIA 
Jurgen Heise 
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co. 
Liebigstrasse 19 
D-6000 Frankfurt 
Germany 
Tel: +49 69 71407 140 
FAX: -.496971407147 

Subscription Customer Service 
U.S. 1-800-232-2983 

Outside U.S. + 1-609-426-7676 

For a New Subscription 
U.S. 1-800-257-9402 

Outside U.S. + 1-609-426-5526 

ITALY, 
SCANDINAVIAN COUNTRIES 
Zena Coupe, Amenda Blaskett 
A-Z International Sales Ltd. 
70 Chalk Farm Road 
London NW1 8AN 
England 
Tel: +44 71 2843171 
FAX: +44 71 2843174 

ISRAEL 
Dan Ehrlich 
Ehrlich Communication Int'l 
P O. Boo 99 
Herniya 46101, Israel 
Tel: .972 52 586245 
Tel: +972 52 586246 
FAX: .97252 585685 

TAIWAN 
Shang Shiun Gou 
Third Wave Publishing Corp. 
2nd FI.. No. 19-1, Lane 231 
Fu Hsing North Road 
Taibei 10445, Taiwan 
R OC. 
Tel: +88627136959 
FAX: +88627151950 

HONG KONG 
Candice Lo 
Third Wave PubeshIng Corp. 
Unit 2, 6F Hing Wah Center 
82-84 To Kwa Wan Road 
Kowloon, Hong Kong 
Tel: +852 764 3830 
FAX: +852 764 3857 

KOREA 
Young-Seoh Chinn 
JES MEDIA INT'L 
Rm. 704, Nonhyun Bldg. 
37-12, Charnwon-Dong, 
Seocho-Gu 
Seoul, Korea 
Tel: +82 2 5458001 
Tel: +82 2 5458002 
FAX: +82 2 5498861 

JAPAN 
Maur,. Mon 
Transwodo Media Inc. 
4th Floor, • -26-6 Karnimeguro 
Meguro-ki... Tokyo 153, Japan 
Tel: 81 3 57210761 
FAX: .81 3 57210762 

SINGAPORE 
Derek Ng 
Stephen Tay 
Third Wave Publishing Corp 
1123 Serangoon Road. 803-01 
Singapore 1232 
Tel: +65 296 6166 
FAX: +65 298 7551 

AUSTRAYA 
Phil Bush 
7-13 Parraween Street 
Crernorne NOW 2090, 
Australie 
Tel: +61 2 908 9329 
FAX: +61 2 953 8274 

INDIA. INDONESIA, 
PAKISTAN. PHILIPPINES, 
OTHER ASIAN AND 
PACIFIC COUNTRIES 
K. T Wu 
Third Wave Publishing Corp. 
204 Fl., No. 19-1, Lane 231 
Fu lising North Road 
Taipei 10445, Taiwan 
R.O.C. 
Tel: 43943 2 7136959 
FAX: .886 2 7151950 

MALAYSIA 
Servex ( Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd. 
H,K Lin 
5th Floor, Bena Tower 
160, Jalan Ampang 
50450 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 
Tel: .60 3 2624592 
FAX: +60 3 2624591 

THAILAND 
Pisuth D Ratanachai 
A.R. Information & Publication 
Co.. Ltd. 
27 Charoen Nakorn 14 Rd.. 
Klongsan, Bangkok 10600, 
Thailand 
Tel: .66 2 4394600 
FAX: .862 4394616 
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YOUR DIRECT LINK 
PRODUCT CATEGORY INDEX 

For FREE product information from individual advertisers, circle the 
corresponding inquiry numbers on Your Direct Link Card! 

Category No. 
Inquiry No. 

HARDWARE 

Page No. 

1 ACCESSORIES/SUPPLIES 
538 MANNESMANN TALLY 48IS 5 
556 NIDEC CORP 268 
240 POLAROID CORP 272 

2 ADD-IN BOARDS 
189 
66 
501-502 
504-505 
268 
79 
163 
164 
512 
193-194 
266-267 
518 
88-89 
99 
104 
168 
137 
259 
244 

AMT INTERNATIONAL 
ATI TECHNOLOGIES INC 
BOCA RESEARCH INC (INT'L) 
COMPEX INC 
CONTROL CONCEPTS 
CURTIS-INC 
DIGICOM INC 
DIGICOM INC 
DIGIMETRIE 

DISTRIBUTED PROC. TECH. (N.A.) 
EDEN'S TECHNOLOGY CORP 
GFK HAMBURG 
HAUPPAUGE COMP WORKS 
INTEL CORP 
JAMECO ELECTRONICS 
MEDIA VISION 
QUA TECH INC 
STARGATE TECHNOLOGIES 
TALKING TECHNOLOGY INC 

BAR CODING 
248 VIDEX. INC 

4 COMMUNICATIONS/ 
NETWORKING 

508-509 CORE INTERNATIONAL (INTL) 
266-267 EDEN'S TECHNOLOGY CORP 

ELONEX 
210-211 EMBARC / MOTOROLA 
228 OMM RESEARCH CORP 
229 GTEK INC 

HEWLETT PACKARD 
533 MINICOM LTD 
531-532 MOTOROLA UDS (INT'L) 
269 PIKA TECHNOLOGIES 
140 ROSE ELECTRONICS 
260-261 SIGMA TECH SOFTWARE 
259 STARGATE TECHNOLOGIES 
244 TALKING TECHNOLOGY INC 
299 XINETRON 

5 COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
302 ACMA COMPUTERS INC 
286-287 ADVANCED LOGIC RESEARCH 
558-559 APPRO INTERNATIONAL INC 
564 DEICO ELECTRONICS 
565 DEICO ELECTRONICS 

DELL COMPUTER CORP (N.A.) 
• DELL COMPUTER CORP (N.A.) 

DELL COMPUTER CORP (N.A.) 
DELL COMPUTER CORP (N.A.) 
ELONEX 
GATEWAY 2000 
GATEWAY 2000 
GATEWAY 2000 

91 IBM - AMBRA ( N.A.) 
IBM- DIRECT 

545 ICL 
231 INES GMBH 
100 INTEL CORP 
101-102 INTERGRAPH (N.A.) 
233 KILA 
555 MANCHESTER EQUIPMENT CO 
553 MITAC INTERNATIONAL CORP 
554 MITAC INTERNATIONAL CORP 
123 NEC - SYSTEMS 

NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYSTEM 
124 NSTL 
127-128 PC POWER & COOLING 
242 RAPID SYSTEMS 
2 2-203 RECORTEC INC 
529 TECHPOWER COMPANY LTD 

267 
173 

48IS 7 
19 

272 
230 
203 
205 

48IS 12 
263 
272 

48IS 25 
245 

20-21 
197 
159 
250 
272 
273 

272 

141 
272 

12-13 
260 
273 
273 

36-37 
48IS 14 

201 
273 
158 
273 
272 
273 
200 

127 
110 

264PC 3 
264NE 2 
264S0 2 

CIII 
CIV 

80A-F 
92-93 
12-13 
CII,1 

136A-D 
152A-D 
32A-34 
120A-D 

34 
273 

48A-D 
160-161 

273 
264NE 1 
48IS 13 
48IS 15 
16-17 
211 
228 
59 

273 
259 

48IS 28 

Category No. 

Inquiry No. Page No. 

254 TRI VALLEY TECHNOLOGY INC 274 
289 ZEOS INTERNATIONAL 174-175 

6 DATA ACQUISITION 
216 AMERICAN ADVANTECH 
232 10 TECH 
235 KEITHLEY METRABYTE 

MICROSTAR LABORATORIES 
• NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS 
236 NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS 
137 QUA TECH INC 

274 
274 
274 
274 

48IDRC 1-2 
279 
250 

7 DISK & OPTICAL DRIVES 
557 
508-509 
79 
264 
103 
295 
198-199 
200-201 
550-551 
272-273 
131-132 
133 
144 
253 
154-155 

BOFFIN LIMITED 
CORE INTERNATIONAL (INT'L( 
CURTIS-INC 
GENERAL TECHNICS 
IOMEGA 
MEGADRIVE SYSTEMS 
MICRO SOLUTIONS COMP PROD 
MICRO SOLUTIONS COMP PROD 
MULTIPORT COMPUTER-SYSTEME 
PARALLEL STORAGE SOLUTIONS 
PINNACLE MICRO 
PIONEER NEW MEDIA TECH 
SONY (N.A.) 
TRANTOR SYSTEMS LTD 
VERBATIM CORP 

264S0 3 
141 
230 
274 
183 
191 
253 
255 

48IS 8 
274 
7 

61 
141 
275 
155 

8 DISKETTES/DUPLICATORS 
217-218 AXIOMATIC 
247 VICTORY ENTERPRISES TECH 

275 
275 

9 FAX BOARDS/MACHINES 
531-532 MOTOROLA UDS )INT'L) 201 

10 GRAPHICS TABLETS/MICE/ 
PEN INPUT 

185-186 ARISTO GRAPHIC SYSTEMS 
84 DIGITAL VISION 

MICROSOFT CORP 

11 KEYBOARDS 
503 CHERRY MIKROSCHALTER GMBH 
225 DATALUX CORP (INT'L) 
225 DATALUX CORP (N.A.) 

NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYSTEM 

12 LAN HARDWARE 
508-509 
191-192 
510-511 

520 
209 
533 
550-551 
127-128 

CORE INTERNATIONAL ( INTL) 
CYBEX CORP 
CYBEX CORP (INT'L) 
HEWLETT PACKARD 
IBM - GRAPHICS INTERFACE ( INT'L) 
LOGICAL CONNECTION 
MINICOM LTD 
MULTIPORT COMPUTER-SYSTEME 
PC POWER & COOLING 

13 LAPTOPS & NOTEBOOKS 
284-285 
539 
534 
227 
91 

206-207 
553 
554 

142 
542 
150 
151 
289 

AUSTIN COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
CHICONY 
FIRST INTERNATIONAL COMP 
GENOVATION, INC 
IBM - AMBRA ( N.A.) 
JDR MICRODEVICES 
MICRO-INTERNATIONAL, INC 
MITAC INTERNATIONAL CORP 
MITAC INTERNATIONAL CORP 
NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYSTEM 
S'NW COMPUTERS & ELECTRONICS 166 
SUN RACE 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
TOSHIBA AMERICA INC 
ZEOS INTERNATIONAL 

45 
168 
8-9 

228-229 
275 
275 
211 

141 
254 
CIV 

98-99 
33 

268 
48IS 14 
48IS 8 

59 

19 
48IS 2 

48IS 31 
275 

32A-34 
271 
265 

48IS 13 
48IS 15 

211 

14 MAIL ORDER 
189 AMT INTERNATIONAL 

BYTE/PC DIGEST 

48IS 29 
30-31 
139 

174-175 

267 
232A-B 

Category No. 

Inquiry No. 

70 
205 
190 
506 
564 
565 

91 
104 
206-207 
197 
142 
204 

BYTE/PC DIGEST 
CITITRONICS 
COMPUTER DISC WAREHOUSE 
COMPUTERLANE UNLTD 
DEICO ELECTRONICS 
DEICO ELECTRONICS 
IBM - AMBRA ( N.A.) 
JAMECO ELECTRONICS 
MICRO-INTERNATIONAL. INC 
NEVADA COMPUTER 
S'N'W COMPUTERS & ELECTRONICS 
WORLDWIDE TECHNOLOGIES 

Page No. 

233 
269 

256-257 
CIII 

264NE-2 
264S0-2 
32A-34 

197 

265 
264 

166 
262 

15 MEMORY/CHIPS/UPGRADES 
300-301 
189 
205 
195-196 
100 
104 
106-107 
214-215 
204 

ADVANCED COMPUTER PROD 
AMT INTERNATIONAL 
CITITRONICS 

FIRST SOURCE INT'L 
INTEL CORP 

JAMECO ELECTRONICS 
KINGSTON TECHNOLOGY 
L A TRADE 
WORLDWIDE TECHNOLOGIES 

16 MISCELLANEOUS 
HARDWARE 

300-301 
546 
518 
98 
527 

ADVANCED COMPUTER PROD 
DATAVISION 
GFK HAMBURG 
INTEGRAND RESEARCH 

SEKISUI CHEMICAL CO LTD 

252 
267 
269 
258 

48A-D 
197 
187 
270 
262 

252 
267 

48IS-25 
224 

48IS-22 

17 MODEMS/MULTIPLEXORS 
174-175 
176-177 
279 
75 

531-532 
172-173 

AT & T PARADYNE 
AT & T PARADYNE 

ATRIE TECHNOLOGY INC 
COMPUTER FRIENDS 
JDR MICRODEVICES 
MOTOROLA UDS ( INT'L) 
ZYXEL USA 

18 MONITORS & TERMINALS 
77-78 
224 
224 
• 
521 
121-122 

CTX INTERNATIONAL INC 
DATALUX CORP (INT'L) 
DATALUX CORP (N.A.) 
ELONEX 

KUO FENG CORP 
NANAO USA CORP 
PHILIPS MONITORS 

540-541 SAMTRON 
156-157 VIEWSONIC 

19 MULTIMEDIA 
271 
223 
167 
77-78 

179-180 
88-89 
99 
168 

126 
294 
148 

ADVANCED DIGITAL SYSTEMS 

CONTROL VISION 
CREATIVE LABS INC 

CTX INTERNATIONAL INC 
DSP SOLUTIONS / DIGISPEECH 
HAUPPAUGE COMP WORKS 
INTEL CORP 

MEDIA VISION 

PASSPORT DESIGNS INC 
SONY - ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING 
TEKTRONIX 

20 PRINTERS/PLOTTERS 
73 COMPAQ PRINTERS 
• HEWLETT PACKARD 
90 HEWLETT PACKARD 
209 LOGICAL CONNECTION 
555 MANCHESTER EQUIPMENT CO 
538 MANNESMANN TALLY 

274-275 PRIMAX ELECTRONICS 
111-112 OMS 

109-110 OMS 
148 TEKTRONIX 

149 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 

202 
212 

276 
166 
271 
201 
165 

239 
276 
276 

12-13 
48IS-23 

220 
120IS A-D 

48IS 11 
53 

276 

277 
39 

239 
213 
245 

20-21 
159 
151 
113 
73 

62-63 
24-25 
78-79 
268 

264NE 1 

48IS 5 
277 

103-105 
147 
73 
115 
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YOUR DIRECT LINK 
PRODUCT CATEGORY INDEX 

For FREE product information from individual advertisers, circle the 
corresponding inquity numbers on your Direct Link Card! 

Category No. 

Inquiry No. 

21 PROGRAMMABLE 
HARDWARE 

219-220 BEC MICROSYSTEMS 
262-263 DAVISON-WORTH CORP 
85 ELIASHIM MICROCOMPUTERS 
515 FAST ELECTRONIC GMBH 
230 GTEK INC 

JDR MICRODEVICES 
246 TRIBAL MICROSYSTEMS 
251 XELTEK 
252 Z-WORLD ENGINEERING 

22 SCANNERS/OCR/ 
DIGITIZERS 

85 ELIASHIM MICROCOMPUTERS 
HEWLETT PACKARD 

526 RECOGNITA 

23 TAPE DRIVES 
71-72 
114-115 
103 
234 
198-199 
200-201 
550-551 
237 
241 
277-278 

COLORADO MEMORY SYSTEMS 
CONNOR 
'OMEGA 
LAGUNA DATA SYSTEMS 
MICRO SOLUTIONS COMP PROD 
MICRO SOLUTIONS COMP PROD 
MULTIPORT COMPUTER-SYSTEME 
OVERLAND DATA INC 
QUALSTAR CORP 
SHAFFSTALL CORP 

24 UPS 
64 
125 
127-128 

AMERICAN POWER CONVERSION 
MINUTEMAN 
PC POWER & COOLING 

SOFTWARE 

Page No. 

277 
277 
52 

48IS-16 
277 
271 
278 
278 
278 

52 
68-69 

48IS-10 

54 
181 
183 
278 
253 
255 

48IS-8 
278 
278 
278 

152 
57 
59 

25 BUSINESS 
296-297 HORIZONS TECHNOLOGY 

UNIPRESS 
UNIPRESS 

26 CAD/CAM 
65 
185-186 
258 
101-102 
250 

AMERICAN SMALL BUSINESS COMP 
ARISTO GRAPHIC SYSTEMS 
CADSOFT COMPUTER, INC 
INTERGRAPH (N.A.) 
WINTEK CORP 

27 COMMUNICATIONS/ 
NETWORKING 

516-517 FUTURESOFT ENGINEERING 
548-549 IGC INC (INT'L) 
533 MINICOM LTD 
129 PERSOFT INC 
181 SOFTARC 
552 TRAVELING SOFTWARE 
184 VISION WARE 
561 WELLS FARGO BANK 

28 DATA ACQUISITION 
231 INES GMBH 
236 NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS 

29 DATABASE 
67-68 BORLAND INTERNATIONAL 
222 COMPUTER WISE 
513 DR HUGGLE & PARTNER GMBH 
296-297 HORIZONS TECHNOLOGY 
523 MAGIC / MSE 

RAIMA CORP 

30 EDUCATIONAL 
61-62 ABACUS SOFTWARE 

MCGRAW HILL NRI (N.A.) 

125 
264PC-4 
264NE-4 

241 
45 
278 

160-161 
279 

481S 30 
48IS 19 
48IS 14 

167 
112 

48IS 32 
157 

264PC 1 

273 
279 

11 
279 

48IS 26 
125 

48IS 27 
41 

Category No. 

Inquiry No. Page No. 

31 ENGINEERING/SCIENTIFIC 
170-171 
513 
226 
296-297 
101-102 
165-166 
535 

239 
256-257 
249 

ALLMICRO 118 
DR HUGGLE & PARTNER GMBH 48IS-26 
DSP DEVELOPMENT CORP 
HORIZONS TECHNOLOGY 
INTERGRAPH (N.A) 
ITERATED SYSTEMS 
ON TIME MKT / 
KARSTEN PETERSEN 
PERSONAL TEX 
SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMING 
VISTA MICROSYSTEMS 

33 GRAPHICS 
185-186 
290 
76 
77-78 
276 
117-118 
121-122 
126 
238 
265 
148 

ARISTO GRAPHIC SYSTEMS 
ATTITUDE INC 
COREL SOFTWARE 
CTX INTERNATIONAL INC 
LEAD TECHNOLOGIES 
MICFIOGRAFX 
NANAO USA CORP 
PASSPORT DESIGNS INC 
PATTON & PATTON 
RESEARCH SYSTEMS, INC 
TEKTRONIX 

35 MAIL ORDER 
190 COMPUTER DISC WAREHOUSE 
507 COMPUTER QUICK 
113 PROGRAMMER'S PARADISE 
528 SOFTLINE CORP 

36 MATHEMATICAL/ 
STATISTICAL 

536 
239 
243 
145 
146-147 

NAG 
PERSONAL TEX 
SAS INSTITUTE INC 

STATSOFT 
SYSTAT INC 

279 
125 

160-161 
216 

48IS-20 
280 
281 
280 

45 
243 
28 
239 
280 
215 
220 
151 
280 
280 
73 

256-257 
172 

74-75 
48IS-9 

48IS-30 

280 
281 
209 
148 

37 MISCELLANEOUS SOFTWARE 
535 ON TIME MKT / 

KARSTEN PETERSEN 

38 ON-LINE SERVICES 
• AMERICA ONLINE INC 

450 BIX 

39 OPERATING SYSTEMS 
94 
95 
96 
97 
282 
548-549 
135 
136 

IBM - PERSONAL S/W PRODUCTS 
IBM - PERSONAL S/W PRODUCTS 
IBM - PERSONAL S/W PRODUCTS 
IBM - PERSONAL S/W PRODUCTS 
IBM - PERSONAL S/W PRODUCTS 
IGC INC (INT'L) 
ONX SOFTWARE SYSTEMS LTD 
QUARTERDECK OFFICE SYSTEMS 

48IS-20 

168A-B 
293 

83 
85 
87 
89 
91 

48IS 19 
235 

42-43 

40 PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES/ 
TOOLS 

221 BINARY TECHNOLOGY INC 
283 COMPUTER ASSOCIATES 
513 DR HUGGLE & PARTNER GMBH 
293 EASTERN SYSTEMS 
519 GREY MATTER LTD 

IVERSON SOFTWARE, INC • 
108 LANEY COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
522 LOGIC PROGRAMMING ASSOC 

523 MAGIC / MSE 
• MICRO WAY 
120 MKS / MORTICE KERN SYSTEMS 
535 ON TIME MKT / 

KARSTEN PETERSEN 
130 PHAR LAP SOFTWARE INC 
113 PROGRAMMERS PARADISE 
141 SEQUITER SOFTWARE INC 
245 TALKING TECHNOLOGY INC 

51 158 WATCOM 
216A-B 159-160 XVT SOFTWARE INC 

281 
101 

48IS 26 
232 
63 

281 
123 

48IS 28 
48IS 27 

194 
135 

48IS 20 51 
143 69 

74-75 
225 74 
281 
27 636 

206 547 

Category No. 
Inquiry No. 

41 SECURITY 
63 
170-171 
503 
178 
85 
514 
515 

86-87 
138-139 
143 
298 

ALADDIN KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS 
ALLMICRO 
CHERRY MIKROSCHALTER GMBH 

DALLAS SEMICONDUCTOR 
ELIASHIM MICROCOMPUTERS 
EUTRON 

FAST ELECTRONIC GMBH 
GLENCO ENGINEERING 
RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES 
SOFTWARE SECURITY INC 
TRANSCEND INFORMATION INC 

Page No. 

107 
118 

228-229 
50 
52 

4815-24 

48IS-16 
171 
71 

162 
261 

43 SOFTWARE DUPLICATION 
217-218 AXIOMATIC 275 

45 UNIX 
182-183 INFORMATION FOUNDATION 
120 MKS / MORTICE KERN SYSTEMS 
187-188 SOFTLANDING SOFTWARE 
169 SUNSOFT 

UNIPRESS 
• UNIPRESS 
184 VISION WARE 

46 UTILITIES 
63 
170-171 
114-115 

80-81 
82-83 
560 
562 
563 
134 
161 

152-153 

ALADDIN KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS 
ALLMICRO 
CONNOR 
DIAGSOFT INC 
DIAGSOFT INC 

MICRO 2000 
MICRO 2000 
MICRO 2000 
PKWARE INC 
SYMANTEC 
TOUCHSTONE SOFTWARE 

47 WINDOWS 
61-62 ABACUS SOFTWARE 
114-115 CONNOR 
519 GREY MATTER LTD 
162 INFORMATION DIMENSIONS / ZYLAB 
105 KEA SYSTEMS LTD 

MICROSOFT CORP 

121-122 NANAO USA CORP 
525 OXFORD ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING 
255 PACIFIC SOFTWORKS 
129 PERSOFT INC 

256-257 SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMING 
184 VISION WARE 

227 
135 
52 
2-3 

264NE-4 
264PC-4 

157 

107 

118 
181 
222 
223 

264PC-2 

264S0-1 
264NE-3 

120 
219 
226 

51 
181 

63 
199 
119 
15 

220 
127 
281 
167 

281 
157 

48 WORD PROCESSING/DTP 
162 INFORMATION DIMENSIONS / ZYLAB 199 

525 OXFORD ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING 127 

GENERAL 
49 BOOKS/PUBLICATIONS 
61-62 ABACUS SOFTWARE 

BYTE/DIRECT LINK 

BYTE/PC DIGEST 
COMPUTER BOOK CLUB, THE 
COMPUTER BOOK CLUB, THE 
C.f.+ REPORT 
MICROSOFT PRESS INC 
OSBORNE MCGRAW-HILL 
UNIX WORLD 
UNIX WORLD 

MISCELLANEOUS 
BRITISH AIRWAYS 
BYTE SUB MESSAGE 

COMPAQ COMPUTER CORP 
DATAPRO INFO SVCS GROUP 
MANNESMANN TALLY 
MMG-SYSTEMS 

51 
247 
233 

200A-B 
201 

48IDRC 1-2 
47 
144 

248A-B 

249 

231 
216 

12-13 
92-93 
48IS 5 

48IS 2/ 
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EDITORIAL INDEX 

For more information on any of the companies covered in articles, columns, or news stories in 
this issue, circle the appropriate inquiry number on Your Direct Link Card. Each page number 
refers to the first page of the article or section in which the company name appears. IS pages 
appear only in the International edition. 

Inquiry No. Page No. Inquiry No. Pager No. 

A 
1320 Abacus Systems 242 

Abstract Research & Development 48 
1470 Accent Computers 48IS-3 
1453 Active Record Software Systems 48IS-3 

ADDA Technologies 48 
Addstore 22 
Adobe Systems 22, 64, 94, 121, 169 
Advanced Micro Devices 22 
Advanced Robotics Research 22 

1072 AIZ 236 
1298 Aladdin Systems 242 
1455 Aldus 48IS-3 
1312 Alpha Software 242 

Amehca Online 22 
Arnehlech 64 
AmSoft Systems 55 

1065 Apeno Technology 236 
1062 APF 236 

Apple Computer 10, 22, 64, 81, 94, 
137, 153, 169, 221, 294 

Approach Software 22 
1437 Apricot Computers 48IS-3 

Arbor Software 22 
Archtek Telecom 48 
Areal Technology 176 

1078 Arbsoft 163 
AST Research 22 
AT&T 64, 81, 130 
AT&T Microelectronics 64 

1276 ATI Technologies 145,236 
1301 Aulodesk 242 

Avalanche Development 111 
1433 AVM Computersysteme Vertriebs 48IS-3 
1131 Axis Communications 236 
1465 Aydin Controls 48IS-3 
1283 Azeena Technologies 242 

Bell Atlantic 64 
BIS Strategic Decisions 94 

1476 Blackwell Software 48IS-3 
1272 Blastronrx 236 

Blue Sky Software 121 
1159 Borland International 22, 130. 195. 207 

British Nuclear Fuels 22 
BT 64 

1152 Bureau of Electronic Publishing 221 

C 
1477 Cabet Software 4810-3 

Caere 94 
Calera Recognition Systems 22 
Casio 22 
CE Software 81 

1296 CenterLine Software 242 
Central Point Software 22 

1300 Choice Computing 242 
Cirrus Logic 145 
Citicorp Overseas Software 55 

1469 CNet Technology 481E-3 
1460 Cognos 4810-3 

Compression Labs 64 
1139 CompuAdd Computer 236 
1081 CompUSA Direct 137 

CompuServe 22, 94 
Computer Associates 22 
Connor Peripherals 176 

1060 Consumer Technology Nohhwest 236 
1446 Cooke Technology 48IS-3 
976, Coral Systems 169, 242 
1305 

Creative Labs 
Creative Technologies 
CypherTech 
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64.221 
64 
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1421 Datapath 4810-3 
1294 DataViz 242 

DataWare 94 
1488 Datrontech 48IS-3 

DEC 64, 94, 111, 121, 176, 195 
1306 Decisioneenng 242 

Dell Computer 22, 55 
1150 DeLorme Mapping 221 

Delphi Consulting 111 
Dextra Technology 48 
Digital Pre- Press 22 

1423, Drgithurst 48IS-3 
1452 

Dimensional Insight 22 
1422, Dynatech Communications 48IS-3 
1435 
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Electronic Studio 

1480 Elektroson 
1459 Bros 
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1316 Exerciser 

Eye-Tel Communications 
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1075 Fast Electronic 
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1329 Fractal Design 
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1146 Franklin Ouest 
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1073 Gateway Communications 
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General Videotex 

1451 Geneva Services 
GeoWorks 
Go 

1313 Gpf Systems 
OPT Video Systems 

1135 Gray Associates 
1302 Gryphon Software 

GTE 
1132 GVC Technologies 
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Headland Technology 
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Keyfile 
1315 KiJai Software 
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Mastek 55 
Maxtor 176 
Media Vision 64 

1160 MetaWare 130 
1068 Micro Express 236 

Merografx 169 
1063 Micropolis 176, 236 
1158, Microsoft 18, 22, 64. 94, 111, 121, 
1161 130, 137, 145, 149, 153, 163, 

195, 207, 217, 221 
1318 MicroStrategy 242 
1141 Microtek Lab 22.236 
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MIT 94 
1274 Mitsubishi Electronics America 236 
1061 Mobius Computer 236 
1136 Modular Computer Concepts 236 
1303 Mortice Kern Systems 242 

Motorola 22, 64, 81, 195, 221 
1133 Multi-Tech Systems 236 

N 
1142 National Design 236 

National Indian Institute for Training 55 
1295 National Information Systems 242 
1474 National Instruments U.K. 481S-3 
1153 NCR 55, 64, 221 
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1466 NetConnect 4810-3 
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Samsung Electronics America 
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Schofield Maguire 
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Seybold Publications 
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Sharp Electronics 
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Ultima Electronics 
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Commentary Michael Crichton 

Installer Hell 
Designed to help users, auto-

installers often wreak havoc 

behind the scene 

0  pen your mouth and close your eyes," 
goes the children's rhyme, "and I'll 
give you something to make you 
wise." The unsuspecting child then 

gets a mouthful of dirt. We usually learn this particular bit 
of wisdom around the age of five, and it's a lesson we 
don't forget. Never again will we stand passively with our 
mouths gaping and our eyes closed. 

Never, that is, until we buy a computer. Modern com-
puter users face this childhood trick in its bland adult 
form: "Insert Disk 1 and Run the Installer." Dutifully, we 
do as we are told, swapping disks and hoping for the best. 
We have no choice these days; nearly all software 

vendors deliver their applications with installers. Vendors 
say installers are necessary because programs are more 
complicated. Large applications may require dozens of 
separate files to be located at specific places on the disk. 

Furthermore, we are told, a new generation of computer 
users doesn't know much about the workings of the com-
puter and doesn't want to learn. These users require auto-
matic installation. Fair enough. But the method that assists 
naive users assists lazy vendors, too. And we learn the 
consequences. 
My niece calls me up. She's 10. "My computer crashed." 
"What happened?" 
"I installed something called Computer Fun Disk." 
"Is it compatible with your operating system?" 
"It doesn't say." 
"What'd it do?" 
"I don't know. I just followed the directions." 
Before we were done. she had to reformat her hard 

drive and reinstall her system and all her files. There 
wasn't any choice, because we had no way to know what 
the installer did, what files it placed, or where. 

Or: My DOS portable has a relatively small hard drive. 
I'd like to dump files I don't need. I just installed an up-
date of my word processor, and when I look at the direc-
tory, I see what look like all sorts of drivers and convert-
ers. I'm sure I don't need them all. But which can I safely 
discard? Good luck. There's no documentation. Those 
files in my directory might as well be Mayan hieroglyphs. 

Or: I've got my PowerBook while I'm on vacation, 
and I want to call my office and transfer files. But I can't 
connect, and a call to Apple doesn't help. It turns out 
that a file called Serial Port Arbitrator is necessary. I 
dumped it because I have only one port on this machine, 
so what's to arbitrate? Wrong. Reinstall, dummy. 
When I reinstall, I get 25 drivers for modems that I 

don't have in my system. But am I going to take the driv-
ers out? Not on your life. Because now I understand the 

modern ntle of computers: Don't touch anything. 
At one time, in the early days of personal computers, 

a friery proudly showed me his method of booting. driv-
en by a batch file he'd gotten from a friend. It turned out 
he was loading his word processor, quitting it to install a 
keystroke macro, and reloading his word processor again. 
Watching him, I realized I was seeing superstitious be-
havior in a college graduate. My friend had no idea what 
he was doing—he was just blindly following directions. 
like one of those Skinnerian pigeons that walk in a semi-
circle while waiting for the food to drop from the bin. 
My friend's case was extreme, and his batch file easy 

enough to fix. But these days. undocumented, obliga-
tory installation programs turn us all into superstitious pi-
geons. For those who have lived through the evolution of 
computers, this is an ironic outcome. The early promise 
of personal computers was freedom and knowledge. not 
mysterious machines that we couldn't understand. Par-
ticularly with Apple computers, the interface guidelines 
were meant to enable users to understand what their ma-
chines were doing. 

But all that is gone. Now we must install. 
What does the installer-driven future hold? Increas-

ingly passive users, increasingly lazy vendors, and much 
bigger hard drives to hold the accumulated junk. More in-
explicable crashes. More undocumented incompatibili-
ties. More time on the phone with vendors and dealers. 
More time on-line with other users, trying to figure out 
what is going on. In short, installer hell. 

What's the solution? It's simple: Make obligatory in-
stallers a thing of the past. They're fine for naive users. 
But every application should also come with adequate 
instructions to enable you to install manually. This should 
include a detailed list of what all those files are, what 
they do, and where they go. There should also be a clear 
list of minimum system requirements. 

Anything less is treating you like a child. A dumb 
child. • 

Michael Crichton is the author of such best-sellers as Jurassic Park 
and Rising Sun. You can reach hin, un bix do "editors." 
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BIN: Your Coach 
to the Internet! 

t‘'.! Met,//, 
-e 

sh 
Give BIX a try with our new 5 for Free Offer! Join BIX 

today and get 5 [lours of evering and weekend access for free! 

Take the rest of the calendar month to explore BIX, and then 

continue for our standard $ 13 monthly membership fee. 

Further details and complete rate information are 

provided during registration Using any communications 

vs, program, dial 1-800-695-4882. At the " logon" prompt enter bix. 

‘'etOrY Ther at the " name?" prompt enter bix.hy:e39. If you have any 

questions, call us at 1-800-695-4775 (voice). Or fax us at 617-491-6642. 

Send Internet mail to info@hix.com. Windows users can order BIXnav, our graphical 

interface for BIX, for easy pont and click access. Details are availab'e during registration. 

under the 5.10, Free plan, daytime rates (SO/nr) apply tor access curirrj prime rime hours Tee 5 or Free eter is valid lc, 

The Internet connects you with 

more than 10 million people , at 

universities, companies, and other 

online services. Now, get full access 

to the Internet free of charge when 

you subscribe to BIX! You'll also 

get expert assistance from BIX 

moderators who can help you find 

your way around the Internet. 

These experts can guide you through 

the many services and features 

available, and help you find the 

information you're looking for. 

Anytime you need help, just join our 

special ' internet' conference and get 

fast answers to your questions. 

As you become more familiar with the 

Internet, you'll be able to download 

files from all over the world using FTP, 

connect to other sites and services 

through telnet, read and reply to 

Usenet Newsgroups, access utilities 

like finger and whois, and much more! 

BIX and the Internet together provide 

the largest and most effective technical 

resource for computing professionals. 

And with over 600 local access 

numbers in the U.S., plus telnet access 

via the Internet, BIX makes it easy to 

connect. Try BIX today through our 

special 5 for Free offer - and become 

part of the top technical team! 

FIX 
If you can hack it 

Circle 450 on Inquiry Card. 



DELL. TH 
GATEWAY TO THE HOTT 

PC TECHNOLOGY. 

DELL DIMENSION 486/33 
i486 DX 33MHz SYSTEM 

DELL DIMENSION XPS 450V 
i486 DX2 50MHz SYSTEM 

DELL DIMENSION XPS 450V 
i486 DX2 50MHz SYSTEM 

DELI. DIMENSION XPS 466V 
i486 DX2 66MHz SYSTEM 

DELL DIMENSION XPS 466V 
i486 DX2 66MHz SYSTEM 

DELL DIMENSION XPS 466V ULTIMATE 
i486 DX2 66MHz SYSTEM 

$1,799 
• BUSINESS LEASE: $67/MO. 

• 4MB RAM 

• 64MB MAX RAM 

• 230MB ( 17ms) HARD DRIVE 

• UPGRADEABLE PROCESSOR 

• 6 16-BIT ISA EXPANSION SLOTS AVAILABLE 

• ACCELERATED LOCAL BUS VIDEO 

• ULTRASCAN 14C MONITOR 
(147 1024 x 768, . 28mm, NI) 

• COMBO DISKETTE DRIVE (3.5" AND 5.25") 

• 101-KEY KEYBOARD 

• MS-DOS' 6.0/MICROSOFP WINDOWS' 
3.1/MOUSE 

t Promotional price expires 9/30/93 . 

DELL DIMENSION XPS. 
PCs DESIGNED FOR THE HIGH 

PERFORMANCE USER. 

$2,199 
• BUSINESS LEASE: $81/MO. 

• 8MB RAM 

• 64MB MAX RAM 

• 230MB ( 17ms) HARD DRIVE 

• 128KB EXTERNAL CACHE 

• UPGRADEABLE TO PENTIUM' OVERDRIVE' 

• 6 16-BIT ISA EXPANSION SLOTS AVAILABLE, 
10N VL-BUS 

• VL #9GXE VIDEO CARD 

• 1MB VIDEO RAM 

• ULTRASCAN 15FS MONITOR 
(157 1024 x 768, .28mm, NI) 

• ONE DISKETTE DRIVE 

• 101-KEY KEYBOARD 

• MS-DOS 6.0/MICROSOFT WINDOWS 
3.1/MOUSE 

Now that you've 
witnessed the sheer 
technological 

superiority Dell wields over Gateway, there are only two 
decisions you have left to make. 

Which Dell Dimension XPS PC is right for you? 
And what kind of software would you like to go with 

it? Whatever it is, we can help out. 
That's right. You can order your software at the same 

$2,498 
• BUSINESS LEASE: $92/MO. 

• 8MB RAM 

• 64MB MAX RAM 

• 340MB (17ms) HARD DRIVE 

• 128KB EXTERNAL CACHE 

• UPGRADEABLE TO PENTIUM OVERDRIVE 

• 5 16-BIT ISA EXPANSION SLOTS AVAILABLE, 
1 ON VL-BUS 

• VL #9GXE VIDEO CARD 

• 1MB VIDEO RAM 

• ULTRASCAN 15FS MONITOR 
(15," 1024 x 768, . 28mm, NI) 

• ONE DISKETTE DRIVE 

• 101-KEY KEYBOARD 

• MULTI-SESSION, DOUBLE-SPIN CD ROM DRIVE 

• MS-DOS 6.0/MICROSOFT WINDOWS 
3.1/MOUSE 

time you order your Dell Dimension XPS. That way, 
you'll be up and running right out of the box. 

Purchase your favorite combination from 100 of the 
most popular and competitively priced DOS and 
Windows applications and have them pre-
loaded onto your machine for one low 
$15 installation fee. 

And should you ever want to add a 
peripheral, upgrade a software package 

E 

$2,799 
• BUSINESS LEASE: $104/MO. 

• 8MB RAM 

• 64MB MAX RAM 

• 450MB (12ms) HARD DRIVE 

• 256KB EXTERNAL CACHE 

• UPGRADEABLE TO PENTIUM OVERDRIVE 

• 5 16-BIT ISA EXPANSION SLOTS AVAILABLE, 
ION VL-BUS 

• VL #9GXE VIDEO CARD 

• 1MB VIDEO RAM 

• ULTRASCAN 15FS MONITOR 
(15," 1024 x 768, .28mm, NI) 

• ONE DISKETTE DRIVE 

• 101-KEY KEYBOARD 

• MULTI-SESSION, DOUBLE-SPIN CD ROM DRIVE 

• MS-DOS 6.0/MICROSOFT WINDOWS 
3.1/MOUSE 

REAL 

$2,999 
• BUSINESS LEASE: $111/MO. 

• 16MB RAM 

• 64MB MAX RAM 

• 450MB (12ms) HARD DRIVE 

• 256KB EXTERNAL CACHE 

• UPGRADEABLE TO PENTIUM OVERDRIVE 

• 5 16-BIT ISA EXPANSION SLOTS AVAILABLE, 
1 ON VL-BUS 

• VL #9GXE VIDEO CARD 

• 1MB VIDEO RAM 

• ULTRASCAN 15FS MONITOR 
(15," 1024 x 768, .28mm, NI) 

• ONE DISKETTE DRIVE 

• 101-KEY KEYBOARD 

• MULTI-SESSION, DOUBLE-SPIN CD ROM DRIVE 

• MS-DOS 6.0/MICROSOFT WINDOWS 
3.1/MOUSE 

or order a new application, we can help you there too. 
With DellWare7 A selection of over 2,400 software and 

peripheral items that you can order direct from us at 
discount prices. And if you want your Dell Ware 
selections in a real hurry, we'll ship your order to you 
over night for only $5 extra. For no charge at all, we'll 
send you a free Dell Ware catalog. Packed full of software 
and peripheral products for you to choose from. 
And when your catalog arrives, you can spend a 

E 

$3,198 
• BUSINESS LEASE: $118/MO. 

• 16MB RAM 

• 64MB MAX RAM 

• 450MB (12ms) HARD DRIVE 

• 256KB EXTERNAL CACHE 

• UPGRADEABLE TO PENTIUM OVERDRIVE 

• 5 16-BIT ISA EXPANSION SLOTS AVAILABLE, 
1 ON VI-BUS 

• VL DIAMOND VIPER VIDEO CARD 

• 2MB VIDEO RAM 

• ULTRASCAN 15FS MONITOR 
(151 1024 x 768, .28mm, NI) 

• ONE DISKETTE DRIVE 

• 101-KEY KEYBOARD 

• MULTI-SESSION, DOUBLE-SPIN CD ROM DRIVE 

• MS-DOS 6.0/MICROSOFT WINDOWS 
3.1/MOUSE 

si 

leisurely afternoon looking at some more techie goodies 
that Gateway doesn't have to offer you. 

DOLL 
TO ORDER CALI 

800-365-9977 
HOURS: MON.FRI 74f-9PM CT SAT 10AM.6PM CT SUN I2PM•SPM CT 

IN CANADA; CALL 800-668.3021. PLEASE REFERENCE MEAD 

•Prices the only. None products imd prgrenotums not available m Canada. Leasing ammged 1..easne Group, Inc. The Intel Inside Leo is a registered trademark and i486. PentiUM and (. kerdrive are Trademark, of Cinp. MS-DOS and Microsoft are registered trademarks Lind Win‘lows à a Trademark of Microsoft Corp. Deli discla ims proprietary m the marks and names of Awn. 'l0Q3 Dell C. genre Corp. All nghts retorted. 



THE FASTEST VIDEO 
ON PLANET EARTH. 

TH 
GATEWAY 
TO  THE 

HOTTEST PC 
TECHNOLOGY 

ISN'T 
GATEWAY. 

E 

DELL DIMENSION X PS. 
PCs DESIGNED FOR THE HIGH 

PERFORMANCE USER. 

Super fast double-spin 
CD ROM drive. 

450MB local bus 
IDE hard drive. 

Five available expansion 
slots that let the 466V 

Ultimate expand to meet 
your wildest ambitions. 

For just $ 199 you can add 
two amplified, full-powered 

Labtec CS550 stereo speakers 
and a 16-bit Soundblaster 

stereo CD-quality sound card 
to your Dell Dimension 

XPS 466V Ultimate. 

The Viper board is 
available as an upgrade 

from Gateway, but the Dell 
Dimension XPS 466V 

Ultimate certainly is not. 

DELL DIMENSION XPS. 
PCs DESIGNED FOR THE HIGH 

PERFORMANCF. USER. 

UltraSccn 

If you've been bitten 

by the speed bug, sink 
your teeth into our Dell 

Dimension's' XPS 466V Ultimate. A blistering fast 486 rocket. 
Featuring the Diamond Viper VL video board configured 

with 2MB video RAM, (the fastest PC graphics accelerator 

board on planet Earth) this speed demon is the perfect 
solution for color publishing, 
multimedia and high-end 
graphics applications. 

Thanks to the Viper, the 
466V Ultimate features a virtually flicker-free display at all 

resolutions. You can work with a palette of up to 16 million 
brilliant colors. For added speed and performance, the Viper 

comes with its own turbo drivers to drive all of your Windows' 

3.1 applications even faster. Oh and before we forget, the 
Viper has 2 megabytes of its own VRAM for the kind of face-

warping acceleration that leaves others blinking in the dust: 

It ships with 16MB. It can be 
stuffed with up to 64MB. 
It is one fast machine. 

Enhanced, space-saving 
10I-key keyboard. 

The Viper Video Card. At 
60 million WINMARKS:* 
id the fastest PC graphics 
accelerator on planet Earth. 
Stock equipment on the 
Dell Dimension XPS 
466V Ultimate. 

The 466V Ultimate comes fully decked out. With 16MB 

of RAM upgradeable to 64MB. A 450MB local bus IDE hard 
drive. High speed 256KB static RAM external cache. Five 
available 16-bit expansion slots — one of which can support 

an additional high-speed VL device. A 15-inch UltraScan-
15FS non-interlaced monitor with 1024 x 768 pixel display. 
One internal diskette drive. Our double-spin CD ROM drive. 
Configured with MS-DOS % 6.0, Windows 3.1 and of course, 
a mouse. 

All for just $3,198 (Business Lease°: $118/M0.). 
You can order one today from Dell. And get the ultimate 

in performance. 

DOLL 

T6Z475', -I5LL 8019 
HOURS: MON.FRI 7AFA.9PM CT SAT 10AM.6PM CT SUN I2PM .5PM CT 

IN CANADA, CALI 800.668.3021. PLEASE REFERENCE *11E13 

*Dell assumes no responsibility for face-warping accelexcainn injurie5. **Performance measured In running WinBench tersion 3.11 ar 1024 x 768, 256 colors. 






